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MOCRATIC SPIRIT IN CAMP DEVENS VISIT
om "Soldiers Three"
of War Newton D
i of the knob on General Hodges' office door, the trto of
orderlies were on their feet and
standing as rigid as West Pointers
on review, when the "Big Chief"
from Washington strode rapidly
across the passageway, bound for
the office of Lieutenant W. W. Cowgill, aide-de-camp, as a short cut.
On the threshhold, in spite of his
hurry, Secretary Baker turned, nodded to the file of orderlies at salute,
and said cheerily, "Good-bye, boys!"
"What do you think of that, fellows?" said Private "Tom" Kerrigan
of Lowell, as the correspondents
trooped past.
"Secretary of War,
himself, piped us and said good-bye.
Some honor, that, from the head of
the department, to notice three obscure orderlies.
"Shows how observing he is. Takes
a real man to pull that stuff. Who'd

MR. BAKER'S SjfEEC
ics
It has b/eft cu^Ssfe^ry fa
of the administration to grou
iels and Baker as ill-suited /or thft
great responsibilities which the war
has thrust upon them. And the essentially pacifist theories which the
secretary of war long espoused un-'
doubtedly made the task of leadership in war preparations seem for
him quite uncongenial.
But no one who has heard any of
his speeches in the last few days can
fail to recognize him as a man of
marked intellectuality and of exceptional powers of convincing statement. There is a simplicity about
his style and a freedom from the
ornate which are wholly in keeping
with the modern theory of. oratory.
Without any of the arts of the old' time declaimer, he holds his audi-.
ences absolutely, and does so by the
straightforwardness and persuasiveness of his appeal.
Both as a speaker and as an administrator he re'sembles Woodrow
Wilson. If our President could bequeath the office to a successor, he
would be likely to name his secretary of war as the next man in line.
They are strikingly alike.
Each
.makes the same sort of appeal. Bach
represents the same type of thought
and of expression. And have you
thought of the political availahilitv"c%
The man frpni Cleveland" ?

a thought the chief of the works
would even bother to squint at us
common soldiers?"
. "Tom"
Kerrigan,
cavalryman,
beamed all over, and so did his two
comrades, who shared the salutation
—Corporal H. B. Leith, a Harvard
student, of Watertown, and Private
Paul A, Wood of Everett. All are
members of the headquarters troop
of Cavalry.
Today, Secretary Baker's rapid-fire
courtesy was the talk of the camp.
Perhaps headquarters troop was not
flattered to have three of its sons so
signally honored.
TRUE DEMOCRACY.
It was the most casual exhibition
of courtesy, but it hit the mark. In
the opinion of the rank and file who
discussed the incident today it showed
"true democracy," and it was appreciated by the thousands of enlisted
men as sincerely as was MajorGeneral Harry F. Hodges' edict to the
officers to be considerate of the feelings of the men under them at all
times and to treat them with civility
and never to speak to them harshly.
Such policies are cementing more
rapidly than comradeship, or anything
else,-the splendid organizations that
haVe*sprung up in General Hodges'
family of 35,000 soldiers from New
England and New York State.
Rough-shod methods are tabooed in
Camp Devens. The slap-stick, bulldozing method of the old army school
is forbidden at thij camp, where the
utmost consideration is shown for even
the most shrinking "rookie." And that
is as it should be.
DYNAMO OF ENERGY.
General Hodges was quick to detect
the moral and psychological influence
of closer co-operation between officers
and enlisted men. That was how the
"golden rule" policy happened to be
inaugurated at Camp Devens. It is
a practice and not a mere theory here.
Secretary Baker ' spent exactly
thirty-five minutes in camp when a
reception committee from Manchester,
N. H., spirited him away to grace a
celebration there as star .guest and
orator. The delegation from the
Granite State had been anxiously
waiting at Division Headquarters for
three hours, fearing that wires had
crossed somewhere, when word was
received from home that Secretary
Baker had been delayed at Providence
owing to some breaking of the train
gear.
' The head of the War Department
■came from Washington unattended.

Gets Five Years
at Hard Labor for
Insubordination
Camp Lewis,
Tacoma Wash., Oct. 25.
DISHONO RABL E
discharge
from the National Army,
forfeiture of all pay and allowance, and confinement at hard
labor for five years, was the sentence imposed by military courtmartial upon Eno R. Larsen,
drafted man from San Francisco,
for failure to submit to physical
examination for contagious diseases.
The sentence and approval by
Major-General H. A. Green have
been announced.
Also he was not rigged for a storm
when he hopped off the Pullman at
Ayer Junction at 1:55 in a stiff noeaster. He was without raincoat or
umbrella. He wore a black frock
coat, dark striped trousers, a black
top coat, derby and black four-inhand tie. He looked like a church
usher or the best man at a wedding.
The former newspaper man and
lawyer, who won a three-cent street
car fare for Cleveland, is small and
slight and as nimble as a cricket. He
has keen black eyes, prominent nose,
rather a pallid complexion, dark hair
and iff a dynamo of nervous energy.
No official announcement of his
coming had been received from Manchester, and then General Hodges and
Lieutenant Cowgill got busy. They
surprised and pleased Secretary Baker
by having a comfortable closed car at
the station to meet him.
They landed him at division headquarters at 2:15. It was a wonder
that the squad of soldiers at the gate
did not hold up the car and place the
War Secretary and their general under arrest as part of the Liberty Day
pranks, until they had surrendered a
$1 tax for entering with an automobile and each bought a tag for a
quarter.

One of the tag pedlers started to,
hut noticed familiar faces through
the flaps, and that was how it happened that the glass vindshield of
the general's auto lacked the placard
pasted on all others that produced, inscribed "Pinched by Camp' Devens."
No sooner did Secretary Baker
reach the private office of General
Hodges than he lighted his briar
pipe and puffed away, as he asked to
have members of the staff and chiefs
of departments brought before him,
one at a time. These included Lieutenant-Colonel M. B. Stewart, chief
of staff; Major Wainwright, assistant
chief of staff; Captain A. P. Browne,
assistant chief of staff and intelligence officer, and the heads of the
Quartermasters and Ordnance Departments and the chief surgeon.
After Secretary Baker had gone,
General Hodges said:
"Mr. Baker, had certain questions
to ask each officer summoned before
him and every question had a point.
He knew exactly what he wanted,
and he got it. He was particularly
interested, in equipment.
He expressed satisfaction over conditions
here. He did not waste time nor
words.
BAKER TO RETURN*
"It was a pity the weather was not
favorable, and that he did not have
more time. We feel proud of what
we have accomplished here. Naturally, he has seen other cantonments,
but we feel, without boasting, that
none can make a better showing than
our New England camp. On that account I regretted that we were unable to put our best foot forward today while Mr. Baker was here. Not a
word was mentioned about a possible
transfer of the camp to the South."
Secretary Baker received the members of the New Hampshire delegation after he had interviewed the
chief officers of the camp. This delegation was made up of Mayor Henry
W. Spaulding or Manchester, Congressman Sherman E. Burroughs of
Manchester, Congressman Edward B.
Wason of Nashua; Postmaster John
I£. Willis, Colonel' William Marcotte,
chairman of the Public Safety Committee of Manchester; former District
Attorney P. H. Sullivan, and George
L. Kibby, an editor of the Manchester Union and member of the Public
Safety Committee.
While they waited the parade of
15,000 got under way in their home
town, where Brother Jenks reported
by wire that 75,000 spectators turned
out in spite of the rain.
GAS DEFENCE SCHOOLS.
They, carried the Secretary of War
away with them in a high-powered
car and their townspeople gave him
a great reception. They sent him
back to Boston in a special train,
and he returned to Washington last
night.
Just before leaving- camp, Mr.
Baker said:
"I shall not return tomorrow to
inspect this cantonment. I must defer that until later, but I cannot fix
the date at this time. It is pretty
hard for me to steal away from
Washington these days with affairs
so pressing. I shall be here again
in the near future to look the place
over."
In compliance with general orders
from the War Department issued to all
^National Guard and National Army
camps, "Schools for Gas Defence" are
j to be established without delay. A
gas house is to be built near the Base
Hospital here.

|ERiO^SoSMMmlCAMPDEVENS VISIT
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Camp Devens, Ayerjct. 25.—They are calling from "Sbldiers Three" common
"Tom"
Kerrigan,
cavalryman,
today because of the huf., shown them by Secretary of War Newton D beamed all over, and so did his two
comrades, who shared the salutation
Baker on his first visit this cantonment.
—Corporal H. B. Leith, a Harvard
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eral Hodges' office door, the trio of Paul A, Wood of Everett. All are
orderlies were on their feet and members of the headquarters troop
standing as rigid as West Pointers of Cavalry.
Today, Secretary Baker's rapid-fire
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courtesy was, the talk of the camp.
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across the passageway, bound for flattered to have three of its sons so
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gill, aide-de-camp, as a short cut.
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On the threshhold, in spite of his
It was the most casual exhibition
hurry, Secretary Baker turned, nod- of courtesy, but it hit the mark. In
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Granite State had been anxiously
waiting at Division Headquarters for
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three hours, fearing that wires had
But no one who has heard any of
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his speeches in the last few days can
received from home that Secretary
fail to recognize him as a man of
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tional powers of convincing state' The head of the War Department
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Tbere is a simplicity about
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his stvle and a freedom from the
ornate which are wholly in keeping
with the modern theory of oratory.
Without any of the arts of the oldtime declaimer, he holds his audi-.
ences absolutely, and does so by the
straightforwardness and persuasiveness of his appeal.
Both as a speaker and as an administrator he resembles Woodrow
Wilson. It our President could bequeath the office to a successor, he
would be likely to name his secretary of war as the next man in line.
They are strikingly alike.
Each
makes the same sort of appeal. Each
represents the same type of thought
and of expression. And have you
thought^of the political availability oi
The man from Cleveland" Y.
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but noticed familiar faces through
the flaps, and that was how it happened that the glass vindshield of
the general's auto lacked the placard
pasted on all others that produced, inscribed "Pinched by Camp' Devens."
No sooner did ' Secretary Baker
reach the private office of General
Hodges than he lighted his briar
pipe and puffed away, as he asked to
have members of the staff and chiefs
of departments brought before him,
one at a time. These included LieuCamp Lewis,
tenant-Colonel M. B. Stewart, chief
Tacoma Wash., Oct. 25.
of staff; Major Wainwright, assistant
chief of staff; Captain A. P. Browne,
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discharge
assistant chief of staff and intellifrom the National Army,
gence officer, and the heads of the
Quartermasters and Ordnance Departforfeiture of all pay and allowments and the chief surgeon.
ance, and confinement at hard
After Secretary Baker had gone,
labor for five years, was the senGeneral Hodges said:
"Mr. Baker, had certain questions
tence imposed by military courtto ask each officer summoned before
martial upon Eno R. Larsen,
him and every question had a point.
He r knew exactly what he wanted,
drafted man from San Francisco,
and he got it. He was particularly
for failure to submit to physical
interested, in equipment.
He expressed satisfaction over conditions
examination for contagious dishere. He did not waste time nor
words.
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Major-General H. A. Green have
favorable, and that he did not have
been announced.
more time. We feel proud of what
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Aver Junction at 1:55 in a stiff no- but we feel, without boasting, that
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' The former newspaper man and transfer of the camp to the South." ,
Secretary Baker received the memlawyer, who won a three-cent street
car fare for Cleveland, is small and bers of the New Hampshire delegaslight and as nimble as a cricket. He tion after he had interviewed the
has keen black eyes, prominent nose, chief officers of the camp. This delegation was made up of Mayor Henry
rather a pallid complexion, dark hair W.
Spaulding or Manchester, Conand is a dynamo of nervous energy. gressman
E. Burroughs of
No official announcement of his Manchester,Sherman
Congressman Edward B.
coming had been received from Man- Wason of Nashua; Postmaster John
chester, and then General Hodges and R. Willis, Colonel' William Marcotte,
Lieutenant Cowgill got busy. They chairman of the Public Safety Comsurprised and pleased Secretary Baker mittee of Manchester; former District
by having a comfortable closed car at Attorney P. H. Sullivan, and George
the station to meet him.
L. Kibby, an editor of the ManchesThey landed him at division head- ter Union and member of the Public
quarters at 2:15. It was a wonder Safety Committee.
that the squad of soldiers at the gate
While they waited the parade of
did not hold up the car and place the 15,000 got under way in their home
War Secretary and their general un- town, where Brother Jenks reported
der arrest as part of the Liberty Day by wire that 75,000 spectators turned
pranks, until they had surrendered a out in spite of the rain.
$1 tax for entering with an automo[ bile and each bought a tag for a GAS DEFENCE SCHOOLS.
They, carried the Secretary of War
quarter.
"away with them in a high-powered
car and their townspeople gave him
a great reception. They sent him
back to Boston in a special train,
and he returned to Washington last
night.
Just beforo leaving camp, Mr.
Baker said:
"I shall not return tomorrow to
inspect this cantonment. I must defer that until later, but I cannot fix
the date at this time. It is pretty
hard for me to steal away from
Washington these days with affairs i
so pressing. I shall be here again
in the near future to look the. place
over."
,
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In compliance with general orders :
from the War Department issued to all j
^National Guard and National Army ,
camps, "Schools for Gas Defence" are j
to be established without delay. A
gas house is to be built near the Base j
Hospital here.
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WAR SECRETARY BAKER AND OTHER NOTABLES
REGIMENT TODAY
REVIEWED

The war chief highly commended the Reserve Corp s after inspecting its work at Fresh Pond. Left to
right in the picture are a French.army instructor at the Harvard training field, President Lowell of Harvard, Secretary of War Baker and Senator Lodge,.

The Harvard Reserve Officers'
Training Corps was reviewed and
then highly praised today by Secretary o£ War Newton D. Baker.
After inspecting the regiment and
its trenches at Fresh Pond, Cambridge, the Secretary said:
"I have had a wonderful time this
forenoon. I saw an abundance of material for officers' training camps, as
well as for officers.
"Harvard should oe proud of the
steady strength of\ material it has already supplied for our Federal training camps, as well as for the work of
the men I have seen here this morning."
Mr. Baker, who had spent the night
at the home of Edward A. Filene after a day at Camp Devens, arrived by
automobile at University Hall, Harvard, at 9:30. He was met by President Lowell of Harvard. Then he
went to the Fresh Pond training
camp. In the party with the Secretary of War and the head of Harvard I
were United States Senator Lodge,
Mr/i, Filene, Dr. Wilfred T. Grenfell
of Labrador mission fame and Dean
Henry A. Yeomans of Harvard.
At the training ground the following officers were presented to the
war secretary and other guests:
Major William F. Flynn, commander
of the corps; Colonel Azan, head of
the French officers of army instructions at camps in the Departments
oi. the East and Northeast, and Captain Amann and Lieutenant Morlce of
the French officers.
The Harvard Regiment, drawn up
in line of masses, was inspected,
while the new regimental band
played.
Then the guests inspected -the
trenches, guided by President Lowell
and Lieutenant Morice. The lieutenant blew a whistle. With smart
celerity 200 men of the corps, ,who
had been concealeu In the first-line
trenches, debouched over the top and
advanced in squads of four as in an
.attacking movement.
The trenches were muddy and contained long pools of water. But at
one or two points Secretary Baker
descended a ladder to the bottom of
the excavations and inspected dugouts.
Then the. guests returned to the
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Sec. Baker Inspects Harvard Trenches WAR CHIEF SEES
HARVARD TROOP
IN ACTIVE WORK
Trench Tour, Parade and
Debouchement for
Sec. Baker
CAMBRIDGE, Oct. 25.—Sec. of War
Baker, accompanied by Senator Lodge
and ' 'res. Lowell of Harvard, inspected
the Harvard R. O. T. C. at the Fresh
Pond trenches this morning in Belinont.
The Harvard regimentv 900 strong,
was drawn up in "line of masses," for
the first and general inspection.' There
followed special exercises by a,company of 250 picked men, advanced students in military science, under command of Lieut. Morize of the French
Mission. This number, 250, is the
size of the newly-formed American
company unit.
The exercise of the 250 was a "debouchement'' from the first line
trenches. After this officers of the
R. O. T. C. conducted Sec. Baker and
the other guests through a tour of the
trenches from the first line to the redoubt,
^v
There followed the march of. the
regiment back to Cambridge, where,
half way on the return, it was again
inspected by Sec. Baker, Pres. Lowell,
Senator Lodge and Maj. Flynn, commander of the regiment, who followed
in an automobile, to observe the men
Sec. of "War Newton D. Baker visited the scene of activities of the Harvard University soldier boys today and in marching line.
looked over the work. In the above picture, from left to right, are seen Pres. Lowell of the University,
The University Band of 30 pieces
the Secretary of War, U. S. Senator Henry Cabot Lodge and Lieut. Andre Morize and Col. Paul Azan, played, and, on the return of the
French officers.
guests, a brief visit was made to University Hall. The Harvard regiment
was divided for inspection into its
three battalions. These were commanded by Dr. C. C. Lane, Prof. W. B.
Munroe and Prof. R. B. Perry.
Owing to the fact that uniforms have
not yet arrived, 100 of the men of the
Harvard regiment were unable to drill
this morning

Notables at Fresh Pond "War Zone"
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BAKER AT HARVARD
Continued frr>m P'age One
cold for knitting-, a fashion associated with
these affairs.

Bos

ems

Secretary
spoke of the necessity of wholesome and
interesting excitement to high thinking
and high minded living, transferring to the
training camps the opportunity for healthy,
invigorating and stimulating recreation.
We cannot afford," he said, "such tremendous, calamitous waste and extravagance as it involves to take a million men
and send them forward to battle and then
get them home lowered in moral level."
There are many agencies working for the
good of the soldiers, but they need to be
organized and coordinated.
The soldiexs
should be fired with a sense of decency to
preserve them from blemish, so they can
return with a quality of citizenship keeping pace with the great quality of soldiers
that they are developing.
Bishop Lawrence told about this work in
greater detail, and cards were distributed
enlisting men in the service for camp community recreation.

"Sitting on the Old Yale Fence"
In ail there were probably three Hundred people, besides Secretary Baker and
other particular guests, who. looked on; and
a long string of motors was parked along
the north side of the pond. No such inspection would be complete without the
presence of Major Henry L. Higginson, and
lie was there and watched the movements
of the youthful soldiers with great interest.
Mayor Rockwood of Cambridge was another interested spectator, and others were
Hoger Pierce and Franois W. Hunnewell,
2d, secretaries to the Harvard Corporation, officers from the Naval Radio School,
society women, and a number of Harvard URGE WAR TO THE BITTER END
graduates of the past century. For the
younger women, one of the best vantage
points was the barrier around the pond, Secretary of War Baker and Senator
and as they perched there, contending with Lodge Say Germany Must Be Fought to
the fresh wind, the suggestion of "sitting
Her Knees—Chamber of Commerce Dinon the old Yale fence" was inevitable.
ner Notable
Going "Over the Top"
Notable speeches were made by Secretary
The inspection and field exercises lasted
perhaps half an hour, and then a single of War Newton D. Baker and Senator
company of the regiment, whose members Henry. Cabot Lodge at the dinner of the
had been in the corps !ast year, went into Boston Chamber of Commerce at the Copleythe trenches and gave an exhibition of Plaza Hotel last night. Both speakers de"over the top." This movement was car- clared that the war must be fought by the
ried out according to the latest war meth- United States to the bitter end and that the
ods, the attacking narty leaving the people of the country should lose no time in
trenches slowly and almost walking over realizing that it is the duty of every person
"no man's land," for when an advance of to uphold his country's power. More than
this kind is covered by an artillery barrage 1000 persons attended the dinner, which
there is no need for the infantry to hurry, was one of the most enthusiastic gatherings
because by the time the infantry reaches In Boston during tne war. Cheers and apthe enemy trench it is presumed that the plause greeted the patriotic utterances.
A most i-.teresting incident followed Secartillery fire will have wiped out the opretary Baker's story of events leading up
posing troops.
to
the war. He had spoken of Germany's
This gives, in outline, the manoeuvre from
a soldier's point of view. President Lowell, assurance to the United States that two
the officers and guests and the Naval boats could be sent abroad a week, the boats
Radio officers watched the advance from to follow prescribed routes and dock at
the soldier's viewpoint; but it was appar- certain harbors. "It had come to the time,"
ently a fete day for the "gallery," for they he f aid, "when the United States must get
scrambled along after the reviewing party down on its knees and crawl to the foot of
with'what speed they could make on the the Hohenzollern throne and say to the
Kaiser, Put thy foot urjon my neck and
slippery ground.
place thv bicody hand upon my head'—or
else it could fight." Then, after a pause in
Women Like French Uniforms
the tense stillness of the hall, the secretary
Some members of the regiment whose added : "We fought."
uniforms had not come, and whose only
Immediately there was a burst of endistinction from a civilian was that they thusiasm from all parts of the hall. Major
bore business-like rifles, endeavored to Henry L. Higginson clutched a napkin and
stem the tide of men and women who shouted "Three cheers for the fight." The
hustled along after the soldiers and the response was like a whirlwind in its inteninspecting party—and they were somewhat sity.
successful. Many of the women persisted,
Prior to this, a few moments after Sechowever—they wanted to see everything, retary Ba,ker entered, Colonel Azan and
and particularly the blue uniforms of Lieutenant Morize, the French officers
the French officers, which one woman and instructors at Harvard, were preremarked were "too dear for anything." sented to Secretary Baker.
The band
It was not very good "going" in the played the "Marseillaise," and there was
neighborhood of the trenches. For the a great cheer from all present.
most part, the soil there is clayey, and
In the gathering were many of Bosthose who hurried most sometimes made ton's foremost citizens ani prominent
the least speed—for it was a case of the citizens of other New England cities.
frog in the well. But they all kept their Seated at the head table with President
footing, fortunately, and, although some of Henry I. Harriman were Secretary Bakthe women crossed the trenches on flimsy er, U. S. Senator Lodge, Collector Billgang-planks only a foot wide, nobody, .as ings, Commandant Rush, Brigadier Genfar as was observed, fell into the watery eral John A. Johnston, Major Henry L.
ditches.
Higginson, James J. Storrow, B. J. Rothwell, Frank W. Whitcher, Henry A. CarBaker in the Wet Trenches
penter, president of the Pro.vidence
Chamber
of Commerce; Richard Ward,
Secretary Baker examined the trenches
with the same earnestness that he in- president of the Lawrence Chamber of
spected the soldiers—getting into the Commerce; James C. Reilly, president
trenches and even the bomb-proof dug- of the Lynn Board of Trade; James Pigout—and at the end of the inspection he gott, president of the Fitchburg Chamexpressed his opinion on the military work ber of Commerce; William E. Jones,
president Boston Wool Trade Associaat Harvard as outlined above.
Although the Secretary of "War counted tion; Charles C. Chase, president of the
upon meeting most of the men who accom- Haverhill Chamber of Commerce; Ralph
panied him to the training field, there was S. Bauer, president of the Lynsi Chamone man present whom he had not ex- ber of Commerce; George W. Alden,
pected to see. This was J. F. Duffin of president -of the Brockton Chamber of
Waltham, a conductor on the Middlesex Commerce; John H. Fahey, Frank H.
Street Railway. He had come especially Page, president of the Springfield Board
to see "Newton," as he called him, and of Trade; Mark Temple Dowling, C, F.
he got a hearty fhake of the hand from Weed, Lieutenant J. J. O'Hare, Gordon
Secretary Baker. ^
Abbott, Howard Coonley, Frederic S.
" 'Newton' and I were brought up in the Snyder, Chandler Bullock, president
same town," volunteered Duffin—and when Worcester Chamber of Commerce; Ralph
the Secretary of War was about to make C. Marden, president of Manchester, N.
a statement for the press, Duffin gave H., Board of Trade; State Treasurer
this bit of advice: "Tell them about the Charles L. Burrill and James A. McKibben.
three-cent fares, Newton."
The galleries were crowded and in the
upper gallery were more than one hundred
women. The tables were handsomeBAKER AT THE CITY CLUB
ly decorated. The music was all patriotic.
It was the annual dinner, and in his ad"The Little Chap" Is the Club's Luncheon dress President Harriman reviewed the
Guest and Has a Pleasant Introduction; work of the year, taking up the work
of the public safety committee and
He Discusses "Invisible Armor" and the paying tribute to Mr. Storrow, explaining
the situation in regard to the pneuHorrors of German Ruthlessness
matic mail tube service of the city, fire
o meetings at the City Club were ad-S> Prevention, daylight saving, social indressed by Secretary Baker this afternoon. surance, immigration, the condition of the
The first was held in the interest of the port ■ and its docks, trade aetivitres and
"War-Camp Community Recreation Fund" what may be expected after the war,
and was presided over by Joseph Lee, who transportation, the Cape Cod Canal. He
is chairman of the local committee. Bishop wound up with some telling, patriotic reWilliam Lawrence also addressed this marks
Secretary Baker said the astonishing
meeting.
The second meeting was a gathering of thing about the war was the response of
City Club members, giving a luncheon in the American people. "Nothing like it in
honor of Secretary Baker. The dining- the history of the world," he said. "It reroom on the fourth floor was completely vealed the fact that behind the apparent infilled and the gallery also was filled with difference of the American people there was
a cherished idea of liberty for which they
men, who had come only to listen.
Secretary Baker had a cordial introduc- were ready to offer, any sacrifice. Men
tion to the audience. He was welcomed in volunteered by the hundreds of thousands
behalf of the Commonwealth by Lieuten- to do anything the Government wanted
'ant Governor Coolidge, who spoke of solid them to do, without thought or mention of
Massachusetts support of the War De- •.'eward; were ready to give up everything
partment, and he was then introduced, by Eor their country.
"When the drafted men were asked
President James J. Storrow as a "frail
little chap" of tremendous executive abil- what they wanted most -to do, more than
ity, enormous duties and great courage. fifty per cent wanted to go at once to
It pleased Mr. Baker to be introduced France to fight. Of the whole, more than
as Mr. Storrow had pictured him, and thirtv per cent wanted to go into the
and the rest into the field and
he said he was very much interested in infantry,
heavy artillery. Only a small fraction
it, because it was the first time~ he had wanted
to get into the parts of the serheard himself analyzed, and he was real- vice where there will be no real fighting.
ly too busy to analyze himself. As he
"This is the spirit that has made it
had been sitting at the table waiting possible for. the Government to perform
for his chance, to speak, he said he had the miracles it has already performed.
been trying to think of the reasons why Never in the history of the world had 10,he was glad to come to Boston, and he 000,000 men been registered for the Army
said there were many reasons. One cf without so much as a soldier to escort a
them was that the City Club owed him single one of them to the point of regissomething, because on the occasion of a tration."
previous visit to Boston he had been
He traced the events leading up to the
called a foreigner. It happened that as war and sharply criticised the chicanery
■ an invited guest of the City Club he had of German diplomacy and the unbelieva little leisure and was sitting in front able ruthlessness of her warfare on land
of the Shaw monument thinking about and sea. The wor'.d—the civilized world
the things that made Boston great, when —had risen against such barbarism, and
a man came and asked him for \ match. instead of the United States helping
The stranger had asked him what he ethers, it was now seen that France and
thought of the Red Sox, and as the ques- England had been fighting the battles
tion tore him away from his musing over of the United States.
Boston's historical greatness, he was unA great cheer went up when ' he anable to answer, except to say that he nounced that the Army had already subhad been so busy that he had not fol- scribed toe the present Liberty Loan
lowed matters well enough to know who S61,455,430.
the Red Sox were.
"They are not only willing to fight but
"Baseball," said the stranger in dismay willing to pay to fight," said Secretary
and contempt, adding that:
Baker. "That spirit can only come from
"I understand, you are a foreigner."
men who are fighting for a cause. There
With this story, and its application, Sec- is no lust of conquest in our soldiers.
retary Baker brought forth vigorous ap- They are perfectly conscious of,the charplause from the floor, as it induced him to acter of the enemy and the causes for
say that now as he came to Boston again which they are asked to fight. Two colhe found that, "There are no. more any ored companies of stevedores have subforeigners in the United States."
scribed $36,000 to the Liberty Loan. That
Secretary Baker spoke extemporaneously, shows you the temper of the people of
but with fluency, discussing phases of the this country."
war. He declared that' the public mind is.
He told of the sixteen cities the Govso transformed that personal interests and ernment had already built for the Army,
self no longer enter into the life of the of the 11,000,000 blankets purchased, and
nation, but there is a spontaneous unanim- again he aroused great applause when
ity of opinion that nothing else matters he said that not only were the soldiers
until the war is won. The speaker drew a in France provided for—five of the best
vivid picture of the ruthlessness of German rifles in the world for each man—but in
warfare, contrasting it with the barbarous every other respec". also provided for,
warfare of the first ages and the civilized and not only that but provided with rewarfare, which it was supposed that the serves of everything necessary to their
world had adopted.
comfort and welfare.
"Nothing had
Before the luncheon Mr. Baker addressed quite equalled the manner in which the
a meeting which was held in the interest industries of the entire country had been
of a conservation of the high ideasl of the mobilized for the war," he said. "It wai
soldiers. At this meeting he spoke of the easy because every man wanted to do
"Invisible armor" with drieh, he said, the his bit."
civil population should surround the solSenator Lodge was cheered as he arose
diers, so as to equip them for the dangers to speak. He said he was afraid he was one
that threaten them in the camps. He of those ^who believed from the beginning
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BAKER AT HARVARD
Secretary of War Eeviews College |
Regiment
I Sees Field Manoeuvres and Trench |
Sortie
| Meets French

Officers and Major |
Flynn

Finds Training at Cambridge of Higl
-,
Value
In the midst of his busy stayXn B*
ton, Secretary of War Baker today took!
two hours to visit the training field and
the trenches of the Harvard Unit of the
R. O. T. C. at Fresh Pond, Cambridge.
The Secretary was accompanied by President Lowell, Senator Lodge, Edward A.
Filene, whose guest he was overnight,
Dr. Wilfred T. Grenfell and Dean Yeomans of Harvard College.
Major William F. Flynn, commander ot
the Harvard Regiment, Colonel Azan, Captain Aman and Lieutenant Morize, of the
French Army mission, put the men of the
regiment through field manoeuvres and
"wave" work from the trenches, and the
secretary said that he was greatly pleased
[with what he saw.
"I am particularly glad," said Secretary
Baker, "of the opportunity of seeing the
Harvard Unit and its training ground. The
work the unit has done and is doing is of
high military value, and it Ira.s poured into
our Army a steady stream of highly qualified men.
The brilliant French office.-s
have contributed especially to the value jf
the training, and the impression gained is,
that the officer material at Harvard :
abundant and of high quality."

lilt

Rookies Make Good Showing

mm
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Secretary Baker, Accompanied by Major Flynn, Inspects the New Harvard Regiment
that war with Germany was inevitable and
the fact that the people backed up the Government so treely in everything was proof
that the people had also believed the war
inevitable.
He then urged everybody to buy' Liberty
bonds, for, said he, "the credit of the United States is the pillar on which the war
against Germany rests.
"That is the largest tax ever levied upon
any people in the history of the world," said
he. "It will be paid, too, and paid willingly," he added, just before the cheers burst
out to back him up.
Then he pointed out
that at present England raises 26 per cent
of its Government and war expenses by
taxation, and France and Germany 14 per
cent.
"The rest—the remaining 64 per cent—is
to be raised by bonds," said the senator,
"and it rests with you and the rest of the
American people to meet those bonds. We
ought to have that five billion dollars here
by Saturday night, easily.
"We must go at this war with all the
speed we would use if it were to end in
six months, and all the thoroughness
necessary if it is to last six years. No
matter how long it takes, we must see

it through to a finish. Not peace on a
basis of statu quo ante bellum—it would
be a crime to return the world to the
situation of 1914.
"We must make it out of the question
for Germany to repeat the blackest crime
in the history of the world; the deeds of
1014, the massacre of 1,000,000 Armenians,
the deportation of a nation into slavery,
the transportation of girls and young
women from France and Belgium into
Germany for a purpose which makes one
shudder at the thought, and the air raids
on civilian populations, so futile in a
military sense—merely foul murder. We
must make such things impossible, and
they* would not be impossible if peace
were declared on a basis of the situation
in 1014.
"Fill the loans. Fight it out in. the
American spirit to the bitter-end, and
there can be but one conclusion—a complete and lasting peace."

SWEEPING TOWARD
FIVE BILLIONS
Continued f om Page Five

still do not understa d the problem ot oversea expeditions uni er modern conditions,
andstill believe anr ies *-an be moved about
the. world as fast find as easily and sejcurely as one rem :s a nag on the mart
.Mesopotamia.
Buj
from Manchester
there do not rema many such people in
Washington now. There have been no
great American a ies in 1he field since
the' Civil War. Th ,t was quite a long time
ago. Consequentl General Pershing and
almost exclusively ochis staff have bei
cupied since theyl landed in June last in
creating an organization for the armies
now in course-of mrrivi.ig. It has. been a
stupendous task, Greater, I think, than any
American soldier ealized before he arrived
here. The. whol< headquarters staff and
Fort Banks Field Day Saturday
the whole great* Jministrative services on
The field day scheduled to take place the front and on the lines of communicaat Fort Banks yesterday was postponed tion have had to be devised, then created
until Saturday on account of rain.
and manned. I. ■< o not know what Ameri-

The regiment marched from its barrack
in the freshman dormitories soon aftc
nine o'clock and reached the training fiel
about 9.30. It was commented, as the me
proceeded up Concord avenue, that tt
lines were not quite true; but when it
remembered that the student soldiers ha\
been in training in the new regime]
scarcely three weeks, that they have hi
their uniforms only two or three days ai
that rifles are still a novelty to most
them, it is a wonder that they made :
good showing as they did. A review, mor
over, by the Secretary of War, .must hai
been a trying ordeal for rookies so gree
and all things considered, the regime]
did well. When Secretary Baker arrive
at the field, the three battalions wei
drawn up with the precision of veteran
and after the men had been inspected the
gave an exhibition drill of such manceuvr<
as they have learned.

Lowell and Lodge Lead Inspection
President Lowell and Senator Lodge 1<
the distinguished guests as they inspects
the new soldiers, and the inspection meai
a considerable walk through the long, dangrass around the borders of Fresh Pond.
In spite of the chill air—air so keen th;
ulsters and fur coats were a comfort—mar
Boston people and not a few Harvard pn
fessors and their wives, besides a sprinl
ling of Cambridge citizens, made a goo<
sized "gallery." In fact, it is becoming
social feature in Cambridge to be presei
at any public affair in which the Harvai
Regiment participates^but today
Continued on Parfe Six
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Secretary Baker Arrives at Training Ground
The Men in the Group, From Left to Right. Are Edward A. Filene, Secretary Baker, President Lowell, Colonel Azan and Senator Lodge
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subscribed to $107,250 of bonds of the second Liberty Loan. This means an average
subscription of about $74.

TO NAME PROFITS TAX BOARDS
McAdoo to Have the Assistance and Advice of Prominent Business Men an/
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Washington, Oct. 25—Secretary McAdoo
announced last night in a statement
made public hero, that he was going to
ask prominent business men and lawyers
to assist him in carrying out the provisions of the excess profit tax, and to
that end two boards would be created in
an advisory capacity to the Treasury
Department.
The first board, designated the Excoss
Profits Advisory Board, will be composed
of men of high character and wldo experience in business and economics, particularly with referenco to taxation. This
board will analyze the law, assist in
drafting regulations to make it effective
and digest suggestions from business
men of the country which the Department will endeavor to obtain. The second
board,
designated
the
Advisory
Board, of legal review, composed of leading lawyers, will advise the Department
in the many problems of law connected
with the administration of tho law.
The personnel of both boards, it was
said, probably would be announced in a
few days.
The Department's announcement says:
"Secretary McAdoo today announced
-hat he would establish an Kxcess rroflts
Advisory Board to assist tho Commissioner of Internal Revenue in construing
and applying the excess profits provisions
of tho war revenue act.
"The creation of this board is one of
the most important steps contemplated
by tbi Secretary in the reorganization of
the internal revenue service for the administration of the large task imposed
by the new act. This Is the greatest tax
law In the history of the country, and it
Is the desire and purpose of tho Secretary to administer it effectually with the
least possible inconvenience to tho public, to business and to taxpayers generally.
"Under the plan of reorganization proposed
by the Secretary, an
advisory
board of legal review also will be created, to be composed of prominent attorneys of large experience to advise the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue in the
many problems of law collected with tinadministration of the war revenue act In
all Its phases of taxation.
This board
will bring to 'he bureau a fresh and intimate acquiescence with modern busland legal practice and thought.

To insure Victor quality, always look for the famous
trademark, "His Master's Voice." It is on all genuine
products of the Victor Talking Machine Company.

See and hear
these new Victrolas
at all Victor dealers
The Victor Company now announces the complete
new line of Victrolas—the very latest developments of the
world's greatest musical instrument. New models, with
many new and valuable improvements—and just in time
for the holiday season.
That the public may comprehend the great variety of
styles, we illustrate the complete line in miniature. But
to properly appreciate just what these improvements have
accomplished, it is necessary for you to actually see and
hear these new improved Victrolas.
Go to any Victor dealer's and he will gladly demonstrate them and play any music you wish to hear. Go
today—the Christmas demand for the Victrola is already
on, and these new models will this year create a larger
demand than ever.

Education for the Public
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Lfety Underground
Isand or gravel to make other ports to
Itake on return cargo. The ship, with full
• return cargo, would often "run Into a
|ga!e." particles of the ballast would sift
into the pump well, the plunger pump
Iwould become clogged, and the ship stood
la very good chan■■■» of never return
I port. " With this loss of life before him.
Mr. Ix>ud spent some time trying to deIvlse mechanical means that would remove
w'ater. containing sand and gravel, from
the bilges. The rubber diaphragm pump.
I taking the place of the piston pump, was
the result of Mr. Loud's efforts, and this
same life-saving apparatus,
somewhat
modified. 1B being used In the Army
trenches today.
It's a long call from the old sailing
vossels of the past century to the Harvard trenches,at Fresh Pond, in Cambridge, but these are the facts: and George
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Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J.

"One of the most important tasks devolving upon the Treasury Department in connection with the administration of tho new
law is to acquaint the public with all tho
new taxes and how and when to pay them.
This will make an extensive campaign of
education desirable.
"To accomplish this the secretary contemplates the creation of a new division of work
in the bureau under a supervisor of bit
■ T i< >n.
"This ofllcial will keep in close touch with
the public snd business and diffuse information through all possible channels to the
taxpayer.
It is com:o organize
for this purpose voluntary State
committees.
Th.
city, town and
Ct committees Will have no administrative function but will provide a i h
for conveying tax and revenue information
ry community and will furnish helpful advice to the department regarding the
application of the law.
"By direction of the secretary, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue Is communicating with
• ry line of
business and industry In the country inviting suggestions with regard to the In!in or administration of the
excess profits provisions of the i
•••fully considered and
analyzed by the excess
profits
advisory
board.
"These measures and the reorganix
of the staff and linn of th
of In':•■'.• nuc will Immeasurably strengthen the service and equip It to handle the
large t
It Tax collection in nominal tlm.s has been largely an Incident in
the condu.-t of government and bn
while today It is an event having the most
vital bearing on the prosecution of our war
of def- I
in the vast task of pi
tlon and distribution which the war has
brought to American business."

Important Notice. Victor Records and Victor Machines are scientifically
coordinated and synchronized by our special processes of manufacture, and their
use, one with the other, is absolutely essential to a perfect Victor reproduction.
New Victor Records demonstrated at all dealers on the 1st of each month

Victrola

"Victrola'* Is the Registered Trade-m«rlc of the Victor Talking: Machine- Company desirnating
the products of this Company only. Warning: The use of the word Victrola upon or in the promotion or sale of any other Talking; Machine or Phonograph products is misleading; and illegal.

to the winning

CHAMP CLARK SCORED

city.
SHOOT THE W.U

Victrola XIV, $165

YOU SHOUT

Room-vrlt Deliver* n Stlrrlns I,lber«y
Day Addre»» at Oyiiter Bay
Oyster Hay. X. Y., Oct. U.->-After Colonel
Theodore Koosevelt had delivered a stirring address at a Liberty Day gathering
here yesterday afternoon, emphasizing the
duties of the citizen to his country in the
war, the audience subscribed more than
$00,000 to the Liberty Loan.
"Some fools have asked 'why should our
boys tight abroad'?" Colonel Roosevelt
said.
Then, pausing for a moment, he
added:
"Our boys are fighting abroad with the
Allies ro that they will not have to fight at
home \ 'hout Allies. No man should wave
a flag,
.ng a patriotic song or cheer unless he :s willing to help out.
He should
shoot the way he shouts."

Speaker's
Financial

Statement
Ring

That

Hinders

New
Loan

York

UMI

*!.- n,l,laianw«n
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Victrola XVII. $265
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Warm Reply

New York. Oct. 3V-A statement by Champ
Clark, Speaker of tho House of lie: I
tatlvea. that a "ring" of '•
financiers was hampering the Gi
' in Its
in campaign, met with vigorous
in financial
Speaker Clark's charge ivaa made during
an adi
Sty,
eaker Clark should be made to name
the personnel of the alleged "ring" or be
compelled to retract his statement In full,"
said K. H. Outerbridge, prtsldent of the
Chamber of Commerce of the State of NewYork.
He declared tint banks, bankers
and financiers generally had not hnl'
any personal sacrifice In their efforts to
CUBA PASSES ALLOTMKNT
make the loan a great sue i
Speaker Clark said '.he "rmg" was
Sale of Liberty Bond* Exceed* Million- Ing to make tho present loan a partial
Dollar Mark
failure, so that a higher rate of interest
Havana, Oct. 26—The sale of Liberty would be paid by the Government on the
bonds here passed the million dollar mark next war bonds issued.
—the amount allotted to Cuba—yesterday,
which has been designated by decree of
the President as "Liberty Bond Day." The CONVERTING 3 1-2 P. C. BONDS
subscriptions for the day amounted to
inging the total up to $1,114,600. The Treasury Explains How to Exchange Old
Havana committee expects to increase the
for New 4 P. C. Issue
amount to $1,500,000 before the close of
the campaign.
Washington, Oct. 23—The holders of
MeADOO BUSY TRAVELER
the first Issue of Liberty bonds may convert their 3% per cent holdings Into the
Secretary Ha« Campaigned In Thirty-one new -1 per cent issue In accordance with
States for Liberty Loan
regulations outlined yesterday in a stateCharlotte, X. C, Oct. 25—Secretary Mc- ment Issued by tho' Treasury Department.
Adoo, returning to Washington from his The statement sas:
Liberty Loan tour, made a brief address
Conversion of the 8% per cent bonds
to several hundred citizens at the rail- may bo effected at any Federal Re
road station here today. Since beginning Bank or at the Treasury Department bythe campaign Secretary McAdoo has de- surrender of the 'AMi per cent bonds, tolivered eighty-five speeches In thirty-one gether with a request for conversion, at
States and has crossed the continent any time after Nov. 8, 1917 (but not after
twice. In addition to his civilian audi- May IB, 15118), but no 4 per cent bonds
ences the Secretary has spoken to will be ready for delivery prior to Nov.
about 90,000 soldiers gathered In camps IB, 1917. If conversions are effected at
throughout the country.
any time before Dec. 16, 1917, payments
to the Government to adjust interest will
not be required, but on and after that
Pernhlng- Buy« Bonda In Wyoming
Cheyenne, Wyo., Oct. 25—General John date such payments must be made. The
J Pershing, commander of the American machinery for the adjustment of interest
Expeditionary Forces in France, has sub- has been worked out, so that such adscribed for two $50 Liberty bonds for justments will be made with a minimum
himself and son. Warren, through a of inconvenience If conversions are efCheyenne bank, to be credited to this fected as of Nov. 13, 1017, or as of Dec.
district, it was announced today by IB, 1017.
Holders of bonds or interim certificates of
United States
Senator Warren,
his
the first Liberty Loan who desire to effect
father-in-law.
conversions and who also desiro prompt
delivery of their 4 per cent bonds should
Philippines Celebrate Loan Day
Manila, Oct. 25—Liberty Day was surrender their holdings for conversion on
celebrated
generally throughout the Nev. 8, 1017, or as soon thereafter as posPhilippine Islands yesterday.
A mili- sible. Conversions of bonds so surrendered
tary parade was held In Manila and will be effected as of Nov. 13, 1917, and
bond booths, in which American and holders thereof will thereby obtain the full
Filipino women worked side by side, benefit of the higher rate of Interest from
achieved great success. Total subscrip- the earliest possible date.
Subscribers for bonds of tho first Liberty
tions are now $2,000,000, which Is double
the amount subscribed to the first Lib- Loan who, for any reason, have not yet
received
either definite bonds or Interim cererty Loan.
tificates, and who desire to convert, should
so notify the bank or trust company, or
Middles Buy ?107,2.10 Bonds
Annapolis. Md„ Oct. 25—Announcement Dthei agency now holding such bonds or InTo take advantage of
was made last night at the United States terim certificates.
- — 1 k~»M»l—'f

Victrola XVI, $215

lYin nnni/nruinn nflvilot^a If will nnt ha nncou.

suy I
of interim certificates to
obtain the definite 3V4 per cent bonds.

SCOUTS TO RAISE GREAT SUM
Boys Set $100,000,000 as Mark for Their
Nation-Wide Campaign
New York. ' '
e hundred million dollars, or one-thirtieth of the country's minimum allotment, Is now tho
amount which the Boy Scouts of America
to nisi'
. of the second
Liberty loan.
This was announced at
larters here today.
Bo Scout goal was originally set
id with approxl$28,000,000 which scout
for the first loan. At thl
Of the
Treasury Department, their present efforts will not be concluded tonight as
planned, but will continue until Saturday
1,000 Hoy Scouts an,!
leaders are at work.
With only one-tenth of the campaigners heard from this morning. $19,1
had been collected in a house to house
canvass.

BLOCKS BONDS, NOW SELLS 'EM
Wealthy Resident of German Populated
Town in Iowa Gets Complaint Against

Iowa.,

Oct.

23—John

Brus.

ORIENTAL
RUGS $195 ana $245
SPECIAL VALUE
IN RUGS
FROM
INDIA,
CHINA
AND PERSIA.
Worth
800.00
to
750.00

THE WAR KEY IN WASHINGTON
Lieutenant Colonel Repington, After Inspecting American Forces in France, Says
That Every Yankee Division That Lands
in France Is Proof That the Vital Machine at Home Works Well

Him Dropped
Manilla,

iy resident of Aspinwall, who was
• I because of hl3 refusal to permit
the use of an assembly hall, owned by
him, for a Liberty Loan campaign, today
Is pleading with his Herman friends to buy
Liberty bonds. Aspinwall is chiefly populated by Germans.
ir Brus was released pending good
behavior he was told that if Iowa Township, in which he resides, bought S
worth of bonds, citizens would attempt to
the charges against him dropped.
then purchased $500 worth of bonds
i ately began a selling campaign
g him German friends.
The Stars and Stripes are floating over
and business bouses in Aspinwall
for the first time in the memory
of the oldest Inhabitant.
ents are prosecuting a drive
> pro-Germanism. Wealthy Germans
lo not subscribe to the loan will be
taken before the Federal commissioner at
1 Hlnn's. according to Mayor 1
ders, f Manila, who is beading the
bond campaign in this district.

In
sizes ranging
from about 9x12 ft.
to tho large size
rugs, about 15x12
ft. and larger, in
Persian,
Turkish,
Indian and Chinese
designs—a variety
of beautiful colors.

(MranDler&dto
Iremont Street) Near West, Boston

a By Lt. Col. Charles A. Court Repingtor.
Special Cable from the London Times.
Copyright, 1017
American Headquarters In France, Oct.
".,">—Tho visitor from England In search
of General Pershlng's headquarters, knowing well the will And American troops there.
receives all the same something of a shock
when he discovers in charge of a street
barrier of the war zone an American
sentry In the flesh. It is almost an apparition.
Inevitably tho visitor's mind
goes back to tho long history of the struggle of the United States to keep out of the
war and tho workings of the mind of the
most pacific of Presidents, gradually leading him up to the fateful conclusion that
America must bear a hand In tho war to
make the world safe for democracy. This
tall, well-knit sentry Is proof that America
Is In this quarrel with us.
We know
America well enough to be sure that being in a quarrel she will see it through.
During the last few days I have been
privileged to live among the men who
have been the first to come to France to
uphold the honor of the Star Spangled
r and make good the President's
l have talked with most
of the chief officers and have been all
iv the nascent organization, to visit
i.lm i.tooDs in hills anil billets and training

camps. If I cannot say all that might be
said about the numbers, their state of preparedness and intentions, I may still en:• to convey the general impressions
of this mighty new force which has come
on the scene and express that sincere appreciation which every visitor must very
deeply feel.
Englishmen who studied tho Americin
Army before the war and understood It,
knew it bore a strong resemblance to ours
| in tie
dwell days; that it was
aimed as the police \.i an essentially pacific
[people and was starved for men and Wat
i material. It was scattered in detachments
in distant garrisons and was not a modern
army in any sense, except for its spirit
I and the excellence of its Spartan discipline.
The West Point training that the general
I staff officer received—that mainspring of
8 in war—was relegated to a position
! inferior to its deserts.
All the struggles
our soldiers have been through to improve
; our army in recent years, the American soldiers have also been through, almost measure for measure.

course has received the strongest assent of
all competent judges, so far as these measures are known to them, here.
The System of Getting Experience
I have made this last reservation because
people are too busy here to follow all deta'ls ar.d preparations in America.
But
wo know the necessary men are at the
President's disposal, all the youth, strength
and energy of America Is being enlisted in
the war. The arrangements for providing
munitions and equipments are well forward and as each new division lauds in
France we see not only evidence but the
proof that the machine at home works
well. The President's practice of sending
men here to gain experience from harsh
contact with practical realities and then
calling them back to advise him Is an excellent system which might even be further
.1 to advantage. To understand the
drffl iitlties of Washington we must, for
example, comprehend the transport problem and must know how many tons gross
are needed first for transport, then for
maintenance of every American soldier,
how long the circular tour the transport takes, how much of this time is occupie.l in embarking and disembarking,
how much by rteaming in convoy or otherwise. There enters into this calculation
the oueston of draughts of vessels and
depth of water in ports as well as 'he railway and other communications with troops
at the front.
Ths margin to provide
against losses at soa is also one of the necessities of the situation.

The Key in Washington
Hut just as it has required a world war
to brini; borne to the minds of our people
that right without mij,ht was unsafe in
this still Imperfect world, so it has need <!
this perfidious aggression, these Insane barbarities of Germany to convince the citizens
of the United states that they must act
In defence Of the principles they have deeply at heart, and turn their ploughshares
Into swords for a while.
1 admit the key to the situation, as far
as the American expeditionary force is A Stupendous Task
There may be people in England who
concerned, remains in Washington. That
Continued on Page Six
is, the extremely complicated problem of
organising, transporting and maintaining
armies adequate to represent America honorably in war must be solved at Washington.
It cannot be solved anywhere else.
The American armies gathering here are
„K — OCT- 31
the expression of tho ability or otherwise of
SUPPER and
Washington to work out one of tho most
DANCE S3
arduous staff exercises ever set a military
Administration.
Upon the competence or
otherwise of the President and his advisers
to foresee and provide for all contingencies must depend the success of this
astounding American adventure.
It is a
cause of disquiet to some people that owing
to President Wilson's almost autocratic
powers and the leading role ho plays in
these great events one false note struck
by him may fatally Injure the cause; but
against this fear there stands the tact-, admitted c\-c\i by the President's political opUNUSUAL FOOD
ponents, that not only In all he has said
and done since be took t' ) great decision,
! OLD $//NE:&.
but in all he has not said and not done,
be has up to the present not made one
single mistake.
There is consequently s
B B 32SO
complete confidence in his Buprome direction and control of all military and other
measures he has initiated or approved for
the preparation of American armies. His
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THE HAZARD REGIMENT
The Ha?
morning its opportunity to present tos
to the Secretary of War. Organization and
reorganization this corps has undergone,
each time that a way has partly opened
for those who were its members to enter
the nation's regular services. Appearing
first in the winter of 1915 as the spontaneous full-sweeping effort of Harvard undergraduates to get what training they could
at a time when official opportunities for
military instruction were at a minimum,
the regiment at Cambridge early became a
rallying point for the spirit of national service in colleges throughout the East. Improving in discipline and in effectiveness,
it received during the following year, as a
merited boon, the able corps of French officers who came to supplement and reinform
the instruction already being provided by
competent American officers. So prepared,
many of its members were gladly received
at the first regular Plattsburg officers'
training camps opened this spring. Others
in great number, with recruits from the1
other colleges and from all walks of life,
ree'nlisted for the intensive period of summer training which was not permitted to
lead to commissions directly, but which
again sent a long list of unusually well
prepared men to the second Plattsburgs.
In the closing weeks of the summer, the
Harvard organization, its ideals, its French
instructors, and its equipment provided
foundation for that great school of "The
Iron Battalion" in which men from training
camps throughout the country participated
to their lasting profit.
All this the parent stock of the Harvard
Regiment has contributed to the nation's
service, and still it remains a hardy growth.
In bringing each of its contributions to
their maturity, it has gained, for its future direction and work, a corresponding
sum of experience. The element of preserved continuity proved its value again
this autumn when the officers in charge of
the regiment faced a fresh task, after
many of their "veterans" had been called
lo the colors, and when hundreds of entering freshmen had come up for training.
The work of organization and training advanced with despatch and efficiency, as it
well could, with such experience as it had
at command and with such a corps of instructors. Eleven hundred students, nearly
the half of all Harvard's enrolment, have
joined the regiment's ranks. Today, when
they greeted the Secretary of War, they
were already prepared to pass before him
not alone in the polite ritual of the formal
reviewing drill, but to enact for him, 0n
the manoeuvre ground at Fresh Pond illustrations of the actual tactics employed in
battle as battles are fought today on the
West front. It is even probable that the
review enjoyed the distinction of being the
first yet shown Mr. Baker in which the
lately revised American company organization has been used not merely for thcall of the roster and for close-order dr!'
but also as basis for the deployment ai
actual tactic of troops on the battletieldTT
The Harvard Regiment continues, and it |
continues progressive.
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SEC BAKER'S PARTY ENTERING THE TRENCHES

LIEUT MORIZE, WITH MAP, EXPLAINING THE TRENCHES TO SEC
BAKER. AT RIGHT IS COL AZAN.

-GROUP OP NOTABLES WATCHING THE MANEUVERS
Left to Right—Mayoj/Rockwood of Cambridge, E. A. Filene, Sec Baker, Pres Lowell of Harvard and Senator Henry Cabot Lodge
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Sec of War Baker, accompanied by
other notables, reviewed 1C00 spick-andspan members of the Harvard Reserve
Officers' Training .Corps at Fresh Pond,
Cambridge, at 10:15 this morning. Sec
Baker.arrived at Fresh Pond at 10, accompanied by Pres A. Lawrence Lowell
of Harvard, Senator Henry Cabot Lodge,
D.r Wilfred T. Grenfell of Labrador,
Lieut Rees, the English aviator; B. A.
Filene, Ma.i Henry L. Higginson and
Dean Yeomans of Harvard. Maj William F. Flynn, U. S. A., commander of
the Harvard Regiment; Lieut Col Paul r
Azan, Capt Amann and Lieut Morize \
were in command of the R. O. T. C.
As Sec Baiter approached the Harvard
soldiers formed in" line of masses and
presented arms as Maj Flynn, Col Azan,
Capt Amann and Lieut Morize received
him. Sec Baker then carefully inspected the entire regiment, which is completely outfitted with uniforms and rifles.
At frequent intervals the Secretary of
War stopped a moment here and there
to question a Harvard soldier.
Following inspection the more experi- !
enced and advanced companies- of the '
regiment executed hew company forma- I
tions, recently formulated at the War'
Department. The companies formed
and maneuvered in four platoons.
Jumped Into Foot of Water.
At the command by Lieut Morize the .
young soldiers started on the run at'
"double quick" for the trenches. , In
these trenches there was water more
than a foot deep, but it inade no difference to the Harvard boys, who utterly
disregarded the fact. A shrill whistle was
the signal for them to enter the trenches
and then in a minute, they came scrambling up out of them again and "over
the top." Yelling as they advanced, they
charged toward the gate on the farther
side of the held, through (lie se
opening's in the wire entanglements.
• This atta'ck was made in a series of
six ways, each being timed so perfectly-]
that they followed each other with remarkable precision. The maneuver was
executed with such cleverness and
smoothness that the entire reviewing
party was enthusiastic over the demonstration as given by the Harvard soldiers.
After,the trench maneuvers the whole
regiment went through a long close order drill, which was done in a very
creditable way, considering the short
time that the organization has been together since the opening of the college
year. Following the drill on the. shore
of Fresh Pond, the regiment marched
back to Cambridge, where it was reviewed again by Pres Lowell from the
steps of the University building in the
Harvard Yard.

Did Not Hear Watertown Men
On arriving at the City Club Sec of
War Baker, was met by a delegation of
workmen from the. Watertown Arsenal,
who desired to present their side "of the
recent controversy at the arsenal. MiBaker informed them he had pressing
engagements and did not have the lime
to hear their story.
Sec Baker attended a conference of
100 prominent citizens, who discussed
the activities at the various army camps.
The Secretary indorsed the aims and'
purposes of the committee in charge of
these activities, and said the duty of
citizens was to have the soldiers return
to their homes from the war in as good
a moral condition as when they entered
the service. Bishop William Lawrence
spoke along the same lines.
, Pres James J. Storrow presided at a
dinner at the City Club, at which Sec
Baker ' was the chief guest and only
speaker. Seated at the head table were'
Lieut Gov C:*lvin Coolidge, representing
the State; ".Mayor James M. Ourley, Maj
Gen Hodges, Maj Gen Johnston, Brig
Gen Weigal, gdmiind Billings, collector
of the port; Brig Gen Evans, Justice DeCourcey, Brig Gen E. Leroy Sweetser
and E. A. Filene. About 400 citizens attended the dinner.

SEC BAKER^ETTIES
STRIKE AT THE ARSENAL
The strike of the building trades artisans at the Watertown Arsenal ended
today, at the direct personal request of
Ses of War Baker. The representatives
of the trades concerned accepted his
proposition for the immediate return of
the men and definite' adjustment of the
troubles.
It is said Sec Baker was informed that
the labor officials considered the attitude and expressions of Lieut-Col Dickinson of the arsenal as very much in
excess of his authority. In the..'official
adjustment, Col Dickinson will not participate.
Seo -Baker told the labor committee
that the representative whom he would
send from Washington would also adjust the troubles at Squantum.
J. A. Hewlett of the Carpenters'
unions and agent for the Allied Building
Trades Council, A. E. Pike of the Engineers' Union, John C. MacDonald for the
A. F. of L. Building Trades' Council,
Agent L. B. Chadwick of the ironworkers, and Agent B. W. Riley of the Qulncy
Building Trades were the committee
which conferred with Sec Baker at the
City Club this afternoon and brought
about the settlement.
He told j_th.em.__that any step . wilifih.
would in any way interfere with get- ,
ting supplies to the troops was unwise, j
if not unpatriotic. lie, however, agreed
with the, union men, it was said, re- j
garding overtime rates.

NORTHEASTERN DEPARTMENT
Sec Baker Walks in Muddy Trenches
READY TO RECEIVE BAKER
The Secretary of War went into the
Sec .Baker did not visit the Northeasttrenches, which were wet and muddy
ern Department offices of the army in
from yesterday's rain. Following Lieut
this city, owing to the number ol'deMoritz, he crawled along, the subtermands made unon his time. Gen John j
ranean passages, entered one of the dugA. Johnston, the department commandouts and came out smiling, expressing
er, and members of his staff conferred
his appreciation of the great,:work the
with the head of the army last night,
men have done. A good-sized crowd
and this afternoon Gen Johnston, Lieut [
follower! the Secretary's parly about
O'Hare, his aid. Col Mowse. chief of
the tn'/iches.
staff, Col Rebec, chief signal officer, and I
Mr Baker was highly pleased at what
Col Binsham. head of the quartermashe saw, saying to a Globe man:
ter's department, of his staff, lunched
"I am particularly glad to have had
and talked with Sec Baker at the City
the opportunity of seeing what the
Club.
Harvard unit is doing.
The work I.
have seen is of very high merit and ! But no chances tiad been taken on
Baker's dropping into the army
value, and provides a steady stream
of highly trained men.
The brilliant i offices without being recugnized, as has
happened
in other places in 'the past,
French officers who are giving their
in the past couple of days a paper anservices have contributed especially to
nouncing
his
possible visit, giving the
the valu,e of the training, and the improgram for such a call, and also bearpression left on my mind is that the
ing
an
up-to-date
photograph of the
work is of incalculable value to the
Secretary was sent to the various officountry. Harvard is to be congratulated !
ces,
in
turn'.
New
officers
anil civilian
on this splendid work."
clerks, especially, were Instrucf-Sd to
After his careful investigation of the I
take
a
good
look
at
tinpicture
and be
trenches, the Secretary reviewed the'
sure thai if "ilia! man" walked in he
regiment, which niarched back to its!
quarters.
should be immediately recognized and
the (trogram for his reception be carFrom Harvard Sec Baker motored to :
ried out.
the ( _ty CJub in Boston, where a lunchOne of tiie young' women clerks was
eon was served in his honor at 12:15 p m I
so impressed by the letter, headed!
"Bound Robin," that she became con-j
vinced that it was Sec Bilker's first and.
middle names. She confided in the head t
of her department that ii seemed "such
•a funny name for a, such a big man."

15,000 SLAIN
DAILY III WAR,
IYSJAKER
Tells of Slaughter
at City Club
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Asserts That Costof'StrugK
gle Per Day Is
$100,000,000
Sec. of War Baker surprised about
1500 members of the City Club today
by his statements relative to foreign
conditions as the result of German
atrocities and what it was costing the
nations today. He said that 15,000
lives were being lost every day and
$100,000,000 being spent every 24 hours.
He said anything that would bring
the war to a speedy end would be
beneficial and then added:—
"I mean bring it to an end. I have
no reference to merely having it
stopped."
He said the most tragic incident
since the war began was not the sinking of the Lusitania, but that the German rulers approved the sinking of
the boat and loss of the lives of women and children.
Sec. Baker made an astounding, artistic* address, and received repeated
applause on his references to the loyalty of people in the country today.
James J. Storrow presided at the
luncheon, at which Gen. Hodges,
Maj.-Gen. Johnston, Lieut. Commdr.
Key of the Navy Yard, Brig.-Gen.
Weigel, Judge DeCourcy of the Supreme Court, Brig.-Gen. Sweetser,
Collector of Port Billings and E. A.
1'jlene were the guests of honor.
Sec. Baker caused considerable
laughter when he told of hie first visit
to Boston, on which occasion he was
also the guest of the City Club, and
(Continued on Page Six, Column Eight)

15,000 Slain Daily
In War, Says Baker
(Continued from Page One)
after the dinner taking a walk to view
[the historic points of interest in the
heart of the city and arrived at the
Shaw monument, where he sat down
for a rest.
While there he' was approached by
a stranger, an ardent baseball fan,
who asked the Secretary if he believed the Red Sox would win.
Mr. Baker said:—
"I asked him who the Red Sox were
I and he told me I must be a foreigner
i as I knew nothing about baseball."
The Secretary of War then contrasted the conditions existing at the
time of that visit and the conditions
existing today, when there are no
foreigners in the country, as all are
united for one object.
He said the general opinion was
being expressed that the war was being fought in France, and while that
was physically true the war is actually
being fought in Boston and every other city in the country where we are
raising money for the Liberty Loan to
support our fighting departments.
He traced the history of war from
the early days of civilized warfare to
the day when he said the non-comj batants are to be respected and the
seas open to all nations and at least
the people should have a chance on
the high seas.
The Germans, he said, have brought
I us to an era of barbarous warfare of
several generations ago, and the destruction of Belgium was the first of
its kind since the days of the Roman
conquerors.
Mr. Baker said: —
"In Poland today there is not a
child under five years of age, a-s all
have been trampled to death in the
mad rush of the people to escape.
"In Armenia more than 1,000,000
people have been deliberately killed,
and 1 wonder how the German Kaiser
can sleep.
"I was in Europe in 1914, when the
air was electrified with a feeling of
liberty, independence and self-government, and those democratic things
which were horn in this country and
were becoming dear to the hearts of
those on the other side."
"Just when the spirit of the world
seemed to be marching toward the redemption of mankind the heads of*
the German Government willed this'
war."
Following his address at the Boston
City Club luncheon, Sec. Baker spoke
before the War Camp Community, an
organization to furnish recreation for
and to safeguard the morals of American soldiers.
He said in part:—
"The Germans have been accused
of sending disease germs around. I
do not know whether or not they
have done anything as detestable as
that or not. But we might do it if
we fail to protect the soldiers' morals.
We can ill afford, after the war, to
have on our hands 1,000,000 men sent
back to their homes less fine than
when they went out.
"This community work is providing
soldiers with an invisible armor of
safeguard in Europe. You men in the
community work are the blacksmiths
and manufacturers of a new weapon
of war which is of the quality which
preserves citizenship, and will keep
our boys in khaki pure' and. clean."

Strike

ARSENAL STRIKE
IS SETTLED BY
SECY. BAKER

(Continued from Fage One.)
been not even a ripple of. trouble at the
arsenal.
"In regard to the Fore River situation,
we also explained to him that we had
been met with an attitude there that discouraged us, and made it necessary for
us to look for his assistance in' bringing
things to a satisfactory settlement.
"We assured him, however, that in
event of his representative being unable to effect a reasonable settlement
of the For River troubles, it would be
necessary for the building trades of the
East to do all in their power to safeguard their rights.
"We.are engaged in war. And we are
engaged in war because we think the
United States is a mighty good place to
live. We went to war to prevent another nation from making it other han
The strike at the Watertown Arsenal a gotod place to live.
."We are , confronted with .increased
that threatened for a time to tie up living
costs, that are mounting every
work on the plant in which are to be day, and if employers are permitted to
made Pershingr's gun carriages was use this war as an opportunity to make
the United States a poorer place to live
called oil at noon today.
and work, while they are piling up war
An armistice was arranged by Secre- profits, then we say they are the distary of War Newton D. Baker, after a loyal, not we who have to furnish the
conference at the City Club with a com- men for the armies, equip them, feed
them and care for their relatives left at
mittee of five of the union leaders.
home."
Secretary Baker explained to the
union men that delay now in furnishing
equipment to the American troops
abroad would be considered unpatriotic,
however Just the demands of the men,
and however pressing their union needs,
the neds of their families or their own
personal demands.
The union committee, without a. word,
shook hands with Secretary Baker, J.
A. Hewlett, business agent of the Building Trades Council, then announced:
"The men will g-o back to work at once."

1
O
Watertown

Arsenal Men

OoReta

Baker's Promise.
He faoed his committee, asking, "How
about It." They answered, as one man,
"at once."
It was then that Secretary Baker explained that he would aend a representative from Washington at once to adjust the situation at Waterown in accordance with the prevailing business
customs satisfactory to the union men
This representative, he also assured
the men, would be directed to eSteot a
settlement of the matters in dispute at
0t he F re RiV6r
In Qu'ncy
°
^any
The union committee was composed of
«~ f" ?lWlett' A- E" Plke- business
agent of the engineers; John C. McDonald, secretary of the trades council L
B. Chadwjck, business agent of the Iron
Workers, and B, W. Reilly, business
agent of the Qulncy Building Trades
Council.
In discussing the oonference, Mr. Howlett said:
"We think that we have proved to
Secretary Baker that we were actuated
by no unpatriotio motives in calling the
strike at Watertown. Baker is a man.
He treated us as men. We have ordered
the strikers to go back to work.
Fore River Case.
"We explained to him that we ordered
the strike only after all ordinary
methods failed. We also explained that
had we not been hampered in our efforts to settle the differences paceably
by the interference of army officers at
Watrtown, there probably would have
been no strike necessary.
"He knew that In the navy yard time
and a half is the rule for overtime. Ho
knew, too, that men in the navy yards
are working practically every working
day in the year.
"He did not understand that in the
building trades weather and all sorts of
conditions cut dow nthe working days to
a maximum for the year far below the
navy yard men. On such outside jobs it
is the regular union custom to get double
time for overtime.
"We assured Secretary Baker that if
we had been dealing with a man of his
authority and fairness there would have
'
T
(Continued on Page Eight, Column 8 i
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ARMY HEAD
VISITOR AT
AYERCAIP
Questions Specialty
Officers; Dreary Day
for Soldiers
BY HERBERT L. BALDWIN
CAMP DEVENS, Oct. 24.—Rain,
whole gobs of it, that soaked everyone
and everything, put New England's
national army, to say nothing of Secretary of War Baker, to rout today,
and, like a hose-line on a bonfire,
effectively squelched all plans for the
"mysterious day" of the cantonment
Liberty Loan committee.
Tonight a 50-mile nor'easter, a real
old-fashioned storm and the worst
autumn gale that Ayer has suffered
under in years, was sweeping over the
cantonment, with the rain splashing
down in waves before it. Streets were
little rivers, great pools of water
slopped about in the wind around the
camp buildings, barrack floors were
flooded and the streets were practically deserted.
WORSE AFTER NIGHTFALL
*
Those few who did brave the out of
doors were soaked through in a very

few minutes. Sentries suffered at their
posts, drenched to the skin, deBpite the
sheltering ponchos and slickers. In the
Western Union offices atop one of the
highest elevations in the camp there
was a half-inch of water on the floor,
the rain floating under doors as the
wind flung it about.
The storm was severe all during the
day, but at nightfall it increased in severity. Long before taps practically
every cot was occupied, few men caring
to brave another wetting, such as those
who went out in the afternoon suffered
with no heat to dry off with. A few
hundred men who were given leave
early in the afternoon until taps straggled into camp tonight and undressed
only to actually wring pools of water
out of their clothes. Old residents of
the town said that for severity the
storm was a record-breaker.

Baker Stays 46 Minutes
Not only did the rain spoil all plans
for the camp's open house and Liberty
Loan drive among the visitors, but "It
prevented Secretary of War Baker from
observing but a building or two on his
first visit here. The head of the army
arrived in a downpour, drove through
puddles and mud in a closed car to the
headquarters of Major-General Hodges
and was whirled away through more
rain in a closed car en route to Manchester, N. H. His visit to the cantonment lasted just 46 minutes by the
watch, but few of the thousands of
privates in the 76th national army division even as much as. got a look at
him.
Secretary Baker arrived at Ayer Junction at 1:60 this afternoon. Delayed
near Providence for nearly three hours,
by a train tie-up, he came unescorted
on the 1 o'clock train from Boston.
Major-General Hodges, with Lieutenant W. W. Cowgill, his aide-de-camp,
was waiting at the station and escorted
the secretary to an automobile. They'
rolled quickly into camp, where Mayor
Henry W. Spaulding and a committee
of Manchester, N. H., citizens had been
waiting two hours for the secretary.
The war head jumped from the car
and, pilling his coat about him, dashed
up the steps and passed through the
committee without even a nod of recognition-. In Major-General Hodges' office he threw off his damp coat, pulled
out a briar pipe and, lighting It, sat
back and gazed out of the window.

Question Specialty Heads
Then came the real object of the Secretary's visit. For five minutes he plied
General Hodges with questions, then
one by one the divisional specialty
heads: Major J. M. Walnwright, who
has handled the draftee's' receptions;
Colonel Dalton, the quartermaster; Captain Arthur F. Brown, the intelligence
officer, and the other heads of divisional departments were called before
him. Quickly and pertly the Secretary
asked a question or two or three, and
out went the officer. All this questioning was complete in less than a half
hour; and in his quick, decisive manner he said, "That's all," as he reached
for his overcoat.
\

Secretary of War Sees
Harvard Unit Spring
fromTrenches andnAttack
Praises Work of Men and Results Achieved—
"Officer Material Both Abundant
and of High Quality."
Secretary of War Newton D. Baker especially to the
today got another glimpse of battlefield The impression left
conditions during a "wave formation" our officers and our officer material
charge. To be sure, it was only the are both abundant and of a high qualHarvard regiment, and the battlefield ity, and that the officers have a fine
was back of peaceable Fresh pond, and opportunity here in their training to fit
them for their great tasks."
there was no bloodshed.
Secretary Baker was accompanied by
But the sight of the young men pouring up out o£ sod-hidden trenches, ad- Senator Lodge, President Lowell, Dr.
vansing in slow lines following >an imag- 'Grenfell, A. E. Filene, Lt. Col. Azan,
inary barrage fire, made his face light Mayor Rockwood of Cambridge, Prof.
up in appreciation and drove some of H. A. Perkins of Trinity College and
Lt. Morize.
the war-worry look out of his face.
He was emphatic in his praise of the
The party arrived at Fresh Pond, the
college unit, too.
Harvard training field, at about 10
•If am indeed glad," he said, "particularly glad to see the Harvard unit and o'clock. The Harvard unit was drawn
its training ground. The work these up in parade formation under Maj. W.
young men are doing has a very high S. Flynn, U. S. A., retired, the commilitary value and is pouring into our
army a steady stream of highly trained | mandant of the training school.
men.
i They passed up and down the lonar
"The brilliant French officers giving' line, Secretary Baker calling attention
these courses here have contributed;
to the things that appealed especially
to him. After this review, the secretary's party withdrew to a knoll overlooking the system of trenches and
barbed wire outpost3, while the regiment broke into the regular battle front
units of about 60 men each.
By the time the secretary had reached
his coign of vantage not a man of the
regiment was to be seen. Even th6
trenches, faced as they were with sod
i that matched exactly the burned looking
! grass in front of them, almost defied detection.
At Secretary Baker's side was Lt.
Morize, who gave the signal for the attack, and explained the technical value j
of the "wave formation." When the
French lieutenant blew his whistle the I
men poured out of the trenches that
stretched across the field.
| They left the cuts in the ground is j
lines. In the first line came bombers, j
then grenadiers, followed by riflemen,
and then by machine guns and riflemen. \
j The uninitiated expected to see these !
I men leap from the trenches asd dash, i
■ yelling, toward the barbed wires ahead, j
j But they didn't. The successive lines j
moved forward slowly, maintaining the
! intervals along the front of ■ the line.
This, Lt. Morize explained, was because I
the men were following a curtain of |
artillery shells technically called the j
barrage.
After the "battle," Secretary Baker
inspected the trenches themselves. He
jumped down the muddy excavations and
even crawled into a bomb proof. When
he came out he was splotched with mud,
but grinning his approval.
He and his party then reviewed the
men as they, marched back to their quarters in columns of fours. He then entered
his automobile to go to the City Club
for lunch.

SECRETARY BAKER IS
MANCHESTER'S GUEST

MANCHESTER, N. H., Oct. 24.-An
address by Secretary Baker of the War
j Department was a feature of the Libi erty Day celebration here. The secretary made a patriotic plea for support
of the second loan. More than 15,000
persons; including 1500 women, paraded
in a downpour of rain.

SECRETARY BAKER
SEES HARVARDJJNIT
Head of War ^epartr^ent Expresses Enthusiasm Over
Work of Men, Declaring It to
Be of Highest Mihjazv Value
i

Secretary of War Newton D, Baker
today inspected the Harvard unit of
the reserve officers training corps
at work in the trenches at Fresh Pond,
and expressed great enthusiasm at the
splendid showing the students made,
stating that their work is of the highest military value. Following his visit
to Fresh Pond, the secretary was
guest of honor this afternoon at a
luncheon tendered him by the Boston
City Club.
The Cabinet officer spent the night
at the home of E. A. Filene in Weston
and this morning motored to University Hall, Cambridge, where he was
greeted by A. Lawrence Lowell, president of Harvard University: From
the college he was conveyed to Fresh
Pond, where the student officers were
drawn up on the field, under the
command of Maj. William F. Flynn, U.
S. A., retired.
Accompanied by President Lowell,
Senator Lodge and Mr. Filene, Secretary Baker witnessed a demonstration
of camp warfare, as two battalions
dashed "over the top" of the trenches,
at a given signal, in three "waves."
The method of charging from the
trenches was explained by Lieutenant
Morize, who, with Major Azan, another French officer under whom the
Harvard officers' unit is studying modern warfare, showed Secretary Baker
how the trenches were built and how
they connected with each other.
In the inspection of the troops the
secretary was accompanied by Major
Azan, and followed by Senator Lodge,
President Lowell, W. F. Grenfell and
Dean H. D. Yoemans. After the trench
work, the regiment passed in review
before the guests and, headed by its
30-piece band, marched back to Harvard, where Major Flynn complimented the men on their fine showing,
pointing out that they had only had
eight hours of trench practice.
Secretary Baker declared, after the
review, "I am particularly glad to
have this opportunity to see the Harvard unit on its training grounds. The
work it has done has been of the very
highest, military value, and the unit
has poured a steady stream of highly
qualified men into the army.
"The French officers who have given
their services have shown themselves
to be especially valuable" in training
young troops, and the impression it
leaves is that our officers' material is
abundant, and of high quality, and that
the men have realized their opportunity for training for such a great task
as lies before us."
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SECRETARY BAKER
TELLS QF WAR AIMS
and Great
1 asRs orTPIDmtedV*States
•.
Response of People Described
by Member of President Wilson s Cab
Those who wc/dered/f tjre people
of the United States had retained their
ideals received their answer in the
magnificent response they gave the [
call of emergency, according to Secretary of War Baker, who spoke last
night at a dinner given by the Boston
Chamber of Commerce at the Copley
Plaza Hotel. It was a response filled
with the same patriotism and love of
liberty which animated their forefathers when they established the
republic.
The United States, he said, has no
unholy ambition in the war, but
entered it to aid in the restoration of
order, to preserve civilization, and
maintain liberty. In registering an
army of 10,000,000 men, without riot
or dissension, in two weeks, this
nation did something which had not
been done before in the history of the
world, and it has succeeded in producing quickly officers for this great
force of so fine a quality that it could
not have done better if it had had time
to give them long training. The
people, he said, moved by high ideals,
are now joined in a consolidated and
confederated mass to assert their
strength to bring about the object of
their participation in the struggle.
United States Senator Henry Cabot
Lodge of Massachusetts, also speaking on the war, said the United States
entered it to fight for its own independence, and, in company with the
other liberty-loving and free nations of
the world, for great ideals. It s.eeks
no conquests, but having gone into
the war in self-defense, must have
peace that removes a hideous peril
from the world. Should it fail to accomplish this, then this country not
only would be the next victim and be
made to pay a ransom, but the whole
fabric of democracy and liberty would
fall. No matter how long it takes, the
war must be carried through to a real
finish.
Both speakers aroused their audience of about 1000 to great enthusiasm. At the close of Secretary Baker's speech Maj. Henry L. Higginson
arose and called for "three cheers for
fight," and the big audience, standing,
eagerly responded.
Secretary Baker said:
"Our country is now a partner with |
the other great nations of the world, •
partner with all the great civilized nations of the world in a contest to restore order, to make continuance of
civilization possible, -and to vindicate
the fundamental principles upoir
which liberty can alone continue to
exist.
"Our entrance into that war necessarily imposed upon our country an
entirely unaccustomed task. It is not
uncommon to hear men say that we
were not prepared. We were not prepared; we are not yet prepared. But
whether or not that involves a criticism, or whether it shows that we
really believed in our own ideals to
such an extent that we believed it impossible for any sane and just person
to disbelieve in them, is a question.

"I take a certain sort of joy in the
knowledge that we believed in them
and in the reality of civilization, and
it is a virtue to feel an incredulity
toward the thing which has come to
pass.
Frankly, I knew perfectly
well prior to July, 1914, that a world
war was impossible. We had come
to feel that the world had at last outlived the possibility of a volcanic eruption from a single center of disorder
turned mad by ambition. We were
taught by our fathers to believe that
we should refrain from foreign
entanglements.
"But when the war came and the
country had addressed itself to the
burden of preparation, its response
was magnificent. And if from the
center of the Fede.ral Government I
can bring you any message of good
cheer it is this—that high and low,
obscure, captain of industry and
rich and poor, conspicuous and
artisan of capital, unorganized capital
and unorganized labor—that our
people in all of their capacities and
interests have joined in a consolidated
and confederated mass in order to
assert our national strength, our manpower, our industrial and our financial power, to put an end to this
abomination."
Speaking of the statement that the
United States could turn out an army
of 1,000,000 men over night, Secretary
Baker said: "This great country of
ours has not in fact turned out 1,000,000 of armed men in a night, but it
has turned out an army in a time so
incredibly short that the most optimistic man six months ago would not
have thought it possible."
After reference to the training of
men for officers, the Secretary went
on: "Then it was proposed we should
have an army by selective conscription. Two weeks after that law had
been passed 10.000,000 young men in
this country between the ages of 21
and 31 had been registered without
riot or dissension and were ready to
fight for their country. This thing was
done, for the first time in the history
of peoples anywhere in the world,
for it was the ordinary home agency
of a great republic that selected from
their own neighbors an army and tendered it to be trained. That shows
how completely a democracy can be
trusted to rise to the greatest of emergencies."
Secretary Baker described the

building of cantonments and the task
that confronted the War Department
in providing ordnance for the new
army.
"Just a word about the war itself,"
continued the Secretary. "This is your
war, and by that I do not mean that
it is the war of a dozen or half a
dozen people, but that it is everybody's war. Every energy in America,
every intellectual, physical, and
moral agency in this country, must
be devoted to the winning of this
war without let, hindrance or
hesitation."
After reviewing the acts by which
Germany had antagonized the civilized world, and of the effect the
sinking of the Lusitania had on him,
he continued:
"If we were to fail to take part in
this war now it will be because we
have lost confidence in the ideals and
beliefs upon which our Government
was founded. I know that some of
these young men who have gone out
will not come home again. But I have
the consolation that they go as the
soldiers of a country that has no unholy ambition of any kind in this war,
and that on the other side they are
going to touch hands with a heroic
company, and be shoulder to shoulder
with the French and British soldiers
who have already sacrificed so much.
I have the further consolation that,
when the history of liberty comes to
be written, our page in that history
will have been rendered more glorious
by their exploits."
Senator Lodge discussed the expense, responsibility and work growing out of the war. "We had to borrow the money or raise it by taxation,'* he said. After an appeal for the
Liberty bonds Senator Lodge continued :
"We are in this war to preserve the
freedom of the United States—freedom
to live our own lives in our own way,
and work out our national problems in
our own way. We are fighting for our
own independence. You hear it said
we are fighting other peoples' battles.
If anybody has been fighting anybody
else's battles, it is the men of France
and England, and we must help them
to the utmost of our power. We are
fighting, too, for great ideals, in company with the other liberty loving and
free nations of the world. And if we
should fail, not only would the United
States be the next victim and be made
to pay a ransom, but the whole fabric
of democracy and of liberty would fall
throughout the world.
"We shall win the war. We should
go with a speed as though we believed
it would end in six months and with
the thoroughness of preparation as
though we were sure it were going to
last six years. No matter how short
or how long a time it takes, we must
see the war through to a real finish'—
not on a peace based on the status quo
ante bellum, not on the situation there
was in 1914.
"It will be a crime' to make the
peace on any such terms as that. It
will be a peace that will last, a peace
that will take from us and our children and grandchildren and from the
European world on whose side we are
fighting the hideous menace that has
hung over all Europe for the last 40
years. We must make it, as far as is
humanly possible, out of the question
for Germany ever to commit again the
blackest crime in history—the crime
of the war of 1914.
"There is only one way to get the
peace. We must have a peace without which it would have been a crime
to go to war. It is only by taking
from Germany, not the guarantees of
treaties on paper—we must have
physical guarantees that will make her
incapable. We must beat her to her
knees and not bargain for a peace,
but dictate IfcfV—-
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CHEERED BY
BOSTONIANS
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Department
War
; Head Tells of Nation'§ Great Task
:

PRAISES SPIRIT OF
GREAT DRAFT ARMY

Declares Men Now in
France Lack for
Nothing
Secretary of War Baker's gripping
recital of the mighty achievements of
the American nation since this democracy entered the great war to preserve the principles on which it was
founded last night thrilled more than
1200 members and guests of the Chamber of Commerce to the greatest patriotic demonstration the Copley-Plaza
has ever seen.
. A great banquet throng, which overflowed the vast ballroom until the galleries and the adjacent halls were filled
with white tables and black-suited men,
surged upward with cheers that caught
Secretary Baker's spirited words from
his mouth.
CHEER UPON CHEER
They stood and cheered tor minutes
as the blue French uniforms of Colonel
P. J. L. Azan and Lieutenant A. Morize rose above the throng. The applause rose into a roar—a war shout—
as these two" men of Prance, two
scarred veterans now helping to train
America's army, passed to the head
table and shook hands with Secretaiy
Continued on Page 2—Fourth Col.
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Baker. They shouted their thunderous
approval when Senator Henry Cabot
Lodge threw all his fiery eloquence into
an appeal for a Liberty Loan victory
and a demand for a permanent peace
not founded on any status quo of 1914
with the words:
"There is only one way to get that
peace and that is by taking from Germany not any guarantees of treaties or
of paper, such as this world has been
accustomed to, but by taking physical
guarantees which shall render treachery impossible. We must beat the German government to its knees and not
bargain for peace, but dictate it."

Story of Hun Treachery
But the climax and crest of all that
great tidal wave of patriotism and
Americanism which swept over the
great banquet scene came when Secretary Baker had told the story of the
events leading up to the war. Germany's treachery and ruthlessness, so
great the American mind could not believe it calmly intentional; the Lusitania, the reluctant disavowal, and
then the calm statement of the German
chancellor that he had merely opposed
the ruthless Submarine warfare until
Germany had enough U-boats to make
it successful, the dictation to this country where we might sail the high seas.
"They told us we could send two boats
a week and we must have those sent
to certain places by certain routes and
send them painted like barber poles,"
said Secretary Baker.
"It had come to the time when the
United States must get down on its
knees and crawl to the foot of the
Hohenzollern throne and say to the
Kaiser, 'Put thy foot upon my neck and
place thy bloody hand upon my head'—
or else it could fight."

"We Fought"
Then in the tense, still hush which
preceded a whirlwind of cheers, the
Secretary said in a still, small voice—
"We fought."
Above that surging thousand men below rose the grizzled form of Major
Henry Lee Higginson, his eyes shining
fire. One of the grand old veteran's
hands clutched a napkin above his
head. And above the first lull in the
shouting his voice snapped with all the
shrill, fighting fury of that famous
rebel yell he heard from across the battle line so many time—"Three cheers
for the fight!"
And Major Henry Lee Higginson,
listed on the programme of the evening
as "First Citizen of Massachusets," led
three of the huskiest, "lung-bustin' "
cheers he ever led in his life—right
through to the "TIGER-R-R-R."

Secretary Baker's epic story of how
the people of this nation have waged
war with deeds which almost seem
like miracles began with the story of
the mighty task which the nation found
set before it at the outset. He told
how high and low, rich and poor, conspicuous and obscure, capital and labor,
and people in all capacities in life, immediately after the declaration of war
against Germany had been joined in a
"consolidated and confederated mass of
industrial, financial and man-power to
put an end to this abomination."

200,000 Letters Daily
He told how the mail of the armydepartment had in a few weeks jumped
from 3000 pieces a day to 200,000 letters
and telegrams, almost every one of
them offering the services of some man
and showing . no idea of getting, but
a national impulse to give.
At the outset America began with a
little standing army about the size of
the metropolitan Lone'on police force,
scattered throughout our possessions.
He told how the Plattsburg camps
called out between 70,000 and 80,000 men,
from whom half that number emerged
after three months' training proven to
be by the agility of mind and body
they displayed so fine a class of officers
that they could not have been bettered
had the country been preparing for
years.
Now there are 687,000 American soldiers in camp, chosen through civilian
agencies without discord, dissension,
rioting or military measures—an army
made by the people and tendered to the
nation.

Infantry Preferred
"And now I want to show you something of the quality of those men," said
the Secretary of War, as ho went on
with his story. "We are taking a sort
of occupational census of this army,
finding out what every man has done
and listing them. When we asked each
man what he wanted to do in the army,
50 per cent of them answered, 'We don't
care, just so long as we get to France
among the first.' "
' Asked what arm of the service they
desired to be in, 33 per cent asked to
"fight With the Infantry," the next
largest percentage asked for light artillery and the next heavy artillery.
The percentages asking for the nonfighting branches of service were almost
too small to count. He said that war
to them presented the superb picture
of "going over the top" and that's what
they wanted to do.
Secretary Baker brought cheers with
the good news that so fast has been the
country's answer to the call that every
man sent abroad has been especially
well equipped for a long time to come
and such a vast accumulation of supplies is already in France and England
that they are insured from want or
need. Each American soldier in France
has five of the best rifles in the world
at his service.
Plenty for Draft Army
Every soldier in the National Guard |

and regular army at horns has at least
ope rifle. Each training camp'has 10,000
rifles and before they are used to their
new clothes and ready for rifle instruction, every national army man In the
cantonment camps will have a rifle.
Rifles are being made at the rate of
100,000 per month.
President Henry I. Harriman made
his first official appearance as head of
the Boston Chamber of Commerce last
night as toastmaster at the banquet. He
rendered a full account of the activities
and the many accomplishments of the
chamber during the past year.
Senator Lodge talked in terms of billions of dollars concerning the enormous war appropriations required by
the Secretary of War—"the most expensive man" he ever knew. He pointed
out that 36 per cent of the expense of
running the government and the war
is to be borne by the money raised by
taxation during the coming year.

Largest of Tax Levies
"That is the largest tax ever levied
upon any people in the history of the
world," said he. "It will be paid, too,
and paid willingly," he added, just before the cheers burst out to back him
up. Then he pointed out that at present England raises 26 per cent of its
government and war expenses by taxation, and France and Germany 14 per
cent.
"The rest—the remaining 64 per centis to be raised by bonds," said the Senator, "and it rests with you and the
rest of the American people to meet
those bonds. We ought to have that
$5,000,000,000 here .by Saturday night,
easily.
"We must go at this war with all the
speed we would use if it were to end i
in six months, and all the thorough- j
ness necessary if it is to last six years |
No matter how long it takes, we must
see it through to a finish. Not peace on
a basis of statu quo ante bellum—it
would be a crime to return the world
to the situation of 1914.
"We must make it out of the question
for Germany to repeat the blackest
crime in the history of the world; the
deeds of 1914, the massacre of 1,000,000
Armenians, the deportation of a nation
into slavery, the transportation of girls
and young women from France and
Belgium into Germany for a purpose
which makes one shudder at the
thought, and the air raids on civilian
populations, so futile in a military
sense—merely foul murder. We must
make such things impossible, and they
would not be impossible if peace were
declared on a basis of the situation
in 1914.
"Fill the loans. Fight it out in the
American spirit to the bitter end, and
there can be but one, conclusion—a complete and lasting peace."

Scene* at Dinner to Sec. Baker at Copley-Plaza
concerns desiring direct access to tidewater.
"The commonwealth is also filling an
|additonal area of many hundred acres
on the East Boston flats, and it is safe
to say that no other port has greater
opportunity for expansion and development. Boston does, however, labor
under one serious disadvantage, in that,
since the decision of the interstate commerce commission in 1912, it has been
denied the preferential rates on western
shipments granted to the ports of Baltimore and Philadelphia. To offset this:
handicap, Boston must avail itself of'
every modern facility and convenience
for the transshipment of goods. A belt
line connecting our various railroads
has been recommended, and is undoubtedly desirable, as is also the concentration of the 25 freight depots of our railroads into a much smaller number.
| Mr. Harriman Anally discussed the
transportation problem, calling it the
greatest, outside the war, that confronted the people of New England.
Secretary Baker's Address.
Secretary Baker began by saying that
the war and its burdens naturally occupied the central point in all the country's thought and endeavor.
"Our country is now a partner with
"We must have, not treaties that will • the other great nations of the world,"
he said.' "Partner with all the great
become scraps of paper, but physical ; civilized nations of the world in a conguarantees that will make Germany In- t test to restore order, to make a eonl
capable.
We must beat her to her I vindicate
H"",?"0^ ofthe
.,civI1fundamental
izat,io" .1i°,s.s,ibl2'..:?"
L,!;°
principles
knees and not bargain for a peace, but upon which liberty can alone continue
dictate It."
to exist.

The Liberty loan need pervaded all the
addres_ses, but the war spirit was upper- [,
most, at the largest annual meeting in
its history ever held by the Boston Cham- |
ber of Commerce. There were present
at the head table President Henry I.
Harriman cf the chamber, Secretary
Baker, Senator Lodge. Maj. Higginson,
Edmund Billings, collector of the port;
I
Brig.-Gen. John A. Johnston, command- j
the Department of the Northeast; ||
George W. Alden, president Brockton
Chamber of Commerce ; Ralph S. Bauer,
president Lynn Chamber of Commerce;
Charles Chase, president Haverhill
Chamber of Commerce ; William E. Jones,
president Boston Wool Trade Association ; James Piggott, president Fitchburg
Chamber of Commerce.; James C. Reilly,
President Lynn Board of Trade; Richard Ward, president Lawrence Chamber
of Commerce ; Henry A. Carpenter, presUpper Lef t—Character Sketches of the Secretary of War. Upper Right—Secretary ident Providence Chamber of Commerce ;
Baker in Action. Lower Left—Senator Lodge and Brig.-Gen. Johnston Enjoying Elmer J. Bliss, former president Boston
Themselves. Lower Right—President Harriman of the Chamber of Commerce. Chamber of Commerce; Frank W.
Whitcher, president Massachusetts state:
board of trade; James J. Storrow, Howard Coonley, CapL W. R. Rush, state
treasurer Charles P. Burrill, Frederic
S. Snyder, Col. Robert L. Howze, chief
of staff to Bris-GejL_.JjjhnslQniJSorilnn
Abbott, John H. Fahey, former president
Chamber of Commerce of the United
States ; Henry T. Hooper, president Portland Chamber of Commerce ; C. F, Weed.
Chandler Bullock, president Worcester
Chamber of Commerce; B. J. Rqthwell,
Lt. J. J. O'Hare, Frank H. Page, president Springfield Board of Trade ; Ralph
C. Marden. president Manchester, N. Hi-,
Board of Trade ; Mark Temple Dowling, j
president Boston Real Estate Exchange ;
James A. McKibben.
French Officers Present.
Among the guests at the tables were
Lt.-Col. P. T. I,. Azan and Lt. A.
Morize, both of whom were received
w-ith cheering as the Boston Philharmonic orchestra played the Marseillaise.
President Harriman reviewed the work
More than 1000 members of the Boston- Chamber of Commerce cheered
of the chamber during the past year,
wildly in the Copley-Plaza last night when Secretary of War Newton D. dealing with the question of pneumatic
Baker, after telling of the two courses which had been open to us with mail tubes, fire prevention, the segregated budget, the milk Inquiry, immigraGermany—either to acknowledge ourselves vassals of the Hohenzollerns or tion and daylight saving* Turning to
port development he said:
to fight—added that we took our decision and fought.
"Boston possesses ori£ of the finest
Thev applause had scarcely died down-*—''. harbors
on the Atlantic coast, the port
before Maj. Henry L. Higginson, mediately on its feet for a new tribute as a whoie having 1-11 miles of waterfront, of which over six miles now has
springing from his seat at the head- to American pluck and resolution.
table called for "three cheers for
Its enthusiasm burst out again dur- an average deptli at mean low^tjote—of-1
'fight'," and the big audience was im- ing the impassioned speech in which I -OOJSB am jo stu.ia} oq} .lapun '.iBSns we
-ismoq; oq} }-eq} pa}TS}s a9q;jnj SBAV IT
Senator Lodge outlined the kind of
■siuao 9'8 ueqx 3J0|/\| JON
peace for which this country is carryBO
ing on the war, and was at fever heat ;utoq} )no o\ suoj}on.i}sui -.\I!-"3-Il!q-IB
ino }uos s-sq
when, he declared;

KAISER'S SLAVES OR
FIGHT. SAYS BAKER
Chamber Members Electrified by
Maj. Higginson's Call for
"Cheers for Fight."

"Our entrance into that war necesimposed upon our country an
entirely unaccustomed task. It is not
uncommon to hear, men say that we
were not prepared. We were not prepared; we are not yet prepared. But
whether or not that involves a criticism,
or whether it shows that we really believed in our own ideals to such an
extent that we believed it impossible
for any sane and just person to disbelieve in them, is a question,
Thought World War Impossible.
"I take a certain sort of joy in the
knowledge that we believed in them and
in the reality of civilization, and it is
a virtue to feel an incredulity towards
the thing which has come to pass.;
Frankly, I knew perfectly well'prior to:
July, 1914, that a world war was impos- >
sible. We had come to feel that the j
world had at last outlived the possibil-1
ity of a volcanic eruption from a single |
centre of disorder turned mad by ambition. We were taught by our fathers
to believe that we should refrain from
foreign entanglements.

sarily

"But when the war came and the coun- I
try had addressed Itself to the burden of
preparation, its response was magnificent. And if from the centre of the federal government I can bring you any
message of good cheer It is this—that
high and low, rich and poor, conspicuous and obscure, captain of Industry and
artisan,organization of labor and organization of capital, unorganized capital
and unorganized labor—that our people
In all of their capacities and interests
have joined In a consolidated and confederated mass in order to assert our
national strength, our man-power, our
industrial and our financial power, to
put an end to this abomination.
, Rallied to High Principles.

"From the very beginning there began to pour into Washington telegrams,
letters, delegations and individuals, to
be numbered only by thousands. In a
single bureau of the 'war department,
which daily received three or four
thousand pieces of mail, the number instantly rose to 208,000 pieces.
"As a nation we had been devoting
ourselves to industrial advancement, to
the development and improvement of
the civilian arts of life, and there were
among us. some doubters, who doubted
whether we really had any ideals. Yet
the minute the key of this call to war
was inserted into that door it sprang
open, and wholly untarnished by any
sort of use, wholly undiminished, there
remained those principles of patriotism,
that love of liberty, that comprehension
of the common interests and destiny of
mankind which our forefathers had as
a lamp to their feet when they established this republic, and which we, as
their children, find a ready guide to
deeds of self-sacrifice and heroism.

Scene* at Dinner to Sec. Baker at Copley-Plaza
concerns desiring direct access to tidewater.
"The commonwealth is also filling an
additonal area of many hundred acres
on the East Boston flats, and it is safe
to say that no other port has greater
opportunity for expansion and development. Boston does, however, labor
under one serious disadvantage, in that,
since the decision of the interstate commerce commission in 1912, it has been
denied the preferential rates on western
shipments granted to the ports of Baltimore and Philadelphia. To offset this
handicap, Boston must avail itself of
every modern facility and convenience
for the transshipment of goods. A belt
line connecting our various railroads
has been recommended, and is undoubtedly desirable, as is also the concentration of the 25 freight depots of our railroads into a much smaller number.
j Mr. Harriman finally discussed the
transportation problem, calling it the
greatest, outside the war, that confronted the people of New England.
Secretary Baker's Address.

Secretary Baker began by saying that
the war and its burdens naturally occupied the central point in all the country's thought and endeavor.
"Our country is now a partner with
le ot er
eat natl n 0
h
"We must have, not treaties that will j; "
*
<=I
° ?h i,?
^7°™Ct
t
he said.
Partner
with
all the
great
become scraps of paper, but physical \ civilized nations of the world in a conguarantees that will make Germany In- test to restore order, to make a concapable.
We must beat her to her tinuance of civilization possible, and to
vindicate the fundamental principles
knees and not bargain for a peace, but upon which liberty can alone continue
dictate It."
to exist.

The Liberty loan need pervaded all the
addresses, hut the war spirit was uppermost, at the largest annual meeting in
its history ever held by the Boston Chamber of Commerce. There were present
at the head table President Henry I.
Harriman of the chamber, Secretary
Baker, Senator Lodge. Maj. Higginson,
Edmund Billings, collector of the port; i
Brig-Gen. John A. Johnston, commanding the Department of the Northeast;
George W. Alden, president Brockton
Chamber of Commerce ; Ralph S. Bauer,
president Lynn Chamber of Commerce;
Charles Chase, president Haverhill
Chamber of Commerce ; William E. Jones,
president Boston Wool Trade Association ; James Figgott, president Fitchburg
Chamber of Commerce.; James C. Reilly,
President Lynn Board of Trade ; Richard Ward, president Lawrence Chamber
of Commerce ; Henry A. Carpenter, president Providence Chamber of Commerce ;
Elmer J. Bliss, former president Boston
Chamber of Commerce; Frank W.
Whitcher, president Massachusetts state
board of trade ; James J. Storrow, Howard Coonley, Capt_ W. R. Rush, state
treasurer Charles P. Burrill, Frederic
S. Snyder, Col. Robert L. Howze, chief

Upper Lef t—Charact* Sketches of the Secretary of War. Upper Right—Secretary
Baker in Action. Lower Left—Senator Lodge and Brig.-Gen. Johnston Enjoying
Themselves. Lower Right—President Harriman of the Chamber of Commerce.

"But when the war came and the country had addressed Itself to the burden of
^reparation, its response was magnificent. And if from the centre of the federal government I can bring you any
message of good cheer it Is this—that
high and low, rich and poor, consplcu
or staff to Biis.-Gen, Johnston; Gordon, ous and obscure, captain of industry and
Abbott, John H. Faliey, former president' artisan,organization of labor and organiChamber of Commerce of the United zation of capital, unorganized capital
States ; Henry T. Hooper, president Port- and unorganized labor—that our people
land Chamber of Commerce ; C. F. Weed in all of their capacities and Interests
Chandler Bullock, president Worcester have joined in a consolidated and conChamber of Commerce ; B. J. Rothwell, federated mass In order to assert our
Lt. J. J. O'Hare, Frank H. Page, presi- national strength, our man-power, our
dent Springfield Board of Trade ; Ralph industrial and our financial power, to
C. Marden, president Manchester, N. H., put an end to this abomination.
Board of Trade ; Mark Temple Rowling, I
, Rallied to High Principles.

KAISER'S SLAVES OR
FIGHT, SAYS BAKER
Chamber Members Electrified by
Maj. Higginson's Call for
"Cheers for Fight."
______

"Our entrance into that war necessarily imposed upon our country an
entirely unaccustomed task. It is not
uncommon to hear, men say that we
were not prepared. We were not prepared; we are not yet prepared. But
whether or not that involves a criticism,
or whether it shows that we really believed in our own ideals to such an
extent that we believed it impossible
for any sane and just person to disbelieve in them, is a question.
Thought World War Impossible.
"I take a certain sort of joy in the
knowledge that we believed in them and
in the reality of civilization, and it is
a virtue to feel an incredulity towards
the thing which has come to pass, j
Frankly, I knew perfectly well'prior to:
July, 1914, that a world war was impos- (
sible. We had come to feel that the
world had at last outlived the possibility of a volcanic eruption from a, single
centre of disorder turned mad by ambition. We were taught by our fathers
to believe that we should refrain from
foreign entanglements.

i

More than 1000 members of the Boston-Chamber of Commerce cheered!
wildly in the Copley-Plaza last night when Secretary of War Newton D. j
Baker, after telling of the two courses which had been open to us with j
Germany—either to acknowledge ourselves vassals of the Hohenzollerns or'
to fight—added that we took our decision and fought.

The applause had scarcely died down-*
■ ■
',
before Maj. Henry L. Higginson, mediately on its feet for a new tribute .
springing from his seat at the head- to American pluck and resolution.
table called for "three cheers for
Its enthusiasm burst out again dur-1
'fight'," and the big audience was im- ing the Impassioned speech in which j
Senator Lodge outlined the kind of
peace for which this country is carry- ,
ing on the war, and was at fever heat
when he declared:

president Boston Real Estate Exchange ;
"From the xery beginning there beJames A. McKibben.
gan to pour into Washington telegrams,
French Officers Present.
letters, delegations and individuals, to
Among the guests at the tables were be numbered only by thousands. In a
Lt.-Col. P. T. L. Azan and Lt. A. single bureau of the 'war department,
which daily received three or four
Moi'ize, both of whom were received thousand pieces of mail, the number inwith cheering as the Boston Philhar- stantly rose to 200,000 pieces.
"As a nation we had been devoting
monic orchestra played the Marseilourselves to industrial advancement, to
laise.
President Harriman reviewed the work the development and improvement of
of the chamber during the past year, the civilian arts of life, and there were
dealing with the question of pneumatic among us. some doubters, who doubted
mail tubes, fire prevention, the segre- whether we really had any ideals. Yet
gated budget, the milk Inquiry, immigra- the minute the key of this call to war
tion and daylight saving* Turning to was inserted into that door it sprang
port development he said:
open, and wholly untarnished by any
"Boston possesses on* of the fines- sort of use, wholly undiminished, there
harbors on the Atlantic coast, the port remained those principles of patriotism,
as a whole having 141 miles of water- that love of liberty, that comprehension
front, of which over six miles now has of the common Interests and destiny of
an average dept.li at mean low tide of mankind which our forefathers had as
35 feet. In the last six years the com- a lamp to their feet when they estabmonwealth of Massachusetts has ex- lished this republic, and which we, as
pended over $9,000,000 in developing the their children, find a ready guide to
facilities of the port, and the two new deeds of self-sacrifice and heroism.
piers, the Commonwealth pier and the
Fish pier, rank among the finest in the
world. The commonwealth is also building one of the largest dry docks in the
country and has available on the South
Boston waterfront approximately 150
acres of unoccupied land which offer unrivalled opportunities for manufacurtlng

f | llllVM.nv*urt
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Turned Out Great Army.
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Tafee Bacfe Decorations
LONDON, Oct. 24—Capt. Roald
Amundsen, the Norwegian explor-

lir Secretary Baker

first question we asked was, 'What do
you want to do?' and most of 50 percent, of them have spontaneously given
the answer, 'I don't care what you ask
me to do'; just say that I want to get to
Prance among the first of-the soldiers.'
"In the meantime, the financial mobijj ization of this country has gone on.
j Tonight I received two telegrams from
II my secretary at Washington. One of
them states that the United States army
has already subscribed $61,455,450 to the
second Liberty loan. They are not orily
willing to fight, but they are willing to
pay to fight.
"The other telegram states that the
200 colored members of K company, of
the 301st stevedore regiment, have subscribed over $36,000 to the loan."

"It seems almost sordid to refer to
some of the things we have done.
We had a little standing army not
much larger than the metropolitan
police force of London. A substantial part of it in the Philippine islands and Porto Rico, the rest of it
stretched along the Mexican border.
The problem presented was to make
an army, to clothe, feed, arm and
train that army.
"A statesman once said in this
country that an army of 1,000,000 men
could be created overnight, and at
the time he made that statement
there was a good deal of justified incredulity. And yet the truth lay
half-way between what he said and
.Huge Expenditures Required.
what we said who doubted it. This
Secretary Baker proceeded to describe
great country of ours has not in fact
how the industrial and commercial
turned wit. 1,000,000 of armed men in
problems incident to the raising of an
a night, but it has turned out an
army in a time so incredibly short | army had been met. . He spoke of the
that the most optimistic man six
building of the cantonments and then
described the enormous task which the
months ago.would not have thought
war department had faced in providing
it possible.
ordnance.
Training of the Officers.
"The ordinary expenses of this gov"The first thing was to train officers, ernment in times of peace," he said,
and I trust our people will never forget "are a little over one billion dollars a
the debt they owe to regular army year. They have been multiplied by
officers of the United States. The next something like 15 or 16, and one of the
was the development of these officers war departments is called upon to proand we turned into the camps the finest vide expenditure amounting for a
product of the American college and single year to more than three thouhigh school. "When we had given them sand million dollars.
three months of training we discovered
"Just a< word about the war itself.
that the intellectual acuteness, which is This is your war, and by that I do not
the fruit 'of our educational system in mean tha.t it is the war of a dozen or
this country, the agility and soundness half a dozen people, but that it is everyof body that come from our physical body's war. Every energy in America
education, and the spirit of fair play every intellectual, physical and moral
generated on the athletic field had given agency in this country, must be devoted*
us the opportunity of making officers to the winning of this war without!
of so fine a quality that, if we had fore- let, hindrance or hesitation."
seen this need, we could never have proThe speaker here, reviewed the various
vided better for it in advance.
acts by which Germany had aroused
"Then It was proposed we should the horror Of the civilized world and
have an army by selective conscription. told a moving story of the effect which
Two weeks after that law had been the Lusitania tragedy had had upon
.
passed 10,000,000 young men In this him.
country between the ages of 21 and 31
"I think nothing could better show
had been registered without riot or the madness of the autocracy which condissension and we're ready to fight for trols the destinies of Germany at this
their country. This thing was done for moment than its supposition that by
the first time in the history of peoples killing babies it could scare Englishmen
anywhere in the world, for it was the and Frenchmen. The Germans ought to
ordinary home agency of a great re- have known that every man here would
public that selectcdi from their own realize that the last ounce of blood he
neighbors an army and tendered It to had would have to be dedicated to the
be trained. That shows how completely final 1 termination of that theory of wara democracy can be trusted to rise to fare. -'
"If we were to fail to take part In
the greatest of emergencies.
this war now it wlli be because we have
Mobilizing the Finances.
l| lost confidence in the Ideals and be"Now that we have selected these liefs upon which our government was
687,000 men we are undertaaklng to make founded. I know that some of these
an occupational census of them. The young men who have gone out will not
come home again. But I have the consolation that they go as the soldiers
of a country that has no unholy ambition of any kind In this war, and that
on the other side they are going to
touch hands with a heroic company,
and be shoulder to shoulder with the
French and British soldiers who have
already sacrificed so much. I have the
further consolation that, when the history of liberty comes to be written,
our page In that history will have been
rendered more glorious by their exploits."
Senator Lodge Speaks.

Senator Lodge gave his audience some
statistics showing wjiat an enormous
burden of responsibility and work had
rested upon the secretary of war. Turning to the expenses of the war, the
senator said:
"We had to borrow the money or raise
it by taxation. Added to the taxes already in existence we shall raise this
year a total of nearly four billions in
taxes from the American people, the
heaviest taxes ever imposed in one year
upon any people, and those taxes will

be paid, and paid without reluctance
We are providing for a larger percentage of expenditure from taxation than
any other nation in the world. Thirty-six
and a fraction of our expenditures will
come from taxation. England's percentage is 26. that of France and Germany about 14. I think we have done
our duty in taxation.
People Must Supply Money.
"But that leaves 63% per cent, of
our expenditures to be raised by
bonds, and it is with you and the
American people to meet these bonds.
This is Liberty Bond day. We ought
to have the $5,000,000,000 toefore Saturday night. Money lies behind
everything. Without the money the
secretary cannot arm, equip or transport his men. Without the money
we cannot send forth our navy or
add to our naval vessels the many
we must have.
"The taxation is provided for. It
is for the American people to supply the rest of the money while lending it to the government. The return, in view of the security, is of
the best. If the security of the
United States is not good, and the
bonds of the United States are not
good, then no investment that any
man holds tonight is worth the paper
it is written on.
Avoid Burdensome- Taxation.
"We must have that money. We
do not wish to resort to a,burden of
taxation which will cripple the whole
financial system. We do not wish to
resort to the German plan of taking
25 per cent, of the banking deposits.
In the hours that remain between
now and Saturday we must all bend
every energy to seeing the loan succeed. If the loan does not succeed,
the credit of the United States will »
be shaken, and that credit today is
the pillar upon which the war against
Germany rests. England has loaned
$4,000,000,000 and over to her allies and
over $800,000,000 to her dominions overseas. She can do no more. We have
stepped into the gap. We must not
fail. We can do it. We have the
money and we must simply give it.
What is money compared with the
lives we are giving?

Europe for the last 40 years. We must
make it, as far as is humanly possible,
out of the question for Germany ever to
commit again the blackest crime in history—the crime of the war of 1914.
"How are we going to get a peace?
The President in his note pointed out in
diplomatic language the difficulty of the
situation was that we had nobody with
whom we could negotiate. How can you
make a peace with a nation that regards
all treaties as scraps of paper to be torn
up when they feel inclined? You'cannot
negotiate with a government like that.
"There is only one way to get the
peace. We must have a peace without
which it would have been a crime to
go to war. It. Is only by taking from
Germany, not the guarantees of treaties
on paper—we must have physical guarantees that will make her Incapable.
We must beat her to her knees and
not bargain for a peace, but dictate It.
Must Remove Hideous Peril.

"We seek no conquests. We have
entered t^his war in selfdefence. In no
spirit of adventure or conquest, but we
are going to have, and we must have
and shall have a peace that will remove
this hideous (peril from the world. I
repeat now what I said at Cambridge,
that if my life should be spared and
that I may have to pass upon a peace,
the only instructions I recognize are
the instructions written in the red
letters of the past threeyears—instructions that come from that ocean where
the women and children lie foully
murdered, from the soldiers we are
sending to Flanders to go over the top
there and leave many of their bodies
in a foreign soil. To those who died in'5
the Lusitania and to all that long record
of horror that Germany has inflicted
upon the world I shall look for my instructions, and no peace ought to be
received by any senator or American
anywhere which does not bring all this
to a final "conclusion.
"Let us take the loan. Give the men
and fight it out in the American spirit
to the bitter end, and there can be but
one result—a peace of the most con-'
elusive kind."
The menu at the dinner follows:
Cape Cod Oysters.
Cream of Chicken.
. Broiled Sirloin Steak.
Green Corn Fritters. Lima Beans, Forestiere.
Peas a la Francaise. Scalloped Potatoes.
Would Have to Pay Ransom.
Heart of Roinulne, Russian Dressing.
"We are in this war to preserve the
;
Green Apple Pie.
Vanilla Ice Cream.
freedom of the United States—freedom
Coffee.
to live our own lives in our own way,
Sparkling Clysmic. Melaclirino Cigarettes.
and work out our national problems in
our own way. We are fighting for our
own independence. You hear it said we
are fighting other peoples' battles. If
anybody has been fighting anybody
else's battles, it is the men of France
and England, and we must help them
to the utmost of our power. We are
fighting, too,, for great ideals, in company with the other liberty loving: and
free nations of the world. And if we
should fail, not only would the United
Sta'tes be the next victim-and be made
to pay a ransom, but the whole fabric
of democracy and of liberty would fall
throughout the world.
"We shall win the war. We should
go with a speed as though we believed
it would-end in six months and with
the thoroughness of preparation as
though we were sure it were going to
last six years. No matter how short
or how long a time It takes, we must
see the war through to a real finish—
not on a peace based on the status quo
ante bellum, not on the situation there
was in 1914.

"It will be a crime to make the peace
on any such terms as that. It will be a
peace that will last, a peace that will
take from us and our children and
grandchildren arid from the European
world on whose side we are fighting the
hideous menace that has hung over a'
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Kaiser's VassakorTight, Says War Secretary Baker
Turned Out Great Army.

"It seems almost sordid to refer to
some of the things we have done.
We had a little standing army not
much larger than the metropolitan
police force of London. A substantial part of it in the Philippine islands and Porto Rico, the rest of it
stretched along the Mexican border.
The problem presented was to make
an army, to clothe, feed, arm and
train that army.
"A statesman once said in this
country that an army of 1,000,000 men
could "be created overnight, and at
the time he made that statement
there was a good deal of justified incredulity. And yet the truth lay
half-way between what he said and
what we said who doubted it. This
great country of ours has not in fact
turned wit. 1,000,000 of armed men in
a night, but it has turned out an
army in a time so incredibly short
that the most optimistic man six
months ago would not have thought
it possible.
Training of the Officers.
"The first thing was to train officers,
and I trust our people will never forget
the debt they owe to regular army
officers of the United States. The next
was the development of these officers
and we turned into the camps the finest
product of the American college and
high school. When we had given them
three months of training we discovered
that the intellectual acuteness, which is
the fruit of our educational system in
this country, the agility and soundness
of body that come from our physical
education, and the spirit of fair play
generated on the athletic field had given
us the opportunity of making officers
of so fine a quality that, if we had foreseen this need, we could never have provided better for it in advance.
"Then It was proposed we should
have an army by selective conscription.
Two weeks after that law had been
passed 10,000,000 young men In this
country between the ages of 21 and 31
had been registered without riot or
dissension and we're ready to fight for
their country. This thing was done for
the first time in the history of peoples
anywhere in the world, for it was the
ordinary home agency of a great republic that selectee!! from their own
neighbors an army and tendered it to
be trained. That shows how completely
a democracy can be trusted to rise to
the greatest of emergencies.

Mobilizing the Finances.
"Now that we have selected these
587,000 men we are undertaaking to make
an occupational census of them. The

first question we asked was, 'What do
you want to do?' and most of 50 per
cent, of them have spontaneously given
the answer, T don't care what you ask
me to do; just say that I want to get to
France among the first of* the soldiers.'
"In the meantime, the financial mobiization of this country has gone on.
Tonight I received two telegrams from
my secretary at Washington. One of
them states that the United States army
has already subscribed $61,455,450 to the
second Liberty loan. They are not orily
willing to fight, but they are willing to
pay to fight.
"The other telegram states that the
500 colored members of K company, of
I the 301st stevedore regiment, have subscribed over $36,000 to the loan."
.Huge Expenditures Required.

be paid, and paid without reluctanceWe are providing for a larger percentage of expenditure from taxation than
any other nation in the world. Thirty-six
and a fraction of our expenditures will
come from taxation. England s percentage Is 26. that of France and Germany about 14. I think we have done
our duty in taxation.
People Must Supply Money.
"But that leaves 63V4 per cent, of
our expenditures to be raised by
bonds, and it is with you and the
American people to meet these bonds.
' This is Liberty Bond day. We ought
to have the $5,000,000,000 ibefore Saturday night. Money lies behind
everything. Without the money the
secretary cannot arm, equip or transport his men. Without the money
we cannot send forth our navy or
add to our naval vessels the many
w'e must have.
"The taxation is provided for. It
is for the American people to supply the rest of the money while lending it to the government. The return, in view of the security, is of
the best. If the security of the
United States is not good, and the
bonds of the United States are not
good, then no investment that any
man holds tonight is worth the paper
it is written on.
Avoid Burdensome Taxation.
"We must have that money. We
do not wish to resort to a.burden of
taxation which will cripple the whole
financial system. We do not wish to
resort to the German plan of taking
25 per cent, of the banking deposits.
In the hours that remain between
now and Saturday we must all bend
every energy to seeing }he loan succeed. If the loan does not succeed,
the credit of the United States will
he shaken, and that credit today is
the pillar upon which the war against
Germany rests. England has loaned
$4,000,000,000 and over to her allies and
over $800,000,000 to her dominions overseas. She can do no more. We have
stepped into the gap. We must not
fail. We can do it. We have the
money and we must simply give it.
What is money compared with the
lives we are giving?

Secretary Baker proceeded to describe
how the industrial and commercial
problems incident to the raising of an
army had been met. . He spoke of the
building of the cantonments and then
described the enormous task which the
war department had faced in providing
crdnance.
"The ordinary expenses of this government in times of peace," he said,
"are a little over.one billion dollars a
year. They have been multiplied by
something like 15 or 16, and one of the
war departments is called upon to provide expenditure amounting for a
single year to more than three thousand million dollars.
"Just a* word about the war itself.
This is your war, and by that I do not
mean that it is the war of a dozen or
half a dozen people, but that it is everybody's war. Every energy in America,
every intellectual, physical and moral
agency in this country, must be devoted
to the winning of this war without
let, hindrance or hesitation."
The speaker here reviewed the various
acts by which Germany had .iroused
the horror of the civilized world and
told a moving story of the effect which
the Lusitania tragedy had had upon
him.
"I think nothing could better show
the madness of the autocracy which controls the destinies of Germany at this
moment than its supposition that by
killing babies it could scare Englishmen
and Frenchmen. The Germans ought to
have known that every man here would
Would Have to Pay Ransom.
realize that the last ounce of blood he
"We are in this war to preserve the
had would have to be dedicated to the
final termination of that theory of war- freedom of the United States—freedom
fare.1 •'
to live our own lives in our own way,
"If we were to fail to take part In and worK out our national problems in
this war now It will be because we have our own way. We are fighting for our
lost confidence in the Ideals and be- own independence. You hear it said we
liefs upon which our government was are fighting other peoples' battles. If
founded. I know that some of these anybody has been fighting anybody
young men who have gone out will not else's battles, it is the men of France
come home again. But I have the con- and England, and we must help them
solation that they go as the soldiers to the utmost of our power. We are
of a country that has no unholy ambi- fighting, too, for great ideals, in comtion of any kind In this war, and that pany with the other liberty loving: and
on the other side they are going to free nations of the world. And if we
touch hands with a heroic company, should fail, not only would the United
ami be shoulder to shoulder with the States be the next victim and be made
French and British soldiers who have to pay a ransom, but the whole fabric
already sacrificed so much. I have the of democracy and of liberty would fall
further consolation that, when the his- throughout the world.
tory of liberty comes to be written,

"We shall win the war. We should
our page in that history will have been go with a speed as though we believed
rendered more glorious by their ex- it would end in six months and with
ploits."
the thoroughness of preparation as
Senator Lodge Speaks.
though we were sure it were going to
Senator Lodge gave his audience some last six years. No matter how short
statistics showing what an enormous or how long a time it takes, we must
burden of responsibility and work had see the war through to a real finish—
rested upon the secretary of war. Turn- not on a peace based on the status quo
ing to the expenses of the war, the ante bellum, not on the situation there
was In 1914.
senator said:

"We had to borrow the money or raise
it by taxation. Added to the taxes already in existence we s-hall raise this
year a total of nearly four billions in
taxes from the American people, the
heaviest, taxes ever imposed in one year
upon any people, and those taxes will

"It will be a crime to make the peace
on any such terms as that. It will be a
Peace that will last, a peace that will
take from us and our children and
grandchildren end from the European
world on whose side we are fighting the
hideous menace that has hung over a'

Europe for the last 40 years- We must
make it. as far as is humanly possible,
out of the question for Germany ever to
commit again the blackest crime in history—the crime of the war of 1914.
"How are we going to get a peace?
The President in his note pointed out in
diplomatic language the difficulty of the
situation was that we had nobody with
whom we could negotiate. How can you
make a peace with a nation that- regards
all treaties as scraps of paper to be torn
up when they feel inclined? You"cannot
negotiate with a government like that.
"There is only one way to get the
peace. We must have a peace without
which it would have been a crime to
go to war. It,Is only by taking from
Germany, not the guarantees of trestles
on papei—we must have physical guarantees that will make her incapable.
We must beat her to her knees and
not bargain for a peace, but dictate It.
Must Remove Hideous Peril.

"We seek no conquests. We have
entered this war in selfdefence, in no
spirit of adventure or conquest, but we
are going to have, and we must have
and shall have a peace that will remove
this hideous \peril from the world. I
repeat now what I said at Cambridge,
that if my life should be spared and
that I may have to pass upon a peace,
the only instructions I recognize are
the instructions written in the red
letters of the past three■years—instructions that come from that ocean where
the women and children lie foully j
murdered, from the soldiers we are
sending to Flanders to go over the top
there and leave many of their bodies
in a, foreign soil. To those who died in1*
the Lusitania and to all that long record
of horror that Germany has inflicted
upon the world I shall, look for my instructions, and no peace ought to be
received by any senator or American
anywhere which does not bring all this
to a final "Conclusion.
"Let us take the loan. Give the men
and fight it out in the American spirit
to the bitter end, and there can he but
one result—a p«ace of the most con-'
elusive kind."
The menu at the dinner follows:
Cape Cod Oysters.
Cream of Chicken.
Broiled Sirloin Steak.
Green Corn Fritters. Lima Beans, Forestiere.
Peas a la Franeaise. Scalloped Potatoes.
Heart of Roinalne, Russian Dressing.
Green Apple Pie.
Vanilla lee Cream.
Coffee.
Sparkling Clysmic. Melachrino Cigarettes.
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without paying toll to it in manhood and in money. This
spirit might demand Canada from a defeated, navyless
England, and then our dream of peace on the north would
be at an end. We would live, as France has lived for 40
years, in haunting terror.
America speaks for the world in fighting Germany. Mark
on a map those countries which are Germany's allies and you
will mark but four, running from the Baltic through Austria
and Bulgaria to Turkey. All the other nations the whole
globe around are in arms against her or are unable to move.
There is deep meaning in this. We fight with the world for
an honest world in which nations keep their word, for a world
in which nations do not live by swagger or by threat, for a
world in which men think of the ways in which they can
conquer the common cruelties of nature instead of inventing
more horrible cruelties to inflict upon the spirit and body of
man, for a world in which the ambition or the philosophy of a
few shall not make miserable all mankind, for a world in which
the man is held more precious than the machine, the system,
or the state.

THE NATION IN ARMS.

WAR MEASURES AND PURPOSES.
By

NEWTON

D.

BAKER,

Secretary of War.

In 1776, on the 4th day of July, a nation was born, dedicated to a new theory of government and a new ideal of
human liberty. On the 4th day of July, 1917 our newspapers announced throughout a vast and populous continent, to a people who for more than 100 years have known
political liberty, and with it unexampled progress, that an
expeditionary force of their soldiers had landed, without
the loss of a man, on the soil of France to defend in that
place the great principle of democracy and liberty under
which they have thrived so long.
In passing, it will be deemed appropriate for me to pay a
tribute of thanks from the Army to the Na^y for the superb
way in which they acquitted themselves of the grave responsibility of that convoy. And I think I can say to the American people that the splendid cooperation between the Navy
and the Army which characterized this first martial exploit
is a promise of a happy and effective cooperation in the future. So that we can look forward to the American Army and
the American Navy, the two strong arms of the American
people on many glorious fields and on many glorious seas,
sustaining the traditions of our country and establishing
forever the belief that free men in a battle for freedom fear
no foe. But I want to ask your attention to the occasion for
our being in France with our soldiers.
One of the traditional policies of the United States from
its beginning has been the avoidance of entangling alliances.
The United States is in no entangling alliance. We are in
this war upon no sordid mission of any sort. We do not
seek to take the possessions of any other people or to impose by force our will upon any other people in the making
of their government or in an encroachment upon their
rights. But after a patience perfectly unparalleled and
(8)

9

after an effort worthy of our civilization to accomplish the
recognition of our rights and of our freedom, by diplomacy
and by every peaceful art, America is in arms now to vindicate upon the battlefield the right of democracy to exist
against the denials of autocracy.
Things have come to a pass in this world where all mankind must choose whether the nations of the earth are to
be autocratic in their government and militarist in their
pretensions or democratic in their governments and just in
their pre
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men between the ages of 21 and 31, drawn from the body
of our country by selective processes which will recognize
the needs of industiy, the needs of dependents, and those
relations in life which ought not to be sacrificed if our
national strength is to be preserved to its maximum, efficiency.
And it is provided in the law that when these armies are
assembled there shall be no difference between the Eegular
Army, the National Guard, and the National Army. But
every man, whether he has had training in the Regular
the guard or

and attractive amusements for their leisure, so that when
they come out of the Army they will have no scars except
those honorably won in warfare against the enemy of their
country.
The mere business of this enterprise is very great. Perhaps
I can give some idea to you of what it means if I quote for
your information a few comparative figures.
Take, for instance, the subject of aeronautics. In 1915
the Congress appropriated something less than half a million
dollars for the building of aircraft in the Army. In 1917 the
appropriation was $47,000,000, and now Congress has passed,
and the President has signed, a bill which appropriates the
great sum of $639,000,000 for the building of aeroplanes.
And the program is that American skill and ingenuity,
American scientific knowledge and the skill of handicraftsmen, of inexhaustible resources of supplies, shall be drawn
upon, and we shall contribute to those with whom we are
associated in this war abroad the unquestionable supremacy
of the air.
But to illustrate this comparison further, under normal
circumstances the appropriation made by Congress for our
Army's regular supplies is about $10,000,000, and this year
for war the first appropriation is $110,000,000. In the
item of transportation for the Army, instead of the peace
time appropriation of some $13,000,000 or $14,000,000,
Congress has already appropriated $222,000,000. For clothing and such items, instead of the ordinary appropriation
of $6,500,000, Congress has appropriated more than
$200,000,000.
Now let me give you the detail of only one item: Take
the item of supplies. We must buy now for the armies
that we are training and sending abroad 5,000,000 blankets,
37,000,000 yards of bobinettes, 45,000,000 yards of cotton cloth, 21,000,000 yards of unbleached drilling—nay,
we have to go to every factory and workshop in this
country and start its wheels spinning in order that these
unprecedented quantities of supplies may be available for
our armies.
And then we must build in the United States 16 cities
within the incredibly short space of time of three months.
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MUST CRUSH THE GERMANS
*,

Peace to Be Dictated, Says Lodge, Tied
Sec of War Baker Recounts the Devoted
Response of American People to Needs of
War, at Chamber of Commerce Dinner
"You can't negotiate with a Government so steeped in treachery and lies as
the German Government. There is only
one peace that I will ever consent to
with her. We must 'heat her to her
knees and not bargain over the peace,
but dictate it. We must have physical
guarantees of peace. We seek no conquests, but we will remove this peril
from the world."
Such were the closing words of United
States Senator Henry Cabot Lodge's
speech at the Boston Chamber of Com-

merce dinner in the Copley-Plaza Hotel
last evening, attended by more than 1000.
It was in many ways a notable occasion—notable from the character and
spirit of the addresses by Sec of War
Newton D. Baker and United States
Senator Lodge, and notable in the address of Pres Harriman, but most notable in the temper of the vast audience
and the feeling that seemed to permeate
everybody in the hall. The impassioned
call for support of the Liberty Loan by
Continued on the Third Pagg,_

LODGE INSISTS MUST
I CRUSH TJfEJERMANS
Contlnned From the Flvst Page-

Wonderful Response
The galleries were crowded and, in the
upper gallery were more than 100
women The tables were handsomely
decorated. ■ The music was all patriotic.
It was the annual dinner, and in his
address Pres Harriman reviewed the
work of the year, taking up the work
of the Public Safety Committee and
paying tribute to Mr Storrow, explaining the situation in regard to the pneumatic mail tube service of the civy, 'ire
prevention, daylight saving, social insurance, immigration, the condition ot
the port and its docks, trade activities
and what may be expected after the
war, transportation, the cape coci
Canal. He wound up with some teams,,
patriotic remarks.
: Sec Baker got a rousing reception. He
said the astonishing thing' about the war
was the response' of the American
people. "Nothing like it in the history
of the world," he said. "It revealed the
fact that behind the apparent mauleren ce of the American peonle there was
a cherished idea of liberty for which
they were ready to offer any sacrifice
iMen volunteered by the hundreds of,
I thousands to do anything the Governmenwanted them to do, without
thought or mention of reward; were
ready to give up everything for their j
C
°"when the drafted men were asked I
what thev wanted most to do. more than |
50 percent wanted to .go at once to j
France to fight. Or tne whole, more
than 30 percfnt wanted to go into the
infantry, and the rest into the field and
heavy artillery. Only a small fraction
wanted to get into the parts of the service where there will be no real fighting.
"This is the sp.rit that has made it
nossible for the Government to perform
t^ mirac°es it has already Performed.
Never in the history of. the world had
10,000.000 men been registered fo the
Armv without so much as a soldiei to
escmt a single one of them to the point
of registration.

Scores German Chicane
He traced the events 'leading up to
the war and sharply criticised the
chicanery of German diplomacy and
the unbelievable ruthlessness of her
warfare on land and sea. The worldthe civilized world-had risen against
such barbarism, and instead of the
United States helping others it was
inw seen that France and England had
"Ser. fighting the battles of the United

sTnator Lodge was heartily aPPlau^A.
as was the splendid account Sec Baker
S te
A !reat cheer went up when he angave of the preparations already made
nounced that the Army had already
for the war.
y,
]
subscribedI for the present Liberty Loan
t ai
There were a few incidents that $ti
"'Tnev°are not only willing to fight but
showed the spirit and temper of the ,
topay to fight," said Sec Baker.
meeting. When Sec Baker said there, willing
"That spirit can only come from men
were only two alternatives^open to the | who arf fighting for a .cause. There is
United States when Germany proclaimed , no lust of conquest m our soldiers.
are perfectly conscious of the
her ruthless submarine warfare-become | Thev
character of the enemy and the causes
a vassal or fight, and the United States tor which they are asked to fight. Two
decided to fight.
! colored companies of stevedores have
$30,000 to the Liberty Loan.
Mai Henry L. Higginson, who was Subscribed
That shows yoa the temper of the peo«eated at the head table, then jumped nle of this country."
He told of the 16 cities the Government
'up and called for "three cheers for
already built for the Army, of the
fight" The gathering stood up and had
1000 000 blankets purchased, and again
cheered. Prior to this, a few moments he aroused great applause when he said
after Sec Baker entered. Col Azan and that not only were the soldiers in I ranee
Lieut Morize, the French officers and provided for-five of the best rifles in
1
world for each man-but in even!„atrra.toR at Harvard, were presented the
respect also provided for, and not
to Sec Baker. The band played the other
only
that but provided with reserves of
I "MarsClfatse," and there was a great . everything
necessary to their comfort
"Nothing had . quite
! °\^rgather^gewere many of Bos- i ^nd welfare.
the manner in which the induston% foremost"citizenS and prominent :, equalled
tries
of
the
entire
country had been
'< citizens of other New England cities
i ^ ted at the head table with Pres mobilized.tor the war, he said. U. was
i Henry I Harriman were Ste Baiter, t rasy because every man wanted to do
US Senator-Lodge, Collector Billings, I his bit."
i Commandant Rush, Brig OenJotaA.
Johnston, Ma1 Henry L.Higmnso»X Fighting for Same Ideal
James J. Storrow, B. J. RothwellFrank
Sec Baker said the conflict was more
W Whitcher, Henry A. Caipemer,
President of the Providence Chamber than a conflict of autocracy and democSi Commerce; Richard Ward, President racy. The United States, France, Engof the Lawrence Chamber of Commerce? James C. Beilly, president of land and even Russia were fighting for
' h. T vim Board of Trade; James Pig- the principle which Sam Adams and the
eott president of the Fitchburg Cham- . other \merican revolutionists started as
K commerce; William E. Jones, j principles into the world. It is this prinResident Boston Wool Trade Associa- ciple the Allied Nations are now fighting
tion Charles O. Chase, president of the f
liaverhill Chamber of Commerce; Ralph | °Senator Lodge was cheered as he
I Bauer, president of the.Lynn Cham- 'arose to speak. He said he was afraid
h«r nf Commerce; George w. AIUBH, he was one of those who believed from
resident of the Brockton Chamber of] the beginning that war with Germany
was inevitable, and the fact that the
people backed up the Government so
freely in everything was proof that the
people had also believed the war IniVott Howard Coonley, Frederic S. Snyder, I evitable.
.
..
Chandler Bullock, president Worcester
He then urged everybody to buy TLIDerty bonds, for, said he, "the credit of
Chamber of Commerce; Ralph C. Mar
len,mesident of Manchester NH, Boa d the United States is the pillar on which
of Trade; State Treas Charles L. Burrin the war against Germany rests. We
ought to have $5,000,000,000 by Saturday
and James A. McKibben.
night. We have stepped into the gap
and we must not fail. France and England have been fighting our battles, let
us fight now as Americans have always fought—bravely and to the bitter
end."

THE NATIONAL ARMY SPIB;

fct

'These men who have been taken
for the national army have grasped
the spirit of the war," said Secretary
of War Baker at a dinner in Boston
this week.
If that is true, and there is every
reason to believe that it is true, it
involves a very remarkable accomplishment in a very short space of
time.
The national army has already begun to find itself. Two months ago
it existed only on paper and in the
minds of men. Today it is a reality.
When the first of the drafted men
went to the cantonments they
thought of the national army as
something apart from themselves.
Today they realize that they are the
national army—that they made it—
that whatever it finally becomes as
an instrument to be used in the service of the nation and humanity, is
up to thorn. In less than two months,
in other words, a definite esprit de
corps has been born, and this will
grow until the national army takes on
a positive character of its own.
To a very great extent the spirit of
the new army will be that of the
regular army. These raw recruits
are being trained either by regular
army men, or by men who had their
training from the regulars. The traditions and standards of the regular
organization will, of course, be passed
along
Yet it is probable that the
national army, by reason of the
method by which it was created, its
size and the circumstances of the
jar' which gave it birth, will develop
pa spirit and standards peculiarly its
own. If it is profoundly affected by
the old army influence, it will in turn
exert a profound influence on the military establishment as a whole. It
can hardly be otherwise where some
670,000 men, and before long a million, have been called into the service
under a conscription law.
Already the drafted men are feeling
their oats. They are a very different
lot from the men who trudged into
camp on the day of their first arrival
at Ayer. They have found themselves.
What at first frightened them they
have now become accustomed to.
j Hardships that depressed them they
now take in good spirit as part of the
army life, ind in time they will be
rather proud of them. They have not,
like the volunteers, grone into an army
that has existed for a century or
more, but into a brand new organization which they have created, and
they are conscious and proud of that
fact.
Not long ago mention was made of
the disposition of volunteers, and the
friends and families of volunteers, to
be contemptuous of the drafted men.
This attitude still crops out, but it is
fast disappearing. The national army
is too big, too conscious of its position, to permit itself to be pushed into
second place. It is only a Question of
time when the draft army, the democratic army created to fight for democracy, will by sheer weight of numbers
take the lead and its spirit will become the dominant spirit in the military establishment of the United
States.
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THE ZANESVILLE SIGNAL
"And the Star-Spangled Banner in Triumph Shall Wave"

SECRETARY BAKER FOR PRESIDENT.
It is with pardonable pride that Ohio views the wonderfuliy
successful administration of the War department by Secretary Newton D. Baker, one of this state's favorite sons. In
the preparation for war this nation has gone on so rapidly, all the
work being done so smoothly and without friction, that the result
is really astounding. And with it all there has not been a sign of
favoritism or graft.
• ,
Such systematic work does not come by chance; it does not just
happen; it must have a directing 1 mind, and one with honesty of
purpose.
With no blare of trumpets, with no thought of self-aggrandisement, simply with a desire for service and a heart beating true to
the greatest welfare of his fellowman, Newton D. Baker, probably
without realizing its has made a deep impression upon his country.
So it is not strange that when far-seeing men look forward into
the political Workings of this nation the name of Newton D. Baker
should present itself when they think of a worthy and proper successor to our present great President. While the next Presidential campaign is too far away to really- have consideration at this time, it is
noteworthy that the belief expressed above is finding root in the
minds of others, men of all parties recognizing Mr. Baker's extraordinary ability.
The Boston Herald, which is a Republican newspaper, may be
quoted along this line. Of Secretary Baker it says:
"No one who has heard any of his speeches in the last
few days can fail to recognize him as a man of marked intellectuality and of exceptional powers of convincing statement. There is a simplicity about his style and a freedom
from the ornate which are wholly in keeping with the modern theory of oratory. Without any of the arts of the oldtime declaimer, he holds his audiences absolutely, and does
so by the straightforwardness and persuasiveness of his
appeal.
"Both as a speaker and as an administrator he resembles Woodrow Wilson. If our President could bequeath
the office to a successor, he would be likely to name his
secretary of war as the next man in line. They are strikingly alike. Each makes the same sort of appeal. Each
represents the same type of thought and of expression.
And have you thought of the political availability of 'the
man from Cleveland?' "

309 Washington St, Boston, Mass
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A Letter to the Kaiser

Near the close of Sec. Baker's notable address yesterday afternoon at
the City Club he made the reasonable
assumption that almost any American would like to write a? letter to
the Kaiser, telling that personage
precisely what was thought of him
here in the United States. But were
it possible to send such a letter, and
were it 'possible to persuade the
Kaiser to read them all, he would,
said the Secretary, simply shrug his
royal shoulders. But there is one
kind of letter you can send the
Kaiser which he will understand,
added Mr. Baker. It is a Liberty
Bond. And, he added: —
If you'll write those letters the
Army will deliver them in person.
How about you? Thare is only a
day and a half in which to get your
letter off! Sit right down now at
the nearest bank, or before some of
the many agents about the city who
will take your bond subscription, and
sign your name to the mightiest kind
of a letter to the mightiest menace
of the time.
There are now encamped at Camp
Devens, Sec. Baker told his City Club
hearers yesterday, 31,000 men. Of
those, 15,000 have already subscribed
to Liberty Bonds. Their subscriptions amount to $1,250,000. These
are the men of our drafted army.
They have already given much—they
have given about everything. They
are in their country's direct military
service spending their days and
nights in learning to be the best
soldiers possible. When the word
comes they will go across to France
to deliver the message of democracy
to the Teutons. What more would
you.ask of them? Yet they have
given more; they have come forward'
in this impressive way to swell the
total of the Bond subscription.
A word to the man who has bought
a bond. Have you bought all yon
can afford? It is not enough. The
soldier who gives his life does not
stop to ask how much he can afford.
He gives all. How about us back
here in safety and comfort, complaining if we are short of sugar for our
warm morning coffee in our snug
homes, finding fault because the cost
of living is high—when our boys are
lacing the chance of death—how
about us when we say we "can't afford to buy a bond" or "can't afford
another bond?"
Give more than you can afford.
Half the virtue in subscribing to the
Liberty Loan is subscribing until it
pinches, until it calls for the sacrifice of some of our comfort and ease
in order to pay for the bonds. Buy
for cash what you can. Go in debt
for more. Buy on the instalment
plan more than you can comfortably

Secretary Baker may well feel satisfied with the results of his first
vis^to Boston as a representative of
the National Government. He came.
He was seen and heard. And he
h&3 won a flattering verdict of approval.
Few Americans excel him as a pubj lie speaker. His mind is keen, ready
I and accurate. He thinks coherently
; and clothes his thought in polished
■ language without apparent effort. His
I personality is charming. None of
his effects is labored. And he radiates the impression that, in addition
to being a well-functioning mental
machine he is also a human being.
A recent magazine study called
him "The Emerging Mr. Baker." The
public is by no means yet certain just how big an executive he is.
Upon that score it rather inclines to
the Scotch verdict. Or the Missouri.
It is willing to be shown. But so far
as this part of the public js concerned, since his visit to Boston the
feeling has increased that he deserves all the benefits of the doubt.
As Mayor of Cleveland he inherited
an official entourage of unusually
high grade but he kept it &igh and in
spots improved upon it. It is not an
exaggeration to say that when he
left the Mayoralty he left for his administration a record of competency
certainly as good as had ever previously characterized the administration of an American city.. His task
at Washington is so infinitely greater and more difficult that he is fairly entitled to forbearance of judgment. Yet the fact that those who
are nearest to him are becoming enthusiastic in their estimates, and
sanguine in their expectations is to
be recorded in his favor.
He is 46 in fact and 36 in appearance, so that, if the oner-us duties
which are upon him do not destroy
him he may have a political future.
He is wise in not letting that fact j
occupy much of his thinking. He
is not a vain man and he has a fine I
sense of humor. He is honest, clean
ano sincerely eager to do right. We
d;> not know whether he has that
combination of insight and foresight
with determined will and granite
back bone that is essential to great
achievement. If he has, he may be
expected to become a power in. the
world's future, for he has most of
the other Qualifications.
Be that as it may, Boston is glad :
to have met him and will view with
r—*2~_j"]"- rrrrlr
increased sympathy and understanding the next steps in his career.
/

*
Why Bother at All?
From the Philadelphia Press.
President Wilson has written a let-!
ter—of course for publication, indors-^
i'ng the Democratic ■ candidate for!
Lieutenant G'overnor of Massachu-j
setts. The candidate for Governor,;
apparently, will have to indorse himself, if he feels that he needs any
indorsing'.
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MB, WILSON'S SUCCESSOR.
Three years from now the country
will be in the throes of a presidential
campaign, and already there is speculation as to who will succeed President Wilson. General Pershing is being mentioned as a soldier whose opportunities in France may open the
way to the White House for him as
the Civil war did for General Grant.
There seems to be some question as to
General Pershing's politics, however,
and as a presidential possibility he is
more uncertain than Secretary of War
Baker.
Unquestionably, 'President Wilson
will be able to pick his successor. At
one time there, was talk of his selecting Secretary McAdoo, but it is
improbable that Mr. Wilson would attempt to pass the presidency on to a
member of his family.
Meanwhile,
Mr. Baker looms larger, just now,
than any man in the Democratic
ranks.
He has had political experience in Cleveland, where he served
as mayor, and there is a general belief that he making a pretty good job
of his end of the war.

WASHINGTON TIMES.
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R. 0. T. G. INACTIVES

Hundreds of officers given rank at
the close of the second Fort Myer
training camp November 27 will receive commissions in the United
States army reserve corps, or in the
national army.
j But they will not receive berths,
j and, what is more important to some
of the men who quit jobs to enter
camp, they will be given no pay.
Secretary Baker today finally disposed of the question, which has been
before the department since It was
determined that the're would be more
officers than assignments when the
second training camps, with their
19,000 student officers, close November 27. This is Secretary Baker's de————
cision, made in formal announcement:
Baker's Announcement.
"Every student officer in the training camps who passes the tests will
be criven a commission at the close of
the camps this month.
"All the officers receiving commisj slons for whom places can be imme| diately provided will be called into ]
I active service with pay at the close j
I of the camps. Others for whom ther<
is no present vacancy will be given
commissions and placed on a non-payri
inactive list until places can be found •
for them."
This inactive period, it is believed, !
will last for a few weeks, or a month ;
or two at the most. Just how many '
j,'of the Fort Myer men will go on this !
* reserve list of officers cannot now be ',
determined, but every effort will be |
made to find places Immediately for I
the moBt of the officers.
I
Secretary Baker said the men com- |
missioned at the second training .
camps, now in progress, will not be j
discriminated against in favor of thjjf
enlisted men in the third series of
'WE WILL NEVER TURN BA
camps, to be held at Camp Meade and
Newton D. Baker
i other cantonments. There will be
' need for every available officer in
And now, by the rotation of events and
the army expansion plan.
the irresistible logic of righteousness
Many Going; to Camp Meade.
which summon every brave arm to the
A large number of the men commisright side of the cause, the United States
sioned at Fort Myer camp will be assigned to Camp Meade to take the
has entered this war. And it will ne\er
place of oficers sent to Pershing's
turn back until it has given the world
headquarters to be attached to special organizations. The arrival of the
peace; not merely a cessation of conflict,
last 5,000-odd drafted men of the first
but peace based upon righteousness. And
contingent, due to arrive at Camp
1
Meade this week, will necessitate the
so now we are in the business of sumassignment of additional officers.
j moning the resources of the greatest naAs the troops are withdrawn from
'■ tion on earth in the purest mission that a Camp Meade and the other cantonments
to go to France and additional
i nation ever espoused.
Our factories bedraft increments are called out to
come busy, our young men register,
take their places, there will be places
not only for all officers commissioned
our armies become trained, and we unat Fort Myer training camp, but for
dertake our share in this conflict.
Not
those commissioned at the third train-]
to add a square inch to the territory of
ing camp, which will be thrown open;
to selected men at Camp Meade in.
the United States; not to take from any
January.
>
man, woman, or child living in the world
a single thing that belongs to them; not
even for the glory of successful arms; but
in order to re-establish those principles of
national justice without which national
continuance and life cannot prevail, and
to give to the stricken peoples of the
world who have been fighting for the
right rest and respite to rehabilitate their
almost destroyed civilization.
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BAKER SEES ITALY
NOW ON JOINT FRONT
Allied Line in West Extends
from the North Sea to
the Adriatic.
FOE'S CALCULATION WRONG
Expectation That French Line WHJ
Be Straightened from Laon
to St. Quentin.
Special to The Hew Ttotk Times.
Nov. 4.—" The -west-}
era front today stretches from the North
Sea to the Adriatic. The Venetian plain
has become part of the western battle
front."
In this terse statement Secretary of
"War Baker summarizes the outstanding
development of the last week in the
military situation in Europe. Pointing
but in his weekly review of military
operations that tlie colossal drive of the
Germans against the laonzo front had
forced the retirement of General Cadorna's , forces to the western bank of
the Tagliamento River, the Secretary of
War emphasizes the fact that France
and Great Britain have " dispatched
large reinforcements ' to the threatened
battle area and makes it plain that England, France, ahd Italy will stand together In defense- of the Venetian sector
of the western battle front.
Secretary Baker warns students of the
situation not to forget,: however, that
the principal battle front of the war
remains as it has been since the beginning, the Flanders and French sections of the western front, where the
overwhelming strength of the enemy is
concentrated and where the American
forces are fighting, he expects that tne
retirement of the Germans across the
Ailette River in the Aisne sector will
straighten the battle line in. the region
of i^aon, La FSre and "even northward
to St. Uuentin."
The Secretary's statement follows:
" Our attention during the last week
has been centred on the gigantic struggle now go.ng on in the Friulian Pla.n.
The Ausiro-German forces, breaking
through the Italian defenses along the
Upper reaches of the lsonzo, have
erupted into the lowlands and carried
forward a series of rapidly co-ortlinated operations which have resulted
in the conquest of much territory.
Trench warfare has, for the time being been abandoned.
Great troop
masses are manoeuvring in open country.
WASHINGTON,

" Under the direction of General Ca.dorna, the Italian armies have withdrawn to the west bank Of the Tagliamento River. France and Great Britain
have already dispatched large reinforcements to the threatened battle
area.
The
western
front
today
stretches from the North Sea to the
Adriatic. The Venetian plain has become part of the western battle front.
No doubt the enemy calculated that
Italv would be abandoned to her fate,
or that the Allies would be unable to
dispatch the necessary forces in time
to be of effective value. England,
France, and Italy stand firmly united,
ready to oppose any further advance
of the enemy in the Italian sector.
/' The momentous events in Italy
should not lead us to forget that the
principal battle front of the war remains, as it has been since the beginning, the important sectors of the
western frost, in France and Flanders.
Here the overwhelming bulk of enemy
strength is concentrated
Here our
forces are fighting.
Steadily the
Franco-British forces are pushing forW r
" in Flanders, allied attacks were
particularly successful. The British
have compelled the Germans to retire
north of the Ypres-Roulers Road. They
have penetrated within 400 yards of
Passchendaele,... where., the Canadian
troops distinguished themselves by
capturing Bellevue Spur, after inflict! ing serious losses on the enemy.
'• In the vicinity of Dixmude, the
Belgians executed several successful
i raids, while the French by a welldirected assault, occupied the eastern
outskirts of the Houthulst Wood and
captured several villages, including
Marken and Kippo, as well as a number of strongly fortified farm houses.
"This success Is of importance as
marking an extension of the allied lines
north of Ypres, which means a further
sharpening of the blade of the wedge in
Flanders.
'
'<- North of the Aisne the French have
■ ■n'frged -their success of the preceding
week by taking certain villages which
they have successfully held in the face
of strong counterattacks by the enemy.
Though mentioned only briefly in dispatches, these operations are of great
tactical importance.
" The Germans, unable to withstand
the intense pressure of the French in
this sector, have made a retiring movement. As yet no exact indications have
been receive! as to its extent, though
it is anticipated that it may result in a
readjustment of the eneny line in the
region of Laon, La Fere, and even
northward to St. Quentin.
" In the Verdun sector the enemy.
after violent bombardments, launched
several sanguinary attacks, which were
beaten off by the French. One attack
in the area of Chaume Wood was temporarily successful.
>■' Along the eastern front there has
been little chanse in the situation. The
enemy is apparently continuing to draw
in his outpos's in the Rtira sector, but
no engagements of importance are reported. The Germans have evacuated
the Werder Peninsula. This leaves the
enemy without any foothold on the
northern peninsula of the Gulf of Riga,
and would indicate. that he Is contemplating no further advance on Petrograd for the time being.
'-'In Palestine the British have scored
a distinct success by the capture of
Beersheba, including a large number
of prisoners. The Turkish forces, commanded by German officers and assisted
bv heavv artillery, put up a determined
res'stance. The .British are extending
their gains in this area and pushing
northward toward Jerusalem, which
objective is now less than forty miles
distant."
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HOWELLS AND
DAVIDSON ASK
AIDFORFUND
Seek Money for Work of
Commission on Training Camp Activities
WILL

COMBAT

EVILS

—»—

Stirring addresses were delivered at a
luncheon held at noon yesterday in the
William Penn Hotel, where plans were
completed for raising $100,000 in Pittsburg for the purpose of furthering the
work of the Commission on Military
Training Camp Activities in combating
the evils which, in the past, have menaced the soldiers in camps.
The principal speakers were Dr William M Davidson, superintendent of the
Pittsburg schools, and Thomas J Howells, a member of the Commission on
Military Training Camp Activities. The
campaign will commence on November
7 and last four days.
"Millions of our boys are leaving their
hoinea and home environments to prepare themselves for supreme sacrifices
on the battlefields of Europe," said Dr
Davidson. "We ask them to do for us
what Christ did on Calvary. He died
to make men holy. They die to make
men free. Every soldier who goes into
battle is our redeemer and he should
be 100 per cent efficient. We are here
today to raise $100,000 as our part of
the $4,000,000 fund asked by the national
organization. This money will be spent
outside the cantonments, or while the
soldier is not under the control of the
military officials."

Direct Destinies
"The functions of the commission,"
said Mr Howells, "is to corelate the
work of the various agencies that are
seeking to provide for the soldiers when
off duty, clean and healthful entertainment and amusement. The men engaged
in this work have wonderful opportunities. When you give to any agency the
power to direct a Nation's recreation you
delegate to that agency the power to direct the destinies of that Nation.
"The opportunity lies in the fact that
these various agencies have been placed
in, control of the situation before the
cantonments were established, and with
proper co-operation the opportunities
presented are truly wonderful—not only
for solving the immediate porblem, but
for creating influences and establishing
new ideals among the youth of this Nation that long after the war has terminated" will bear fruit in every hamlet in
the land."
Mr Howells read to his audience of
more than 1,000 people two messages,
one from Secretary of War Newton D
Baker and the other from an unnamed
mother of a Pittsburg boy who is now
in training in one of the army cantonments.
Secretary Baker wrote: "Our responsibility for leisure time activities of the
enlisted men—men in the communities
adjacent to the training camps—is not
open to question.
"We cannot allow these young men to
be surrounded by vicious and demoralizing environments—nor can we leave
anything done which will protect them
from unhealthy influences and crude
forms of temptation.
"We are going into an heroic enterprise—one which involves not only sacrifices for them, but for use who remain at
home. I know the American people will
;om with President Wilson and with
the War and Navy departments in starting to build an army vigorous and sound

physically, mentally and morally—an
army which shall bring home no other
sears than those won in honorable warfare.. The campaign for the War Camp
Community Fund has my hearty endorsement and I am sure will meet with liberal response from the citizens of Pittsburg."

Wants Son Protected
The other letter, written by a soldier's
mother, made a deep impression. "I
want you to hunt out my son," she
wrote, giving his name and regiment.
"He is a member of our First Presbyterian Church, and since 14 -years of age
has always attended service and Sunday
school. This is his first experience away
from home. Will you not do everything
possible to protect him from evil influences? .
"We are proud that he was so zealous
to go to the colors to help defend our
country and we hope his record will be a
brilliant one. It is our. hope and prayer
that the Government may return our
boy as noble as he left us and that
God will give him health and strength
and courage to serve. Before he goes to
France, perhaps never to return, will you
see that he is surrounded by proper influences. If he escapes the bullets of the
Germans, we want him to come back to
us with no taint but crowned with
glory."
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Babcock's La
FAIR COMPARISON
OF NOMINEES IS
SUPREME TEST

BRAWN

Comparison ever is the supreme? test.
The problem confronting- the conscientious voter in the
present mayoralty contest is the leaking of an honest comparison between E. V. Babcock and William A. Magee.
This done, the non-factional ma„| will cast his vote for the
nominee he decides is the better. «
Voters who are under no obligation to any political organization or faction hold the balance of power and will name the
next mayor of Pittsburgh.
All things considered, the better man is that nominee, who,
elected, will serve the best interests of the people.
Mr. Magee is a man deeply versed and interested in matters of government and the administration of a municipality.
Mr. Babcock is well grounded in the business of trade and
commerce—the business of amassing a maximum of dollars, not
the task of advancing the welfare of a people.
Mr. Babcock has wealth; Mr. Magee has intellect.
Mr. Magee has brain; Mr. Babcock has brawn.
As depicted, in caricature, herewith, Mr. Babcock, politically, and as mayor, would be an individual surrounded by a
money belt, "vested" with a Penrose-Leslie lesser garment,
clothed otherwise in motley raiment patched with an appeal
for support to union labor despite his record of having employed convict labor and pieced out with that notorious hoax,
the Committee of One Hundred pledge, his sponsorship of Joseph G. Armstrong, his own record in council, police dominance
and his alliance with corporate interests and standing in the
shoes of his commercial success, and, now, more or less, discredited business methods.
Mr.'itfagee, as maybr,'''w6uldl stand upon his * excellent'
record in office, municipal accomplishments and display of
intelligence, vision, talent, ability and efficiency. •
Compared from the viewpoint of brawn, Mr. Magee is a
small man. Compared from the viewpoint of brain, Mr. Magee
looms large. He wears no other man's garments. He has
served the people and he has stood between the people and
the corporations.
There is as much logic, comparably, in Mr. Babcock asking the voters to elect him mayor as there would be in Mr.
Magee asking the directors of a lumber company to select him
as president.
Why does Mr. Babcock desire to be mayor? Certainly
not because he desires to serve the people or because he is
fitted to serve them or because he is interested in the business
of statesmanship. Rather, the voter must decide he- desires
the office to satisfy the ambitions which come with wealth—
desires the office because he will, thereby,.gain public "position."
Why does Mr. Magee strive for the office? .Mr. Magee
chose the field of politics just as Mr. Babcock originally selected the lumber business. Mr. Babcock sought, then, financial
success. Mr. Magee sought success which could be won only
through service and it is upon RECORD of SERVICE that he
has based his campaign. He is a student and he is fearless.
His entire career has been punctuated with accomplishments
won in opposition to political organizations aligned with vested interests. This chain of accomplishments began when he
was a young man in the Legislature.
Throughout his public career Mr. Magee has made bitter
political enemies and these have labored against him with every
means, fair and questionable, at their command. In the present contest the strongest, most arrogant politicians and the
wealthiest corporations are combined to defeat him.
Upon the other hand these same forces, using the ambition of Mr. Magee's opponent, are bending their every possible
energy to elect Mr. Babcock.
YET DESPITE ALL THE FORCES ALIGNED AGAINST
HIM THEY HAVE NOT BEEN ABLE TO PRESENT A SINGLE PUBLIC ACT BY WILLIAM A. MAGEE TO SHOW
THAT HE HAS NOT LABORED IN THE INTEREST OP
THE PEOPLE IN OPPOSITION TO THOSE WHO WOULD
EXPLOIT THE PUBLIC.
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Duplicities Weaken Babcock Penrose Campaign
The mayoralty campaign has ended—ended all except the final speech making,
mass meetings, parades and the actual election.
The issues are well defined. The question to be decided is the selection of E. V.
•Babcock or William A. Magee to be mayor of Pittsburgh.
E. V. Babcock is the candidate of United States Senator Boies Penrose and the
organization that bears his name.
William A. Magee is the Pittsburgh candidate.
This distinction is important because the election of E. V. Babcock means the
perpetuation of the domination of Penrose organization methods in Pittsburgh.
The election of William A. Magee means the beginning of the end of the Penrose
organization rule not only in Pittsburgh but throughout the State.
Senator Penrose has lost his political prestige in Philadelphia and at Harrisburg.

The objective toward which he now bends his every effort is the political capture ofj
Pittsburgh—by naming the mayor of this city.
'
The time has come when the citizen and voter must keep his head up and his
political thoughts clear.
■*■
E. V.'Babcock has chosen his own issues and the fight has been waged upon the
campaign ground he himself selected.
i
His first issue was his business success and his business methods. When hei
was revealed in his true light as a business man, when it was shown conclusively that
he was an employer of convict labor—the most pernicious practice possible in the in*
dustrial and commercial world—he..sought to cloud the situation and advance another,
issue.
(Continued on Page Two.)
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Thomas J. Howells Forwards
A Second Pertinent Epistle
To E. V. Babcock, Nominee
Having waited futilely, 29 days for a specific reply to an open
Hotter sent to E. V. Babcock, the dependent mayoralty candidate,
(Thomas J. Howells, publicist and member of the War Department
(Commission of Military Training: Camp Activities, has sent a second
(pertinent communication to Mr. Babcock. Mr. Howells repeats the
'11 queries directed to Mr. Babcock concerning the former's methods
!of dealing with his employes. Mr. Howells points out the inconsistencies which feature Mr. Babcock's acts and Mr. Babcock's campaign promises and pledges.
The second letter follows:
Pittsburgh, Pa., October 30, 1917.
Jlr. E. V. Babcock,
Candidate for Mayor,
Pittsburgh, -Pa.
lly dear Mr. Babcock:—
«
October 4, last, I addressed an open letter to you asking you a
jnumber of questions reative to, the methods you were reported to
[have pursued and to be pursuing in dealing with your employes.
[These questions followed your invitation to the voters to inquire into
jyour business methods. Even without your invitation such inquiry
[would have been proper because of your repeated assertion that you
proposed, if elected, to apply to the business of the city the same
methods you pursued in your private business.
To only two of these questions have you made any answer. "With
Regard to the rest, you, and those who speak for you, have contented
yourselves with indulging in vituperation of your opponent and those
Connected with him. Generalities, particularly when coupled with
(abuse, do not answer specific questions.
j
Do you think you are acting fairly with the voters of Pittsburgh,
whose support you ask, when you decline to answer questions put to,;
yon on your own invitation, and dealing with the subject yon yourself
Suggested?
In order that there may be no confusion or misunderstanding, I
Repeat the questions here and ask yon again to answer those which
jjTon have so far left vjianswereu:
1.—Did the Babcock Brothers Lumber Company, with
which you are officially identified, make use of convict labor
in the operation of its Babcock, Georgia, plant?
2.—If so, what was the cost to the Babcock Brothers
Lumber Company per convict, per year, exclusive of maintenance?
3.—Is it a fact that at your plant at Babcock, Georgia,
your employes work 11 hours and 10 minutes daily, except
Saturday?
4.—Is it a fact that the scale of wages prevailing at this
plant averages less than $1.45 per day?
5.—Is it a fact that the soale of wages prevailing at this
plant two years ago averaged less than $1.10 per day and
that it reached as low as 00 cents per day?
6.—Is it a fact that company stores are operated in con. junction with your lumber and sawmill plants?
7.—Did you or any of your several lumber companies
' ever compel your employes to deal at these stores UNDER
; THREATS OF DISCHARGE?
8.—As a large employer of labor, covering a period of
many years, the records of your various companies will show
what has been done in the way of compensation in the hundreds of accidents that have occurred at your mills and
camps. Prom your own records please state THE NUMBER .
OF ACCIDENTS—FATAL AND NON-FATAL—AND THE
AMOUNT OF COMPENSATION PAID TO THE VICTIM
OR HIS WIDOW AND CHILDREN IN EACH CASE-;
not in your plants in West Virginia, where there is a compulsory Workmen's Compensation Law, but in your mills
and camps in Tennessee and Georgia, where it rests with the
conscience of the employer as to whether or not he will go
further than merely to pay the funeral expenses in cases
where the accident results fatally.
9.—Did you ever instruct your representatives at any of
your various lumber mills and camps to DISCHARGE
EVERY MAN AFFILIATED WITH UNION LABOR ORGANIZATIONS?
10.—Is it a fact that at your Tellico Plains lumber camp
out of about 100 employes about 95 are married and that,
with their wives and children, THEY LIVE IN BOX CARS
FURNISHED BY YOUR COMPANY?
11.—Your company has provided a school for white children at its Babcock, Georgia, plant. Why has it not made
similar provision for the many colored children whose
fathers are employed at your mills?
To two of these questions, the first and the last, you have made
answer in some of your public addresses. You have admitted employing convict labor. You have added to the admission an attemptId defense of the course you pursued. Whether your defense appeals
io men of humane instincts in a community that was one of the
* ongest in the United States in its protest against slavery is someg I leave to your own judgment. You have said that colored
dren at.Babcock, Georgia, have the same educational facilities as
""dren. So. that question is^eliminated from the realm of djsbw about~tne other nine questions?
I told you in my previous letter, and I repeat now, that in pntg this matter to you I am actuated only by a desire to further the
ommon good. I THINK A MAN WHO ASKS HIS FELLOW (JITINS TO PLACE IN HIM THE CONFIDENCE THAT GOES
TH THEIR ELECTING HTM TO HIGH OFFICE OWES IT TO
M TO EXPLAIN WHAT HE HAS DONE AS WELL AS
ROMISE WHAT HE WILL DO.
In speech after speech yeu have emphasized the statement that
ou are a fair, square man, that you will treat all alike, AS YOU
VE ALWAYS DONE, that your record is clean and you are willg to have it gone into. Does not fairness to those whose support
iron are asking DEMAND FROM YOU AN ANSWER TO THE
SPECIFIC QUESTIONS I HAVE PUT TO YOU?
You have had much to say about the mud-slinging by your opponent and those supporting him. 'An impartial observer might be
[tempted to think that in mud-slinging you and those associated with
iu are past masters. At least your opponent has discussed the probems that face the city government in open and intelligent fashion; he
s shown the evil and told what was his idea of the remedy; he has
.
f
/___
jjtnswered in direct, manly manner the charges that have been made
vi^^^iv^MX ^gainst him and has proved Jhem, to fair-minded men, to be groundless. For myself, I AM SORRY YOU DID NOT FIND IT FEASIBLE
PR DESIRABLE TO FOLLOW HIS EXAMPLE.
But the controversy between you and him is a matter particularly for the two of you. I have taken the liberty, as I told you before,
,to ask you certain questions which, with the answers they should
bring, were, to my mind, in the interest of all fair-minded, independent-thinking, liberty-loving people of Pittsburgh. I still maintain
*<>fy'/(rC<rrj< 7"u should, in fairness to yourself and the people whose support you
*
^- «eek—and by your own assertions they are all the people, without rey[ft
(ruf" »^r<lto c*ass or cree(* or color—answer these questions.
Y
v
Else, How can you continue to assert that your record has always
%} £-o *7*~«>7 (keen fair and that yon propose a square deal to every man? Else,
1/
.— |how can you expect the people to regard the promises you are making
f\>«**>-~i ) jnow as even more meaningless that "scraps of paper'? Else, who
UT^-***-*-/s fwill be to blame, you or them, if they take you at your word and,
fje-rro (s-VU*£fc ^"^S that you have said you would apply the same principles to the
Urpv i/Tw-cf^ conduct of the public business that yon did to your own, interpret it
itf6-L>$tLry _ fto mean.that you will have as your policy coercion of the common
Ajieje^^/t^- {people and contempt for all their rights ?
/
In writing you this letter I would like to say that I have for you
i/Y(slFk+-C (personally nothing but the kindest of wishes for the welfare of you
"/r" o <*4n P^& yours, bflt IJiave. also a wish and prayer that thrills for the ever-
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Luke Believes It's About Time
For the Changeable Babcock
To Throw the Reverse Clutch
[Foreward: Being one of a sfcrles of letters by Luke Lannigan, erstwhile ward heeler and bruiser fa the "Bloody Fifth" and other sections
of Philadelphia. At the behest pf a "patron" (whether of Philadelphia or
Pittsburgh he sayeth not), he eAme to Pittsburgh, as he expresses it, to
"do a turn" in a local political,campaign, liked the "gang" of the
"Smoky Town," found the field "easy," and elected to stay when he was
permitted to add another to Pittsburgh's many notorious one-man booze
clubs. He writes his experiences to a former "pal" in Philadelphia, and
they fall into our hands.]

IE PEN ROSE CLUB

7

£

novem}*r, thirty one—PITTsbnrg Penna
dear PAL—
-*;
i aint got butta word to say in konklushun on th' politikal situashun in Pittsburg, just like the preachers says they say IN KONKLUSHUN. That word is, 'if the voters of Pitts eleck't Vose Babcock
they deserves to get him an whatever else they gets with him.'
I gotta sneakin admirashua for a guy wot takes a stand in a
politiekal kampain an dont back water for noboddy, rite or rong.
Thats penrose politicks, but when they begins flounderin hows annyboddy goin to slip the word to annyboddy that "this guy stands pat
on this or that," bekaus the mornin papers show he aint standin
where he. was but has done annother annett kellerman an is tryin to
swim with a new tide.
i gets the word that babcock aint goin to touch on vice—jes let
it drop and die of what they kails "in an ishun," that is just fade
away bekaus it dont get no liwer and kakon to live on. i tells all
my buddies that they dont need to bother about the red lites bein
dimmed, wen, wot does the gazette times do but kome out an say
babcocks going to krush kommereialized vice to the very dust.
Like he kommittied of 100, he will I
But that aint the questshun. My buddies kom to me an say i see
you know just what babcock will do. you dont kno no moren babcock does what he will do. an there you are.
Then i passes the word that babeock is goin to put Charles anderson across as a kounsilman—that we gets a sure man in kounsil. An
the next mornin I reads that Bfibeock tells a lotta preachers that if
anderson is on his ticket then Le an his peopel dont know it. an then
I got the '' STRIP'' or., my nael;.
• - Then i gets a lotta laboria men in the penROSE ehib an tells
them this guy babcock is strong for the laborin man an the unions
and the kiddy kids and the poor wimmin wots married to the workin
man. An then he komes out an admits he used konviks under gards
with shot guns and kats of nine tails. And others admits that he
orders all union men discharged and gives the wimmen and kiddies
box kars to live in, an lets peopel buy at his kompany stores or leave
the kamps, an pays as much as 12 lincolns a hour for wages.
Wei that near wreks the PEN rose klub.
But i trys again an tells em if they owns a littel home and pays
taxis they aint goin to have to pay a lot annymore bekaus babcocks
going to ekonomize. Wen^ so help me if it aint shown by maggee
that Babeock has promised ewer thing under the shinin sun wot
will kost 20 millyun dollars. If he aint promised to build a bully vard
en a shelf, an a loop for the railways kompany, and even things
already built 111 go over th top.
Grate grief and gobs of gloom, he raps the white robe dr kerr,
wot i tole the fellows was a dead one, ah Doc kerr noks him the
worst way on the nokkin rekords. An i says to th gang wel that
shows he aint no white rober annyway an we all gets konsolashun
outta that, wen, so help me, king of sigham, if one nite babcock dont
say atta meetin, "o look whos in meetin, mi ole kounsil chum, Dock
kerr. Wont you step un an say a word for a ole matie. I knu you
wen."
An if Dock dont step up an forget all he ever said befour abbout
Babcock, you kan skalp your ole pal, luke. Hones to gravey they
almos rubs noses. An they say mrs babeock is pressent an beams
d-lite. An you wont Ijeliev it i know, but if they aint gettin littel
girls to give babcock bunches of flours and havin negro preachers
speak for him about how he works kolored peopel in his kamps you
kan have my red falnnels.
Is that all?
Well, i wishes it was. you know how the "STRIP" hated Dock
dillinger and how he snooped aroun and how he reportted vice an
the polise, an fought joe armstrong and the kommittee of 100. Ask
me about HIM. Wel, he has Dock Dillinger, uniform an all, go from
unkle sams kamp to the babcock lumber kamp and kome back and
say there aint no konviks there and make speeches for Babcock—
uniform an all. An then wen i cuddent hold penrose's best friends
back no longer from hissin Dock for disgrasin his uniform by going
from unkle sams kamp to babcocks lumber kamp, Babcock says they
have insulted the U. S. uniform and then they aint no holdin them
back at all until Unkle S writes theres kamps and kamps but the
kamp for Dock is the. U. S. kamp, hurry back.
So you see i dident have no stand in any more with my buddies,
wot with babcock promisin both sides different things at the same
time, an promisin annything an neither side havin anny faith in him,
i'm turned hones for once in my life and votin with the pittsburghers instead of the penrosers.
one of my ole friends has asked me to send you a picture about
wot he thinks of babcock and kerr playin Jack straws together and
also wot some 16,000 independents think of Dock Kerr. He says its
the only way it kan be printed. Here it is

eaken Bali" ■
rose Campaig

(Continued From Page One,)
More Strenuosity.
When it was shown how he paid and housed his workers, he.
endeavored, even more strenuously, to divert attention from his orig-'"
inal issue. These, issues, however, together with' his Penrose-LeslieArmstrong political affiliations; and his moral responsibility for the
do-nothing administration and gangism of the Armstrong regime with,
its re-opened vice districts and its almost open gambling and bookmaking, have practically eliminated him as a contender for mayoralty
honors in the minds of the voter, who has received all the informations
given circulation.
In this predicament and in connection with the deals made with
Dr. James P. Kerr and Dr. G. A. Dillinger, E. V. Babcock now sounds
as his slogan: "The issue is Babeock vs. Magee."
This issue is accepted by William A. Magee—the issue of "Magee vs. Babcock."
The one man promised and broke his pledge as chairman of the*
Committee of One Hundred, and now promises more. The other nominee, Mr. Magee, has accomplished much, as his mayoralty record
shows, and he promises nothing that he cannot, has not demonstrated
that he can fulfill.
The time has come to keep the thought clear.
The reason for this is that it was at a similar time, four years
ago, that the Penrose organization sprung its eleventh-hour "coup"'
—the now notorious Committee of One Hundred pledge to defeat Congressman Stephen G. Porter and elect Joseph G. Armstrong. Doubtless, the same tactics of desperation will be tried again this year.
In the Firing.
However, it is not likely that if the Babcock-Penrose forces had
any bona fide ammunition they would not have fired it previously
and anything advanced now is as was the Committee of One Hundred
pledge—a ruse to disconcert and confuse the voter.
The issue, despite E. V. Babcock and his followers flopping from
one to some other almost weekly, remains the business methods and
success of E. V. Babcock, methods which few persons would care to
employ themselves and could not endorse openly in an honest mannerknowing all, and the general superiority in intelligence, talent and
ability of William A. Magee.
The facts in the case are, we reiterate, that Mr. Magee, throughout the campaign, has made no promise that he cannot fulfill—that,
he has proved to the satisfaction of every intelligent citizen that he
can carry out a constructive program.
E. V. Babcock did nothing while in city council that he has called
attention to. He had the opportunity then and did not perform, did
not create, showed no ability, showed no strength in the interest of
the people. Now he promises a bridge here, and a tunnel there, even
though the tunnel may be a county and not a municipal affair. Will
he fulfill his pledge ? The only instrument by which he may be measured is Committee of One Hundred pledge. In that pledge he promised solemnly and did not fulfill.
Permission Needed.
A mayor's business is to have vision, to see ahead and to plan for
the future as well as the present. Mr. Magee has demonstrated his-!
ability and talent to do this. Mr. Babcock cannot, and if he could,
he would have to secure the ^permission of Senator Penrose, Max G.
Leslie and others before he could do more than write and speak and
promise to do.
Mr. Magee does not promise bridges that cannot be built. But
he did build more bridges, and do more valuable municipal work
than any other mayor of Pittsburgh.
Upon the other hand, Mr. Babcock says he will segregate vice.
A duty of the mayor is to carry out the laws. The law does not coun-;,
tenance segregation. It says there shall be no vice. Mr. Magee says I
he will carry out the laws. Even if Mr. Babcock jays he would do ,
the same, the mayor he endorsed and promised would do this thing, I
Mayor Armstrong, did not do it, and Mr. Babcock could not do it;
unless it met with the approval of the Penrose organization.
Mr. Magee is opposed to the corporations being given special
privileges. He has fought the street railways company in an effort
to force better service in the interest of the public.
Mr. Babcock is closely identified with the great corporations and,
whan in council did nothing of which he speaks now which would
show or tend to show that he would do anything to force any corporation to give honest service to the people. > He is a corporation man
and is supported by corporations financially. The Penrose organiza-i
tion always has been.
In the Balance.
Weigh the situation well. Mr. Babcock elected means a continual
tion of the Penrose organization in Pittsburgh in the same manner;
that it has been dominant throughout the Armstrong administration. \
The election of Mr. Magee means the beginning of the end of the Penrose regime in the entire State as well as in Pittsburgh.
Today, Penrose and his followers are putting all their strength,
all their gangism, all their financial power derived from corporations
and the liquor interests into the fight to hold Pittsburgh for Penrose- \
ism through E. V. Babcock as mayor.
The contributions have been heavy. It is estimated that $5,000,
of the Penrose-Babcock money was spent in each ward in the city'
to swing the primary in addition to thousands, tens and hundreds of
thousands spent in general work. All the forces of the reactionaries
are straining to turn the tide.
The chief question is: "How Big Is Pittsburgh?"
Is it big enough to throw off the political strength of Penroseism ?
Is it big enough to send back to his business the wealthy mayoralty
candidate Senator Boies Penrose personally has chosen?
Is it big enough to throw off the Leslies, the Jamisons, the Kennas
and the others of their kind?
Is it big enough to elect a Pittsburgher who has accomplished
things, who has intelligence and talent?
Bent and Bound.
Or -is Pittsburgh so small that the money of the Babcock forces,
the politicians and the organization of Penroseism and the methods
boasted by the employer of convicts can bend and bind the city?
Remember the issues—the Babcock business success and methods
—Magee versus Babcock!
Remember also the previous eleventh-hour Penrose tactics of
Committee'of One Hundred pledges and other political schemes. If
the Committee of One Hundred pledge was a hoax previously, it is
more than likely that the next Penrose trick will be just as much so.

Who Could Forget? Yet,
Lest—Let Us Retrospect

EST it be forgotten in the last-hour
excitements, the facts relative to
B. V. Babcock's business methods so
frequently mentioned in the recent
campaign, are recalled
The facts in the case are these:
E. V. Babcock, as an official of the
Babcock Lumber company, for five
years, or until the State of Georgia
made It illegal, employed convicts unincreasing happiness of the people of the city we all love best. I want der the lease system at his turpentine
you to know that I have not meant to be unkind in anything I have and lumber camp at Babcock, Georgia.
said or done.
Investigation revealed that Mr. BabEarnestly, but dispassionately yours, and with profound sin- cock's companies paid low wages, that
cerity,
J^—
—/fe.
some of his employes received as low
as 8 and 17 cents for one month's work
NSLW^., M**. ^ _ ,n (Signed) THOMAS J. HOWELLSy
Thems my sentiments to. I kan stand for a standpatter but i
kant stand for no headless chicken dancin just to katch a vote. I
says if babcock is such a fine business man an keeps on provin he
dont kno nothing about mayoring, let him motor on the reverse
klutch.
Thats my IN KONKLUSHUN.
Yours
LUKE.

I

after all bills had been deducted.
It was shown that many of his companies conducted company stores for
profit.
Documents have been produced to
show that the companies mentioned
endeavored to coerce employes to deal.
at the stores.
Other documents showed that the'
same companies were instructed not
to employ union labor.
In other words, the words of onelong familiar with state and national
politics, "never has there been known
to be a candidate with such a labor
record
record as
as E.
E. V.
V. Babcock."^
Babcock. v

\
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YE "OLDEN-GOLDEN" DA YS RE-CALLED INDEPENDENTS FEARED BY BABCOCK;
WILL DECIDE PITTSBURGH CONTEST
BY MAYORALTY CAMPAIGN FUND
"LA UGHINGLtTERA TURF;'
HUBBARD'& HIGH MARK

PROBABLY never was Pittsburgh
so nearly deluged by a political
fund as that which is being distributed
In the interest of E. V. Babcock, reactionary nominee for the mayoralty.
Prior to, or concurrent with the announcement of his candidacy, it was
reported in political circles that Mr.
Babcock had been handed an estimate
Of the cost of such a campaign as he
would be expected to wage if he desired to be mayor as a stepping stone
to tie higher political offices which it
Was known he aspired to fill. The
figure submitted is said to have been
$250,000, which Mr. Babcock was expected to contribute personally or collect for his campaign expenses.
Did Not Wince.
Immediately, the word was circulated that "Babcock didn't even
tyince," that is, that he accepted the
tax imposed as his part of the work
to be done.
This report was followed by hymns
Of ward and precinct joy, the "workers" realizing that they had, in the
parlance, uncovered a "live one."
Visions of a "barrel" such as had not
been enjoyed in many years caused a
bumper cropping of ward_ workers
Whose faces were unfamiliar to even
the oldest politician. It was the day
Of the up-turned palm. The "Strip"
Was in ecstacies—olden, golden days
had returned.
As token of appreciation, It was
noised about that Mr. Babcock expected to be "put over" (elected) at
the primaries and that all energies
Should be concentrated upon this objective. As now is generally known,
police were transferred from district
to district, "for the good of the administration cause." Illegal registrations
Were recorded by the hundreds. There
were saloons where any man "talking
for Babcock" could quench his thirst
%rKh free drinks. Babcock campaign
tnaierial was posted on every public
building. Policemen were given their
Wders.
What Cared They?
Never was there a more openly
flagrant effort to debauch an election.
Hevex was there seemingly less care
Upon the part of the professional politicians and their followers for the
Impression made upon the public. It
Was to he an impudent manifestation
of the "public-be-damned" attitude.
The viewpoint of the Penrose organization leaders was that four more
years in complete control of Pittsburgh was worth any effort that could
be made. They had the man with the
money. They had the city administration, which was to be coerced to the
limit of effort. They were aligned with
the district attorney and the chief of
county detectives. They were to be
Supported by the corporations and
these were to endeavor to line up their
employes.
With all these "assets," the politi-

cians aligned with the Armstrong administration, and, consequently with
Mr. Babcock and all his corporation
friends were more or less justified, in
view of past apathy of the voters, in
believing that they would "win in a
walk." - And this notwithstanding the
fact that probably never had a candidate had the impudence or temerity to
run in the face of such an action as
that linked with the name of E. V.
Babcock, namely, the broken Committee of One Hundred pledge. The
belief that this would be forgotten
by the same public which was gullible
enough to swallow it in the first instance was not remarkable, for such
is the way of the public.
Before the Race.
This sense of security in their political, financial and administration
strength possibly was a justifiable
one because at that time it is not
probable that a single follower, associate or political sponsor was aware
that E. V. Babcock had built his success partly upon the employing of convicts under the contract system.
All this, however, was before the
race was run.
Then entered Dr. James P. Kerr and
William A. Magee and instead of Mr.
Babcock being "put over" in the primaries, he was more than 10,000 votes
behind the combined total of Mr. Ma•jee and Dr. Kerr.
There was gloom in the BabcockPenrose-Leslie camp, but their generous political patron having been
nominated, and, therefore, forced to
make another, run, there was joy in the
"Strip" because the spending would
have to take place all over again.
Now the report is that the Babcock
fund will be, finally, not $250,000 as
originally estimated, but at least
$500,000, probably $200,000 more than
ever before was thrown into a mayoralty campaign in Pittsburgh.
The "Strip" admittedly is reeking
with Babcock campaign money, and
"Dutchtown," so-called, never enjoyed
such profligacy. Leaders in the doubtful wards and the safe wards are picturing stressful conditions, only, of
course, to show the Heed of larger and
still larger sums im their respective
districts.
Upon the other hand, with the details of his business methods and success revealed, the Penrose nominess is
more than ever determined to win if it
can be done, hecause Mr. Babcock realizes it is to be supposed, and those supporting him realize that even if he
does win In Pittsburgh, there is not
the slightest possibility of his being
successful in a campaign which would
take in the entire State, such as the
governorship or United States senatorship.
After the recent past, this cannot be
done even with a million in the fund.
But what is a half-million among political friends?

URN to the police department un- jfcnows also that policemen in uniform

der Mayor Joseph G. Armstrong, are stationed in bar rooms. He knows
T
who was endorsed, when a nominee, also that policemen are stationed in

THE day of the independent voter
' is at hand and it is in his
power to repudiate the Penrose organization, next Tuesday.
Never was there a more arrogant
campaign than that which has been
conducted by the Penrose-Babcock organization for the last several months.
Taking it for granted that they had
all the instruments of power—the majority of the newspapers, or propaganda resources, superior weight of financial metal, overwhelming man power
by reason ok the dominated police, fire
and other department payrolls—the
Babcock - Armstrong - Leslie forces
planned, there can be no doubt, to
drive rough shod, brutally, over the
independent, depending wholly upon
combined political and financial power to grind their chosen one into
office.
Those "Little Fellows."
Rights of the "little fellows," the
independents, were to be considered
scraps of paper." Theirs was ,the
power to deal. Theirs was the power
to pervert. Theirs was all the machinery of the municipal government.
While the independent went his
way, building in his peaceful pursuits,
the political machine was spending the
weeks, the months, the years, preparing, politically, for the struggle. The
man on the street, the man in the office, the man in the home, discussed
civic affairs quietly, criticized the city
government—but remained unorganized. At the same time, in the Penrose political camp, every department
of the political organization was being
welded into one big organization.
Disorderly houses were permitted
to open on the North Side. The affairs
of the police department were, so arranged as to solidify the "powers"
thereof behind whoever might be
chosen as the Penrose candidate. Arrangements for the collection of the
sinews of war were considered and
detailed by preventing the passage of
ordinances inimical to the interests of
the corporations. Corporate interests
were given to understand that the
election of the organization-administration slate of candidates would
spell immunity from laws or regulations which would force complete service to the public.
Gamblers were given their sway
and liquor dealers were assured that
the most generous conditions would
control their traffic.
Naturally, as par* of its strategy,
the righteous, progressive element
was to be given its usual sops to make
it believe that all was underneath as
it appeared on the surface.

Chinese restaurants and he should
know, at least, that in one of these the
policeman frequently acts as clerk,
selling cigars and cigarets.
Patrolmen Not to Blame.
The policemen do not like these assignments, but they are part of the
general order of things.
Director Hubbard knows also, because he testified to that effect before
city council, that political posters in
the interest of the administration candidate, E. V. Babcock, are posted all
over station houses and public buildings, contrary to law.
Director Hubbard knows that the
police automobiles and patrol wagons
were used to transport Babcock campaign material to various points, burning oil and wearing out tires which
must be paid for from the taxes of the
people.
Further, Mr. Hubbard knows, for ha
heard the testimony, that primary day,
or just previously, policemen and officers were transferred in the interest
f the Babcock campaign. H*e knows,
oo, that policemen and officers in uniform and in citizens' clothes, were
j illegally about the polling places primary day.
Sans the Stiffening.
CHARLES S. HUBBARD
Director Hubbard knows all these
Now, after four years, who will say things and more, yet he DID NOT
that Mr. Hubbard has had the stiffen- HAVE THE STIFFENING necessary
ing?
to end them. He knows he did not
In Other Cities.
dare do so and retain his position.
The fact that he transferred police
One stopping to think may recall
some of the things that have been officials at the time of the public disdone by police heads in other large closures of vice on the North Side
cities. One recalls raided gambling shows that he knew long before that
places, the breaking up of gun gangs vice did exist and that the police officials not only should have been transand other activities.
Mention, if you can, when Director ferred before but should have been
Hubbard ever, upon his own initiative, dismissed from the service.
BUT HE DID NOT HAVE THE
took the reins of direction in his own
hands and conducted any raid, any NECESSARY STIFFENING.
Director Hubbard knows that pacrusade.
Director Charles S. Hubbard had trolmen and officials of the police
every means available of knowing force, favored by the administration,
every criminal, every illegal activity have time and time again, been before
in Pittsburgh. Director Hubbard had the police trial board and convicted,
at his command the information giv- but reinstated when they should have
ing the location of every disorderly been dismissed.
HE DOES NOT HAVE THE STIFhouse and every gambling place In
Pittsburgh. Yet Director Hubbard FENING TO INSIST UPON THE
never sought to lead his men In au ■DISMISSAL OF SUCH MEN.
Director Hubbard, however, must be
effort which many of them would have
enjoyed and which would have closed given credit for one "accomplishThe Case of Heckert.
ment." He wrote, or had written for
To capture the' Chamber of Comall such illegal places.
Director Hubbard knows, or has him, a "Police Manual," which never merce vote, that is that part not almeans of knowing that hand books are is obeyed and is "laughing literature," ready connected through corporations
made openly throughout the city. He I at best.
or lesser business with the PenroseBabcock interests—the respectable,
independent business man—Sidney F.
Heckert was promised the support of
the organization for council.

by E. V. Babcock, the present mayoralty aspirant.
First, to conduct the department as
Mr. Babcock and Mr. Armstrong desired it to be conducted, they selected
Charles S. Hubbard to be director.
After his appointment, Mr. Hubbard,
when asked what his qualifications
were for the position, gave none, but
declared, "I will show them I have the
stiffening necessary to conduct the
department."

V

To interest another respectable element, Dean C. B. Connelley was offered a place also on the councilmanic
ticket.
In contrast, to catch the vote of the
notorious strip, all the professional,
petty politicians and the element opposed to all that is progressive in municipal government, Charles Anderson
and William J. Brennen, described as
a Democrat, also were promised assistance by being included on the
councilmanic slate.
Later, the need of a "reformer"
arising to offset the trickery by which
Mr. Heckert was ditched, the Babcock-Penrose organization was able to
influence Dr. G. A. Dillinger to announce for Babcock, despite the fact
that this caused an entire reversal of
faith by Dr. Dillinger, who, previously,
had professed to be opposed unalterably to the Committee of One Hundred chairman and the creature of that
committee, Joseph G. Armstrong, and
the things these two men countenanced and permitted as a part of the
city government.
Still later, endeavoring to carry
water on both shoulders by appealing
to both the best and worst element in
politics, the Babcock forces brought
all the great pressure they were able
to concentrate upon Dr. James P.
Kerr, who, like- Dr. Dillinger, despite
all he had said in his independence
against Mr. Babcock, announced that
he would vote for him.
The Big Surprise.

Thus went the preparations for the
campaign itself.
The big surprise came when it was
demonstrated that more than 16,000
independents lived and had their being
and maintained their independence,
notwithstanding all the chicanery, deceits and subterfuges that the combined Penrose forces could bring to
bear.
Much of the force, logic and honest
effort responsible for the stand of the
16,000 in the face of the concentrated
forces and the combined weight of the
Penrose drive must be credited to the
Citizen's Political Union, a body of
truly independent citizens who did not
wait for the estimates of the Penrose
organization or any other organization but made their own investigations
and announced their own unbiased
conclusions.
The Citizen's Political Union was
the Belgium in the path of the political Huns and it was their independence which prevented the taking of
political Paris, as it was planned that
it should be taken in the primary election drive.
The onslaught was made with all
the arrogance of the political Hun—
moneys-metal, administration man
power, oratorical gas, campaign red
fire and fraud zeppelins.
Still the Belgium-like independents
stood in the path and held the line,
placing the Penrose cohorts on the de(Continued on Page Four.)

What Should Be Is Foretold
In an "If-it-is-to-be" Tale STRIP" IS SPUTTERING
"NOTHING TO REPORT"
IS ARMSTRONG RECORD
IN STRENUOUS "PEEVE"

AT THIS date it behooves the voter
and the general public to scan
the past—to decide what E. V. BabCock, the present Penrose mayoralty
aspirant, through his protege, another
Penrose choice, Joseph G. Armstrong,
did in the last four years.
When one reads the Committee of
One Hundred pledge, it must be realized that Mr. Babcock virtually has
been the mayor of Pittsburgh four
years.
What has Mr. Babcock's political
nan, Mayor Armstrong, done for Pittsburgh? What has he created? Has
he endeavored to create? Has he
built bridges? Has he widened streets?
Has he raised street beds?
Yes, He Traveled.
Recall the two outstanding personal
activities of Mayor Armstrong In the
last four years! They are a trip to
London and a trip to Florida, so far as
we. ean recall. Certainly the trip to
London did not raise the prestige of
Pittsburgh in the thought of the
Briton.
The trip to Florida, it will be remembered, was taken at a time when widely*nown citizens were figuratively

rapping at his office door to end the
vicious conditions existing on the
North Side, where disorderly houses
were wide open and protected.
What happened at that time?
Mayor Armstrong, Max G. Leslie and
others were at Palm Beach and came
back only after they feared to stay
away longer from a wrathy people.
What else stands out in the BabcockArmstrong administration? The appointment and incompetency of
Charles S. Hubbard, director of the
department of public safety, and the
appointment of J. J. Sweeney, magistrate.
What? What? What?
So, with four years in which to accomplish the things he desired, what
has Mr. Babcock done through Mr.
Armstrong that he would not do again;
or what would he do that has not been
done?
Did Mr. Babcock, through Mr. Armstrong, over stand between the people
and the corporations? Did either of
them ever stand for the people, fight
for the people, accomplish for the people, think clearly for the people, or
even try to do aught for the people?

Union Etches a "Non-Partisan,
Bi-Partisan Political Prodigy'9
WILLIAM J. BRENNEN, described
as a Democrat, requires, always,
separate consideration in an account
of any happenings political with which
he is connected.
In the present campaign, Mr. Brennen, althought styled a Democrat, is
typically Penrosian. He is the dull and
tarnished
example,
progressively
apealdng, of what Mr. Babcock desires
la city council, if he becomes mayor.
Throughout the primary and the
present campaign, Mr. Brennen's
speeches have been depressing 4o the
person interested in progressive politics. Early in the primary camieign
hie quoted speeches were freighted
with messages which spelled dire
things for those who glimpsed better
things for Pittsburgh.
Union's Estimate.
However, let the Citizen's Political
Union's bulletin speak of him for us.
The bulletin says:
.'' "William J. Brennen has long been

a local leader In that .faction of the
Democratic party known as the ^Penrose Annex.' Therefore, he is in his
proper place upon the Penrose-Babcock councilmanic slate. He is one of
the few attorneys who have the practical monopoly in representing liquor
applicants in the license court; in recent vice investigations and triais he
appeared as attorney against the
'cleaner-city forces.' His speeches in
this campaign before the primary
were conspicuous for their abusive
and intemperate discussion of the
city's most respected and respectable
men and women and their efforts to
elevate the plane of city government
and to promote the city's social advancement. He has no civic ideals
and refuses to make a declaration of
policy upon the big city problems;
therefore, it is fair to assume thst he
has no policy except absolute subservience to the 'big privileged interests.'
(.vjonunuea on Page Four.)

FROM the viewpoint of what it is
hoped is to be, consider, if you
will, Mr. Voter, what will have happened if E. V. Babcock is defeated at
the election, next Tuesday, and fails
to represent United States Senator
Penrose as the mayor of Pittsburgh.
First, the Penrose order of things in
Pittsburgh will have ended.
Joseph G. Armstrong, who brought
nothing of grace—civic, municipal, or
political—to the mayoralty, will soon
be stepping out to seek other fields of
endeavor.
Max G. Leslie will confine his operations to his patent road surfacing company and activities which will not be
fathered by the city administration,
and, therefore, throughout the State
will have lost his influence with the
waning power of Senator Boies Penrose.
Max Leslie's chief. Senator Penrose,
will have lost his last big stronghold.
Those Legislative Halls.
Fewer representatives of Messrs.
Penrose and Leslie will sit in the legislative halls at Harrisburig.
Progressive legislation affecting
Pittsburgh, the State at large and all
the citizens thereof, will have some
chance of being passed.

And, of major importance, E. V. Babcock will have been convinced that
money alone and support of the Penrose organization, without any particu
lar qualifications for the office, will not
suffice to secure the highest gift at the
disposal of Pittsburghers.
Mr. Babcock left council, where he
had opportunity to labor for the people, without having done anything remarkable for the people. He left, he
said, because he needed more time to
devote to his private business. He
'said then he would not run for the
mayoralty.
Defeated, next Tuesday, Mr. Babcock, again, will have all the time he
requires to attend to his personal
'
business.
»
Defeated, Mr. Babcock may again
resume the active chairmanship of the
Committee of One Hundred and none
will bother him with the cares of a
municipality.
Attention was called to the details
of Mr. Babcock's business by Thomas
J. Howells, who asked Mr. Babcock 11
questions in an open letter. Mr. Babcock has not produced a single record
to refute any statement made and in
the weeks that have elapsed he has
not answered the questions specifically
or in detail.

INSTEAD of those issues advanced
by E. V. Babcock, dependent candidate for the mayoralty, the entire
campaign waged in his behalf causes
not a few to believe that the lone
plank in his platform is "Expediency."
Never has candidate seemed to veer
more frequently with the changing
political winds than has Mr. Babcock;
and if it has not been Mr. Babcock
who has swerved, then never have campaign managers shifted the course so
frequently, hopping first from one
'issue" to another.
• Mr. Babcock in his campaign
speeches has both admitted and denied the sponsorship of Senator Penrose and his organization. He has accepted responsibility for the Armstrong administration and repudiated
Mayor Armstrong.
In the Case of Heckert.
Mr. Babcock pledged his support to
Sidney F. Heckert and then permitted
him to be slashed and defeated in the
primary election.
Mr. Babcock gave his business methods as an issue and then when these
were exposed sought to swing to another issue.

Finally, Mr: Babcock in his desire
and effort to keep the "Strip" in line,
gave his tacit support to Charles Anderson in his effort to secure a seai
in council. The "Strip" in this Instance, however, was the recipient ol
a "Committee of One Hundred pledge."
In other words, it was given the political razzle-dazzle.
Mr.
Babcock,
when it became inconvenient to support Mr. Anderson openly, repudiated
him, and the "Strip" is peeved.
The repudiation came when Mr.
Babcock, appearing before the Interdenominational MInisterian Union,
sought to sail with the wind in a'new
political tack. Asked whether or not
he was supporting Mr. Anderson, Mr.
Babcock replied that he did not know
whether "his people' were or not;
that Mr. Anderson was not on his slate
in the primaries.
Deals and Double Deals.
Now the "Strip" is not averse to a
bit of double dealing when the other
fellow suffers, but it does not care
for expediency when one of its own
is repudiated. Therefore, the "Strip'"
is disgruntled, the big fund and the
(Continued on Page Four.)

Vice Minimized by Magee is Soothsaying, Forsooth, Dr. Kerr
Proves "Not Too Proud to Vote"
Given Police Protection Now
WHAT has been the vice situation
in Pittsburgh in the last eight
years—the years of the administration
of William A. Magee and Joseph G.
Armstrong, the latter endorsed and
sponsored by E. V. Babcock, the present Penrose candidate for the mayoralty?
At the beginning of, or early in the
Magee administration, there were
numerous disorderly houses. There
was protest similar to that voiced
against vice oountenanced by the Babcock-Armstrong administration. What
was done? Mr. Magee stopped it and
it is known by every anti-vice worker
that the only time that the disorderly
houses actually ever were closed in
Pittsburgh was when they were closed
by William A. Magee through the
Morals Efficiency Commis«ion.
Actually Closed'.
Mayor Guthrie drove certain Houses

from the streets where there were car
lines. Mayor Magee did more; he
closed the houses in the Second avenue district and caused hundreds of
the inmates to migrate until those opposed to him forced the elimination of
the'" Morals Efficiency Commission.
MAYOR MAGEE IS THE ONLY
MAYOR WHO EVER ACTUALLY
CLOSED THE HOUSES.
What has happened under the administration of Messrs. Babcock and
Armstrong? The disorderly houses
on the North Side are not only wide
open, BUT THEY ARE PROTECTED
BY THE POLICE. This has been testified to by workers of the Associated
Charities and it has not been denied
by the Babcock-Armstrong followers
because, they, for political reason?, recently, raided houses where the proprietors did aot conform themselves,
tCf'i-.tinued on Page Four.)

NO RESUME of the present campaign would be complete without
reference to Dr. James P. Kerr.
Repeatedly in the primary campaign
we pointed out that Dr. Kerr to a
greater degree than either of his opponents stood for the things independent voters desired, despite his not
being the most able of the trio of candidates.
It was pointed out previously in
PUBLICITY, even while urging the
election of Dr. Kerr, that the ability,
efficiency, the talent and the vision ot
William A. Magee made him far
superior to either of his opponents so
far as a personal efficiency was concerned.
Dr. Kerr was defeated and naturally,
having placed E. V. Babcock at the
bottom of the list, PUBLICITY has
urged the election of Mr. Magee as a
"builder, an an intelligent, capable
contender."
After Dv. Kerr's defeat thei<s was

speculation concerning his stand. We
hoped he would keep faith with the
16,000 independents who voted for him
We could not see, in view of what he
had said about E. V. Babcock, how he
could endorse his candidacy. We
hardly expected him to show the
strength of political character which
would have been necessary ror him to
have admitted the ability of Mr. Magee, which he must have endorsed
while associated with him for so many
years.
It happened, however, that Dr, Kerr,
in direct opposition to all he had saia
against Mr. Babcock, previously, announced 3?e would vote for him, but
would leave it to his followers to
make th«)r own selection.
Certain iy no st? »mger happening
could have occurred fn this campaiga
than the statement by Dr. Kerr, that
notwithstanding all he had wij,
against Mr. Babcock, he, nevertker WKI.
(CoiiUnued on Page Four.)

BY BABCOCK SLATE WILL RESULT IN BIOT
OF SALARY RAISING AND PAYROLL PADD1N6
BY WAYNE PAULIN
Representative of civic bodies. Ineluding Realty Owners' Association
•and North Side Board of Trace at
budget hearings in council.

The beginning of the Armstrong
ltdministration found this situatiyi in
jtsity council—Messrs. Garland, Rauh,
[Goehring, Dilllnger and Woodburn
lined up behind the mayor; and
Messrs. Kerr, English, Herron £nd
feoeveler labeled
"antl-adminiatra«on„" but declaring that they would
■upport the administration when it
jwas right and oppose it when it was
^rong.
The line of demarcation established
Itself at once with the votes on the
Salary-raising, payroll-padding, politiftal-debt-paylng policies of Mayor Jotsph G. Armstrong which were planed by B. V. Babcock as chairman of
khe Committee of One Hundred and
•engineered in council by Robert Garland as chairman of the committee on
finance, and supported solidly by
Oouncilmen Rauh, Dilllnger, Goehring
and Woodburn and as solidly opposed
by Kerr, English, Herron and Hoevfeler.
Two Reverse Stand.

In supporting these spendthrift policies Councilmen Rauh and Garland
directly reversed posiftve stands
taken by them under the previous
mayor. For instance, they had both
taken a strong position during Mayor
"William A. Magee's administration
"for" reducing the number of police
magistrates. Under Mayor Armstrong
they both voted "against" reducing
the number. This is simply an illustration of their betrayal of the people's confidence and their subserviency to Mayor Armstrong. This was
not so surprising in Mr. Garland, but
very much so in Mr. Rauh who had
been looked upon by the people as a
reliable public servant. As Mr. Rauh
ihad the deciding vote In council the
people thought that all questions
*would be settled upon their merit
■rather than by political factionalism.
"Upon him rests, doubly, the responsibility for the riot of reckless expenditure under Mayor Armstrong, BECAUSE HIS VOTE ALONE COULD
HAVE CHANGED IT ALL. Even
when the situation became too unbearable for Dr. Dilllnger so that he
ibroke with the mayor, Mr. Rauh hung
on to the last, making himself more
and more ridiculous by his constant
foolish explanations of his votes.
Street Car Situation.
The administration majority in
council did nothing at all to relieve
the wretched street car situation until the end of the second year of
Mayor Armstrong's administration,
■when they brought in 22 proposed ordinances giving the railways company
more free franchises, and relieving
the company of some of its obligations
,to the city. Fortunately, the opposition of the people was so strongly
expressed through civic bodies, and
otherwise that the proposed ordinances were abandoned.
The administration majority als'o
rwent along with the mayor in attempting to have the city step down from
Its forward and progressive position
$n its taxation policy, by attempting
jto have the graded tax law repealed.
fThey succeeded in having the Penjrose controlled legislature pass the
(repealer which however, fortunately
lor Pittsburgh, was vetoed by Governor Martin G. Brumbaugh,
i In the fall of 1915 five councilmen
Councilman
;came up for re-election.
fW. A. Hoeveler had died. His successor, Councilmen Hetzel, and Woodburn and Goehring were retired.
Councilman Daily, McArdle and Robertson were elected to their places.
Mr. Robertson was an Armstrong
man, and Messrs. McArdle an€ Dailey
progressive and independent. Councilmen Garland and Kerr were reflected.
Dr. Dilllnger had broken
/with the mayor, leaving1 this flew linejnp in council; Messrs. Garland, Rauh
[and Robertson tied to ■ the mayor
,and Councilmen Kerr, English, Herron, McArdle, Dailey and Dillinger independent.
When Something Happened.
The mayor and Mr. Babcock no
longer having control- of council,
things began to happen at once. The
rules of council were changed. Ordinances were passed over the mayor's veto. Council took steps in the
jrtreet railway situation and when the
'eity law department would not cooperate (upon someone's orders),
council engaged a special attorney
tor itself, who prepared cases and

*******************
*
*
*
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CHALLENGE UNANSWERED
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* It would seem to the average *
* observer that if E. V. Babcock *
* really believes that the revealing *
;* of his labor record is unfair he *
* would respond to the challenge *
* by State Senator William N. *
•> Burke to produce the records of *
* his company and permit any cer- *
<» tlfled public accountant named by *
<• Controller E. S. Morrow to audit *
<t> them and give the public the *
<» data.
*
* However, when during the cam- *
* paign has Mr. Babcock ever an- *
* ewered fair questions and sub- *
* stantiated charges?
*
*
*
*******************

John H. Dailey III; Free Voters
Are Urged to Return Him to Council
The progressive voter should not
overlook the case of John H. Dailey,
nominee for council, who, because of
illness and confinement in a hospital,
is unable to appeal directly to them
for support.

nominees to council.
Other councilmanic candidates lieserving independent support are John
S. Herron, W. Y. English and William
N. /Burke. Those who should be defe^pJ, from the independent viewtt, include Enoch Rauh, William J.
nen and Charles Anderson.
iie estimate of Mr. Dailey as given
by the independent Citizens' Political
Union reads:

MAGEE'S ANALYSIS OF CONTRAOIdONS
'5 CAMPAIGN UTTERANCES
DISGLOSES POLITICAL JACHAPERY'
Were it not so pathetic, even the
effort by E. V. Babcock, the Penrose
mayoralty candidate, to discuss municipal problems would be humorous,
and the public is indeed indebted to
his opponent, William A. Magee, for
the latter's recent analyzation of the
former's ludicrous and contradictory
campaign utterances upon this subject.
For the first time during the campaign, Mr. Magee .has turned his
guns of logic upon the personal ability of Mr. Babcock and he reveals
him truly, politically, a combination
of the jackanapes and Jack-a-Lent.
Preaching economy in one address,
Mr. Babcock advocates, in another,
municipal expenditures which would
cost at least $20,000,000 for improvements which are wholly impractical,
such a boulevard built on a shelf
and downtown railway loop which
virtually would have to be presented
as a gift to Pittsburgh Railways Company.

with the revenue that barely saves
it from the financial rocks, be able
to add $400,000 more of fixed charges
to its already swollen outlay, or does
he intend to make a gift of it to
them? They will not get any addi(Continued From Page Three.)
tional revenue from this source, and
"John H. Dailey was elected for the
fensive by revelations concerning
in view of this I am forced to conshort term two years ago. His past
their chief candidate's true business
clude that he intends to make a gift
experience as director of public safety
character.
of the use of a $5,000,000 property to
and as a newspaper editor is invalthem.
From Trench to Trench.
uable to him as a councilman. He is
Take the Morfongahela boulevard.
AND THESE SAME INDEPENon the people's slide in public utility
If he intends to build a shelf along
DENTS HAVE SMOKED AND SHOT
matters and has so voted. His voting
the hillside above Second avenue, it
THE PENROSE FORCES FROM
record is generally good. He initiated
would cost between two and three
TRENCH TO'TRENCH AND THE
and has waged an aggressive cammillion dollars.
His various sewer
SAME INDEPENDENTS WILL DEpaign in having the private companies
systems are preposterous, taken in
CIDE THE STRUGGLE, NEXT TUESwhich are using city property, particconnection with all the other things
DAY.
ularly the wharf property, pay a prophe wants to do.
I THINK I AM
Elsewhere in PUBLICITY are set
er rental to the city. At the present
CONSERVATIVE WHEN
I
ESTIforth reasons why all true indepentime the entire rental received by the
MATE THAT ALL OF HIS VARIdents cannot, in good faith, vote for
city is something like $25,000 a year,
OUS
IMPROVEMENTS
WOULD
E. V. Babcock, W. J. Brennen, Charles
whereas it should be about $700,000 a
ADD MORE THAN $20,000,000 TO
Anderson and other representatives
year.
Had the city law department,
THE
INDEBTEDNESS
OF
THE
of Senator Boies Penrose, E. V. BabCITY.
IMPROVE
ALL
THE
which costs the city about $75,000 a
cock, Joseph G. Armstrong and Max
STREETS
IN THE CITY THAT
year in salaries, been aggressive in
G. Leslie.
NEED IMPROVEMENT AND THEN
pushing these cases, the city tax levy
ADD A GENERAL INCREASE OF
could have been materially reduced
JOHN H. DAILEY
SALARIES AND WAGES AND A
this year and every year hereafter.
GENEROUS
INCREASE OF THE
Mr. Dailey has been an aggressive It will, therefore, be seen that this is
POLICE FORCE AND FIRE DEpublic servant, opposed to the Pen- a very important matter which has
PARTMENT
AND
WE
WOULD
rose organization. Handicapped by been initiated by Mr. Dailey, and as
Proof Conclusive.
SURELY HAVE A GRAND LOT OF
his voting record upon the other imillness,
it
devolves
upon
those
desiring
(Continued From Page Three.)
Mr. Magee shows conclusively that MUNICIPAL EXTRAVAGANCE.
good couhcilmanic government to portant matters has been generally
He has for many years been the con- work for and vote for his success, the \ood, it would soem to be very go°d Mr. Babcock has not the least conAs a Councilman
sistent friend and political ally of the illness mentioned giving the Babcock business to return him' to council to ception of municipal administration
While he ^was a member of the
Penrose autocracy and all its allied forces just the opportunity they de- continue his fight for that $700,000 a
Pittsburgh Council for a period of
and would be only a puppet in the more than two years, he exhibited
special-privileged, big business asso- sire to elect one of their reactionary year."
hands of those past masters of polit- no grasp of the affairs of the city,
ciates, whose interest he could be exical scheming, Senator Boies Penrose nor any considerable knowledge of
pected to protect as a councilman, at
the expense of the great mass of the
and Max G. Leslie- Mr. Magee shows the municipal problem.
The municipal problem is not pripeople.
He has always been a millMr. Babcock does not now grasp the
stone around the neck of the Demoquestion of civic administration and marily a business proposition. The
cratic party.
HE HAS NONE OF
did not when he was a member of task of the administrator is concernTHOSE QUALITIES WHICH RECcouncil. As long has been known, ed primarily with human welfare.
little hope for him even with all the Mr. Babcock is promising anything We must get as much peace, safety
COMMEND
A
CANDIDIATE
TO
"Three down!"
THE INDEPENDENT VOTHR AND
Even without the final election de- force of the liquor element behind which he believes will bring iaim a of lives and property, health for the
SHOULD BE KEPT OUT OF COUN- velopments recorded, Pittsburgh has him, and it was fear, largely, that he vote whether there is any intention inhabitants, comfort and happiness
CIL AT ALL HAZARDS."
reason to congratulate itself upon the might be elected which caused the or possibility of his fulfilling or be- for the people, good service out of the
Some Non-Partisanship.
elimination of three typically Pen- five judges to be given support which ing able to, fulfill his pledges. Mr. public service corporations, and the reThe Pittsburgh Post is to be com- rosian office seekers. These are: enabled them to lead the judiciary Magee also shows that although a lief of the poor as is consistent with
mended for recommending that the State Senator Charles H. Kline, nom- ticket. Every progressive, indepen- man may be successful in the business whatever amount of taxation the
people of Allegheny county and Pitts- inee of the judiciary; Franklin P. dent citizen has reason to be cheered of grinding out the maximum number people can afford Jo reasonably bear.
This problem is many fold more
burgh make local elections truly non- Booth, candidate for the shrievalty, by the withdrawal of Mr. Kline.
of dollars from commerce that yives
In the case of Mr. Jackson, revela- no token or earnest that he can ad- Intricate than that of grinding out a
partisan by electing Democrats as well and R. H. Jackson, aspirant for reas Republicans, but if Mr. Brennen is election to district attorneyship. In tions made when he declared himself minister the affairs of the people so maximum of dollars in a private
the type of Democrat, who Is to be addition, Henry Townsend and Joseph a candidate for re-election eliminated they will enjoy the maximum of com- business. The latter is a simple sitgiven office in an attempt to add the N. Mackrell fell by the wayside with him and practically ended what must fort, protection and prosperity com- uation which he has successfully
"hon," it would be better to make the Penrose organization men's endorse- go on the records' as one of the most mensurate with the amount of taxa- dealt with. The former is a much more involved problem for which I
undersirable administrations in the tion they are able to afford.
elections as partisan as possible and ment.
district
attorney's
office.
Mr.
Jackpermit none to enter save RepubliThe chief opposition to Mr. Booth
Mr. Magee's analysis of Mr. Bab- have been training myself in the adcans, Penrose Republicans dyed in the was that he was a Penrose follower, a son's case is still in the hands of the cock's promises is undoubtedly the ministration of for a good many
wool, rather than Penrose Democrats. more or less typical organization man. Bar Association, but that body, as is most comprehensive review of the years. His record in his business
Let the Democrats name true Wilson- Messrs. Kline and Jackson were un- sot unusual with it, evades its duty Babcock idea of things that has yet and his rash assumptions about city
ian Democrats and the Democrats of desirable for the same and additional to the public by dalliance and worse. been given publicity. Every voter affairs he puts in contrast with my
The withdrawal of Senator Kline should read the full report of the record, and I am willing that it
Pittsburgh will be glad to elect them reasons.
in opposition to the Penrose brand of
Mr. Kline, evidently, realized that leaves little doubt of the re-election speech, which cannot be found in should be so. I am willing to abide
politicians.
with the solidification of support be- of the present judges, but, of course, the columns of the Gazette Times. by the calm Judgment of our fellowhind the present five judges, who are this is no more certain than any other For the entire speech see other daily citizens, and do not have any doubt
of which of us they will choose for
******************* candidates for re-election, there was of the political contests.
newspapers.
the handling of the public affairs of
*
*
Mr. Magee's Speech.
the city. EVERY DAY I AM MORE
* "STRAWS" SHOWING HOW
*
The address, in part, follows:
•«
AND
MORE
CONVINCED
THAT
*
THE WIND BLOWS *
My opponent has tried to make the
THE VERDICT WILL BE ADVERSE
issue between him and me the fact
TO HIM AND FAVORABLE TO ME.
* "Straw ballots" show voters *
PUBLICITY is very much compli- uninformed is disclosed in the fore- that he has had a business career
* registering in the ratio of two to *
word of a pamphlet issued by the Wil- and that I have had a public admin* one in favor of William A. Magee * mented by the report that policemen liam A. Magee campaign leaders, istrative career. He plumes himself
* over E. V. Babcock.
* were instructed to demand that newswhich every voter should read. This upon his suciUK in business. He
* Reports from the labor dis- * boys throughout the downtown section
reveals that the Gazette Times and in his Innocence thinks that that
* tricts show the same ratio.
*
the Chronicle- Telegraph quoted a rate qualifies him for public office. His
surrender
to
the
department
of
public
* Inquiries of a general character *
of $7 an inch for Magee advertise- two years in Council showed that he
safety
all
copies
of
PUBLICITY
on
* a similar division in practically *
(Continued From Page Three.)
ments
In contrast to $3.50 an inch is no more qualified to administer the
their
stands.
* all fields.
*
quoted other nominees.
Further, affairs of this city than an infant.
This
high-handed
method
of
attemptprivate assurances notwithstanding.
* Make it a landslide against the *
He 'advocates economy in his genCertainly, the "Strip" believes that
* Penrose candidates.
* ing to suppress all information which every reader of these two papers eral speeches, and in each locality
******************* presents the "other side" of E. V. Bab- realizes, as one of the officials of these that he visits he advocates every lo- if its strength is desirable and it does
cock, politically, and give the voter all newspapers admitted recently, that its
any and all work asked of it, the nomthe truth in favor of William A. Ma- reports are biased and that even In the cal improvement. He says he op- inee of, their faction must stand up for
filed complaints before the Public gee and other nominees, demonstrates interest o£ the public and its readers poses an increase in the tax rate, theity own, their private and personal
Service Commission.
that the administration, and through it does not print anything- which is and yet will appoint more firemen candidate. And what is particularly
and policemen. He says he will imThese are the cases which are pend- the administration, Mr. Babcock, fears favorable to Mr. Magee.
galling to the "Strip" is that this re-ing now and which Babcock has indi- to permit the truth to reach the readA recent instance is that the Gazette prove all the streets by ten-year bond pudiation was made before ministers..
issues,
and
at
the
same
time
advocated he would not push if elected
(Times recently quoted E. V. Babcock
public.
The "Strip" is not partial to ministers..
mayor, and which Mr. Magee prom- ingConcerning
the police action re- as declaring that Julian Kennedy, a cates a downtown subway.
It would like an open indorsement bev
ises to push with all the influence and ported, PUBLICITY will have more to widely-known consulting engineer and
How many millions of dollars this
fore the same ministers of the same
vigor of his office.
will
take
he
does
not
say.
He
will
say anon. Suffice it at this time to progressive, employed coolie labor in
Councilman Dailey brought in his uannounee that the police department India at from 2 to 10 cents a day, and widen Diamond street; this will cost Mr. Anderson by Mr. Babcock.
Be it known that Mr. Anderson is
information on the rental of city prop-» ""
„ .
, ,„ „ „„„„„t „„„K also quoted another to the same ef- at least $600,000. He will widen East
j
11
t.
ii.
a
i.f
«
Tind
the
Babcock
forces
cannot
curb
that
same plumbing inspector, who,
erty and council began the fight for
fect. Both speakers knew that the Ohio street, and this will cost him
the payment of $700,000 a year to the free speech when that free speech is statement was untrue, yet the Gazette more than a million dollars. He fav- until recently, was in the city service
city by users of city property who aye justified and true, and is spoken in the Times did not investigate before ors, the raising of the streets in Al- and who, while in that service, was
now paying only $25,000 a year. The interest of the people. In the case of printing this falsity. And this paper legheny between Federal street and "recommended," several times, for
first budget of the new council reduced PUBLICITY, despite the reported ac- is published by a former United the new Manchester Bridge. I pre- suspension, but through the interventhe tax levy over one mill. T'iey went tion, our issue of October 17 reached States Senator. True, the former sume this would cost a couple of mil- tion of Mayor Armstrong was retained.
to Harrisburg to oppose the repeal of 97,000 persons through the mails. senator did vote against the child la- lion dollars. He would build the Mo- He is was who was given the administhe non-partisan ballot law.- They did Last week, it reached a mailed circu- bor and other progressive bills, which nongahela boulevard. Where he tration support at the last moment In
place of Mr. Heckert, who had served
everything in their power to have lation of 95,000.
finds its parallel in Mr. Babcock's would locate It and how much it his purpose in the opinion of the Babwritten into law, the recommenda- • Evidence of an absolute effort to dewould cost he .does not say. He de-

Independents
Feared

Union Etches a
"Non-Partisan"

Re-Election of Present Five Judges
Seems Assured; Kline Withdraws

+

,

*

Publicity" Reaches 95,000

"Strip" is
Sputtering

tions of the Pittsburgh taxation commission
embodying the foremost
thought of the country in municipal
taxation, but the Penrose legislature
refused to act.
No Prophecy Needed.
The foregoing program was carried
out by the Independents in council
and in most cases over the opposition
of Messrs. Rauh, Garland, Robertson
and the mayor. Hence it requires no
prophecy to tell what will happen to
this program should Mr. Babcock and
his supporters—the boisterous Mr.
Brennen, the' impossible Anderson,
the spineless Rauh and the limelight
craving Connelly be elected. If elected, these men will undoubtedly conduct the city's business as the Armstrong clique did in the first two years
of his administration, viz.: by salary
boosting, payroll padding, repeated
pardoning of drunken policemen, prostitution of civil service, appointment
of ward heelers as police magistrates
such as Magistrates Sweeney and Dillon; appointment of business men (?)
like Messrs. Hubbard and McKelvy to
the cabinet; obstruction of movements
for improving the city charter, political
slave driving of the city employes,
abandoning the city's rights in street
railway, gas and light matters, and
continued procrastination in street repairing, "cleaning up" of vice as engineered by Messrs. Armstrong and
Sweeney.

ceive the reading public or to keep it boasted business methods.

Vice Minimized By Magee
(Continued From Page Three.)
politically, just as the Babcock-Armstrong followers and lieutenants ordered.
The contrast in the vice situation,
say what anyone will, is that Mayor
Magee closed the disorderly houses
and the Babcock-Armstrong forces not
only permitted them to open, 'but protected them with policemen in uniform.
The following letter is conclusive
testimony concerning the attitude of
Former Mayor William A. Magee
toward commercialized vice:
Pittsburgh, Pa., Oct. 29, 1917.
Mr^ Julian Kennedy,
Bessemer Building,
City.
My dear Mr. Kennedy: —
In reply to your inquiry of even
date relative to the assistance
given the Morals Efficiency commission by Mayor Magee, would
say, briefly: Mayor Magee, at the
time he appointed the commission,
like many good, honest men of today who have not made a careful
study of prostitution, was a believer in the theorytof segregation.
Notwithstanding his belief

In this theory he told the commission to proceed in their investigations and studies, and he would
see that their recommendations
were carried out.
He instructed
the Director of Public Safety and
the chief qf police to give all assistance necessary; the latter of
whom appointed two most excellent detectives to give the largest
part of their time to the commission.
Every recommendation for closing houses was carried out. Very
frequently during the work of the
commission the mayor invited its
members to discuss with him the
work at hand. More than once he
asked me for some of the latest
medical opinions on r
stitution,
and I know he sent to the Carnegie library several times for latest
books on this subject. I became
convinced that Mayor Magee was
a great student, that he was honest and fearless, and I. believe
when the commission made its report, that he, like they, no longer
believed that segregation was the
solution of this great problem.
- Very truly yours,
(Signed) FREDERICK A. RHODES.

,
Sixth avenue to the Tenth Street
Bridge. He would widen Second
avenue from Grant street to Liberty
street. I will leave to your imagination how many millions of dollars
this would cost. He says he favors
new sewers in the Nine-Mile Run,
Sawmill Run and Negley Run. He
will be saved doing the latter, because those sewers were rebuilt
about six years ago. As to the NineMile Run, I presume he would make
a gift of that to the boroughs, of
Wilkinsburg, Edgewood and Swissvale.

Gift of City's Money.
Let us take some of his favored
'improvements and try to gain from
them some inkling of his business
capacity, some idea of his knowledge
of the financial capacity of the city
to provide them.
For instance, take
his proposal for a downtown subway.
He says that he favors the
building of a downtown loop.
Suppose it would cost as tittle as $5,000,000. The annual increase to the
city budget would be nearly $400,000
a year.
This would mean an increase of a half mill in city taxation.
And whom does he intend to lease
this to?
The Pittsburgh Railways
Company!
Can that concern, which
is now waterlogged with issues of securities of at least three times an
honest value of
its property, and

T

cock-Penrose forces when he added a
tone of respectability to that organNation's ticket in the primary cams
paign.

Soothsaying,
Forsooth
(Continued From Page Three.)
would vote for him.
It would have been some solace to.
his friends had Dr. Kerr taken th^
high road of consistency and in this,
case announced himself "too proud to
vote," having been defeated by botb,
his opponents and being unable to do
the graceful thing of dividing his
ballot.
It is recalled Mr. Babcock said concerning Dr. Kerr, before Dr. Kerr said,
he would vote for Mr. Babcock:
"A man who can turn from 'gang,
ster' to purist over night, can turn
from purist to 'gangster" in the same
short space of time."

And before Dr. Kerr said he would
vote for Mr. Babcock, Dr. Kerr said
concerning Mr. Babcock:
"Mr. Babcock tells you he wants to
give the city a business administration and he is making a lot of promises, as he did before. But what can
he do? He is only the creature of a.
political faction."
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on't Scatter Your War Aid Work,
9
to Nation s Women
Baker's
AKER'Sasmall,
AR Secretary
W warns against
B slim, smiling,
lost motion and
urges conservation of energy
for necessary
work.

genial, kin dly
eyed war god
who doesn't look
the part of Mars.

e aceful-looking
Mr. Baker drives
himself and aides
sixteen hours a
day in preparing
for war.

Has twelve pipes
which he keeps
steadily going in
turn as aids to
Avar problem solutions.

brief businesslike tones and got a brief,
businesslike adjustment. A good looking young man ■whom I recognized as
"Billy" Ziegler the "baking
powder
kins," got a word or two, a 'pleasant
handshake and a pat on the shoulder.
A trim young man with many, papers
and credentials was pleasantly passed
along to ..another department. A navy
officer with lots of gold braid and anchors and long swishing cape had his
say and' debonairly departed. And so
it went till he came to me.
My m'ssion was not to talk war ; not
even to mention it except to ask Mr.
Baker what he does to keep from going
clean crazy under the strain and responsibility.
"Smoke," smuef the war god, disclosing an uneompremised front rank of
firm white teeth. "A pipe. Lots of pipes."
Then he stopped.
PLAYS WITH HIS KIDDIES.
"What else?"
"Play with my youngsters,"
"How many have you?"
"Three. Top one's a girl, twelve. Middle one's a boy, eleven. Bottom one's a
girl, five and one-half."
"Going to raise your boy to be a soldier?"
.
"Yes—if necessary."
"Tell me some more things you do—■
personal things; nothing about your
work," I urged.
"I don't like to tell personal things,"
he said, but he dropped into an adjoining chair for a minute, and although
he looked tired, I felt encouraged to
prolong the interview one more minute.
"But this genial atmosphere
" 1
urged, "surely it encourages light conversation—things outside of war and
barrage fire?"
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BATTLE MASKS NOT WORN.

'Hellova pacifist"
is tired secretary's comment
at some unkind
criticism aimed
at his chief.

NEWTON B. BAKER, the man at the head of the giant
preparations for America's ivar with Germany.

Of his three kiddies one is a boy,
and he'll raise
him to be a soldier if necessary.

By ZOE BECKLEY.

Washington, November 2.
OUT of office hours Secretary of War Baker smokes a pipe, plays with his three children
and reads light fiction. Did I say pipe? This should be changed to read "twelve pipes."
For at last accounts the engineer of the greatest war machine on earth had acquired by
purchase his dozenth pacifier and a new can of tobacco to pack it with (name not to be
divulged on account of advertising).
This sounds as if Newton D. Baker were a peaceful man. And he is. But there is no
fighter like a man of peace once roused, and Mr. Baker, according to a limp and breathless
secretary, is roused to the point of a sixiee.iL-hour working day,_
A GENTLE WAR GOD.
To put it in Secretary Ralph
Hayes's own words:
"Some magazine or other," said he
the other day in an unwonted burst of
expression, "insinuates that the boss is
one of our leading pacifists. Say'.
Working a private secretary sixteen
hours a day for'a secretary of war who
works sixteen hours a day is a hellova
lot like a pacifist, isn't it! Anyhow I've
yet to see the person who can put his
finger on the chapter and the verse that
make Baker out a pacifist!"
WARRIOR SMILES GREETING.
In making a forward drive to Secretary Baker's suite of offices in the War
and Navy building where he achieves
this remarkable daily output of labor,
the path, most amazingly, is strewn with
flowers.
Upv the broad steps of the huge, busy
pile you skip in company with a hundred other people who are also skipping",
and the first thing that greets you as
you enter is a desk labeled "Information
for War Department," behind which sits
a young woman with face wreathed in
smiles. She directs you to a desk where
a man in uniform smiles some more,
hands you a pen and a printed blank:
"Be kind enough
to fill this in.
please," says the man, bowing politely.
And when you have written your
name and address, and with whom your
appointment is, and upon what subject,
he smiles, stamps . the slip and ushers
you to a tall colored man at a wicketThe colored man beams an ivoried
salutation, tears off a coupon trom your
pass and turns you over to another of-

This man^tamps your stub, calls a
grinning-page and you are escorted by
said page, in a batch of visitors, through
long, busy- white corridors bordered
with slatted doors bearing various
legeids, "Chief of Ordnance Bureau,"
"Adjutant-General," etc., etc.. to ine
elevrtor, the ice through more busy corridors to room 231.
BRIGHTENS THE CORNER.

About the walls of room 231, which is
handsomely furnished and hung with
old oil portraits in gilt frames, sit peop'e—men and worn, r, young and brave
in uniforms of army and navy, middle
aged and shabby, old and elegant, of all
types, kinds and conditions, waiting in
all degrees of interest, patience and
anxiety to see the man who holds enchained the mighty dogs of war.
At a desk near the door to an inner
office presides The Most Genial Man in
the World, Dr. Frederick P. Keppel,
dean of Columbia University, and sort
of aide de camp to Secretary Baker.
Dr. Keppel evidently believes in the
spirit of Billy Sunday's camp meeting
hymn, "Brighten Up the Corner Where
You Are!" The whole atmosphere of
the War building has tended, strangely
enough, to lighten your heart and make
you feel as if you'd just drunk a strongcup of coffee.
But when you see Keppel and hear
him and are welcomed by him and watch
him in action it's all you can do to keep
from laughing and crowing and doing a
little dance for no special reason except
that you feel that way.
It's really a most remarkable effect
for
War department to have on an^_ij
^. ajKS^r?

b

Br. Baker flashed his winning smile
again.
"One can't bear listening to a single
unchanging note all the time," he answered simply. "I can't help meeting
people with a smile on my face. 1 can't
simulate grimness anl the harsh warrior glare. The fierce battle mask is
not worn any more. * * * But—
I don't want to talk of myself. It is the
machine that counts, not the personality of one mere man behind it."
Which. 1 think, is fairly characteristic
of the modest, strong driver of our war
machine.
"Are you pleased, Mr. Baker, with
the work women are doing for the
war?" The secretary's sensitive face
lighted instantly.
PRAISES WOMEN'S WORK,
"It is simply splendid !" he answered
fervently. "Women's part in the labor
and responsibility of this vast, grave
undertaking is as important as men's
and they are fulfilling it to the highest
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"I want to thank them and encourage
women throughout the country to keep
on, in the full Knowledge that their work
is api reciated and vitally necessary.
"Especially would I ask that they
Now, by all tradition, a war god should
be a massive, sinewy giant, grim-faced ally themselves with organizations that
already meeting a special need like
and terrible, "torch-eyed and horrible,", are
>
who advances with thundrous step and| the Red Cross, the Liberty Loan Commighty mien, to a rumbling motif of; mittee, the Food Administration, t
Council of National Defense, and didrumbeats and cannon crashes.
Instead, and before you realize who it visions of that sort, rather than form
... ■, ..
is, Mr. Baker slips quietly into the room, new groups.
"They can accomplish more and bettei
a small, slim, gentle man in oxford gray
cutaway coat and waistcoat and dark service if they do not scatter. Keep m
well-knit
organizations, well-defined
striped trousers.
It
He is youngish, with mild brown eyes clearly marked channels of activity,
behind rimless glasses, a fine forehead conserves energy and avoids lost mo„
and slightly aquiline nose and a mouth tion."
KEPPEL, THE WONDER.
of great sensitiveness and distinction.
He looks the student, the bookworm,
Aide - de - camp Keppel approached,
the kind of gentle, humorous, half- with his suave smile, his manner of
whimsical man that William J. Locke
likes to make the hero in all his novels. happy urbanity, as though there were
The war secretary, the man behind nothing in the world more warlike than
the guns, suggests lamplit libraries sunshine and garlands of roses. A word
with fireplaces and easy chairs. Funny, of reminder to the secretary about
isn't it, how people don't look what they something, and he was off again.
are?
"Where," I ventured as 1 prepared to
Mr. Baker is genial and delightful in give place to the next visitor, "did you
manner. He begins in an orderly way find—WOT? YOU must have advertised
at the end of the waiting row of people, for the most genial man in the world to
smiles, shakes hands and says, "Good come and preside over your office .
I morning; you wanted to see me,—r-"
Baker laughed again.
"Who, Keppel?" he beamed.
Say,
i Whereupon ensues a three or four minute chat, both standing, and the visitor isn't he a wonder* No—I didn't adver
1
don't
I
is advised or directed and gently dis- Hco for him. He just came,
missed, while the man of war passes
hC,—
smilingly to the next.
•8d9.i;>53i:)32jo9.g jo ap-R'.u 9S9t
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WHAT THEY WANTED.
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brief businesslike tones and got a brief,
businesslike adjustment. A good looking young man whom I recognized as
"Billy" Ziegler the "baking powder
king," got a word or two, a pleasant
handshake and a pat on the shoulder.
A trim young man with many, papers
and credentials was pleasantly passed
along, to,.anoi.her department. A navy
officer with lots of gold braid and anchors and long swishing cape had ■ his
say and1 debonairly departed. And so
it went till he came to me.
My m'ssion was not to talk war; not
AR Secretary
AKER'Sasmall, even
to mention it except to ask Mr.
Baker
what he does to keep from going
warns against
slim, smiling, clean crazy
under the strain and relost motion and
genial, kin dly sponsibility.
"Smoke," smiled the war god, disclosing an uneompremised front rank of
urges conservaeyed war god firm white teeth. "A pipe. Lots of pipes."
Then he stopped.
tion of energy
who doesn't look
PLAYS V»:1TH JUS KIDDIES.
for necessary
"What else?"
the part of Mars.
"Play with my youngsters."
work.
"How many have you '!'*
"Three. Top one's a girl, twelve. Middle one's a boy, eleven. Bottom one's a
I
girl, five and one-half."
"Going to raise your boy to be a soldier?"
"Yes—if necessary."
Has
twelve
pipes
>
P e aceful-looking
"Tell me some more things you do—■
things; nothing about your
which he keeps personal
Mr. Baker drives
work," I urged.
"I don't like to tell personal things,"
steadily going in he said, but he dropped into an adjoinhimself and aides
ing chair for a minute, and although
sixteen hours a
turn as aids to he looked tired, I felt encouraged to
prolong the interview one more minute.
day in preparing
"But this genial atmosphere
" 1
war problem so- urged,
"surely it encourages light confor war.
versation—things
outside
of
war
and
lutions.
barrage fire?"
BATTLE MASKS NOT WORN.
Br. Baker flashed his winning smile
again.
"One can't bear listening to a single
"Hellova pacifist"
unchanging note all the time," he anOf his three kid- swered simply. "I can't help meeting
is tired secrepeople with a smile on my face. 1 can't
dies one is a boy, simulate
grimness and the harsh wartary's comment
rior glare. The fierce battle mask is
not
worn
any more. * * * But—
and he'll raise
at some unkind
I don't want to talk of myself. It is the
that counts, not the personTTB9I
him to be a sol- machine
criticism aimed
ality of one mere man behind it."
NEWTON D. BAKER, the man at the head of the
Which, 1 think, is fairly characteristic
dier if necessary. of the modest, strong driver of our war
at his chief.
preparations for America's war with Germany.
machine.
<
"Are you pleased, Mr. Baker, with
the work women are doing Tor the
Washington, November 2.
war?" The secretary's sensitive face
OUT of office hours Secretary of War Baker smokes a pipe, plays with his three children lighted instantly.
PRAISES WOMEN'S WORK.
and reads light fiction. Did I say pipe ? This should be changed to read "twelve pipes."
"It is simply splendid !" he answered
For at last accounts the engineer of the greatest war machine on earth had acquired by fervently. "Women's part in the labor
purchase his dozenth pacifier and a new can of tobacco to pack it with (name not to be and responsibility of this vast, grave
undertaking is as important as men's
divulged on account of advertising).
and they are fulfilling it to the highest
This sounds as if Newton D. Baker were a peaceful man. And he is. But there is no degree.
"I want to thank them and encourage
fighter like a man of peace once roused, and Mr. Baker, according to a limp and breathless women
throughout the country to keep
on,
in the full Knowledge that their work
secretary, is roused to the point pf a' sixteaiiUiniir workins day.
A GENTLE WAR GOD.
is api.reciated and vitally necessary.
This mangtamps your stub, calls a
To put it in Secretary Ralph
"Especially would I ask that they
Now, by all tradition, a war god should
grinning-pflge and you are escorted by
Hayes's own words:
said page, in a batch of visitors, through be a massive, sinewy giant, grim-faced ally themselves with organizations that
"Some magazine or other," said he long, bus/ white corridors bordered and terrible, "torch-eyed and horrible." are already meeting a special need like
>
Cross, the Liberty Loan Comthe other day in an unwonted burst of with slatted doors bearing various who advances with thundrous step and the Red the
Food Administration, the
expression, "insinuates that the boss is legeids, "Chief of Ordnance Bureau," mighty mien, to a rumbling motif of mittee,
Council of National Defense, and dione of our leading pacifists. Say I "Adjutant-General," etc., etc.. to me drumbeats and cannon crashes.
Instead, and before you realize who it visions of that sort, rather than form
Working a private secretary sixteen elevrtor, thence through more busy cur...
is, Mr. Baker slips quietly into the room, new groups.
hours a day for'a secretary of war who ridors to room 231.
"They can accomplish more and Dettei
a small, slim, gentle man in oxford gray
works sixteen hours a day is a hellova
BRIGHTENS
THE
CORNER.
service
if
they
do
not
scatter.
Keep
in
cutaway coat and waistcoat and dark
lot like a pacifist, isn't it! Anyhow I've
well-knit organizations, well-defined,
yet to see the person who can put his
About the walls of room 231, which is striped trousers.
He is youngish, with mild brown eyes clearly marked channels of activity. It tfmt
finger on the chapter and the verse that handsomely furnished and hung with
make Baker out a pacifist!"
old oil portraits in gilt frames, sit peo- behind rimless glasses, a fine forehead conserves energy and avoids lost mop'e—men and wonrr, young and brave and slightly aquiline nose and a mouth tion." KEPPEL, THE WONDER.
WARRIOR SMILES GREETING.
in uniforms of army and navy, middle of great sensitiveness and distinction.
He looks the student, the bookworm,
Aide - de - camp Keppel approached,
In making a forward drive to Secre- aged and shabby, old and elegant, of all
the kind of gentle, humorous, half- with his suave smile, his manner of
tary Baker's suite of offices in the War types, kinds and conditions, waiting in whimsical
man that William J. Locke
all degrees of interest, patience and
and Navy building where he achieves anxiety to see the man who holds en- likes to make the hero in all his novels. happy urbanity, as though there were
this remarkable daily output of labor, chained the mighty dogs of war.
The war secretary, the man behind nothing in the world more warlike than
the path, most amazingly, is strewn with
At a desk hear the door to an inner the guns, suggests lamplit libraries sunshine and garlands of roses. A word
flowers.
office presides The Most Genial Man in with fireplaces and easy chairs. Funny, of reminder to the secretary about
Up the broad steps of the huge, busy the World, Dr. Frederick P. Keppel, isn't it, how people don't look what they something, and he was off again.
pile you skip in company with a hun- dean of Columbia University, and sort are?
"Where," I ventured as I prepared to
dred other people who are also skipping", of aide de camp to Secretary Baker.
Mr. Baker is genial and delightful in give place to the next visitor, "did you
and the first thing that greets you as
Dr. Keppel evidently believes in the manner. He begins in an orderly way find—Mm? You must have advertued
you enter is a desk labeled "Information spirit of Billy Sunday's camp meeting at the end of the waiting row of people, for the most genial man in the world to
for War Department," behind which sits hymn, "Brighten Up the Corner Where smiles, shakes hands and says, "Good come and preside over your office !
a young woman with face wreathed in You Are!" The whole atmosphere of morning; you wanted to see me——"
Baker laughed again.
smiles. She directs you to a desk where the War building has tended, strangely 'Whereupon ensues a three or four min"Who, Keppel?" he beamed.
Say.
a man in uniform smiles some more, enough, to lighten your heart and make ute chat, both standing, and the visitor isn't he a wondert No—I didn't adverhands you a pen and a printed blank:
is
advised
or
directed
and
gently
distise for him. He just came. 1 don't
you feel as if you'd just drunk a strong"Be kind enough to fill this in. cup of coffee.
j missed, while the man of war passes know how or whence. But when he sudplease," says the man, bowing politely.
smilingly to the next.
denly appeared and asked if there. Was
But
when
you
see
Keppel
and
hear
And when you' have written your
and are welcomed by him and watch
any service he could contribute to, his
WHAT THEY WANTED.
name and address, and with whom your him
country I took one look at him and sat
him
in
action
it's
all
you
can
do
to
keep
An elderly, dignified man wanted to him down at that desk over there. He's
appointment is, and upon what subject, from laughing and crowing and doing a
he
manufactured the bright side of the war !"
he smiles, stamps the slip and ushers little dance for no special reason except have something
adopted as an army supply. A thin old j
you to a tall colored man at a wicket
HE'S A COLUMBIA MAN.
lady in black with-a dowdy hat pleaded
The colored man beams an ivoried that you feel that way.
It's
really
a
most
remarkable
effect
that "her boy" be transferred from an j
(Columbia University papers please
salutation, tears off a coupon from your for a War department to have on
assignment that would mean the copy.)
pass and turns you over to another of- body- "Vlt is an^i><:hanting
.
■
i
trenches to one where his ability as an '
Dr. Keppel has a years leave of ab-.
the Wi
artist could be utilized.
se'nce from his deanship. ' And as Jong
Two' younger women stated a case in
as Secretary Baker has his pipes, his
kiddies, and Keppel, as an offset to martial problems, I don't believe he'll be like
"cracked under
those other Giajits who "•
the strain."
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Why did congress, at the behest of determine that. I am not sure that
President Wilson and his advisers, by lust for blood is necessarily a valuable
overwhelming majorities in both the asset for a soldier. Willingness to do
senate and house, adopt the selective his duty is enough. I think <we are
"draft law as-the best method of raising facing a situation which is larger
a great/national army for service in than any task the government has had
the war against Germany?
of this kind since the Civil war, and
Why did the greatest democracy in officers ought to be' selected and taken
the
world
.profiting
by
the
experience
--- .._.._ ,,..„„„„„ _j -"" ~~±<"..w^0 iiuieiy
purely in
in accordance
accordance with
with militar
military
and mistakes of its allies, follow the canons. The fact that .Mni I'
example of France and England andiuiar or influential may, afddoubtless"
copy m part, he military ,system ofj does,, indicate
possessionofvery
~-„^ the
u**^ i/uooi-aoiuii
KJL very
rcvn« admirable
=,in,i.«M personal, characteristics
_,_.
.... VBly
its autocratic foe instead of relying
and
entirely upon volunteers?
qualities, but that has nothing to do
, Secretary of War Baker answered with the question of military efficiency.
| these questions before the house com- So far as I am personally concerned,
mittee on military affairs-when the I think there is a distinct moral gain
draft bill was under consideration.
in a man's addressing to himself t*e
Writing in Collier's Weekly, Edward question as to whether his country i
G. Lowry, in an article dealing with worthy of sacrifice and determining3
the great accomplishments of the war that moral question in favor of the
department under Secretary Baker's sacrifice. I think that man'is a better
direction, presented for the first time man who addresses that moral quespublicy Mr. Baker's analysis of the ne- tion to himself.
cessity for the draft.
Q. Do you not believe a man who
Enlightening Dialogue.
really wanted to go to war as a volThe Official stenographic report of unteer and who was anxious to go
the secretary of war's replies to ques- would make a better soldier than the
tions propounded by members of the man who really went in half-heartedly
committee is enlightening.
or who did not want to go or for
"Here are some of the questions and some reason felt that he did not want
to fight at this time ?
answers:
Q. Do yon care to say anything
A I don't think I would like to/say
about the war?
that I think some of the bravest men
A. We may have to call out 5,000,000 in the world, and men who have done
men. I do not know, and 'you cannot thejiest work, have been men who
know with any certainty, and I there- d 1 fr°m confllct rather than courtfore am persuaded that instead of repeating the mistakes which European
Duty of a Citizen.
countries have made and other counQ. There will be thousands of young
tries have made— which all admit to men who have brothers on the other
be mistakes—we ought to lay down a side in this war. You recognize that
scheme which is as orderly and pre- tact, do you not?
cise as the motions of a piece of mechA. I would be unable to recognize
anism and which, whenever we need n?H reTla«on,sWP between-any citizen
to call additional forces, will automat- of the United States and any body polically respond as soon as the decision itic or individual that would interfere
is made/as to the size of the force to with his duty.
be callell.
a^liS have said tIlat this selective
Q. Will the raising of large armies draftbill was your bill; that you had
promote militarism in this country?
dictated its outlines. Where m you
A. I have no alarm on the subject of get your information?
militarism in America . . . MilitarA I am 'now 45 years of age, and
ism is a philosophy; it is the desig- for the last year of my life I have done
nation given to a selfish or ambitious H?iMS tb.ut,study these problems, and
political system which uses armies as this particular
problem, and I think
ue improper for me to
a 1""~™
means1;pf1 accomplishing
not^ be
:
aaumpusnmg its objects. eitx would
ti
ect" of„
The mobilization and arming of a de- slde
,Pr
myself, when I come to con
mocracy, in ' defense of the princi. ^ Problem, some ideas on the
pies upon which it is founded and in been
fbject Every Idea I have had lias
.muiwuuu oi
canvassed
vindication
of tne
the common rights of
oflItbe
passed with my sassociates in
th miIitar
men in world, ia
® miIltary establishment. .
But
s.an entirely different 1 wn
thing.
. ... We are in
en. they have all spoken, I want-It
sltuati0n

fcj?.° !.rt.or

war and

the size and l«ood^t the war department

character of war have undergone a "M by the secretary and not oy an
revolution in our sight. We have lust individual officer. I was deeply wedded
to trying to avoid in the selective draft
an extent that almost no analogies and bill the question of a permanent polno historic preconceptions are service
icy so we can meet this emergency
w
able any longer.
only. My feeling about it is. Is so
very aptly expressed by the president
Situation Demanded It
Q. Why in the present emergency that we do not know what the S
did you prefer the selective draft to tary policy of any civilized country
may be required to be when this war is
the traditional volunteer system?
A. I think it much more important ToT't^TJ "S ther6f0r6 Ver^ aMiou"
to allow society to determine wlere not to take advantage of the present
a man can best serve his court™ emerency to adopt a permanent polrather than allow the man himself to icy winch might then be either unpopular or undesired or unnecessary.
j
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Secretary Baker Inspects the R. O. T. C.

Lieutenant Morize Shows Secretary Baker the Plans of the Harvard Trenches.

HON. Newton D. Baker, Secretary
of War, paid a visit to Boston
and Cambridge on Thursday, October 25; during his stay he inspected
the Harvard R. O. T. C, and watched
the members of the Corps at their work
in and about the trenches near Fresh
Pond.
The three battalions of the Corps
formed at 9 o'clock in the morning and
then marched to Fresh Pond. Mr. Baker
arrived there at 10 o'clock; with him
were President Lowell, Colonel Azan,

Lieutenant Morize, Senator H. C.
Lodge, Dr. W. T. Grenfell, Mr. E. A.
Filene and others. Major Flynn, the
commandant of the Corps, accompanied
Mr. Baker when the latter made his formal inspection; Lieutenant Morize commanded the Corps in some of the formations. After the review, the regiment
marched back to the College Yard and
was reviewed by Major Flynn and his
staff.
Secretary Baker made the following
statement in regard to the R. O. T. C.:

V
rflfaii

"I was very delighted to have had an
opportunity to inspect the Harvard
Corps, for I have heard so much about
the organization during the past year that
I have long wanted to examine its work.
It has been for the good not only of Harvard but of the country to have had the
advantage of the training of these brilliant French soldiers. The work of your
unit is of the highest military value and
must be continued. It is pouring into our
national army a steady stream of highly
qualified men. The French officers have
contributed especially to the value of the
training, and the impression gained is
that the Harvard material for officers is
abundant and of high quality.
"We shall go forward on the theory
that there will be training camp after
training camp for officers until the war
ends. The system now in force of admitting men to these camps from college
training-units will be continued with
modifications."

their benefit; it will count also toward
their Harvard degrees.
The instruction provided includes a
course in mathematics by Assistant Professor J. L. Coolidge, a half-course in
meteorology by Professor R. DeC. Ward,
a course in navigation by Dr. H. T. Stetson, Instructor in Astronomy, and a
course in seamanship, ordnance and gunnery by Lieutenant Greene; two drills a
week are held in connection with the

STUDYING TO BECOME ENSIGNS

Harvard University is giving this year
a course of study designed to prepare
men for the examinations for ensigns in
the Naval Reserve. Lieutenant Edward
F. Greene, U. S. N., has been assigned
by the Navy Department to give technical
instruction in the course.
Lieutenant
Greene is a graduate of the Naval Academy at Annapolis; he is a brother of E. B.
Greene, '90, Dr. D. C. Greene, '95, J. D.
Greene, '96, and R. S. Greene, '01.
When the Naval Reserve was organized, the only active service for most of
the men was in the coast patrol, and it
was soon discovered that not all of them
were immediately needed; consequently,
the authorities of the Navy decided that
college undergraduates, less than 21 years
old, who had enlisted in the Naval Reserve should be permitted to return to
their respective colleges and continue
their academic work. Under that provision, about 45 Harvard men have come
back to College, and the course of study
mentioned above has been arranged for

Lieutenant E. F. Greene, U. S. N.

course last mentioned, and Lieutenant
Greene arranges that every man in the
course shall go to the Charlestown Navy
Yard for practical instruction and observation at least once a fortnight. A halfcourse in naval history may be added to
the curriculum in the second half of the
academic year.
The Navy Department has given no
positive assurance that the men who pass
the course will be permitted to take the
examination for ensigns, but it is hoped
that they will have that opportunity; in
any event, they will have added materially to their knowledge of subjects with
which officers in the Navy are supposed
to be familiar.

INTERNATIONAL
than a war. It is a tremendous
revolution out of which will issue a
new world. In this new world the
Jugoslavs are entitled to have their
place."
There is a thorough understanding between Serbia and Greece, and
their mutual respect is complete.
Evidence of this was contained in the
message of congratulation, the first
received by Premier Venizelos, from
M. Pachitch, Prime Minister and
Minister for Foreign Affairs of Serbia, who telegraphed July 2:
"The news that your young Monarch has confided to you the direction of the country's interests was
hailed with the greatest joy by the
whole Serbian nation. In this important event, which will surely open
a new era for the Hellenic nation, the
Serbian people perceives the definite
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victory of the healthy ideals of
democracy and justice, of which you
are the greatest champion. The
Serbian people, which has sacrificed
so much for the victory of these same
ideals, hails in your person the
defender of the great principles of
nationality and the sanctity of international conventions, as well as the
eminent statesman who has always
been aware of the great community
of interests of the Greek and Serbian
nations. We receive in this community of Greco-Serbian interests a
supreme guarantee of peace and of
prosperity of the ill-starred Balkan
peoples, who have suffered so much
from discords and from bloodshed in
conflicts purposely fomented by their
rapacious northern neighbor, and
ever since encouraged by traitorous
and faithless Bulgaria."

Secretary Baker on Seeing It Through
UNDER the caption "The
Emerging Mr. Baker, a pacifist who is in this war business to see it through," Mr. Edward
G. Lowry contributes to Collier's
Weekly an illuminating character
sketch of the Secretary of War,
Newton Diehl Baker. One bit of
conversation between the Secretary
and his interviewer reads:
"People say you are a pacifist,
and that it seems a queer sort of
arrangement to have a pacifist at
the head of the War Department
when we are engaged in the greatest

war the world has ever known, and
one so vital to the United States."
"I was a pacifist before the war,
but never a non-resistant pacifist."
"You were vice-president of the
American Peace Society?"
"I was one of the vice-presidents
of the local branch in Cleveland of
the American Peace Society, but I
don't think I ever attended a meeting." Then he added quickly before
I could speak: "But that doesn't
mean I didn't believe in the Society
and its aims. I am not trying to
slight or minimize my connection with
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I didn't attend its meetings and

participate in its activities because I
had more pressing engagements and
other work that I could not leave undone.

I believe in arbitration, in a

World Court, in the League of.Nations that is under discussion now.
I should like to find a way of abolishing war as a means of settling differences between nations.

Until that

way is found, being at war, we must
put our whole strength and resources
in it until we have won.
it through."
Whereupon

Mr.

We must see

Lowry

quotes

some of Mr. Baker's comments and
. thoughts on this war and what he
thinks

should be

the motives

and

spirit that animate our participation
in it, thus:
"I delight in the fact that when we entered thii war we were not, as our adversary,
ready for it, anxious for it, prepared for it,
and inviting it. On the other hand, accustomed to peace, we were not ready. . . .
"This is not the place >'n all likelihood for
me to describe what I believe to be the
cause of it [the war]; and yet, if I am permitted to put that cause in a sentence, it is
because a certain group of nations have
set gain above God, have set national aggrandizement and aggression above national
righteousness and fair dealing. As a consequence of that, we have witnessed an increasing savagery of war; so that it is no
longer a question of even the most modern
science in the art of warfare, with an aim
and purpose to ameliorate its severity and
protect the innocent, but a complete surrender to the bestial. As they have it now,
it is no longer a contest of bodies of men
against bodies of men. It is no longer an
open conflict upon a fair plane, where genius
and strategy and courage work out a national problem. But it is, in part at least,
the assassination by sea and casual slaughter by air, and the killing of women and
children—children as they enter the candy
shops to make their petty purchases are
slain by unseen missiles that come from unseen enemies. It is the casual, pitiless
slaughter of the unoffending and the defenseless.
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"And now, by the rotation of events and
the irresistible logic of righteousness which
summon every brave arm to the right side
of the cause, the United States has entered
this war. And it will never turn back until
it has given the world peace; not merely a
cessation of conflict, but peace based upon
righteousness. . . .
"It is a fight for principle and right, and
America responds to it; not gayly, as a nation which likes to fight, but bravely and
prayerfully, resolved that it will fight to the
end in a cause for democracy. . . .
"So that we start into this war as the
evangels of peace; we are mobilizing the
industry and the resources of the United
States in order that they may secure peace
for the world. Every conflict we have
among ourselves, every dissent which we
allow to be pressed beyond the point of
expression of opinion which is necessary to
secure wisdom, every division which we allow among ourselves delays the achievement
of the great object of this war. . . .
"A declaration of war is always a declaration of an open season for critics, and that
is rather fortunate. There are no perfect
people, and all of us who are imperfect are
anxious to have our imperfections called toj
our attention, so that we can be more on
guard against them, and people who are
exceedingly busy about great tasks are quite
likely to allow their natural imperfections
to run away with them, while they are absorbed about other things, so that criticism
is helpful. . . .
"Now, we can make no forecast of the
length of this war, but every consideration
of intelligence and prudence directs us to
enter it as though it were going to be long,
and to equip ourselves to do our task from
the very beginning in the largest, the most
effective, way. . . .
"I think everybody in this country has
been delighted at the freedom of our country from flashing impulses in connection
with this great undertaking. . . .
"We have at the end of a long and patient
experience discovered that the world cannot
be rescued from slaughter and destruction
by any other process than a major exercise
of the great martial force of this Republic,
but we ought never to lose sight of the fact
that the purpose of this war is not aggression, is not punishment; it is not inspired by
resentments or fed by ambitions, but it is
loyalty to an ideal, and that ideal is freeing
the world from an impossible international
philosophy in which, if it prevails, no freedom is left or is safe."
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marry to be taken care of. It is as easy
and as necessary to bring up girl children as it is boys to chose work they
like and fit them for it."
"If a woman marries and chooses to
make the conduct of her household her
profession, she should have a definite salary for it. The woman who has not a
regular allowance for her house and for
herself, for her service rendered, is being imposed upon.
"I remember once when the cook made
Mr Baker a special dish he protested.
'You and Mrs Baker spoil me, Cindy,'
he said. "Lor', Mr Bakah, we ought to.
You's de one dat pays us our wages!"
grinned Cindy. And there's a lot in
that," added Cindy's mistress with a
chuckle.
I forgot how we came to talk about
chances for burglars, but an incident
that happened while Secretary Baker
was Mayor of Cleveland is. so good an
illustration of Mrs Baker's alertness and
fairness cf mind that I'll stick it in here.

Mrs Baker Urges Pay for Wives;
Would Give Burglar a Chance
Women Who Don't Get Allowance Imposed Upon,
She Thinks
HEK, GIELS MUST WOUX
Br ZOB BECKLEY
Special to The Dispatch]
WASHINGTON, D C, Nov 14—Mrs
Newton D Baker, -wife of the War
Secretary, believes in
Wages for wives.
Trades for girl babies.
Chances for burgla-.s.
Votes for women.
Birth control.
Labor unions.
Profits for patriots.
Education for everybody
Ready, now, all together: Three
cheers for Mrs Baker!
Hip-hip,
hooray—hooray—hooray!
Tiger-r-r!
Pardon this demonstration, gentle
reader. I hate to make so much
noise. But it is so seldom one comes
in contact with a real live wire of a
person in the public eye, who "is at
the same time as gentle and homey
as an electric samovar and as tull of
enery as an electric dynamo, that
perhaps a little excitement may be
pardoned.
When Mrs Baker first came to
Washington, a charming matron who
had lived here several seasons took
her gently aside and said:
"Now, listen, dear, if you want to
get on really well, don't say too much
about suffrage and that sort of thing,
you know. Better leave your radical
beliefs behind you in Cleveland."
"But I hadn't been here hardly a
minute." confesses the "wife of the
War Secretary, "before I'd let all the
cats out of the bags. I felt as Mr
Baker did when he was running the
second time for Mayor of Cleveland.
" 'If you make that suffrage speech,
said his advisers, 'it will ruin your
chances-of election. You won't be
popular with the interests.' Mr
Baker replied that if his popularity
depended on his suppressing his
views on vital questions of the day
he'd rather not be re-elected. He

made the speech," added his wife
with gusto, "and he was re-elected.
So you see!"
The Baker home in Georgetown is like
the Bakers, simple, sincere and unpretentious.
It is the .guie.test, most unwarlike residence imaginable on the quietest street
of tbe quietest suburb of one of tho
quietest cities in the world. For Georgetown is the Brooklyn of Washington. If
you are a Washingtonian you sniff at
Georgetown. If you are an old resident
of Georgetown you regard Washington
with indulgent pity.
Georgetown is
much older than Washington. And looks
it. Washington drowses. Georgetown
profoundly sleeps.
The Baker home is a big, square, yellow structure of colonial type on a terrace in the middle of a block where old
brick houses sit back from the street,
with the pungent leaves of autumn blowing in the yards; willow trees droop behind scaling red walls, and an old darky
in a half nap drives along with his muie
and his coal cart, clacketty-clop, clacketty-clop._
There'is a family grocery on the corner and a house opposite where five
generations of Peterses have lived. Washington? Perish the thought of that upstart city! Georgeown, suh, or nothing.

Her Children's Teacher
Mrs Baker's library is full of delightful old mahogany and walnut furniture
with scroll}' legs and mellow tapestry
that looks as if it might have replaced
the original horsehair. It has books
and sunshine and a sort of democratic
cordiality.
Mrs Baker is like that, too. The wife
of the War Secretary is a middle-sized,
slender woman, with blondish hair, blue
eyes and regular features. Her manner
i6 animated, and definite. She sparkles
with fun. She is a college woman and
an accomplished singer. She teaches
mimic to her three children and is determined her two girls shall have as well
defined a profession or trade as her 11year-old boy, Newton Baker in.
It was the 12-year-old daughter, Elizabeth—Betty for short—who made that
famous bon mot when her peaceful daddy was summoned from his law practice
in Cleveland to run the war machine.
"Father is to be Secretary oi War,
dear, and we're going to Washington to
live, her mother informed.
"0-o-o-o-h, goody!" cried daughter
happily. "Then there won't be any
war!"
Then we got to talking about trades
for babies.
"I want my girls," said their mother,
"to be happily married. I don't know
any better way than to teach them selfsupport.
Then they won't have to

Argued With Burglar
The Mayor's wife was awakened by a
rude shake, a gruff command to tell
where her valuables were and the touch
of a gun muzzle against her body. She
sat up in her little nightie and very sensibly but quite unusually began a pleasant talk with the burglar, arguing that
if he stole her grandmother's heirlooms
he would not only take things that could
not' be replaced, but which would certainly lead to his being caught, since
they were unique and readily identifiable.
"You can have the money" she said
(it was all just like a movie), "and if
you'll tell me your name and why you'ra
committing this crime, I'll see to. it that
you are helped.
But it seemed that, although it was
during a period of widespread unemployment, the gentleman was following his
regular calling, "because it's so dead
easy," as he explained. "Your children
generally leave the door open. I thought
it was safe to take the chance."
"Now, T was perfectly willing to help
that fellow," said Mrs Baker with a sort
of puzzled disappointment in her face.
"I think there are always extenuating
circumstances and that everybody should
have a fair chance. But when he in-l
sisted on taking my grandmother's jewels I
anyhow, and the money, too, I called up ^
the police, and after a fight and scuffle,
in wnich he shot one of.the officers, he
was taken. I still think, if he had let
us help him, we could have saved that
man."
You can see, can't you, how some of
the conservative ladies of the capital
think the War Secretary's wife has some
real radical ideas?
One of her suffrage organizations recently delegated Mrs Baker to attend the.
meetings of the Economy Board of the '!
Council of National Defense, which was
trying to evolve a plan for the saving of
men, money and gasoline for war service
through the readjustment of the wasteful
delivery system of department stores and
food markets.
Mrs Baker wants women to perform

THE MERCHANT AND*MANUFACTURER
Some day we will learn, in
this world that the moral forces
at large in it are really its government, and that the physical
and material efforts of men,
unless inspired by and infused
with moral purpose, cannot
prevail.—Hon. Newton D. Baker, Secretary of War.

the patriotic service of carrying home
their parcels wherever possible, thus releasing the bigger part of \he $700,000,000 a year the merchants of the country
spend on the delivery of purchases and
the 100,000 men the system uses for more
imperative service. But she does not approve of the saving unless the women
themselves get something out of it.

Wants Patriots Protected
"Again that is where women are imposed upon," says Mrs Baker. "They
have been urged to do these things as a
patriotic duty until they regard patriotism as its own reward. I . say they
should get some of the financial benefit
a9 well."
One writes: "Please send me your
favorite kitchen recipe to give out at my
club meeting." She sent one. A song
writer begs to be permitted to dedicate
a composition to the little Avar lady, and
will she please send her signature? Of
course she does. An old woman pleads
for "a small piece of your newest evening gown" to put in her famous persons'
patchwork quilt. The piece of the evening gown is hunted up and dispatched.
Mrs Baker attends to her mail "late at
night, when everything's quiet," generally working till 12 or 1 o'clock because
she "hates to disappoint and refuse."
She is that kind.
She came out to the steps of her house
as I left.
"Don't make me out a wild-eyed
shouter for the rights of the human
race,'' she smiled, "just because I believe in votes for women and birth control and labor unions and education for
everybody! But, oh, I am glad New
York went suffrage!"
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CONSERVE LABOR,
LEAGUE WARNING
National Consumers' Convention Discusses Danger of
Devitalizing Workers
"SPEEDING UP" FOR WAR
NO HELP TO PRODUCTION
Participation of Employes
Councils for Increased
Output Urged

in

By FLORENCE L. SANVILLE
Chairman for Pennsylvania of the Committee on
Women in Industry of the Advisory Commission
of Council of National Defense.

BALTIMORE, Nov. 1 5.—The delegates to
the eighteenth annual meeting of the N'ational Consumers' League devoted today's
sessions to consideration of the means' of
applying practically the policy of conservation of labor in wartime, which had been
unequivocally proclaimed as a national policy by Secretary Baker, of the War Department, at the public session last night. As
president of Lite Consumers' League, the
Secretary of "War had admonished its members that if ever they had been busy in the
past, now was the time to redouble their
efforts in order to avert .the calamity of a
nation devitalized by destructive conditions
of labor at home while the sons of the
nation were being sacrificed upon the battlefields of Prance.
The first answer to this call to arms for
social conservation came in the report lo
the council at the morning session by the
publication by the see'retary of the National
Consumers' League, Miss Josephine Goldmark, best known to the general public as
former coworker with Justice .iSrandeis in
the preparation of the briefs in support of
labor laws and as the author of "Fatigue
and Efficiency."
In Miss Goldmark's report was summed
up the very best that the country is giving
today of quiet, sustained effort to maintain
our energies and vitality unimpaired, and.
for all the quiet simplicity of its presentation, it brought the delegates to their feet
In enthusiastic appreciation. The item of
most immediate application to the pressing
problems of today was the outline of the
work of the committee on industrial fatigue
of the Council of National Defense, madeup of medical experts and re-enforced by a
few specialists on industrial questions,
among whom is Miss GoldmarR! The function of this committee seems likely to become similar' to that of the "Health of
Munitions Workers Committee" of the Ministry of Munitions in Great Britain, of which \
we have been hearing so much in this coun

Studying Work's Reaction
The committee lias been gathering and
studying facts among other things as to the
reaction upon women of certain kinds of
work and the relation between hours and
output : and when these facts have been
■made public Uncle Sard—like his British
cousin—will be obliged to shake himself out
C'f any delusion which still prevails that he
can clothe or feed or supply his soldiers
most qvilckly by the simple process of
"speeding up" the workers who are making
his supplies. One of the most significant
pieces of testimony to the fact that continuous and Increased production cannot be
secured in this way. is the recent ruling of
the Wisconsin Industrial Board, made iu
the midst of the demands of war, prohibiting the night Work of women in faotor;es.
an act based largely on facts which the
committee brought to the attention ol the
board.
A second element contributory to the
maintenance of sustained uninterrupted production—so necessary at this time—was
brought out in the report of the chairman
of the committee on public utilities, Miss
Pauline Ooldmark', in her stirring advocacy
oC collective bargaining. This carries out
the^ idea forcibly expressed in the editorial
which appeared in the PUBLIC LEDGER of
Wednesday. November 14, that
The time has come for employers" to
realize that the day of the open shop is
past. It is a scandal that nine-tenths of the
labor, of this country continues unorganized, unrepresented in the councils
of its conductors, lacking ordered and
concerted impulses of self-contn .1 and
subject to the incursions of wild and
anarchistic propaganda.
The participation of the workers through
their elected representatives in all the
plans and councils for ' increased production alone can have the steadying Influence
that this editorial so ably calls for, Formal
recognition of this fact was given by the
National Consumers' League in the program of the clos'ng sessions of the convention. At the luncheon meeting, held in the
T. W. C. A. Building. Miss Mary McDowell,
of the University Settlement of Chicago,
appeared as a fraternal delegate from the
Women's Trade Union League. Miss McDowell outlined the character of the work
into which women are now being called—
specifying the handling of freight as one
occupation which a railroad in Chicagr:
had planned to turn over to women, but
had reconsidered as the result cf the unfavorable opinion which Miss McDowell expressed after a study of the facts.
"Only Tiny Beginnings"
Various other kinds of employment were
enumerated into which women are being
called for the first time—these signifying,
however, in the words of the speaker "only
the liny beginnings of something tremendouswhich is about to happen to us."
Working Women's Part in Program The working women, who are the .ones
most vitally affected by this tremendous
thing, as represented in their various trade
unions, contributed the chief part of the
program of the closing session, which look
the form of a joint conference between the
Consumers' League and the Women's Trad.
Union League on Thursday night. Tha
speakers at the conference were Miss Mabol
Gillespie. of the Massachusetts Minimum
Wage Commission : Miss Grace Abbott, director of the child labor division of the
Children's Bureau, and representatives of
the following: Office employes, white good.)
workers, textile* operatives, bindery women
and garment workers.
The speakers, beginning with Miss Gillespie, whose address was a tribute to the
power of organization among working
women in securing legislation, ail contributed their tes'tim riy Lo the need of collective action and collective bargaining in
meeting the condition of industry today.

ARMY AND NAVY REGISTER.
BAKER DENIES BIG LOSS.
Reports circulated by German propagandists of
enormous losses sustained by the French and British
armies were formally denied yesterday by Secretary
of War Baker in a leter to Senator Saulsbury, of
Delaware.
Secretary Baker said that up to June 1 the losses
of the British expeditionary forces in deaths in action and deaths from wounds were about 7 per cent
of the total of all men sent to France since the beginning of the war, and that the ratio of losses of
this character has been considerably reduced since
because of the improved methods of attack and the
artillery superiority of the allies.
Senator Saulsbury's letter in part is:
"The pro-German campaign to discourage American patriotism by pessimistic reports regarding the
danger to our soldiers in France seems to be very
thoroughly organized, and I have been endeavoring
to prove the falsity of some of the many statements
I have heard regarding the military casualties of the
allies.
"I believe it would be a good thing if the exact
percentage could be made public.
"While the Germans furnish for the home consumption of their nationals official statements covering all matters pertaining to the war in the most
favorable way, they have certainly not overlooked in
this country, from the reports which I receive, possibility of discouraging citizens of the free countries
of the world from encountering dangers in the defense of the rights which are necessary to make life
worth living anywhere. The smallest discouragements are with Prussian thoroughness as carefully
magnified as the gravest dangers."
Secretary Baker's reply follows:
"The rumors to which you refer in your letter have
been called to my attention several times in the past
few weeks
I have ignored them because all of us
now that the American people are not children to be
frightened out of the path of duty we have chosen,
merely for the reason that the duty is grim
"As we take the place that is our natural heritage
to the war for world liberty, it is inevitable that manV
of our sons and brothers will fall. How heavy this
sacrifice may be none of us can foretell
"I am unable to give you in actual 'numbers the
figures for which you ask. Up to about June 1 the
losses of the British expeditionary forces in deaths
in action and death from wounds were about 7 per
cent of the total of all the men sent to France since
the beginning of the war. It may be added that the
ratio of losses of this character today, because of improved tactics and the swiftly mounting allied superiority in artillery, is less than 7 to every 100 men "

MAJOR-GENERAL LEONARD WOOD
(CHRISTMAS DAY, 1917, will be a sad day for
^ women whose loved ones have gone overseas.
They go for us—our chosen representatives to fight
in a just and righteous cause. Their sacrifice will be
for human progress and betterment and for good
faith and righteousness between nations. Women
will weep, but with the sorrow will come the consolation of duty done, and the consciousness that had
sons, brothers and husbands not gone as men should
go when the nation calls, their women could not have
respected them.

SECRETARY DANIELS
r^HRISTMAS, 1917, will be the saddest of all the
^ festive days in this generation. Millions of
men, fighting "somewhere in France" will eat cold
Christmas dinners in the trenches. Their hearts
will be with their mothers at home. By the empty
firesides, their mothers will be longing for a sight of
the son in uniform, always a boy to his mother.
The heart hunger will be stayed and helped by the
reflection that the separation and the sacrifice are
for the same cause that in every century has sent
brave men forward to serve humanity.
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SECRETARY BAKER
'T'HE women of America, although they are
x
most actively engaged in war work, are perhaps not yet fully aroused to the demands
which will be made upon them, and the tremendous power of -the economic weapons
which they may wield and must employ, if
the war is to be won without needless sacrifice of the men of the nation.
May Christmas Day bring to us all, and
particularly to the women who have sent some
dear one to the front, an opportunity to think
of and to decide upon some new way, great or
small, in which the republic may be served,
and the cause so vitally near to our hearts
may be advanced. It will be through our
own planning and by working ourselves that
the sorrows of separation and sacrifice can be
most surely exalted into the spirit of enthusiasm and devotion.
The spirit of Christmas this year is the
spirit of the Christ in sacrifice, rather than
the spirit of feasting and festivity. From
such a Christmas there will blossom a richer
and a fuller life to bless the world.

Pmil Thompson, N. P.

IMJL^MU (MAZSU
WAR SCANDALS.
Big Business is out to get Baker.
After bulldozing General Crozier for
two or three hours, a congressional
committee got him to say that if there
were any delays in his department
Baker was responsible for them. At
the same time Crozier stated that "not
a single man had or would be delayed five minutes in reaching the theatre of war because of the lack of
modern rifles." In other words, if
anything had happened it would have
been Newton Baker's fault. But nothing happened.
Here's something that did happen:
On the same morning- that the Crozier
testimony was printed in the papers,
the Tribune carried a two-column editorial yelling for Baker's blood. They
also carried a cartoon on the subject.
But here is the funny part of it. The
cartoon must have been prepared before the news statement was issued.
In other words the campaign seems
to have been framed up in advance.
Looking at it from the standpoint of
a fellow up a tree, I should say that
Big Business is going to put up a
big fight for its own skin. Wilson
already has the British Tories on the
run and prospects look none too good
for our own profiteers. Big Business
doesn't dare strike at Wilson directly.
So they are tackling Baker first. If
they get away with it, they may get
bolder. In any event they will run
as close to the treason line as possible.
Baker's chief crime was in cutting
the steel graft in two and in refusing
to be held up for coal. He has been
a marked man ever since. Roosevelt's
famous race to Camp Grant was the
first move against the Secretary of
War. Roosevelt beat the rifle supply
into camp by six hours and made a
windy speech about lack of rifles, although the men were not ready for
them. Now the Tribune cuts loose.
The immediate objective seems to be
to make Medill McCormick senator
and T. R. president. When we are
at war T. R. and the Tribune ought
to quit playing politics or play on the
American side. It's small time stuff.
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which will be made upon them, and the tremendous power of. the economic weapons
which they may wield and must employ, if
the war is to be won without needless sacrifice of the men of the nation.
May Christmas Day bring to us all, and
particularly to the women who have sent some
dear one to the front, an opportunity to think
of and to decide upon some new way, great or
small, in which the republic may be served,
and the cause so vitally near to our hearts
may be advanced. It will be through our
own planning and by working ourselves that
the sorrows of separation and sacrifice can be
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The spirit of Christmas this year is the
spirit of the Christ in sacrifice, rather than
the spirit of feasting and festivity. Prom
such a Christmas there will blossom a richer
and a fuller life to bless the world.

WAR SCANDALS.
Big Business is out to get Baker.
After bulldozing General Crozier for
two or three hours, a congressional
committee got him to say that if there
were any delays in his department
Baker was responsible for them. At
the same time Crozier stated that ''not
a single man had or would be delayed five minutes in reaching the theatre of war because of the lack of
modern rifles." In other words, if
anything had happened it would have
been Newton Baker's fault. But nothing happened.
Here's something that did happen:
On the same morning that the Crozier
testimony was printed in the papers,
the Tribune carried a two-column editorial yelling for Baker's blood. They
also carried a cartoon on the subject.
But here is the funny part of it. The
cartoon must have been prepared beL
fore the news statement was issued.
In other words the campaign seems
to have been framed up in advance.
Looking at it from the standpoint of
a fellow up a tree, I should say that
Big Business is going to put up a
big fight for its own skin. Wilson
already has the British Tories on the
run and prospects look none too good
for our own profiteers. Big Business
doesn't dare strike at Wilson directly.
So they are tackling Baker first. If
they get away with it, they may get
bolder. In any event they will run
as elose to the treason line as possible.
Baker's chief crime was in cutting
the steel graft in two and in refusing
to be held up for coal. He has been
a marked man ever since. Roosevelt's
famous race to Camp Grant was the
first move against the Secretary of
War. Roosevelt beat the rifle supply
into camp by six hours and made a
windy speech about lack of rifles, although the men were not ready for
them. Now the Tribune cuts loose.
The immediate objective seems to be
to make Medill McCormick senator
and T. R. president. When we are
at war T. R. and the Tribune ought
to quit playing politics or play on the
American side. It's small time stuff.
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THE PROBLEM OF COLLEGE STUDENTS
NEWTON D. BAKER '91, SECY OF WAR

^htHWN.FOB Alt tgg^jQ

<From;the Patriotic News Service,
National Committee of
Patriotic Societies)

\'

When the call to national service
arose, spirited young m?n everywhere
of course wanted to be employed in a
patriotic way, and I suppose there is
■scarcely a young man in any college
in the country who has not very anxiously addressed to himself the question: "What can I do7"
[ think that there is no general
answer to this question.
Even in
those caseb where it would be obviously better for a young man to stay
at college and prepare himself for
later and fuller usefulness, yet if the
young man in so doing acquires a low
vievt of his own courage, and feels
that he was electing the less worthy
NEWTON D. BAKER, LL.B. '91
course, the effect en the young man
of that state of mind toward his own
actions probably would be so preju- "7
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W KINDS OF FIGHTERS.
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ut there are at least two sorts of fighters. There is
who is good with fist, gun or brickbat. There is
hter who is good with figures and details,
auldn't back Mr. Baker at odds of 1 to 100 against
llivan, aged 85 years and paralyzed with 90-proof
t for a fellow to unravel and train problems to suit
ies, to study out, hunt down, tame and arrange in
id march toward a final get-there elusive and retails there's Newton D. Baker, and almighty few
le's a fighter of tough propositions. He likes them,
alive, with pleasure.
tit Wilson might have chosen a husky fire-eater
secretary and by now we might have a million of
cien over in Europe being murdered by Germany's
Ir. Baker's aim has been to get as many men as
3SS, as soon as possible, but only men who would
lo things when once across. While a relentless
beyond any question, show mistakes and a whole
not done during the past eight months, it is bound
>untains removed, seeming impossibilities overhe most astonishing progress made, considering
conditions. It may publicly disclose all that the
digging and doing little secretary of war has
figured out and worked out, and we suspect that
xactly why Mr. Baker greets that inquiry "with
le is no man to^tand on the dome of the capitol
!id it!" But if congress discloses who did it, we
Newton will not be ill-pleased so you can notice it.
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"A relentless inquiry into the war management is faced
by Secretary Baker with pleasure," savs a Washington dispatch, and those who know Baker at all intimately will
believe it.
*'
In appearance, conduct and outward disposition Mr.
Baker is about the last man who would be picked out as a
fighter. But there are at least two sorts of fighters. There is
the fighter who is good with fist, gun or brickbat. There is
also the fighter who is good with figures and details.
We wouldn't back Mr. Baker at odds of 1 to TOO against
i u ^ Sulllvan> aged 85 years and paralyzed with 90-proof
alcohol, but for a fellow to unravel and train problems to suit
the necessities, to study out, hunt down, tame and arrange in
lock-step and march toward a final get-there elusive and refractory details there's Newton D. Baker, and almighty few
like him. He's a fighter of tough propositions. He likes them.
He eats 'em alive, with pleasure.
President Wilson might have chosen a husky fire-eater
for his war secretary and by now we might have a million of
our young men over in Europe being murdered by Germany's
veterans. Mr. Baker's aim has been to get as many men as
possible across, as soon as possible, but only men who would
be able to do things when once across. While a relentless
inquiry will, beyond any question, show mistakes and a whole
lot of things not done during the past eight months, it is bound
fo show mountains removed, seeming impossibilities overcome, and the most astonishing progress made, considering
the original conditions. It may publicly disclose all that the
quiet little;, digging and doing little secretary of war has
thought put, figured out and worked out, and we suspect that
this is just exactly why Mr. Baker greets that inquiry "with
pleasure." He is no man to^stand on the dome of the Capitol
and yell "I did it!" But if congress discloses who did it, we
believe that Newton will not be ill-pleased so you can notice it.
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Invisible Armor
Extracts from an Address Delivered by Newton D. Baker, Secretary of War, at a National Conference
on War-Camp Community Recreation, Washington, D. C, October 23
NO army ever before assembled in the history of the
world has had so much thought given and so
much labor performed in the interest of its social
organization. It is no reflection on anybody to
say that the ancient method of assembling an army was first
to have some sort of inspiring music marched through the
street, to have a local oratorical outburst on the subject of
the particular cause for which the army was desired, to have
young men follow the music and then be taken off to make
their own camps, to make their own conditions, and then to
be sent to the battlefront with that much training.
But the United States is a civilized country. Nobody realized how civilized it was until we assembled this army, for
instantly there came from all parts of the country a demand
that this army should not be raised as armies hitherto had
been; that it should not be environed as armies hitherto had
been, but that such arrangements should be made as would
insure that these soldiers, when actually organized into an
army, would represent and carry out the very highest ideals
of our civilization. . . .
For a great many years in America we have been struggling
almost despondently with the problem of the large cities. We
knew that the large city was economically and industrially
more efficient. We knew that by getting people close to the
place where they were to work, getting them in large groups,
we multiplied the industrial output of the individual. We
knew that by getting people into large cities we were able to
extend over a wider surface the so-called conveniences of
modern civilization: that people could live in better houses;
that they could have better sanitation; that they could have
better medical care; that they could have freer access to public
libraries and opportunities for culture; that they could have
better schools. But we realized that we paid a price for the
city, and that price consisted in the tempestuous and heated
temptations of city life, and every man who has had any opportunity to study city life has had his mind more or less
held in a state of balance between its advantages and its disadvantages.
It used to be said that a family ran out in three generations
living in a city, and that it was necessary to replenish the vitality of city-dwelling people by constant drafts upon the un-

spoiled people of the countryside; and that was, we learned,
because of the vices which grew up in cities, and because all
of those restraints of neighborhood opinion were gone. A boy
in the country was known to everybody of his neighborhood.
His misconduct was marked. The boy in the city could be
a saint in the first ward, where he lived, and a scapegrace in
the tenth ward, without anybody in the first ward discovering
it. There was an absence of that pressure of neighborhood
opinion, that opportunity to cultivate the good opinion of old
neighbors, which was evident in the countryside where conduct
was more obvious.
Now, for a long time we tried a perfectly wrongheaded
process about the city; we tried to pass laws and to enforce
them by policemen, which would cure all these ills. I do not
mean that we ought not to have some policemen, but we
imagined that our sole salvation lay in the passage of laws and
in the employment of policemen. And I can remember when
I was mayor of a middle-western city, that every now and
then some movement would get its start to have a curfew law
passed in that city, to make everybody go to bed at a particular time. Some laws of that kind were passed, and some
supreme courts held they were unconstitutional, and some
held they were constitutional, but no court had any right to
pass on the real fact involved, which was that they were ineffective.
And then all of a sudden the discovery was made that the
way to overcome the temptations and vices of a great city was
to offer adequate opportunity for wholesome recreation and
enjoyment; that if you wanted to get a firebrand out of the
hand of a child the way to do it was neither to club the child
nor to grab the firebrand, but to offer in exchange for it a stick
of candy!
And so there has grown up in America this new attitude,
which finds its expression in public playgrounds, in the organization of community amusements, in the inculcation throughout the entire body of young people in the community of substantially the same form of social inducement which the American college, in modern times, has substituted for the earlier
system of social restraints.
And now that we have these great bodies of young men to
consider, we have also the analogies which are necessary to
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apply to the task. . . . These boys are going to France; they
are going to face conditions that we do not like to talk about,
that we do not like to think about. They are going into a
heroic enterprise, and heroic enterprises involve sacrifices.
I want them armed; I want them adequately armed and
clothed by their government; but I want them to have invisible armor to take with them. I want them to have'an armor
made of a set of social habits replacing those of their homes
and communities, a set of social habits and a state of social
mind born in the training camps, a new soldier state of mind,
so that when they get overseas and are removed from the
reach of our comforting and restraining and helpful hand,
they will have gotten such a state of habits as will constitute
a moral and intellectual armor for their protection overseas.
You are the makers of that armor. General Crozier is
going to make the guns; General Sharpe is going to make
the clothes; but the invisible suit which you are making, this
attitude of mind, this state of consciousness, this esprit de corps
which will not tolerate anything unwholesome, this brand of
righteousness, if I may speak of it as such, which you are
going to put on them here by making them, as a mass, acquire
an attitude towards themselves and towards communities in

which they happen to be, and toward their own country, this
pride that they ought to have in being American soldiers, and
representing the highest ethical type of a modern civilization
—all that you are manufacturing in your armories, in the
basements of churches, the lodge rooms of societies, at the
dinner tables of private homes, in the rooms of Young Men's
and Young Women's Christian Associations. There are all
kinds of places where the sound mind of a community can be
brought into contact, in a wholesome and inspiring way, with
the soldier group in its process of training. . . .
And when the war is over, and our boys come back, and
our cities have strengthened themselves by their cooperation,
and we have throughout the country the common feeling that
we all helped, and share the pride of having participated in
this great undertaking and this great achievement, we shall
find that for the after-war reconstruction, for this great
remedial process as to which none of us know much, and of
which most of us are almost afraid to think, our people are
sound and virile and intelligent, that American public opinion
has been strengthened and made more wholesome and comprehending, and that America is truly a more united people
and understands itself better than it ever did in its history.

Casual Reflections on the Election
By Mary K. Simkhovitch
THERE were not so very many at six o'clock. My
first inquiry, as I picketed on the corner, as to
whether a citizen walking by to our election district
polling place was going to vote for woman suffrage,
was a curiously gentle, "I suppose not." I suppose he didn't.
Cesare in New York Evening Post

AT LAKGE AGAIN

The Tammany Tiger: "They voted for me."

But 91 out of the 228 votes cast in that election district were
for suffrage as against 76 opposed. Fifty-nine of the brethren
cautiously refrained from expressing their opinions, and two
in their passionate zeal to defeat the amendment wrote "No"
in a large, bold hand, which, as in so many cases of headlong
interest, negatived their desire. Two hundred and twentyeight voted of the 239 registered. This gave the election district to suffrage. The cautious 59 evidently were not yet
prepared to take so fateful a step. It is obvious that they
had been asked at any rate not to vote against it.
And the thanks of the women of our neighborhood as
throughout the city are due to the Democratic party organization, as well as to a general change in favor of women's voting
brought about by reason of the President's message of approval and interest, the fine organization of the suffrage leaders and the great services to the country by women at this
time.
For several hours I picketed before turning in as a watcher.
"Sure, I'm for the women," was the general reply to inquiries.
A few of the 76 opposed looked the other way without answering, but in no case was there the faintest discourtesy. With
the men of our district, in fact throughout all the working
districts, the question was taken in a serious manner that was
befitting its great political significance. The shame-facedness
of two years ago was totally absent, and even the small boy's
old slogan of "suffering cats" was absent.
The plain fact is that though indeed the woman's place is
in the home, in our neighborhood it is also so largely in the factory, the workshop, the store and the office that fathers,
brothers and sons have long been convinced of the right and
inevitability of this great political change. In the case of the
Italians of our district, the fact that their women are beginning to work so largely in factories was perhaps the dominant
reason for the change in their attitude towards suffrage. "My
daughter she works, she must vote too like me." It is indeed
obvious.
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BAKER IELLS OF
E
Secretary of War Answers Lee
Meriwether's Letter on Street
Railway Situation.
DIVIDENDS OF 6 PER CENT
U. R. Attorney Had Denied That
Ohio City System Had 3-Cent
Fare or Was Prospering.
The following correspondence was
sent lo the Post-Dispatch today by
Lee Meriwether, who has been active
in opposing the proposed United
Railways ordinance:
"St. Louis, Nov. 19, 1917.
"To the Editor of the Post-Dispatch.
"On Tuesday evening, Nov. 13, in
my argument before the Public Utilities Committee at the city hall, I
stated that the street railways of
Cleveland. O., combine good service
with 6 per cent net profits upon a 3cent fare; Mr. Thomas M. Pierce, attorney of the United Railways Co.,
denied the truth of my statement and
asserted that Cleveland has not got
a 3-cent street car fare and that the
street railway system of that city is
bankrupt.
"So unqualified an assertion by so
eminent a lawyer as Mr. Pierce demands careful consideration, consequently in order to ascertain whether
he or I had adhered to the facts. I
wrote to the Hon. Newton D. Baker,
at present Secretary of War, but formerly Mayor of Cleveland. A copy of
my letter and Mr. Baker's reply will
enable the people of St. Louis to
know how much weight to give to the
assertions of the U. R.'s eminent legal counsel.
Letter to Secretary Baker.
"Here is my letter to Mr. Baker:
"St. Louis, Nov. 14, J917.
"Hon. Newton D. Baker, Sec- .
retary of War, Washington,
D. C:
'Dear Mr. Secretary—We have
pending in St. Louis a proposed
ordinance which, if a.dopted, will
tie the city's hands for 31 years
and permit our street railway
system to earn net dividends
upon $60,000,000—a grossly exaggerated estimate of the system's real value
According to
its own sworn statement, tiled
r
„ ith the State Board of Equalization, the value of its physical
properties is only $6,750,000.

" 'In an argument before the
Public
Utilities
Committee
against this ordinance I stated
that Cleveland's street railway
system combines good service
with 6 per . ent net profits, and
this upon a 3-cent fare.
" 'The attorney of our street
railways replied that my statement is untiue; that Cleveland
has not got a 3-cent fare, and
that the Cleveland street railways are bankrupt as a result of
oppressive municipal regulations.
" 'Mr. Secretary, I know how
overwhelmed you are with affairs of state, nevertheless I indulge the hope that you, as a
former Mayor of Cleveland, can
find time to tell me if my statement was warranted by the facts
-or at any rate, that you will
indicate from whom I may obtain an authoritative memorandum on the subject.
" 'Your known interest in civic
matters, and the enormous importance to St, Louis of this
question—a question upon the
just settlement of which depends
vital interests of a great city
during the next 31 years—emboldens me to intrude upon you
with this inquiry despite your preoccupation with national affairs.
" 'Trusting that you will pardon the intrusion, and with assurances of my great- respect, I
am, very faithfully yours.
" 'LEE MERIWETHER.'
The Secretary's Reply.
"Following is a copy of that part
of the Secretary of War's letter which
covers the inquiry contained in my
letter to him:
"'War Department.\ Washington, D. C, Nov. 16. 1917.
"My Dear Mr. Meriwether:
" 'I have your letter of Nov.
14. I am not in a position to
tell you much about the present
situation in Cleveland, although
this is true:
"'After a settlement of the
street railway controversy the
system went upon a basis of
universal three-cent fares, with
a charge of one cent for a transfer. Later, under the terms of
the ordinance, the charge of one
cent for a transfer was taken off
and transfers were made free,
or, rather, the cent was charged
for them and rebated upon the
presentation of the transfer.
" 'The revenues thus derived
were not adequate and the
charge for the transfers was
later on installed. The same
rate of fare now obtains, so that
you were wholly accurate in
youi statement that the Cleveland system operates at a threecent fare, the charge for a
transfer making the fare four
cents to about 35 per cent of the
passengers.
" 'This situation has obtained,
with the variation above described, since 1910 during all of
which . time the stock of the
company has sold above par—
for the greater part of the
time at about 110, which is the
option price on the stock to the
city; and 6 per cent dividends
have been paid regularly.
" 'Cordially yours,
"'NEWTON D. BAKER,"
" 'Secretary of War.'

"Prospered on Three-Cent Fare.'
"Mr. Pierce undoubtedly will be
glad to loam of the error he made i-i
questioning the truth of my statemen;: and. of course, the I', it. will
be glad to learn from so high an authority ;is the Secretarj of War am!
former Mayor of Cleveland that not
only ir the Cleveland system of street
railways not bankrupt, but that for
the last seven years ii has paid regular 6 per cent dividends and its
stock has always sold above par,
and for the greater part el' the time
has sold at the handsome premium
of 110.
"And all this on :> 3-cenl tare for
i,r, per cent of Us passengers and :i
4-eent fare for Uv- 3o per c&il who
used transfers.
"With this error of its*emtnent counselset right, and with this removal
of its mistaken idea that a 37cen.t
fare means bankruptcy, may not the
people of Si. Louis confidently expect to see the U. R. cease its demand-for a 31-year franchise and
that too. on a 5-eonl fare basis so
as to earn profits on $60,000,000, or
nearly double the actual value of its
physical properties'?
'•The U. R. has bemoaned the my
taking 1 mill out of each 5-cenf
fare;" now that it kr.o'ws thai in
Cleveland 20 mills are taken fron'
each, faie, except where a transfer
is given, and even then that 10 mills
are taken—and still that the system
pays regular dividends of 6 per cent
and that its -stocks sell at 110—
why. with this knowledge vouched
for by the Secretary of War, surely
the U. R. will take courage and
<!■:].--- tc spend thousands of dollars
for half-page advertisements in order to complain of a. tax of only 1
mill, or only one-twentieth of the
amount that is cheerfully and
PROFITABLY paid by the street
railway system of Cleveland.
"LEE MEP.IWETHI3R."
Cleveland Street Car Fares to Be Increased One-Third of a ("cut.
CLEVELAND.
O..
Nov.
20.—
Three-cent street car tickets in Cleveland will be increased one-third of a
cent, effective Jan. 1.
The new fare will be three tickets
for a dime as against the present fare
of five tickets for 15 cents. The onecent charge for transfers will remain
in effect. Cash fares will be four
cents instead of three cents, as at
present.
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'CRETARY BAKER MADE
PROFOUND IMPRESSION
of President's Cabinet Spoke Here to Large and Enthusiastic
Audience Sunday A fteraoon—This Is a Young Man's War, He
Declares and He Predicts That They Will Return to America As
Wodd Heroes After the Conflict.
Newton D. Baker, secretary of war, a vast deal of Trouble to comb the
and find men whom he may
spoke to an audience of Columbians country
send abroad as diplomatic represenyesterday afternoon that taxed the ca- tatives. We send an ambassador to
pacity of the Ideal theater. It was not Germany, we send an ambassador to
known until yesterday morning that France, and one to Italy, and the purSecretary Baker would speak, but an- pose of those ambassadors is to repnouncements were made in the resent us in those countries and tell
churches and from other sources. The the British or the French people or
address was consolidated with the the Italian people, ^tioever the case
meeting of the Y. M. C. A., which had ! may be, what kind of folk we Amerito be transferred to the Ideal theater cans are. And wben one of those amas the Columbia theater had been pre- bassadors is over there he goes about
viously engaged. A large number of from place to place and makes
persons were unable «to get into the speeches and addresses audiences and
theater.
tells them about our iricfustry and our
The secretary of war, who holds a commerce and our love of liberty, our
position at this time, second perhaps goodness of heart, our observance of
to that of the president of the United the ideals of morality, our desire to
States, made a profound impression see the world civilized and to try to
upon the audience.
He is a fluent teach those people to have a correct,
speaker. The speaker was introduced' .lust judgment of our customs in orby Governor Manning in an appro- tier that we may live in harmony with
priate manner.
those people and join our aspirations
Mr. Baker said that this was the with theirs for the accomplishment of
young man's war; that one of the the highest things for human kind,
hardest things he had to do was to Such ambassadors are chosen by the
deny men of his own age the privi- president. But we are about to send
lege of enlisting for the cause of de- another kind of ambassadors, we are
mocracy. He stated that these men about to send ambassadors who will
would live as neighbors with the men not visit ginks and speak in important
or France
and England and that when! places, but hundreds of thousands of
"™y *-fme Dack they would be heroes. \ youn? men chosen right out of your
We do not only want these young homes and mine, your husbands and
nen to die as heroes, but to live as he-1 brothers and sons and mine And they
"^ . ..
..
„_
are going over to fight with the Engune of the portions of the secre- Jish people and the French people and
„arys address which aroused the au- £>e neighbors with them, and when
Hience to extended applause was the ~ - -——
L1 ,. .
-=-1
pllusion to the famous address by Mar- tne3r come back these English and 1
fthal Joffre of France, who, when the us
French
people
will
have
a
picture
of
I
|enemy was advancing upon the very > not drawn from the lofty and calwords of some official repre
J'citadel of Paris, wrote that masterly culated
°
' address to the soldiers and ended with sentative who goes as an ambassador j
this statement: "The least France ex- to create a good opinion, but by ac-1
pects of you is to die where yon tual contact with young Americans as
I
stand." This, said the speaker, gave they really are.
"And, therefore, I am especially uux- ■
the soldiers of France a new morale
and the Germans were driven back ious, 1 am most deepiy concerned not I
over half the territory which they only because of my pride as an>
had conquered.
American, but because of my 'very
Secretary Baker spoke also of the great desire for the future peace and
ntrw English army and the great part well being of the world that those solthat It was now playing in the great diers who' go to France should be the
conflict This, too, was greeted with representatives of the best that is in
continued applause.
us. I want them not only to fight
After a shot introduction to his ad- I bravely at the front, as, of course,
dress the secretary said, in part:
they will, because cowardice was left
"This great camp which you have out of the composition of Americans
on the outskirts of your city and at the original creation and they never
which now has some 16,000 men in it have gotten over it. I not only want
wlH soon have a fan division of 27,- them to die bravely on French battle j
000 men, and they are going to go fields, if that be the fate in store for I
across the sea and fight with heroes them, and to water with their blood ru
for freedom.
that blood stained field the tree of |
"Now you and I have very deep in- liberty, which they are so willing to j
terests in this enterprise; we have do, but I want them to live in France ]
many interests in it Of course, it is and England in such a knightly way ;
oar first interest that these boys that while they are there and when j
should come back; as they will come they come away the impression left.
back with victory in their hands. And on British and French tamo's of the
we want that victory, not that we may American soldier and the American
sink Lusitanlas, not that we may bom- people will be that they are truly
bard defenseless places and peoples, sons of civilization with their face.i
not that we may tear up treaties and turned toward the light and that the
call them scraps of paper, not that nation which they represent to the
we may impose our imperial will upon i French and British nations can join j
somebody else, but in order that we hands in an indissoluble combination j
may help to pass on to other peoples for the protection and guaranty of a j
and to later generations the freedoms reign of peace and justice and right-;
and liberties which our fathers fought eousness throughout the world.
]
and died for here and which have
"Every man in tills audience would 1
demonstrated their validity by mak- Irte to contribute to that. I suppose j
ing us not only the great free people perhaps that the grief that affects
of the world, but the great progres- most of us who have come to my time
sive, industrial, commercial, liberty of life is that the doctors say that we I
loving people of modern civilization. are too old to go. I sit in my office |
"And then we have another interest and men come in and stand in front |
in the preparation of this army. .The
of me and slap their chests and dancepresident of the United States—every around and perform antics, and when
president when he is elected—goes to
I am surprised at them they say, 'Mr.
Secretary, have you ever seen anybody

younger and stronger than I am?' and
j I say, 'You seem strong,' and they say,
I The doctors say I am too old to go,
I and I want to g».' And one of the
things I have to do in my office in
I "Washington is to say to the men in
Washington, 'No, this is not our time;
I It is the young man's time; this is his
heroic opportunity; ours is past; .we
must do the mulling and carrying on
of industry; but the heroic part of going 'over the top' belon to the young
men.' And each person to whom I say
that turns away sad and disappointed.
"And if I were to put the question
to a vote m this audience of every man
above the age of acceptability as a soldier as to whether he wanted to help
in this heroic enterprise, the vote
would be unanimous, whether it means
going to France or helping at home.
We can not all go, but we can help.
You people are going to live neighbors
to those young men in the camp. Let
them catch from you the spirit of
America that they will take with them
as the spirit of an upright nation, of
a loving people, as a people proud of
their exploit, righteous in their
strength, as we send them forth as
ambassadors not only in a military
sense, but as neighbors of good will
and righteousness. You can be very
helpful to those young men by continuing the policy you have already begun. Beginning with your great governor the State of South Carolina has
been most hospitable to the soldiers
of the republic and most helpful in the
activities of the republic which are
necessary for this enterprise. Continue
forward in that way. .Suppose the activities of the Young Men's Christian
association and the other agencies of
your community. Open your arms and
take these soldier boys in so that when
they go to France they will go not only
out of t«ie inspiration of their own heroic youths, but with a message from
you, an impression given them by you
which makes them feel that they do
represent the whole American people
and that their* struggle, their sacrifice
and their victory are for you and for
our common country.
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KER WILL
1 111;
Following entertainment at dinner and of the speakers' bureau of the
by the governor and a review of the |"Virginia Council of Defense; Major
newly organized military for state de- Clarence Wyatt, of the Blues; Captain
fense in. Capitol square, Secretary of )•'. W. Tucker, Jr., of the Hanover
War Nev. ton D. Baker will speak to- Grays and Colonel W. M. Hunley, secnight at S:13 o'clock at the city audi- ■ retary of the council of defense.
Chairman Coleman Wortham, of the
torium. It is probable that a large
percentage of the people of Richmond Richmond Red Cross, today is arrangwill make strenuous efforts to hear ing final details in the reception of
him and special arrangements were Henry P. Davison. On the stage of the
completed today by the police traffic auditorium will be the chorus of the
squad, with the assistance of other
organizations, 10 handle the crowd. '
Seldom lias Richmond beenjhonored
in so short a time with the addresses
scheduled tor this week liy men of
prominence, Henry P. Davison. chairman of the war work council of the
American Red Cross, being on the
program for the auditorium Friday
night at a mass-meeting under the
auspices of the Richmond Red Cross
chapter.
Secretary Baker, who will spend the
day at Camp Lee, will be accompanied
by Representative Albert Johnston, of
the state of Washingti n, who has just
returned from an inspection of the
French trenches. Occupying the platform tonight will be the governor and
his staff aid prominent citizens and
war workers of the city and state. The.
line of march of the escort to Secretary Baker will be from Capitol square
as follows: Grace street to Fifth, to
Franklin, to kalirel, to Floyd avenue,
to Linden street to the auditorium.
The sei retary of war will pass between
the troops, arid the latter will then
be dismisi
Troops in Line
i articipants in the escort will form
as follows: The Blues. Captain Thomas
B. McDowell, in Capital square, north
side of capitol, facing north. The Howitzers, Captain Hugh Stockdell. south
side of the Washington monument,
facing north. The Richmond College
training corps, Major John Raldolph
Tucker, south side of Grace street,
right resting at Ninth .street.
The
John Marshall high school cadets.
Captain Marshall! G. Munce, south side
school and the
of Grace street, right resting at Eighth
street. The Hatiover Grays, Captain Wednesday club chorus, with instruK. W. Tucker, Jr., south side of Grace mental music by Kessnjch's orchestra.
street, between Seventh and Eighth The program will be distinctly patristreet, facing north. The whole '.mili- otic, the audience being requested to
tary escort will be in command of participate in singing national anthemk and a spirit of war work and
Major Clarence W>'&tt.
Arrangements for the parade were national duty will prevail.
Red Cross Work
completed by Colonel Jo Bane Stern,
inspector-general of state militia;
Mr. Davison will speak on the work
Captain Hugh Stockdell, of the Ho- ^accomplished by the American Red
witzers; Captain Thomas B. McDowell, Cross and work the organization exof the Blues', Bewis H. Maeheh,\ direc- pects to accomplish with the proper
tor of. the legislative reference bureau
[.Continued on' Sixth Page]

(Contimied from First Pago)
cooperation of the people. Ivy B. Bee,
assistant to Mr. Davison, will address
the students of the public schools in
special meetings.
Several thousand
members of the Red Cross here will
attend the ^neeting. Mr. Davison and
his party are completing a semi-national campaign on behalf of war relief work which included many of the
•\arger cities of the middle west and
wuth.
Birmingham is one of the southern
Mties visited recently by Mr. Davison,
Who is meeting Red Cross workers
' ace to face and the public generally
or the purpose of giving a detailed ac■ount' of the organization's - work.
Vhile in Birmingham Mr. Davison discussed the firm foundation on which
)he Red Cross has been placed, saying:
We regarded the' Red Cross as an em,'em symbolical of the organized heart
the American nation.
'
Belongs to Everybody
"It belongs to everybody—I am only.
>e of many; it it your Red Cross and
y, Red Cross and everybody's Red
"oss; and we want every man, wom1 and child in the United States to
■ el that way about it. And let me
Ky just here that one of the primary
ojects of this trip we are making now
i to impress upon the minds of the j
eople just this fact; to tell them what i
e are doing with their money that i
hey have so liberally subscribed; to
M them that in every spot on the
ace of the earth where the, allied
orces obtain the Red Cross is doing
-ffective and intensive work.
■ "Reseults have been far beyond any.hing I ever dreamed of.
On our
western entourage we found in tiny
little villages wonderful organizations,
Working just as the women and! men
in the great cities are working, making bandages, knitting sweaters and
comforts for our soldiers and sailors;
indeed, there isn't a rural district in
these United States where the Red
Cross response has not been enthusiastic and genuine.
"In the south the enthusiasm and
courage which we have met has been
Bhenomenal; and yet the war council
work of the Red Cross is only five
months old. Every dollar of the $100,000,000 subscribed is invested in Red
Cross work with interest; this can be
done through the tremendous volunteer work' which we have had. Of
course, all pur work is supplemental \
to the war and navy departments and .
nothing is done except through re-:
'■'isit''- " from them."

■
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HOW WE SNAPPED THIS PHOTO
OF SECRETARY OF WAR BAKER
The Scribes of Jacksonville Certainly Admire Manner in Which
They Were Treated By This
Noted Cabinet Member of President Wilson's—Is Finest Man to
"Get" in Country.

Secretary of War
Newton D. Baker

(By M. J. M.1
There are three newspaper men in.
Jacksonville today who certainly ad- !
mire Secretary Of. War Newton
I >. I
Baker, for he is a "regular'' fellow. 1
He proved that yesterday before he |
had been in Jacksonville three min- |
utes.
The Seaboard Air Line train was j
due to arrive at 1:16 o'clock, and it !
was fifteen minutes ahead of time. So I
hardly any of the delegation was on
hand at the station, and we had just !
arrived when the secretary and his ■
party came
walking through the
gates, having alighted from the train
and quickly made their way toward
the street exit.
When we saw he had passed the
sunny spot and was under the big
shed of the union station the chances
tor getting a good picture seemed all
over, but we stepped tip, and before
any of us was introduced the secretary stepped over to where we were
and said: "Well, boys, did I get out
of the good sunlight too soon?''
J caught my breath in time to say
that he had, and Jack Spottswood,
who came along to get the picture
chimed in with the same thing, while
Roy Bishop, who accompanied us to,
get a chance to "lamp"' the man of
the hour, was about to say something when Mr. Baker turned to the
committee which was waiting and
said: "Just wait a minute or two. I'm
groins back here and let these boys
get a snapshot."
With that he walked back about
ten/ yards and Jack stepped out a
pace or two in front of him and go',
one. while the secretary stood perfectly still. Then Jack thought he
might need another and so stepped UP
a little closer and got another one
the secretary all the while waiting
with a pleasant smile on his face.
Roy touched me on the shoulder
and said: "Well, he's certainly in
focus -all right." which meant that
Roy thought Secretary Baker was a
T'hoto by Spottswood
tru'e-blue sport. because everything
is the weeretnr.v of AVH r posing
Rov thinks about is sports, and he forHere
the Times-lJiiioii's ofltcia photon" j
talks that way. I agreed with him. So rnplier.
we got the picture all right, and here
it is.

fmvr
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Or of Byng Versus Baker.

[From the Boston Transcript]
The great British victory, for which
every enemy of [Germany is grateful to
General Byng, must have been a. surprise
to the War Department and most of all
to the Secretary of War. Byng is a cavalry officer and the advance blazed by
thetanks was followed up with British
cavalry. It has been the-theory of Secretary Baker that such a thing would not
happen In this war. Some six months ago
he ordered the changing of a number of
regular regiments of cavalry into field artillery, and most of the militia cavalry
into machine gun units or infantry. General "Wood was one of a number of general
officers in the army who protested against
the department's action in respect of the
cavalry and urged upon the Secretary the
belief that the cavalry would "come back"
and be an important factor in the war.
Throughout the service the word went that
"Secretary Baker says the cavalry is out
of date" and many of the best cavalry
officers transferred to other arms of the
service. So it was an army officer hereabouts, when asked what he thought of the
work of Byng and his cavalry, remarked
"It's a case of Byng versus Baker."

.
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"O wad some power the giftiegi'e us
To see oursel's as ithers see us.
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NEW CIVILIZATION WILL DAWN
•v'ewton D. Baker in the New York Independent.
Nobody knows what the world is going to be
like when this war is over. No imagination is able
to picture the sort of civilization the world will
have after this conflict. But we do know that when
. this war is over the rehabilitation of a stricken, if
not paralyzed, civilization is going to be a long
drawn out and uphill task, and there will be ne*d
on every hand for trained minds, for trained and
schooled men.
When the reconstruction of the world takes
place, when a finer and better civilization has been
worked out, when the human race puts its shoulders
to the wheels of industry and begins to spread
abroad the impalpably valuable discoveries of
science—I can imagine that a new history of the
world will be written. And it will date, I think,
from this great war, when men realized perhaps
for the first time in a fundamental way that the
waste in conflict was an unrecoverable waste; that
the upkeep of enormous armies was too great a
burden to bear; and that the real happiness of
mankind is based upon the peaceful pursuits which
aim to make available the great resources of the
world.
When peace comes America will have a special
opportunity for a great service.
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CLEVELAND WOMEN

Consumers' League Number

lion. Newton D. Baker, PtTs'ident, The National Consumers' League
MESSAGE FROM THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
Our
of the country are very great;
The demands of this war upon the iiiclu
temptation, therefore, is to lei down, if not t" break down some of ihe safeguards which
liave been built op particularly for the beneftt off the most defenseless part of our industrial population, the women and children.
I am therefore very happy to feel that the Consumers' League, which lias for so
many years devoted itself With intelligent and effective zeal to the improvement of the
hours and conditions of labor of women and children in this country, is redoubling' its
elf.iris in this time of national strain, to protect us against errors which would be serious
to our industrial and economic stability.
We must be a strong people, both for I in- war and after the war. and we cannot be
1 strong people unless we are .iusl and wise in the conditions with which we surround
the lives of those who work, and particularly those who are either young and therefore
frail or are women and therefore will give to the next generation whatever of strength
it is to have.
(Signed) NEWTON D. BAKER.

FOREWORD
The firing line is ;i Long line. It stretches from Flanders to the sweatshops of our American eities. For
the sake of the men "over there" we must keep our
army at home fit.
President Wilson says:
"It is evident to every thinking man that our industries . . . must he made more efficient than ever
. and that men and women who devote their
thought and their energy to these things will he serving the country and conducting the fight for peace and
freedom just as truly and effectively as the men on the
battlefields and in the trenches. . . . No man is
a true American who does not realize that all the objects of our national life are common objects and not
separate objects. We must see to it that there is no
overcrowding, no bad sanitation, no unnecessary
spread of avoidable diseases, that women are not driven to impossible tasks and children not permitted to
spend their energy prematurely; that all the hope of
the race must be preserved and that men must be preserved according to their individual needs and not
according to the program of industry."
Secretary of War Baker says:
You can rest assured that no attack upon our hardwon industrial standards will receive any comfort
from me. Experience during the war has demonstrated beyond possibility of argument that you cannot
cheat nature, and that those who have been insisting
so many years upon the maintenance of a national minimum are more than vindicated. As Secretary of War
I am more than ever concerned, for on the protection
of basic standards of life our national power ultimately
depends.
THE CONSUMERS' LEAGUE IS THE RED
CROSS FOR OUR INDUSTRIAL ARMY.
GRACE E. DRAKE.
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U , ' he strikes in the Shipyards were not under the control of Secretary
Baker. Those are being handled by the Shipping Board largely. The
Shipping Board had a very unfortunate experience in the quarrel between
General Goetnals and Messrs. Denman and Brent. I was in Washington
at -the time it was going on. Both the General and Mr. Denman were
accustomed to having their own way, both had been masters of their own
affairs^and large affairs—and it was case of where neither one was willing
to give m to the other; and President Wilson did the only thing to be
done,—that was, set them both down and out. T don't think it is good
business to -put Goethals back, but T think his ability should be utilized
to a greater extent than is being done now. And there are many other
places where it could be used.
■ r "I am thoroughly in accord with you to set all questions of Politics
aside and pick out the best men for the places. The President does not get
away from a desire to naturally favor the Democrats; at the same time,
a.great many appointments have been made without respect to partv politics
'I think Elihu Root would be a much stronger man than Lansing.
(,. ''My Ideas regarding the election of President and Vice-President I am
enclosing in a separate memorandum: and if this had been in force for the
llast four years, we would have had the active assistance of Teddv and
■jTaft, which would have been of tremendous value and help. I don't 'know
how.it will.strike you, but I have felt very stronglv regarding this for the
last ten years;, but I have been unable to get man? people interested in it.
!•
"I hope by the time you get thru reading this letter vou won't be
/exhausted. You had better take it home for a week-end job. If vou don't
agree with me about these things, don't hesitate about coming back.''
,
Kansas Editor Sends 1 Jovial Jolly.
It is fully appreciated. He says: "Commend the tone and spirit of
,ybur daily Specials. It is patriotic, delivers a wagon load of truth in a paragraph and from this distance appears to possess the judgment to warrant
the title "Boy Solomon."
n'., "We have used a number of stories from your daily reports and every
few days* it gives us an angle on a news item of importance which can be
jdeveloped from a local angle. Almost invariably we try to give you credit
for originating ideas and on several occasions have sent you marked copies
of the State Journal."

WRITE OCCASIONALLY
BORN 1848
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SPECIAL MARKET REPORT
/RED C. KING, JUNIOR EDITOR
FRANK I. KING. SENIOR EDITOR

Corn Firm. Larger Receipts Needed.
Reported, government will soon put enough cars into the corn belt to
imove.corn,freely. This caused some selling. Larger stocks badly needed in
'terminal markets. Recent advance in oats has been largely due to govern.rrient buying of cash. Argentine wheat receipts increasing.

MEMBERS
TOLEDO PRODUCE EXCHANGE
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE

Toledo, Ohio, Thursday, November 22,
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Secretary Of War Baker.
Listen! Chicago man talks. He says Secretary Baker is the greatest
man in Washington, next to President Wilson. Our Chicago friend is a big,
broad-minded man whose business has kept him in Washington most of the
past six months. His letter was a solid four page type-written resume of his
personal observations. We condense as follows:
"Having- a little spare time on my hands seems to be a serious question
because I impose on my friends. I am going to take up the question of
becretary taker with you. You ask a good many questions regarding
Baker that 1 can't answer, but I will give you my impression of the man,
and I have had more or less personal contact with him since last Spring
"On account of newspaper articles, I ranked him along with Secretarv
panfels until f met him, but from that time my Opinion of him has been
improving steadily, and I have a great deal of admiration and respect for
him. He was appointed on a peace basis, there is no question about that.
He says so. But then he was given the biggest job at Washington next to
Wilson s,rm
and he changed from a peace advocate to a man who had to build
U
SA",S ? y of the United States from less than 100,000 men to the basis of
2,000,000, and he has only been six to seven months at the job
■He had an organization that was bound with bands of red tape and
iron; he had a bunch of officers who had grown old in the service on a
peace basis and wlu> were absolutely unfitted Cor their positions on a war
basis but whom he could not remove. He had an assistant secretarv appointed at the same time he was, who was a nonentity and never has'done
anything until he got out of his job last week. He was confined bv the
red tape of the Civil Service Commission in securing a great deal of his
help. He was handicapped by most men in brass buttons believing they
know it all and being- intensely jealous of any civilian assistance. His department had been disorganized by his predecessors, so that each post did
the purchasing for its own needs, all except the most important items. It
was run on the basis—"Take care of yourself if vou can, but don't bother
us at Washington." Consequently, he had no nucleus of a Purchasing Department that was accustomed to buying in quantities and distributing
supplies. Practically all the methods and equipment of the existing army
were made obsolete by the new war conditions.
"He had all these handicaps to correct and overcome.
"He has increased the organization to handle an army from a onehundred-thousand basis to a two-million basis. He has built up the organization for transporting the troops three thousand miles away from our
own shores and supplying and maintaining them at this distance,—a thing'
that has never been undertaken before in the world. He is building better
camps; soldiers are being better cared for physically and morally, are better
fed and better trained (in entirely new methods) than they have ever
been before.
"He is developing the building of an aviation program such as was
never contemplated in the world (which 1 believe will have a large share
in helping to win.) He is building railroads from ports of disembarkation
in France to the front. He has guided and helped organize the control of
all products needed for war purposes, which covers from food and raw
materials down to the finished production; and is also organizing the
factories of the United States to furnish the materials necessary to win
the war.
"While many of these things are comparatively outside of the War
Department, he as a member of the National Defense Committee has had
an active part in the planning of theiu, and to some extent in the selection
of the men to do the work. The ramifications of the things that come to
him and over his desk are simply beyond comprehension unless you sit in
his office as I have done more or less for the last six months and have seen
and talked with the people who want to see him.
"In my personal relations with him, I found him very easy to approach,
kind, counteous and fair, with a very quick grasp of a subject and clear
comprehension. His elimination of detail and getting straight to the point
immediately is marvelous. (A week ago Saturday I started to recall to
him a conversation of five months ago. I had not finished the first sentence
before he answered me covering my entire point, showing that the whole
thing was fresh in his mind.)
,
"I believe that he is the biggest man in Washington next to the
President and that he is a coming man. There is no doubt that mistakes
have been made. The cost-plus system is one that has many weak points;
on the other hand, when you consider that the Government called upon
the factories to take up new methods that they were not familiar with:
remodel their plants to enable them to do it; to increase their capacity
Thany fold—all on a few days' notice—how would it have been possible to
tiave handled it any other way? If bids were called for, and every
manufacturer had to go into the market and had to cover himself in the
Shape of an option on raw material and put his bids in on the basis of the
r«d tape existing in the War Department, we never would have ■ gotten
anywhere. It was a case of the Allies needing us, and they needed us
just as quickly as we could get there. Joffre made that plain when he was
i»v Washington, and it was not a case of how cheap we could get ready
but how quick we could get ready to go to their rescue.
"I believe Secretary Baker will (his health permitting) be one of the
strong men of the Cabinet and one of the strong characters developed by
this war.

CLOVER AXD TIMOTHY SEED
Receipts fair, mostly prime.
This caused some selling bv hedgers.
Shorts chief buyers. Shipments fair. Old prime closed 16.00. New prime
dosed 16.15. December and January 16.30@16.25. February 16.35(o 16.30.
'March 15.95@15.90. March timothy closed 3.90. December 3.70. March al'sike 14:80. Low grades red No. 2, 15.60(K;15.75. No. 3, 15.25(3)15 45 Rejected
,1,4.90® 15.15. N.E.G. 3.60@14.75. Alsike No. 2, 13.70(a>13 90
No 3
'13.40@13.60. Rejected 13.00® 13.25. N.E.G. 3.60^12.90. Timothy No 2
No. 3,'3.30@3.35. Rejected 3.10@3.25. N.E.G. .45<a3.00.
;3.40@3.45.
RANGE OF PRICES
High

Low Close Close Close

May

May

May

Dec.

Jan.

IJ

i

!

118%
68
46.40
24 92
121
70%
16.30
16 35
JPeb. Clover
15.95
Men. Clover
Dec. Timothy ... 3.70
Men. Timothy . 3.90

CHICAGO CORN ..
Oats
Jan. Pork
Jan. Lard
TOLEDO COEN ...
Oats

U6Vg 117J4 124
120J4
67% 68%
45.87 46.40
24 60 24.90
120% 120% 126
122%
69% 70% 71
16.25 16 25
16.30 16.30
15.90
3 70 3.70
3.90 3.90

mi

Yester- Year
day
Ago
May
117%
67
46.25
24.70
120H
69%
16.35
16.45
16.10
3.65
3.S5

May
96%
61%
?7 50
16 37
9SV2
64%
10 75
10 95
10.95
2.55
2.70

Yours truly,
C. A. KING & CO.
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FOR SERVICE'MEN
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"The American soldier must come
back with no other scars save, those
won in honorable warfare."
This statement by Secretary of
War Baker brought forth great applause today at th,e National Conference on War Camp Community Service at the Willard Hotel, attended by
several hundred prominent delegates
from all parts of the United States.
"A sick soldier, one either physically or morally ill, is a detriment and
not an assert." said Mr. Baker. "The
problem of keeping them well is a
most difficult one, demanding a tremendous capability of sympathetic
:"' —landing- of adolescent manhood!"
Will Fit Wltb Invisible Armor.
"General Crozier is giving the boys
guns; General Sharpe, clothing.
It
is up to all of us to see that they
go away with^ an invisible armor of
the right kind of social habits."
Secretary
Baker
instanced
the
oamp at Charlotte, N. C, as an example of a most perfect understanding between a community and soldiers.
John N. Willy3, of Toledo, Ohio.,
chairman of the national committee
on the war camp community recreation fund, defined the specific purpose
of the conference to be that of providing the means of giving enlisted
man, while on leave outside the camp,
as intelligent attention as that which
they receive Inside.
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BAKER LJFTSTHE VEIL
250,000 U. S. Troops in Europe;
Others Going on Schedule.
HAS THE TRANSPORTS NEEDED
Lessening of the TI-Boat Menace
Seems to Have Helped Progress.
Secretary of War Unable to Disclose
Details

of

Course,

for

Military

Reasons, but His Statement Shows
Greater Rapidity in Getting Army
to France Than

Even Optimistic

Suspected—Problems Solved.
By ALBERT W. FOX.
Secretary of AVar Baker yesterday
for the first time authorized a statement on the progress being made in
sending troops to Europe.
He said
that the number of troops actually
transported overseas was greater than :
the government had expected to have
there at this time.
In other words,
Gen. Pershlng's fighting force is being increased more rapidly than the
United States government anticipated.
The importance of Mr. Baker's statement, which incidentally he refused to
elaborate or explain further, is that
it definitely sets at rest a whole flood
of reports concerning shipping and
transportation difficulties, which created a widespread impression that the
government's plan to establish a representative army abroad at an early
date had virtually broken down.
About 250,000 in Europe.

Baker and Daniels
Appeal for Knitters
Women Urged to Continue
Their Voluntary Efforts for
Fighting Men
WASHINGTON, Nov. 26.—Another
apepal to the women of the country to
keep on knitting or in other ways making comforts for soldiers and sailors
was made to-day by Secretaries Daniels
and Baker, through the Red Cross,
where the following statement was issued by the War Council:
"Secretary Baker and Secretary Daniels wish the people of the country to
know that under no circumstances do
they want to discourage our good
women from knitting or otherwise voluntarily providing through the Red
Cross comforts for our soldiers and
sailors.
"On the contrary, both Secretary
Baker and Secretary Daniels wish it
clearly understood that they greatly appreciate all the voluntary efforts that
are being made through the Red Cross
to bring comfort to our fighting men,
and thank the wemen of our country
for this patriotic work."

1917.

WASHINGTON

The question most frequently asked
in Washington and presumably elsewhere is: "Plow many troops have we
now in France?" But in military circles the more important question asked
is: "Are we getting troops, to Pershing according to schedule?"
As correct or exact figures are barred
for military reasons it may be estimated arbitrarily that there are upwards
of 250,000 American troops now in Europe, with others constantly either en
route or waiting to go.
There is a perpetual stream of American soldiers flowing from the campa
here to the selected ports in France.
This leads naturally to the military
question of whether this so-called
"feeding in" of American troops in
Pershing's command is progressing
smoothly or is being clogged by the
hundred and one difficulties so frequently commented on in the press. The
statement by Mr. Baker answers this
question and therefore is welcome
news.

Decrease in submarine activities has I
Ships Sailing on Schedule.
I the effect of permitting less elaborate.
, 4.1.
precautionary measures, though this I
In response to inquiry as to whether (^Ust not be t^en to mean that safe-,
lack of available tonnage was prevent- guards are being less energetically
ing still greater progress or whether thrown about the troop ships.
V. 8. Tanks Equal to British.
more tonnage was available than the
War Department could use in troop
Anoth,,r welcome sign Indicative of
transportation, Mr. Baker explained war'prduress came In the statement of
that he could answer best by stating army officers yesterday that the United
that the arrangements for tonnage and BUte. = J'^^e^o'se^
the arrangements for troop transpor- )n the )agt Britlfin drive,
tation had been worked out by schedule
Work has been quietly going on in
this country to complete the most modin advance.
ern of these huge fighting monsters.
, and to make them embody all the imeither of too many or too few ships at ^ provementg which the British and
the present moment.
. French have found necessary by pracThe War Department weeks, if notlticjal experience.
Tests have already been made to
months, ago knew it would have a cer- demonstrate the
efficiency of the
tain available tonnage at its disposal American design.
The number of these war machines
week by week, and made its plans to
have the troops -ready to embark ac- which will be available cannot be disclosed, nor can details of construction
cordingly. So far the plan for availa- be discussed. In a general way it Is
ble tonnage and available troops has said that a number of American automobile manufacturers have assisted the
dovetailed harmoniously.
government In this work by turning
Certain Features Discounted.
over their plants and arranging for the
The fact that more troops have been manufacture of certain parts.
able to embark than anticipated doubtMost Hivndicaps Eliminated.
less means that the advance calculaAll the handicaps which the British
tions discounted certain features of the first experienced with the tanks will
war program as too uncertain to count to a large extent be eliminated in the
American process.
i upon.
At first the tanks were found to be
For example, there was the question too slow, which had the effect of hold"
of the
ships interned- here, j ing
"'" German
"-"*•''""" ~.--»-~
ng up lnraniry
infantry movements
movcmcuio to
»„ a
~ —...
w hich it was figured might or might Rerou3 degree, and not Infrequently
they were unable to extricate
their
not be available by now.
Difficulties in getting these ships noses from banks or obstructions until
hauled out by other machines.
I ready have not been as great as exThe question of getting these mon' pected. Likewise certain military sup- sters over across the seas looms up
j plies which might have taken more like a discouraging problem, but it is
time to assemble have been available said that the War Department has
| ahead of time. And reports concerning found a way.
Army officers here are deeply im! the readiness of certain units for train- pressed with the work done by the
! ing abroad have been more encouraging tanks in the British drive. Their particular Importance Is that they can efthan anticipated.
fectively cope with the two hitherto
great barriers to direct attack on the
U-Boats Cause of Delays.
enemy trenches, these barriers being
Indirectly, of course, the U-boat the machine gun fire and barbed wire.
danger has been an Important facHigh explosive shells have been one
tor affecting troop transportation be- way of destroying the barbed wirei obstacles
and the machine gun fire. The
cause the most careful
plans have
tanks appear to provide another means,
constantly had to be made to protect for machine gun fire does not disturb
each contingent of troops
them, and they go through
barbed
little dif-l
Naturally the War Department based wire entanglements with
its advance calculations on this diffi- Acuity.

|

i
j
j

culty, and it may be that the decrease
in
submarine activities has
helped expedite the work of getting
troops to General Pershlng.
"The submarine is more a handicap now than a menace,"
Assistant
Secretary Roosevelt said yesterday, in
deserving the situation in
the light
of latest reports from Vice Admiral
Sims.
During the spring and summer
months the submarines constituted a
menace so serious that officials of the
United States and the entente nations
admitted that the whole fate of the
war depended on being able to cope
with it.
Have Diminished Menace.
Now, with additional destroyers and
other craft of the British, French and
American navies cooperating against
the submarine and with the short days
and long nights making U-boat operations more and more difficult, the records of sinkings have dwindled despite
undoubted efforts of the Germans to
keep this weapon effective.
Increased submarine activity would
slow up transportation of troops overseas, for the reason that convoys would
have to be increased, long detours out
of danger zones would have to be made,
and other means taken to make the
lives of the American soldiers as safe
ck as posslblg.
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"One is the executive officer of a !
Chamber of Commerce of 1,200 mem-,
bers and admittedly one of the best
organizers and most capable young I
men in this part of the state.
i
"Another stands high in this community as a specialist in Aural
surgery.
"The third is an expert metallurgist
and chemist, a scholarship man and
noted athlete.
"Yet all three saw rpcently a young
laundryman taken from the ranks of
drafted men and given a lieutenant's
commission, a young machinist taken
from a small near-by factory and
similarly commissioned, ana Jthe son
Answers Criticism of Alleged of a rich shoe manufacturer, without
practical experience, given stripes as
Discrimination in Prosome kind of an inspector of shoe
making.
motions to Rank of
"At least these young men believe
Officers.
these things, and hundreds of others
believe them, are losing faith in the
ASKED TO STATE STAND selective feature of the draft and in
a way spreading their unfortunate
speculation as to whether merit or
Member, of Massachusetts something else counts.
House Says Dissatisfac- i "The young Chamber of Commerce
executive took the quartermasters
tion Fills Camps.
course at Dartmouth but just as it
was closing was called into the draft.
BY BEN F. ALLEN.
Because he was the work-horse for
his chamber when the first loan drive
Plain Dealer Bureau,
38 Post Building,
and the Red Cross campaign were
WASHINGTON, Nov. 23.
on. and stuck to his post to make
The emphatic statement that merit both a signal success in this disand merit alone is to be the deter- trict, he lost any opportunity he
mining factor in all army assign- might otherwise have had. to secure
ments and promotions is. set forth in a commission.
an exchange of important correspond"His efforts and those of his friends
ence between Representative William since have been unavailing, yet withF. French, chairman of the military in a few days a member of congress j
affairs committee of the Massachu- from another district told him that
setts state house of representatives, hundreds of commissions have been
and Secretary of War Baker.
given out to men whose applications
The letter of Secretary Baker may were not in previous to April 12.
be taken as a statement of the atti"Neither were they graduates of
tude of the government as applying training camps.
to the entire country with respect to
"Frankly, Mr. Secretary, I have got
all charges that favoritism and pull to meet these charges, and I have got
are required to obtain desired army to meet them in the name of Massaposts or positions. The letter of Rep- chusetts, a sovereign state that has I
resentative French, addressed to Sec- supported President Wilson and you |
retary Baker, says:
in everything that you have done or
"I am appealing to you as one, advised.
who, as acting chairman of the com"During the next session of the
mittee on military-- affairs in the legislature the friends of these boys
Massachusetts house of representa- and of other-boys, all over the state,
tives this year, had practical charge will bring forward these hints of
of all military legislation, and who, favoritism with such strength of apthe coming year, as chairman, will parent truth that they will be almost
have full charge, because certain unanswerable.
"The mere retort that.they are undoubts have been thrust into my mind
and because I know that there exists true will not answer therri, nor will
today in the^rjinds of, some members mere denials stop the spirit of unrest
of our National army the fear that the that is spreading in the ranks of the
y-'-\ns man of ability but without National army.
"I know this unrest is there. I sat
riches and influence, will not find his
opposite a''young officer , at dinner
place.
\
,
"Alleged cases of the advancement yesterday who told of his struggles
of some men over others of equal to keep the boys at Camp Devens in
or greatgr ability have been quoted good spirits Co meet the propaganda
to mo. and 1 have frequently been of Germans of which today's papers
told that special training in life be- in Massachusetts are full, and 1
fore the war is not counting against want, because I shall be in a position
where I will be listened to, to be able
'the right kind of pull.'
to give unassailable evidence that
Cites Three Cases.
such beliefs as I have here outlined
"There are three cases of young
are unjustified,
men of proved fitness that have par"Will you not, in the interest of a
ticularly impressed me, all of them
military unity that knows no dissenboys today in the ranks, and each
sion,, give me a statement that will
feels that all his years of study and
meet the fears of these boys to whom
xperience is likely to go for no more
I have referred and one that I may
nan the strength of the men who is
use in the house if I am ever called
able to bear a rifle and take no
upon to do so?"
g'reater place.
"Each is an American boy, full I
of spirit and patriotism, yet a desire;
to do the largest and biggest work i
possible seems to inspire, each.

BAKER SAYS
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Secretary of War Baker in his reply said:
"I have received your letter of
Nov. 19; in which you
tell me
that the fear exists in the minds of
some young men lest riches or pull
may swerve the current of promo• tion aside from merit and secure advancement for less worthy men.
"Frankly, it seems to me that your
letter itself illustrates the answer to
these fears, for you tell men of a
young laundryman taken from the
ranks of drafted men and given a
lieutenant's commission,' 'a young
machinist taken from, a small nearby factory and similarly commis
sione.d,' and 'the son of a rich shoe
manufacturer, without practical experience, given stripes of some kind
of an inspector of shoe-making.'
"Surely, two at least of these three;
cases cannot be explained on the
ground of riches, and I can scarcely
imagine the explanation of pdll in
either of them.
"The fact is that nobody in America \can tell from what walk of life
talent and capacity will arise.
I
should be sorry to see a young man
of. fortune, who had used his oppor-'
tuhities to fit himself to. render service to his country, discriminated
against because of his riches, and I
should be sorry to see a poor boy
neglected because of his poverty; but
most of all, I should be humiliated
and ashamed to see' pull, in the sense
of personal importunity, or personal
or social friendship, affect these grave
matters.
"I know that in Washington the
seriousness of this struggle has too
far impressed us all to permit us'
to think of any other principle of
selection than ability tq serve, and
when my attention has been called to
cases of selection which seem'to involve some .other consideration investigation has always dissipated suspicion.
"However, I realize that in so vast
and intricate an organization as the
army it is always possible for things
to go amiss, and I will welcome all
evidence which will enable me to investigate and correct and differences
which may arise.
"This does not mean that we can
make the necessary selections without error, for that would be too much
to hope, but that we can make them
without intending error is the least
tha.t -<■- --■'ht to expert nf ourselves.
"In the particular case you gave
me of the young men who are in
the service and are fearful of a lack
of opportunity, I can only say that
as they are now in a military camp
they will be given an opportunity by
competition and comparison with
their associates to rise to positions
of responsibility and command.
"It sometimes happens that large
talents in private lack some essential to successful administration in
military affairs, and success in other
walks of life is no certain guaranty
of success as a soldier, but you will
be safe in advising all such young
men to do their duty bravely and
I cheerfully, and to rest content in the
j belief that their chance "will come to
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WOFFSCERSGET
CAMP ASSIGNMENTS
President

Wilson

and

Mr.

Baker Honor Graduates
at Fort Myer.
Assignments to camps are today being given to the 940 new officers who received commissions in the Fort Myer
training camp yesterday afternoon &\rect from Secretary Baker, while President Wilson nodded approval, after having inspected the training regiment.
Before delivering the, commissions Secretary Baker, told the successful candidates of the hopes officials of the country
are building on their ability to- help train
the National "Army. : Secretary Baker
said he wanted the American Army not
only to bring back victory, but,to leave
in Europe memories of American- chivalry
and high moral standards. Just before
Secretary Baker .delivered the diplomas
the new officers sang several songs which
have become popular since the United
States entered the war.- Kenneth Clark, the
song leader from Camp Meade, was in
charge of this part of the program.
More than sixty Washington youths
were among those receiving commissions.
Robert B. Johnson, 2224 F street northwest, was one of three men from the
training camp to win commissions as
majors. He won his billet in the field
artillery section.
Robert L. Gray of
Brooklyn, N. Y., also was made major of
field artillery and Stuart S. Janney of
Baltimore was made major of infantry.
\
High Officials Present.
the highest officials of the government
witnessed the ceremonies and thousands
of leaders in Washington society and from
other states crowded about the President's stand.
Following the regimental review Rev.
Dr. Forrest J. Prettyman, chaplain of the
Senate, pronounced this invocation:
"Almighty God, look from Thy throne
upon us this day as a nation girds up its
loins for the mighty task of establishing
once more on this earth the rule of reason and the law of life.
"We cannot shut our eyes to the
mighty conflict Into which we have been
called. We see the devastation of a fair
civilization by an organization of ill-will
against the peaceful nations of the earth.
We have already felt the shock of battle.
We move forward under the impulse of a
high sense of justice and right.
"We dedicate to Thee the lives of our
boys. We bring the costly offering of
their heroic spirits.
Confidence in Valor.
"We send them forth with confidence
in their valor and with certainty of the
justice of the cause to which they have
consecrated their lives.
"We pray Thee to lay Thy hand upon
them and make them to know their fellowship with all the noble spirits who in
all. the ages have dared to die for human
freedom.
'We pray Thee to protect them in
danger, to comfort them in days of loneliness and give them the elation of success
in their high enterprise.
"Through their courage and strength
and wisdom may there be vouchsafed
one more to all the nations of the earth
liberty, security and the comradeship of
a common justice."
Col, Charles W. Fenton, commandant
of the ■ training camp, introduced Secretary Baker in a brief speech, reviewing the system of training and what
had been accomplished by the various
officers' reserve camps since the war
was declared, pointing out that enough
officers had already been commissioned
to command 1,000,000 men and that
when the third camp, starting in January, had graduated Its men, another
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"One is the executive officer of a
Chamber of Commerce of 1.200 members and admittedly one of the best
organizers and most capable young
men in this part of the state.
"Another stands high in this community as a specialist in Aural
surgery.
"The third is an expert metallurgist
and chemist, a scholarship man and
noted athlete.
"Yet all three saw recently a young
laundryman taken from the ranks of
drafted men and given a lieutenant's
commission, a young machinist taken
from a small near-by factory and
similarly commissioned, and jthe son
Answers Criticism of Alleged of a rich shoe manufacturer, without
practical experience, given stripes as
Discrimination in Prosome kind of an inspector of shoe
making.
motions to Rank of
"At least these young men believe
Officers.
these things, and hundreds of others
believe them, are losing faith in the
ASKED TO STATE STAND selective feature of the draft and in
a way spreading their unfortunate
speculation as to whether merit or
Member of Massachusetts something else counts.
"The young Chamber of Cornmerce
House Says Dissatisfacexecutive took the quartermaster's
tion Fills Camps.
course at Dartmouth but just as it
was closing was called into the draft.
Because he was the work-horse for
BY BEN F. ALLEN.
his chamber when the first loan drive
Plain Dealer Bureau,
38 Post Building,
and the Red Cross campaign were
WASHINGTON, Nov. 23.
on. and stuck to his post' to make
The emphatic statement that merit both a signal success in this disand merit alone is to be the deter- trict, he lost any opportunity he
mining factor in all army assign- might otherwise have had to secure
ments and promotions is. set forth .in a commission.
an exchange of important correspond"His efforts and those of his friends
ence between Representative William since have been unavailing, yet withF. French, chairman of the military in a lew days a member of congress
affairs committee of the Massachu- from another district told him that
setts state house of representatives, hundreds of commissions have been
and Secretary of War Baker.
given out to men whose applications
The letter of Secretary Baker may were not in previous to April 12.
be taken as a statement of the atti"Neither were they graduates o£
tude of the government as applying training camps.
to the entire country with respect to
"Frankly, Mr. Secretary, I have got
all charges that favoritism and pull to meet these charges, and I have got
are required to obtain desired army to meet them in the name of Massaposts or positions. The letter of Rep- chusetts, a sovereign state that has
resentative French, addressed to Sec- supported President Wilson and you
retary Baker, says:
in everything that you have done or
"I am appealing to you as one, advised.
"During the next session of the
who, as acting chairman of the committee on military- affairs in the legislature the friends of these boys
Massachusetts house of representa- and of other'boys, all over the state,
tives this year, had practical charge will bring forward these hints of
of all military legislation, and who, favoritism with such strength of apthe coming' year, as chairman, will parent truth .that they will be almost
have full charge, because certain unanswerable.
"The mere retort that.they are undoubts have been thrust into my mind
and because I know that there exists true will not answer them, nor will
today in thc^ninds of some members mere denials stop the spirit of unrest
of our National army the fear that the that is spreading in the ranks of the
yojing man of ability but without National army.
"I know this unrest is there. I sat
riches and influence, will not find his
opposite a^young officer 1 at dinner
place.
\
"Alleged cases of the advancement yesterday who told of his struggles
of some men over others of equal to keep the boys at Camp Devens in
or greatgr ability have been quoted good spirits to meet the propaganda
to mo and I have frequently been of Germans of which today's papers
told that special training in life be- in Massachusetts are full, and I
fore the war is not counting against want, because I shall be in a position
where I will be listened to, to be able
"the right kind of pull.'
to give unassailable evidence that
Cites Three Cases.
-f
such beliefs as I have here outlined
"There are three cases of young
are unjustified.
men of proved fitness that have par"Will you not, in the interest of a
ticularly impressed me, all of them
military unity that knows no dissenboys today in the ranks, and each
sion,, give me a statement that, will
feels that all his years of study and
meet the fears of these boys to whom
experience is likely to go for no more
I have referred and one that I may
than the strength of the men who is
use in the house if I am ever called
able to bear a rifle and take no
upon to do so?"
greater place.
''Each is an American boy, full
of spirit and patriotism, yet a desire
to. do the largest and biggest work
possible seems to inspire each.
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Secretary of War Baker in his reply said:
"I have received your letter of
Nov. 19, in which you
tell me :
that the fear exists in the minds of
some youhg men lest riches or pull
may swerve the current of promo•tion aside from merit and secure advancement for less worthy, men.
"Frankly, it seems to me that your
letter itself illustrates the answer to
these fears, for you tell men of a
young laundryman taken from the
ranks of drafted men and given a
lieutenant's commission,' 'a young
machinist taken from a small nearby factory and similarly commis
sione.d,' and 'the son of a rich shoe
manufacturer, without practical experience, given stripes of some kind
of an inspector of shoe-making.'
"Surely, two at least of these three
cases cannot be explained on the
ground of riches, and I can scarcely
imagine the explanation of pull in
either of them.
"The fact is that nobody in America \can tell from what walk of life
talent and capacity will arise. I
should be sorry to see a young man
of. forturie, who had used his opportunities to fit himself to. render service to his country, discriminated
against because of his riches, and I
should be sorry to see a poor boy
neglected because of his poverty; but
most of all, I should be humiliated
and ashamed to see' pull, in the sense
of personal importunity, or personal
or social friendship, affect these grave
matters.
,"I know that in Washington the
seriousness of this struggle has too
far impressed us all to permit us'
to think of any other principle of
selection than ability tq serve, and
when my attention has been called to j
cases of selection which seem' to involve some other consideration in- !
vestigation has always dissipated suspicion.
"However, I realize that in so vast
and intricate an organization as the
army it is always possible for things
to go amiss, and I will welcome all
evidence which will enable me to investigate and correct and differences
which may arise.
"This does not mean that we can
make the necessary selections without error, for that would be too much
to hope, but that we can make them
without intending error is the least
|thn+ —- -""lit to expert of ourselves.
"In the particular case you gave
I me of the young men who are in
the service and are fearful of a lack
of opportunity, I can only say that
as 'they are now in a military camp
they will be given an opportunity by
competition and comparison with j
their associates to rise to positions
of responsibility and command.
"It sometimes happens that iargc
talents in private lack some essential to successful administration in
military affairs, and success in other
walks of life is no certain guaranty
of success as a soldier, but you will
be safe in advising all such young!
I men to do their duty bravely and
! cheerfully, and to rest content in the
j belief that their chance'will come to
j show what they can do.
"The wholesomest state of mind for
; these young men will be one in which
I they are not seeking to establish eom1 parisons between themselves and
others, for their judgment will naturally be biased in such an effort,
and to seek to establish a just judgment as between the best they are'
capable of, and what they.-actually
do, and as they approach their maximum of output they will not be long
undiscovered by their military superiors, for our search for such young
men is constant.''
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NEWOFRCERSGET
CAMP ASSIGNMENTS
President Wilson and Mr.
Baker Honor Graduates
at Fort Myer.
Assignments to camps are today being given to the 940 new officers who received commissions in the Fort Myer
training camp yesterday afternoon dir
rect from Secretary Baker, while President Wilson nodded approval, after having inspected the training regiment.
Before delivering the. commissions Secretary Baker,, told the successful candidates of the hopes officials of the country
are building on their ability to- help train
the National ' Army. j Secretary Bakef
said he wanted the American Army not
only to bring back victory, but,to leave
in Europe memories of American- chivalry
and high moral standards. Just before
Secretary Baker . delivered the diplomas
the new officers sang several songs which
have become popular since the United
States entered the war.- Kenneth Clark, the
song leader from Camp Meade, was in
charge of this part of the program.
More than sixty Washington youths j
were among those receiving commissions, >
Robert B. Johnson, 2224 F street north- |
west, was one of three men from the |
training camp to win commissions as i
majors. He wor his billet in the field
artillery section. Robert L. Gray of
Brooklyn, N. Y., also was made major of
field artillery and Stuart S. Janney of
Baltimore was made major of infantry.
High Officials Present.
The highest officials of the government
witnessed the ceremonies , and thousands
of leaders in Washington society and from
other states crowded about the President's stand.
Following the regimental review Rev.
Dr. Forrest J. Prettyman, chaplain of the
Senate, pronounced this invocation:
"Almighty God, look from Thy throne
upon us this day as a nation girds up its
loins for the mighty task of establishing
once more on this earth the rule of reason and the law of life.
"We cannot shut our eyes to the
mighty conflict into which we have been
called. We see the devastation of a fair
civilization by an organization of ill-will
against the peaceful nations of the earth.
We have already felt the shock of battle.
We move forward under the impulse of a
high sense of justice and right.
"We dedicate to Thee the lives of our
boys. We bring the costly offering of
their heroic spirits.
Confidence in Valor.
"We send them forth with confidence
in their valor and with certainty of the
justice of the cause to which they have
consecrated their lives.
"We pray Thee to lay Thy hand upon
them and make them to know their fellowship with all the noble spirits who in
all. the ages have dared to die for human
freedom.
'We pray Thee to protect them in
danger, to comfort them in days of loneliness and give them the elation of success
in their high enterprise.
"Through their courage and strength
and wisdom may there be vouchsafed
one more to all the nations of the earth
liberty, security and the comradeship of
a common justice."
Col, Charles W. Fenton, commandant
of the-training camp, introduced Secretary Baker in a brief speech, reviewing the system of training and what
had been accomplished by the various
officers' reserve camps since the war
was declared, pointing out that enough
officers had already been commissioned
to command 1,000,000 men and that
when the third camp, starting in January, had graduated its men, another
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THE EVENING STAB, TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 1917.
IS^^S'sOlTlSrSECRETARY
BAKER REVIEW AND &IVE DIPLOMAS TO NINE HUNDRED
PRESIDENT wlLs^pIeERS GRADUATING FROM FORT MYER TRAINING CAMP.

Uppers The President and Army officers reviewing the men.
lowers Secretary Baker presenting the diplomas.
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ARMY ORDERED TO
AID MRS. HUMISTON
Officer Is Detailed to Co-operate
in Her Investigations of
Camp Surroundings.
DENIES DETECTIVES 'SPIED'
Woman Lawyer Says She Sent^
Couple to Learn Truth of Reports}
Concerning the Hotel at Upton.
Mrs. Grace Humiston, whose agents,
James 'C. Atkins and the so-called Adeline Francis, were arrested at Camp Upton last Sunday night by the military
police, while, as the police assert, the
couple were investigating- allegations of
the conditions at the camp, declared yesterday that in bringing out the facts regarding conditions around the camps,
she was acting in co-operation with the
commanding officer of the Department
of the Bast on Governors Island.
She
said that the War Department, shortlyafter her public statements against the
morals of some of the men in the military camps, had ordered Governors Island to co-operate with her in an effort
to learn the truth.
" I sent Mr. Atkins and Miss Francos
to Camp Upton to learn certain things
I had been told concerning conditions
at the hotel inside the camp lines not
far from the division headquarters,"
Mrs. Humiston declared.
" The testimoney of my agents has been given in
full to officers representing the commanding officers of the Department of
the East."
Mrs. Humiston declared she had not
wished to give out a word regarding
her investigations to the newspapers at
present, but in view of statements made
concerning the arrest of Atkins and his
companion at Camp Upton she thought
that in fairness to all concerned she felt
a clear exposition of the facts in the
case should be made at once.
Some of the facts which the affidavits
of both Atkins, who was formerly a soldier under Major Gen. Bell in the Philippines, and Miss Francis, whose real
name Mrs. Humiston has asked to be
■withheld, show that the couple went
to the hotel insde the camp Ines. They
had no baggage. Miss Francis, who
Bays she is 16 years old. was passed
readily as the wife of the -niddle-aged
Atkins.
Atkins, in his affidavit, declares that the clerk asked him when he
entered the hotel if the woman accompanying him was his -wife. They went
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to a room, and Were arrested later on will go to the Intel, register as man and
the report which Sergeant Klein had wife, and show you that it can be done.'
made regarding then true identity.
" I did not decide on a girl until half
In answering the questions of army officers from Governors Island, it is said an hour before train.time, then I called
the couple were positive that when ar- Miss Francis. Mr. Atkins had only seen
rested, they were told they were being
taken because they " were agents of Miss Francis once, and then had not
I told Miss Francis to
Mrs. Humiston sent to spy on the talked to her.
camp." They were released after being go to Camp Upton with him, to allow
questioned at headquarters, and cametfi;. him to register her as his wife, to take
New York the following morning.
"*"
" This if the fifth investigation where note of the room they were assigned to,
I have co-operated .with officers from (and then to return at once to New York,
Governors Island," said Mrs. Humiston ffvhere I would meet her. I told her not
yesterday.
" Governors Island was in- Jo say that she came from me, and that
structed by the War Department to help Js why she evaded the questions asked.
me investigate conditions around mili- \ " Atkins and Miss Francis went to the
tary camps, especially Camp Upton, a.s Hotel. There, Mr. Atkins, as he says in
a direct result of charges which Mr. tils affidavit, was hesitating whether he
should register her as his sister or his
Fosdick, Chairman of the Committee 'shouh
on Morals for Military Camps, made|Fwif\, when the clerk said, 'You want a
against me, and after Secretary of War room for yourself and your wife1.
" Thev went upstairs after conversBaker had stated he did not regard my1
statements as charges against tie- army. ing, in the course of which the clerk
I have co-operated in investigations with made the statement that ' this is a
Afterwards they
three different army officers from Gov- camp, not a hotel.'
ernors Island already.
-•**-*** oamo dowm again and inquired for a
" The facts concerning the visit of At- taxicab to take them back to New York.
kins and Miss Francis to the hotel They had been recognized in the meanwould not have been given out by me time by Sergeant Klein of the Cooks'
to the press until the close of the in- and Bakers' Division, who reported
vestigation begun yesterday by army them. When they were told that there
officers, except for the report of the af- was no other train, that they would
fair which came from the camp. The have to hire a machine to go to anreport alleged that detectives from ray other station where they could catch a
office had attempted to spy on the late train, they went up to the romi to
discuss-.matters, and it was then they
camp, and had been arrested.
were arrested.
Investigation of Report.
" When the military police came in
Atkins asked the reasons for the arrest.
" That is not true. No detective, from
He was told that ' You are spies for
my office went to the camp last Sun- Mrs. Humiston sent to spy on the
day night. But persons who had vol- camp.' Then they were taken separately to headquarters, where a Lieutenant
unteered to get the truth as to certain
Brown and a Major questioned them.
alleged conditions at Camp. Upton did At no time did they see or talk to
go. They went to investigate the report General Bell.
" They were released after being questhat it was possible for men to take
tioned.
Miss Francis was taken back
young girls to the hotel within the camp
lines. The report I had was that if the
girl looked 18 the man registered her as
his wife; if she looked under that age
they registered as brother and sister.
The investigation succeeded in establishing the proof of the report.
,
' " This man Atkins and the girl represented themselves as man and wife.
They had no baggage, and were assigned to a room and ho questions asked.
Had it not been for the fact that they
were recognized by a soldier who met
Miss Francis while at a donee I gave
a week ago. they would have been permitted to remain over night.
" Atkins went there solely because he
considered it a duty and without compensation.
He formerly was a soldier
in the army.
Some, time ago he told
me that he had a. young daughter, and
was interested in my work of saving
young women.
He told me conditions
he knew of in Camp Upton which he
said he had seen when he worked there
as a carpenter.
He was not the one
who told me of the death of the two
young girls at Upton?
1 had alrea,dy
gathered certain information which Mr.
Atkins verified, and then he offered to
prove that immoral conditions existed in
the hotel at Camp Upton.
" ' If you will select a girl you c:an
trust and whom you will trust to me to
take- down to Camp Upton,' he said. ' 1
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to the hotel where she was allowed
to register under her own' name and
was given a room next to the one she
and Mr. Atkins had taken.
The next
morning both of them returned to iNew
York where they have told their story
to me and to officers from Governor's
Island."
Mrs. Humiston said she had known
the Francis girl for about two weeks
and she was taking care of her.
At Camp Upton
last night Mrs.
Humiston's charges were characterized
as but a part of the allegations she
has been making against the soldiers
for several, weeks.
It was pointed out
that at the hotel, it was a simple matter
for persons without baggage to be given
a room without being questioned.
It
was pointed out that frequently many
visitors to the camp had missed their
trains and it was necessary to seek accommodations for the night at the hotel.

After a delay far
too long and more
than mysterious, Secretaries DANIBLS and
BAKBB have issued a
statement to the effect that, far from
wanting to discourage the knitting of
woolen garments for the army and navy
by " our good women," they highly appreciate what has already been done in
this direction and hope that .the good
work of " providing through the Red
Cross comforts for our soldiers and sailors " will earn their further thanks.
There is in this statement no repetition of previous assertions from the
same source that the Government had
adequately equipped all the men in its
service, and that additions by civilian
hands to their stock of clothing were to
be counted merely as superfluous luxuries.
Presumably the Secretaries have
been getting, since they made, or allowed to be made in their names, the
announcement -that so astonished and
grieved the women knitters, some of the
information as to camp conditions that
has constantly been coming to everybody
who had a friend or acquaintance either
in training or in service. Why they did
not have that information before is incomprehensible, but the question is now
unimportant.
Nobody imagines for a moment that
either Mr. DANIELS or Mr. BAKER would
have said what they were quoted as saying if they had known conditions as they
were, and nobody suspects in the slightest degree that they begrudge the country's defenders what they need in
the way of protection from the Winter
weather. Probably it was just that they
fell into the error, so common to the occupants of high office, of assuming that
an order given is an order obeyed.
It is a pity that the mistake was made
in this case, for a brief explanation of
the facts—the confession that though
the Government was doing its very best
to clothe the men properly, the <task
had proved too great for immediate performance—would have contented everybody, and the men themselves would
have been the last to complain of hardships which, while real, are trivial indeed in comparison with others that war
inflicts—with others which they, as
patriotic Americans, are willing and
even glad to endure in their country's
behalf.
It was the denial of the existence of
hardships known to thousands and thousands of us that caused impatience, and
it was the rejection of needed help in a
rather disdainful tone that caused deep
humiliation and not a little of justified
indignation.

Giving New
Heart
to Knitters.
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ET us raise our hats to Newton
Diehl Baker, Secretary of
War. He has not done everything we could wish, but he
has accomplished so much more than
President Wilson or any other member of this administration that he deserves all praise. He has carried out
the draft with absolute fairness, notwithstanding delays. He has put
black troops in nearly every cantonment. He has commissioned nearly
700 Negro officers in the United States
Army. He has sent black troops to
the front. He has made no discrimination in treatment or pay or opportunity. To be sure, we are segregated; but that was according to a
foolish law for which the Secretary
was not responsible. We are not permitted to volunteer beyond our four
regiments but there, again, the authority of the Secretary is, at least,
in doubt. Considering his limitations
and the tremendous opposition to any
act of justice to the Negro, Secretary
Baker has done well. And he has
crowned his well-doing by appointing
an official advisor who belongs to the
Negro race.
There remains one more thing for
Secretary Baker to do. We have not
yet our full quota of Negro officers.
There were 86,300 Negroes called in
the first draft. Allowing us no officers higher than captain, this would
call for a thousand colored officers,
and if we furnish 200,000 Negro
troops in the second draft, as seems
likely, we should have at least three
thousand officers. We have at present seven hundred. We need a second officers' training camp next January. We can furnish the men; will
the Government furnish the instruction? Every reader of THE-^CRISIS
-should urge this upon SecSkfcary
' B/aker and upon his congress?
Don't delay. Write immediately.

HwriizEwing

PRESIDENT WILSON INSPECTING HEAVY-DUTY TRUCKS

While a member of the Society of Automotive Engineers explained to him the details. Third from the President is
S cretary Baker. These two trucks were d isigned in less than thirty days, and the dies, tools and patterns were rushed
to completion in twenty-five per cent of the usu^l working time
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rect and is to be commended," wrote
Chester I. Campbell, secretary of
the Boston Automobile Dealers' AsSUNDAY, DECEMBER 2, l'sociation. The same sentiment is
— contained in letters from Prince
I Wells, president of the Louisville Automobile Dealers' Association, and E.
B. Peake, secretary of the Kansas
City Motor Car Dealers' Association.
"If the spirit which seems to animate the president of the Ohio Auto
Trades Association were shared by
many of our citizens, I shudder to
think of the fate of our republic,"
wrote Eugene Rheinfrank, a Toledo
attorney. "As trustee of the Ohio
State Automobile Association I give
my hearty support to the patriotic
statement by you in behalf of our
association."
Others to indorse this sentiment
were C. C. Kilbury, secretary of the
Automobile Club; G. E. MenAssures Secretary Caley of Toledo
tel, secretary of the Springfield Automobile
Club; C. R. Truesdell, secreGovernment's Desire to
tary of the Sandusky County Automobile Club, and C. E. Knapp, secProtect All Business
retary of the Lodi Automobile Club.
Among Clevelanders to commend ;
During War.
fthe club's stand were Fred P. Brand j
of the Fred P. Brand Motor Co., Fred
Si' Wood of the Fred C. Wood Co.,
TIRE HEADS ALSO IN LINE "M.
L, Bridgman, branch manager ;
here of the Willys-Overland Co., and j
R. J. Schmunk, sales manager of the ;
Goodyear's President Gives Peerless Motor Car Co.
Particular interest is attached by j
Intimate Details of
the motor car trade to the statement
of Frank A. Seiberling, president of
Situation.
the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., j
Akron, because he is a director of the
\
i United States Chamber of Commerce.
J.
K.
SCHMIDT.
"The talk of stopping autompbiles
BY
I altogether is nonsense," is his verOfficial assurance from Newton D. dict. "The government will lay a
Baker, secretary of war; was received heavy hand on non-essential indusyesterday by Fred H. Caley, secre- tries. But the motor car and tire
tary of the Cleveland Automobile industries are not in that class. The
motor car fits in for the direct purClub, that the automobile industry is. pose of the war to a larger extent
receiving the closest co-operation of than we have yet realized. The comthe -government. Mr. Baker's letter mercial end will expand tremen.,, ,
was in response to the "Help Win the dously.
"While the joy riders will be
War" appeal of the Cleveland club, clipped off, the man who takes his
which denounced the action of the* family out for a Sunday or holiday
Ohio Auto Trades Association, a spin to get readjustment after the
week's tension will not be criticized
Columbus organization, in proposing as
in England. Many cars now used
to fight the war industries board's for passenger purposes will be conprogram to curtail the 1918 passen- verted into truck service to aid war
ger car production.
work. More tires will be used, no
"I feel quite sure," Mr. Baker
matter what happens."
wrote, "that the war industries
board will take no action prejudicing so great an industry
without mature reflection and a
clear sense of duty. We are all
conscious that the general industry iDf the country must be
maintained as far as possible and
that the great organizations of
i—manufacture and trade which
o : "CO
<D fi: o
have been built up in times of
bt JS ©
peace ought not to be dispersed
a
£0
o £
beyond the urgent necessities of
fi'C
<M fi
the war program."
O eg
re
B £
1-3
In the club's letter to automobile
u S
leaders throughout the country, stress
> u
a
B **-* ^'
a> B
oo
was laid on "the patriotic duty of]
° n« ^5
0,
60 i?
every red-blooded American citizen to |
>>
g o
re >. c
stand squarely back of the adminis. a?
•a fjB ■O g
■ © fi
tration at Washington and do everything possible to help win the war."
u
~s
Directors of the Cleveland club held
M<p-y
the attempt of the Columbus organi« at
^°R
zation to "antagonize the national
government" is "highly inadvisable."
'in
re ra r~ o K z, r;
Among hundreds of letters received
O fi
in commendation of this stand was
one from Dr. H. M. Rowe, president
of the American Automobile AssociatS g g
tuo
fi ~ « c 1?
■Q-B
tion, who said any misguided effort
t-t>fi d <%
along this line would "stir up a hor"> -S'l> M fi :K -." o
net's nest of indignation which would
fihL»
-. fi a _
.5 eS « "a^^jv-fitrt
work a lasting prejudice against the
ogg S
industry.
H^fe^^e-EfiOs ^^•2^
This view was corroborated by A.
G. Batchelder, chairman of the executive board of the three A's, who added
that Judge Lovett's statement should
reassure the industry. In this state-!
ment, the war industry's, board's di-j
rector of priority said passenger cari
production would not be drastically |
curtailed.
"Your attitude is absolutelv nor- I

TELLS CLUB HERE
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I want them not only to fight bravely
at the front, as of course they will,
because cowardice was left out ot tne
composition of Americans at the original creation and they never have gotten over it. I not only want tnorn to|
die bravely on French battle fields, 11
that be the fate in store for them, and
water with their blood on that
Baker Wants Soldiers to to
blood stained field the tree of liberty,
which
they are so willing to do, but i
Live as Knights.
want them to live in France and England in such a knightly way that that
while they are -there and when they
come away the impression left on loutish and French minds of the American
soldier and the American people will
be that they are truly- sons of civilization with their faces turned toward
Secretary of War Moves Throng the
light and that the nation which
they represent to the French and.biitWith Patriotic Discussion of
ish nations can join hands m an indissoluble combination for the protection
America's Part in War.
and guaranty of a reign of peace and
justice and righteousness throughout
Newton D. Baker, secretary of war, 1 "Every man in this audience would
made a-stirring address to Columbians like to contribute to that I suppose
that the grief that affects
at the Idei] Theater yesterday af- perhaps
most of us who have come to my time
ternoon. Although it was not known of life is that the doctors say that we
until late i;v the day; that. Mr-.Baker are too old to go. I sit in my office
men come in and stand m front
would make .a public address," the au- and
of me and slap their chests and dance
.ditoriuin v/a* Jahnned with, in en- around and perform antics, and when
'tliusia-stic ai4di-ence; which fairly rock- I am surprised at them-they say, Mi.
have you ever seen anybody
ed, with applause. MrY Baker was in- Secretary,
younger and stronger than I am? and
ti;odueed by (iMVernor Manning.
In I say, 'you seem strong,' and they sa>,
'The doctors say I am too old to go,
part Mr. Baker said:
want to go.' And one of things
"This great camp which you have and!
I have to do in my office m Washingon the outskirts of your city and ton is to say to the men in Washingwhich now has some 10,000 -men in it ton, 'No, this is not our time it is
young man's time; this b Jut.he
will soort have a full division of 27,- the
role opportunity; ours is past, w e must
000 men, and- they . are going to go. do the .nulling and carrying on ot inacross the sea and fight with heroes dustry; but the heroic part of gomg
•over the top' belongs to the youn„
•for freedom.
men.' And each person to whom I say
"Now you and 1 have very deep in- that turns away sad and disappointed.
AH -Would ««•
terests in this enterprise; we have
if I were to put the. question
many interests in, it. Of, course.it is, to "And
a vote in this audience bt every man
our first interest that these boys above the age of acceptability as a solshould come back, as they will come dier as to whether he wanted to help
back.with victory in their hands. And in this heroic enterprise, the vote
We want that victory, not that wo would be unanimous, whether it meant
may sink Lusitanias, not that wo may going to France or helping at home.
bombard defenseless places and peo- We can not all go, but we can.help.
ples, not that we may tear up treaties You people are going, to Jive neighbois
and call them scraps of paper, not to those young men in the camp. Let
that we may impose our imperial will them catch from you the spirit ot
upon somebody else, but in order that America that they will take with them
we may help to pass on to other peo- as the spirit of an upright nation of
ples and to later generations the free- a loving people, as a people pioudot
doms and liberties which our fathers their exploit, righteous
in
then
fought and died for. here, and which strength, as we send them fc.th.as
have demonstrated their validity by ambassadors not only in a mmtarv
making us not only the great free sense, but as neighbors of good will
people of the world, but the great pro- and righteousness. You can be very
gressive, industrial, commercial, lib- helpful to those young men by continuerty 'loving people of modern civiliza- ing the policy you have already begun.
Beginning with your great governor
tion.
the State of South Carolina has been
Best Men to Go.
"And then we have another interest most hospitable to the soldiers of the
in the preparation of this army. The republic and most helpful in the activipresident of the United States, every ties of the republic which are necespresident when he is elected, goes to sary for this enterprise. Continue tora vast deal of trouble to comb the ward in that way. Support the activcountry and find men whom he may ities of the Young Man's Christian Assend abroad as diplomatic representa- sociation and the other agencies ot
tives. We send an ambassador to Ger- your community. Open your aims and
many
we send an ambassador to take these soldier boys m so that when
France,- and one to Italy, and the pur- they go to France they will SO not
pose of those ambassadors is to rep- only out of the inspiration ot theirresent us in those countries and tell own heroic youths but with a message
the British or the French people or from you, an impression given.them by
the Italian people, whoever the case vou which makes them feel that they
may be, what kind of folk we Ameri- do represent the whole American peocan's are. And when one of those am- ple and that their struggle, their sacbassadors is over there he goes about rifice and their victory arenfor you
and for our common country.
from place to place and
fy -*.—**—
■
speeches and addresses audiences and
tells them about our industry and our
Commerce and our love of liberty, our
goodness of heart, our observance ot
the ideals of morality, our desire to
see the world civilised and to try to
teach those people to have a correct,
just judgment of our customs in order that we may live in harmony
with those people and join our aspirations with theirs for the accomplishment of the highest things for human kind.
Such ambassadors are>chosen by the president. But we are
abaut to send another kind, of ambassadors, we are about to send ambassadors who will not visit king's and
soeak in important places, but hundreds of thousands of young men
chosen right out of your homes and
mine, your husbands and brothers and
sons and mine. And they are going
over to fight with the English people
and the French people and be neighbors with them, and when they come
back these English and French people will have a picture of us, not
drawn from the lofty and calculated
words of some official representative
who goes as an ambassador to create
a good opinion, but by actual contact
with young Americans as they rtelly
are.
Men on Mettle.
"And therefore, I am especially aiixious, I am most deeply coneernedjnot
onlv because of my pride as an Anferlcan, but because of my very greatjdesire for the future peace and wellBbeing of the world that those soldiers
who go to.France should be the lepresentatives of the best that is lrj us.

MmS IN FRANCE
AS AMBASSADORS

ARMED WITH JUSTICE
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KEEP AMERICA SAFE FOR DEMOCRACY
is PLOT OF FOE

The outrageous treatment recently received
by Rev. Herbert S. Bigelow, of Cincinnati, at
the hands of a Kentucky mob, was an exhibition of cowardice and brutality such as might
be expected only from the "unspeakable Turk,"
or a band of painted savages.
Should the foul and dastardly crime go unwhipt of justice it will be to our country's
shame—the more so because it was committed
by self-styled "patriots," and "in the name of
the women and children of Belgium," whom
Bigelow sympathized with as warmly as he
strongly condemned their German despoilers.
Bigelow was about to enter a hall to deliver
a lecture when he was seized by masked men,
handcuffed, kidnaped, and hurried in an automobile, followed by twenty-one others, to a
secluded spot in the country, where he was
. stripped of his clothing and bound to a tree.
His naked body was then unmercifully lashed
with a blacksnake whip and covered with crude
petroleum. When the fiends became tired of
the "rare sport," they spat upon him and turned
him loose.
He succeeded in finding his way to the house
of a priest, where he was taken care of and
sent to Cincinnati. Then he went to a hospital,
where it was found that he was terribly lacerated. For some days his condition was critical, as.it yet may be. The "Moral Engines"
of the press do not let us know about such
trifles.
Only one metropolitan daily newspaper in
California (the Bulletin), only one in New
York (the Evening Post), only one in Massachusetts (the Springfield Republican), and none
anywhere else in the land, so far as we know,
condemned the atrocious act or published the
following public statement by Secretary of War
Newton D. Baker:
I am greatly shocked at the reported violence
to my friend Mr. Bigelow. It is, of course,
lawless; but it is also brutal and cowardly. The
cause of the United States is not aided, but is
hurt, by this kind of thing. It is alleged that
those who beat him said something about avenging the Belgians, but the lynching of Belgium
is not avenged by Having lawless lynchings of
our own.
The right of free speech is guaranteed by our
Constitution, and abuses of that right are punished by law. No night riders are needed, and
when the country is at war for liberty and justice they make a humiliating contrast to our
national ideals and aims.
Herbert S. Bigelow is not unknown in San

Francisco, where he has lectured on several occasions to large audiences of thinking men and
women. No wonder Secretary of War Baker
is not ashamed to call him his "friend," for he
is the friend of all humanity.

Bigelow is pastor of the People's Church in
Cincinnati, was president of the recent Ohio
State Constitutional Convention, and was associated with the late Mayor Tom Johnson of
Cleveland in his many activities for bettering
industrial and political conditions.
He is a
gifted orator and courageous, yet as gentle a
spirit as ever lived.
What Bigelow's attitude has been regarding
the war into which our country was forced by
the acts of the German Government, we do
not know, but of one thing we are certain—
that he has in no way violated the law or
"given aid and comfort to the enemy" by any
word he has said or written. The anarchists
who maltreated him are the guilty ones; and,
although calling themselves "patriots," are traitors to our institutions and ideals. They are
more dangerous than the avowed enemy.
The President must have had them in mind,
and other cowardly miscreants like them, when,
in addressing the American Federation of Labor"
Convention the other day, he said:
The mob spirit is displaying itself here and
there in this country. I have sympathy with what
some men are saying, but I have no sympathy with the men that take their punishment
into their own hands; and I want to say to
every man who does join such a mob that I do
not recognize him as worthy of the free institutions of the United States. There are some
organizations in this country whose object is
anarchy and the destruction of law, but I would
not meet their efforts by making myself a partner in destroying the law. I despise and hate
their purposes, but I respect the ancient processes of justice.
Herbert S. Bigelow, like many others, may
be in favor of peace—even peace at any price.
If so, he is in the wrong; and if the airing of
his views tends to cause disaffection in this hour
of the Nation's peril, the Federal arm of the
Government is long enough to reach him and
strong enough to silence or subdue him.
Indiscriminate interference with and intolerance of free speech—particularly if accompanied
by mob violence and inhumanity—can never
"make the world safe for democracy," but may
cause it to be whispered abroad that our own
country is not "safe for democracy."
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Secretary Baker Believes Complaints of Unfair Treatment of
Colored Soldiers Due to
German Propaganda.

a
RACE QUESTION PASSING
IN ARMY, HE DECLARES.
Denying Discrimination, He Telis
of 625 Colored Officers Al-

Q

Q

■SI

ready Commissioned.
[Special to Tho World.

WASHINGTON, Dec. i.—Plainly
indieating his belief that German
propagandists are seeking to spread
discord among the colored population on the ground that colored soldiers are getting unfair treatment in
the National Army, Secretary of War
Baker to-day directed Emmett 3.
Scott a special assistant to guard the
interests of the colored race in the
army, to investigate complaints of
discrimination which the Secretary
beiieves to be unwarranted.
Referring to the charge that col- i
ored men are being assigned to service battalions exclusively, Mr. Baker called attention to the fact that I
these 'battalions are made up of both !
colored and white troops, and pointed |;
out that such an assignment was
hard.iy a discrimination, in. view cf I
the fact that it entailed less expo- j
sure to fire,than service in the front I
ranks.
The Secretary pointed out that '
more than 625 of. the colored reserve)
officers who had completed the course |
at Fort.Des Molnes, la., had already
received commissions; that nearly 100
colored physicians 'have received com- |
missions, and that a full lighting
force of 30,000 colored soldiers, includ- |
ing representatives in virtually every i
branch of the service, will constitute '
the 92d Division to be detailed for
duty in France under Gen. Pershing.
"All of my reports," he continues,
"indicate that the colored men ar
accepting this as an opportunity to
serve and not an accosion for creating discord or trouble, and white
men and officers are passing over the
question of race difference in a helpful spirit
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KEEP AMERICA SAFE FOR DEMOCRACY
<ES PLOT OF FOE

The outrageous treatment recently received
by Rev. Herbert S. Bigelow, of Cincinnati, at
the hands of a Kentucky mob, was an exhibition of cowardice and brutality such as might
be expected only from the "unspeakable Turk,"
or a band of painted savages.
Should the foul and dastardly crime go unwhipt of justice it will be to our country's
shame—the more so because it was committed
by 'self-styled "patriots," and "in the name of
the women and children of Belgium," whom
Bigelow sympathized with as warmly as he
strongly condemned their German despoilers.
Bigelow was about to enter a hall to deliver
a lecture when he was seized by masked men,
handcuffed, kidnaped, and hurried in an automobile, followed by twenty-one others, to a
secluded spot in the country, where he was
stripped of his clothing and bound to a tree.
His naked body was then unmercifully lashed
with a blacksnake whip and covered with crude
petroleum. When the fiends became tired of
the "rare sport," they spat upon him and turned
him loose.
He succeeded in finding his way to the house
of a priest, where he was taken care of and
sent to Cincinnati. Then he went to a hospital,
where it was found that he was terribly lacerated. For some days his condition was critical, as.it yet may be. The "Moral Engines"
of the press do not let us know about such
trifles.
Only one metropolitan daily newspaper in
California (the Bulletin), only one in New
York (the Evening Post), only one in Massachusetts (the Springfield Republican), and none
anywhere else in the land, so far as we know,
condemned the atrocious act or published the
following public statement by Secretary of War
Newton D. Baker:
I am greatly shocked at the reported violence
to my friend Mr. Bigelow. It is, of course,
lawless; but it is also brutal and cowardly. The
cause of the United States is not aided, but is
hurt, by this kind of thing. It is alleged that
those who beat him said something about avenging the Belgians, but the lynching of Belgium
is not avenged by having lawless lynchings of
our own.
The right of free speech is guaranteed by our
Constitution, and abuses of that right are punished by law. No night riders are needed, and
when the country is at war for liberty and justice they make a humiliating contrast to our
national ideals and aims.
Harbert S. Bigelow is not unknown in San

Francisco, where he has lectured on several occasions to large audiences of thinking men and
women. No wonder Secretary of War Baker
is not ashamed to call him his "friend," for he
is the friend of all humanity.

Bigelow is pastor of the People's Church in
Cincinnati, was president of the recent Ohio
State Constitutional Convention, and was associated with the late Mayor Tom Johnson of
Cleveland in his many activities for bettering
industrial and political conditions.
He is a
gifted orator and courageous, yet as gentle a
spirit as ever lived.
What Bigelow's attitude has been regarding
the war into which our country was forced by
the acts of the German Government, we do
not know, but of one thing we are certain—
that he has in no way violated the law or
"given aid and comfort to the enemy" by any
word he has said or written. The anarchists
who maltreated him are the guilty ones; and,
although calling themselves "patriots," are traitors to our institutions and ideals. They are
more dangerous than the avowed enemy.
The President must have had them in mind,
and other cowardly miscreants like them, when,
in addressing the American Federation of Labor
Convention the other day, he said:
The mob spirit is displaying itself here and
there in this country. I have sympathy with what
some men are saying, but I have no sympathy with the men that take their punishment
into their own hands; and I want to say to
every man who does join such a mob that I do
not recognize him as worthy of the free institutions of the United States. There are some
organizations in this country whose object is
anarchy and the destruction of law, but I would
not meet their efforts by making myself a partner in destroying the law. I despise and hate
their purposes, but I respect the ancient processes of justice.
Herbert S. Bigelow, like many others, may
be in favor of peace—even peace at any price.
If so, he is in the wrong; and if the airing of
his views tends to cause disaffection in this hour
of the Nation's peril, the Federal arm of the
Government is long enough to reach him and
strong enough to silence or subdue him.
Indiscriminate interference with and intolerance of free speech—particularly if accompanied
by mob violence and inhumanity—can never
"make the world safe for democracy," but may
cause it to be whispered abroad that our own
country is not "safe for democracy."
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of 625 Colored Officers Al-
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ready Commissioned.
(.Special to The WorlJ.

WASHINGTON, Dec. i—Plainly
indicating his belief that German
propagandists are .seeking to spread
discord among the colored population on the ground that colored soldiers are getting unfair treatment in
the National Army, Secretary of War
■Baker to-day directed Emmett J.
Scott a special assistant to guard the
interests of the colored race in the
army, to investigate complaints of
discrimination which the Secretary
believes to be unwarranted.
Referring to the charge that colored men are being assigned to service ba.ttaHOrffi exclusively, Mr. Baker called attention to the fact that
these 'battalions are made up of both
colored and white troops, and pointed
out that such an assignment was
■hardly a discrimination, in view cf
the fact that it entailed less exposure to Are than service in the front
ranks.
Sk
The Secretary pointed out that
more than 625 of, the colored reserve
officers .who had completed the course
at Fort. Des Moines, la., had already
received commissions; that nearly 100
colored physicians -have received commissions, and that a full fighting
force of 30,000 colored soldiers, including representatives in virtually every
branch of the service, will constitute
the 92d Division to be detailed for
dhty in Prance under Gen. Pershing.
"All of my reports," he continues,
"Indicate that the colored men ar
accepting this as an opportunity to
serve and not an accosion for creating discord or trouble, and white
men and officers are pa,ssing over the
question of race difference in a helpful spirit.
"What we need in this emergency
Is the help of right thinking people
in the ctiies-and towns around the
camps, and we are getting that cooperation%o generally that our course
seems free from embarsassment, if
German propagandists who want to
make discord Jny stirring up -sensitive
feelings, pre simply not allowed to do
their T.'OI k."
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BAKER TALKS ON SONGS

BAKER SEEmOT
IN NEGRO PLAINTS

^ j
Washington Men, Women, Children Gather at Music Festival, i

German Propagandists Behind
Charges of Discrimination
in New Arm v.

CITY'S FIRST COMMUNITY FETE
Mme. de Cisneros Gives French and

I
Dec. 4.—In ordering an ,
.investigation of complaints of alleged |
discrimination against negroes in the!
National Army Secretary Baker to-day l
made it plain that he considered most of
the complaints unwarranted and due to
German propaganda. The inauiry is to
determine whether the War Department's instructions that the negroes be
not required to do an unfair share of the
manual labor of the army have been
carried out.
The Secretary in a memorandum to
Emmett J. Scott, former secretary to
Booker T. Washington and recently
named an assistant in the Department to
look after the interests of the negro soldiers, calls upon, all citizens of both
races to cooperate and prevent the enemy propagandists from attaining their
object.
Sees Overworked Hysteria.
Racial discriminations, the memorandum says, had been discouraged both as
a matter of policy and to safeguard the
very institutions which -we are now at
the greatest sacrifice engaged in defending and which any racial disorders must
endanger.
"I very much regret what seems to be
a certain amount of overworked hysteria." the Secretary says, "on the part!
of some of the complainants, who seem
to think that only colored draftees are
being assigned to duty in service battalions, whereas thousands of white
draftees already have been, and more of
them necessarily will be, assigned to
duty in such service battalions."
These complaints are held by the Secretary to be unwarranted in view of the
fact that more than 62G graduates of the
negro officers' training camp have been
commissioned in the army, tliat almost
one hundred negro doctors have been
commissioned in the Medical Corps, and
that a full fighting division—the Ninetysecond National Army Division—of 30,000 negro troops is being organized "for
duty in France under Gen. Pershing."
WASHINGTON-.

Must Scotch .Propagandists.
Relations between white men and negro
men at the camps "have been worked
out on a satisfactory basis and little or
•r.o trouble seems likely to arise" Mr
Baker finds.
"All of my reports," he continues, "indicate that the colored men are accepting this as an opportunity to serve arid
not an occasion. for creating discord or
trouble, and white men and officers are
passing over the question of race difference in a helpful spirit.
"What we need in this emergency is
the help of right thinking people in the
cities and. towns around the camps and
we are getting that cooperation so generally that our course seems free from embarrassment, if German propagandists j
who want to make discord by stirring
up sensitive feelings are simpiv not allowed to do their work.
"We are bending all our energies to ;
the building up of an army to defeat the j
enemy of democracy and freedom," the I
memorandum said in conclusion, "and '
the army we are building contains both
white and colored men. We are expecting that they will all do their duty,
and when they have done it thev will be
alike entitled to the gratitude'of their
country."

British National Anthems at Central

High

School

Auditorinm.

Earl Carbauh Leads Folk Songs.
Cogswell Composition Gets Hearing
The first community song carnival
was celebrated throughout the nation
yesterday when, at 4 o'clock- in the
afternoon, the men and women and children lifted up their voices in "The StarSpangled Banner."
Washington's song1 feast, held in the
new Central High School auditorium,
contained features besides the national
anthem. Secretary of War Baker, in a
talk of the spiritualizing influence of
song, told his hearers that the American army in France would be forever
known in history as the singing army.
"I am here," said he, "not merely to
congratulate and greet you here; I am
here to greet a new spiritualizing
movement throughout the nation.
Nation's Soul Awake.
"The soul of the nation has awakened
and we no longer strive for our little
Individual ends. A sense of self-forgetfulness is upon us. In every ship
that leaves our shores for France, laden
with our wonderful new army, one
seems to see the soul of the nation arising.
"The songs we sing are not hymns of
hate but songs of our development and
of our ideals. And with the spirit of
those songs we will fight our way to
victory."
Mrs. David Allen Campbell opened the
song carnival and Mrs. A. M. Blair, of
the Rubinstein Club, led the singing of
"The Star-Spangled Banner." Mme.
Eleanor de Cisneros, garbed to represent America, sang the French and
British national anthems while the vast
audience stood.
Patriotic Songs Sung.
Then came the song of American folk
songs and patriotic airs under the leadership of Earl Carbauh"A Perfect Day" and an adaptation of
the waltz from the "Chocolate Soldier"
were led by Albert N. Hoxie, director of
the Philadelphia Community chorus.
Then came a composition from the
pen of Dr. Hamlin Cogswell, director of
music of the public schools, "The Spirit
of Victory," sung by Mr. Carbauh.
Edna Marione recited "The Dawn," and
Percy Foster stirred the audience with
"Come Thou. Almighty King" and "Onward, Christian Soldier."
Kenneth Clark Is Director.
Kenneth Clark directed the choral
singing of a number of patriotic airs.
Oscar Seagle rendered "Ten Thousand
Times Ten Thousand," a new composition by Carrie Jacobs Bond, two negro
melodies and May^Hartman's "Somewhere in France."

WAR'S THKOES=JREVEAliNG
PRESIDENTIAL- TIMBER.
At no time in the history of our
country has there been greater need
for big, well-balanced and patriotic
men at Washington, for conditions
brought about by the war call for an
unusual combining of the seemingly
opposing traits—progressiveness and
conservatism. In short, the man who
holds ^a big job at the capital today
must be capable of moving forward
at a sprinter's pace, and at the same
time keep himself under control to
such an extent that the nation and its
allies will at no time be victimized by
a fiasco on his part. The nation is
fortunate in having Woodrow Wilson
in the presidential chair, and Woodrow Wilson is fortunate in the character of the advisers he has drawn
around him, more than one of whom
has already demonstrated that he is of
presidential size.
No man at Washington has greater
problems to meet than Secretary of
War Newton T>. Baker, who is a war
secretary in reality, and not an automaton who makes no move except
when a departmental string is jerked.
Many big men have gone into presidential cabinets with the determination to be the real heads of their departments, but gradually they have
been worn down by precedent, red
tape and other bondage-hawsers and
awakened to find themrelves to be
nothing more than figureheads. In,
spite of the fact that he fell heir to
his office at a time when the greatest
war of history was on, and the further fact that he had had no special
training to fit him for that position,
Mr. Baker has made a record that is
both enviable and unusual—that is attracting attention among his own people and those of Europe as well.
Members of the delegation of Tampans which receptly went to Washing_ton, including Dr. C. W. Bartlett, Mr.
Baker's classmate, are warm in their
praise of the Celeveland man, his
ability, earnestness and vitality. He
is at his desk day and night, and appears to be indefatigable.
There has never been a big war in
which departmental scandals did not
occur, in which selfish politicans did
not do as much damage as the open
enemy, or in which a frenzied public
did not cry out against real or imaginary incompetency. Insofar as the
United States is concerned in the
present international tragedy, however, no well-founded criticisms have
been heard, the politician has been
given the boot, and war preparations
are being made in a machine-like, victory-assuring way.
Even now there is much speculation as to who will succeed Mr. Wilson, and the belief is general that Col.
Roosevelt will again pitch his hat Into
the ring, and some people believe that
the democrats can't find a man to beat
him. The Times is of the opinion,
though, that before the campaign begins, the people of the United States
will have realized that level-headedness is an infinitely greater asset than
pyrotechnics, and when the question
of selecting a democratic nominee is
considered we predict that the name
of Newton T>. Baker will be among
those given most careful consideration.
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£ Camp Lee's Honored Guest on Wednesday

SECRETARY OF WAR
PAYS HIS INITIAL
VISIT TO CAMP LEE
Reviews Every Regiment and Separate Unit, With Exception of the 317th Infantry, Kept Away by Quarantine.
Guest Greatly Pleased With Appearance of Men.
Secretary of War Newton D. Baker
paid his initial visit to Camp Leo Wednesday afternoon, accompanied by his
chief of staff, Major-General Biddle,
and with the Eightieth Division's new
commanding officer, Brigadier-General
Brett, and staff, reviewed on the 319t!hi
Infantry drill grounds every regiment
and separate unit in training here,
with the exception of the 317th Infantry Regiment, forced to remain
away on account of the measles quarantine.
The Secretary of War arrived in
camp shortly before 3 o'clock from
Petersburg, where he arrived with his
chief of staff, Major-General Biddle, on
the 2:40 train direct from Camp Jackson, at Charlotte, N. C. At the Norfolk
and Western station in Petersburg, the
secretary and General Biddle were met
by Brigadier-General Brett, recently
placed in command at Camp Lee in the
absence of Major-General Cronkhite,
and staff, composed of LieutenantColonel Waldron, chief of staff; Major
Lynch, assistant chief of staff, and
Captains Dobie and Terry, aids.
A large gathering of curious onlookers pressed around the waiting
automobiles at the station, where the
military police were busily engaged
keeping them back from the official
automobiles. The distinguished guests
proceeded through the streets of
Petersburg and then via the concrete
road to camp. On the Journey the
secretary was particularly interested
in the many disabled jitneys which line
the road, and took a little interest, too,
.in the able ones, which flew by always
with the narrowest margin between
cars.
At Division Headquarter*.
It was 3 o'clock on the dot when
the distinguished guests and escorting
party arrived in front of Division
Headquarters, where the Second Battalion of the 318th Infantry, under
command of Major Charles Sweeney,
formed a bodyguard about the While
House. The secretary and General
Biddle left their car here, and, accompanied by Brigadier-General Brett and
staff, proceeded to the Division Headquarters office, where the party of high
military officials remained behind
closed doors for a short time'.
In the meantime, great preparation
had been made for all troops in the
camp to pass in review before the secretary and visiting general on the 319th
Infantry drill grounds. From every

direction of the outlying sections of
the camp could bo heard the strains
of martial music as the troops quartered in those parts marched towards
this central drill field for the first review and inspection of the entire division.
Ten minutes after the secretary's
arrival, he was escorted by General
Brett, with staff, to the drill ground?,
where the movement of troops was
immediately begun.
General Brett's
brigade, the 160th, was the first to pass
in review, with the 319th Infantry
leading, followed by the 320th Infantry
and finally the 314th Machine-Gun Battalion. As the first troops passed with
bayonets glistening in the bright sunlight, which made the day ideal for
military parade, the secretary nodded
his head in approval, and no doubt
the conviction which he has been
gathering on his trip of inspection to
the various cantonments,that the manhood of America is fully alive to ilia
situation, was strengthened.
The 159th Brigade, depleted by the
absence of the 317th Infantry, with
General Heiner in command, came next,
the 318th Infantry showing the way,
with the 313th Machine-Gun battalion
following. The Artillery Brigade was
next in order, with General Farnsworth
in command, and in the following i rdei"
the field artillery units paraded: 313lh.
314th and 315th. The 305th Engineers;
Divisional Trains and other commands
preceded the Depot Brigade, which
followed in command of General Hall.
Review Lasts Two Hour*.
The review occupied two hours, and,
with the last Depot Brigade companypassed, Secretary Baker complimented
General Brett on the general efficiency
and military appearance of the troops.
In the reviewing party were Major
J. K. Dunlop, of the British army, and
Captain Toujon, of the French army,
recent arrivals here, to assist as instructors in the divisional school of
arms.
With the passing of the last com.
pany of men from the Depot Brigade,
accoutered in their very sky-blue
denims, there was handshaking all
around, and at 4:50 the secretary and
General Biddle climbed into a headquarters car and, accompanied by Captains Dobie and Terry, returned to
Petersburg in time to catch a late
afternoon train to Richmond, where the
secretary spoke at a patriotic meeting
in the City Auditorium that night.

TO FIGHT WAS OUR ONLY
CHOICE DECLARES BAKER
Secretary of War Brings Message of Good
Cheer From Center of Federal Government

Holds Great Audience Spellbound
"High and-low, rich and-poor, conspicuous and obscure, captain
of industry and artisan, organization of capital and organization of
labor, unorganized capital, unorganized
labor—our people in all of their capacities
and interests have joined in a consolidated
and confederated mass in order to assert
our national strength, our man power, our
industrial power and our financial power
to put an end to this abomination."
This was the message of good cheer
brought from the heart of the Federal
Government by the Secretary of War to
the great assembly of business men at the
Chamber's Annual Dinner. WithaneloJ
quence unsurpassed by any man who "Has
ever spoken at a Chamber meeting New-' i
ton D. Baker, appearing in Boston for the 1
first time m his official capacity, thus described the war spirit of America, painting
a most vivid picture of the part this country is taking in the great European conThe Secretary in Action
flict, telling why this country entered that
—Haydon Jones, Herald.
conflict, and what it seeks to gain through
the victory which it must and will obtain.
"Our entrance into that war," he said, "necessarily imposed upon
our country an entirely unaccustomed task. We felt that we had set
up an experiment in government over here which was sufficiently
isolated to make it completely protected . . . But when the war came,
snnJ thc-trountry addressed itself to th«- burden of preparation, its response was magnificent.
"The things which have been done
in this country are spectacular in the
extreme," said Mr. Baker, and to mention some of the things which have
been accomplished, he pointed to the
American army, at the outbreak of
the war no larger than the metropolitan police force of the city of London,
and now numbering a million; he
cited the remarkable speed and ease
with which the country raised and
trained the new corps of officers; he
recalled the wise plan of adopting
selective conscription as the means
for raising an army and the resulting
democratic system of selection; he
told of the Liberty Loan and of the
response which has met it; and turning to the subject of our industrial
and commercial mobilization, he showed how American industry has jumped
into war's harness and has lifted the
burden which war has provided. Here
he spoke of the remarkable dispatch
with which the army cantonments
have been erected, of the speed with
which the army is being equipped and
transported, and of the tremendous
problems of organization which the
Government has had to face and solve.
In this connection he declared:
Organization Problems.
"I am speaking to business men.
There is not a man in this audience
who does not realize what the making of an organization is, how long it
takes to do it—an effective working
organization in an industrial enterprise. Perhaps I can sum the whole
thing up by saying to you that the
ordinary expenses of this Government
in times of peace, a little over a billion dollars a year, have been multiplied by something like fifteen or six-

teen, and one division in the War Department—one division of one department—is called upon to provide the
manufacturing facilities, to provide
the plans, the supervision for the expenditure in the space of a single year
of more than three thousand million
dollars. And yet I am telling this not
merely to show the size of the task
to which the Government has had to
address itself, but in order that I may
tell you how competent American
industry is, because the answer to that
problem has been that American industry has sprung into the harness
and accomplished its apparently hopeless task.—And tonight the War Department is able to announce to the
people of America that the business
side of this war is progressing as
rapidly as the more obvious progress
which they can see in the multiplied
uniforms which dot our country everywhere !"
The War Itself.

Turning from the subject of preparation to the war itself, the Secretary
went back over the past three years
and showed how our war consciousness has developed, from the time of
the barbarous invasion of little Belgium, to that dark moment when
Germany announced to the world her
intention to prosecute an unrestricted
submarine warfare.
"And then," he said, "the notice
was served on us that we might not
sail the seas except upon certain
lanes—these great seas, the highways
of mankind, the common possession
of all people, upon which nobody,
however mad with ambition or drunk
with self-conceit, had ever laid claim
(Continued on Page 12.)

Stories Qf Big Men
N. D. Baker, War Secretary.
IT IS just possible that Secretary of War Baker
will be able to stop from his vast labors long
enough today to remember that it is his b'-rthcUiy
If he doesn't, someone is sure to remind hir.i that
he was born just forty-six years ago. and. if that
happens no doubt our busy War Secretary will say
to his informant : "Oh. yes, that's true. I will consult the General Staff."
Secretary Baker has the distinction of having
under his control the greatest military establishment the United States has ever had, which, for a
former pacifist, is certainly "going some." No one
would ever have thought such a thing possible who
had seen Newton Diehl Baker as a student at Johns
Hopkins, where he was known as a "grind" and a
"highbrow." It almost seems as if he was born
with a book in his hand, in which attitude you will
find him even today if he has a moment to spare.
Secretary Baker's father was a physician, and the
young mar. once assisted his father in the amputation of a patient's leg. That was enough for him.
He shook the dust of Martinsburg. W. Va.. from
his feet and went to study law at Washington ai^d
Lee University. In 1896 he became private secre-'
tary to Postmaster General Wilson. At the close
of the Cleveland administration he returned to
Martinsburg and began the practice of law. Contrary to his expectations, there was no great rush
of clients, so Mr. Baker decided to take a trip
-broad, where he might possibly find: a few books
he hadn't read. On his return he decided to settle
in Cleveland, Ohio, and in 1899 he became the
junior partner in a Cleveland legal firm.
Here Mr. Baker made the acquaintance of Tom
L. Johnson, and became one of the trusted lieutenants of that prpctical idealist. In 1905, and twice
thereafter, Mr. Baker was elected city solicitor of
Cleveland. In 1911 he was elected mayor of the
Ohio metropolis, and was re-elected in 1913. but
refused to run a third time. He entered President Wilson's cabinet as Secretary of War in
March. 1916, following the resignation of Lindley
M. Garrison.

Today's Anniversaries
Secretary of Navy.
THE first Secretary of the Navy in the cabinet
of an American president was George Cabot,
who was born in Salem, Mass., 166 years ago
today, December 3, 1761.
He had been a United States senator before he
was made the first Secretary of the Navy in 1798.
He held the office but a short time, and in most
lists of cabinet members Benjamin Stoddert is the
first name given.
Cabot and Stoddert. the latter a cavalry leader in
the revolution, were, like most of their successors,
almost wholly ignorant of naval affairs and the
ways of the sea, at least, at the beginning of their
tenure of the post. A majority of the heads of
Uncle Sam's navy have been lawyers, although Secretary Daniels, the present encumbent. is a newspaper editor and publisher. Lincoln's Secretary of
the Navy, Gideon Welles, was one of the few
practical naval men to hold the post.
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Our Very Human
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C" VERY word from the Secretary of War
is made doubly forceful after reading the reports from England and after
==-By Mary E. McDowell-=
listening to the missions sent over to help
Superintendent of the Vnlver'sity of Chi- us to see our duty toward our allies. It
cago Settlement House.
was found that in England the output
HI CAN say that no American soldier
was hindered by sickness and accidents
* wears or will wear a uniform made caused by weariness from long hours
in a sweatshop," was one of the remark- and lack of good food. It ought to be
able extracts of a remarkable address de- humiliating- to the citizens of this third
livered in Baltimore last week to the greatest industrial state of the Union
National Consumers' League by the Sec- that we are compelled to record that the
retary of War, Mr. Newton D. Baker.
WAR industrial standards of England are
It came as the last chapter to a story higher than the PEACE industrial
that I had heard a few days before, while standards of Illinois. Our women may
in New York City. In the early days of work ten hours night or day and they
our coming into the war, soldiers' uni- may work legally seventy hours a week
forms were found in a tenement house without any Sunday rest.
with the sign "Diphtheria Here" on the
•I-{•
-Idoor. Aii investigation brought to the
A LL real patriots will accept, I am
Secretary of War the facts, showing that -rv sure, the following safety measures
by contracts and subcontracts soldiers' for the protection of women in wartime:
uniforms were being .made in overcrowdNo tenement house work.
ed homes—violating the New York teneNo setting aside of child labor laws.
ment house laws.
A man's wage to the woman who takes
It was also found that women were paid his place and does 'his work.
only I2y2 cents for the finishing of an
An eight-hour day.
army overcoat.- This can happen no
No nisht work for women.
longer, for the order has gone out that
These standards .have been proven by
henceforth state laws must be obeyed by
the industrial experience of Europe and
the United States government, and that
America to be safeguards to workers and
25 csnts shall bo paid for finishing an
a good method of securing output.
overcoat.
When the President of the United
*!*
*h
•!•
States and the Secretary of War both
j\jR. BAKER, in the address I had the
announce
that
industrial
standards
xvi
satisfaction of hearing, showed that
should not abrogated unless under the
he was untiring in the creation'of an
stress of great emergency—surely to
army he believed to be of the "best sort,"
lovers
of democracy this should become
regarding this army as "material wara test of patriotism in every state of the
riors in a spiritual warfare."
Union.
Yet in the midst of an awful war, this
man with graver responsibilities than
any of our former Secretaries of War had
time and inclination to give thought to
what he believed to be a vital part of
this great. democratic struggle. In referring to -the urgency of securing ,the
necessary output from the factories, he
said he did not believe we could secure it
by using up the vitality of the working
women and their children.
"We cannot afford when losing boys in
France to lose children at home," he said.
"It will do no good to send our sons to
France to light fur our political rights if
while they" are doing that we surrender
our uocial and industrial rights." "The
government has advanced rather, than
relaxed the standards for the protection
of workers since the war started," was
one of the encouraging things he told the
audience of people who were present to
plan for the protection of women and
children in industry.
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Richmond.
euner in the street demonstrations or in the vast
assemblage that gathered to hear him last night

he had his audience with him from the outset. Hi,,
epigrammatic- sentences and ringing sentiments are
characteristic of the former mayor of Cleveland, i

e forgotten that the
11IZJV
est Virginian by birth, a native of Martins-

Baker need hardly have gone back so
■ederick the Great to find the origin of this
"'' aIth<"WVof l0uree- ^e disregard of treaties
and state covenants, which was a feature of the socalled -great" Frederick's career, has left its had
impress on his Prussian descendants. Also even
as the royal disciple of Voltaire had only contempt
lor and suspicion of his fellow creatures, relying
not on the love of the nation, but on his army and
Purse, so, in later years, his great grandson, Wil- I
ham II, has evinced similar traits, the might of1
the sword being his paramount doctrine. Like Fred-|
erick.-II, he allows no consideration of humanity
to stand in the way ojjnilitary'operations, as Secretary Baker stated; the gospel of frightfulness is
his alpha and omega. By this means he aimed to
force the smaller nations into submission. But, instead, his repugnant practices, notably in Belgium,
Alsace-Lorraine, northern France and in the Zeppelin bombing of unfortified cities—resulting in'the
killing pf women and children—and the submarine
assassinations; all reflect the spirit of the "great"
Frederick, and incite the Christian nations to lasting opposition of such barbarism. Germany's violation of the fundamental principles of international
law and of the laws o!' humanity, Secretary Baker
graphically depicted, bis earnestness finding reflection in the enthusiasm of his hearers.. What
Frederick il was able to do in his day. William 1!,
however, finds is not possible one hundred and sixty '
years later, when the allied peoples, whose love |
of liberty and freedom is immutable, are prepared to
resist his autocratic power to the end. This is why
America has enlisted in the great war; hot for
self-interest, not for commercial gains, but to keep
the lamp of liberty burning for all time. Secretary
Baker's advent is a pleasing incident, to be remembered along with that of Secretary Balfour,
whose splendid exposition of the aims of Great j
Britain was both educaF . and inspirational
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RICHMOND, VA.,TIMEiDISPATCHj_ DECEMBER 5, 1917.
Secretary of War
Speaks Here To-Night

FOLLOW-UP MEETING
Citizens of Richmond—men
AT CAPITOL TO-MORROW
and children—are urged to turn out to
cheer the Secretary of War and give
This proposed campaign of patriotic
evidence of the patriotic spirit that is education will be fully discussed at a
never failing on proper occasion in follow-up meeting at the Capitol tomorrow morning at 10 clock, at which
this city.
General E. W. Nichols, superintendent
CONFERENCE IS HELD TO
PERFECT PARADE DETAILS of the Virginia Military Institute, and
A conference was held yesterday chairman of the Virginia Council of
afternoon at the office of the Adjutant- Defense, will preside. General Nichols
General, at which Colonel Jo Lane will give a short address, and he will
Stern presided, to work out details for then introduce Henry J. Allen, editor
the military features. In addition to of the Wichita (Kans.) Beacon, and
Colonel Stern those at the conference George F. Porter, director of the com- i
were Captain Hugh Stockdell. of the mittee on co-operation with States of |
Howitzers; Captain Thomas B. Mc- the Council of National Defense, |
Dowell, of the Blues; Lewis H. Machen, Washington.
Men and women from every part of
director of the Legislative Reference
Bureau and of the speakers' bureau Virginia will attend this meeting.
of the Virginia Council of Defense; They will, after the set speeches, conMajor Clarence Wyatt, of the Blues; fer as informally as possible about
'Captain F. W. Tucker, Jr., of the Han- conditions, especially in the outlying
over Grays, and Colonel W. M. Hunley, sections, and they will try to formulate plans for reaching the people of
secretary of the Council of Defense.
A conference was later held with every community with a "war mes■•
President F. W. Boatwright, of Rich- sage."
The campaign will be conducted
mond College; Dr. J. A. C. Chandler,
Superintendent of Schools; Major John from the speakers' bureau of the CounRandolph Tucker, of the Richmond Col- cil of Defense, of which Mr. Machen is
lege training corps, and Charles L. director, as a central headquarters.
Weaver, Boy Scout executive, after Every agency, in the State, official and
which announcement as to the military otherwise, will be used as far as they
can be for this "drive."
features was made as'follows;
The military escort for the Secretary
of War will form as follows:
The Blues, in command of Captain
Thomas B. McDowell, in Capitol
Square, on the north side of the Capitol, facing north.
The Howitzers, in command of Captain Hugh Stockdell, on the south side'
Soldiers of the national army and the
of the Washington Monument, facing
national guard will spend their Christmas
north.
in camp this year. There will be no genThe Richmond College training corps,
in command of Major John Randolph
era! furlough, as many of them had |
Tucker, on the South side of Grace
hoped, to enable them to visit their homes
Street, right resting at Ninth Street.
during the holidays. Secretary of War
The John Marshall High School
Baker states that it is not practicable to
cadets, in command of Captain Margive a general leave of absence to the
shall G. Munce, on the south side of
Local Volunteer Units to Escort Grace Street, right resting at Eighth
men, and a study of conditions sustains
Street.
Baker to City Audithis decision, even thought it may be dis- j
The Hanover Grays, In command of
appointing to thousands of families.
torium.
Captain F. W. Tucker, Jr., on the south
Secretary Baker points out that many
side of Grace Street, between Seventh
of the men in the training camps are sta- !
and Eighth Streets, facing north.
GREAT PATRIOTIC RALLY The whole military escort will be
tioned far from their homes. To send
in command of Major Clarence Wyatt.
them home for Christmas would involve
TROOPS FROM
a greater financial outlay than they are
Congressman Johnston, Recently REVIEWEXECUTIVE
MANSION STEPS
able to stand. Another point is that a
From War Zone, Speaks in
The Secretary of War, the Governor
general furlough would break up the sysand their party will review the troops
Place of McCormick.
tem
of training through which the men
from the steps of the Executive Manare now going in preparation for the real
sion at 7:30 o'clock.
work abroad. But the chief objection, and
Richmond is expected to. do her best
The line of march will be as follows:
I the one that will have the most weight
to give the Secretary of War and a Grace Street to Fifth, to Franklin, to
| with thinking people, is that it would imdistinguished party a warm welcome Laurel, to Floyd Avenue, to Linden
Street to the Auditorium. The Secrej pose a burden upon the railroads greater
"when they come to this city to-day to tary of War will pass between the
j than they could bear. With traffic already
start a patriotic drive in Virginia.
troops, and the latter will then be dis| heavier than the roads can handle, it
Governor Stuart returned late last missed.
night from Alabama, and will greet
Governor Stuart will preside at the
| would be impossible to transport hunSecretary Baker and his party when Auditorium, and will introduce Secredreds of thousands of soldiers to their
they come over from Camp I-.ee this tary Baker and Congressman Johnston.
homes and back within a period of a few
The
Boy
Scouts
will
serve
as
ushers
afternoon. Congressman-at-Large Medays without hopelessly disarranging the
dill McCormick, of Illinois, nad ex- in the hall, and are planning a novel
transportation facilities of the country.
pected to come with the secretary, but demonstration along the line of inarch
pressing congressional business of an from the Governor's Mansion. Mayor
Consequently the boys will have to celeunexpected nattire will detain him in Ainslie took~ steps yesterday to have
brate the Yuletide in camp. They will be
Washington, according to a message the proper police arrangements made.
the recipients of gifts and good things to
This visit of Secretary Baker will
that reached the Council of Defense
eat, and many of them will receive visits
last night from the Council of National mark the opening in Virginia of a pafrom their relatives and friends. The
Defense, Washington.
Congressman triotic drive that will result, it is hoped,
camp commissary no doubt wUl be adapted
McCormick's place will be taken by in arousing the whole State to a full
Representative Albert Johnston, of the realization of the momentous issues
to the holiday season, and every effort will
State of Washington, a brilliant orator with which this government is now
be made to inject the Christmas spirit
and one of the leading members >f Con- wrestling, and to an appreciation of
into camp life. They will find that they
the'
need
for
every
man,
woman
and
gress from the West. He has just rehave by no means been forgotten.
turned from a visit to the trenches in child to serve in whatever way that
the government ma;' rirect.
France.
It is planned to have the exercises
at the City Auditorium start about
8:15 o'clock to-night. There will be a
band, patriotic songs and other features.

Christmas in Camp.
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Unreached the senate during the
high spots of Gen. Crozier's testiCONTINUED-PROM FIRST PAGE.
mony revealing how there had been
tigating committee, however, will not a serious "fall-down" on the mabe quick to fasten responsibility. It chine gun problem.
Tihs act was regarded in many
seems to recognize that "passing the
as the government's anbuck" is the commonest of all prac- quarters
swer to the criticism that had been
tices in Washington.
directed already at the way the war
Ordinarily no official will accept department was handling its big job.
From the outset of war departresponsibUity for anything he can
ment officials, from the president
pass on to someone else. Secretary down, have not relished any critiBaker, however, in general terms cism of the conduct of the war. This
tonight accepted full responsibility, decision to ask reconflrmation of
saying that as head of tne war de- Gen. Crozier indicates the purpose
partment he, of course, was re- of the president and war secretary
to stand pat on the present organisponsible.
con"1 am responsible for everything zation unless pressure from
gress should force a change.
that goes on in the war department,
The senate, it is certain, will not
Mr. Baker said.
He added that he had been espe- act upon Gen. Crozier's name until
cially interested in the machine gun it has gone more deeply into the inAssumes Full Responsibility situation and had called a special vestigation it has under way.
Members of the committee, Demoboard to investigate the subject.
crats and Republicans alike, by quesAfter Gen. Crozier, Chief
"But there is no need for defense,
tions
they directed at Gen. Crozier
I the secretary insisted. "The full caof Ordnance, Puts It
pacity of this country for manufac- today indicated very pointedly they
ture of machine guns has been placed were far from satisfied with the way
Upon Him.
under contract. The war department, he had conducted his department and
| is utilizing the entire capacity of the big problem it had thrust on it
i every machine gun plant in the by war, and unless far more satisfactory reasons for delays be given
DEFENDS
GUN
MAKING ; country."
Secretary Baker explained that than have been offered as yet, would
while the Browning gun had been oppose his reconflrmation to the
adopted as the official type for the munitions post.
Says Full Capacity of Coun- : United
The fact that Crozier's reappointStates army this did not mean
I that it was to be used to the exclu- ment is before the senate at this time
try is Now Under
for
action means that the entire
j sion of other makes.
|
"It is not the intention to concen- munitions problem and the manner in
Contract.
j trate on Browning guns," said Mr. which it has been handled will be
\ Baker. "It is the intention of the de- peered into with the most minute
partment to buy every machine gun it care.
BY BEN P. ALLEN.
j Either congress will acquiesce in
can get."
Plain Dealer Bureau.
Secretary Baker would not give everything that has been done and
:!,s Post Building.
any actual figures as to the number give the war department a clean bill
WASHINGTON, Dec. IS
of guns under contract or the num- of health or exert pressure for a genTn revealing before the senate ber to be purchased
i eral shake-up.
Already, from the facts ascertained
"The department cannot state I
military affairs committee today what
it ought not to state because i in the hearing, strong sentiment has
that months of valuable time had somebody expresses a confused view developed in the senate for the ere.
of it. The military safety of the . ationof a separate munitions and
been lost in supplying the army country forbids it."
supplies board to handle the ProducThe "confused view" phrase re-| t.on Probtea «P«? from .the wax ofwith machine guns, rifles and ferred
to interpretations placed on flee, or exactly the organization Engwas forced to resort to early in
other vitally essential equipment, Gen. Crozier's testimony rather than land
war to get results.
to the testimony itself.
Gen. William Crozier, chief of
The inference
from
Secretary
statement was that the maordnance, disclaimed personal Baker's
chine gun situation' could be placed
responsibility. Secretary of War before the public in a better light if
military considerations did not dicRaker tonight assumed it.
tate silence as to accomplishments.
The testimony «f Gen. Crozier. dis- All that could be said on this score,
the secretary added, was that "large
closing what every member of the progress had been made."
If Secretary Baker felt chagrined
investigating committee characterized
on its surface as bureaucratic red at the testimony of Gen. Crozier before
the committee he.,did not extape sadly interfering with war preppress it.
arations, came in connecting with his
"The senate committee wants to
know if there has been any slowness
description of the efforts the United
in
supply and what the slowing feaStales has taken to get the' tens of
tures are," said Mr. Baker. "Gen.
thousands of .machine guns that are
Crozier's duty is to give all, the inneeded to arm the United States
formation he can. I have no doubt
Gen.
Crozier will make every explanaforces.
tion the senate asks him to make."
Gen. Crozier, who. among other
In some quarters there is the emthings, disclosed that it was ten
phatic disposition to urge a shake-up
in the war department. There was no
months after congress appropriated
intimation of any such purpose on the
the money to get machine guns, four
part of President. Wilson, but rather
months after the break in relations
evidence to the contrary.
, By coincidence possibly, but by
with Germany and two months after
way of what is generally believed
the declaration of war before the
to be the direct intention of Presidepartment adopted its machine gun I dent Wilson to show satisfaction
model, passed responsibility to Secwith the way the war department
has been conducting the war makretary Baker while he was the target
ing preparations, the White House
for a fusillade of questions.
sent to the senate for confirmation
He did so hesitatingly and pro- j for
reappointment as chief of
nounced the name of the secretary of j ordnance, Gen. Crozier's name.
war in a low whisper.
'After getting out from in under by i
■iming the Cleveland cabinet mem- i
. (Jen. Crozier. clearing his throat
;'iiil talking in a firm tone, said that j
the pre-war a,nd machine gun pro- j
sram was not that of his department, j
but was directed by Secretary Baker,
who personally had "'interested himin the problem.
Wdjn't Aet Quickly.
Vixed in the purpose to probe the
uis'losures to the bottom the invss- i
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Why U.S. Fails
to Have Guns
Ready to Use
Plain Dealer Bureau.
:i8 Post Building.
WASHINGTON, Dec. 13.
Here are the reasons why the
United States must depend upon
France for machine guns until next
spring and summer or later:
I —Trouble on border finds army
■*• so short of machine guns government is compelled to purchase .'100
£»wis guns from England and send
them with English ammunition to
J
.MO border.
-„ Aju£y*t, ^01(1. eatress appro** priates $112,000,000 for machine
guns. This sum, it was testified today, should obtain between 10,000 and
12,000.
O— War department orders some
«■»■ Vickers, the heavy type of machine gun used in emplacements.
Orders no light machine grins of
which, it is testified, army will need
more than 40,000 to arm the first!
million of troops. Sets May, 1917, for \
tests to determine what type of gun I
the United States will adopt.
A— War declared April (i, HJ17. At j
" this time, there is not a single!
machine gun being turned out for;
American use.
"C -rJune, 1917, ordnance board !
«-' adopts light Browning as offi- i
ctal model. It is a new gun never
used in battle. Orders are given for
it on an extensive scale during summer and fall, but factories have to be
built and machinery and tools made.
Six large gun works have extensive
contracts to manufacture it, but they
"till are working on tools and gun
machinery. April 1, lQjg, it is ex_
peered first deliveries will be made.
Who is responsible for the fact no
real steps were taken from August,
1916, until June, 1917, to get the
light machine guns congress had ordered? Maj. Gen. Crozier says Secretary Baker.
Secretary Baker accepts responsibility. Says every available ounce of
machine gun production in country is
at work, Will not discuss guns in
terms of numbers. Claims questions
of national defense cannot be discussed publicly as could a question of
domestic policy.
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Partners of Great JiatToriN.
" We are partners now," he said.
" with great men and great nations.
When the smoke of battle was cleared
away there will arise a new world federation, when the sons and daughters of
civilization will join hands to protect
the sacred principles upon which the
freedom of the world stands."
The Secretary then drew a vivid picture of the greatness of America fighting for no selfish object, but for the
good of every man arid woman who j
lives, and those who are to live, in the j
years to come.
" Our boys do not go to Europe, members of an army of conquest, to bring
back a chariot with some one or other
chained to its wheels and loaded with
Continued from Page One.
loot," he said. " They will come back
with the glory of having won freedom
for the world, for 'hemselves, and for
it doesn't take much to satisfy such a all mankind."
" When you add righteousness of cause
person.
" We. were a peace-loving people sud- to the success of our preparations,"
Secretary Baker continued, " and think
denly summoned to go back 500 years of the character of our army, we can
and deal with brute force, and see what see but one possible conclusion of the
we have done to adjust Ourselves. You struggle."
The Secretary told of what had been
will see we have accomplished great done to protect the morals of the soltilings, but you will see what is more diers and said that all that was modern
important, you will see a guarantee of in the way of giving recreation for the
soldiers had been provided.
Civilization. You will see that unwill" Not because of wisdom in any paringness to fight does not mean inability ticular place has this been done," he
to fight. You will see that a civilized said, " but because of a demand for it
from the whole American people. Amerand God-fearing nation, if it has to pro- ica makes war as it was never done
tect itself, can do it, and that there is before."
Secretary Baker said that there would ,
in democracy , that virtue which is sufbig results of the war.
ficient in any contest to which it may be" two
First," he said, " there will be
be called.
military victory. But the greatest tri"I will not take your time to re- umph, which will be brought home to us
he shields of our returning boys will
count in millions, of dollars or of blen- on
be the vindication of the inviolate
kets, the things that have been done. righteousness of treaties, and the proof
This war requires three things—money, that a.mong nations, as well as among
men, and morals. The Secretary of the | individuals, ' The wages of sin is
death.' "
Treasury deserves the thanks of the
Secretary Baker's speech was taken
nation for the way he has mobilized the . stenographically for the society, but the
stenographer
refused to make a trannation's dollars.
script when requested to do so by news" There was a time, we recall, when paper reporters.
we raised an army by getting out a fife
Daniels Denounces German Spiesarid drum corps and an orator here and
Secretary Daniels brought the crowd to
there. Individuals were called upon to
its feet by his denunciation of German
raise regiments: sometimes an individspies acting as scandal-mongers.
He
ual raised a division. But in this war it
said that the results of their work could
was the raising of a nation, and to have
be seen in Russia, and that they must
let the volunteer system solve that probbe checked here.
lem would have been to leave a weak" When a man comes o you," he says,
ened nation. And so Congress decided
" and whispers of some great loss we
that it should be for the Government to
have had, you put him down as repeatsay where each man's talents should be
ing the words of a German spy or as a
lving ignoramus, who doesn't know
used."
what he is talking about." Paying his
respects to the scandal mongers, SecrePraises the National Army.
tary Daniels said:
"~We are sending men to Europe, the
The Secreta-y of War praised the
only
men who «.ver went to war without
young men of the nation for their achate of the people they intend to defeat
ceptance of the spirit of universal servfor the good of mankind—and we are
sending them every week. We are sendice involved in the draft.
ing them, thank God, we are sending
" And if you do not believe they have
them without the loss of a man."
accepted it," he said, " go to Yaphank
Dike Secretary Baker, Secretary Danor any one of the sixteen training
iels saids that if there was a soldier
who
hasn't his full equipment, it was
camps. There you will see a cross-secbecause America had chosen to equip
tion of our population, rich and poor,
first those in the field. There wasn t a
bankers' sons and butchers' sons, all
factory in the land which could make
munitions he said that. was not workworking together, and, what is more, all
ing overtime.
filled with the same thought—it comes
Secretary Daniels's Speeeh.
to me from ali parts of the nation—it is.
How soon can we get to France? "
" A few months ago there was a prevaSecretary Baker then lauded the big
lent notion that American manhood had
business men of the nation, who had
become soft and was dominated by magone to Washington to help the Govterialism. We saw the young man imernment, and said:
" The imperial theme that governs
mersed in business and pleasure, and we
every man's thought is service to the
asked ourselves, ' Is the youth of our
nation.
day made of the same stuff as the men
" While we are fighting for democof '76 and of the sixties? ' There were
racy," he continued, " we are giving a
many voices telling: us of the moral flabmanifestation of democracy here. Equalbiness, physical unfitness, and spiritual
ity is service for the good of all—that is
death.
■
'
democracy."
" They said the only motto of today
In telling how the whole nation was
with American young men is ' Get rich
infused with one idea, he said:
and have a good time,' and there was a
" When men of my time of life meet
measure of truth in this diagnosis, but
a man in khaki on the street there is an
the grim business of war has already
irrepressible desire to say 'My son!'
taught us that we had accepted the life
Tlmt's the way we feel, men. They are
of the few as typical when it was the
our sons, we are their fathers all of
exception. Perhaps we would have althem, every one of them. Rich or poor,
wavs accepted this unfavorable view of
no matter from what station of life, side
the youth of our day, and thus wronged
by side they are the same. For on some
them, if there had not come a time of
moonlight nightmoorilight night, when a
testing. But the time came to measure
boy, his face upturned, lies on a field
manhood. Is it soft or is it hard? Is it
of France, having paid the -upreme
of the stern stuff that gave us Nathan
sacrifice, it does not matter who he was
Hale and Paul Revere? Or is it deleted
over here, he is just American theie."
Americanism that lacks virility and
The Secretary of War then told of the
readiness to die for principle?
other times in history when democracy
" War has given the answer.
The
had tried to embrace the world, but
accepted misconception of the youth or
could not. He said it was not possible
in the time of the French Revolution
because of the " Allied Kings of
Europe," it was not possible in l*vti)
because the Kings still retained their
power, and it was'not possible m 1870.
' But in 1917, he said, the dawn of democracy for all the world was here.

BAKER DEFENDS NATION'S WAR PROGRESS;
MEN AT THE FRONT GET THE FIRST GUNS;
CROZIER TELLS OF ORDNANCE DELAYS
Iluker HVyi.es to Critics.
in his address, the eloquence of which
at times brought his hearers to their
feet, 'Secretary Baker pictured unselfish
America as the " great war maker,"
when she had to be.
Sacritice m a
common cause, he sa:d, had made the
nation more united than ever before,
and from 1017 would always date the
history of a really homogeneous nation.
He replied to the erit.es who charge
that there is a scarcity of rifles in training camps by saying that there wasn't
a munition factory in the land that
wasn't working overtime and that if
there was a soldier in a training camp
who didn't have a gun, it was because
the Government has seen fit to equip
lirst the men at the front. Referring
to other criticism of the nation's war
pteparations, he said they were mere
details such as any trouble-maker could
find, and tha't looking at the nation's
military progress broadly the country
had every reason to be proud, because
America had shown that a democracy,
when called upon, could resort to defense in arms. Speaking of America's
role in the war, he said:

SEES DEMOCRACY VICTOR
WarSecretary in Eloquent
Address Predicts Triumph OverTeuton Foes.
PRAISES THE DRAFT ARMY
Declares Cantonments Present
a Cross Section of a
United America.
DANIELS WANTS NO GLOOfv
Assails Pessimists and Says
America Will Fight Until War
Lords Are Deposed.
The Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy, speaking last night
at the annual dinner of the New York
Southern Society at the Waldorf-Astoria, defended America's military preparation, decried the work of spies and
seditionists, the preaching of pessimism,
and asserted that thte war work of the
country had evoked the admiration of
the experts of the nations who for three
years longer than America knew whai
modern v. ar preparations were.
Secretary Daniels declared that there
was no news of loss or defeat which had
not. been given to the American people,
and th.'it as long as the war Lasted the
Government would speak trankly to the
people of how tiic \yar was going.
:-- :-;■<■>;>, ;,
i '■■ iv-M' sirtd
VA&\ no nation
ii.i ■. [{Oil* .-'j
. <- i : i nin<
inon< hs ;to the
that there was no
;

1 hi t: LI.IL> i he Ktsis (v sh< uid be taught
thai ■' ;h.- wages < >f gin i- dfcath."
i
K< bit mry 1 fakei ihd Secretary
u 1 ti'-war (,ui ics os
DtthU ;• Ciwcl
:
the r ttii ::. St:ci oi iv$ Liaker said that
the work of boae •ing ^laiiiviiid \v.ouiU
ofici- siili oilier tii ities ai\e;' autocracy
had been crushed , Secretary Daniels
promisea an efficient American contribution to an international fltec to police
the world and prevent wars in the
decades and centuries to come.
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" Somebody tells me that somebody
else said that we are fighting some one
else's war. That brings to my mind the
thought—well, what if we are. Is it not
nobler to save another's life than to
save your own? To whom are monuments erected? To those who benefit
themselves or those who aid their brothers V
" But in very truth, our nation is
engaged in fighting its own battle. It is
doing so from a material standpoint,
but that doesn't count. It is fighting
its own spiritual battle; it is fighting to
save democracy.
" We are not fighting this battle alone.
I am not ambitious that the glory o£
the final contest shall, come to us alone.
I would rather it came to the associated
efort of democratic people everywhere..
Then, after the war, neither they nor
we can say that we own a monopoly ot
the democracy that has been won.
" When crude mediaevalism has gone,
when the Hohenzollern and the Haps"<burg confront their doom before a
victorious world democracy, when there
is democracy in all the world, there will
stil be heights to reach.
There will
still be left to achieve large benefits for
mankind."
Then, touching upon his critics, Secretary Baker said:
" Here and there we hear criticism.
There are two ways to look at this nation's war progress—what we have done,
and what we have not done. One must
comprehend that all the activities of
the Government in the departments
which are doing the war work had to be
multiplied by three thousand fold. We
load to undertake new problems on a
coltosal scale such as none ever knew
before—a nation hating war and not
used to it. Not only have we won the
admiration of foreign visitors who are
familar with such things, but we have
leason to be proud of our accomplishments. These were things which the
country was not prepared to do. If one
goes about looking for things to find
fault with, he will succeed—for usually
Continued on Page Two.
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sacrifices
war is possesses
sacniices i;a
'" this
" America
am
world is V'£,a
freed nf
of the monster of milllaw
tary autocracy winch
except
Let him take who has the power
And let him keep who can.
••We have entered this war with no
I nation no enw, no prejudices, no de«i™for anything that belong to any
other man ornation. No shibboleth, of
hate or semblance of it, has been raised
When our ships have been ruthlessly
sunk and men and' women and children
have been murdered, we have highly resolved to make the seas safe and never
to rest until the men responsibl for
these crimes are made impotent to reSeat them but in all America there is
nrflarnTof rage, no passion for vengeance no hatred of the people of Germany who have been made the instruments of the bestial warfare.
"We nave looked beyond the men under the sea, whoso piratical acts
shocked civilisation, and we have seen
that thev were the pawns and agents
of a juggernaut which compelled them
to commit murder or to themselves face
the death squad. A long-imposed, an

i

"What must be the shibboleth of this
war for America? Many suggestions
have been made, some of them borrowing the spirit of vengeance that wars
have always produced. Not long ago
a great newspaper in the Middle West
offered a prize to the person who would
suggest the shjbboletfi that would inspfri soldiers arid sailors to fight until
victory is won.
There were many
answers to the request, ranging all the
way from the expression of hitter hate
to the meaningless slogan of the mollycoddle. The judges finally awarded Lhe
prize to the one who proposed, 'Freer
dom for all, forever.'
In those few
words are summed up the whole spirit ■
and purpose of every Democratic !
nation.
" We are fighting to preserve freedom.
We know what that means. It was
blood-bought, and can be.preserved for
no people except by eternal vigilance.
We are fighting for freedom, not to
otain it for a favored few or for a group
of nations. It must embrace man Kind;
it is for all. There must be no mates
and bounds set to' it, no territorial limitations, no exclusion of my. But we go
further. Freedom for all is not enough.
This war may bring this blessing to
those who tight for it, but in a decade
other ambitious autocratic monsters
might rise up and by military machines
deprive some of the freedom our arms
have helped to win for all.
" We must not only secure freedom for
ail—we. must safeguard it; we must insure it; we must guarantee, it; we must
make it so safe that .no power can ever
place it in jeonardy. Whatever is required it must be perpetuatad and made
enduring. It must, bless mankind forever.
This Bhibi-'eth embraces our
noble aims, our broad conception of the

-hrf»w their Captau.
vam attempt to save their souls from be of uncertain duration.
under-sea slaugher of children, there
Fightins for a Holy Cause.
has been an attempt to revolt against
" ' Freedom, for all, forever " has no
the most highly organized internal tyrranny the ingenuity of subsidized serv- touch of hate of the foes of freedom.
Leeould impose. But ingrained sub- No gTeed tarnishes that shibboleth.
mission, trained skill in the use of weap- Under that banner men will march to
ons of war, and the certainty of ciue:
destruction by even the whisper of victory with a nobility of purpose and
protest to the enforced barbarism have an inconquerable spirit. It will be a
made the Kaiser's war machine a po- benediction, giving added strength and
tent thing of evil.
power to every man in arms, and he will
America's Voice ic-r Justice.
fight in as holy a cause as inspired
•' We have seen this monster desi
those who went in quest of the Holy
small States, ravage peaceful teri'i* I Grail.
"The leading question on every tongue
tories, and seek to incite the whole.
is 'What can I do to help in
world to sedition and murder. But, today
this war? ' Naturally, that question is
deep as is our determination that the addressed to those intrusted with the
world shall never be dominated by problems of the military arms of out
force, it is the glory of America that its Government. You eagerly hope that the
voice is the voice of resolution and jus- way will be made clear to those eager
tice, and no tof hate and vengeance. and anxious to do their part in bringing
May we not hope, should we not pray, this terrible conflict to a triumphant
that, no matter how great the provoca- conclusion. I know that if I should ask
tion, the American people will ever keep every one of you sitting around me toout of their minds'and out of their night what you would rather have me
hearts any passion of hate toward those say above all things, your reply would
who war against the world's justice and . not be words of praise of your society
the world's peace and the world's eivili- ! or general summaries of our military
zation? Is it expecting too much when j situation, or discourses on matters of
hundreds of our men have been done to ; high strategy, or elaborate dissertadeath by this merciless machine, that | tions on world politics, but you would
we shall preserve our souls in restraint , ask nie for a definite answer to the
and fredom from despising those who | question that is uppermost in all your
are now oar enemies'.'
minds these days—Where lies my duty'.'
" If Americans can press Urns war to How can I best serve in this day of
vitcory—counting, nothing worth while need?
except securing endurding peace—if we
" I do not doubt you are all doing all
can do this without our own souls going that you can, all that you have been
down into the abvss of hate, our nation told, or all that you can think to do,
will have risen to a glory hitherto and I know that what I wish to speak
deemed impossible among men. Mind about particularly tonight is something
you, I counsel no smooth words in de- which many of you already have realscribing the murderous deeds conceived ized or are already doing to the best of
by the German autocrats. I favor no your ability at this moment, put there
quarter for the men responsible for the may arise a danger greater than that
world's war, though as to them our at- of submarines or cannon, more to be
titude should not be one of hatred.
feared than the power of armies, a
" Napoleon coveted the earth.
danger which will become no longer a
personal ambilion made Europe reek i danger when it is realized, but which
with blood. His fate must be the fate is dangerous because, until too late, it
of those who make his bloody career may not be recognized as a real and
their admiration, and who have fol- great peril.
" I speak of the danger of pessimism.
lowed in his footsteps. France, through
travail, came to know and to embrace the danger of losing heart, the danger
of growing discouraged, the danger of
free government.
"We shall stay in this war until Ger~ allowing oneself foi one minute to
this war will
many, shall see its war lords deposed, I doubt that, right.
! and we shall live to see that capable triumph or thaf (it rnoorac; has not been
people freed from the master of mili- born to suffer extinction1 at the hands
tarism that has made every home a of a German autocrat. I is parl of the
1! is perhaps
house of mourning. To this accomplish- German propaganda.
ment, because until it is accomplished no their most effective, weapon to spread
people can be safe under their own vine throughout the pountries oppose! to
and fig-tree, America has pledged its i them teles of imaginary defeats, of fatal
deficiencies in the military establishsacred honor, and to the pledge et
man and every resource and every dollar ments which never existed, of super\ are dedicated. 1 use the word ' nodi human resources of the German empire,
\ cated ' advisedly, -because it. is a holy ■ and a thousand and one things ail tend' consecration of all that it is and ail <hat ing to shake thit sane conviction of
it has to which America is 6ommt£edi , the impossibility f>f the wrong triumphCan we permit passion and hate to mar :i ing over the right, which we must requr holy cause and our unselfish devo- !| tain if we are going to win this war.
tion ?
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appropriations it became necessary
LET THE FACTS COME OUT.
to make contracts with manufacturers
The investigation by the Senate practically on promises to pay, and
Military Affairs Committee to ascer- they were not willing to make detain what is wrong in the equipment liveries except on the basis of " cost
of the land forces and in the manage- plus 10 per cent." There were also
ment of the camps, which includes labor difficulties.
care of the men, must be thorough
It Is reassuring to know that Genand it must be open. The people, eral CBOZIEB could answer for the
who are being taxed and are buying equipment of our troops In France,
laberty bonds to meet the expenses of but he admitted that on this side the
the war, which they are resolved to men in training would not havo the
win,
will tolerate nothing else. "most important things," that Is to
Nothing must be permitted to hide the Bay arms and guns (and with the
truth. The real conditions of unprc- assistance of England and France)
paredness are known by the enemy, until next Summer. Obviously there
it may be assumed.
The people is a good deal to come out not pleassuspect but do not know them. There ant to read In this important invesis, of course, no occasion for alarm, tigation, but it should lead to cobut there is occasion for concern.
ordination, unselfish duty, and effort
That the investigation became neces- by all concerned, and dispatch. Let
sary there can be no doubt. Senators all the facts come out and the responhad visited the camps and seen things sibility be fixed, even if some officials
for themselves. The commanding of- have to retire in the interest of effificers could not connive at conceal- ciency and capacity.
ment. It was for the good of the
service that visiting members of Congress should be shown around and
their questions answered. The Medical Department had made reports that
were significant.
Prominent men
whose patriotism could not be challenged had made charges.
It was
more than common rumor that there
were deficiencies in equipping the
troops, not only with Winter clothing
but with arms and weapons for training them, field pieces, machine guns,
and rifles. Nothing could be gained
by muddling along. In an investigation by Congress to bring out the facts
was one hope of a remedy, and it has
come none too soon.
There is assurance that the inquiry
will be nonpartlsan and made in entire good faith in the leadership of
Chairman CHAMBERLAIN, a Democrat,
and of Senator WADSWORTH, a Republican and the son of a distinguished
civil war veteran. There is no more
intelligent advocate of preparedness,
no sincerer friend of the army than
Senator CHAMBERLAIN, to whom the
country owes much for his indefatigable labors in the cause of the
national defense.
Mr. WADSWOKTH
has visited five of the camps in his
quest for information. He saw much
to praise, and he is frank to say that
the deficiencies he could not shut his
eyes to gave him concern.
There is no reason to believe that
officers of the War Department have
not been working early and late. to
equip and supply the Guard and national army and to look after the
health of the troops in cantonments.
The causes for deficiencies, for shortcomings, for mistakes, are to be found,
to a great extent, in the necessity of
having to do things in a hurry and
to deal with unorganized agencies of
supply. Major Gen. CBOZIER, Chief of
Ordnance, who appeared before the
committee yesterday, declared that
the Government had been trying to
do in one year what the National
Defense act of 1910, when war was
I not imminent, had planned to have
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OUR ONE FAILURE.
V
General Crozier might as well
atop trying to explain the" unexplainable.
Congress had appropriated the
money for ordnance and equipment.
It was up to the chief of the ordnance bureau to spend it. There is
of course merit in his plea that it
takes two years to make some kinds i
of ordnance.
There is no merit I
whatever in the claim that bureau
regulations make it impossible to
begin work for a year or more
after the money is appropriated.
The effort to fasten responsibility
for slowness in machine gun manufacture upon Secretary Baker is
particularly inept. Secretary Baker
only took over the supervision of
machine gun tests because of a nationwide
protest
that
General
Crozier had turned down the Lewis
gun after it had established its supremacy in Europe.
Furthermore, General Crozier in
1915 ordered the equipment of the
Springfield arsenal for the manufacture of machine guns, after
money had been appropriated by
congress for that purpose, and then
countermanded the order, on the
ground that private facilities were
sufficient to provide a supply in j
case of war.
* The private facilities were for the
manufacture of Lewis machine
guns, yet it was after this decision
regarding the Springfield arsenal
that the Lewis gun controversy
arose, and Secretary Baker was
called upon to intervene and make
a fair test.
The ordnance bureau is the one
branch of the war department
which has failed to meet responsibilities. It could not break down
in so many particulars if something
were not wrong with its chief.
And while the senate is investigating General Crozier, it might
find out for certainty whether it is
true that a gun carriage which was
invented by General Crozier in government workshops has been offered for sale to Germany and other
nations, under an arrangement by
which General Crozier was to receive a royalty of $1,500 to $2,500
for each -one sold, as has been
charged by Congressman Tavenner.
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SECRETARY BAKER'S SPEECH.
President WILSON is doubtless for-:
tunate in having in his Cabinet a man
like Secretary BAKER who can go out
from the occupations of his office and
make an address of occasion that will
arrest and hold the attention of the
country. The President cannot do all
the talking, he has many duties. But
Mr: BAKER can talk, and talk well,
indeed extraordinarily well, as he
showed in his address at the dinner of
the Southern Society on Wednesday
evening. The greater part of the Secretary's countrymen wexe quite unaware that he possessed the gift of
public utterance in this high degree.
His address evoked the enthusiastic
praise of the guests of the society, and;
proof of its unusual quality is to be
found in the fact that these experienced listeners to good talk, in searching their memory for comparison,
placed Mr. BAKER'S speech among the
best they had ever heard.
It it be said that Secretary BAKER
dwelt at greater length upon the
themes of lofty idealism than upon
practical matters, it is to be urged in
reply that his venture into the realm
of ideals was at least justified by the
quality of the performance. He did
stir the emotions of his auditors, he
moved them deeply by his picture of
the nation at war. by his tribute to
the spirit, the courage, the determination and the unity of purpose it shdws.
He did not altogether neglect the practical side. And there it is just that
those who criticise, as well as those
who praise and those who observe the
swift course of events without either
praise or criticism, should be reminded, as Mr. BAKER pointed out, that
" practically every' activity of the Gov" eminent associated in this business
" [the business of war] has been re" quired in a very short space of time
" to expand 3,000 per cent." Continuing, he declared that we not only find
a sound ground for pride in the
strength, capacity, and greatness of
our own people, but that " we have
" won the admiring commendation of
" visitors from all over the world who
" are familiar with what they have
" done and are still amazed at our
" progress." Defects there have been,
errors and failures due largely to
the lack of co-ordination in our efforts, more largely perhaps to the
absolute impossibility of diverting
the working forces of a great nation from the industries of peace
to those of war without encountering some failures, some defects, in
the hoped-for results. The nature
and the causes of these failures
in our work of preparation are now
under inquiry at Washington. It is
the hope and the expectation of the
country that the truth will be made
known, to the end that remedies may
be applied where mistakes are disclosed. That end will be attained
profitably in proportion as the Committee of Inquiry puts out of its mind

all thoughts of partisanship, of getting
the better of anybody, or of making
points against any department or an
officer of any department merely for
the sake of making them. The committee will be wisely guided and the
fruits of its work will be most useful
if it holds firmly to the purpose of
promoting effectiveness in our preparation for the war and puts everything else aside.
Mr. BAKER tells how we were awakened from our dream of peace, turned
aside from our " intense devotion to
" the working out of finer adjust" ments for human happiness and for
" the recognition of the rights of the
" individual " and " summoned to go
" back 500 years and deal with a re" crudescence of brute force, unillumi" nated by any sort of morality or
" humaJiitsxian consideration." We
have done much since that awakening.
Our present perplexities and the anxiety that we all feel at this moment
spring from the deplorable fact that
we did not begin our work earlier, at
the very moment when we awoke and
saw that the clock had been turned
back 500 years. The responsibility
for that fatal delay is too widely distributed to be satisfactorily fixed.
Two years ago. Secretary GARRISON
had a plan of national defense, a plan
for a "continental army. It went to
pieces in Congress and the utterly impossible arid worthless Hay act was
the result. Even before Mr. GARRISON
had applied his organizing mind to the
problem, the people of the country
had had it thundered into their ears
that for our national defense and security a system of universal training
and liability to military service must
be established. The need was plain, \
the danger was in full view. Within
six months after the beginning of the
war we had warnings ■ which should
have moved the country to a swift
beginning in the work of preparation
for defense; and after the sinking of
the Lusitania it required no gift of
prophetic insight to perceive the very
great probability, certainly the imminent danger, that we would be involved In the war.
The people gave little heed to the
voice of warning, Congress still less.
And now we see ourselves forced to
multiply our activities in war preparation!? by 3,000 per cent., and even
with that prodigious acceleration, we
are so far behind in our work of getting ready that what is possibly the
war's most critical moment finds us
unprepared to take our place at the
front.
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Secretary Baker's Responsibility.

1

Secretary of War BAKE* was j
dragged into the centre of the screen I
yesterday as a principal if not the j
principal obstruction to rapid prep11
aratioii for active participaucy in (lie ,
war.
Tiiis early sensation of tlae'
Senate's investigation cannot be disposed of as political or malicious.
The charge was made by a high officer
of the army, General CBOSSJEB, himself
More or. less under fire.. It was made
quite unsensationally in point of tone
as a result of severe questioning and
apparently, with reluctance as an inescapable climax to a progression ,of
very serious revelations*.'
Of course nobody is going to pass
judgment, offhand; upon Mr. BAKER,
or to confound' an accusation with
a conviction, 1; is hinted, indeed,
that Mr. BAKER has a more than adequate defence at least in-the. manor
Of rapid fire guns, and will satisfy
the Senate'committee that his slow
beginning was the true way io secure
ultimate volume of product. The exact situation is just this, that in at
least seven particulars the management of the War Department to date
seems to have been slow and faulty.
Unexplained delay and apparent blundering make up the record. The public have a right to demand and will
exact from Mr. BAKEK. and all con- j
corned adequate explanations.
Underlying the whole situation, both
In fact and in the public mind, is a j
point of psychology.
When Mr.!
BAKER was made Secretary of War
he was of paeifistic instiiicis, and tendencies. This we believe is a- matter ;
of common knowledge. He was' noi ;
a pacifist in the most offensive sense.,
of the term, but an enemy of war, !
a sceptic as to, the likelihood of the;
United States being drawn into the ,
present war. a small army'man, an j
opponent of large expenditures for
military purposes and of te evolution
of a programme of preparedness for
war or even for defence by our Government. We, do not think there is
any injustice in saying that his personal policy was to retard all schemes \
of military expansion, down to the I
very eve of the President's appeal to '
Congress to declare war; .
. j
Now nobody is Inclined to question j
Mr. BAKER'S patriotism.- loyalty , or i
zeal. Unquestionably since the coun- j
try. entered the war he has done his I
best, according to his lights to make j
the army as speedily as possible the I
formidable fighting machine that it I
ought to be and can become. But the i
doubt, or at least the question, must
persist in the public mind
:s to
whether a temperamental hater ■ of 1
war. a theoretic opponent of a great
army, can by any possibility be the!
right man to erect a skeleton fighting
machine into a force of superlative
striking
power
and
fulminating
Initiative.
There seems to be a natural .contradiction involved.
It is
impossible for citizens not to wonder
whether Mr. BAKER'S plan of putting
low price above speedy and abundant
product is not an exemplification of

the working of the pacifist mind,
which naturally holds the economic
rather than the belligerent viewpoint.
It is well that the Senate is going
Into this matter. Let us hope it will
go deep. Are there others in the Cabinet or elsewhere in the Administration who are biassed in their conduct
by the paeifistic spirit and kindred
impulses? Are there some persons
who are more bent on forcing economic experiments upon the country
than upon winning the war? Has this
drift any share In causing, the various scarcities with which the citizens
are so grievously afflicted to-day? We
hope much attention will be paid'by
the appropriate committee to the accusations made in the Senate yesterday by Senator WILLIAM AMEN
SMITH of Michigan against the coal
administration.

The Responsibility for Unpreparedness.
The neglect of preparation for war
goes back further than any conflict
of responsibility on which the statements of either General CROZIER or
Secretary BAKER can throw much
light. It goes back to a state of mind
in the White House which was accurately indicated in these remarks
in the message of President WOODROW WILSON to the Congress on December 8, 1914, four months after
the world war had begun;
"It is said in some quarters that we
are not prepared for war. What is
meant by being prepared? Is it meant
that we are not ready upon brief notice to put a nation in the field, a nation of men trained to arms? Of course
we are not ready to do that; and we
never shall be in time of peace so long
ae we retain our present political principles and institutions. And what is it
that it is suggested we should be prepared to do? To defend ourselves
against attack? We have always found
means to do that and shall find them
whenever it is necessary without calling
our people -away from their necessary
tasks to render compulsory military service in time of peace.''
"We are at peace with all the world.
No one who speaks counsel based on
fact or drawn from a just and candid
interpretation of realities can say that
there is reason to fear that from any
Quarter our independence or the integrity of our territory is threatened.
Dread of the power of any other nation
we are incapable of."
"The subject is not new. There is no
new need to discuss it. We shall not
alter our attitude toward it because
some among us are nervous and excited."
"Let there be no misconception. The
country has been misinformed.
We
have not been negligent of national
defence. We have not been unmindful
of the great responsibilities resting
upon us."
This state of mind lasted long after
the date specified above. It lasted
long and operated disastrously. We
are not bringing up the old, undeniable, inescapable fact for the purpose
of criticising President WILSON or reproaching him. He thought lie was
right, but he was wrong. Many patriotic Americans knew he was wrong
at the very time when he thought
himself right. THEODORE ROOSEVELT
knew the President was wrong, and
was accused of partisan politics and
personal ambition for saying so
plainly. LEONARD WOOD knew it, and
did what he could to prevent the dire
consequences of the mistake. LINDI.ET M. GARRISON, in Mr. WILSON'S
own Cabinet, knew his chief -was
wrong, and NEWTON D. BAKER, who
did not know it then but knows it
now, sits In GARRISON'S place.

It is profitless to speculate about
what might have resulted from an
earlier perception in the highest quarters at Washington of that which is
now clearly perceived in every quarter. The main fact for national congratulation is that when the great
light came to the country, when the
delusion of security that evaded and
postponed and procrastinated so long
had given place to a universal recognition of the urgent, immediate need
of preparations for war and to most
energetic measures of preparedness,
the President's own eyes were not
blind or his head and hands idle.
The country had not been misinformed. We had been negligent of
national defence. And it is to Mr.
WILSON'S everlasting credit that whatever may have been his ideas on the
subject in December of 191-1, he is j
foremost three years later in the prae- j
fical if belated effort to make pre-1
paredness complete.
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UNIVERSAL SERVICE
OPPOSED BY BAKER
Hope Expressed in Report
That Future Will Be Devoid of Conflicts
WAR

WORK

New War Council
Not a Shake-up,
Baker Explains

REVIEWED

Problems Confronting Department Discussed in Annual
Summary to President
WASHINGTON, Deo. 14. — Secretary
Baker's annual report for the War Department, made public today, constitutes only a brief historical review of
the year, and so that it may be devoid
of information for the enemy shows no
recommendations, no detailed information of the transportation of the army to
France or any army plans for the future.
Secretary Baker does say, however,
that he does not favor universal military
training- as a regular national po icy.
"The department has not sought and
does noi now seek legislation on the
subject," he says! "chiefly for the reason
that the formation of a permanent military policy will inevitably be affected
by the arrangements consequent upon the
termination of the present war. Civilized men must hope that the future has
in store a relief from the burden of
■armament and the destruction and waste
of war."
As to the exptditionary force in
France. Secretory Baker says it would
be unwise to d'jclose detai s, and therefore contents himself with telling of the
sending of General Pershing. followed
by a full division of regular troops and
a contingent of marines as the first units.
He describes also the organization of
the Rainbow National Guard division.
The purpose of this organization, he
says, was to distribute the honor of early
participation in the war over a wide area
and thus to satisfy in some part the
eagerness of these State forces to be
permitted to serve in Europe.
Work of Navy Praised
High tribute is paid to the "splendid
co-operation of the navy, by means of
which these expeditionary forces hive
been safely transported and have been
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enabled to traverse without 'oss the socalled danger zone infested by the submarine navy of the enemy."
It became necessary, Mr. Baker says,
to build up an elaborate transport system for the expeditionary force with
great terminal facilities both in this
country and i:i France and to gather a
large surplus of supplies on the other
side as a safeguard.
."This placed an added burden upon ihe
supply divisions of the department," he
says, "and explains in para some of the
shortages, notably those of clothing,
which have temporari y embarrassed
mobilization of troops at home, embarrassments now. happily passed."
The arrangements made have resulted,
Mr. Baker continues, "in the transporting of an army to France fully equipped,
with adequate reserves of equipment and
subsistence, and with those large quantities of transportation appliances, motor
vehicles, railroad construction supplies
and animals, all of which are neressary
for the maintenance of effective operations of the force."
Mr. Baker expains the method by
which the army was placed on a war
footing. He shows that under its full
authorized strength the regular army
includes 18,000 officers and 470,000 enlisted men and that the war strength
contemplated'by the national defense act
for the National Guard was 13,000 officers and 456,000 men. With the million
additional troops of the selected draft
army added, these figures furnish tihe
army of 2,000,000 men upon which all
original war estimates were based.
Officers' Training Camps
The report touches briefly upon the
officers' training camps, the construction
of cantonments, with the problems encountered and solved through the cooperation, of the civilian agencies created
by the Council of National Defense and
goes into some detail with various phases
of the cantonment question to' sihow
the enormous size of the task.
The aviation program is touched upon
briefly and no additional information is
given. The engineer department air"d the
part it played in rushing, technical aid
to the Allies is outlined, and Secretary
Baker renews his recommendation for a
more adequate engineer sclvool, with a
suggestion that Congress plan for both
engineer and ordnance education ir. a
broad and generous spirit in order to
create scientific agencies of value in
peace or war.
Taking up the quartermaster problems
with the outbreak of the war, Mr. Baker
lites a few items of what it was found
necessary to supply. They include 20,f 000,000 pairs o-f shoes, 17,000,000 blankets, 33,000,000 yards of flannel shirting.
50,000,000 yards of tenting. The work
is being done through the co-operation

of civilian agencies, the Secretary said.
"The problems of supply are not yet
solved." says the Secretary-in conclusion,
"but they are in the course of solution.
Sound beginnings have been made, and
as the military effort of tthe countrj
grows the arrangements perfected and
organizations created, will expand to
meet it."

Goethals Will Not Succeed
Sharpe as Quartermaster
General, Says Secretary
Chiefs to Go Abroad j
Berths Likely To J|e Provided j
for Generals Recalled
From Europe
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[Staff Correspondence]
WASHINGTON, Dec. 17.—Emphatic
denial that tha new War Council an
nouueed Saturday by Secretary of
Wav Baker was one of the results of
tho Senate Military Affairs Committee's inquiry was mado to-day by the
War Secretary.
He declared, also, that Major General George W. Goethals was not to
bo. appointed quartermaster general to
succeed Majop General Sharpe.
The War Council, Mr. Baker said,
consisting now of Secretary Baker,
Assistant Secretary of War Crowell
and Major Generals Sharpe, Weaver,
Crosier and Crowder, will from time
to time be increased as general officers, return to this country from the
theatre of war. The results of their
experience abroad, Secretary Baker
said, would bo utilized for tho benefit
of the United States in carrying "out
America's share in the war.
. Likewise, the original members of
the council, excepting Secretary Baker
and Assistant Secretary Crowell, are
to go abroad for observation and conferences with the chiefs of departments similar to those over which
they are the directing heads in the
American V?ar establishment.
Acting Chiefs To Be Named
The Secretary explained that Generals Sharpe, Weaver, Crozier and
Crowder would remain as chiefs of
their various bureaus, but that acting
chiefs would be named to handle the
administrative work of the bureaus
in their absence. Brigadier General John D. Barrette,
of the Coast Artillery Corps, recently
at Camp Upton, has been selected for
acting chief of coast artillery, relieving
General Weaver.
The purpose of the War Council, Mr.
Baker said, was to oversee and coordinate all work incident to the supply and maintenance of troops in the
held and the military relations of the
armies in the field and the War Department. He "said the council did not
take over the duties of any other branch
of the department, but supplied an organization distinctly necessary to more
expeditiously handle the volume of
work occasioned by the participation of
America in the war.
To Use Data Obtained Abroad
While Secretary Baker specifically
cited General Bliss, chief of staff, as
possessing information, of value to be
laid before the Council, it is the intention of the council to procure from all
returning general officers now at the
front suqh information and data as they
have been able to collect.
The admission of the Secretary that
additional members will be added to
the council was taken to indicate that
those generals now assigned to forces
abroad who fail to stand up under the
strain of trench life will find War
Council posts awaiting them upon their
return.
Secretary Baker said that the War
Council would not determine the matter of strategy.
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BAKER THINKS FOE
WILL FAIL IN WEST
Doubts if increased Strength
of Germans Will Give Them
Any Advantage.
CALLS IT A

PEACE

DRIVE

Declares Berlin Is Eager for Us
to Believe That a German
Victory Is Near.
Special to The Sew York Times.
WASHINGTON, Dec. 16.—While in no
way attempting to disguise the importance of the situation along the western battlefront, where Germany Is
massing troops drawn from the Russian
front. Secretary Baker, in his weekly
review of the war, issued tonight, is
more optimistic than he was in his
statement of a week ago.
He asserts that there is no element in
the military situation that " should lead
us to conclude that the initiative in the
west has passed from the Allies to the
enemy," and that while the German
military leaders are seeking to obtain
peace through victory by threatening to
break through the French front and roll
back the allied forces on a broad scale,
it is not the American official military
belief that the Germans will succeed.
Secretary Baker says that " the enemy Js apparently very eager to have
us believe that he is about to win such
a victory," and that the " bold advertising of an imposing offensive on the
part of the enemy, which, while in the
realm of possibility and therefore should
not be neglected or overlooked, must in
no wise be interpreted to mean thAi,
the increased strength of the hos^le
forces will result in any permaient
strategic advantage to the Germarp."
The German Offensive.
Here Is Secretary Baker's staement:
" During the period of the re-dew the
general military situation in (he west
has remained unchanged.
" Rumors of great preparations on
the part of the Germans, wth a view
to achieving some' major strategic success in the west, continue o reach us.
" Reports of massed hostile concentrations in those sectors where the
enemy proposes to break through the
French front and roll tack the allied
line on a broad scale are numerous.
" The German higher command seeks
peace through victory. The enemy is
apparently very e ;ger to have us believe that he is f.bout to win such a
victory.
" No element 'n the military situation should lead .us to conclude that the
initiative in the west has passed from
the Allies to the enemy.
" For the last two years the Germans
have been on the defensive in the west.
The bold advertising of an imposing
offensive on' the part of the enemy,
which, while' in the realm, of possibility
and therefore should not be neglected
or overlooked, must in no wise be interpreted to mean that the increased
strength of the hostile forces will result in any permanent strategic advantage to the Germans.
" Surveying the outlines of the general war strategy on all fronts, we find

.1!

that both belligerents have been on the
offensive during the last six months.
"The Central Powers have taken the
initiative in the eastern and Italian
theatres; the Allies along the major
front in the west, in Palestine, Mesopotamia, and East Africa.
" The enemy has confined his efforts
to advancing his lines along the Russian front, resulting in the capture of
Riga, and then by a well-conducted oflensive in Italy, with the assistance of
an intensive political drive, gained a
marked strategic success in this sector.
" The Allies in the principal theatre
of operations, the west, have been able
to record an almost uninterrupted series
of tactical advantages, and in spite of
t he concentration of a preponderant majority of- the most efficient German
(iivislons, have gained considerable terrain and. taken a large quota of
prisoners.
"In the outlying areas of Mesopotamia and Palestine the British have
driven the enemy before them, and
I heir offensive culminated during the
week in the capture of Jerusalem.
" Though the' capture of the Holy
City cannot be held a principal military
objective of the campaign so vigorously
pursued by Genera! Allenby in this
theatre, the conquest of Jerusalem will
have a wide influence throughout the
Turkish Empire.
" The Turkish forces have been unable to check the victorious advance of
the British and Jerusalem tell into their
bands after a brief encounter.
" The results achieved by the British
forces in Palestine arc of significant
importance and wilt go far toward reaffirming the prestige of the allied
powers throughout the Orient.
" Germany realizes the danger attendant upon the waning of her influence in the East, and will, therefote,
he more anxious than ever to conclude
a speedy peace before the ' war map '
becomes less favorable.
" In the west engagements of increasing scope and intensity took place.
Kighting of a local character occurred
in the Cambrai area and the enemy
ma.de several raids in the neighborhood
of La. Bassee and Ypres. A successful
reconnoitring thrust in the Cambrai
salient was carried out by a British detachment and resulted in the capture of
an enemy outpost east of Boursies.
»«• Stroke Jfear Camhrai.
" A hostile attack in force was
launched
between
Bullecourt
and
Queant, northwest of Cambrai, and succeeded in penetrating British positions.
Fighting continues furious east jf Bullecourt. The persistence and increasing
violence of the German destructive fire
.,-jwtrently indicate that a further offensive is contemplated in this area.
" Hostile artillery fire of a demonstrative character was noted northeast of
Ypres, more especially in the neighborhood of Passchendaele.
" Southeast of Polygon Wood the
enemy developed a. strong reconnoissance assault in the vicinity of Polderhoek Chateau. He succeeded in gaining i
a foothold in certain British advance po- '
sitions on a front of approximated 800 '
-rards.
" Along the French front mvro«rovi
■patrol oncorai:
>: ; I
.■■ n : :
7fic they were compelled in a number of
States to get the assent of the State
1 commissions before they could take oft
! trains.
, .
j It has been suggested that this country follow the example of England in
I increasing passenger fares 50 per cent.
I in order to discourage passenger travel.
'■ This is an instance in which State Com;
missions could cause difficulties. The
! Supreme Court has rather consistently
j held of late that the national authorities were supreme in matters affecting
the railroads, but it is contended that
! with a Government dictator the roads
: could effect war changes much more
expeditiously.
■ '.:■_.
Most railroad officials do not shaie
the belief held by some economists that
■' Government control " is a step toward
Government ownership.
They, believe
that with the unification of the roads
under the War Board, with a Government director, the roads will be able to
accomplish the utmost maximum, and
tliev believe that President Wilson
shares that belief.
They are quite
confident that the President intends to
take no step toward Government ownership.
'

OPEN LETTER TO MR. STANWOOD MENKIN.

S, Stanwood Menkin,
President National Security League,
New York.
Sir—On Saturday, Dee. 15, you addressed a communication to
Secretary of "War Baker in the course of which you used, according
to the New York Times, the following language:
I know that some years ago you Believed that war could not
come to this country . I find you again revert to the possibility
o.' universal peace. I would respectfully suggest that, while that
should be the aspiration of all, experience has proved the error of
that idealism. The present difficulties In Washington are due to
two tilings—the absence of a citizenry trained to arms and the total
disregard of the demands for preparedness which were manifest
to us all from the Jay of the outbreak of the European war. The
great struggle of your department has been to overcome in six
months the~negiect of three years, and 13 the policy of universal
obligatory military training is not adopted at the present time you
are paving the way for a repetition of existing conditions of strain
and danger at a time when we may not have the benefit of the
same patriotic leadership as that of Sir. Wilson.

You are yellow, Mr. Menkin. You lack the element of common
-•ourage. Else you would not, in the last phrase of the above, by
referring to the "same patriotic leadership as that of Mr. Wilson,"
have attempted to ameliorate your responsibility for the fundamental
change brought a moment before .
You allege that all our troubles are due to the absence of a
trained citizenry and THE TOTAL DISREGARD OF THE DEMANDS FOR PREPAREDNESS WHICH WERE MANIFEST TO
ALL from the day of the European war's beginning.
You know as well as anybody that, if there was indeed inexcusible disregard for the demands for preparedness, President Wilson's
administration shared with congress and the people, in the exact
ra^io of that administration's influence, the responsibility for the
unpWparedness. You intended to convey that impression in your
Letter^ Yet you become frightened at your own temerity and run
^quealiiig to cover in your last sentence, after you have thrown your
stone.
You know that the condition of unpreparedness of which you
complain is not the growth of the last three or four years. You know
ghaf, of all times since ;65, the period between the opening of hostilities in Europe and our own entrance into the war was the one in
which it was" least of all possible for America to sharpen her sword,
you know that whatever hope there was of remaining out of the
war with honor depended on this country's maintaining her position
nf unarmed rectitude; that, having no adequate military system in
existence, she could not have proceeded to the building of one without instantly, thereby serving notice that she became a party to the
strife.
You profess to speak for a patriotic organization. And every
time you speak it is in terms of iconoclastic criticism. The record
of your public utterances as head of the National Security League
is a long succession of captious fault findings, interlarded by an occasional fawning compliment like that in your letter of yesterday.
What constructive thing have you done, Mr. Menkin, to help the
United States win the war, What single performance have you to
your credit to equal the usefulness of that of any single boy who has
picked up a rifle and become a private in the ranks of the American
army?
What words of helpfulness have you uttered? What have you
done that is not, in degree, of the same effect as deliberate German
propaganda, in that its tendency is to undermine the confidence of
the people in the intelligence and capacity of the men whose job it is
io run this war?
You are of little help, Mr. Menkin, and your National Security
League will be of little help to the great cause until either it removes you from the place which you occupy so incongruously or
you cease playing the game of the politicians whose axes you are
grinding.
. ,
But though you may not have it in you to be useful, or genuinely
patriotic, you can perhaps be less than utterly disgusting if you will
refrain from publicly kissing the hand that you delight in biting.
EDITOR, TELEGRAPH.
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INTER mm
IS M AT CAMPS
Baker Reports All But One of
Gorgas's Recommendations
Complied With.
ACTION PRECEDED REPORTS
Health Conditions Improved at
National Guard, but Not National Army, Camps.
Special to The Sew York Times.
WASHINGTON, Dec. 19 —Inquiry and
criticism that reached the War Department today concerning the lack of
Winter clothing and overcoats in army
camps during the, cold spell, as disclosed In Surgeon General Gorgas's reports of his inspection of three National
Guard camps and one national army
cantonment, brought from the Secretary of War tonight a detailed statement of the present condition of the
clothing supply for soldiers.
General
Gorgas Indicated that the pneumonia in
the camps was partly due to the fact
that soldiers were without overcoats
and vere wearing Summer khaki in
Winter weather.
According to tabulated figures ' furnished by Secretary Baker, the Winter
clothing supply of three of the four
camps upon "vhich the Surgeon General
reported, "Is reckoned as of a time
considerably antedating the report of
the Surgeon General."
The three now declared to have Winter uniforms and overcoats for all the
men at them are Camps Doniphan, Fort
Sill, Okla.; Funston, Fort Riley, Kan.,
and Bowie, Fort Worth, Texas. Camp
Sevier, near Greenville, S. C, is the
exception. The Surgeon General's reports were dated Nov. 29 for Camp
Sevier, Dec. 3 for Camp Bowie, Dec.
8 for Camp Funston, and Dec. 17 for
Camp Doniphan.
All covered visits
made to these camps by General Gorgas
prior to the dates of the reports.
Warmly Clad at Camp Meade.
Before he issued his statement Secretary Baker said in answer to questions
from newspaper' men that Winter uniforms for all the troops were already
delivered to camps and cantonments or
en route to them. He had been invited,
he said, to visit Camp Meade, Md., tomorrow, and was told that if he went
he would see every soldier in Winter
uniforms and overcoats.
Mr. Baker
said also that he had received personal
reports today from men who had visited Camp Devens, Ayer, Mass., and
Camp- Upton, Yaphank, L. I., and these
told that as far as Winter clothing was
concerned every soldier was fully
equipped.
Mr. Baker said that immediate steps
had been taken to overcome the conditions compalined of by Surgeon General
Gorgas, and that all but one of the recommendations of the Medical Department had been complied with immediately. The exception was General Gorgas's recommendation that new men
should not be admitted to camps and
cantonments in large numbers until they
had passed a period of observation in
segregation camps. Mr. Baker said that
this question was not immediate, as no
large numbers of men would be sent to
camps for some time, and action had
been deferred until it could be decided
whether to establish observation camps
-fr—j^-each camp and cantonment or have
" ;>w large observation camps.

The Secretarylndlcated that contractors were not responsible for the failure
to complete camp hospitals, but was Inclined to attribute the delay W prevailing conditions affecting construction
work.
Antedates Gorgas Reports.
In the statement he issued tonight
Secretary Baker made known that inquiries had come to the W'ar Department today concerning the lack of
Winter clothing at Camps Doniphan,
Funston, Bowie, and Sevier. The four
statements listing the number of articles
of clothing at these camps were preceded by the following:
" A number of inquiries have come to
the War Department during the day
relative to the supply of clothing at the
camps for which reports on sanitary
conditions from the Surgeon General
were made public by this office yesterday.
" That all the fact3 may be readily
available I have had compiled sufficiently detailed statements showing the
clothing situation at the camps concerned. It will be seen that, except in
the case of Camp Sevier, the clothing
supply is reckoned as of a time considerably antedating the report of the
Surgeon General."
The figures furnished by the Secretary of War follow:
Camp Doniphan.
Strength, 25,605.
Bedsacks on hand Nov. SO, 32,548: shipped
from St. Louis, Nov. 2T, 4.502; total, 37,050.
Blankets on hand Nov. SO, 96,109; ordered
shipped from Philadelphia depot Nov. 1,
35,035; total. 131,144.
Comforters on hand Nov. 30, 11,292; en
route, 16,300; total, 27,592.
Bteeches, (wool,) on hand Nov. 30, 39,935;
ordered shipped from St. Louis depot Dec. 1,
5,000; total, 44,933.
Coats, (wool,) on hand Nov. 30, 18,671;
shipped from Philadelphia Nov. 20, 486; ordered shipped from Philadelphia depot Nov.
22, 3,500; ordered shipped from St. Lours depot Nov. 22, 5,282; total, 27,939.
Drawers, (winter,) on hand Nov. 30, 38,572;
ordered shipped from St. Louis depot Nov.
19, 54,000; total, 92,372.
Leggings on hand, Nov. 30, 47,628; shipped
from St. Louis Nov. 15, 1,000; total, 48,628.
Hats on hand Nov. 30, 766. Overcoats on
hand Nov. 30, 22,691; en route, 2.S33; shipped
from New York Dec. 10, 5,000; total, 30,524.
Shirts, flannel, on hand Nov. 30, 101,907;
ordered shipped from St. Louis depot Dec. 1,
500; total, 109,907.
Shoes on hand Nov. 30, 153,803; shipped
from St. Louis Nov. 27, 20; total, 153,823.
Stockings, light wool, oil hand Nov. 30,
88,369; snipped from Chicago Nov. 22, 27,000;
total, 115,360.
Undershirts, Winter, on hand Nov. 30,
66,963; ordered shipped from St. Louis Nov.
20, 27,000; total, 93,063.
Camp Funston.
" Strength after draft, 40,000.
Bedsacks on hand Nov. 30, 50,607; ordered
shipped from Jefiersonville depot Dec. 6, 38,0U0; total, 88,607.
Blankets on hand Nov. 30. 122,628; comforters on hand Nov. 30, 35,907? breeches,
wool, on hand Nov. 30, 24>,292; ordered
shipped from New York depot Nov. 28, 500;
Nov. 30, 4.500; Dec. 1, 19,120; Dec. 5, 10,000;
total, 60,412.
Coat.s, wool, on hand Nqv. 30, 27,087; ordered shipped from New York depot Dec. 11,
10,000; total, 37,087.
Drawers, Winter, on hand Nov. 30, 119,416;
shipped from St. Louis Nov. 21, 8,300; total,
127,716.
Hats on hand Nov. 30, 46,313; shipped from
Jeffersonville Nov. 28, 5,000; ordered shipped
from Boston depot Dee. 1, 5.000; total, 56,313.
I>egglns on hand Nov. 30, 41,021; shipped
St. Louis Nov. 16, 3,880: Nov. 10, 1,500;
Nov. 12, 1.316. Total—47.70S.
Overcoats on hand Nov. 30, 26,976; ordered
shipped from New York depot Nov. 30, 5,000;
Dec. 1, 12,700. Total-41,576.
Flannel shirts on hand Nov. 30, 63.78S;
shipped St. Louis Nov. 17, 3,920; Nov. 24,
15.090; Nov. 27, 10. Total—65,708.
Shoes on hand Nov. 30. S5.174; shipped since
Nov. 20, St. Louis, 25,373. Total—110,547.
Light wool stockings on hand Nov. 30,
107,401125,131.
Winter • -undershirts on hand B<ov. 30,
107,401: shipped from St, Louis depot Dec.
4, 2,000; ordered shipped from St. Louis
depot Dec. 2, 10,800. Total—120,201.

Camp "SevlerT
Strength, 2«,475.
Bed sacks on hand Nov. 30, 42,056; ordered
shipped from Philadelphia depot Dec 6
19,000; total, 61,056.
Blankets on hand Nov. 30. 71,438; shipped
from Atlanta Dec. 13, 5,000; total, 76,438.
Comforters on hand Nov. 30, 24,976.
Breeches, wool, on hand Nov. 30, 1,729;
ordered shipped from New York depot Nov
13, 24,000; shipped from Philadelphia Dec. 3.
«,000; total, 30,120.
'
Coats, wool, on hand Nov. 30, 1.510; ordered
shipped from New York depot Nov. 13
24,240; total, 25,750.
Drawers. Winter, on hand Nov. 30, 41,806ordered shipped from New York depot Nov
22, 27,000; shipped from Atltna depot Nov'
21, 6,000; Nov. 24, 4,126; Dec. 12, 10 955Dec. 14, 15,092; total, 104,979.
Hats on hand Nov. 30, 30,522; ordered
shipped Dec. 1, 5,000; total, 35,522.
Leggings on hand Nov.. 30, 40.827.
Overcoats on hand Nov. 30. 27,990; shipped
from New York Dec. 14, 4,000; total, 31,990.
Shirts, flannel, on hand Nov. 30, 54,386ordered shipped from Philadelphia depot Dec
1, 5,000; shipped from Atlanta No». 30 SOtotal, 59,466.
Shoes on hand Nov. 30, 69,311; shipped
from Atlanta Dec. 13, 1,000; total, 74,311.
Stockings, light wool, on hand Nov 30
55,031; shipped from Atlanta Dec. 12, 15 000 •
Dec. 14, 15,000. Total, 85,031.
Stockings, wool, heavy, on hand Nov 30
20,240.
Undershirts, Winter, on hand Nov. 30,
57.136; ordered shipped from New York depot Nov. 22, 27,000; shipped from Atlanta
Nov. 24, 15,105; Doc. 14, 15,121. Total,
114,352.
'
Camp Bowie.
Strength, 25.281.
Blankets (1)—Depot Quartermaster, Fort
Sam Houston, Texas, wired on Nov. 25 that
Camp Bowie reported sufficient blankets or
comforters on hand to suply each man in
camp with three blankets or two blankets
and one comforter each; (2) Camp Quartermaster in his report of Dec. 1, 1917, shows
24.518 on hand, i. e., not issued.
Breeches, wool, on hand Nov. 30, 25.778;
ordered shipped from Philadelphia depot
Dec, 1, 4,000. Total, 29,778.
Coats, wool, on hand Nov. 30, 26,204.
Drawers. Winter, on land Nov. 30, 75,425
- Hats,- on hand Nov. 30, 36,448; ordered
shipped from Boston depot Dec. 1, 5,000
Total, 41,448.
Leggings on hand Nov. 30, 45,508.
Overcoats on hand Nov. 30. 8,854; received
Dec. 10, 21.684; ordered shipped from Philadelphia depot Dec. 1, 4,000; total, 34,538.
Shirts, flannel, on hand Nov. 30, 96,195.
Shoes on hand Nov. 30, 59,619.
Stockings, light wool, on hand Nov. 30
148,710.
Undershirts, Winter, on hand Nov. 30.
64,062.
The newly created War Council of the
War Department met today for the first,
time, but did nothing more than inspect
possible quarters in the State, War, and
Navy Building. Considerable space will
be necessary to accommodate the bis
staff of officers and clerics needed to
carry on the work of the council, and
one of the bureaus now in the War
Building probably will be moved to one
of the many temporary structures used
by the departments.
The formation' of the council's machinery had not been begun today so far
as was announced.
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HASTENS WAR COUNCIL
Baker Shifts Duties of Three
Generals to New Tasks.
PLANS

COORDINATE

ACTION

Gen. Goetlials' Recall to Active Duty
Releases Gen. Sharpe for Work in
Hand—Gen. Barrette Relieves Gen.
Weaver and Gen. Wheeler Takes
Gen. Crozier's Place.
Secretary Baker yesterday moved
forward the organization of his newly
created war council by relieving from
their present duties three of the five
officers assigned to that body. This will
leave them free to devote all their time
to the council's task of coordinating all
War Department activities.
.' Mr. Baker announced that Maj. Gen.
George W. Goethals had been recalled
to active duty and would become acting
quartermaster general, releasing Maj.
Gen. Sharpe for service with the council. Maj. Gen. Weaver will be relieved
by Brig. Gen. Barrette, who becomes
acting chief of coast artillery, and Maj.
Gen. William Crozier by Brig. Gen.
Charles Wheeler, who becomes acting
chief of ordnance.
Gen. Bliss and Maj. Gen. Crowder,
the other officers of the council, will
retain their present positions, the former as chief of staff and the latter as
judge advocate general and provost
marshal general. Gen. Bliss retires December 31 for age, but probably will
continue on the council.
Offices in War Building.
Mr. Baker decided that officers of the
council must be in the War Department building itself, and offices now occupied by Gen. Crozier as chief of ordnance probably will be used, the ordnance bureau being transferred to another building.
Mr. Baker indicated In his last war
review that the Russian armistice has
made it necessary for the United States
to accelerate its war preparations.
Members of the House mission which
participated in the war conference in
Paris are believed to have brought
back a similar message.
Will Strive to Keep Pledges.
The new council probably will under. lake to make certain the delivery of
whatever military strength was pledged
to the allies at the conference.
Secretary Baker would not discuss
yesterday Gen. Bliss' successor as
chief of staff.
Among officers mentioned for chief of staff have been Maj.
Gens. Hunter Liggett, John Morrison,
Clarence Edwards, John Biddle, the
present assistant chief; Joseph E.
Kuhn, Leonard Wood and other divisional commanders.
Recently the
possibility was suggested that Gen.
Crowder might be considered.
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! BAKER SAYS ARMY
RULES BAR CASTE
Officers Must Preserve SelfRespect of Enlisted Men
He Tells Senate.
I DISCIPLINE

PARAMOUNT

Secretary of War Says Superior Enjoy Files' Sympathy
and Confiednce.
Dec. IS.—In response to
a Senate resolution asking whether there
are War Department rules and regulations to prevent social intercourse between officers and men of the army, Secretary Baker to-day wrote "Vice-President Marshall that ril junctions of rank
in the array imply no special distinction
and are solely In ttje Interest of military
discipline.
Frequently in a country like this, the
Secretary said, the advantage of education and culture is in favor of the soldier. Nevertheless, he added, safety demands that the soldier and officer acquire by continuous and unvarying- practice the habit of Instant obedience to his
superior. Secretary Baker's letter follows :
Text of Mr. Baker's Reply.
"I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of a resolution in the Senate of
the United States under date of December 11, 1917, directing me to inform the
United States Senate "what, if any, rules
or regulations there are of the War Department which prevent officers from
having intercourse with privates and
mingling with them in social intercourse,
or which tend to cast distinction between
enlisted men and commissioned officers
when they are off duty.'
"In response thereto I submit for the
information of the Senate of the United
States the following paragraph of army
regulations In regard to the relationship
between officers and enlisted men as the
only rule or regulation now existing
relative to this matter:
" 'Superiors are forbidden to injure
those under their authority by tyrannical or capricious conduct or by abusive
language. While maintaining discipline
and the thorough and prompt performance of military duty all officers, In dealing with enlisted men, will bear in mind
the absolute necessity of so treating
them wo as to preserve their self-respect.
" 'Officers will keep in a,s close touch
as possible with the men under their
command, will strive to build up such
relations of confidence and sympathy as
will insure the free approach of their
men to them for counsel and assistance.
This relationship may be gained and
maintained without relaxation on the
bonds of discipline and with great benefit to the service as a whole."
WASHINGTON,
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Obliterating Cute Feel ins'.
"In this paragraph will be seen an endeavor to arrive at a true balance in the
proper relationship between officers and
enlisted I men on the one hand to encourage ana exchange confidence and cooperation between the officer and the soldier, and on the other to avoid personal
intimacies between an officer and any
particular soldier or soldiers,' which
i might have a tendency to lead to favoritism or the suspicion of favoritism in
assignments for duties or cause discontent on the part of those not selected
for special intimacy by the officer in
I question.
"All officers are expected so to exeri eise their judgment under this regulation
I as at all times to enjoy the sympathy,
confidence and respect of the soldiers,
and it has always been a part of the instructions given young officers by their
superiors to exert themselves to promote
this relationship.
"Distinctions of rank in the army are
solely In the interests of military discipline. They imply no social distinction ; indeed, in a country like ours the
advantage of education and culture very
frequently will be found in favor of the
soldier, and yet it is necessary that the
soldier should acquire by continuous and
unvarying practice the habit of instant
obedience to his superior. This is as
true of officers a.s it is of men.
ShOTf* Valne of Discipline"In the emergency of battle, when
every condition tends to distract men's
attention and peril is on every side, safety
for a command frequently lies only In its
organized and coordinated activity, and
this can proceed from one inspiration
alone—the instaait unquestioning compliance by all with the voice of authority.
"There is no time to dehate. no opportunity to consider; the men must have
acquired their rule of action—attention
and obedience to command. This habit
cannot be created in emergency and forgotten under other circumstances, tout
must result from practice which tolerates
no exceptions either of riersor.s or occasions.
"The relationship between officers and
men, therefore, must be so arranged as
to lead to this indispensable result; but
this is entirely consistent with respect,
sympathy and mutual consideration, and
the best officers are those who have most
completely won the affection of their
men. Military annals are filled with
splendid stories of men imperilling their
lives outside of the necessities of military action in order to save Hie 11 To of.
a beloved captain.
"Tho War Department, therefore, lias
endeavored and is endeavoring by every
moans within its power to impress upon
officers the military value of this cordial relationship—to have them understand that as is the officer so is the
command, that their spirit and their
actions constitute the example upon
which the spirited actions of the men
are moulded.
"While here and there Instances un •
doubtedly occur of thoughtless and inconsiderate conduct on the part of officers and of unreasoning complaint on
tho part of the men who have failed to
understand the just obligations of this
disciplinary relationship, I am still persuaded that in the great army we now
have in the field and In training there is
a growing realization that it ki both
possible and useful to be faithful to military discipline and at the same time to
the democratic ideals of our country."
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GOETHALS IS NAMED
TO SUCCEED SHARPE
Four Important Changes Are
Made in War Department.
Special Despatch to

No Social Distinction in
Army, Declares War
Secretary.
In response to a Senate resolution
asking whether there are War Depart" ' r.ulfes an<* regulations to prevent
men
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H^retQUentl5; ln a co"ntry like this, the
Secretary said, the advantage of education and culture is in favor of the soldier.
Nevertheless, he added, safety
demands that the soldier and officer
acquire by continuous and unvarying
practice the habit of instant obedience
to his superior.
In concluding his letter, the Secretary
says:
"The War Department has endeavored and Is endeavoring by every
means within Its power to Impress
upon officers the military value of cor- i
dial relationship—to have them under- ■'
stand that as is the officer so Is the'
command; that their spirit and their 1
actions constitute the example upon
which the spirited actions of the men!
are molded. While here and there ln- I
stances undoubtedly occur of thought- '
less and inconsiderate conduct on the
part of officers and of unreasoning complaint on the part of the
men who have failed to understand the Just obligations of this
disciplinary relationship, I am still persuaded that in the great army we now
have in the field and ln training there
j is a growing realization that It is both
possible and useful to be faithful to
1 military discipline and at the same
time to the democratic ideals of our
country."

THBJ SI V.

Dec. 18.—in directing
Major-Gen. Illiss. Chief of Staff, to call
the first meeting of the newly < reated
War Council. Secretary Baker to-night
made public important changes In administrative duties at the War Department.
Major-Gen. William Crozier, chle'f of the
bureau of ordnance, and now under fire
before the Senate investigating committee, will be relieved by Brlg.-Gen.
Wheeler, who will be "acting chief of
ordnance" so long as Major-Gen. Crozier
remains detailed to the War Council.
Major-Gen. Sharpe, QuartermasterGeneral, will be relieved by Major-Gen.
Goethah", who is to be recalled to active
service and made "acting Quartermaster-General."
Major-Gen. Weaver, chief of coast artillery, will be succeeded in the management of his bureau by Brlg.-Gen. Barrett.
The fact that Major-Gen. Crozier is
relieved of his present duties while under
fire is merely a coincidence, according to
! Secretary Baker, who says thai the
creation of the War Council has 110
^connection with investigations by Congress,
The Senate, before adjourning for the
1 holidays to-day, indefinitely postponed
action on the nomination of Gen. Crozier
for reappolntment. The nomination was
lirought up by Chairman Chamberlain of
tho Military Committee, which had
unanimously recommended hiw confirmation. Several Senators, including
committee members, objected to immediate action, sharply criticising Gen.
Crozier.
Senator Chamberlain agreed
that it was advisable to postpone action
until the results of the Investigation
were fixed.
WASHINGTON,
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...I ANSWER IS DEMANDED.
Elsewhere in THE SUN today will be
found an article on "The War Department and the War," by William Hard.
written from a point of view held by a
daily increasing number of Americans.
This article complains bitterly of a lack
of efficient organization in the War Department It places the responsibility
for this lack of organization directly
upon Secretary linker. It calls upon the
Secretary either to resign or rebuild his
department. It should'be answered by
the SecretaryTin: various investigations now in
progress or recently conducted at Washington have left the people with
certain definite impressions. Generally
speaking, they have not vindicated the
prophets of evil. The navy seems to be
all right. The Food Administrator has
shown that he knows infinitely more
about the food' situation than any of
his critics and that lie has acted, aggress'lvelj and wisely. There have been no
faults found with the Fuel Administration which the changed policy with reference to the railroads is not likely to
remedy. With regard to the Shipping
Board the essential fact necessary to
demonstrate its efficiency or inefficiency
—that: is. the actual progress of the
work of building; ships—lias been withheld from the public on the ground that
light give information, to the enemy,
but the details have been given privately to the members of the investigating committee, it has been shown that
certain faults of organization, have been
corrected, and in general the member?
of the board gave a good account of.
themselves on the witness stand.
The War Department, investigation
however, has produced many disquieting
thoughts. The lack of machine guns, the
delay in deciding upon the type of
machine gun io be used, the troubles
about clothing—these things are symptomatic of a defective organization. And
live organization of the War Department in time of war is not to be
tolerated. The cost would be too tremendous. !f there is anything wrong, it
must be set right. If there is not anything wrong, (lie people must be convinced of that fact. The War Department needs the support of the people.
It cannot do its most effective work
without that, support.
Secretary Baker is an able man. He
has proved himself in various lines of
work. The War Department has had
and lias a task of tremendous magnitude
before it, a task immeasurably greater
than that of the Navy or any other department of the Government. It has
accomplished much—in the registration,
assembling and training of the selected
men. in the building of cantonments, in
the transportation of troops overseas. In
forming any fair judgment of its methods or of ,its officials these things must
be considered. But the vital question
now is not whether it has (lone well, but
whether it has done the best that can
be done, and whether its organization is
such as to guarantee the best results in
the future. Enough has been brought
out: in the Washington investigation to
cast doubt upon this question. That
doubt must be resolved.
Under the circumstances we think a
frank and fair answer from the Secretary of War on the points dealt with
in Mr. Hard's article is demanded.
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Points Straight at Secretary Baker
It must be admitted that the testimony before the senate
Inquiry into the causes of the delay in providing arms for
American troops leaves a bad taste in the mouth.
We can see the bureaucrat having charge of arms for
the ^American troops, sitting back in grand style and saying,
"I am not interested," when makers of machine guns pleaded
with him to place orders to be prepared.
Mind you, at that time diplomatic relations with Germany
had been broken off under circumstances that could lead only
to war. "But .we are not going to have a war," said the
bureaucrat as he dismissed the makers of machine guns.
Result: No machine guns for American troops in France.
Dur men are being supplied by England and France.
This bureaucrat, who struts for an hour upon the stag*
B.t'Washingtori, is under Secretary Baker. What was Bake*
doing? In America, we hold the heads of departments responsible for what happens in those departments. One begins to
suspect that Mr. Baker will be marked for early slaughter.
We have yet to see a single trait of foresight or real ability
ht'i'the Secretary of War.
Any man in the United States, who can read and write,
who did not realize that war was inevitable after the break
in diplomatic relations last winter, is not fit to hold any position/having to do with war. He is a pro-German at heart, his
mind warped by worship of Teutonic methods. He is a believer of the strong against the weak, a devotee of the utterly
black code that might makes right. The nation wants to get
rid of > all such at the earliest possible time.
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"What Am I Doing?"
Sometimes, in the evenings, when 1
realize the comfort and luxury io
which we live and then think of those
hoys, standing, sleeping, working,
fighting, sufferirg. dying in the
trenches, my heart cries out:
"Oh, my God, whatiam I doing?''
Thus spoke former Governor Goldsborough at a Red Cross meeting at th«
Emerson on Saturday, and his question
is one which every good American should
put to himself.
Many, including Governor Goldsborongh, are doing a great deal and millions more are striving to do what they
can, but what practically all of us can
and "should do is to become members
of the Red Cross, that greatest of the
world's agencies of mercy, of heuling,
of rescue and reconstruction—the Good
Samaritan of this wicked old earth.
Who among us but can spare $1 a
year to become enrolled for such work?
The plan is to have a league of 15,000,000 Americans personally and financially
interested in the most Christ-like of all
war activities, binding up the wounds,
easing the agonies and rescuing the children and the helpless. The membership
should be twice that number. Surely one
American in every five ought to join this
week.
In the same address Governor Goldsborough pointed out the path of patriotism in another respect when he declared :
Whatever may have been lacking in j
preparation before the war—and it
must be remembered that America
has not been a nation of military
thought and purpose—certainly there
has been no lack of splendid and
patriotic service since last April. I
am tired of the captious, the faultfinding, and, in some cases, the treasonable criticism. ... I want
every loyal American to put forth his
strength and his energies behind
Woodrow Wilson, the noblest American of them all. And I want those
who will not be loyal to the flag stood
up against a wall.
All his life a Republican partisan,
Governor Goldsborough seems to have
forgotten since the war began how to be
anything except straight American.
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BAKER SHOULD GO!
Are the
fatal words, "Too late," to be
'Are
thdfataf
written over our war program, as Lloyd
George mce said they had been written,
over the war program of our Allies?
It was on September 21 that The Star
first called attention to the lack of clothing and blankets, as well as of rifles, at
Camp Funston. That same week Colonel
Roosevelt took up the matter in an address made in Kansas City and publicly
asked The Star to get details on equipment. September 25 a dispatch from
Camp Funston was printed, giving these
details; showing, for instance, that only
a few thousand woolen breeches were on
hand, that there was a serious shortage
on overcoats and that the men were drilling with wooden guns.
This dispatch was telegraphed to
Washington for submission to the Secretary of War. The next day his comment on it was received from The Star's
Washington correspondent. -He said:'
"I am informed by the quartermaster general's department that all
the essential equipment for the men
, in their first few weeks in camp
has been supplied and it is only a
question of the ability of the railroads to get it to the camps."
In this statement Secretary Baker put
all the blame for the shortage on the'
railroads. But evidently the trouble
lay further back than the railroads. For
now, December 19, comes the report of
the surgeon general that "lack of warm
garments in the cold weather of the
late fall is believed to have contributed
largely to the spread of pneumonia."
At the same time it is announced
from Washington that the quartermaster
general has been removed from office
and "promoted" to membership in the
war council..
But he is'removed after the damage
due to his inefficiency is already done.
Early in October Colonel Roosevelt
began his assault on "broomstick preparedness." It was then amply pointed
out that the ordnance bureau had allowed the Nation to get into war without a rifle program, without a machine
gun program, without a heavy artillery
program. It was further disclosed that
it was months after the war started before detailed plans had been put in the
! hands of the manufacturers.
General Crozier's defense is still fresh
in mind. Virtually it is an admission of
facts, with the blame placed on red tape.
In extenuation he urges that we are
getting artillery for our force in France
from our Allies who have much more
than they need and are abundantly able
to spare it.

But Congressman McCormick, fresh
from talking with General Petain and
other important cdmmanders, says they
assured him that the Allies were themselves deficient in guns.
General Crozier's name is once more
sent to the Senate for confirmation for
another term as chief of ordnance, but
the general himself is relieved from his
duties in the ordnance office.
But once more, a good share of the
damage has been done. We evidently
have lost months in getting ordnance at
a time when every day was precious. It
is plain truth that these delays have put
the outcome of the war in jeopardy.
The Star does not see how it is possible for the head of the War Department
to escape responsibility for this demonstrated /inefficiency on the part x)f his
subordinates.
An experienced executive would have
kept tab on things. He would have
found out early what departments were
falling short, where the delays were occurring, and where new men were required. It has been one of the criticisms of Secretary Baker by those who
have worked with him that he has not
this faculty to keep things moving. He
has accepted general statements in the
place of calling for concrete results.
His methods have been lax where precision was called for; soft, where driving force was needed.
The head of the War Department at
a time like this ought to be one of the
country's biggest executives, chosen for
his ability to handle a big job, not for
his views on the. tariff. He ought to be
a man of the type, say, of Davison, who
is now handling the Red Cross, or of
Schwab or Gary—a man who will put
into this .vital work for the government
the vast energy and initiative that have
built up such institutions as J. P. Morgan ' & Co., Bethlehem, United States
Steel.
Perhaps President Wilson could find
a place for Mr.- Baker in some other
sphere of the government's activities, if
he values his counsel. But a real executive is needed to manage the War Department if we are to win the war in
the shortest possible time and with the
least possible loss of men.

THE CROZIER EXPOSURE CALLS FOR SECRETARY BAKER'S RETIREMENT.
The amazing recital of gross inadequacies in army
ordnance, presented to the Senate War Investigating
Committee by Major General Crozier, chief of ordnance,
and the extraordinary continuity of atrociously bad
judgment he portrays fastens the responsibility for the
abominable blundering upon Secretary of War Newton
D. Baker. That official should retire from the post that
demands better administration than he has shown he
possesses, as the record now stands.
Making ail due allowances for the tremendously big
and perplexing task this able Ohio politician has had
to work out, one cannot bring oneself to believe that
far better progress should not have been make than has
been.
A new type of machine gun experimented with and
adopted but not yet given a field trial, in the face of tie
existence of the wonderful Lewis gun long in use by the
British, constitutes in itself a brand of misjudigment that
is inexcusable. And yet that stupendous blunder is but
■"one of many.
Lack of funds cannot be offered in extenuation.
Congress voted th<e President a lump appropriation of
$100,000,000 without any restrictions after the declaration of war in April. And General Crozier emphasized
the degree of woeful and long continued bad judgment
and mismanagement by carefully explaining that his
bureau did not call for any part of that monster war
fund until four months after the declaration of war and
liter returned it unused!
"There was a tremendous start made", explains the
chi^f of army ordnance; but it would appear that the
effort mainly ended there. It didn't get off. It arrived
nowhere, so to speak, and hence to-day the American
people are chagrined over the official expose that
corroborates most of the apprehensions that have filled
every breast.
General Crozier says the secretary of war is to
blame. Of course he is. Tie President may support
him. The executive has shown remarkable loyalty in the,
past to the weak material in the cabinet and this may
prove no exception. But the verdict of the American
people has been rendered. If the War Department is to
be directed in the future by Mr. Baker it will be without
the confidence of the people.
Does the deplorable condition in the ordnance
branch of the army find duplication in other branches
of the war service? Even if existing in lesser degree,
they would be of immense gravity. Have other bureau
chiefs in the War Department been spending four months
in planning, in revising, in chasing pet theories hither
and yon, but failing to make good in the way that is
expected of them?
The American people are not looking for perfection
in war administration. They understand the obstacles
in the way. They do not seek the unattainable, even
when measured by the ordinary standard of governmental
inefficiency. But they do expect and will demand that
what would be done by the ordinary man of business in
a few weeks must be done by War Department officials
and other war officials in less time than a large fraction
of a year.
The Senate Investigating Committee is rendering
valuable service in requiring a specific report of the
stewardship of the unparalleled trust the Congress has
reposed in the executive. That is the proper source to
ask for official information, and it is the only tribunal
that is entitled to recognition in probing war administration. Providing the sinews of war, it is entitled to as
full a knowledge of what has and what has not been
done as Is consistent with the public interest.
We are astonished over the shortcomings already
disclosed, with, the probing just begun.
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see the slightest reason why they should not have the same
representation in Senate and House and in the Electoral College
as any state, proportioned to population."
Secretary Baker and the
Ami-"smokes" Delegation

ON his desk rested a corncob pipe; in his desk were several
of them. Permeating the air was an aroma of Ohio
tobacco that might have suggested a war council of the Indian
chiefs. The pipe belonged to Secretary of War Baker, and the
above was the setting when callers were ushered into his office.
It was a delegation to protest against sending tobacco to the
soldiers in France. There was sniffing a-plenty, but the Secretary calmly fired his cob pipe and smoked thoughtfully while
he listened to the case against tobacco.
They cited statistics by the yard to prove why the "poison"
should not be spread among the soldiers. Later on Secretary
Lansing dropped in, puffing his pipe, and Secretary Daniels
also entered, looking good-natured enough to be a smoker.
Then came Champ Clark who insisted upon Missouri meerschaums for the soldiers, so, altogether, it was rather an unpropitious situation for the delegation. Before they left, Secretary
Baker had, in his quiet way, convinced his visitors that the
great question be ere the country is to win the war in the
smoke of battle—not to worry so much about the smokes,
or fags, as they are called in the trenches—in the camps.
Someone was daring enough to recall the remark of Lincoln
when Grant's enemies complained of the "Silent Commander's"
excessive use of stimulants. Lincoln inquired the brand,
insisting that it worked so well with Grant that he wanted to
try it on some of the other generals. Anyway, the popular
opinion is that now is no time to deny the soldiers their
"smokes"—the important thing is to smoke out the enemy
and stop the smoke of devastation and ruin that follow in the
wake of the Hun invaders.
A Lincolnesque Figure
Heads the War Department

N

,TK
crises breed understanding, and the war has
tended to dissipate many barriers engendering hate among
Americans. Old-time political enmities are forgotten, as
Democrat and Republican work together for a common country.
Even the I. W. W. work hand in hand with their "enemies"
in cantonment construction. The labor agitator is finding
fewer and fewer listeners—altogether the prospect is encouraging for a better understanding among all peoples of the earth.
In the War Department I found evidences of increasing faith
and confidence in governmental endeavor, due, in large measure,
to the humanness of Secretary Baker in his official life. One
of the most rabid of the country's Socialists wrote a friend:
"You have strengthened my faith in mankind, for my experience in Washington was one of the richest and most surprising
of my life. The air*of democracy is there. The demons have
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been dehorned, and Baker at the War Department seems like
Lincoln in his home—without austerity, severity, or formality—
like a big brother."
The old rock-ribbed Republican Ohio State Journal recently
carried an editorial paying glowing tribute to the Secretary of
War. In the pitiless X-ray of war times, the real qualities of
men in public life
are brought into
prominence.
Peanuts, Popcorn
and Liberty Bonds

STEVE, the
peanut-roaster
man, who has
occupied the conspicuous corner between the White
House and the
Treasury Department building,
pushes his little
hand wagon into
place promptly at
nine o'clock each
morning. Steve
proudly tells of
serving many of
the most prominent people of the
capital with his
fresh roasted deli- Copyright, Harris & Ewing
HON. NEWTON D. BAKER
cacy — and for
Secretary of War
those who do not
care for peanuts, he has fresh buttered popcorn to tempt the
palate of the passerby. Steve has been on this particular
corner for the past eight or nine years. He is a Greek, but
his patriotism for America was shown when he subscribed to a
hundred-dollar Liberty bond.
Know Your
Neighbor!

ETERNAL vigilance still remains the price of liberty. And
' vigilance today means keeping the eyes and ears open for
plots and counterplots aimed at destruction of supplies for the
boys overseas. Lord Northcliffe insists that the Germans'
efforts are not directed toward the troops being transported
overseas, but toward munitions and food for the soldiers after
they are separated by the great ocean from the home base of
supply. And information is going direct to Germany of the
movement of troops and vessels, with emphasis on the places
where supplies are being assembled.
In the Interior Department, Van H. Manning, director of
the Bureau of Mines, has control of the
sale of all explosives. Any person in the
United States found with explosives in his
possession, who does not have a license
issued by the federal government showing
the purpose for which the explosives are
to be used, may be arrested and fined a
maximum of five thousand dollars, or sent
to prison for one year.
Francis S. Peabody, of Chicago, has been
appointed by Secretary Lane to look after
the rigid enforcement of this law. Thoro
investigation is being made of all explosions and incendiary fires in factories and
warehouses, with complete reports to the
Director of the Bureau for tracing the explosives used. Every purchaser must have
a permit issued by the authorities in each
county, and only citizens of the United
States and countries friendly to the Allied
cause may obtain such license. The lines
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are being drawn tighter on the abuse of citizenship or residence
in this country.
"Things Are Not
What They Seem"

MANY amusing stories are told of the second Liberty bond
canvass in Washington, when every department was
combed by a bevy of earnest young women intent upon rolling
up a big volume in the
national capital.
One young miss
mounted the stone
steps of the War Department and began
on a trim-looking enlisted man who occupied an inconspicuous
desk near the door.
"Can I put you
down for a Liberty
bond?" she asked
demurely.
"Yes, I think so," he
answered thoughtfully.
"That's good — how
much—and do you
want it on installments?" she asked,
getting out her application blank.
"Well," said the
"Well," said the
youthful
soldier,
youthful soldier, 4-i«*tf;w)i
"make
it
for
$100,000."
"make it for a
The young lady
$100,000"
gasped, and he added,
"Oh, if you have any
doubt about it, telegraph my bankers," and he gave the name in another city.
She didn't say so, but she regarded the incident as a joke contingent to the work of canvassing, but on returning to headquarters she decided to wire to the bankers just for the fun of
it. The answer came back, "He's good for five millions." The
young lady hastened back to the modest desk boy in khaki
and said his subscription had been accepted with many
thanks.

table, only to be roused
by another declaration
in a hushed, subdued
voice: "This sideboard
is an exact duplicate of
the one in the White
House." There was
nothing to do but gasp
at the pleasure of meeting such a distinguished
piece of furniture.
When the ordeal was
over, he escaped with a
murmured promise to
think it over, and once
on the open street
again, wiped his perspiring brow.
Germans Barred from
District of Columbia

THE capital is beginning to put its
Pro-German governhouse in order in the
ment employe—
matter of protection
"Your services are
from German spies.
no longer desired"
President Wilson's
order banning all German males from the District of Columbia
for the term of the war was felt to be a most necessary step.
Not only were the German citizens banished, but arrangements
were made to rid the government service of a large number
of persons, male and female, who were not regarded as suitable
to hold positions of trust while the nation is at war.
Each of the department and bureau heads was supplied with
a carefully compiled list of their subordinates who have been
found by investigation to be pro-German or anti-war in their
words or acts, or who, by reason of their associations, are
looked upon with suspicion. This weeding-out process was
applied thruout the country, but its effect is especially observable in Washington. No exceptions were allowed, even in cases
of employes who are highly trained and expert in some of the
technical branches of the government service.

Why Net a Maximum
Rent Law for Washington?

WASHINGTON is continually
drafting men and women from
the outside for work in its already
overburdened departments. These
people come to Washington and the
first thing they have to do is to look
up a boarding house. With Washington already overcrowded, this is some
task. The prices are—well, they are—
that's all. A young friend of mine
toured some of the outlying streets for
a boarding place. He saw a sign and
mounted the steps. He was met at
the door by a gracious landlady who
would be glad to show him thru the
house. The first room she let him
peek into was the front one. "I get
three hundred dollars per month for
this," she said nonchalantly. My
friend grasped the door sill to steady
himself. She then led him into the
dining room, and as they crossed the
threshold she waved her graceful arm
towards the table. "Mahogany—cost
five hundred dollars," she said in a
stage whisper. My friend mentally
observed that he couldn't eat the
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"/ get three hundred dollars a month
for this"

Military Training in
Foreign Lands

IN the outer room of the Secretary
of War, I was privileged to "look
on" while a party of men in the uniforms of five different nations, waited
to pay their respects to the secretary.
Here, thought I, is the result of military training in foreign countries.
While Great Britain has not resorted
to conscription, training of all boys
of school age, is carried on thru private agencies. In Australia, the military training of boys between the
ages of twelve and eighteen, is compulsory; in New Zealand, all boys who
have reached the age of fourteen must
learn to serve their country. Canadian military instruction of the youth
is carried on thru volunteer cadet
corps.
The French soldier shrugged his
shoulders when asked about military
training in France, where they begin
rifle practice at ten years of age under
special instructors. Military exercises
are obligatory during the school age
in Switzerland, and in Italy, the
national colleges and private agencies
supply military training for young
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boys. In Russia, military gymnastics are prescribed for all
schools. Greece has intensive military gymnastics, which are
given with drills in the public schools as a part of the physical course. In all the schools of Japan, military training
begins in the primary grades. Obligatory military training,
under special instructors, has recently been adopted in the
secondary schools of Argentina.
A Stcic in the
Executive Cl.air

charge of the advertising details, took me to a top room of the
Treasury Building, where at least five hundred posters by eminent artists are displayed for the final selection of Secretary
McAdoo. The walls, the tables, the chairs are filled with colorful arguments for financial help and support to the nation in
its time of peril.
Among the names represented are those of the biggest
illustrators in the country: Howard Chandler Christy, Haskell
Coffin, James Montgomery Flagg, and others who have gladly
given their best to their country. If the Treasury Department
had paid for these sketches, it would have represented many
thousands of dollars. Just when the third Liberty Loan will

HERE'S a little story of Woodrow Wilson told me by a
friend. He was talking with the President shortly after
the Lusitania outrage, and, speaking of the panic that must
have possessed the passengers, asked, "What
would you have done?"
"I know what I would have done," said
the President. And he described the scenes
when an ocean liner on which he was crossing struck an iceberg. All on board felt it
would soon go down, and every second
counted as the waters rushed into the great
hold of the ship. The President said that
he felt perfectly calm and normal as he prepared for the worst. In this instance, as in
others, he faced death with the stoical
calmness which has served him well as chief
executive of the nation at the time when
war excitement is rife.
The President has never seemed in better
health or looked more fit than at present.
Copyright, Harris & Ewing
When he appears in public, his vigor is
PRESIDENT WILSON AND SECRETARY BAKER AT FORT MEYER
remarked by those who knew him in the The President and Mrs. Wilson witnessed the presentation of diplomas presented to the nine hundred men graduated
from the last officers' training camps. From left to right are Mrs. Wilson, the President, Secretary of War Baker
early days. His golf and exercise hours are
and Col. Charles W. Fenton
religiously observed, and he has excluded
himself from seeing people, so far as possible, on the theory of be launched is not decided, but this much is true, the Publicity
"conservation"—for his idea is that this war is a serious busi- Bureau of the Treasury is in the trenches with big guns loaded,
ness and not a matter of sentiment; it is a time for clear think- ready to shoot the message across the country with the forceful
ing and cool-headed, concerted effort to make every movement strength that aroused .the people in the two successful Liberty
and energy count for victory.
Loan campaigns.
Launching of the
As an instructor, Woodrow Wilson insisted upon concentra"
U-Buy-a-Bond"
Boat
tion as a most important faculty to be developed. Students
were urged to focus attention on one thing, with the idea of I MET Guy Emerson in one of the office buildings which
centralization. The President's executive power is not based
have been commandeered by the Treasury Department to
upon faith in political advisors. Perhaps that is why Colonel take care of its over-flow work. I wanted to hear from him
E. M. House and others not identified as partisan leaders have first hand, regarding the greatest publicity exploit ever "put
the executive ear.
across"—as we say in the parlance of our profession—the
Practical Preparedness in fetching of a captured German U-boat, a battle-scared British
Treasury Department Tank, and the world's largest flying machine, as "news creators"
ADVANCE preparations for the third Liberty Loan are for the second Liberty Loan drive in New York City.
■AA. already in evidence in the Bureau of Publicity of the
"The one idea in mind," said Mr. Emerson, "was to bring
Treasury Department. Ralph Waldo Emerson, who has home to the people the fact that we are at war. In terms
of business we had to sell the war to the
people by arousing their emotions and
enthusiasm."
Mr. Emerson is the type of young man
to whom nothing seems impossible. With
the help of Lord Northcliffe he obtained
the captured submarine from the British
Admiralty.
The transporting of the submarine across
the Atlantic was a complicated engineering
task. It was cut into three sections, each
weighing seventy tons, and loaded onto a
returning ship. When landed upon the
dock in New York, fifty horses were used to
draw the different sections in the famous
Liberty Bond parade, and afterwards it
was set up in Central Park, where, after
speeches by Secretary of the Navy Daniels
and Rear Admiral Usher, it was re-christened
by Mrs. Guy Emerson as "U-Buy-a-Bond."
A liberty bond booth nearby issued to every
C'o/ryri,
Harris & Ewing
subscriber to liberty bonds a pass to go into
TEMPORARY QUARTERS FOR THE WAR ORDNANCE BUREAU
The Washington Moument and the Bureau of Engraving and Printing are in the background of the photograph

trie Submarine.

It Was later tUmCQ Over tO
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the Red Cross for the same purpose. Word of the tremendous
enthusiasm which the submarine had aroused in the campaign
for the second Liberty Loan attracted the attention of Canada,
and Lord Shaughnessy asked for the captured submarine to
help in the big Victory Loan now being launched there.
The U-boat was again taken to the wharves and loaded
upon three canal boats, the tops of which were first removed
to make room, and it was conveyed up the Hudson, thru the
Erie Canal to the great lakes, and from there to Montreal,
where it is today a tremendous and
appealing argument for financial
support of the people in the war.
With the British tank, the Caproni
flying machine (the largest aeroplane
in the world), and the submarine,
representing the three principal
fields of war activity, Mr. Emerson
visualized the war for the nation.
The Gentleman from
West Virginia

few years the United States will obtain ample supply of nitrogen
from the air, and we will not be dependent upon Chili for
sodium nitrate. This nitrogen comes from the atmosphere
and from coal—a by-product that will add untold wealth to
the nation.
This discovery will naturally expand the use of coke for fuel
and power purposes, as the recovery of nitrogen is chiefly made
from coke ovens. With these vapors, the very air itself will
become a wealth-producing resource never dreamed of in years
past. Mr. Pogue says we are moving
swiftly these days, and, as coal supplanted wood, and oil supplanted
coal, the processes continue from bulk
to liquid and now to vapor itself.
Every Citizen a Vigilance
Committee of One

PLACARDS bearing the legend
"Beware of spies! Secrecy means
safety," are now prominently posted
on the walls of the corridors of the
State, War and Navy building, as a
constant reminder to those who have
to do with government business. In
addition, these placards have been
posted in all naval training stations,
government manufacturing plants
and on board ships. It is a suggestive warning that every man can
best serve his country by keeping his
mouth shut—to use the vernacular of
the street.

STUART F. REED, founder of the
Association of American Secretaries of State, was serving his second term as Secretary of State of
West Virginia when he was elected
to the Sixty-fifth Congress.
Mr. Reed was a farmer boy who
made his way upward successively as
school teacher, editor, state senator,
premier of his state and member of
Congress. His election at Cincinnati in 1915 as president of the As"To Market, to
Market, to Buy a
"
sociation of American Secretaries of
State, and his forceful advocacy of
IF you have forgotten what the old
uniformity of state laws and profamily market basket looks like,
cedure, brought him into national
you have only to go out on the broad
prominence. His address as retiring
streets of Washington on a Saturday
president of the association at the
night. They appear at every turn
convention recently held at Topeka,
and corner. It looks like a parade.
Kansas, was a strong appeal for coAnd it is not the poverty-pinched
ordinating legislative machinery for
who carry them; it is the well-to-do
PhotoJrom painting recentty placed in the capitol of West Virginia
the common welfare.
middle class, who realize the advanREPRESENTATIVE STUART F. REED
Representative Reed is a member
tage of going to market in the good
Founder of the Association of American Secretaries of State
of the Committee of the District of
old-fashioned way.
Columbia, and believes Washington should be the "model city"
One thing I like about Washington is that atmosphere of
of the world. A fluent speaker, studious, well-read, of wide good, solid, thrifty living. Most of the government employes
experience, Stuart Reed gives promise of a congressional career receive moderate salaries, enough to live simply and comfortin harmony with past achievements.
ably, but not extravagantly. With a fixed income that neither
Gentlemen' Our increases nor diminishes, they cannot speculate on the future,
Medal of Honor!
or discount it. Only the newcomers try to live beyond their
THE question was asked me: "Has the United States a means. According to a grocery clerk I met, it takes about one
decoration for valor similar to the English Victoria year for a new family to absorb the Washington market basket
Cross?" I decided then and there to look it up on my next idea, and "get onto themselves."
. trip to Washington.
Necessity is the
Mother of Suspension
Yes, we have a Medal of Honor, the most coveted decoration
of our country given for conspicuous bravery. It was first THE only man who can cut red tape in Washington is
given at the time of the Civil War. In all, about fifteen hundred
President Wilson. He has been using the scissors more and
were presented at that time. It is a five-pointed star, with a more as the exigencies of the situation arise. His latest order
medallion in the center bearing the head of Minerva, and was a suspension of the civil service examination in the matter
around it "United States of America" in relief. On each ray of employes for food and fuel offices, because these departments
of the star is an oak leaf and the points themselves are trefoil are created only for the duration of the war, and because of
shaped. A laurel wreath in green enamel encircles the whole, the difficulty in obtaining sufficient eligibles thru civil service
and this wreath is surmounted by "Valor," which, in turn, is examination.
John N. Willys'
surmounted by an eagle that attaches the decoration to its
Highly-energized Organization
ribbon.
A Discovery of ONE busy bright spot in Washington during the days of the
Value and Importance
War Camp Community campaign was at 1210 G Street.
SOME of the Government departments at Washington have A long loft was filled with clicking typewriters, frequently
developed into research bureaus. In one room I found exceeding even the government's speed limit. The working
Joseph E. Pogue, who has been working wonders in the depart- day was evidently not under governmental regulation, for all
ment of Mineral Technology. Thru the use of apparatus seemed to feel like "slackers" if they left their work before
developed by practical inventors, he contends that within a nine or ten o'clock at night. This hurricane follow-up, directed
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let the government lay hands upon purchasing
power by taxation or bond issues, by fiat money or
by physical confiscation, if need be.
But if the bond issues were a failure, would not
the government be driven to resort to taxation?
Yes, but time would be lost, and we have no time
to lose. It is vital to the national honor and safety
that our soldiers, when they reach the firing line,
shall be equipped and munitioned according to the
highest known standards. It is not less vital that
they shall reach the firing line at the earliest possible date. In war, time is always to be reckoned
with as an ally of the enemy. The money needed
now to equip our armies and convey them to the
front is to be had only through loans. Therefore
we, together with all other Americans who give
their unqualified support to the war policy of our
government are bound to give the war loans unqualified support. We should owe such support
even if we believed that the ultimate social effects
of a loan policy were irremediably evil.
But The New Republic does not believe in irremediable evils. Democracy may be forced back
many leagues, but sooner or later it reaches a position where it can make a stand, and eventually administer defeat to the enemy. Democracy was
beaten on the war revenue bill, but not so thoroughly as might have been anticipated. The war tax
on incomes remained too low, but it was placed at
a level higher than any income tax in the world
before the war. Even today it is surpassed only
by the British tax. The excess profits tax was placed
too low. But nobody dreamed, two years ago, of
so high a tax as the one now actually in force. The
power of democracy, in the contest over the war
revenue bill, proved so great that its ultimate
victory can be safely predicted, provided that it
develops the necessary endurance.
If the war had been financed through taxation
alone, the financial burden would of necessity have
fallen chiefly upon the more fortunate classes. The
general tendency of such a financial policy would
have been to reduce the inequalities of fortune that
give rise to grave concern among all friends of
democracy. If the war had been financed wholly
through loans, the chief burden would have fallen,
upon the poor. At the close of the war much the
greater proportion of the bonds would have been
held by the wealthier classes, and their claim to
interest would have been met by taxes of general
incidence, falling mainly upon the poor. For the
rich, if they had been able in war to resist the imposition of income and profits taxation, would
certainly have been able to resist such taxation in
peace.
The democracy has accepted the principle of a
great national war debt; and, however widely the
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bonds may be held, it is inevitable that after the war
the greater part will be found in the hands of the
wealthy. But the democracy has also succeeded in
imposing taxes falling directly upon the wealthy,
which are quite capable of yielding revenues sufficient to pay interest on the debt and gradually to
sink it altogether. Herein lies democracy's opportunity to wipe out its original defeat. Let it
insist that the income and profits taxes be retained
on the statute books until the war debt is extinguished.
Most of the war debt will be an asset of the
wealthy classes after the war. Very well; the taxes
that pay interest and amortization on the war debt
will be liabilities of the wealthy classes if the
democracy is resolute in its purposes.
It is not to be denied that arduous efforts will be
required of the democracy to keep the burden of the
war debt upon those classes that would have borne
the chief burden of taxation if we had adopted a
more democratic policy of financing the war. Upon
the return of peace we may anticipate a powerful
movement to reduce the income and profits taxes.
Our imports will again assume an imposing volume,
and persistent efforts will be made to levy such
heavy customs duties—in the imaginary interest of
American production—that our treasury will not
need the produce of the direct taxes. But the
recent struggle over the income and profits taxes
shows that the democracy is alive to its interests
in the fiscal field. Can it be enlisted for the long
campaign for the extinction of the debt through
income and profits taxation? We believe that it
can, and that at the present time it is much wiser
for the friends of democracy to make preparations
for that campaign than to work against the tide
for a reopening at the present Congress of the
question of taxation.
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Down the River"

THE War College building in. Washington
is three miles " down the river " from the
War Department building. This apparently insignificant fact is really one of the large
facts in the conduct of the war. It has consequences, daily, of a most far-reaching sort. And
its largeness and importance would be generally
recognized and discussed if we were in the habit of
following that highly technical enterprise, war,
with one-tenth of the general popular interest and
intelligence with which we follow that other
highly technical enterprise, baseball.
One reason, and a great reason, why baseball is well played in this country is that every distinguished player, as he steps up to bat or throws
to first, knows that millions of eyes are turned
toward him in what the President calls a " grave
scrutiny." He knows that success will bring applause and that a strike-out or a wild throw will
be noted and severely reprobated at supper in
every hamlet between New York and San Francisco. He knows, too, that every tiniest technical
trick of his, in deluding a pitcher or in trapping
a runner on bases, has the instant technical appreciation of, at a modest computation, ten million
highly trained fans. The result is that he is up
on his toes every minute. Every minute is glory
or disgrace. From this standpoint the people who
gather in the streets in front of newspaper offices
and watch the scores getting chalked up or flashed
out are a very considerable part of the efficiency of
the national game. They might not be able to
stop a grounder but they help grounders to be
stopped.
In such a spirit, a spirit of great humility, I approach the subject of the War Department. The
gentlemen who play out the great game of war
in that department are inadequately appreciated
and, on occasion, inadequately credited with strikeouts and errors; because their organization, among
themselves, and their various responsibilities have
not usually found any genuinely responsive interest in the minds of those of us who are onlookers.
They have lived in an obscurity which for Ty Cobb
would have been very depressing, and more than
depressing, slackening.
Now, with war, a great change has come, or
will come, must come. The ideal would be if General Sharpe, on opening his newspaper in the morning, should see himself in a box-score credited with
one error and three hits. He is bound to make
errors. Napoleon himself, as Quartermaster General of the United States Army, would make
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errors.

This article, arid ensuing articles, dealing

with organization in the War Department, are
written in full realization of that fact. But they
are also written in full realization of a certain other
fact: namely,—that personal responsibility has to
be located somewhere, and that some people are
standing up under it, and other people are not
standing up under it, and that it is extremely unjust to throw a blanket of equal unconcern and of
equal praise over good work and bad work together, and that it is no loyalty to our government
but, on the contrary, a form of really cowardly and
criminal disloyalty, to stand at applause in the
face of things that may mean a horrible prolongation of the war and a horrible unnecessary sacrifice of life.
In one of the battles on the British front, in the
beginning of the war, two divisions were shot to
shreds because, simply, an error had been made,
a slight error, in the highly complicated and
extraordinarily difficult technical task of issuing
clear orders from headquarters. It was a case of
" bad staff work." The British have been compelled to get good staff work and they have been
compelled to get a good General Staff at home and
they have now reached the point of being able to
compete on even terms with the German General
Staff, and they have done it under the pressure
of a public opinion outspoken to a degree which no
American can realize unless he is an habitual
reader of the British newspapers and magazines.
The point of departure, the point of start, in an
appreciation of the War Department is clearly
the General Staff, of which the War College is a
part. And here it is most gratifying to be able to
begin by saying that, in this matter, in the matter of
preserving the powers and the possibilities of the
General Staff, which has to be the army's calculating brain, Mr. Newton D. Baker has performed
an act entitling him to thunders of applause, which,
however, because of our general lack of interest
in the essentials of war, he has not generally got.
That act of his has passed very widely unregarded. But it should always be remembered for
him. It was a great act, really worthy to be
called historic.
Congress, in the National Defense law of last
year, used language which might easily have been
construed, and which was by many people actually
construed, to cripple the General Staff. Congress,
by nature, is inclined toward a strengthening of
the various non-staff bureaus of the War Department, such as the Quartermaster General's
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office, the Adjutant General's office, the Judge Advocate General's office, the Ordnance office, the
Inspector General's office, the Signal Corps office,
the Engineer's office, and so on; and it is by nature
inclined to weaken the General Staff or, at any
rate, to push it to one side. There is a good reason.
The bureaus, many of them, deal with things in
which Congress is vastly interested, such as the
placing of people and the placing of contracts. The
severely intellectual pursuits of the General Staff
do not thrill Congress and, moreover, they tend
to bring a new impersonal technical influence to
bear upon established personal bureau routine.
Certain bureau chiefs in the past have known
very well how to charm Congress with the
bureau idea and how to leave it lukewarm about
the staff idea.
There was once an Adjutant General who was
magnificent at this sort of politics. He was a busy
man, but if Congressman Smith wanted to know
did his great-great-great-grandfather fight at the
Battle of Bennington, nothing interfered with finding that out. The inquirer, if he was a Congressman or a Senator, was always put, by orders,
straight on the General's phone and " //' said the
General, " / will find out." A clerk laboriously
did. And then, a few days later, the Congressman, back on the phone, heard the General say:
"I have found out that your great-great-greatgrandfather did indeed fight at. the Battle of Bennington, most heroically. You are indeed a Son
of the American Revolution. And I am sending
you all the papers myself." Decades of such
amenities, decades of acquaintanceships and favors,
built up for the bureaus a tremendous Congressional strength, which still, largely, continues.
And therefore, even in the National Defense act,
in the course of ostensibly, and, in many respects,
actually, improving our military organization.
Congress made for itself an opportunity to strike
at the General Staff and it did so most particularly
in a section containing the words " Hereafter members of the General Staff Corps shall not be permitted to assume or engage in work of an administrative nature that pertains to established
Bureaus."
This section at once became the theme of a
very able legal opinion by General Crowder, Judge
Advocate General. If his views had been accepted
by Mr. Baker (and he is Mr. Baker's legal military adviser), we should now have only the
phantom of a General Staff. General Crowder
held that the General Staff could indeed give itself
to the " study of military problems " and to " the
preparation of plans for the national defense " and
to " investigating and reporting upon the efficiency
and state of preparedness of the military forces of
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the United States for service in peace or war."
But the original General Staff law of 1903, passed
under the influence of Elihu Root, had also said
that the officers of the General Staff should1' render
professional aid and assistance to the Secretary of
War " and should act as his " agents " in the delicate but most necessary task of " informing and
coordinating the action of all the different officers
who are subject, under the terms of this act, to
the supervision of the Chief of Staff." And who
were those officers? The law of 1903 named them
in defining the powers of the Chief of Staff. It
said:
" The Chief of Staff, under the direction of the
President or of the Secretary of War, shall have
supervision of all troops of the line and of the Adjutant General's, Inspector General's, Judge Advocate's, Quartermaster's, Subsistence, Medical, Pay,
and Ordnance Departments, the Corps of Engineers, and the Signal Corps." The Chief of
Staff was to have " supervision " of all of them.
But what is " supervision " ? What is " supervision " when Congress, subsequently, in the National Defense law, has said that the officers of the
General Staff, of whom the Chief of Staff is one,
shall not, in supervising, do any administering?
General Crowder was quite clear about it. He
said:
" Unmistakably Congress has sought to preserve
untouched the special jurisdiction of each of the
several bureaus." " It is the effect of the language,
and must therefore have been the purpose, of the
act, to re-establish the relation of the several
bureau chiefs as special aids and advisers to the
Secretary of War, on matters which fall within
their special jurisdiction, uninterfered with by any
outside agency." "In all matters falling within
the special jurisdiction of the several bureaus,
Congress has said in effect that the views of the
particular bureau chiefs shall govern the Secretary, so far as his own judgment is to be advised."
And if there should be any " zones of uncertainty "
between the powers of the bureaus and the powers
of the General Staff, " the statute establishes for
us a guiding rule, which is that in case of doubt
the presumption is conclusive against the General
Staff." Such was the spirit of General Crowder's
opinion, the spirit of an unusually able and highly
sincere and hardworking and patriotic bureau chief.
Nevertheless the experience of the whole world
in this war turns out to be that it is necessary to
have a strong and really powerful General Staff.
Mr. Baker essentially over-ruled General Crowder's opinion. There are times, one sees, when it
is not a bad thing at all to have a lawyer for Secretary of War. A layman might have been paralyzed
by the spectacle of the vivid wording of the Na-
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tional Defense law and of the opinion of the Judge
Advocate General. Mr. Baker looked at that torrent, observed sundry cakes of floating ice on it,
and leaped on them lightly from shore to shore with
the General Staff safe in his arms. It was an agile
performance.
Mr. Baker reviewed the origin of the General
Staff. He found that it was the intent of Elihu
Root, " one of the great Secretaries of War of
modern times," to give to the Chief of Staff a power
of supervision really effective. He found that
Elihu Root had said that he was providing for a
control to be exercised over the whole military arm
of the government " through a single military expert of high rank." He found that such also was
the legislative intent of the words that Congress
was brought to use in the law of 1903. And the
National Defense law of 1916 did not expressly
repeal the law of 1903. Therefore all that remained was to define the word " administrative."
Congress seemed to wish to prevent the General
Staff from becoming too " administrative." Well,
Elihu Root himself, strong as he was for a strong
General Staff, never wanted the General Staff to
be " administrative " at all. He said so, expressly.
The General Staff is to " inform " and " coordinate " and " supervise." That is all. But that
is enough. For how can it " inform " and " coordinate " and " supervise " the bureaus unless it
goes into them deeply enough to equip itself with
the "qualifying information"?
(A splendid
point that.) And therefore " it is my opinion that
it is not only appropriate but necessary for the
Chief of the General Staff to pursue, with as great
detail as his judgment dictates, the execution of
policies throughout the several bureaus." And, in
short, " the policy of the War Department will
remain as before."
By that decision Mr. Baker took us into the
war with a General Staff still capable, by law, in
principle, of being a General Staff, fully. It was
an act of superb insight and courage, comparable
to the act performed by Lloyd George when he
over-ruled the gun-policy of the British War
Office, and bought bigger guns and more guns than
the War Office wanted, and was, by present military
consent, utterly right.
So the principle stands. But the practice is a
rather different thing. Here the first fact is that
stretch of three miles between the War Department and the War College, between the body of the
army and the bulk of its " informing " and " coordinating " and " supervising " brain. The results are strange.
The Chief of Staff, to begin with, is separated
from most of his staff. He sits in the War Department. Four of the six committees into which
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the General Staff is divided aretrjlsident in the
War College. The picture of the Chief of Staff
sitting in the midst of his staff devising great plans
is an imaginary picture. It does not happen. In
fact, the Chief of Staff may express an opinion on
a certain highly important matter and shortly
afterwards be handed an opinion from his own
War College in the directly contrary sense.
The next result is that the task of doing any
effective personal friendly " supervising " of the
execution of policies recommended from the War
College becomes peculiarly difficult. The War College man who has recommended something, after
studying it, cannot readily follow it, after its acceptance, into the bureau which is operating it
and make friends there and help it along with fresh
suggestions out of his studies. It may be working
well. It may be working badly. His faculties for
knowing, and for helping, become very poor.
The third result is more serious still. Officers
in the War Department in their several bureaus are
every day deciding things which they know ought,
in principle, to be studied by the General Staff, but
" Send it ' down the river ' ? Never. How do
we know when we'd get it back? It's a beastly outof-the-way place, and it's two miles by carrierpigeon, and we haven't any carrier-pigeons, and
it's three miles by trolley and foot, and it takes too
long, and this stuff would go to some fellow we
don't know, and he might sit on it for weeks, and
let's do it ourselves right here." And they do it
themselves right there. They talk about " down
the river " as if it were a morgue.
And the officers " down the river " have behaved as if they more or less agreed with them.
When the war broke out, they made a sort of mass
rush to try to get into the field. General Kuhn,
who was head of the War College, and in whose
mind, if anywhere, the totality of our war plans
might be assumed to lie, went as soon as possible
and took command of an individual training-camp.
Of the forty-two officers who were his colleagues
on the General Staff on April 24th of this year,
twenty-eight have now vanished. Being " the brain
of the army " seemed to them to be a good job to
leave—a point of view that might provide considerable astonishment to Ludendorff. The German General Staff is a terrifically immediate thing
in its impact on the war. Our General Staff is still
regarded by our own officers as a remote thing.
And the distance from the War Department to the
War College is a symbol of that remoteness.
Out of such a situation, in practice, one might
expect great delays in comprehensive planning and
great delays also in really comprehensive executing.
Subsequent articles will show that we get them.
WILLIAM HARD.
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THE DULUTH HERALD
COMMON SENSE.
Secretary Newton D. Baker of the war
■re
department docs not, in his annual report, • t tiie
ask for legislation adopting'a permanent re
policy of compulsory universal military I*
service.
On the contrary, he declares his opposition to this plan, and while his stand will
subject him to the abuse of the militarism
fanatics who see in enforced military servce an end of all strikes and labor difficulties
nd all assertions of their rights by work- f
iers, it is plain common sense with which;,'
|ninety per cent of the American people are|
in hearty accord.
"The department has not sought and does
; not seek legislation on this subject," he;
says, "chiefly for the reason that the formation of a permanent military policy will inevitably be affected by the arrangement
consequent upon the termination' of the
present war. Civilized man must hope that
the future has in store a relief from the
burden of armament and the destruction
Sand waste of war. However vain that hope
| may appear in the midst of the most de\ vastating and destructive war in the history
»of the race, it persists—perhaps because we
Sare encouraged by the analagous substitution of courts for force in the settlement of i
^private controversies, perhaps because all I
lithe perfections of nature teach us that they'
£are the product of processes which have
Ieliminated waste and substituted constructive for destructive principles.
"When a permanent military policy,
Itherefore, comes to be adopted, it will
Edoubtless be conceived in a spirit which
twill be adequate to preserve against any
^possible attack those vital principles of lib\ erty upon which democratic institutions are
1 based, and yet be so restrained as in no
S event to foster the growth of mere mili-S
jtarist ambitions or to excite the apprehen-K j
"sion of nations with whom it is our first de-\ j
;sire to live in harmonious and just ac

r

*

■:l

jcord."
There are two viewpoints on military af
'fairs: that of those who look upon an
, elaborate military equipment as a desirable
i thing for its own sake, and that of those
! who look upon it as an evil thing except
i when it is necessary and an essential thing
when it is necessary.
The first viewpoint favors compulsory
universal military service at all hazards and
at any price; the second viewpoint opposes
it unless it becomes necessary. It will not
become necessary unless Germany wins
this war; and Germany is not going to
win it.
For America to adopt such a permanent
policy now would be to bring her into the
post-bellum peace councils advocating peace
but jingling with military trappings from
head to foot; not to speak of cluttering up
our necessary military preparations to fight
this war with unnecessary military preparations to fight some imaginary future war.
Nothing more fantastic and absurd and untimely could be conceived at this time.

s

The Post realizes how prone the public
is to find fault and to offer criticism upon
, insufficient information, even in a time of
peace. In time of war this tendency is greatly accentuated by anxiety, impatience and
dissatisfaction that are not always war-'
:
ranted.
For this reason The Post has hesitated to
8 complain about the management of the na2 tion's war activities, although constantly
hearing of incidents and conditions that proclaim incompetency, extravagance, lack of
diligence and a superabundance of bureaucratic pomposity, which are in no sense
| needed at this time.
Moreover, The Post felt sure from the beginning that in the first excitement of the
| war, for which the country was in no sense
prepared, there would be much excitement,
many blunders, incalculable waste, and not
a little sad experience from which our needed!
lessons were to be drawn. Such has been
' the nation's experience from the beginning,
and we suppose it will continue so to the end
? cf the world.
But it seems to The Post that the war has
I been in progress long enough to enable the
S government at Washington to get its mathine in good working order, and if it is not
in good working order now then the people can not be blamed for fearing that there
| are some defects that need attention.
The testimony given by General Crozier
I before the senate committee does not read
well among the people.
The pneumonia epidemics which have
E ravaged the army camps are shown to have
been caused by lack of suitable clothing and
| blankets. The bodies of soldier boys return;,; ing to bereaved Homes from these camps are
Inot creating a favorable impression of the
;; war administration among the people who
S knew the victims.
Now we are told that the Illinois soldiers
% in Camp Logan of this city must surrender
I their reserve uniforms, and that the commanding officer's protest has met with the
customary bureaucratic disregard.
We are told that Secretary Baker thinks
these uniforms are needed more elsewhere
and that the soldiers here can do without
| them without hardship.
There's the trouble—surely President Wilson ought to be able to see it.
As between General Bell and) young Mr.'
Baker, whose opinion would you take upon
j any matter affecting the welfare of Camp
Logan?
The Post has no antipathy to Mr. Baker.
;;;lt has regarded him a nice young man,
1 amiable, and anxious to serve, but this coun;
try is at war now and the people whose
| sons are 1n the camps are not going to stand
Emuch foolishness.
The president ought to look, into the war
"'administration. The people are looking to
.;;him, for they haven't any too much faith in
('the wisdom, efficiency and judgment of some
Jot his counsellors.
The governor of Illinois and the two senJjators and twenty-seven representatives from
Pthat State ought to build a hot fire under
I some coattails in the war department if the
fc winter clothing of the Illinois soldiers in
•i;camp in Texas be taken away from them at
jHhis time of the year.
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#^Two Notable Addresses ' /
'

As one of the most eloquent and most
impressive expositions of America's war
aims, The Dispatch believes its readers
will welcome the publication this morn1
ing of the fullest report of the remarkable addresses delivered before the New
York Southern Society at the Waldorf
Astoria by Secretary of War Baker and
Secretary Daniels of the Department of
the Navy. Wire trouble duo to weather
conditions made it impracticable to publish more than a telegraphic summary
at the time.
It can well be believed that these utterances repeatedly brought the assemblage to its feet. It is impossible to read
them without being stirred to the depths.
But aside from their eloquence and appeal to the patriotic emotion they are
the essence of hard-headed fact and common sense. They react on both heart
and head. As a statement of American
attitude they are convincing, comprehensive and conclusive. They voice the
view of the Nation.
Mr Baker was no more happy in summarizing American sentiment than 'in
drawing his conclusions. This sacrifice
in a common cause which all are freely
making has, as he says, united the American peoplo as never before, "from 1917
will date the history of a really homogeneous Nation." These men who have
gone out from among us, culled from all
the racial stocks in the melting pot, will
come back Americans. Those left at
home who have given their loved ones to
their country, who have given freely and
unselfishly to the common cause, whether
in Liberty bonds, war stamps, Bed Cross,
Y M C A, Knights of Columbus, Y M
II A or recreation and tobacco funds,
or any form of service or sacrifice, have
been touched to the quick by the spirit
of national brotherhood and united by
interwoven ties that can never be sundered. More than that for us and for
the work democracy has become a creed
rather than a political dogma. What,
asks Mr Baker, if we are fighting some
one else's war? I§ it js^.not nobler 1o
save another's life, than your' own?"^But
it is also our battle, peculiarly our battle, because it is being fought for the
principle of popular government, for
which above all others America stands.
Once again the American people are confronted with the fact that humanity cannot exist half slave and half free.
And while we are fighting for democracy we are, Mr Baker points out, giving the world the finest demonstration of
democracy. Pexhaps there is nothitig
finer in hi_s address than his declaration
that "when men of my time of life meet
■i. num. in lchald on the,"street, thertTjs
an. irrejyrejjsjhle desire to. say, 'my son.'
They are our sons, we are their father's, all of them, every one of them.
Rich or poor, side by side, they are the
same. Having paid the supremo sacrifice
it does not matter what he was over
here; he is just American over there,"
Mr Daniels aptly epitomized his address in the slogan, "Freedom, for al], forever." That is what America is fighting for, not for conquest, for no selfish
aim, but that all the world may share
with us and we with them a democracy
made safe and secure for all time to come.
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There are two viewpoints on military af- lj
1fairs', that of those wiio look upon an j
.. elaborate military equipment as a desirable thing for its own sake, and that of those z
who look upon it as an evil thing except t
when it is necessary and an essential thing (
when it is necessary.
I
The first viewpoint favors compulsory t
universal military service at all hazards and Q
at any price; the second viewpoint opposes v
it unless it becomes necessary. It will not T
become necessary unless Germany wins s
this war; and Germany is not going to p
win it.
a
For America to adopt such a permanent e
policy now would be to bring her into the Q
post-bellum peace councils advocating peace g
but jingling with military trappings from £
head to foot; not to speak of cluttering up {■
our necessary military preparations to fight a
this war with unnecessary military prepara- a
tions to fight some imaginary future war. £
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WAR DEPARTMENT BLUNDERS.

THE DULUTH HERALD
^"7r wntair excel,t Sunday hj
CpraldCompany at Dulath, Minn.
Secretarf"^^ ^—^ftfin^^^^^^^
department does «... c^'"^spna postofflce uuder the
ask for legislation adop £,
y^ *S
policy of compulsory unh J. . <£\
service.
""V^5-,
On the contrary, he decla cvf-"*4s op0 .1tion to this plan, and while h.^ •>> ^>4^\vill
subject him to the abuse of the ?.<~ Varism
[fanatics who see in enforced military serv- f
ce an end of all strikes and labor difficulties
.nd all assertions of their rights by workers, it is plain common sense with which 1
^ninety per cent of the American people arejj
in hearty accord.
"The department has not sought and does 1
not seek legislation on this subject," he j
says, "chiefly for the reason that the formation of a permanent military policy will inevitably be affected by the arrangement
consequent upon the termination' of the
present war. Civilized man must hope that
the future has in store a relief from the
I burden of armament and the destruction
I and waste of war. However vain that hope
] may appear in the midst of the most devastating and destructive war in the history
• of the race, it persists—perhaps because we
I are encouraged by the analagous substitution of courts for force in the settlement of j j
Iprivate controversies, perhaps because all.
Ithe perfections of nature teach us that they!
I are the product of processes which have
I eliminated waste and substituted constructive for destructive principles.
"When a permanent military policy,
Itherefore, comes to be adopted, it will
idoubtless be conceived in a spirit which
twill be adequate to preserve against any
[-possible attack those vital principles of libj erty upon which democratic institutions are
[based, and yet be so restrained as in no;
\ event to foster the growth of mere militarist ambitions or to excite the apprehen-1
Ision of nations with whom it is our first de
|sire to live in harmonious and just ac
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The Post realizes how prone the public
is to find fault and to offer criticism upon
insufficient information, even in a time of
peace. In time of war this tendency is greatly accentuated by anxiety, impatience and
dissatisfaction that are not always war$ ranted.
For this reason The Post has hesitated to
t complain about the management of the naI tion's war activities, although constantly
I .hearing of incidents and conditions that proI claim incompetency, extravagance, lack of
I diligence and a superabundance of bureauI cratic pomposity, which are in no sense
g needed at this time.
Moreover, The Post felt sure from the be§ ginning that in the first excitement of the
I war, for which the country was in no sense
I prepared, there would be much excitement,
many blunders, incalculable waste, and not
a little sad experience from which our needed
| lessons were to be drawn. Such has been
the nation's experience, from the beginning,
and we suppose it will continue so to the end
■ of the world.'
But it seems to The Post that the war has
been in progress long enough to enable the
sovernment at Washington to get its ma' ine in good working order, and if it is not
■ in good working order now then the people can not be blamed for fearing that there
1 are some defects that need attention.
The testimony given by General Crozier
8 before the senate committee does not read
• wenl among the people.
The pneumonia epidemics which have
ravaged the army camps are shown to have
I been caused by lack of suitable clothing and
blankets. The bodies of soldier boys returning to bereaved homes from these camps are
not creating a favorable impression of the
war administration among the people who
j knew the victims.
Now we are told that the Illinois soldiers
in Camp Logan of this city must surrender
their reserve uniforms, and that the commanding officer's protest has met with the
customary bureaucratic disregard.
We are told that Secretary Baker thinks
these uniforms aje needed more elsewhere
and that the soldiers here can do without
I them without hardship.
There's the trouble—surely President Wilson ought to be able to see it.
As between General Bell and) young Mr.'
Baker, whose opinion would you take upon
I any matter affecting the welfare of Camp
■ Logan?
The Post has no antipathy to Mr. Baker.
i. It has regarded him a nice young man,
j amiable, and anxious to serve, but this country is at war now and the people whoso
I sons are In the camps are not going to stand
I much foolishness.
The president ought to look into the war
I administration. The people are looking to
J;him, for they haven't any too much faith in
I the wisdom, efficiency and judgment of some
lof his counsellors.
The governor of Illinois and the two senpators and twenty-seven representatives from
I thai State ought to build a hot fire under
I some coattails in the war department if the
winter clothing of the Illinois soldiers in
camp in Texas be taken away from them at
this time of the vear.
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Notable Addresses ' I

As one of the most eloquent and most
impressive expositions of America's war
aims. The Dispatch believes its readers
will welcome the publication this morn! ing of the fullest report of the remarkable addresses delivered before the New
York Southern Society at the Waldorf
Astoria by Secretary of War Baker and
Secretary Daniels of the Department of
the Navy. Wire trouble due to weather
conditions made it impracticable to publish more than a telegraphic summary
at the time.
It can well be believed that these utterances repeatedly brought the assemblage to its feet. It is impossible to read
them without being stirred to the depths.
But aside from their eloquence and appeal to the patriotic emotion they are
the essence of hard-headed fact and common sense. They react on both heart
and head. As a statement of American
attitude they are convincing, comprehensive and conclusive. They voica the
view of the Nation.
Mr Baker was no more happy in summarizing American sentiment than 'in
drawing his conclusions. This sacrifice
in a common cause which all are freely
making has, as he says, united the American peoplo as never before, "from 1917
will date the history of a really , homogeneous Nation." These men who have
gone out from among us, culled from all
the racial stocks in the melting pot, will
come back Americans. Those left at
home who have given their loved ones to
their country, who have given freely and
unselfishly to the common cause, whether
in Liberty bonds, war stamps, Red Cross,
Y M C A, Knights of Columbus, Y M
II A or recreation and tobacco funds,
or any form of service or sacrifice, have
been touched to the quick by the spirit
of national brotherhood and united by
interwoven ties that can never be sundered. More than that for us and for
the work democracy has become a creed
rather than a political dogma. What,
asks Mr Baker, if we are fighting some
one else's war? Is. jit j^.not nobler 1o
save another's life_ than y_our ownJjBut
it is also our battle, peculiarly our battle, because it is being fought for the
principle of popular government, for
which above all others America stands.
Once again the American people are eonfronted with the fact that humanity cannot exist half slave and half free.
And while.we are fighting for democracy we are, Mr Baker points out, giving the world the finest demonstration of
democracy. Perhaps there is nothing
finer in his address than his declaration
that "when men of my time of life meet
^"iaS. ia khaki on t^g street, there is
an irrepressible desire to say, 'my son!'
They are our sons, we are their father's, all of them, every one of them.
Rich or poor, side by side, they are the
same. Having paid the supremo sacrifice
it does not matter what he was over
here; he is just American over there,"
Mr Daniels aptjy epitomized his address in the slogan, "Freedom, for all, forever." That is what America is fighting for, not for conquest, for no selfish
aim, but that all the world may share
with us and we with them a democracy
made safe and secure for all time to come.

NATIONAL ARMY

NEWS.

The Secretary of War Extends Christmas Greetings
To the Soldiers in the Camps, throughfjthe
National Army News
Let me extend, through your columns, to the men of our forces, the
greetings of the War Department and my own well wishes. Ours is a
Nation which has greater love for the Prince of Peace than for the
God of War and only to the attainment of a permanent, liberalized
peace may our martial efforts be directed.
NEWTON D. BAKER 11

Chatlesloi
VOLUME O.

DECKMBEI

SICKNESS AT CAMPS.
Secretary Baker in promptly telegraphing

instructions to the

camps where disease and death seemed to be on the increase has
earned special attention from all of our people. As was before stated
he acted wisely in making public the true conditions. Within twentyfour hours thereafter the news came of effective measures being applied by order of Mr. Baker and it is said conditions are beginning to
improve. Owing to the publicity given the matter the people have
shown great interest. Because they have been taken into the confidence of the government they are now disposed to work and
hope to bring about better conditions. The frank statements of
the secretary of war has won for him the increased confidence of the
people. Everything he has said has come straight from the shoulder,
and everybody accepts his words as authority. The American people
are inclined always to feel neglected when they are not given all information concerning matters in which they are deeply interested.
Because Mr. Baker acted as he did, his explanations and reasons for
the slowness in furnishing woolen garments is sufficient. The country
can be depended upon to give greater cooperation when it is allowed
to do a share of the thinking in connection with every transaction in
the conduct of the war. There is certain information which should be
carefully guarded against becoming public property such as the movement of troops and a few others, but in all those matters where
publicity can result in nothing but good the nation appreciates being
told of it as was done by the secretary of war in the case of insanitary
md unhealthy conditions at the camp. We believe that early future reports will show a marked improvement. ^ ■ "
■■
' ' '

Two Kinds of Fighters.
"A relentless inquiry into the war management
is faced by Secretary Baker with pleasure," says a
Washington dispatch, and those who know Baker
at all intimately will believe it.
In appearance, conduct and outward disposition
Mr Baker is' about the last man who would be
picked out as a fighter. But there are at least two
sorts of fighters. There is the fighter who is good
with fist, gun or brickbat. There is also the fighter
who is good with figures and details.
We wouldn't back Mr. Baker at odds of I to ioo
against John L. Sullivan, aged 85 years and paralyzed with 90-proof alcohol, but for a fellow to
unravel and train problems to suit the necessities,
to study out, hunt down, tame and arrange in lockstep and march toward a final get-there elusive and
refractory details, there's Newton D. Baker, and
almighty few like him. He's a fighter of tough
propositions. He likes them. He eats 'em alive,
with pleasure.
President Wilson might have chosen a husky
fire-eater for his War Secretary, and by now we
might have a million of our young men over in
Europe being murdered by Germany's veterans.
Mr. Baker's aim has been to get as many men as
possible across, as soon as possible, but only men
who would be able to do things when once across.
While a relentless inquiry will, beyond any question, show mistakes and a whole lot of things not
done during the past eight months, it is bound to
show mountains removed, seeming impossibilities
overcome, and the most astonishing progress made,
considering the original condition?. It may publicly
disclose all that the quiet, little, digging and doing

little Secretary, si War has thought out, figured o.ug
and worked out, and we suspect that this is just
exactly why Mr. Baker greets that inquiry "with
i pleasure." He is no man to stand on the dome of
I tiie Capitol and yell "I did it!" But if Congress
1 discloses who did it, we believe that Newton will
not be ill-pleased so you can notice it.
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- NO TIME FOR HYSTERIA.
This war will not be won by a Congress that
goes hysterical or by a country that gons hysterical. ' That is the first thing to remember in connection with all the investigations that are now
under way in Washington.
The Senate is investigating the War Department, the Food Administration and the Coal Administration, and has ordered an inquiry into the
Shipping'Board and the railroads.
The House is investigating the navy.
Senator Gallinger IS in an acute state of excitement over the salary paid to George Creel and lias
introduced a resolution to investigate it. Representative Gillett, the substitute Republican leader
of the House, is equally excited over the money
that the Treasury Department spent in floating
the Second Liberty Loan.
Although it was the French Government which
insisted that the United states Ehould use French
artillery, Representative McCoraick rushes home
to say that the French have no artillery to spare
and that we must tnake 25,000 cannon at once.
Secretary Baker liaB had to stop his work to
explain to the Senate that military distinctions In
rank are not necessarily social distinctions.
Every day we are assured that no politics has
entered into these investigations and that no personal considerations are involved. Even Senator
Reed1, who tried to defeat the Food Administration
Act, Who bitterly assailed Mr. Hoover and tried
to prevent his appointment, insists that he is seeking only to uncover the facts, although he has
refused to- permit Mr. Hoover to testify. Senator
Harding, in offering his resolution for an investigation of tiie Shipping Board, practically apologized for being a Republican, and Senator Freylinghuysen's sensational statement about the "inconceivable blunders" committed was accompanied
toy a disclaimer of political motives.
Be that as it may, what has happened In Washington is that Congress has suddenly discovered
that we are engaged in a great war, and that war
is 'not quite so simple or placid as peace. When
the comparatively modest Ordnance Department
of the United States Army has to be expanded
almost overnight to German proportions, there is
confusion of counsel and delay in reaching a condition of 100 per cent, efficiency. When the Commissary Department of the little Regular Army
is forced to become the greatest industrial and
mercantile establishment in the country, greater
than the Steel Trust or Standard Oil, mistakes are
made in adjusting it to its new demands and it
fails at the outset to function properly.
The blunders of delay are no greater perhaps
than those of haste, and blunders there are bound
to be. The unsatisfactory sanitary condition of
certain camps, as .revealed by Major Gen. Gorgas,
is due to the 'haste of getting the troops into trainin"; yet if the War Department had waited until
every caimp was fully equipped, the net results
would have been far worse. Nfr'oody has yet devised a way to take all the hardship and privation
out of war; nobody ever will.

Congressional investigations are instituted for
the purpose of disclosing what has been done
badly, not what has been done well, and the country is now getting a glimpse of the seamy side of
a wonderful achievement. It Is just as well that
it should, provided the American people keep their
heads and refuse to allow every recorded mistake
to shake their nerves.
It has been said apropos of military blunders
that while the Germans wash their dirty linen in
the cellar the French and British wash theirs in
the city hall square. That is our way too. But
j wars are not won merely by washing dirty linen
or by magnifying failures and shortcomings.
They are wron by confidence and courage and resolution. The American people may be very sure
that Congress will not investigate the German
Army out of its trenches and that Prussian autocracy -will never 'be overthrown by Congressional
nagging of soldiers and administrators who may
be muddling but who are at leas'! muddling in the
right direction.
THE TVRTVF. frtP OTJt>TWrt TPTTr-.m
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U. S. Not Discourteous,
Lack of Stenographers
Delays Answering Mail
If the Secretary of War. or the
Secretary of the Navy, does not
answer your letters promptly,
don't ret .ore. Chances ore he
can't set a stenographer. Says an
official announcement, apologlsIngri
"Frequently an executive must
hold letters on his desk three or
four days before the .stenoRra
pliers can take his reply. The
government does not lack courtesy or good Intentions, but It
does lack stenographers, and a
thousand or two would oil the
war machinery considerably.
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Petroleum
Producer or Pleasure Seeker?
ceptlon? In lf<01 Russia led the world in
her output
r.ce then some of her
fields have
promising
untold
:. have not
been exploited. In 1915, when we were
producing over ft> per cent of the world's
petroleum, Russia produced slightly more
than 16 per cent—more than doubling, however, the yield of Mexico, her next competitor. That she produced only 10 per
cent is due no doubt to her crude method")
of producing and transportation. The Ural
province furnishes oil for the digging in
bewildering richness, waiting for the magic
touch of the pro
a the shores ofl
the Caspian Sea, west and north, are Che [
best known fields—from Baku to Blbl- ,
in itself the most wonderful oil land j
in the world. The country oozes oil— j
drips oil. Primitive methods of transportation, enormous distances from the !
markets. Government graft and mlsman- i
agement combined to restrict the wonderful promise of Russia's petroleum yield. '•
But the oil is there—and Germany needs ;
oil. From the Caspian Sea to Black. |
thence to Germany, the lubricants for
Germany's creaking machinery can be
made to flow—how soon? That Is the vital
question. If the war lasts two years
longer, our resources will have been used
up. Will Germany's then only have begun !
to accumulate? Already the tragedy of \
war has shown us greater perlpeties.

fynr.mmf- ^

teason for the Scarcity of Gasolene
jwanda, Kansas, Discharging 20,000 Barrels a Day, Much of It Spilled on the
But One Example of the Huge Loss in Careless Oil Production
New Rochellc. nor Cohassot and the Newburyport Turnpike, that was not happening
all over the prosperous United States on
any pleasant Sunday evening. The nation's gasolene was being burned up. Probably that particular Sunday accounted lor
from three to five million gallons. If we
can afford it, well enough. Let us consider
our resources.
They arc mostly confined to our own
country. Mexico, the only other considerable source open to us, is now partly demoralized for political reasons. Our oldest
Holds, In Pennsylvania and Illinois, were
once great producers, but are now on the
wane. Kansas, Oklahoma and northern
Texas seemed a short time ago to be of unlimited richness. The entire oil district
has been widely prospected. Rising to its
greatest height in 1916, the returns for 1916
showed no Increase, and the Bureau of
Mines has predicted a decline in 1017. The
Rocky Mountain States, with the exception
of Wyoming, have also waned in production.
Wyoming as a new field, has of
course shown great activity—fabulous forIuncs seem to have been made there lately.
Yet figures frcm the Bureau of Mines show
It still far in the wake of other oil fields,
anil no further increase is looked for this
your. California is still the richest of our
oil ;iclds. owning one-third of the total output of the United States. These fields are
now about at their climax. Seven-eighths
of their product is used for fuel, owing to
its cheapness and the scarcity of coal In
California; owing also to a more significant
fact, that hcciuse of the difficulty of laying oil pipes over the mountains much of
California's output must he self-consumed.
In addition to these sources, there are also
the rich oil shales of Colorado and Utah.
which will he profitably worked only when
the price of gasolene is considerably advanced.
Our Output at Its Maximum
To sum up, by quoting from the careful
report recently made by the California
Council of Defence, "In the United States
some of the oil fields are Incurably on the
decline, others near their climax, and still
others on the ascent. As a whole, the production of oil In this country appears to
have nearly or quite reached its maximum
and to be just entering upon the period of
its decline. At present, the tying up of a
targe acreage of oil lands in California
and Wyoming by Federal suits, the inadequacy of transportation facilities in Wyoming, and in many other fields the difficulty of obtaining the necessary materials
for drilling, are tending to obstruct the
stimulation of production which otherwise might be effected. If these handicaps could be removed in the near future
it would permit a considerable addition to
the oil production of the country, probably more than enough to offset the normal decrease at least for the period of
the war." in Mexico—"even under present conditions, the production of the existing wells Is being restricted because there
are not enough tank steamers and tank
cars to transport the products to the market."

Where Germany Gets Off—and Walks
Opposed to these resources, what have
•mal Towers? At present, it is true.
only about -i per cent of the world's supply. Germany In l'.'lo produced a little
less than a million barrels of oil—or .23
pi rent of one per cent of the world's
total output for that year. In her own doof his people at the promised deliverance
will be tempered by tho sorrow that he
did not live to behold it. Nothing could
more reveal what he was to them.
I. Q.
STRENGTH PROM SACRIFICES
In a story called "Aunt Julia," in the
January American Magazine, this passage
occurs:
" 1 thought you loved me so much
that you wouldn't want me to go to Europe and get killed, and you be left alone,
and all the Parrrngl
replied the lad miserably. '1 thought—1
thought—you loved me. grandmother.'
" 'Love you?' cried the old lady. "O
dear father!' She choked back the emotion
that swayed her voice and made it a
cracked and ridiculous thing. 'Oh, laddie,
you'll never know how I've loved you, as
I loved two other boys and a man. a brave
man. once long ago. But I am not ■
n that love that 1 can't see things
that are worse- than getting shot on a
battlefield. It's come to me that folks
wonder why I've kept strong and sn
under lots of other folk.since.
And I'll tell you now. ;-,
any other time it'd sounded like bragging. It's been
! s0 much,
once in the dear dead pant. And I know
the glory of such a
the glory o:
Ishness, the strength that comes from
being brave enough to give what I have
given, 1 love you. laddie. I love you as
1 loved those men back In '01. But I'd
rather lose you nobly, honorably, a
.rave man, obedient to oar country that
my other boys died to
than have
you spared to me—a coward. I want you
to be brave and strong. I want you to
face your duty. If the Farrington line's
sot to end. laddie. I want it to end in ..
.. man who
and dealt:
on a battlefield to running away in order
to li\e .mi keep up the family «
little bloteh of dishonor on it anywhere."

minions. Besides this yield, likely to decrease rather than Increase, since her fields
are all old, scientifically worked lands,
the Galician and Roumanian wells are within the battle lines of the Central Powers.
In normal times their yield is respectively
.fJS per cent and 2.81 per cent of the world's
annual supply.
Altogether then, Germany is possessed of only 4 per cent to
C.'I.TL' per cent of the United States. But
this does not tell the whole story. Germany's supply is within her lines—ours
must be transported, encountering submarine difficulties. Our transportation shortage is still our greatest shortage. There
can also be little doubt that Germany,
with her machinery wearing out for want
of lubricating oils, has done her best to
obtain the maximum output from these
Galician fields—which at the beginning
yielded about 7,000,000 barrels a year. Still,
Galicla has been many times fought over,
and it is improbable that these wells fell
Into her hands unscathed.
Roumania,
too, before the rapid conquest of her lands
by the enemy, had time to destroy her machinery, and plug and cement many of
her oil wells so that complete redrilling
would be necessary before they could be
useful to the invaders, but how far Germany ha§ gone toward restoring them cannot be learned. A recent photograph of
the Kaiser was taken with Roumanian
oil drills benignly in the background. As
the two largest Roumanian companies are
German owned, we may be sure at least
that Germany Is doing everything possible
there.
Germany's Possible Rich Prize in Russia
Russia, the great interrogation point,
will she in addition to furnishing Germany with millions of prisoners, give the
Fatherland access to her oil stores, the
richest fields In the world, after our own,
and potentially the richest with no ex-

What the War Itself Calls for
One naturally asks why, with 06 per cent
of the world's supply of petroleum in our
own reservoirs, with the Cherokee Indians
riding In their limouslneB, with Denver
and Casper the scenes of as wild speculations as Wall Street ever witnessed, we
should heed warnings to economize on our
national Joy-rtdlng. The fact remains that
only by the most active drilling are we
holding our own. Three hundred million
barrels yearly seems an inexhaustible
amount. But from this we are furnishing
not only our own fast Increasing needs
but those of our Allies. Also, the
Itself, with its "war brides" is responsible
for the Increase of motor car users, whose
call for gasolene is contested by the claims
of the aeroplane, the "tank," the armored
motor car, the ambulance and motor lorry,
but chief of all, the battleships, which are
enabled to move with far greater speed,
and radius of action, to save inestimably In
bunker room and in men by its use of
fuel oil. A battleship consumes 90,000 barrels of oil yearly, and a destroyer 20,000.
Transatlantic steamers using oil are
enabled to carry approximately 1500 more
tons of freight on each round trip, adding
thereby *25,0CKj a voyage to their incomes,
and incidentally saving $9000 in cost of
coal, and $3000 in firemen's wages, not to
mention the labor they release for other
purposes. Clearly, such uses of our stock
of oil are not only legitimate but vital,
at least for the present purposes of the
war.
Our war needs are 350,000,000 gallons a
year—or slightly more than a gallon from
every barrel we produce, and about one
gallon for every barrel we consume in this
country. Obviously, with all but 4 per cent
of the world's output in our own hands,
the saving necessary for this amount must
be effected by curtailing waste of
our petroleum yield. Two ways of saving
these necessary three hundred and fifty
million gallons offer themselves,—one at
the source, the other through the consumer.

One of the High Costs of "Gas"— $40,000 a Mile for Pipe Lines
Motorists Have Been Blamed for Waste — The Real Waste Is at the Source of Supply, in Faulty Production
and Wasteful Distribution

—

•slble to get tho advantage of the prices been developed which prevent the escape 1 should drive 1200 miles less next year
Thus tn the future, the inevitable ad
insiderlng the m
of oil and gas from wells. Only occa- j than we did
a pain the
asolene will bring about a sionally. when oil is struck suddenly, a;
more rapid depletion of the country's re- enormous pressure, Is the gushing of oil I triotic curtailment wo ild not be an Inserve sup: ly. The result has been. In the in immense quantities unpreventable. Such '
-le hardship. And ye! even this
past, overproduction.
In 1914 millions of a case was that of the Lakeview Oil ComDot demanded of us. A pambarrels of oil were brought to the surface, pany of southern California. After drill- ; phlet recently Issued by the National
which could not be disposed of.
Conse- ing to a depth of 282 feet, they unexpect- Automobile Chamber of
the
quently this ell was allowed to flow away In edly struck out. Out of it came, at the Council of National I
creeks and rivers,—sluggish streams which, rate first of 10.000 and later at 30,000 to i troleum Division of the Bureau of U
if they could have been saved, might today 40.000 barrels daily. The operators were
sets forth the ease n ith
be bridging the gap between production j for some time helpless before the appalling
avlng can be accomplished. In efand consumption.
fect,
it
declares.
"Let me adjust thI waste. Cases as innocent of negligence
As may easily be seen, oveiproduction 'as this, however, are unusual. Many bar- buretors of a nation and 1 care not who
is not a condition which can he remedied ' rels are wasted by leakage or gushing drills its oil wells."
at once.
Producers cannot be forced to from abandoned wells, carelessly left unbarrel and market their oil at a dead loss, plugged. In some States a law has already | Making the Carburetor Save Through
neither would price fixing, still in the dis- been passed to prevent this
Better Work|
tance, solve the problems of labor, trans- Indiana has the best law of the sort, while
portation, and the overproduction which In other States the benefit of the law is
Leaky and poorly adjusted carburetors,
resultn from independent md uncoordi- doubtful, since it does not provide for , motors running idle, waste In garages and|
nated drilling. The real remedy will be In the plugging being done under the
tank wagons, and the needless use of paslegislation—a slow and not always satisfac- vision of an expert. Inefficient plugging
cars (to the extent of 1VS pints perl
tory process—and in cooperative drilling, too often results under such laws, and con- | car daily) it is estimated will save 1.
|
by which owners of adjoining oil dis- sequent wastage.
gallons a day. Two-thirds of this amoimt|
tricts should pool their land, treat
provides for our dally war needs. If for
their areas as a unit, and be given
any reason this amount must he Incn
More
Needless
Loss
from
Fires
their Just share of the proceeds. Such an
there Is still the utilitarian use of pleasure!
arrangement would mean an enormous reFires started by lightning are the cause cars to be cut down—making at present!
duction of expense in production and of of some loss of oil. A device for protec- i 20.2 per cent of all the gasolene used dally.I
waste, and is even now being tried on a tion against these losses is now being' The figures are s-> striking that they anil
small scale.
But on the whole, this ar- worked out by tho Bureau of Mines. In j worth repeating, with the directions!
rangement, too, will be a matter of slow addition are tho losses from evaporation added to prevent WSJ
adjusting of local conditions and individ- and seepage, a result of the oil being j The Bureau of Mines estimates that tbe|
ual owners to the nation's immediate need, stored in open basins. In California, ; following saving
■ rfected d
J and though a suggestion of great value for where this type of storage is popular, the
I future conservation is not flexible enough loss from evaporation amounts to one- Tank-wagon louses
7,200
I to bear upon the question of how Uncle fourth of the petroleum obtained. Yet at Leaky carburetors, average l-17th -•' a
"Sam can save 300,000,000 gallons next year. the same time a serious shortage of labor
pint per car
31,400
and of oil is reported from California, Poorly adjusted carburetor!. '^ pint per
car
Oklahoma's Lead in Stopping Drilling
which may bring the oil to a prohibitive
Motors running Idlo, ^4 pint per car
Ifi0,0t>i
Losses price.
Waste of Oil at the Well Itself
: In garages, 10 pints per flay
No
less
negligent
are
petroleum
owners
Oklahoma has already passed a law, tak- with its associative products. As yet. lit- Saved by using kerosene In garagea
Common sense, realizing that less than
half the oil contained in oil beds ever ing effect last August, to prevent over- tle or no attempt has been made to save Needless use of passenger cats. 1% junta
per car
reaches the market, might lay stress on production. It provides that before drill- the natural gas accompanying the oil. alThis makes a total of 1.600,000 gallons
the former method. The time must surely ing, notice must in every case be filed be- though in some Instances it is so abundant
.lions a year, wherecome when the tremendous loss of oil will fore a corporation commission regulating that trees and derricks in the neighbor- a day, or 561
as
our war needs an
bring about more economical methods of oil production, giving location of each well, hood of the well newly driven drip
year, or less than two-thirds of what may
production than we, careless in our abund- for which also a log must be kept. This lene. It is not only possible but f
be considered as wasted at the present
ance, have hitherto employed. The high law is shortly to be tested.
to conserve the gasolene in this asso
price of gasolene has brought, and the
Heavy losses In production of oil oc- gas. Devices are in use which separate time. . . .
The following important suggestions for
rapid uncovering of new and rich oil fields, cur from various other sources, one of the "wet gas" from the oil. Already an
have caused indiscriminate drilling,—every the most heart-breaking, because usually industry has developed here, which in avoiding waste will not only save gasoowner putting down wells as fast as pos- preventable, being overflow. Devices have
lene, but users of motor vehicles will oo
connection with the gasolene produced benefited
personally
and
Individually,
from natural or "dry" gas brought a through more efficient and more economirevenue last year of over ?12,000.000. cal operation of cars:
Nevertheless, the extracting of 'wet gas"
1. Store gasolene In under-ground steel
alone is only in its infancy, and thousands
l.'se wheeled steel tanks with meason thousands of cubic feet of gas are be- tanks,
uring pump and hose. Tl
nt loss
ing wasted at every oil field daily, which by fire, evaporation and spilling.
in most cases could be transformed into
2. Don't spill or expose gasolene to air it evaporates rapidly and
'US
gasolene at a profit to the producer.
:;. Don't use gasolene for cleaning and
washing- use other mat,-rials to cut ;
■1. Stop all gasolene li
Form
habit of shutting oft gas at tank or feedWar to Stop Wastefulness in Production
Clearly these sources of waste menadjust brake bands KO they do not
See that all bearings run fre<
Funny "Gift" Books of a Hundred "is a movable scene of the Pope in his tioned above must eventually be elimi- drag. •on't
let engine run When
Grotto, by which is added a rich back- nated, and undoubtedly will be when the
standing.
It is good for starter batti
ground
of
mechanical
perspective:
and
is
Years Ago—Some Specimens in
economic pinch is more sharply felt, but bo used frequently.
intended not only as an amusement, but most of these evils cannot be eradicated
7. Have carburetors adjusted at Si
the Huntington Collection
also to assist students in drawing from In a day or a year; depending as the reme- stations of carburetor or automobile com*
•
Nature, and particularly to excite ingenuity dies for them are on the pocketbook and
s. Keep needle valve clean and : adjust
and invention in tho art." The price of conscience of the individual producer, they carburetor
(while
• hot) to
By George H. Sargent
this original "moving picture" was only are not to be counted upon in the immemixture as
A rich mixture
but it Is safe to say that a copy In diate question of oil conservation. Where, fouls the engine and Is wasteful.
U. 1':
s27o. But tho bargain in this old catalogue the L-uction-room today could not he pur- then, shall we turn in order to give our
ad la tor co
old weather this
is a work entitled:
chased .it that price.
Then there was an- Navy and Army unrestrictedly the fuel
• vaporizai
other work which was sold at the low price they require? To the second method of
10. See that spark is timed correctly with
Of c'.'t. "Mlmi. a! Ladles an 1 Gentlemen In a saving—not. for the present, so much at
A Real Book Bargain
Case."
Further details are not given, and the barrel as at the bung. Assuming that —a late spark increases gas consumption.
The English Spy. Characteristic, Satir- as no copy has appeared in the an
11. J
ical, and Humorous; comprising Scenes room or in modern catalogues one !s left to the number of motor cars for nex:
and spark
adjusted.
increases only half as much as they did
12. Avoid hlgl
The average car
and Portraits drawn from the Life, illuslate whether the "case" -was a di- last year, it Is evident that an annual is most economical at 1"> to 25 miles an
trative of the present Age; containing Anvoreo
case
or
a
legal
caso
or
simply
a
houf.
ecdotes and Notices of Royal. Noble and
average saving In* gasolene of only 100
Don't accelerate and stop quickly—
Distinguished Living Characters, combined pasteboaul affair.
gallons a car will insure our oil supply It 13.
wastes gas and wears out tires. Stop
with the Kminent, the Eccentric and the
ected maps were then very popular for the same length of time. Possibly engine
and coast long hills.
Notorious; and embracing the peculiar Lin- and there were all sorts of dissected prints
It. Cut down aimless and needless use
one "gasless day" a week would more
gual Localisms and customs of Eton, Oxof
cars.
Do a number of errands In ono
and
games
of
geography,
history,
etc.,
"calthan accomplish the saving, or more defiford, Cambridge. Cheltenham, Bath, Brighton, and London, in the higher and more culated to promote Improvement and amuse nitely a restriction in amount of gasolene
1",.
Know
Fill
polished scenes of life. By Bernard Black- a friendly party or to impart information to be used per car. at twelve miles per tank full ai your ml:- odometer gallon.
mileage by
mantle, M. A. The illustrations by Robert in the minds of both sexes." Things of a gallon, these figures mean that you and gallons consumed.
Cruikshank, consist of three coloured
1 Mates, besides Numerous Wood Engravings similar character there are today but those
to each part. Scenes in Real Life repre- noted in the catalogue of a hundred years
are not apparent as such; they need to
sented by Portraits of distinguished Eccen- ago are lost to mortal ken.
FI.OWERS OF I'KACEITL FIELDS
tric and Notorious Living Persons in the
be taken by separate flakes and studied
Metropolis and other parts of England, acIt Is said that the flowers that come In their wonderful diversity of floral
tually drawn upon the spot. The Wont The "Gift" Books
has been printed and prepared for publica-hristmas a hundred years ago saw the to bloom upon the battlefields of France forms. So the flowers bloom — the
tion in a style of splendour worthy the beginning of the craze for "elegant gift are crimson, as though reflecting the flowers of vegetation, the flowers of the
present improved state of the Arts. 17 books" with which to decorate the centre encarmined brewing of the conflict Itself. skies; those bright scintillating minor
numbers at 8S cents each.
table. The fever waxed, and many of This Is an old tradition found in many stars-of the cold winter h: r.-iament. So
What the flowers blossom, those flowers of the
The book collector with only $14.96 in these annual compilations went on for a ages and in many literatures.
everywhere the
thing it would be if the carnalities sea and of the snow.
his pocket need not expect today to pur- number of years. As long ago as 1828 we
rtrlfes of Life were so gravely to blossoms are .seen whether they are
chase Westms ctts "English Spy."
In find advertised the "Forget Me Not, being
readily
recognized
as
such
or not,
the salo of Henry ]■:. Hunting!
afTect the bright blooms of the fields. It
a present for the New Year." along
They are all Mowers of the peaceful
cates In KM6, a copy of this work was sold "Friendship's Offering." Later, at thi
I, not so: the flowers of the fields do not
The SI
falls without
for $270. The "Tour of Dr. Syntax in William D. Tlcknor kept a bookst
owe their color to the tl
or the
travesties or the comedies of human liv- malice, as do the petals of the rose.
Search of tho Pi
■ ." the "Tour in the corner or Washington and 6
id for the The stars shine in their floral beauty
of Consolation" and the "Tour In streets, and Issued a catalogue of holiday
mind whosa speculations run to unique in the skies as do the llllies-of-the-valSeanh of a Wife," first editions, all are hooks, in 1<M2, we find a whole
Yes. there are beauties of nature'
offered at the very reasonable price of
sentimental volumes. "The Forget reflections upon the kind of world this ley.
two dollars each. The Osborne copies of Me Not" still flourished, but along in the would be if human passion and human in floral form everywhere to be discovbooks brought at auction in New garden with it had grown up "The Violet," beneficence found reflex In the color ered and they are all symbols of beauty
York In 1010 the tidy sum of $■_■•',>
"The Amaranth." "The Dahlia," "The tones of nature. It is enough for the and of peace. [Baltimore American
Alken's "Real Life in Ireland." one of Rose" and "The Rose of Sharon." books present purpose to discard all this and
the most spirited productions of this fam- which still come within the memory or to see the flowers of the springtime buds
TO LAUGH ATI A LOST HAT
ous artist, Is catalogued at J2..V).
The our grandparents. But the chill winds of from which they will emerge with a
Osborne copy, el
brought e:
glorified
mass
of
bloom
that
will
garnish
winter have struck these, and one toOne of the funniest sights In the ■■
ten times that amount—the record price. day looks In vain over the book counters the gardens and weight the air with is a man whose hat has been knock
One might go through the whole list of for a copy of "The Keepsake, edited by the bloom.
,
or ruined by being blown off—or'snorting'- books and find innumerat '
It is enough to point to the chrysanthe- of course, it be the other fe'.
Countess of Blessington. with beautiful emalle'.s.
ments and twelve aerogrnphie vig- mums that have followed hard upon the ;> 11 the Jokes in the world ar.
of the dahlias and are coloring a few* elemental Ideas, and this Is one of
nettes, elegantly bound In crimSome "Lost" Holiday Books
One wonders, too. what will be the fate the garden beds with their Imbrications them.' The Bight of other people in
beauty and of form.
It is enough trouble Is nearly always funny. This Is
One wonders what has become of the of the hooks published today for the Christ- of
to see the world of change marked by human nature. If you will or,:
"Elesant Presents" which were advertised mas and New Year's special trade. Will the
inimitable
flowers
of
the
late au- own conduct whenever you see a 1
nearly a hundred years ago in the booksel- any of the productions of our publishers
falling down on the street, you w,
lers' catalogues. Here were "The Myrl- turn out to be like Westmacott's "London tumn.
What a little span between their flow- that nine- times out of ten your first imanthea or numberless Groups of change- Spy" or Elan's "Life in Ireland"? or will
ering
and
the
coming
of
the
blooms
from
able Flowers"; "The Hellenicorama" of they be numbered, a century hence, among
pulse Is to laugh and your second Is toj
'"■redan views; "The Choriorama, or the "lost" books? Here is a chance for the bulbs that are planted now for the run and help him get up. To be polite
earliest
spring
glorification
of
the
earth
speculation,
and
the
book-buyer
at
this
Youth's Instructor in the art of composing
ill dust off his clothes and ask him I
those bulbs that will make th» gardens if he has
:as time may be purchasing a voland drawing Landscape E
"TVe
hurt himself. But when It is I
ildron radiant with tulips and hyacinths, and all over you cannot res:
Myrlorama. or Many Thousand Views"; the ume which will be sold by ;
hlm|
Arcorama. a View in Regent's Park." or tl ■ for what now appears to be a fabulous whose first representatives will be the
inny
he looked when he wa
snowdrops.
But there are other
irama, or, Nature's Endless Transpo- -rice. Many of the old books have gone
The
man
with
the
real
Bense
ofl
s coming between these. They are
into a deserved desuetude, and it is matter
sition of Views on the Thames." The
- Is 'he man who can put himself!
the
flowers
that
are
formed
according
for congratulation that our bookstores are
ststed of eighteen ■ li
They are in the spectator's place and laugh at hlsl
separately formed correct views of to
not loaded down with the Rollo books and to rigid geometric patterns.
called
crystals
by
the
scientists.
But own misfortunes. [Bert Williams, in the|
Abbott's
"Jonas"
series.
We
have
or loble mansions, yet '.'ere so o i
they are as much flowers as are the American Magazine
as to produce, by transposition, :
changed from Mary
of
animal
classification,
of landscapes in
riety. Tb
and the change is all for the better
( we could only order today from that, blooms of the sea.
nour.oement states that one pecul*"" ri°^e
The crystal flowers of the snowfiakes
in tho management of the respe-'--ve v•St catalogue of US25!

The Christmas Bookstall a Century Ago
WAR'S shadow hangs heavily over the holiday bookstalls. There are, indeed,
plenty of books, gay with
colored covers, resplendent
In attire of gilt-tooled bindings, and fascinating in their illustrations. But the visitor to the Christmas and New Tear bookstalls wonders whether, at tho close of
this century, we will find ourselves looking backward at the holiday books of today as we now look upon those of the
early days of the last century. It la
enough to make the bibliophile gnash his
teeth and rail at fate to take up a holiday
catalogue issued in this country in 1820
and note the wealth of colored plate books
which then loaded the shelves and passed
into the hands of Joyful purchasers at
prices which today seem beyond all belief.
The first quarter of the last century was
notable in the publishing world, especially In England, for the production of a
host of books with colored plates, many
of which are famous, while others are
now remembered by name only. The
Crulkshanks, Alken. Rowlandson, Heath
and other master illustrators, were literally working day and night to supply the
demands of the public for works illustrated by them. England was recovering from
the Napoleonic wars, and enterprising
American publishers were large importers
of the best books in the Knglish market.
How one would like to buy up the whole
stock of a book importer of those
days There was a great demand for
sporting books, and especially those with
colored plates. Henry Alkrn's work was
as popular, in a more limited circle, in this
country as it was in England. An announcement in this old catalogue reads:
To the admirers of the Chase, the Turf.
id. the King, ftc Now publishing,
in Monthly Numbers, price 1)7.50 per annum a new work entitled. "The An:
Sporting and Fancy Gazette : a Magazine
entirely appropriated to Sportini
and Fancy Pursuits. . ,
Accompanied
with Striking Representations of the Various Subjects, drawn and engraved by
eminent artists.
The plates for this work were made by
Cruikshank. Alken and others, some of
them being colored Thirteen volumes were
- containing
lUbllshi
,tes. Within a couple of ft
of this has been sold in an a
in New York for WSS. Then there is "Real
• London," issued originally in fourteen parts, with thirty-eight humorous
baa. The price was eight dollars,
work did not sell, and the publishers worked it off in ..
.rts. monthly parts and
be orders ol
Samuel Henry Osborne's copy of
this was sold in New York last April for
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I "BAJK-ERISM :
[ HE solidarity o£ the support which
the people through their press
are giving to the determination
of Congress to turn on the light
in the War Department is not
confined to one section, but traverses every
section. The excerpts from the editorials
that follow afford a good barometer of national sentiment from coast to coast which
is crystallizing against the blight upon the
Army that centres in the War Department
anfi can be summed up in the one word—
Bsttcerism.

Let the Government
Practice the Spirit
It Asks of the People
[From the New York Times]
AKING General Crozier a scapegoat
for the delays, omissions and futilities of the War Department is
the wrong way to reform a bad business.
He is only a cog in the machine which
should function as fast and smoothly as
a racing automobile, but actually lumbers
along at the gait of a caterpillar tractor.
The Chief of Ordnance has done his best
to defend the old order from which he
derives his prestige, and it may be that
he has fought a rear-guard action to save
others whose responsibility is greater than
his. But he has not made an admirable
figure as an exponent of eleventh-hour
■preparedness.
It was a sorry rehearsal of things lamely
done and not done at all. In the eight
months between the making of the appropriation and the declaration of war no
machine guns of any type had been added
to the equipment of the Army.
An Unheeded Danger Signal
Yet nearly two years ago, on Jan. '11,
General Wood, testifying before the House
Military Affairs Committee, had once more
urged the accumulation of "sufficient arms,
equipment and reserve supplies for a million and a half men in addition to the supplies and arms required for the regular
force and its reserve, and in addition to
the arms and supplies required for the
militia and its reserves, especially."
At the same time he declared that "you
save men by putting in machine guns." It
is significant that General Wood, with
prophetic vision, observed that "you might
put in machine guns as thick as there is
room for them." That is what the combatants are doing on the western front.
Soldiers Only by Grace of English
and French Guns
It was only after America entered the
war, in fact, fifteen months from the time
General Wood urged the equipment of regiments with at least twenty-four machine
guns, that something was doing at the factories, a mere getting under way, as it
were, as if the preparation were for a war
of the future. And there was a pitiable
deficiency of rifles, so alarming, indeed
that the United States Government had to
make the best of a bad situation and rechamber available Bnfields, the British
arm. And we found ourselves dependent
oipon our Allies in France for artillery ot
all calibres; that is to say, we could not,
with all our steel works and factories, put
soldiers wearing the American uniform in
the line without the protection of British
and -French guns. It was an admission to
make . an American weep with impotent
rage.

M

Gorgas's Testimony Recalls the Alger
Scandals
But where shall the responsibility be put
for the shocking conditions disclosed in
General Gorgas's testimony as to the failure to supply warm clothing to our soldiers in the training camps? Thoy are
dying because of somebody's neglect, and
the scandals of the Alger administration
nineteen years ago are recalled by this testimony, which the American people will
read with pained hearts and no patience.
The system is wrong,, and even if it is
readjusted—reconstruction can hardly be
expected when expansion seems to be in
favor in Washington—there will still be
delays, omissions, evasions, obstruction,
and blunder upon blunder until the war is
conducted in the right spirit by the Government, that spirit it asks of the people
when they are expected to sink self, make
sacrifices, and cooperate to the last ounce
of their strength and to the utmost of their
mentality to win the war. That Is what
many of the leaders of industry and the
ablest business men of the country are
doing when they work for the Government
without remuneration.
Small Hopes That Politics Will Be
Forsaken for Patriotism
But it Is to be feared. that men high up
in the Government sometimes think twice before they take a step or given an order upon
which a political construction prejudicial
to them may be put. The political effect
of any act that is required for the prosecution of the war should not be considered
for a moment. If equipment for the Army
or Navy is to cost more than was calculated, let the contract be made and
perilous delay be avoided. If it is necessary to defy the demagogues, whether they
be politicians or labor agitators, let them
be defied. Further, if any man, be he high
or low, doesn't measure up to his job and
gets in the way of the war machine, let
him be scrapped.

The Price of
"Millenarian Flubdub"
[From the Milwaukee Sentinel]
IF any one man in particular in the
country should have become impressed
with the folly of military unpreparedness, that man, one would think, .is the
gentleman who is now at the head of the
"War Department. The gist of the tale
thus far unfolded in the investigation at
Washington is the enormous difficulty of
■preparing for war after war has begun.
Mr. Baker and the rest have been trying
to provide in the rush and peril and immense pressure of actual war a thousand
things that should have been ready to
hand when the war was declared. The
nation is simply paying the price of unpreparedness due in part to national inertia in this matter, and to long dwelling
o.n the pacifist fools' paradise of fancied
security from the chance of war.
A Triumvirate of False Prophets
Dr. Jordan mooned about war being an
anachronism and a moral impossibility
against which it were not only folly but
wickedness to prepare. Mr. Bryan prattled
about the needlessness of preparedness,
since in our case the miracle would be
wrought of "a million men springing to
arms by sundown," or in twelve hours—
the good man not being at all bothered by
the practical consideration that there were
no arms to spring to. Mr. La Follette
took up his parable in his usual abusive
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way by denouncing the advocates of preparedness as paid tools of the munition
makers.
More "Lamb and Lion" Fallacies
Under the circumstances and at this
crisis, and particularly at the moment of
investigation of delays in furnishing war
supplies, it might be thought that the
country would be spared any millenarian
and paoifistie flubdub from the War Department about the disappearance of war
as contingency to be prepared against. But
it appears that Secretary Baker could not
resist injecting into his annual report a
homily on the forthcoming advent of the
universal peace and lioru beside the lamb
era, and annexing thereto his entire disapproval of the proposed policy of universal
military training.
Recantation or Retirement
In the midst of the worst and greatest
war of all times Mr. Baker apparently
thinks human nature is about at the stage
when the possibility of war will be eliminated from human affairs and with it the
prudential necessity of preparedness. Mr.
Baker's attention may be invited to
the view of General Ludendorff that the
world is enterting on "an era of war,"
and to the insistence of Prussian strategists on such "rectification of frontiers"
as may make for Germany's advantage in
"the next war." If experience in the War
Department has not cured Mr. Baker of
his pacifism, the War Department should
be cured of Mr. Baker.

In a Pacifist "Wonderland"
[From the Chicago Daily News]
ITTuE short of exasperating is Secretary Baker's perverse misconception
of the proposals for universal military
training. He persistently evades the real
issue. Even in his annual report he dismisses this vital question in a few superficial and utterly irrelevant sentences. The
War Department, he says, is not seeking
legislation establishing universal military
training for young men "chiefly for the
reason that the formation of a permanent
military policy will inevitably be affected
by the arrangements consequent upon the
termination of the present war."

V

Curbing Military Ambitions of
Imaginary Persons
In other words, Mr. Baker, "in the midst
of the most devastating and destructive
war in the history of the race"—to use
his own words—opposes an indispensable
measure of preparedness because he indulges the hope that "the future has in
store a relief from the burden of armaments." No more topsy-turvy reasoning
could be imagined in a pacifist wonderland—or bedlam. The end of the devastating war is not even in sight; unity and
extraordinary activity and sacrifices are
essential to victory over the most arrogant
and aggressive of military Powers, yet
Secretary Baker stops to speculate concerning future policies and the desirability
of curbing militarist ambitions of imaginary persons. He fatuously adds that we
must beware lest we "excite the apprehension of nations with whom it is our first
desire to live in harmonious an just accord."

The Outrage of Reason and
the Courting of Disaster
iPurely the object lessons of our.lack -of
preparedness, of the failure of the policy of
easy-going pacifism, are obvious and
painful enough. To oppose the immediate
establishment of 'universal military training to provide for the national defence until the coming of the long-awaited pacifist
millennium is to outrage reason and wilfully court disaster in obedience to a doctrinnaire notion or a blind prejudice.
Let No "Goat" Absolve the Guilty
The congressional investigation into military and naval affairs, now being prosecuted, must not be permitted to degenerate
into this sort, of goat hunt. If a goat is
found—or invented—the situation may be
camouflaged, but it will not be greatly improved if the proceedings stop at that
point. The discovery of a convenient goat
too often prevents true remedial action and
the sacrificial beast is sacrificed in vain,
because the vicarious punishment absolves
those most guilty and does not compel reforms. There is unquestionably a woful
snarl in our war rigging. If we must fix
the blame before we proceed to remedy the
situation, let us in justice place it fairly.
Military Preparedness Cannot
Be Made Retroactive
General Crozier truly said the other day
that the preparations for this war should
have been undertaken many years before
the war began. For the last quarter of a
century, however, American sentiment has
been strongly against any extensive preparations for military defenses. It is obvious that military preparedness cannot be
made retroactive, nor can .we remedy matters by punishing ten men for the fault of
100,(100,000. The best thing we can do is
to profit from our mistakes in the only
way available, scrap all the antiquated
governmental machinery in the shop and
make the new plant a model of economy
and effectiveness.

A Verbal Barrage
Ah Bar to Germans
[From the Chicago Tribune]
T is being revealed at Washington that
the United States is not giving the material aid to our allies which it ought
to be giving nine months after its entrance
into the war. It is being revealed that our
preparation to deliver the blow expected
of us is seriously lagging.
This is an uncomfortable discovery, but
it is less important than another. So far
as we may judge from the public comment
of Government officials we lack something
more important than ships or guns. That
something is the fighting spirit.

I

The Curse of "Complacency Incredible"
So far as the "dollar a year" men are
concerned, there is plenty of fighting sptot
and plenty of response to the urgency of the
Allied needs. But when we turn to *he
Administration we find a complacency incredible in the light of conditions abroad
France, Italy, and England cry "make
haste." Pershing says "we must give aid
at the earliest possible moment." Congresman McCormick returns from the front
with the same message from the highest
authorities in the Allied Governments and
armies. Indeed,, there would seem to he
no need for such appeals. The terrific facts
shout at us. The Russian collapse has released for use on the west front an equipped
army of seasoned German and AustroHungarian veterans as large as any we can
get to the front before 1010. The Bolshevik! negotiation with Germany promises a
release to Germany and Austria of perhaps
a million and a half more prisoners, all
trained if not equipped. It also promises the
opening to the enemy of Russia's supplies.
At a blow Germany and Austria have just
won back from Italy what it took two
years of hard fighting and back breaking
labor to win, and Italy stands today fighting
desperately against invasion if not overthrow. Meanwhile in France and Flande;-s
the German line has stiffened and is beginning to give back hard blows. The moment
is critical; the conditions graver perhai.s
than at any stage of the war since the battle of the Marne.
Yet we find Mr. Baker in an attitude of
serene complacency and Inviting us to think

only of what we have accomplished, as 'f
war were an academic debate with unlimited time to talk it out to a finish.
Mr. Baker reminded the Southern club
the other day that "the wages of sin is
death." We gather that he is confident that
our righteousness assures victory.
-A'e
could wish the Administration were mire
inclined to consider the sententious wisdom
of another proverb: "God helps them that
help themselves."
Rhetoric a Poor Reliance
This war cannot be won by rhetoric.
Neither Mr. Baker nor Mr. Wilson is going
to stop the German army with a barrage of
noble utterances. "Victory is not a matter
of argument. It i3 a matter of fight) g
hard, and fighting now.
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It matters not whence it is drawn, from
South or North, from ary party, from capital, from labor. But ability is required.
Words, however expressive, will not win
the war. Correct analysis and statement
will not' suffice. What is required is a
great war minister, such as was Stanton,
[From the Spokesman-Review, Spokane, "Wash]
the Democrat whom Lincoln appointed.
AY after day the National Army cantonments bring forth irrefutable arguments in favor of universal military service, not only now, but after the
war as well. In selective service are being
[From the Philadelphia Public Ledger]
found many of the advantages which uniCUTE observers of that welter of versal service would bring into full
feverish endeavor, the War Depart- fruition. These advantages are now shown
ment, have long been painfully to be actual, not theoretical.
aware of a certain amount of lost motion
Bishop Perry of Rhode Island visited a
in the working of the Administrative ma- number of cantonments as head of the
chine—a lost motion which by reason ot Episcopal war council, and had this to say
the vast volume of work being performed about the National Army as a people's
becomes a serious menace to the Govern- university:
ment in the prosecution of its supreme
According to army plans, schools are
purpose to win the war. "Slip" in a pumpheld each day, especially for the enlisting engine means the useless expenditure
ed men. I discovered some schools not
of fuel and power; inefficiency of organiza[From' the San Antonio Light]
exactly provided, for in the Government
tion,
lack
of
coordination
of
effort
and
duHEN not one-half of our National
regulations, but so splendid that offiplication
of
service
may
mean
something
Army is provided with rifles, when
cers and Government deserve the grati;defective ammunition is sent to our vastly more serious, than waste; they may tude of all citizens,
fighting men who are already in France, jeopardize the lives of thousands of men
The Army Also the Little
whom we have sent, or are sending, to batand we are confronted with the most tle
the right in Flanders and in France
Red Schoolhouse
tremendous shortage of coal at a time and for
in the submarine-infested waters of the
when we need coal more badly than we Atlantic.
Trade-marll
Thousands of men and women among
ever needed at in all our national life, xce
the mountaineers of Tennessee and the
A
Chapter
Out
of
a
Burlesque
things on which the American people have
Carolinas can hardly speak the English
a most emphatic right to call for explanaWhile, therefore, the existence of some
language, and know little of Americantions.
amount of lost motion was known, few
ism.
Army officers have opened
We look back with horror to our experi- suspected the magnitude of the evil in the
classes to these people, as well as to
ences in the Spanish War when our men practical workings of the Quartermaster's
soldiers, and the outcome is a popular
were literally slain by the poor and in- Department that was revealed by the Pubuniversity in effect. It is a product
efficient handling of the camps, yet here lic Ledger's staff correspondent in Washthat I never dreamed of finding as an
we are getting reports of soldiers at vari- ington in his endeavor to trace the causes
outcome of preparation for war.
ous camps suffering from lack of uniforms of a lamentable waste of many tons of beef
The selective service Army is teaching
Intended
for
the
American
troops
now
in
and blankets, and there is a correspond'
much more than this. It teaches the poor
ing increase in the number of pneumonia | France. Mr. Colcord's tale of his journey boy that the rich man's son who shares
patients and in the number of deaths from , from pillar to post among the bureaus and his barracks and his rations is not an
pneumonia.
divisions of the Quartermaster General's aristocrat or a snob, and it teaches the
' department of the Army reads like a chap- wealthy youth that his laboring-class Grace, should be put at the head of canWhat the People Will Wot Do
ter out of a burlesque, so incredible is it<| "bunkle" is not an uncouth peasant. It non, shells and powder output.
A good weaver or a big drygoods merThe American people will not stand by revelation of the aimless simplicity of teaches both of these men that each as a
and see their men killed by shameful i* an organization—or lack of organization— citizen of the United States has like priv- chant like John G. Shedd of the Marshall
Field Company should be put at the head
efficiency as was the case in 189S, and such which permits a vital function to be par- ileges and like obligations.
the clothing and bedding department. s
A-rlequate Preparedness vs.
Visionary Pacifism
It teaches both the need of adequate
preparedness for defen-ce and the futility
of visionary pacifism. Selective service
does all this, and permanent universal ser[From the Springfield, Mass., Union]
vice would do much more, because it
T is not to be supposed that public inwould be a fixed part of our national life
terest or the curiosity of legislators reinstead of a temporary expedient.
specting this and other unfavorable
(From
a
statement
just
issued
upon
his
return
features will be satisfied by the peremp(From announcement of the Committee from France where, as a close friend of General
tory removal of General Crozier. The Senof Public Information of which Secretary Pershing, he was permitted to see everything.)
ate committee will want to have the case
The American troops in France
sifted thoroughly, that responsibility for
Baker is a member—Oct. 11, 1917.)
virtually are without 3-inch guns, a
grave mistakes and delays in these vital
We have not only equipped an army
prime essential of either defensive
matters may be determined, and doubts sator offensive operations. By this I
isfied concerning the superiority of cerat home, but have fitted out an expedi[From the Buffalo Express]
mean to say they are without Ameritionary force within the short period
T may be the direct fault of the Secre- tain types of weapons adopted, after long
can guns. We have been able to buy
tary of War or the chief of ordnance delay, with the approval of the secrea few guns from France, but the suj)of six months.
ply is no't sufficient.
that there was a long squabble and tary. In short, Congress and the public
There are many batteries which
delay over machine guns and rifles, but will be interested to learn more definitely
have been sent to France that have
there should be no independent depart- whether military or civilian authorities are
(From the annual report of the Secretary
not yet had a gun to train with or
ments working directly under the Secretary chiefiy at fault respecting an admittedly
use in any form.
of War—Dec. 15, 1917.)
There is a shortage of clothing,
of War, and the Secretary of War should muddled state of affairs. If it should be
and I don't care wh,o says to the conhave nothing more to do with these mat- found that the trouble lies on the military
Our activities in this regard have retrary. There is a shortage of nearly
ters than to appoint the general staff and side, the sweeping shifts forecasted in
all the supplies needed to equip
sulted in the transporting of an army
either approve its orders or change its Washington despatches will be attended
troops in the field.
to France FULLY EQUIPPED, WITH
If It is stated our troops have an
personnel if he cannot approve them. The with satisfaction and a large measure of reabundance of supplies, ask whether
business of deciding what type of gun lief.
ADEQUATE RESERVES of equipment
or not our Army Officials, in despair
shall be used and how many are needed Baker vs. Lane in Ee Coal
and subsistence, and with those large
of receiving suitable and sufficient
and when they are needed and where
It is only fair to say, however, that critclothing for our men over there,
quantities of transportation appliances,
ordered uniforms a short time ago
belongs to a general staff.
ticism of Secretary Baker is not confined to
motor vehicles, railroad construction
from the already overtaxed English
matters falling within.. thev,direct province ]
The Cost of Civilian Conceit
firms.
supplies and animals all of which are
Efave we not' been obliged "to in-'
For years the best military minds in of Ills' department, but extends to othe.'
necessary for the maintenance and ef- ■
crease the burdens on our Allies
the country have been urging the need matters in which he has been a more or
fective operations of the force.
which we ought to be lifting?
for staff development and the recommenda- less influential factor through his memberin the Council of National Defence and
tions have been insistent since it has shipother
ways in which his office enables
been possible to study the lessons of the in
inquiries as the Senate Military Commit- celed out among a disconnected group of present war.
But, of course, depart- him to wield an influence in the broader
tee will go very far toward eliminating bureaus and officials, none of which ap- ment heads like to be independent and features of Administration policies. For
all possibility of the recurrence of such pears to be aware of what the others are civilian secretaries of war like to feel example, there is the clash between Baker
calamities.
doing.
that they are personally administering and Lane over the soft coal agreement put
great military power, and congressmen will forth with the approval of the latter early
The New Beef Scandal
last summer, and set aside as a result of
That vital function is no less than the legislate on vague recollections of the objections by Baker and others.
provisioning of an army overseas, but the snatches of military information which
Underlying the whole inquiry is the quesnecessary steps from the original requisi- they learned as bays in their school his- tion, not merely of Mr. Baker's fitness
[From the Philadelphia Telegraph]
tion from the general in the field, through tories, rather than on a laborious study of for his exacting office, but of the extent
HAT has already been developed by the purchase of supplies, their assembling the facts of the time.
to which the judgment of military experts
congressional committees in their at the point of shipment, their loading and
is subordinated and overruled by the force
inquiry into war operations has transshipment overseas and their disof civilian opinion.
fully justified the authorization of such charge at a foreign port, would seem to be
investigations. It is the business of Con- left to take care' of themselves in so hapgress to know what is going on.
hazard a fashion that hours of patient
Surprising facts were brought out by investigation in Washington by an inquirer
DIVERS GOOD CAUSES
the Senate Committee on Military Affairs thoroughly conversant with the shipping
in its examination of General Crozier business have thus far failed to unravel
[Memphis (Tenn.) Commercial Appeal]
chief of ordnance. It was made plain that the mystery of the "mislaid" or "forgotten" THE most significant thing this week
The Shut-Ins' Christmas
the United States is not ready to trans- shipment of 150 tons of beef allowed to
was that a big drive was begun in To the Editor of the Transcript:
port a single machine gun to the front, rot in the hold of a transport, without its
America. , . . The big drive beThe treasurer of the Massachusetts
and will not be ready before next April, discovery by shipmaster, stevedores, the gun was the quick response to the official
a year after war was declared; that the makers of ship's manifest, the official who revelations made as to the failure to pur- Bureau of the Shut-In'Society, acknowlnew Army, except that part of it in billed the shipment or the warehouse au- chase machine guns, cannon, muskets and edges with many thanks the following
gifts of money towards the
France, has less than one-third the neces- thorities.
clothing. The people woke up and now additional
Christmas work:
sary number of rifles, and that the rifle
they
are
showing
their
teeth,
Young
$5.00
production of the factories of the United A Surplus of Sorry Facts
General Crozier has failed. The failure Miss
Miss Isabel Young
5.00
States has decreased since the war began.
Is anything more needed than a state- may not have been his fault, but he has Mrs.
W. C. Loring
10.00
ment of these sorry facts? Ought not the failed.
Edith G. Baker
lo.o;)
Flying in the Face of Experience
War Department, discreditable as is the
XJtley
10.00
Mr. Secretary of War Baker assumed the Mrs.
All this gives emphasis to that indiffer-' bald presentation of the situation in Mr.
Mrs. George M. Baker
10.00
Hope M. H. Wheeler
10.00
ence to preparedness which characterized Colcord's dispassionate despatch, to wel- responsibility for a part of the failure.
A.
M.
F
5.00
The American people are not concerned
the Administration for so long a time af- come the opportunity to make it impossible
W. S, Quinby
5.00
with
who
is
responsible
for
the
failure,
ter Europe was plunged into war, an! for a repetition of a blunder so serious? We
"For the Shut-Ins"
5.00
which was persisted in regardless of warn- believe that it will and that the loss of this but they are concerned with the failure S. W
2.00
ings from far-seeing and experienced beef shipment will be a trivial price to pay itself and they want the person responsible
Total
$77.00
sources. The chief of ordnance reluctantly for that instant reorganization of methods, for this failure put in a position where
The money contributed for the work
puts the blame on the Secretary of War, that coordination of functions, which must the danger of an additional failure will be
this year has fallen short of the amount
who appears to have taken the question take place without delay. The United lessened.
of ordnance out of the hands of the Ord- States Government is too keenly alive to
Congress, in 1916, when we were about sent in last year almost $100, and with
nance Board, and shunted it aside. Sec- the seriousness of "lost motion" of this to fight the Mexicans any minute, auth- increased prices for everything that conretary Baker makes no attempt to evade character to permit it to exist a moment orized large quantities of arms to be pur- tributes to Christmas cheer, the work
has had to be done on -a smaller scale—■
the responsibility.
beyond the time that shall be required to chased.
fewer gifts, fewer sweets in the parWhat is the use of an Ordnance Board if make the necessary readjustments.
Eighteen Months' Indefensible Delay
cels. To the friends who have helped
it cannot be trurted in the important matter of ordnance? It was no time for exMoney was appropriated to purchase to make the work possible the associate
perimenting when we had the two years'
machine guns. Now we find, after eighteen members who do the "work, feel very
experience of England and France to
months, that no machine guns have been grateful. Further contributions of money
guide us.
purchased, but that a committee has been for postage and cases of special need
Congress will be encouraged to pursue its
tinkering with a new type of gun. That may be sent to the treasurer.
investigations, which will be constructive
MRS. JOHN H. STURGIS
is not warfare. The game of war after you
[From
the
Lewiston
Journal]
and beneficial. It is expected to do Its
154 Brattle street, Cambridge.
are In it is to fight with the implements
EPORTS
from
winter
encampments
part of the work and it is its duty to know
hand and then to create better impleof American soldiers further confirm at
whether or not there is efficient cooperation
and get them up as fast as possible.
the curses of unpreparedness. Dis- ments
by the other departments of the GovernA Case of Great Need
We have' had an army of a million men
ment. No part of the machinery can break ease and death are reducing our forces be- in process of training for several months. To the Editor of the Transcript:
down or lag without disastrous effect upon fore they reach the battlefield. The Allies Some of these men have never had a gun
Will some of the readers of the Tranare weak on all fronts. Only the British
the whole.
script help to give a bit of Christmas cheer
are adequately supplied with big guns in their hands.
An End to Secrecy
We
have
had
several
hundred
thousand
to a little woman who has struggled and
and munitions. The Italian army seems
The great amount of secrecy that has unable to hold its mountain positions. men enlisted for months and they have no done her best for her family of four chilwinter
clothing,
and
yet
the
private
merdren until now. Hard work, overstrain
been maintained by the executive depart- This is the darkest moment of the war.
ments has created widespread dissatisfac- 'Meantime, in United States "politics" con- chants in the country have in stock enough from worry, caused by debt, has resulted
uniforms to clothe two or three army in a complete collapse, and she is in a hostion. Congress can 'and should end it tinue to dominate Washington.
pital with very serious heart trouble. All
corps.
through impartial investigation.
The
Why
and
Where
of
Inefficiency
The factories of this country can make the care of the family is now on the
It is no excuse for withholding informashoulders
of the oldest daughter of sixteen.
The War Department is inefficient because enough clothes in ninety days to amply
tion from Congress and the people that the
Because of back rent, doctors, hospital, and
enemy would get it. The enemy already instead of choosing experts for all lines of cover every American soldier.
necessary food bills and with no possibility
war work and domestice production, the
knows it.
of resuming work for months to come, it
Administration has a keener eye on "the Why Teeth Grind and Breeches Tighten
succession" than on fitting democracy to
These deficiencies have done more than seems necessary to break up the home. If
the exigency. Roosevelt and Wood, two anything else to cause the American peo- the burden can be lifted for a time, it may
of our most efficient and inspiring leaders ple to grit their teeth and tighten up their mean new life, new hope, and a lift back
to health.
Any contributions, however
in this country, are not allowed to die 'or breeches.
small, will be gratefully received and actheir country. . . . Volunteers under
Soldiers and officers have been executed knowledged
by me.
Roosevelt and organization under General and cashiered because they broke the miliMRS. ANDREW ROBESON
[Minneapolis Journal]
Wood are prohibited. All that we need tary law. Other soldiers and officers have
249 Walnut street, Brookline.
HE President's Cabinet has satisfied is leadership as hospitable to mankind as been discharged because they were defihim, has satisfied his party and the was that of Lincoln under which two Bull cient.
South which is dominant in his party. Runs and other disasters were, circumBig men in Washington who have worn
An Urgent Bfeed
And it would satisfy the country, very vented. We must stop proclaiming and out the seat of their breeches in the swivel
likely, in ordinary times. But this is per- begin to achieve.
chair should be made to either get results To the Editor of the Transcript:
haps the most critical time in the history
I wish to make an appeal through your
or to get out.
of the United States.
The American people realize the neces- paper for a very worthy case in which I
The Secretary of War, for instance, has
am
personally interested. An American
sity of a big army.
shown more ability than might have been
They are ready to pay war taxes. They couple are in great need of money to help
expected from a trial lawyer and municipal
send their boys to the camps from the four them through this cold winter. The husreformer; yet there remains the question
quarters of the republic. They are doing band has been ill for the last four years.
whether with all his zeal and capacity he
V the ORIGINAL
their part and they demand that Congress He is now confined to his bed and is
measures up to the job.
and the Administration heads do their part perfectly helpless. His wife has taken
Clemenceau Is a Premier at Seventy
care of him all this time without any
as well.
help and is now nearly broken down in
And thoy must do it. and do it at once.
Might not Elihu Root come nearer
'or
Infants
It is better that these revelations be health herself. They formerly lived in
answering the requirements? He is in his
Brookline, but moved to Maine when the
& Invalids made now than later.
seventies, but so is Clemenceau. We know
There will be a change, there will be a husband was first taken sick.
what his extraordinary abilities are.
Will some of the readers of the Transpeeding up. There will be a weeding out.
Substitutes
Roosevelt, when President, said that if the
script contribute and help to make the
Tnere must be all of these things.
Cost YOU
country should ever require superlative
'£-. •i.-irtt
SomePrie*
last days of this poor sufferer more comorganizing ability, Root was its man. We
"Speed Up or Weed Out"
fortable?
Any contributions will be
do not mean that he is the only man. But 11! A Nutritious Diet for All Ages,
We ought to have a minister of muni- gratefully received by me and acknowlwe do mean that the conduct of this war i Keep Horlick's Always on Hand
tion'-:, ana we ought to have a minister of edged through the Transcript.
will require the ablest executive m
LVM*fe Lunch i Home or Office, fo.-d and clothing.
(Miss) IDA S. WILEOR
which this country can supply.
Some man like Schwab or his assistant,
14 Green street, Brookline.
Ability, ability, ability! That is essen
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ON MAKING THE
THE GRAND
1XTHILE the rest of us are engaged^n
Since April of this year the United
the serious business of making States has made over an old army and
the world, safe for democracy with a filled its ranks; has mobilized the Nasmall "d," a bunch of tin-horn states- tional Guard and filled its ranks, too;
men, at Washington and another bunch and on top of that has created a brand
of their political pals and backers right new army of more than half a million
here at home seem to be no less busily men and gotten those men actually orbent on trying to make it safe for that ganized and into camp.
We have not put this country onto
dear old friend of our childhood, the
a
real
war footing yet, but we have
Republican party.
Apparently they have forgotten all taken a long stride in that direction—
about winning the war, and have working from next to nothing. Our
turned their eyes solely to the little, fighting forces now amount to two milpiffling proposition—as far as real lion men in round numbers. Which
patriots are concerned—of ' winning means that in less than nine months we
elections next- fall* and in 1920. they have done more than it took England,
are building their fences. They are face to face with a life and death issue
and straining every nerve, two years to
making political capital out of the cry- accomplish.
ing need of the nation.
There have been errors and there
And all of the above by a campaign of have been mistakes, for these are
mud-slinging and insidious propagan- human. But on the whole it is a reda directed against the administration markable , record, a record that can
and the administration's appointees. stand for itself. Given a continuance
Particularly at this time does the attack of the determination and the spirit the
center on two men—Herbert Hoover, country has shown in this crisis,
food dictator, and Newton D. Baker, America will not be found wanting
secretary of war. But over the" heads of when the test comes.
these men the attack is really one of
While all this has been going on,
party politics, as if the United States what have ' the administration and
had nothing more important to think Newton Baker as a member of the adabout than political parties in time of ministration been doing? They have
war.
been sitting tight on the job and workThe Press holds no brief for incom- ing disinterestedly and to the best of
petency in office, if such incompetency their ability for the country's good, so
be proved. But The Press does dare to far as is visible. There has been
come into open court against those who mighty little fuss and mighty little
pull strings and pitch upon personali- noise. Only we have gotten results.
And for the most part we have
ties for party gains in times like these.
In the case of Baker, for instance, avoided one phase of warfare that is of
now being slammed and jammed into a distinctly unpleasant memory. The
figurative cocked hat—if Baker were reference is to the bucketfuls of poonly the kind of a man that would lay' litical pap that were handed out to
down to them—by a part of the old-line party leaders and their favorites in
promiscuous commissions during the
Republican press, what are the facts?
So far as we know, nothing very war with Spain. In other words, we
damaging has been brought to light. are that much to. the good on account
of our present government at WashRather the reverse.
ington.

ATTITUDE OF CONGRESSIONAL LEADERS ASTTT
LEGISLATION AFFECTING NEWSPAPERS
Messages to Newspaper Makers from National Law Makers, Transmitted Through THE
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER, Afford Hope for an Early Repeal of New Postal Law, Enactment of Smith Resolution for Federal Control of News Print, and Favorable
Consideration of Proposal for a Department of Advertising.
IT is not mere phrase-making to say
that the eyes of the newspaper-makers of the country are turned, at this
Christmas season, toward Washington—
that the holiday spirit, tempered into
soberness by world events, is not without an alloy of anxiety as to the attitude of the Congress toward legislation
vitally affecting the interests of newspapers.
It is conceded that, at the last session,
the Congress found little time and exhibited small inclination to consider the
special economic problems of the publishing industry. This may not fairly
be construed to indicate any organized
hostility in the Congress to newspapei-3,
however obvious such hostility may have
been in the cases of individual members,
cherishing personal resentments.
The fact remains, however, that the
(Congress failed, at the extraordinary
session, to pass a measure demanded for
the relief of the publishers from extortion at the hands of news print manufacturers—the grant of authority to the
Federal Trade Commission to fix prices
and control manufacture and distribution; and the further fact is regrettable
that no provision should have been
made for an appropriation and plan by
which the necessary advertising of the
nation might be done on a basis of economy and efficiency.
The Congress thus failed to enact
constructive legislation of the highest
importance to newspapers—and to the
people; but the Congress did enact
postal rate legislation of a drastic nature, based upon a compromise between
the views of those who would like to
bring disaster to newspapers and those
who, without that motive, .sought to impose upon them, through an indefensible postal rate law, burdens which
would be difficult to carry—all in thi .
name of "necessary war revenue."

'my bit' to secure proper legislation in
their behalf."
PROMISES EARNEST CONSIDERATION.

Senator Hiram W. Johnson, of California:
"Permit me to acknowledge receipt of
your letter of December 11, in relation
to certain legislative matters affecting
newspapers, and to assure you that , I
shall be glad to give to the several measures you mention my earnest consideration."
FOR MORE EQUITABLE LEGISLATION.

Hon. John J. Fitzgerald, Chairman, Committee on Appropriations, House of
Representatives::
"Your favor of recent date is at hand.
I was not in sympathy with some of the
provisions relative to second-class mail
matters. The provisions, however, were
included in the bill covering many different items designed to provide revenue
required for the support of the Government. I should welcome legislation
designed to create, what, in my opinion,
would be more equitable Conditions. I
sincerely trust that the session will not
end without such legislation."
READY TO GO OPERATE.

Copyright by Bain News 'Service.
HON. NEWTON D. BAKER, SECRETARY OF WAR.

Hon. Wm. J. Cary, of Wisconsin:
"I am in receipt of your letter of recent date, and in response will say that
since the convening of this session of
Congress I have been confined to my
home in Washington through illness, but
you can rest assured that in the. event
that such legislation as you have referred to is brought to the House for consideration, I will be glad to bear your
suggestions in mind."
NATION SHOULD BE UNIFIED.

Hon. Martin B. Madden, of the Committee on the Post Office, House of
Representatives:
"I am in receipt of your fayor, and
In a special Christmas Message to the readers of THE EDITOR AND
in reply beg to say that I opposed the
PUBLISHER, the Secretary of War expresses the sentiment upperincrease in the postal rates on periodiCHISTMAS MESSAGES TO THE NEWSPAPERS.
most in the minds and hearts of our people in this hour.
cals when the bill was up for consideraBelieving that the new postal law
tion in the House. I believe then, as
IN this time of holiday we do not forget that heroic
should be repealed, in order to open th.;
I do now, that it was a step backward,
number who have gone to a far, foreign shore that our
way for equitable and sound legislathat it would tend to sectionalize the
institutions may be preserved undisturbed.
tion ; and believing that the Smith resothought of the American people by prelution (for Federal control of news
venting the interchange of literature
May they find comfort in the knowledge that our
print) and the Cummins bill, or a simbetween all sections of the country;
sobered observance of this day is not lacking in appreciailar measure (to provide for a departthat it would force the localization of
tion for their sacrifices and devotion—for some of them
ment of advertising in the Federal Govdistribution and thereby destroy the adernment) should be enacted without devantages of national thought. If there
the last full measure of devotion.
lay, THE EDITOR AND PUBLISHER has
ever was a time when national thought
NEWTON D. BAKER.
sought the views on these questions of
was needed, this is the time.
some of the leaders of the Sixty-fifth
"Each American should have the
Congress.
views of the nation on all the public
In the expressions of views with gress toward the newspapers and their investigate that one subject, and no- questions of the day. The nation
which members of both branches have interests, these Christmas messages con- thing else; take up the facts, and report should be one in thought and action;
to both houses of Congress what is fair it should not be divided up into segfavored THE EDITOR AND PUBLISHER there tain much of good cheer.
and proper. In the meantime, I am ments, and I know of no better way to
will be found, we believe, a new note.
SUGGESTS A JOINT COMMITTEE.
:
It will be seen, we think, that our lawsending your letter to the Committee on force a division than to create zones
makers realize that the postal legisla- Hon. Champ Clark, Speaker of the House Post Offices and Post Roads, which has within which literature must be disof Representatives:
tion was a blunder, and that they considjurisdiction."
tributed, if distributed at all."
"I have read your letter very carefuler its repeal a certainty. Those who do
WILL DO HIS "BIT."
WITH AN OPEN MIND.
ly.
I
wish
I
could
tell
you
that
the
matnot commit themselves definitely still
Hon.
Charles
B. Smith, Chairman, Comters
in
which
your
are
interested
had
Hon. John E. Raker, Chairman, Commitexhibit the open mind, not alone on the
mittee on Patents, House of Repretee on Expenditures in the Departsubject of postal legislation, but as to been satisfactorily adjusted, but the
sentatives :
ment of Justice:
any other legislation affecting news- whole subject of which you write is a
"I will be glad to give consideration
"You may state to the papers and
great
puzzle.
It
seems
to
me
that
some
papers.
to statement made in your recent letter.
Taken as an expression of the sentl- kind of a joint committee of the House publishers of the country that I am interested
in
the
newspapers
and
shall
do
(Concluded on page 26)
and
Senate
ought
to
be
appointed
to
i ment of influential members of the Con-

(Eijnaimas Oteimg from % iwretarg of

CONGRESS'S VIEWS OF
NEWSPAPER PROBLEMS
(Continued from page 7)
I have not yet fully.gone into the subject, but am glad that you have brought
these facts to my attention.''
A

BROAD-VISIONED

VIEW.

Senator Miles Poindexter, of Washington:
"I am just in receipt of your recent
letter, and note your interest in the several matters referred to. I opposed
vigorously, as you know from the Congressional Record, and have opposed for
years in correspondence and otherwise
in Congress and out, the recent increase
of postal rates on second-class matter.
"I regard the newspapers and magazines of the country as one of the chief
educational agencies of the nation, and
as such of immense value in our scheme
of Government.
The circulation of
papers and publications ought to facilitate in every reasonable way as a legitimate and wise public policy, rather
than upon any basis of direct revenue
to be derived therefrom.
"However, I am thoroughly satisfied
that statements made in debate in Congress as to the cost of distribution of
this second-class matter over and above
the postal revenue derived therefrom,
are based upon wholly erroneous assumptions and incomplete considerations and are entirely inaccurate.
"Will also be glad to support the resolution for the control of news print

paper, apj will give thorough consider>
ation to the other matters referred to
in your letter."
THE PRESS A NECESSITY TO THE GOVERN■ MENT.

Hon. Harry H. Pratt, Representative,
37th District, New York:
"The question of the repeal or radical
modification of the new second-class
postal rates, that of the proposal of Senator Smith to empower the Federal
Trade Commission to control the manufacture and distribution and prices of
newsprint, and that of Senator Cummins to provide a Government Bureau
of Advertising, are of the utmost importance to newspapers and also to the
reading public. They should receive
the affirmative support of members of
both branches of the 65h Congress, to
the end that a fair deal may be given
to all engaged in the great business of
'providing intellectual entertainment and
instruction for the people. The duty of
the legislator is to encourage and not
hamper the press. The Government
needs the press as much as the press
the Government. Without a free and
friendly press our present form of Government would cease to exist."
PROMISES CAREFUL CONSIDERATION.

Hon. J. Hampton Moore, Representative,
3d District of Pennsylvania:
"I am in receipt of your favor and
will give careful consideration to all you
say."
IN FULL SYMPATHY.

Hon. J. M. Baer, Representative, 1st District, North Dakota:
"I am in receipt of your letter requesting a statement of my attitude in
regard to pending legislation affecting
the newspaper publishing industry.
"In reply, I desire to say that I am
much in sympathy with the stand taken
by the publishers concerning this matter, and assure you that I shall give
any measure affecting their interests my
thorough consideration, and do all I can
I to help them obtain full justice."

FROM

AUTHOR

OF

ADVERTISING

TAX

Senator Thomas W. Hardwick, Chairman Committee on Industrial Expositions:
"I have your letter with reference to
the repeal of the new second-class postal rates, the contents of which I have
carefully noted.
"When the bill is taken up in the Senate I shall be glad to give it most careful
consideration."
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THE NEED OF UNDERSTANDING.
(Seoretary Baker could hardly nerJorm a more
iieeful service at this time than, to go before the
Senate Committee on Military Affairs and make
a detailed explanation qf the general military
policy of the United States and lta relation to the
Allies. There Is much that he cannot tell, owing
to the necessity of • protecting certain military
secrets, but there is much more .that he can tell,
and the country needs this information. Without
it there can be no Intelligent understanding of
the war activities of the United States.
One of the commonest complaints is that if this
country had been prepared for war the Allies
might ailready be in a position to dictate the
terms of peace. This complaint is born of sheer
ignorance. If on April 6 we had had 2,000,000
trained and disciplined troops, equipped to the
last button, we should probably have had no more
men in France than we have now. There has not
been a day since the declaration of war that our
soldier power has not surpassed transport power.
Col. Roosevelt frequently asserts that if we had
been prepared there would have been no war. To
believe this is to hopelessly misconceive the mind
and purpose of the German Government in making
war upon the United States. From the point of
view of the Germjan General Staff it made no difference v whether the United States had an army
of 10,000 men or 10,1)00,000 men. Berlin was confident that with .ruthless submarine warfare
American troops could not bo transported to
France and that Great Britain could *e starved
into submission within a few months. The fate
of the German Empire was staked upon this
theory. Had ruthless submarine warfare been
able to accomplish what the German General Staff
expected of it, all the calculations would have
been correct. The theory was excellent but it
(failed to work out in practice.
But ruthless submarine warfare has had almost
a controlling influence upon the military activities of the United States. We have had to shape
our own policies to fix the exigencies of the British and French. The transportation of troops is
necessarily subordinate to the transportation of
supplies. We have had to order our own affairs
accordingly, liven in the matter of artillery,
about which there has been so much noise and
reverberation, the original policy of the United
States was changed to meet the wishes of the
French, and it was the French Government which
urged the United States to use French artillery.
The military achievements of this country cannot be measured by the number of American
troops in France or by any of the common standards of war-making. It may not seem heroic to
lend money to the Allies, or to rush food and supplies to them, or to refrain at any cost to our
own pride from interfering with their munitions
arrangements here, or even to build hvm'bering
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CONGRESS'S VIEWS OF
NEWSPAPER PROBLEMS
(Continued from page 7)
I have not yet fully.gone into the subject, but am glad that you have brought
these facts to my attention.''
A

BROAD-VISIONED

VIEW.

Senator Miles Poindexter, of Washington:
"I am just in receipt of your recent
letter, and note your interest in the several matters referred to. I opposed
vigorously, as you know from the Congressional Record, and have opposed for
years in correspondence and otherwise
in Congress and out, the recent increase
of postal rates on second-class matter.
"I regard the newspapers and magazines of the country as one of the chief
educational agencies of the nation, and
as such of immense value in our scheme
of Government.
The circulation of
papers and publications ought to facilitate in every reasonable way as a legitimate and wise public policy, rather
than upon any basis of direct revenue
to be derived therefrom.
"However, I am thoroughly satisfied
that statements made in debate in Congress as to the cost of distribution of
this second-class matter over and above
the postal revenue derived therefrom,
are based upon wholly erroneous assumptions and incomplete considerations and are entirely inaccurate.
"Will also be glad to support the resolution for the control of news print

paper, arid will ||v§ thorough consideration to the other matters referred to
in your letter."
THE PRESS A NECESSITY TO THE GOVERN ■ MENT.

Hon. Harry H. Pratt, Representative,
37th District, New York:
"The question of the repeal or radical
modification of the new second-class
postal rates, that of the proposal of Senator Smith to empower the Federal
Trade Commission to control the manufacture and distribution and prices of
newsprint, and that of Senator Cummins to provide a Government Bureau
of Advertising, are of the utmost importance to newspapers and also to the
reading public. They should receive
the affirmative support of members of
both branches of the 65h Congress, to
the end that a fair deal may be given
to all engaged in the great business of
providing intellectual entertainment and
instruction for the people. The duty of
the legislator is to encourage and not
hamper the press. The Government
needs the press as much as the press
the Government. Without a free and
friendly press our present form of Government would cease to exist."
PROMISES CAKEFUL CONSIDERATION.

Hon. J. Hampton Moore, Representative,
3d District of Pennsylvania:
"I am in receipt of your favor and
will give careful consideration to all you
say."
IN FULL SYMPATHY.

Hon. J. M. Baer, Representative, 1st District, North Dakota:
"I am in receipt of your letter requesting a statement of my attitude in
regard to pending legislation affecting
the newspaper publishing industry.
"In reply, I desire to say that I am
much in sympathy with the stand taken
by the publishers concerning this matter, and assure you that I shall give
any measure affecting their interests my
thorough consideration, and do all I can
to help them obtain full justice."

FROM

AUTHOR

OF

ADVERTISING

TAX

PRO-

VISION.

Senator Thomas W. Hardwick, Chairman Committee on Industrial Expositions:
"I have your letter with reference to
the repeal of the new second-class postal rates, the contents of which I have
carefully noted.
"When the bill is taken up in the Senate I shall be glad to give it most careful
consideration."
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THE NEED OF UNDERSTANDING.
Secretary Baker could hardly perform a more
useful service at this time than to go before the
Senate Committee on Military Affairs and make
a detailed explanation Ojf the general military
policy of the United States and Its relation to the
Allies. There is much that he cannot tell, owing
to the necessity of protecting certain military
secrets, but there is much more .that he can tell,
and the country needo this information. Without
it there can be no intelligent understanding of
the war activities of the United States.
One of the commonest complaints is that if this
country had been prepared for war the Allies
might already be in a position to dictate theterms of peace. This complaint is bom of sheer
ignorance. If on April 6 me had had 2,000,000
trained and disciplined troops, equipped to the
last button, we should probably have had no more
men in France than we have now. There has net
been a day since the declaration of war that our
soldier power has not surpassed transport power.
Col. Roosevelt frequently asserts that if we had
been prepared there would have been no war. To
believe this is to hopelessly misconceive the mind
and purpo.se of the German Government in making
war upon the United States. From the point of
view of the German General Staff it made no dif-1
Terence*whether the United States had an army
■of 10,000 men or 10,000,000 men. Berlin was confident that with ruthless submarine warfare
American troops could not be transported to
France and that Great Britain could ibe starved
into submission within a few months. The fate
of the German Empire was staked upon this
theory. Had ruthless submarine warfare been
able to accomplish what the German General Staff
expected of It, all the calculations would have
been correct. The theory was excellent but it
failed to work out in practice.
But ruthless submarine warfare has had almost
a controlling influence upon the military activities of the United States. We have had to shape
our own policies to fix the exigencies of the British and French. The transportation of troops is
necessarily subordinate to the transportation of
supplies. We have had to order our own affairs
accordingly. Even in the matter of artillery,
about which there has been so much noise and
reverberation, the original policy of the United
States was changed to meet the wishes of the
French, and it was the French Government which
urged the United States to use French artillery.
The military achievements of this country cannot be measured by the number of American
troops in France or by any of the common standards of war-making. It may not seem heroic to
iend money to the Allies, or to rush food and supplies to them, or to refrain at any cost to our
own pride from interfering with their munitions
arrangements here, or even to build lumbering
tankers and freight ships, or to hold back our
soldiers while we send coal and steel billets to
France; hut that happens to be the only way in
which this war can he won.
A great many Americans thought when the
United States declared that a state of war existed with Germany that it was all over and that
nothing remained but to write the terms upon
which the German Empire would be permitted to
exist. Time has shown that it was not quite so
simple as that, and so there is widespread impatience which comes from the lack of a general
understanding of the problem and the means that
must be taken to solve it. In no place, perhaps,
is there more impatience or more ignorance than
in Congress.
If there had been less censorship the country
might have been better informed, but it is not too
late to give the needed information, and nobody
else is eo well qualified to conduct a campaign of
education as Secretary Baker.
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BAKERJNiFFLEDBY^
PROBE, BIDES HIS TIME
Confident He Will Crush Charges When He
Tells His Story; Breezy Notes From
'/f-*.},/^atl()n,s Capital.
Two months after the declaration
fcY BEN F: ALLEN.
of war there came a sudden, major
shift in policy. A survey of the sitPlain Dealer Bureau,
38 Post Building.
uation furnished by allied military
WASHINGTON, Dec. 22.
experts made it necessary for the
Drafted as secretary of war on a United States to start the movement
of
troops overseas months ahead of
peace basis, called from his pursuits
the anticipated time.
j as attorney-at-law in Cleveland on
,The shift required a complete
[forty-eight hours' notice,. Newton D. change in the plans of the war department,
a change that amounted to
j Baker how finds himself, in less than
! two years: the central figure in a a drastic reorganization of the whole
war scheme.
critical, sweeping .investigation of the
Now Secretary Baker is called upon
management, m its creative phases, to give an accounting. He is charged
with
and accepted the responsibility.
of the greatest war machine the
With disclosures relating to delays in
United States has ever been called getting
ordnance supplies, in clothing
Upon to put together.
and otherwise equipping the men in
Within two days following the re- the field and accusations in connecturn of congress Dec. 4 the air of the tion with health conditions in the
i Secretary Baker is
national capital was surcharged with cantonments,
more and more a target for criticism
the demand for investigation and the in and out of congress.
laying bare of everything in connec- Demand for Scapegoat.
There are growing, indications that
tion with the war preparations of the
government. Immediately it became influences -are at work to make Secretary Baker a . scapegoat, to force
apparent, for a variety of reasons, him out of the cabinet if possible.
that the fires of criticism were to Newspapers reproducing his photocenter conspicuously about the head graph are accompanying it with the
line: ''Why the delay, Mr. Secretary
of the war department.
of War."
There is a major reason why this
Still other newspapers openly are
is true, why Secretary Baker and the demanding his resignation. With this
demand
they cite an, indictment of
war department are in the investigattheir own making. The indictment
ing spotlight, with Secretary Daniels is presented without waiting for the
and the navy department in the appearance of Secretary Baker before
outer circle of the probe picture.
the investigators and for his story of
In one day, under investigation, what the department has done in the
Secretary Daniels and his x depart- way of war preparations in the eight!
ment has been given what amounts months past.
to a clean bill of health. Congress is
The investigating committee and
satisfied that in the first eight congress, however, are withholding
months of the war the American their verdict. The investigating com-!
navy, already participating with mittee knows vastly more than the
credit in the naval operations against public has been permitted to know of
the enemy, has been managed effi- many of the tremendous things done
ciently.
by the war department, of the great
Of the two problems facing the obstacles surmounted, since the enwar making departments with the trance of this country into the war.
outbreak of war that confronting tht The report will be based on the comwar department was by far the most pleted investigation,
Complicated. . The United States al• Secretary Baker is passing through
ready had a big and efficient navy, a :an experience- that was inevitable.
far more efficient navy than was An investigation of the department
popularly supposed. The problem was certain, under the circumstances,
there was the quick expansion of an whoever might have been at its head, i
already;, well oiled and well greased He is facing the fire apparently with!
machine. It' was expansion, too, un- an unruffled spirit. In exterior ap- |
hindered by the feverish anxiety that pearance he is as calm as on the!
would have accompanied forced prep- most uneventful days since entering:
arations for immediate decisive con- the cabinet.
flicts with the naval forces of the
The Cleveland cabinet member is '
enemy. For the waiy-in its major not making the slightest effort to
aspects, is a war of lana forces.
withhold any and all information'
Something Out of "Nothing.
from the investigating committee. On
On teh other has, Secretary Baker tne contrary, he is encouraging the
-^was.-confronted with the unprece-i investigation. He is operating, he
dented task of building an army out J says, on the theory that at all times
of little or nothing, of expanding :a j and particularly in war times, it is
force of considerably less than 100,000 j always best to know the worst. He'
men organized on a peace basis to a is not altering this view when the
fully equipped, thoroughly disciplined storm whistles about his own head.
and modernly trained fighting force of Baker Bides Time.
2*500,000 jneji.
In the meanwhile Secretary Baker
With this went problems new not ! is biding his time. He is waiting for
only to the head of the war departhis opportunity to go before the inment, but to every officer and tech-, vestigating committee.
His closest
nical man in the employment of the
associates in the war department are
government. It was preparation for
confident of the result. Their attiwarfare on a huge scale of a kind
tucVs is a reflection of the state of
with which not a single officer in
mind and spirit of the chief.
the American army had had the
His days are exactly the 'same as
slightest experience.
they have been for the last six
Here was a problem' the solution i months. Secretary Baker gets up at
of which was started with an organization and machinery pitifully inadequate to the needs. It Was a case j
where billions of dollars in money had '
to be expended for supplies and in all
the various bureaus and units of the
war department there existed not even
: the shell of a modern purchasing

t o clock in the morning and keeps at
his work until midnight or later. It Sunday I.evee«.
Sundays always finds Secretary
is a daily program, with variation on
Sunday only.
Baker at his office for a part of the
day.
The variation of the day conSecretary Baker does nothing consciously to relieve himself from, the sists largely in keeping open house
nervous strain that accompanies his during the late afternoon and early
job. He does not play golf, ride a 1 evening. It is a modification of the
horse, take long walks or engage in Sunday levees Ton? Johnson used to
any other form of diversion found hold in his Euclid avenue home durnecessary by President Wilson and | ing the years he
* *was* mayor.
*
his cabinet colleagues.
j More Democracy Needed.
"What Mr. Baker calls his sole form
Provost Marshal Enoch Crowder
I of exercise is a cold plunge in the j paused a moment today from his task
morning.
He takes this cold dip ; of directing the draft for the raising
every day and makes a good deal of ! of an army to fight fpr democracy to
noise about it. The neighbors' fre- I observe that there was still some
quently hear his cries of "Ouch i work to be done along democratic
Ouch," and can, set their clock by it' lines in this country.
They know it is 7:05 a. m. The cold
"This morning on the street car I
bath is now at 54 degrees and within dropped onto the unoccupied half of
a month Secretary Baker says it will a seat next to a lady with a double
be down to 45 degrees.
chin and giving other evidences of beHis one form of diversion, these , ing well fed," said Gen. Crowder.
days, is making sauerkraut. In two "Instantly I was fastened with an
or three barrels in the cellar Secre- i icy stare, accompanied by the remark
tary Baker spends some little time in I that the lady was not accustomed to
putting up the sauerkraut according ! riding two in a seat."
v
to his own notions of just what
" 'Madame, you should buy an ausauerkraut ought to be. He refuses I tomobile and then you could say,
to make public the formula, saying | 'Home, James'," Gen. Crowder says
that is as much of a dark secret as 1 he informed the lady witjh a good deal
his recipe for pancakes.
j of pleasure., . "Also I reminded her
The icy -shower out of the -way i that she could scarcely expect, parSecretary Baker, using an old fash- ' ticularly in war times, to buy a whole
ioned razor, shaves himself, lights a street car for 5 cents."
cigaret and goes down to breakfast.
* * * •
A few minutes past 8 he takes his j Advice for Kenyon.
three children to school, a private I ■ Senator Kenyon of Iowa was one of
school conducted by Quakers, and the congressional party composed of
then goes to the department. He arand : representatives which
rives at the department generally by senators
visited the battle fronts in France
8:30 o'clock and never later than and
Belgium during the recess of
8:45.
congress last fall. He returned to
A Day at Work.
Washington on the day that congress
On arriving at the department Sec- convened in December, and was talkretary Baker gives thirty minutes to ing to a crowd of newspaper men in
important matters that have devel- the lobby when Vice President Maroped since the midnight before. shall came along.
These may consist of communications
"Hello, Kenyon," said the vice presfrom Gen. Pershing or something ident, "what are you doing?"
equally important.
"I am dodging new-spaper men,"
Ear the- next three hours and a laughingly replied the senator.
half the time is given over to seeing
"When we landed in New York aa steady file of civilian callers. On group of newspaper men came up to
the way out to lunch he disposes of me and asked: 'Is Senator Kenyon
from thirty to fifty callers gathered aboard?' and I said, 'I think not.'"
in the outer offices, these callers be"If you do that," said Marshall,
ing disposed of standing up.
"you will soon be as unimportant a-s
A total of but forty-five minutes is, the vice president and no one will
given to lunch, which the secretary care what you do."
invariably takes at home with his
On the way back the ship on which*
family. It requires twenty min'^JM Senator Kenyon traveled was routed
to go and come and twenty-five .S^br by way of Iceland. A newspaper man
utes is spent at the table. The femab who had heard of that said:
always is a simple one.
"I understand you were up in
The early part of the afternoon (ft Peary's country?"
devoted exclusively to military prob"Well, we got as far north as Doc
lems, the interviews starting with the Cook anyway," was the senator's
chief of staff. The remainder of the reply.
afternoon is given over to meetings of
• « « •
the interdepartment war council, just Old bat Good.
created, and the Council of National
Associate Justice William R. Day of
Defense.
the United States supreme court is a
Over both of these organizations small exceedingly spare man. He has
Secretary Baker presides.
On the three or four husky sons. The largest
rare afternoons when these bodies are one of the family was introduced to
not meeting there is a continuance of the supreme court to try a case.
military conferences. Except upon a
Chief Justice White leaned over to
matter of the most pressing character his associate and said: "Is that your
civilians are denied access to the sec- son?"
retary during the afternoon.
"yes," replied the father proudly.
Secretary Baker leaves the office
"Well he certainly is a block off the
as nearly as possible at 6:30 and goes old chip, isn't he?" said the chief
home to a 7 o'clock dinner. The din- jT.stice.
ner over, coffee is served in the living «
room, where Mr. Baker spends a few
moments with members of his family.
He is back at his desk at 8 o'clock or
a few minutes after, where he remains, generally engaged in work on
correspondence, always until well
after 11 o'clock and frequently until
after 12.
Reaching home, he spends a few
moments reading a book and in this
way gains a bit of relaxation before
retiring.
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! BAKER MAY OUTLINE
! ODR POLICY IN WAR

Wants Roosevelt as Secretary of Munitions;
He's Our Lloyd George, Says Engineer Dodge
Special to The New York Times.
WASHINGTON,. Dec,24.—Kern Dodge, of the specification entirely, in which
a Philadelphia engineer and manufact- case the human element is all that is
urer, ex-President of the American So- left for them to use.
" When to this is added the fact that
ciety of Mechanical Engineers, who is in
Washington in the interest of an effi- the Inspectors are in uniform, and under
cient administration of the munition military rule, it should easily be seen
problem, issued a prepared statement how little even the ' human element ' can
tonight in which he urged the creation be of service, on. account of restrictions
each map in these conditions works unof a Secretary of Munitions.
He advocates a civilian instead of a der. Whatever breadth of mind or indimilitary oi-ganization to bring about vidual action these men may have been
better co-ordination between the Gov- capable of displaying in their ordinary
ernment and the munition industries, commercial life is now discounted by
and suggested that Theodore Roose- their being obliged to act in a narrow
velt was the type of man needed for groove.
" Again, the fact that they now hold a
this work. Secretary Baker recently
declined to express an opinion as to military position tends to create in their
mind an attitude of adverse criticism,
whether he favored such a project.
" In connection with the investigation which usually results in their preferring
by a Congressional committee into the to build up a reputation of rejecting,
apparent chaotic conditions of the Ord- rather than accepting.
" All such matters should -be placed
nance Bureau in the furnishing of munitions to our troops at the front after in the hands of a civilian organization
the lapse of months since our entrance by the creation of a separate departinto the world war," said Mr. Dodge, ment to that of the military one at
" I feel that the following facts may be present controlling same and be free
from politics.
useful and helpful:
'• Our allies found by bitter experi" It has been possibly for me to get in
close touch with this matter in observ- ence that this was the only way to proing the munitions manufacturers in their duce good results and we should at
efforts to give maximum results in the once carry a similar plan into effect.
way of efficiency, quality, and quantity. If we do not I predict that the produc"Serious difficulties are met by the tion of munitions will be seriously hammanufacturer when producing munitions. pered by delays and restrictions due to
One of these difficulties is met at the military matters.
" I feel that we need a man to guide
stage where inspection takes place. The
control this matter similar in type
Inspector is supposed to us* consider-, . and
„
able judgment and action which should j to Lloyd George of England, who took
be based upon knowledge a.nd experi- over the munitions production in thai
ence, but the men used by the Govern- war. and I think we have that man.
ment for this work usually have had Our slogan should be, ' A munition Lloyd
little or no experience of the material George for America,' and alt tilings
or articles they are inspecting. They, point to his prototoype here in the
therefore, rely'upon their interpretation | form of Theodore Roosevelt."

Congress Anxious to Know
How Many Men Willie
Employed in Army.
NEW COUNCIL AT WORK
While Not Fully Completed,
the Five Members Hold
Daily Conferences.

:

Crozier Note 5
Helped Free
Krupp Agent

WASHINGTON',
Dec. 24.— Secretary;
Baker may outline a definite military !
policy before one of the Congressional I
uittees on military affairs, probably
the Senate committee.
There is a feeling expressed among
some of the members of both houses,
including those who have been at the
battle front, that there ought to be a
definite statement of the War Department's policy, including- some indications
of what number of men are contemplated
for use In the future. Mr. Baker has
been advised of this.
Those urging the idea contend it will
inspire the forces of the Allies-by showing them the United States is with them
10 the end; that it will have a depressing effect on Germany by showing the
United States is to maintain a 'progressive policy until the war is won ; and
thai it will satisfy the people in this
count!'..' to know just what the Government is planning without betraying military secrets.

Mission of .New Council.
The newly created council of high officers in the War Department will become one of the most important of the
agencies of the Government if Seci retary Baker's plans are carried out.
i This military cabinet, It was learned
i to-day, will guide the Secretary in the
I decisions he must make on questions
vital to the welfare of the army and the
j prosecution of the war.
I Organization of the War Council has
! not .been completed. The five General
officers now constituting Its membership
! are meeting every day, however, to go
over with Mr. Baker the larger problems
before him that are pressing for solution.
No statement has been issued covering any point so. far taken up by the
officers of the council. In his announcej ment of the formation of the new body,
j however. Mr. Baker laid stress on the
; fact, that additional officers would be
added as necessary and there are indications that more appointments are to
: come within the next few days.
\en Light on Training Camps.
There are many questions of supply
and equipment which the Secretary must
decide, and heretofore he has had only
! the individual and often conflicting views
i of the staff of bureau chiefs to guide
him. The council provides a means for
'. coordinating these opinions and for the
■ threshing out of any conflict of views.
Testimony of Secretary Baker and
commanders of training camps in the
South
before the Senate committee in;
yesttgating the military situation, in the
I belief of ■ Administration officials, will
throw an entirely different light on coni ditions so far pictured.
The Administration, it was said toil:] '. has absolute confidence that testimony of Secretary Baiter will result in
. exonerating his department of charges
; and that information given by camp
'commanders will strengthen' the posi-i
tiO,i of the department in the public i
mind.
I

Ordnance Chief Reveals
Text of Letter in Behalf
of Tauscher
I[Special. Correspondence]
j
WASHINGTON, Dec. 25. —Major! General William Crozier, chief of
j the Bureau of Ordnance, made pub; He to-day the letter he wrote in beHalf of Captain Hans Tauscher when
the latter was on trial in New York
charged with complicity in the Welland Canal plot. The letter, which expressed a favorable opinion as to the
defendant's integrity and reliability,
is believed to lrSve been the principal'
cause of the decision of members of
the Senate Committee on Military Affairs to call Tauscher's former 'counsel. Herbert Smyth, of New York, as
a witness. The letter follows:
"June 26, 1916.
"Hon. Augustus N. Hand, Jiiiljre of
tlte United States District Court,
New York. N. Y.
"Sir: At the request of counsel for
Captain Hans Tauscher, I write to
say to you thai. I have known Captain
Tauscher for ten years or more and
that I have had frequent dealings with
him on behalf of the United States
Government. During this time I have
always been impressed with the integrity and reliability of his personal
character, my belief in which has
never been disturbed by anything
which has transpired between us. I
should of course be willing- to testify
in person to the above effect, but I have
informed Captain Tauscher's counsel
that at the present time it is not possible for me to be absent from my
post in Washington. Very respectfully,
(Signed)
"WILLIAM CROZIER."
The Crozier letter, according to the
opinion of the New York officers who
prosecuted Tauscher, had a good deal
to do with his acquittal.
While addressed to Judge Augustus N. Hand, of
the United States District Court in
New York, it was transmitted through
Tauscher's lawyer, Herbert Smyth, of
15 Wall Street, who delivered it in
open court, first'asking Colonel Hoffer,
one of Crozier's subordinates, in the
presence of the jury, to identify General Crozier's signature. This move on
the part of Tauscher's counsel gave the
jury the impression that high officials
of the United States government had
confidence in Tauscher.
Though the Crozier letter was ruled
out by Judge Hand, its reading had a
great deal of influence with the men
who passed on the Krupp agent's complicity in the eGrman "plot, officials
have stated.
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[RAKER MAY OUTLINE
! OUR POLICY IN WAR
Congress Anxious to Know
How Many Men Will'1 Be
Employed in Army.
NEW COUNCIL AT WORK
While Not Fully Completed,
the Five Members Hold
Daily Conferences;
WASHINGTON, Dec. 24. — Secretary ;
Baker may outline a definite military j
policy before one of the Congressional
committees on military affairs, probably:
the Senate committee.
There is a feeling expressed among ,
some of the members of both houses, j
including those who have been at the ;
battle front, that there ought to lie a
definite statement of the War Department's policy, including some indications
of what number of men are contemplated
for use in the'- future. Mr. Baker has
been advised of this.
Those urging the idea contend it will
inspire the forces of the Allies-by showing them the United States is with them
to the end ; that it will have a depressing effect on Germany by showing the
United States is to maintain a 'progres! siye policy until the war is won ; and.
that it will satisfy the people in this
> country to know just what the Government is planning without betraying military secrets.
Mission "of New Council.
The newly created council of high offleers in the War Department will bei1 come one of the most important of the
war agencies of the Government if Sec| retary Baker's plans are carried out.
i This military cabinet. It was learned
j to-day, will guide the Secretary in the
I decisions he must make on questions
! vital to the welfare of the army and the
I prosecution of the war.
I Organization of the War Council has
' not .been completed. The five General
officers now constituting Its membership
I are meeting every day. however, to go
over with Mr. Baker the larger problems
' before him that are pressing for solution.
No statement has been issued covering any point so. far taken up by the
officers of the council. In his announcei merit of the formation of the new body,
however, Mr. Baker laid stress on the
fact that additional officers would be
'1■ added as necessary and there are indications that more appointments are to
i come within the next few days.
\eiv Light on Training Camus.
i There are many questions of supply
! and equipment which the Secretary must
I decide, and heretofore he has had only
i the individual and often conflicting views
j of the staff of bureau chiefs to guide
i him. The council provides a means for
! coordinating these opinions and for the
I threshing out of any conflict of views.
Testimony of Secretary Baker and
I commanders of training camps in the
i: South before the Senate committee inyeetigating the military situation, in the
'belief of Administration officials, will
! throw an entirely different light on coni ditions so far pictured.
The Administration, it was said to1
da ' has absolute confidence that testimony of Secretary Baker will result in
exonerating bis department of charges
i at,d t'aat information given by camp
commanders will strengthen the position of the department in the public j
; mind.
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Wants Roosevelt as Secretary of Munitions;
He's Our Lloyd George, Says Engineer Dodge
Spectol to Tfce Few York Times
WASHINGTON,. Dec,24.—Kern Dodse, of the specification entirely, in which
a Philadelphia engineer and manufact- case the human element is all that is
urer, ex-President of the American So- left for them to use.
" When to this is added the fact that
ciety of Mechanical Engineers, who is in
Washington in the interest of an effi- the Inspectors are in uniform, and under
cient administration of the munition military rule, it should easily be seen
problem, issued a prepared statement how little even the ' human element' can
tonight in which he urged the creation be of service, on. account of restrictions
each man in these conditions works unof a Secretary of Munitions.
He advocates a civilian instead of a der. Whatever breadth of mind or indimilitary organization to bring about vidual action Oiese men may have been
better co-ordination between the Gov- capable of displaying in their ordinary
ernment and the munition industries, commercial life is now discounted by
and suggested that Theodore Roose- their being obliged to act in a narrow
velt was the type of man needed for groove.
" Again, the fact that they now hold a
this work. Secretary Baker recently
declined to express an opinion as to military position tends to create in their
mind an attitude of adverse criticism,
whether he favored such a project.
" In connection with the investigation which usually results in their preferring
build up a reputation of rejecting,
bv a Congressional committee into the to
than accepting.
apparent chaotic conditions of the Ord- rather
"
\[l such matters should -be placed
nance Bureau in the furnishing of mu- in the
of a civilian organization
nitions to our troops at the front after by the hands
of a separate departthe lapse of months since our entrance ment tocreation
that
of the military one at
into the world war," said Mr. Dodge, present controlling
same and be free
" I feel that the following facts may be
from politics.
useful and helpful:
•• Our allies found by bitter experi•' It has been possibly for me to get in ence
that this was the only way to proclose touch with this matter in observing the munitions manufacturers in their duce good results and we should at
once
carry a similar plan into effect.
efforts to give maximum results in the
wav of efficiency, quality, and quantity. If we do not I predict that the production
of
munitions will be seriously ham" Serious difficulties are met by the
manufacturer when producing munitions. pered by delays and restrictions due to
military
matters.
One of these difficulties is met at the
" I feel that we need a man to guide
stage where inspection lakes place. The
and
control
this matter similar in type
Inspector is supposed to us» considerable judgment and action which should to Llovd George of England, who took
over
the
munitions
production in that
be based upon knowledge and experience, but the men used by the Govern- way, and I think we have that man.
Our
slogan
should
be,
' A munition Lloyd
ment for this work usually have had
little or no experience of the material George for America,' and all things
point
to
his
prototoype
here in the
or articles they are inspecting. They,
therefore, rely upon their interpretation form of Theodore Roosevelt."

Crozier Note
Helped Free
Krupp Agent
Ordnance Chief Reveals
Text of Letter in Behalf
of Tauscher
I-

[Special. Correspondence]
WASHINGTON, Dec.. 23. — MajorGeneral William Crozier, chief of
the Bureau of Ordnance, made public to-day the letter he wrote in behalf of Captain Hans Tauscher when
the latter was on trial in New York
charged with complicity in the Wellarid Canal plot. The letter, which expressed a favorable opinion as to the
defendant's integrity and reliability,
is believed to irSve been the principal
cause of the decision of members oi'
the Senate Committee on Military Affairs to call Tauscher's former counsel, Herbert Smyth, of New York; as
a witness. The letter follows:
"June 26, 1916.
I "Hon. Augustus N. Hand, Judge of
the United States District Court,
New York, N. Y.
"Sir: At the request of counsel for
Captain Hans Tauscher, I write to
say to you that I have known Captain
Tauscher for ten years or more and
that I have had frequent dealings with
him on behalf of the United States
Government. During this time I have
always been impressed with the integrity and reliability of his personal
character, my belief in which has
never been disturbed by anything
which has transpired between us. I
should of course be willing to testify
in person to the above effect, but I have
informed Captain Tauscher's eounssl
that at the present time it is not possible for me to be absent from my
post in Washington. Very respectfully,
(Signed)
"WILLIAM CROZIER."
The Crozier letter, according to the
opinion of the New York officers who
prosecuted Tauscher, had a good deal
to do with his acquittal.
While addressed to Judge Augustus N. Hand, of
the United States District Court in
New York, it was transmitted through
Tauscher's lawyer, Herbert Smyth, of
15 Wall Street, who delivered it in
open court, first' asking Colonel Hoffer,
one. of Crozier's subordinates, in the
presence of the jury, to identify General Crozier's signature. This move on
the part of Tauscher's counsel gave the
jury the impression that high officials
of the United States government had
confidence in Tauscher.
Though the Crozier letter was ruled
out by Judge Hand, its reading had a
great deal of influence with the men
who passed on the Krupp agent's complicity in the eGrman plot, officials
have stated.
Herbert Smyth, former counsel for
Hans Tauscher, American agent for the
Krupps and husband of Johanna Gad- j
ski, said yesterday that he would consult with Attorney General Gregory in
, Washington before giving any testi; mony before, the Senate Committee on
Military Affairs concerning his former
client's relations with General Crozier
] and other officers of the Ordnance De] partment.
Tauscher was acquitted by the jury,
although, Mr. Smyth said, he offered
to plead guilty if assured that his
punishment would consist only of a
fine. Mr. Smyth said that such' an offer had no bearing upon the guilt or
innocence of his client, and was madeonly ..because of the state
feeling^ against I
" X' n absolutely untru.,^
1 offered "to confessJ^ee^ffVMW^^niyth
yesterday. "lie-could not have taken
the st«ncf it! his own behalf if he had
offered to confess. It would also have
, been highly improper for counsel to
ha evDut him on the stand had he
offered to confers. It is true he offered
to plead guilty if he should be let off
with a fine, but that was for a special
reason involving the danger to him as
a German, while being tried during the
state of public feeling against those
charged with complicity in the plots.
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ARMY RED TAPE FOUND!

Equipped for Training.
Gen. O'Ryan said his men -were adequately equipped for training-, though
I not for fighting, and that he would like
to see them have two more months of

Senate Committee TellS Baker tO j1 training: before they went to the front.

Supply Clothing.
GEN.

O'RYAN

GIVES

FACTS

Oamps Need 20,000 Overcoats and
and

47,000

Woolen

Blouses.

Blankets Not Up to Quality Formerly Provided—Troops Ready for
Training, but Not to Go to Front.

He told the committee that the great
need of the war was artillery, and recommended that the troops abroad be
supplied with winter clothing: of heavier quality.
"Food," he said, "has been satisfactory and there Is very little ground for
complaint, and\ what there is relates
to its preparation and not to its quality or quantity."
Although there had been no formal
complaint, the general said the blankets furnished now do not seem as
good as those formerly issued.
The adoption by the committee of its
resolution, addressed to the Secretary of
War, followed the testimony last week
of Quartermaster General Sharpe, who
admitted shortage of winter equipment
in some camps, but said all necessary
supplies have been shipped and soon
i would be received,
Tex(. o{ the ReS0lution.

"Red tape," proved by testimony before the Senate committee on military
affairs to be responsible for much of
the lack of equipment in the army and
part of the inefficiency disclosed, that
committee yesterday requested the SecThe text of the resolution is as tolretary of War to "cut it out" and go lows:
into the open market and buy what
.-it appearing to the committee from
was necessary to protect American sol- unquestioned proof adduced before it
diers from the cold.
that many enlisted men in Camps
This action was taken in the form of wheeler, Shelby, Kearny, Dix, Jacka resolution presented by Senator Mc- so)1| Grant, Custer, Beauregard and in
Kellar. It was couched in courteous lhe camp at Port Worth, Tex., are wlthterms, but constituted, nevertheless, a out woolen blouses and .overcoats, the
condemnation of existing methods in comt,ined shortage in the several camps
the War Department — methods that above named being not less than 20,000
many senators believe are based upon overcoata and 47,000 woolen blouses,
precedent, no matter how old and this committee hereby requests the Secmusty, rather than upon an effort to retary of war to take immediate steps
follow that sturdy business maxim: ""Do i lo supply said enlisted men with overcoats and woolen blouses.
it now.
With the magnitude of the present
"It further appearing that there may
war growing day by day, members of be shortages of said articles at Camps
this committee have reached the con- Dodge, Doniphan, Funston, Wadsworth,
clusion that good old-fashioned red Fremont, Sheridan, Greene and Pike, and
and virile blood should be substituted perhaps other camps, the Secretary of
for "red tape," and they propose, so War is also requested to ascertain by
they say privately, to see if it cannot wire today If any other shortages of
be done.
clothing exist in any of our camps and,
if so, that he direct that such shortage
Coats and Blouses Wanted.
be supplied immediately.
"It is the sense of this committee that,
'Die committee decided in executive
session that there was "unquestioned with the cold season now on, the usual
routine
shall be suspended as to this
proof" that there is a shortage of at
least 20,000 overcoats and 47,000 woolen matter and that the commanding ofblouses in nine national cantonments. ficers of the several camps shall be
The Secretary was urged to inquire directed, if this is the quickest way, to
concerning conditions at every canton- buy these articles at the nearest points
ment by wire "today" and remedy this to their camps at which they can be obtained, so that our soldiers may be supshortage without delay.
First - hand information was given plied as soon as possible."
the committee yesterday about the
equipment and training of America's CANADA RAILWAYS GET RAISE.
fighting men In France, and in training
camps at home by Maj. Gen. John F.
O'Ryan, commanding the New York
National Guard division at Camp Wadsworth, Spartanburg, S. C, recently returned from an observation tour
abroad.
Most of Gen. O'Ryanls testimony,
particularly that referring to conditions at the front, was heard in executive session. He was questioned for
three hours with the doors closed, but
the public was given an opportunity
to hear him for an hour, during which
he discussed chiefly the situation at
home.
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President Takes Over Roads
Continued from Fasre One
" 'That a state of war is hereby declared to exist between the United |
States of America and the Imperial and Royal Austro-Hungarian Government; and that the President be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
to employ the entire naval and military forces of the United States and the
resources of the Government to carry on war against the Imperial and Royal
Austro-Hungarian Government; and to bring the conflict to a successful
termination, all the resources of the country are hereby pledged by the
Congress of the United States.'
^
'And whereas it is provided by Section 1 of the act approved August
29, 1916, entitled 'an Act making appropriations for the support of the army
for the fiscal year ending June SO, 1917, and for other purposes,' as follows:
" 'The President, in time of war, is empowered, through the Secretary of
War, to take possession and assume control of any system or systems of
transportation, or any part thereof, and to utilize the same, to the exclusion
as far as may be necessary of all other traffic thereon, for the transfer or
transportation of troops, war material and equipment, or for such other
purposes connected with the emergency as may be needful or desirable.'
"And whereas, it has now become necessary in the national defense to: take
possession and assume control of certain systems of transportation and to
utilize the same, to the exclusion as far as may be necessary of other -than
war traffic thereon, for the transportation of troops, war materials and
equipment therefor, and for other needful and desirable purposes connected
with the prosecution of the war;
"Now, therefore, I, "Woodrow Wilson, President of the United States,
under and by virtue of the powers vested in"me by the foregoing resolution
and statute, and by virtue of all other powers thereto me enabling, do hereby,
through Newton D. Baker, Secretary of War, take possession and assume
control at 12 o'clock noon on the twenty-eighth day of December, 1917, of
each and every system of transportation and the appurtenances thereof
located wholly or in part within the boundaries of the continental United
States and consisting of railroads, and owned or controlled systems of coastwise and inland transportation, engaged in general transportation, whether
operated by steam or by electric power, including also terminals, terminal
companies and terminal associations, sleeping and parlor cars, private cars
and private car lines, elevators, warehouses, telegraph and telephone lines
and all other equipment and appurtenances commonly used upon or operated
as a.part of such rail or combined rail and water systems of transportation;—
to the end that such systems of transportation be utilized for the transfer
and transportation of troops, war material and equipment, to the exclusion
as far as may be necessary of all other traffic thereon; and that so far as
such exclusive use be not necessary or desirable, such systems of transportation be operated and utilized in the performance of such other services as
the national interest may require and of the usual and ordinary business
and duties of common carriers.
"It is hereby directed that the possession, control, operation and utilization of such transportation systems hereby by me undertaken shall be exercised by and through William G. McAdoo, who is hereby appointed and
designated director general of railroads. Said director may perform the
duties imposed upon him, so long and to such extent as he shall determine,
through the boards of directors and employes of said systems of transportation. Until and except so far as said director shall from time to time by
general or special orders otherwise provide, the boards of directors, receivers,
officers and employes of the various transportation systems shall continue
the; peration thereof in the usual and ordinary course of the business of
common carriers, in the names of their respective companies..
"Until and except so far as said directors shall from time to time otherwise by general or special orders determine, such ■ systems' of transportation
shall remains ubject to all existing statutes and orders of the Interstate
Commerce Commission, and to all statutes and orders of regulating commissions of- the various. States in which said systems or any part thereof
may be situated. But any orders, general or special, hereafter made by said
director shall have paramount authority and be obeyed as such.
"Nothing herein shall be constituted as now affecting the possession,
operation and control of street electric passenger railways, including railways commonly called interurba'ns, whether such railways be or be not owned
or controlled by such railroad companies or systems. By subsequent order
and proclamation, if and when it shall bef ound necessary or desirable, possession, control or operation may be taken of all or any part of such street
railway systems, including subways and tunnels, and by subsequent order
and proclamation possession, control and operation in whole or in part may
also be relinquished to the owners thereof of any part of the railroad systems
or rail and water systems, possession and control of which are hereby
assumed.
"Tiie' director shall as soon as may be possible after having assumed
such possession and control enter upon negotiations with the several companies looking to agreements for just and reasonable compensation for the
possession,, use and control of their respective properties on the basis of an
annual guaranteed compensation .above accruing depreciation and the maintenance of their properties, equivalent as nearly as may be to the average
net operating income thereof for the three-year period ending June 80, 1917,
the results pi such negotiations to be reported to me for sue haction as may
be appropriate and lawful.
"Regular dividends hitherto declared and maturing interest upon bonds,
debentures and other obligations may be paid in due course, and such regular
dividends and interest may continue to be paid until and unless the said
director shall from time to time otherwise by general or special orders determine, and, subject to the approval of the director, the various carriers may
agree upon and arrange for the renewal and extension of maturing obligations.
"Except with the prior written assent of said director, no attachment
by means of process or on exeoutioh shall be levied on or against any of the
property used by any of said transportation systems in the conduct of their
business as common carrier, but suits may be brought by and against said
carriers and judgments rendered as hitherto, until and except so far as said
directors may, by general or special orders, otherwise determine. '
"From and after 12 o'clock on said twenty-eighth day of December, 1917,
all transportation systems, included in this order and proclamation shall conclusively be deemed within the possession and control of said director without
further act or notice. But for the purpose of accounting said possession and
control shall date from 12 o'clock midnight on December 31, 1917.
In witness wheref, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the seal
of the United States to be affixed.
« Done by the President, through Newton D. Baker, Secretary of ~War, in
the District of Columbia, this twenty-sixth day of December, in.the year of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and seventeen and of the independence
of the United States the one hundred and forty-second.
WOODROW WILSON,
NEWTON D. BAKER,
Secretary of War.
By the President:
«
ROBERT LANSING,
Secretary of State.
ilwmwH
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GOVERNMENT TO RUN RAILROADS;
TAKES OVER ALL LINES TOMORROW;
M'ADOO NAMED DIRECTOR GENERAL
HOW PUBLIC LEDGER FORETOLD THE STEP
This reproduction of a clipping from
the issue of December 19 shoius hoiu
accurately the Public Ledger, in its
special dispatch from Washington,
forecast the action of President Wilson toward the railroads, as announced
last night.
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WILSON FAYORS
M'ADOO TO MIN
RR.S7INANCES
Convinced War Board Cannot Co-ordinate Operation and "Money End"
HIGH AUTHORITY SAYS
CHIEFS' PLANS TAILED
Dividend*, Not Efficient Management, -Said to Have
Heeu Emphasized
REMEDY, ft S. CONTROL

■Griffith
It HunVectors,

Experienced Managers to Be
Retained; Stockholders to
Get Adequate Returns
By H. B. BROUGHA
Stiff Correspondent sf Public/

J^SSHINGTON. Dec. IS.—«)T* ..
fgh authority It may bo stated that
President Wilson Anally has decided
to assuino control of the railway system;; of the United States and that his
probable choicA for Railway War Administrator will be William O. Mo
Adoo. Secretary of tho Treasury, Mr.
McAdoo belns: chosen for his special
ability as u financial manager.
Accordins to my authority, the PrcBrcached[i'
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-The Institution of a Government COP I
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For this public financing: o£ tho ra.
ways tho PreBidcnt rpKatds Mr. M
-Adoo as prn-emincntly fitted by reasf
of his experience in public office ai
In' private B(*tion. Kia ospenone
especially In buHdihs and financing it
Hudson'tunnels, is regarded as flmr.
him for the new office of railway w.
administrator.

BUYERS HOLD BACK
ATHER. LINE
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PRESIDENT EXPLAINS
REASON FOR HIS ACTION
"I have exercised the powers over the transportation systems of
the country which were granted me by the act of Congress of August
29, 1916, because it had become imperatively necessary for me to do so.
This is a war of resources no less than of men, perhaps even more than
of men, and it is necessary for the complete mobilization of our resources that the transportation systems of the country should be
organized and employed under a single' authority* and a simplified
method of co-ordination, which have not proved possible under private
management and control.
"The committee of railway executives who have been co-operating
with the Gevernment in this all-important matter have done .the
utmost that it was possible for them to do; have done it with patriotic
zeal and with great ability; but there were great difficulties that they
could neither escape nor neutralize. Complete unity of administration
in £he present circumstances involved upon occasion and at many
points a serious dislocation of earnings, and the committee was, of
course, without power or authority to rearrange charges or effect
proper compensations and adjustments of earnings.
"Several roads which were willingly and with admirable public
spirit accepting the orders of the committee have already suffered
from these circumstances and should not be required to suffer further.
In mere fairness to them the full authority of the Government must
be substituted.
"The Government itself thereby will gain an immense increase
in efficiency on the conduct of the war and the innumerable activities
upon which its successful conduct depends,
"The public interest must be first served and, in addition, the
financial interests of the Government and the financial interests of
the railroads must be brought under a common direction. The financial operations of the railways need not "then interfere with the borrowings of the Government, and they themselves can be conducted
at a greater advantage.
"Investors in railway securities may rest assured that their rights
and interests will be as scrupulously looked after by the Government
as they could be by the directors of the -several railway systems. Immediately upon the reassembling of Congress I shall recommend that
these definite guarantees be given:
\
"Eirst, of course, that the railroad properties will be maintained
during the period of Federal control in as good repair and as complete
equipment as when taken over by the Government, and, second, that
the roads shall receive ^a net operating income equal in each case to
the average net income of the three years preceding June 30, 1917, and
I am entirely confident that the Congress will be disposed in this case
as in others to see that justice is done and full security assured to
the owners and creditors of the great systems which the Government
must now use under its own direction or else suffer serious embarrassment.
"The Secretary of War and I are agreed, that, all the. circumstances being taken into consideration, the best results can be obtained
under the immediate executive direction * of the Hon. William G.
McAdoo, whose practical experience peculiarly fits him for the service
and whose authority as Secretary of the Treasury will enable him te
co-ordinate as no other man could the many financial interests which
will be involved and which might, unless systematically directed, suffer
very embarrassing entanglements.
"The Government of the United Ctates is the only great Government now engaged in the war which has not already assumed control
of this sort. It was thought to be in the spirit of American institutions to attempt to do everything that was necessary through private
management, and if zeal and ability -and patriotic motive could have
accomplished the necessary unification of administration it would certainly have been accomplished; but no zeal or ability could overcome
insuperable obstacles, and I have deemed it my duty to recognize that
fact in all* candor now that it is demonstrated and to use without
reserve the great authority reposed in me.
"A great national necessity dictated the action and I was there-,
fore not at liberty to abstain from it.
WOODROW WILSON."

Will Operate Roads Through Present Managements, Retaining His Place as
Secretary of the Treasury
WILSON TO ASK CONGRESS TO GUARANTEE
INCOMES ON BASIS OF PREVIOUS YEARS' PROFIT
Net Returns for Three Preceding 1917 to Be Used a£
Basis for Computing Reimbursement, Plan
Outlined in Official Proclamation
ROADS ARE TO BE KEPT IN PRESENT CONDITION
Lincoln Only Other American President to Commandeer Railroads—United States Last Big Nation in War to
Take Over Lines
Public Ledger Bureau V
Washington, Dec. 26 i

'THE Government will assume control of all transportation
facilities of the United States at noon Friday, and will operate them as a unit under the direction of Secretary of the Treasury McAdoo, as director general of railroads.
The President announced this tonight by a proclamation,
basing his right to take possession of the roads under power of
control for military necessity vested in him by Congress in the
army appropriation act of August 29, 1916.
Will Seek Guarantee for Investors
The President will go to Congress next Thursday and ask
for legislation guaranteeing to investors in railway securities a
proper return on their investments and the maintenance by the
Government of the railroad properties. He will submit two
express recommendations.
First—That railway properties shall be maintained, during Federal control, in as good repair and
as complete equipment as when taken over by the
Government.
Second—That the roads shall receive a net operating income equal to the average individual net income
of the three years preceding June 30, 1917.
Actual Government operation of the roads will be gradual.
Secretary McAdoo will continue his"auties as Secretary of the
Treasury, and he will direct the transportation system through
the present directors, receivers and other operating forces.
There will be no immediate change in the status of the employes
of the roads nor of the handling of freight or the travelingpublic.
No steps to curtail passenger traffic nor to eliminate the
transportation of non-essentials are to be taken until Secretary
McAdoo believes they-are necessary for more efficient handling
of troops and supplies and traffic related intimately to a prosecution of the war.
Regular Dividends Assured
Regular dividends 'of the roads are assured "in due course,"
and maturing obligations of the carriers may be renewed with KH
the directors's approval.
Fairfax Harrison, president of the Southern Railway and
chairman of the railroad War board, upon being informed of the
President's step, declared, the railroad executives would not comment tonight, but that it was likely a statement would,be issued
tomorrow.
President Wilson is the first to take over the railroads since
Abraham Lincoln found it necessary to act in the Civil War,
and the United States is the last great nation to take such action
in the present conflict.
Driven by National Necessity
The President declared, in announcing his decision, that a
.'great national necessity dictated the action, and I was therefore not at liberty to abstain from it."
The President was required to act through Secretary of |
War Baker, as the steps taken are because of military necessity,
Congress having provided that Government action was possible
only in time of war.
'
Secretary McAdoo became conversant with transportation
financing as the builder of the Hudson River tubes, and it is
realized that he new tasks will revolve largely around the financial problems of the railroad. He is expected to call to his side
a board of railroad executives, very likely the members of the
Railroad War Board.
Reaches Decision Christmas Eve
Decision to take over the roads was definitely reached by
the President on Christmas Eve, when he called Secretary
Baker, Daniel Willard and other officials to the White House.
Secretary McAdoo was a guest there yesterday, and the heads
of the railroad brotherhoods were there today to have explained
to them the status $f operatives under the Government's plans.
The President seeks to make it clear to the hundreds of
thousands of holders of railroad stocks and securities that the
Government will safeguard their rights and interests "as
scrupulously as could the directors of the several railway
systems."
Private operation of street railway and interurban companies is not disturbed, at least for the present, by the President's action and the actual control of the Government over
railroads for purposes of accounting will be dated from December 31, in order to have the fiscal year agree with the calendar
year.
Secretary McAdoo's orders as director general of railroaas
will take'precedence over all orders and regulations of the Interstate Commerce Commission and State railroad commissions.

PRESIDENTS FORMAL PROCLAMATION TAKING
EVERY RAILWAY IN CONTINENTAL U. S.
IQlOtOiffil

;< • :*'
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BY THE PRESIDENT OP THE UNITED STATES OP AMERICA^
A PROCLAMATION
"Whereas, the Congress of the United States, in the exercise of the constitutional authority vested in them, by joint resolution of the Senate and
House of Representatives, bearing date April 6, 1917, resolved:
" 'That the state of war between the United States and the Imperial German Government which has thus been thrust upon the United States is
hereby formally declared; and that the President be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to employ the entire naval and military forces of the United
States and the resources of the Government to carry on war against the
Imperial German Government; and to bring the conflict to a successful
termination, all of the resources of the country are hereby pledged by the
Congress of the United States.' I
^
"And by joint resolution bearing date of December 7, 1917, resolved:
Concluded on Page Fourteen. Column Two
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BEFORE FARMERS
State College Instructor
Says Issue of Conflict Is
in Their Hands

PASSENGER KILLED
Score or More Injured in Collision on Bradford and
Olean Line

mMi^Heager
IN TROLLEY WRECK pid Folks
Charge of Manslaughter Is
Filed by Coroner at
Pittsburgh

Speciitl Teleani l to Public Leaver
BRADFORD, V.\. Per. 26.—-The Westem Xew York iind "Pennsylvania Traction Company suffered one of the .most
. serious wrecks in years this afternoon
XllKT riA TTTFTR
pATfTJ
when
two of the.large cars operated .be-.
INVESTIGATED
.UlLXTOf.
MJKJ
.LiiJ^.-lii. ' -flJ-< x-I fween this elty and Olean collided head- BRAKES
on at a.point near Selieci Junction*. .'One
v
..
.
,.-.
-p,
unidentified: passenger, thought to-be a
1
TT
Agriculturists Urged., to. rilt.;.Bradford
man, was killed and a score or Wife of Atlantic City Hotel
1
more wero injured.
Forth Every Effort for
Tlie Bradford qar.left here at 12:45
Owner Is Twentieth Vico'clock and the- other left Olean satirthe
Maximum 'Production'' "
s im«'. time. They, should have met at
tim of Tunnel Wreck
Seneca Junction. It is thought that' the
motorman of one oar ran by a block
Special Telegram (6 Public Ledger
Svecial Telegram to Public-Ledger
signal. A few minutes after the crash
riTTSBDROH,1 Dec. 26. — Following
- ESTATE COLLEGE, Pa., Pee. ' :H!.~--K. , Ifoth caught fire and were consumed,
the death of the twentieth victim of the
lr. Watts, dean of .the ^Pennsylvania State | running but:tlie iron work remaining.
College Agricultural-School, outlined to- i Among the injured on the. Bradford I Mount Washington tunnel car wreck
night a concise agricultural war program, cap. were Mrs. John T. Wheeler, wife' of ! this morning. Coroner Jamison this aftto the several hundred farmers and their ; a former: superintendent of the trolley ernoon placed H.. H. Klingler, motorman
wives who are here, for Farmers' Week. | system in Bradford. She suffered a of the ill-fated Krioxville street ■ car,
Tie placed the responsibility of maximum broken leg- and her daughter, Miss Mary under arrest on a charge of manslaughproduction of the most important food- Wheeler, had her nose broken. They ter. Klingler. rendered unconscious in
stuffs upon the. tillers of the soil, telling were TirbugM to the Bradford Hospital. the crash, is in the Southside Hospital,
them They must fit "into this program- if
A relief car, with nurses, doctors and but he is not seriously hurt. A guard
they are to do their part in growing ambulances, was sent out of Olean and was placed in his room following the
enough crops to feed the United States many of the injured were taken to Olean lodging of the manslaughter charge.
Klingler blames the accident on faulty
and its allies.
hpspil Us. Motorman Edwin Collins, of
"The destiny of the war rests abso- Allegany, K. Y., of the Bradford car, brakes, saying they refused to work
lutely with the American farmer," said had a leg crushed and is expected to die. Coroner Jamison is trying to determine
j if Klingler did not throw on the power
Dean Watts. He expressed the opinion
| so quickly and so violently as to snap
that this was the greatest challenge that
had over been hurled at the agricultuf-j TROLLEY WEEKS LATE, | off the controller handle and thus render
it impossible for him to shut off his
ists of this country, and he called upon
power after the car had started. He had
them to put forth their best efforts.
been
a motorman six months:
Discussing meat production. Dean
Mrs. Adelaide Bongiovanni, fortyWatts urged that the live stock industry
three years old, wife of Frank Bonbe promoted and encouraged in every
Commission Also Hears Protects giovanni, proprietor of the Nixon Cafe
possible way. He said:
"We cannot produce too much pork.
.here, and of an Atlantic City hotel, was
Against Gas, Electric, Heat
Wool and mutton are urgent needs, and
the twentieth victim of the aocident. Slit
ihe arniv and civilian populations are conlost in the wreck several thousand dolCo*,
for
Raising
Rates
suming'an immense quantity of beef.
lars' worth of diamonds, which she carThere is also an unprecedented demand
Public
Ledger
Bureau
ried in a handbag. The police have not
for dairy products, while poultry is
HARIUSBURG, Dec. 2(1. — Complaint been able to find the handbag. The
needed in large amounts."
Dean Watts pointed out that the against the Reading Transit Company nineteenth victim of the car's wild dash,
school of agriculture and the experiment was filed with the Public Service Cora- ..Mrs.. Josephine Retzbach, died last night.
station, with corps of able teachers,-in- mission today by J. Heagy and twenty- Dour others are expected to die.
vestigators and extension workers, are four other residents of Annville and
City Council passed an ordinance this
capable of giving service of great value vicinity. They say that the service is j afternoon requesting the Public Service
to farmers of the State in developing unsatisfactory. The trolley car sched- Commission to conduct an inquiry. A
the live stock industry. He recom- uled to arrive at Fairland at 0:30 a. m. representative of that body is working
mended that ceraal production and the November 7 has not arrived there yet, with Coroner Jamison to ascertain the
growing of potatoes be given 'close at- according to their representations. , It cause of the disaster,
tention. He explained the scores of ex- is said that by the omission forty-two
periments made at the college and said persons were unable to go to work tliat
that they and the extension projects had day.
APPOINTEES TO INSURANCE
a vital relation to the production of
.Many complaints against, trolley comCOMMISSIONS SELECTED
larger and better general farm crops. panies, gas and electric, and steam-heat
The labor question, ■ he admitted, was companies are being received by the
serious, and lie. advocated more general commission, most of them being based Olil-Age Pensions Board 'will Meet
use of tractors and other labor-saving on increases in rates effective on or
Here in January
machinery.
about the first of the new year.
IIARRISBURG, Dec. 26.—Presiding
Increased production of fruits and
The Shamokin and Mount Caiinel
vegetables, especially peas and beans, Transit Company, operating between i officers of the two branches of the LegisDean Watts regarded as other impor- Shamokin and Ashland, will increase its lature -have completed appointment of
tant factors in his agricultural-war pro- rates frojn five t.o six cental per zone members of the commissions to study
gram. And to save these crops after January lj and will withdraw its sale health insurance and to codify the inthey are grown but not yet hai-ested I 0f three-for-twenty-iive-eent tickets for surance laws. The Health Insurance
I 'ommission will meet in Philadelphia
he urged more perfect control of In- use between Ashland and Centralia
sects and diseases, which cause-annual
The Hamburg cias and Electric coin- j December 2S and the insurance codilosses aggregating millions of dollars.
,,;im, operating in H unburg Center- I fication body will meet in January.
Senators Beidleman, Dauphin, Weaver,
The enthusiasm for planting large port and West I.eespart. will increase its
commercial fruit orchards, which swept : ,JOwer rates 30 per cent Januarv "0 \ Westmoreland and Sones, Dycoming, and
tho country a few years ago,-has passe," ready-toVserve charge of fifty 'cent- a Representatives Flynn, Elk; Ramsey,
Delaware, and Stern, Philadelphia, were
and such plantings are now virtually 1!;,',., h for gas will also be put'into e
suspended, according to Dr. John P. ; The commission refused the applioa- named on the health Insurance commission
on which Governor Brumbaugh
j-tewart. experimental poniologist at the tion of the borough of dtasauo.ua for
state College, who lectured this m »rning. approval of a bridge over tracks- of the named William Fliim, Pittsburgh ; WillsaW the present is no tune for the , Lehigh aud Xew England Railroad at iam Draper Lewis, Philadelphia, and Dr.
rstamishment of commercial orchards. . MiJton a,lejv in tha( borougl wllh the J, B. McAllister, Harrisburg.
The legislative members of the InDoctor Stewart advocated that U..-.. sugg-ev.i.,,', .t„ renew'it "at a 1 rter period
money and energy which might be ex- , when national and State conditions are surance Codification Commission are
| Senators Daix, Philadelphia, and Baldfended in this direction should either more nearly normal and favorable."
be put mto better care of orchards
win,
Potter,
and
Representatives
already in bearing or-should be devoted
. ,.,,.,,.,.». ., ,
Mearkle, Allegheny, and Siggins, Warto the raising of annual crops. In his iiA.MvJ^US HELD NOi LIABLE-. ren: The Governor's appointees were
opinion, the only plantings which should
A. .). .Maloney and Robert M. <'oyle,
le considered 'no\v are those" for'home': Fro,. From Loss If Foreign Exchange Philadelphia, and K. A. Woods, Alleuse and possibly moderate-sized pla
MUD
,
gheny.
trigs near good, markets,, where the con*
- -Mu--t tie Keconverled
The Old Age Pensions Commission is
ditions are especially, favorable for interHARRISBTJRCI
Dec
26 — Private to meet in Philadelphia in January.
creps and riljeir... lie iveommon<re<l''.-l>aiflJerV licensed under the Pennsylvania This ih -' headed by Representative
aes and cherries as most suitable 1 act who endeavor to transmit monev to Maurer.
he latter purpose.-, inasmuch as'they" foreign-countries for
fl eustoniers'and who
give returns by the third or fourth foreign-countries
arc unable to do so are not t-b be held
years.
ROBBERS KILL AGED MAN
liable for any loss incurred in
verting tiie amount into American cur-,
according te an opinion given to- Body of Wlieatland Livery Proprietor
EDDYSTONE PLANTS BUSY rency,
day to Daniel K Lat'ean. State .Banking.
I i.muiis'sioiner. by Joseph L. Kun; J ,eP'~ Found in Thicket; Pocketbbod Stripped
txpiration ot Existing Contracts Fails to uty Attorney General. The opinion says:
Special Teleptam to Public Ledger
Halt Town's Great Industrie* "T!"' private! banker is bound to transSHARON, Pa., Deo. 21';.—Alexander
mit, as directed, when he receives. If Lowman, sixty years old, of Whealland,
(of Telegram io yitblic header
for the purpose of complying with theCHESTIK Pa
Dec "C
Notviih directions
.given him he must buy l'or- was murdered and robbed by highway,l n
men at Wheatland last night. The body
standine
tfi..
evi,i>-,fio,,'
,'e
'.i,
■
'
'
.;
.
'
«'
exchange
on thetofailure.
r
^taming the e.vpnanon of the Russian without defaultand
on ih.-n
his part,
effect was found this morning in a clump of
shell contract at the Dddystone Muni- delivery, and. on the return of the for- bushes, near the Erie Railroad tracks.
tions Company and a reported'eancella- eign
exchange the proceeds, on conver- The man had evidently made stout reRl
tion of contracts for locomotives at the . tlian
°" toheUnited States currency, are less sistance to his assailants.
Baldwin works at Kddvstone, there lias i
originally received, it is perLowman was beaten with a blunt in£ c y
lear t at h c n
al y
08
been no closing of any plants in and sible
?. ?' .''
?be .held
?- ?'.liable
P?t on
) Pdif" strument. Some yards from the body
theory
for the
about this city.
ference.. The risk in such
two empty pocketbooks, identified as
_n.l£_Ji£ldystone Munitions Company, tirely'that of the s'efider."
Lowman's, were found. Lowman conbecause of the completion of the Rusducted a livery stable, and is thought
sian contract, laid off 300 girls in. the
•to have carried a large sum of money.
MINE BLAZLS ANKAT
fuse department, but this is only temporary, for as soon as the concern starts
RISKS LIFE FOR CHILD
work on the United States' order they : Susquehanna Fire. Believed Extinwill find employment again
guished, Rages in Pillar of Coal
At the Remington Arms Company
Leiperville Policeman Overcome While
'■i Tclcuram Io J'ublic Krdger
plant at Eddystone some of the pieceAttempting to Rescue Baby
workers have been transferred to the
SHAMOKIN, Pa., Dec. 26.---The Art'
hour system during a slight lull in ac- at the Susquehanna Collieries Company's
SyeclaV Telegram to Public Ledger
tivities.
Scott mine, believed to have been extinCHESTKU. Pa., Dec. 26.—Joseph Cai; Christmas .morning, broke out: lagher, a Leiperville policeman, was
afresh
early
this
morning
and
is
raging
overcome by smoke while attempting .to
KLKS DESTROY CROPS
fiercely in a solid pillar of coal. - An en- rescue an infant from a blazing building:tire section of the mine will be sealed today and was carried out of the. strucAllegheny Township Farmers Suffer h> to smother tile flames. The fire. 180e ture with the child.
feet below the surface, is in No. 4 vein,
The fire was at the home of John
State Herd's Depredations
a gaseous portion of the mine. . .' :
BoczSky and was caused by a lamp ex,<!,r,:;al Telegram to Public Leducr
Tt is the belief of Superintendent Au- ploding in the kitchen while members of
UOLLlDAYSBUltc;, Pa., Dec. 20.—A lm"'. lliat the fire ate its way thfough,n the family were visiting a neighbor.
drove of eleven elk, recently given a ren- small leader beyond the range of the Bpczsky's child was unhurt. Ed Ford,
dezvous in the Alleghvny Mountains by ■ heavy
streams of water. There, fanned who assisted the policeman and child
Joseph Kalbfus, secretary of the game ">' the air currents, a serious lire de- from the house, was afterward slightly
commission, invaded Allegheny town- | velo'ped, necessitating a change of fire hurt by falling from a porch roof.
ship farms last week, destroying large lighting tactics.
Once the fire district has been sealed,
stores of grain. The elk belonging to
WHISKY CAUSE OF FIRE
the State were led in their raid by a the e'ompany will place the men thus
01
tamo elk, the .property of an Altoona idle in other portions of the mine, in
order to keep up colliery production.
man.
Ten Families Homeless as Result of Its
Colonel Robert C. Irvine, of HoliidaysBoiling Over
burg, lost $500 worth of corn stored in
Breaks Jail on Christmas lla\
Spt rial Telegram to Public Ledger
his fields. Some farmers are contemHARRISBURG, Dec. 26. —- Alfred
plating legal action and others are re- Johnson, of Pittsburgh, a negro who was
WILKES-BARRK, Pa„ Dec. 26.—Ten
questing the county legislators to intro- . arrested with $700 worth of naarcotic families were left homeless by a lire
duce a special act enabling them to ' drugs in a suitcase, escaped from the that destroyed a tenement aud two
Dauphin County-prison Christmas Day. single houses in the Hanover section of
sue the State to recover their losses.
Tuesday is visitors' day, and it is be- Nanticoke late last night. A pot of
lieved the man mingled with the outsiders and got through the doors to lib- whisky boiling on the stove of a Russian
MORE COAL IN CAMDEN
family overflowed, caught fire and
erty.
started the blaze.
Supply Larger in That City, Though No
The properties were owned by Mrs.
Steals Ten Dollars From Red Cross
James
HoIIenback and James Harvey
Excess on Hand
HARRISBURG.: Dee. 26.—The mean- ■and all were occupied by foreigners.
According to Walter J. Staats, fuel est man in Pennsylvania OT- the United The whisky boiling was being carried
administraor of Camden, coal conditions Stales, according to Eli Fackle'r, who out in accordance with an old-country
conducts the newsstand at the Pennsyl- custom.
in this city are somewhat iniyproved, vania
Railroad station here, is the thief
although there is -hot an abundance- on who, during
last night, stole a Red
hand.
{
> 'ross box with contributions amounting
SNYDER HOLDS OLD POST
Manufacturers are ordered to be to approximately .1c
prompt in unloading. It is said a number of them keep cars in siding for thre»
IN THE !.!<'HIGH VALLEY
or four days. As there is a car shortage
(his prevents other deliveries. According to the fuel administrator, many dealers are complaining .of the necessity of
making second calls with coal when no
one is at home the first time. ft is
their intention to add 51 to the bill when
this occurs.

A Series of Sketches of Persons Born
in or Before 1836, the Year This
Newspaper Was Founded

Jn-tires of Peace Who Failed to File Acceptances Plead Vainly
ifAWUSBURG, Deo. 26.—A number

27.

1911

USE CHURCHES
WANTS HOG ISLAND WILL
TO STRESS WAR AIMl
HOUSES BUILT HERE

Taft in Nation-Wide Campaign|
to Show Permanent Peace
Is Sought

Chamber of Commerce Protests Against Jersey's Getting the Contract

NEW YORK, Dec. 2G.—A nation-wide J
campaign of education through the f
churches to concentrate attention upon
the supreme' issues of the war as interpreted by President Wilson in his |
message to Congress is announced by ,
the Church Peace Union. The campaign will be undertaken jointly with
the League to Enforce Peace and will
be in charge of a committee of ten, of
which William IT. Taft, president of
the league, is a member. The announced
aim will be to point out that'the fundament* purpose of the war is a permanent peace guaranteed by a league of
nations.
The announcement says the campaign
has the approval of the Administration
and is in co-operation with the work of
j the Committee on Public Information
which has invited representatives of the
Church Peace Union and the League to
Enforce Peace to serve on its advisory
committee.
Meetings will be organized at important centers, to be attended by elergy.r..
men and ■ leading- laymen, rcprese.iit.ing
churches of ail denominations in the sur- j
rounding territory. These meetings will
be addressed by speakers of national
| and international prominence, who will i
j bo divided into teams of two men each,
I consisting of one clergyman and one

PETITIONS GOVERNMENT
1

Forwards Resolutions Showing
Philadelphia Builders Have
More to Offer

STATE BOARD TOLD

LOSE JOBS BY NEGLECT

DECEMBER

MRS. MARY D. HOPKINS
(95 years old t
Altoona, Pa.
ALTOONA, Pa., Dec. 26. —Blair
County is proud of Mrs. Mary Donaldson
Hopkins, who celebrated her ninety-fifth
birthday anniversary November 5. She
was born in 1822 at Prankstown, the
daughter of William and Eliza Donaldson. Her grandfather was Moses Donaldson, one of the earliest settlers in
Blair County, then Huntingdon County,
and a great Indian tighter. His wife and
child were massacred by the Indians.
Being born on November' 5, it was a
coincidence that on the same day of
the month in 1848 Miss Donaldson married Turner P. Hopkins, in Hollidaysbufg. Strange also was the fact that
her husband was born November 5, 1822.
He is long since dead.
A large family was born to the couple,
but all have died except two sons, John
P. Hopkins and William 1.. Hopkins,
both of Altoona. Nine grandchildren and
four great-grandchildren are prized by
this venerable woman. She is one of
the oldest Presbyterians in the State and
a stanch supporter of President Wilson.
In her early married life in Hollidaysburg she was a great friend of the boys
and girls, for Mrs. Hopkins was a wonderful cook. The boys would come to
her door and beg for cookies and gingei 'bread. Among these lively youngsters
was one she remembers well. He was
Samuel Rea, now president of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company.

WOMEN TEACHERS
FIGHT FDND MERGER)
New jersey Association to|
Witness Contest at Session in Atlantic City
OPINION OF ACTUARIES|
Public Ledger Bureau \
Atlantic. City, Dec. 26 )
Many women members here for the
annual convention of the New Jersey
State Teachers*' Association, which opens
tomorrow, will oppose any attempt at
these sessions or in the State Legislature to merge or in any way affect their
retirement fund.
This fund.' with a reserve of more
than $250,600, has been a . bone' of
contention for many years. Committees
of school .'(ticiais have suggested maiiy
plans to meet what are said to be actuarial defects in the system under
which iC'va-s created. A legislative investigation this year is said to have'
disclosed the fact it ultimately would
"go broke" unless its revenues w-ere increased.. Actuaries have placed the life
of. the fund at nine years under ousting conditions.
Women leaders who have controlled
the State Teachers' Association for
many years resent the movement originating among the men to "reorganize"
the fund or merge it in some way with
the State teachers' pension fund. The
latter provides for a half pay pension
after thirty-five years of service. The
retirement fund ih-ovides an annuity
equal to sixty-five per cent of the salary the members receive when they retire after twenty years' service.
"The fund is ours. We made it and
we'll light for it," Miss S. Ida MacMahon, of Trenton, one of the leaders of
the lighting majority, said today, in defining the attitude of the women teachers. What we cannot understand is the
need for haste. We have more than
$260,00.9 .in.'thin fund of ours and we
are adding to it at the rate of $12,000
a year, the excess of receipts* over disbursements. According to 'the actuaries,
the fu,nd is perfectly safe for nine years,
so why should there be such a rush to
do something about it?"
Supporters of a new pension fund
system af-e counting upon the co-operation of some ot the- younger teachers,
Who find fault with that feature of -the
retirement fund which provides no compensation for teachers who retire before
rounding out. full twenty years of service.
A contribution equal to from 2 to 3
per cent of salaries is compulsory under
the school law. The older teachers say
the fund operates advantageously in
connection'With the State pension fund.
Teachers in the $1000 salary category
who retire after thirty-five years re-

The war shipping committee of the
Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce forwarded resolutions yesterday to the
Emergency Fleet Corporation protesting
against a possible decision by Govern
j ment authorities to erect in New Jersey
i housing accommodations for Hog Island
| workmen. It was urged that a section
I of Philadelphia adjacent to the plant
| was more convenient for the workmen
It was announced on Tuesday that
j purchase of Washington .Park as a site
| for the houses was under consideration
j by a committee composed of J. Rogers
i Planner, of Pittsburgh; Otto Brainerd,
j of New York, and D.' H. Bender.
I The resolutions assert that some builders of Philadelphia have agreed' to take
charge of and push the. construction I
of houses on land with street improve- I
ments fairly well under way in the
Philadelphia section adjacent to Hog
Island and that this work would be done
virtually without profit within ninety
days from date of contract, provided
the Government l would take possession
of the land as well as requisition and
deliver the material necessary.
It is maintained in the resolutions that
the properties could be built so as to
net an adequate return to the Government and give reasonable assurance of
its getting its money back, besides increasing the value of the Hog Island
plant because of the permanent availability of the houses.
Referring to the proposed New Jersey
site, the resolutions state that "frame
structures there would be built at a
great distance from the plant and, separated by natural barriers, would require
difficult and expensive transportation by
water and would leave the Hog Island
plant standing alone after the war, when
the Government will desire to turn over
the plant to private enterprises."
It is urged that the Government entei
contracts for the Philadelphia houses
so that they will be ready for occupancy
not later than April 1.
Gives Service Flag to Red Cross
YARD LEY, Pa., Dec. 2 6.—A large flag
in honor of the men who have entered
war service from here has been given to
the town by Robert M. Welch, of Yardley and Philadelphia, and has been
placed at the Red Cross headquarters.
The thirty-nine blue stars represent the
boys and the gilt star is in memory of
7Tiss Miriam E. Knowles, who gave her
young life in service in France as a Red
Cross nurse.
Today's Card at Havana

First race, purse $400. claiming, iov all
ag-es, 5',-i) furlonas—Cousin Bob, 104, Dora
Collins. 104; Baby Cole. 108: Water Wines.
108; laly Orme, 108: Moonstone, 108: Mala- I
bar, 108; Pamiettw, 108: Elizabeth Lee. 108. I
Second race, purse $400. claiming, for all
ages. 5H furlonats—Confiscation, 97; Otlsco.
108: Charmeuse, 108: Sleeper, 108: Vase
White. 108: Ffank Coleman. 108: Prohibition. 115: Ischgablbble. 116.
Third race, purse $400. claiming, fillies i
and mares, three-year-olds and upward. 5Mi
furlongs — •Sybil. 101; •Uonoycul, 102;
•Paulson. 105; «L,uzzi, 105; 'Colors. 305; j
Ruth Strickland. 107; Lola. 113.
Fourth race, purse $400, claiming-, three- j
year-olds and upward, 6 furlongs—c}:io i
Brazos, 102; Ed Garrison, 106; 'Lady Jane!
Grey, 107; Joe Finn, 107; •BrooklieM. 107;
Sargon IT. 160: Adella, 111; Rhyni-. Ill;
U'odan, 112; Circulate. 116.
Fifth race, purse $400. claiming, threeyear-olds and upward. 6 furlongs—"Cash
Up, 08; •Beaumotlt Belle. 102: Safe and
Sane. 103; Highway, loti; lOaster Greetings,
107; Merry Jubilee, 107: Gaiar. 107: Juaquin,
107; Paul Gaines. 110; Wavering, 110; Biddy,
110: Purple and Gold. 111).
Sixth race, purse $-100, claiming, three*
vear-oids and upward, mile and 20 yards— ;
Bright Sand S)4 •Kneelet. 103; Muck HanOVer, 103- Battlo Abbey, 10S; N'ophthys. 110;
Samuel R. Meyer, 113.
•Apprentice allowance claimed.
Weather clear: track slow.

laym.in.

Lancaster Man Ends Life
LANCASTER, Pa.. Dec. 26,—Charles
F. Smith, an employe of the City Water
Department, committed suicide this
afternoon by pressing a gun to his throat
and discharging it. The suicide was
discovered this evening by his family
when he did not come to supper. The
act was committed in his bedroom.
MUSIC
RACJTOrE in 20 lesaons or rnnney bafcfc.
Booklet m?lieu free. CHEISTENSKK Plan.Schools. 1520 Chestnut at.. 1412 Woj
W*innt»n »* , P>>one Sprnr-e fMT7
KDTJCATIONMI,

Secretarial
Courses start January 3 for whole |
of 1918 work. No summer vacation. Day and evening classes.
Individual instruction.
Pitman
and Gregg Systems. All leading |
systems in dictation classes.
Additional buildings have been |
purchased to increase the number of classrooms.
Expert instructors have been added to the
faculty of specialists. The persistent call of the Government I
for 10,000 stenographers and
the incessant demand of general |
business must be satisfied by unusual and intensive preparation.
Write for details.

TEMPLE UNIVERSITY
Broad St. itelow Berks
Philadelphia

■*

SELF-EXPRESSION

YuUr next five months may be apent !n
sell'-improvement — it is the first step to
greater s-ucoess—personally, financially
At l
the beginning of the new year we can accept
:>. limited number of students in all classes—
Day, Kvs., Sat. Aft.
Branches Include
Public speaking-, Klocution. Authorship Dramatic Art, iCngrlish.
Send for Instructive Ljtera,t«re.

NEFF COLLEGE
.■ 3218

^ 1 TS0 ' -h stnut .-;.

e
STRAYER'S ^Sg"
»» 1^
801-807 <Sg?is
tiestimt
Street

Positions auarant'd. Enter nnw Day or nieht
FIRST fret orices for Instruction from
WANASIAKER INSTITUTE. 23d & Waln'l
Sts.. before you decide' C^talopue P.

--g*^~^ -^fcfrg- >g->.g--3£g=-53=

[TO EISENLOHR & BROS.
INCORPORATED

lire to thank the public and the trade
the extraordinary dei
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ORDER BAKER
TO GET CLOTHING
TO ARMY CAMPS
Senate Committee Slashes
Departmental Red Tape
to Protect Soldiers
SHORTAGE IN WINTER
GARMENTS REVEALED
PnW?c ledger Bureau \
Washington, Dec. 26 /
The Senate Military .Affairs Committee investigating the War Department today adopted a resolution
: askine Secretary Baker to cut enough
departmental red tape to- permit 20,000 soldiers who are • without overcoats to obtain these necessary winter
garments at once.
Reviewing evidence exposing a
shortage of at least 20.000 overcoats
in the army camps and at least 47,000
badly needed woolen blouses, the committee
placed
the
responsibility
squarely up to the Secretary of War
and recommended—thereby exercising
its extreme power—"that with the
cold season now on. the routine should
be suspended" and "that the commanding officers of the several camps
shall be directed, if this be the quickest way, to buy these articles at the
nearest points to their camps at which
they can be obtained so that our sol•dWa may be supplied as so&n as pos=;ble."
By the "red-tape" route it is necessary for a division commander to communicate to the various branches of
the War Department through the Adjutant General's office in order to obtain' supplies.
This action of the military committee suddenly decided upon as one of
immediate necessity, was taken during
its sessions today, two of which were
held, one being executive, the other
op«m. At the latter the committee, examined Major General John F.
, j,, ;. commahSer ci i SBM wao.3wol-th, Spartanburg, S. C, where the
New York State troops are encamped.
General O'Kyan returned recently
from France.
The resolution, offered by Senator
McKeller, of Tennessee, declares that
upon "unquestioned proof" there is a
shortage of at least 20,000 overcoats
and 47,000 woolen blouses in nine National Army cantonments.
Text of Resolution
Its adoption followed the testimony
fast week of Quartermaster General
Sharpe, who admitted shortage of
winter'equipment in some camps, but
said all necessary supplies have been
shipped and would bo soon received.
The resolution says:
"It appearing to the committee from
unquestioned proof adduced before it
that mam- enlisted men in Camps Dodge,
Funston ' Wadsworth, Wheeler, Shelby,
Kearney. Dix, Jickson. Grant, Ouster
Beauregard and in the crmp at Fort
Worth Tex., are without woolen blouses
nnd overcoats, the combined shortage in
the several camps above named being
no fewer than 20,000 overcoats ano 47,000
woolen b'ouses, this committee hereby
reauests the Secretary of "War to take
immediate steps to supply said enlisted
men with overcoats and woolen blouses.
"It further appearing that there may
be shortages of said articles r it Camps
Dodge Donelson, Funston, W adsworth,
Fremont Sheridan; Green and Pike and
nerhaps 'other camps, the Secretary of
War is also requested' to ascertain by

wire todiy if any other shortages of
Lack of Nurses Alleged
clothing exist in any of our camps, and
Senator Hitchcock questioned Major
If so that he direct that such shortage
General O'Ryan as to the provisions for
be supplied immediately.
"It is the sense of this committee that, caring for sick and wounded men in the !
with the cold season now on, the usual camps on this side. General O'Ryan
routine shall be suspended as to this said he had no knowledge of any serious
matter and thxt the commanding officers complaints that there was a shortage
of the several camps shall be directed, if of nurses. Nevertheless. Senator Hitch- j
this is the quickest way. to buy these cock inserted into the record an extract
articles at the nearest points to their from a letter received by a Federal ofcamps at which they can be obtained, so ficial in Omaha, Neb., from his son at
that our soldiers may be supplied as Camp Cody, Deming, X. M. The extract
is as follows:
soon as possible."
"1 can't help but remark the number
The clothing situation was discussed
by the committee in xecutive session. of soldiers who are dying in the base
Senator McKellar submitting details of hospitals of pneumonia. Pretty nearly
replies he hod received from camp com- every time I go' uptown I see three or
four funerals. I feel safe in savins
manders.
there are on an average of ten or fifteen
pass over the great divide each day
Principal Shortage at Two Camps
here
The principal overcoat shortages ill the
"We have but. two base hospitals here,
\ itional Army camps reported to Sena- 5000 to 0000 in each, with virtually
tor .McKellar were at Camps Shelby and ! no attention at all, so I see why there
Beauregard, which were said to be de- are so many dying off. You know the
ficient 8000 and ,11,140. respectively. In attention I had whe"n I went there—
| heavy blouses the principal shortages re- lying for two days without a soul even
ported were at the following c imps: looking at me. The appearance of these
Shelby 5000; Kearney, 13.900; Dix, soldiers, dving, I am afraid will make
3200 ; Jackson, 12,000 (estimated); Cus- some trouble with the Government if it
continues,"
' ter 4500, and Beauregard, S400.
Camps reported adequately supplied
• Shortages at Camps
with overcoats and blouses were Hancock, Houston, Hempstead. Devron, lieThe camps from which Senator JioArthur .md Lee. Commandants of other Ke'lar received his information, together
i camps, in reply to Senator McKellar's with the shortage figures at each camp,
inquiries, referred him to the War De- are as follows:
: partment.
Overcon ts Blouses
Camp
Ma'jbr General .John F. O'Ryan, com- Wheeler
■j!
2.267
mander of the National Army canton- Shelby
. • 8.000
5,000
. '
K(,!17L'
ment at Camp Wadsworth, Spartmburg, Kfarny
850
3,200
; S. C. who recently returned from the Dix
12,000
European front, told the committee he [Jackson, (estimated).
....
'J,^7N
witnessed two . important Allied drives Grant
531
4,580
Custer
and that in them the German artillery Beauregaril
. 11.14a
3,426
was much inferior.
Blankets furnished the camps. General
Totals
H0.04S
40,498
;
O'Ryan said, do not seem to be of as
Senator Chamberlain announced at
good quality as formerly, although there the condition of today's session thai a
has been no formal complaint.
number of camp commanders have been
"Generally speaking, we have'ample sent for. Several may be on hand toproperty of all kinds for training pur- I morrow, although it. is most likely that
poses," he srid, "but not enough for they will not arrive in time for the
campaign."
morning session. If they have not. arHis division is better equipped than rived at 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
others, General O'Ryan said, because of \\t is most likely that Major General
| earlier organization and the Mexican Sharpe. the quartermaster general, will
I border servi,
be recalled to the stand.
! Officers from reserve training camps.
| recording to General O'Ryan, had been
i found "very satisfactory, zealous and
] interested, although lacking experience."
"With your knowledge of conditions
abroad, do you think your division is
trained enough to go abroad?" asked
; Senator Chamberlain.
"I'd rather see them get another
couple of months," General O'Ryan answered. "The training that General Per| shing has been establishing of aecustomI ing men to shell lire is very valuable.'
"Do you think it's possible for us to
i supply too much artillery?" asked Sena' tor Weeks.
'
"No, sir, it's not possible." General
j O'Ryan replied.
Regarding shoes furnished men at
; Camp Wadsworth, General O'Ryan said
there has been some trouble getting
\ proper sizes. In one shipment of 7000
L pairs, 4000 were returned.
"On what date were your men adequately equipped?" asked Senator Wadsworth.
"They are not adequately equipped
yet," he said, adding, "not to go into
campaign work."
Senator Kirby asked how long, broadly speaking, inexperienced men should
be trained before going into actual fighting.
"Roughly, a year should be the minimum," said General O'Rj-an.
Senator Chamberlain observed that a
distinguished American had said not
very long ago that a million men could
be raised overnight. "What chance in
this ■ war would such men have?" he
asked.
"No chance at all," General O'Ryan
answered. "All the officers over there
said there is no get-rich-quick method
to military efficiency."
Departmental red tape—"paper" work
—was said by General O'Ryan to be
heavy.
"The general opinion in the army, he
• said, "is that the paper work should be
, reduced."
Food, General O'Ryan said, has been
satisfactory.
There was very little
ground for complaint, he said, and that
only regarding preparation, not quality
or quantity.
Senator Hitchcock asked the General
if he heard any criticism of quality of
clothing used by General Pershing's
forces
"Inferentially, yes," said General
O'Ryan, explaining that the British
clothing seemed heavier and superior.
"Ought ours to be heavier?"
"I should think so, in view of the
British experience in three and one-half
years of war."
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OFFENSIVE NOT PASSED TO HUN
Secretary Baker's Official Utterances Regarded As Unjustifiably Pessimistic.
Prom the Wall Street Journal.
Recognizing the difficulties of Secretary
Baker's position and the entirely new problems with which he Is confronted, it must
still be said that however good his intentions are, he has much to learn about the
nature and effect of the statements issued
by his department. He is a lawyer by profession, but he has not learned one important part of his former calling. This
is to weigh the effect of responsible statements.
Gen. Pershing has said—and military authorities are agreed—that the offensive on
the western front has not passed from
the allies to the enemy. But Secretary
Baker little more than a week ago issued
a statement so pessimistic that it gave the
impression of an impending attack by the
Germans which would break through the
allied lines. Gen. Byng had relinquished
about a third of the important gains he
had made at Cambrai, and this without
suffering material losses. But the British
lines were intact and strengthened, and
Gen. Haig continued in a position, as he is
now, to resume the offensive at the proper
time.
But Secretary Baker's pessimistic utterance terrified holders of securities, with
the result of throwing a further flood of
liquidation upon a severely' strained market, with securities already selling far below values. Mr. Baker's legal experience
should have told him that a private personal opinion on a military point is allowable, whatever it may be worth, but that
an official utterance is an entirely different
matter. It is good law that a man is held
responsible for the. consequences of his.
acts. Mr. Baker's reversal of his opinions
a week afterward did not help the market
or his case.
Congress in its taxing capacity, and
through endless investigation committees,
devised for the most part to justify the
pride of opinion of our legislators, has done
enough in all conscience to bedevil a situation which is difficult enough as it stands.
The people unfortunately have only their
remedy at the polls. But they can at least
Insist that those in charge of vital agencies, like the War Department, shall exercise the greatest circumspection, particularly where statements are given out which
advance opinions as if they were facts.
It is to be feared that here again Mr.
Baker's legal experience fails him. He has
apparently not been taught to keep personal opinion out of statements of fact.

CROZIER UPHELD BY BAKER.
Not Barred From Giving Character Testimony for Capt. Tauscher.
Secretary of W'ar Baker yesterday afternoon defended the action of Maj. Gen. Crozier. in "writing' a character letter in favor
of Capt. Hans Tauscher, German munitions
agent, when- on trial at New York on a
charge of being implicated in a plot to
blow up the Welland Canal.
Secretary Baker stated that there was no
reason why a man should be deprived of
character testimony, no matter who he was,
because the person able to give such testimony happened to wear the uniform of the
United States army. He refused to discuss
the propriety of Gen. Crozier's action in
sending his letter to/"r^v--siding jmrjg<
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Messages of Cheer Sent
to Defenders of Nation

'I

Herald Bureau,
Tin. 1JSOS H Street, !V. W«
Washington, B. C, Monday.
To the men in the united service the government to-night sent the
following Christmas greetings by wire, -wireless and cable:—
By the Secretary of War:—
"To the soldiers in France and the soldiers in training in America
and their families the War Department sends a word of hearty Christmas
greeting of appreciation of the spirit of resolute courage which fills their
hearts and of congratulation upon the opportunity which lies before them
to do a great work for their country and for the world."
By fhe Secretary of the Navy:— ,
"Christmas greetings to all in the naval service. The country reposes
confidence in its navy, is proud of the service it has already rendered in
this war and has faith that it will measure up to the demands made
upon it."

Peace on Earth, Good 'Will Toward Men.
Secretary Baker's Christmas greeting to
the American people is a warning they
must and will take to heart. Reviewing
the war situation in the light of the peace
balloon to be sent up from Berlin, the
Secretary of War shows it to be the real
purpose of Germany to start a drive for
"peace before victory." Such efforts, Mr.
Baker rightly says, "should not for a
moment induce us to slacken our preparations for war."
The peace for which Berlin is striving
would be a peace dictated by wickedness
over righteousness, a peace of autocracy
at the expense of democracy, a peace destructive of liberty in this- world. For
the nations on this earth that stand for
liberty and civilization to negotiate a
peace with Prussianism would be to consent to a truce with those guilty of murder and rapine, to enable them to fortify
themselves for another onslaught upon
liberty and civilization.
In putting forth all our strength to aid
in the destruction of that Thing whose
lair is Berlin we are as certainly girding our }ojns for righteous battle as did
the Master when He began His war upon
the money changers in the temple. During His stay on earth there never was
a time when Jesus Of Nazareth, whose
coming this day celebrates, did not battle
against unrighteousness, it is meet and
right and in keeping with the spirit of
His day that nations and individuals who
attempt to follow in His footsteps should
consecrate themselves anew to the great
ibattle for righteousness,-to-the''successful
prosecution of which they have" pledged
their faith.
He came to bring peace on earth, a peace
to be accomplished by overthrowing the
forces of evil. He came to spread the
gospel of good will toward men.
When the beast which set out to destroy mankind is itself, destroyed peace
and good will once more will reign upon
this earth.

THE GAZETTE
Thursday,. December 27, 1917.

Keep Baker Out of It.
The most disquieting phase of the prospective "seizure" of the railroads by the
President is found in the act authorizing
such a course. The act provides, "The
President
*
*
*
*
is empowered,
through the Secretary of War," to take
possession of the systems of transportation. Primarily intended to give the government authority to avail itself of every
means of quick transit of troops and sup
plies in time of war, which is necessary, it
becomes sweeping in its application in the
concluding clause which permits their use
"for such other purposes connected with the
emergency as may be needful or desirable."
There will be no disposition to obj ect to
any essential war measure which the gov
ernment may take, though-there may be
differences of opinion as to whether certain actions are warranted' by the conditions, and the wisdom of methods adopted
may not always receive popular approval.
But there can be no two opinions about
placing authority over the railroads in the
hands of NEWTON D. BAKER, the_nre.sent I
TSieJSiiry ot War. Kathcr than act under
the existing law, President WILSON, concerned for the common welfare, should
pause until Congress has opportunity to provide a method of government operation of
railroads that will he less disastrous than
it is sure to be if Mr. BAKER is permitted
to have a dominant finger in the pie. This
is not written in disrespect of Secretary
BAKER'S sincere patriotism.
It is called
forth by his 'demonstrated ineptitude as a
public administrator of large affairs. He
has had no business training. He has failed
to rise to the demands of the service in
which he is at present engaged. Revelations before the Senate Committee on Military Affairs have astounded the country,
confirming the belief long held that Mr.
BAKER is utterly unqualified for the Secretaryship of War. War is the United States'
chief business today. Mr. BAKER, as the
head of the War Department, has failed to
respond to the demands upon him. If he
cannot properly run the War Department,
how can he be expected to govern the railroads? It is not in him, and he should not
be permitted to attempt it.
Questions of compensation to owners and
employes are important, but they are riot
paramount. What matters most to all concerned is that the transportation systems be
committed to competent hands to administer
if they must be taken away from the men
who have managed them so well in the past
under monumental difficulties, many of
which will not be removed under government control.

PRESIDENT WILL
DROP CROZIER,
IS LATEST SIGH
He Keceives Urgent Appeals
From All Over Country
to Take Action.
MAY

BE

NO

DEFENCE

Baker Said to Be Convinced
That Evidence Is Too
Strong.
Special Despatch to THK SVN.
Dec. 26.—There are
growing indications here that MajorGen. William Crozier, chief of the bu
reau of ordnance, will have to step dowi
from his position of administrative authority as a result of facts already disclosed by the Senate Military Committee.
Secretary Baker is understood to realize
that no adequate defence can be madof "Crozierlsm" as an issue. Appeal
are reaching the President from a.5
parts of the country to fake the bull bj
the horns and let Gen. Crozier go.
Despite the defence which Gen
Crozier has made against charges of de
lay, confusion and red tape in the ord
nance department there lias develops
a general impression in the public mine
It is said, that the interests of the arm;
have not been best served by the method:
which Gen. Crozier employed.
The testimony of Col. I. N. Lewis, inventor of the Lewis machine gun. wu<
charged that Gen. Crozier discouragei
his efforts even after European Govern
ments adopted his gun as an
weapon, has undoubtedly had much U
do toward crystallizing the sentimeiv
against "Crozierlsm," as it is nor.- called
President Wilson is known to be ad
verse to permitting his judgment to heinfluenced by popular clamor in matters
of this character, but in esses where
clamor Is based on specific facts the
effect on the President is known to be
different. Therefore it is regarded as
very probable hero that the Pr
wii! weigh careful'., tbo evidence by the
Senate committee and take action accordingly.
Secretary Baker declines to comment
on the general result of the testimony
concerning Gen. Croner which has
featured the committee hearings. He
defended to-day the action of Gen.
Crozier in writing to Judge Hand of
the United .States District Court in New
York in June of last year as a. character
witness for Capt. Hans Tauscher of
Krupps, who was on trial on a charge of
conspiracy to blow up the Welland
Canal.
Mr; Baker said there was nothing out
of the way for an army officer to act
as character witness, and that this appeared to be all that Gen. Crozier had
done. He added that Gen. Crozier and
Capt. Tauscher were naturally brought
Into relationship by circumstant
WASHINGTON,
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Out With the Ine&cients!

War Secretary Uses Cleveland Traction Franchise
As Model for President.
SIMILARITY IS SHOWN
[SrECIAr. TELEGBA5I TO THE GAZETTE TIMES.]

j

CLEVELAND, O., Dec. 27.—The;
Tayler franchise under Which the
Cleveland Railway Company operates;
the city street car system iwas used
as a model lor President' Wilson's
plan of taking over the nation's railroad systems.
War Secretary Baker's experience
as Cleveland's city law directoit when
he helped put together the Tayler
grant guided him 1n drawing up tire
President's railroad proclamation.
Baker suggested to President Wilson
the plan under which the railroads
are being taken over by the Federal
government.
In 1909 Baker wrote many of the
sections in the Tayler franchise after
discussing them with the late Federal
Judge Robert W. Tayler, after whom
the grant was named.
There are many points of similarity
between the provisions of the Tayler
grant and the regulations in Wilson's
proclamation, written by Baker,
The Tayler grant guaran(J5£S_ to
Cleveland Railway Company stockholders a, fixed G per cent net return
on their investment. In the President's proclamation the net return to
be paid the railroad is fixed at the
average for. the three years period
ending last June 30, 1917. The Tayler j
grant gives to the city of Cleveland ;
the full powrer of controlling service!
and regulating the company's expend-1
itures for new equipment, extensions
and the like. The President's proclamation gives the Federal govern- ,
ment full control of railroad service [
and regulation of all expenditures j
made for equipment and the like.
The great underlying feature of the i
Tayler grant is the "best possible j
transportation at cost plus a reason-j
able rate of return to the stockholders who own the property."
The underlying motive in the President's proclamation written by Baker
is to give the nation '.'the best possible transportation at cost plus a
reasonable rate of return to stockholders."
Congress and McAdoo will act in
the same relation to the railroads in
many details as the council and the
city street railway commissioner under the Tayler grant.

Word comes from Am»rican headquarters in
France that inefficiency is the unforgivable
military^ sin, that commissions will be taken |
away without ruth from all those who show j
themselves unequal to their tasks, whether j
because of age, temperament or training. It j
is promised that neither personal influence |
nor political pull will avail to save the dere- |
lict. General Pershing will take no chances I
with the lives of American soldiers by retain- j
ii;g the incompetents, no matter how high
their rank, or how long their services. He
means to act rigorously on the first tests,
without waiting for bloody mistakes to be
made.
War is a crucible in which men's souls are^
tried. The human1 dross is rejected, the p
metal retained for high service.
Congress should take a leaf out of Pershing's book. Its committees have already
uncovered a hierarchy ot inefficiency in the
War Department bureaus, a priesthood of officialism that bows down before r^d tape. The
moment is ripe to sweep this away, to set
afoot the only sort of military organization
that ever wins wars nowadays—the supreme
general staff.
Other fighting nations have demonstrated
that this is the only way. When Elihu Root
was Secretary of War, he tried to get us a
general staff. But the forces of bureaucracy,
of desk soldiers, of seniority promotions, of
mediocrities safely anchored in comfortable
places, have steadily fought the general staff,
and have prevented it from taking supreme
control. Eventually this will have to be done,
as the war experiences of the Allies show. Congress, will save many lives and speed the day
of victory by doing it now.
We have as Secretary of War a military
optimist, who hopes things will come out all
right, but who does not bend every energy to
make them do so. A pacifist by training and
, by sentiment, he cherishes the old fallacy
that the making of an efficient war machine
somehow encourages militarism. In the present emergency, he arranges a makeshift "war
council" to help the Department run the war.
And two of the members are the very
bureau chiefs who appear to have failed most .
lamentably in war preparation!
A typical bureaucrat is that official at
Washington who, when a manufacturer offered
to produce machine guns for the American
army, replied, "We are not interested." Yet
at that moment we were on the brink of war
At that moment -the Lewis gun had proved its
efficiency in English and French hands. At
that moment twelve million dollars was available for machine gun production, appropriated by Congress after the exposure on the
Mexican border of the Army's unbelievable
shortage in machine guns. Not interested!
And the stream of machine guns will not begin to flow to our men in France and to our
men training in the cantonments until next April!
|
These bureaucrats are the natural product '
of our system. They are bad enough in peace,
but they are intolerable in war. True, the
responsibility is not all theirs by any means.
Congress shares it, and behind Congress the
American people share it. But this is not the
time to assess responsibility; it is the time
to do things, to put men in authority who will
do things.
Inefficiency is now the unforgivable sin in
Washington even more tha^ with th£ American force in France. Out with it!

WOMEN KEEP U.S. IN WAI(
Secretary Baker's Tribute Read At
Rotary Club Celebration.
"FOOD WON'T WIN"—NICHOLSON
Meade Commander Takes IsmMi
With Hoover Brisbane, Mayor
And Others Also Speak.
Were it not for the women of America
the United States would have to withdraw from the war "until the whole social and industrial structure" were
changed, according to Secretary of War
Baker in a fetter he sent yesterday to the
Rotary Club, and which was read at
the club's annual entertainment for the
women.
There were more than 200 women at
the celebration, which was held at the
Hotel Rennert, and it was said to be the
largest gathering that ever sat down to
table at the hotel, there being a little
more than 400 present.
Message To U. S, "Women,
Secretary Baker's message was as
follows:
"I have often asked myself, 'What
does this war mean to women?' and I
have put the emphasis on this war because woman's portion in many former
wars has been obvious and painful—it
has been a contribution of loss, a contribution of broken hearts, a contribution
of sacrifices and ministries of mercy ; but
in this war it seems to me that one of
the large redeeming hopes of the struggle
begins to appear in the waging of this,
conflict where the interests of all our'
people, men and women, are so inseparably bound together and where the
results of our triumph must be the democratization of all of us alike.
"I have made no careful search in
my own mind on the subject, but I think
I may properly say that if all the women;
in America would stop doing the thingS|
they are doing, and making the sacri-i
fiees they are making, we would have!
to withdraw from the war. We wouldj
at least have to withdraw until we could!
bring about an entire reorganization of
our social and ' industrial structure ; sol
that one of the demonstrations which;
this war is making, one of the results it!
is bringing home, is that men and womei*
are essentially partners in the industrial
and commercial civilization, and thatj
the democracy which we are struggling;
to establish—the only sort of democracy:
which will satisfy anybody's heart and
mind when we emerge from this war—is
one which recognizes alike the rights of
all the persons in that democracy."
Takes Issue With Hoover.
Brig.-Gen, William ,T. Nicholson, com-,1
mander at Camp Meade, took issue with
Food Administrator Hoover and declared
that "food will not win the war," but
that it will be solely "man-power," and
brought the vast crowd to its feet in a
burst of cheering when he declared "we
have it."
General Nicholson, who came from the
camp at the invitation of the Rotarians;
declared that no mother iu the city:
should worry about the comfort of^
her son; no sister should worry about
her brother, and no young woman have
fears that her sweetheart was not being
well taken care of by the Government.
"The ordinary .army officer," said
General Nicholson, "has had little to say
for two reasons—first, because he has
married young, and you know what,
that means, and, secondly, the Government does not allow its officers to talk
to the American people because of military reasons. But I cannot heh> saying that in the review at Camp Meade
a few days ago, when Secretary Baker
was present, the privates marching before us had better overcoats than I.
They are well housed and they get
plenty of food ; so that you mothers and
sisters and sweethearts need not worry
about their comforts.

"Mr. Hoover has said that
will win the war. It will not.
power will win this war, and we' vx I
got it. You women must cheer the men.)
Do not sob over them when they go to I
camp or sail for France. Many sny|
we are going abroad to make the world"
safe for democracy. We are not. We
are going to make the world safe for yoi.
women. The Huns hate us and will
come here and treat us worse than they
did the Belgians. Many of us will stay
there in France, ladies, but it will be all
for you. So when the men go, bid them
go forth and do their damnedest."
Brisbane Commends Wilson Act.
Arthur Brisbane, editor of the Washj
ington Times, commended President]
Wilson for taking over the railroads of J
the country and declared that those who!
own railroad stocks should not sell them,I
since they will surely increase in value.'
"Tomorrow," said Mr. Brisbane, "the
sixty-first birthday of President Wilson,
the railroads will be taken over by thi
Government. The railroads are like
veins of the body. It is just as absurd
to imagine that an outsider can control J
the veins of the country as to think that
they could control the veins of the human
body. The result of the change in opera-1
tion will be great. The railroad officials
now spend about 30 per cent, of their
time attending to railroading and about |
70 per cent, in stealing the other fellows'
business. The railroad is like an eleva-j
tor in a hotel. It would cause great in-|
convenience to the guests if the elevator
operator charged five cents to tak
guest to his floor. The day of industria |
slavery is passing, and I regard the pine
lamation of President Wilson of even |
greater importance than the Emancipa
tion Proclamation of President, Lincoln,|
that set the human slaves free."
Mayor Scores Police And Saloons,
Mayor Preston, another speaker, dif- I
fered with the conclusions of Mr. Brisbane regarding the advisability of the
Government taking over the railroads. |
He said control of the roads and the enforcement of this control were sufficient.
He asked the women to assist him and i
support him in every way possible in [
obtaining home rule for Baltimore. He
declared that the police and the saloons
are now linked in "an unholy alliance
that makes it unsafe for women on the
streets at night; makes the homes unsafe, for thieves are not apprehended as
they should be."
"We want control of our own activities," said the Mayor. "We pay every
cent for the police force, but these public officers do only what their rulers
tell them to do. There is at present an
unholy alliance between the police and
the saloons that is strangling the city.
You ladies have the duty to see that the
police are divorced from whisky."
Former Gov. Phillips Lee Goldsborough made an appeal to the women to
back up the Liberty Loans and the Red
Cross work. He said that volunteers
are needed now for the War Savings
stamps campaign and urged that every
woman present do her part to raise the
amount required.
J. Thomas Lyons made the address of
welcome to the women on behalf of the
club and paid a high compliment to the
wives and relatives of the members for
their support of Rotarian ideals Strickland W. Gillilan made a humorous address on "Bringing Up Children."
W. H. Jennings presided.
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A 1 wo Language American The terrible sacrifice of life and ment through Roosevelt as he
the health of our boys due to this does there through Lloyd George.
Newspaper
Home Phone 2602 Main.
A Happy New Year to all.
■■-........

In an editoriaT^'blTaTirrr the
headline: "Baker should go;'' the
K. C. Star on Dec. 16th. makes
this remarkable statement: The
ordnance bureau HAD ALLOWED the Nation to get into war
without a rifle program; without
a machine gun program and without a heavy artillery program."
The expression: had allowed
the Nation to get in the war, is
good.
We do not desire to speculate
upon the effect a statement from
the ordnance bureau would have
had with the Northcliff press that
our Nation was NOT prepared to
enter upon a foreign war with a
first class power like Germany.
The treatment Stone and other
opponents of the war received at
the hands of this press is an indication of what these men could
have expected. Traitors, and
Kaiserites, would have been only
very mild terms applied to them
and their immediate resignation
and probably expulsion from the
country demanded.
The Star says: Early in October
Colonel Roosevelt began
his
assault on "broomstick''preparedness. Quite so, but what did Mr.
Roosevelt do while acting asChief
Executive of this nation for seven
long years towards organizing our
army and navy upon a more modern and a more progressive
basis.
When Mr.
Roosevelt came to the Presidential chair
he brought with him the experience of. bur lamentableunpreparedness as shown during the SpanishAmerican war. He knew, as no
other man, the delays, confusion
and extravagance during a war of
this nation, incident to red tape in
the different bureaus at Washington. Mr. Roosevelt himself signed
a round robin in which soldiers
were protesting against all these
things and the unsanitary condition of food and camps.

red tape, inefficient organization
and incompetent men was as fresh
in his memory
when he was
sworn in as President, as it was
to every other American.
Mr.
Roosevelt is now quite liberal
with his criticism of the administration- But it is a notorious fact,
well worth to remember, that
while President, he did absolutely NOTHING to do away with
the very elements he complains of
now. Moreover, at the beginning
of the European war, and long
before we had the slighest opportunity to feel aggrieved at Germany, Mr. Roosevelt urged the
nation to enter the war. And this
with the fullest knowledge that
our nation was totally unprepared
for such action and with our experience of the Spanish-American
war still fresh in his memory.
In so urging Mr. Roosevelt and
the Northcliff press full well realized the pitiable condition our
poor boys would be in at their
camps. He and his press satraps
knew it would be utterly impossible to provide proper clothing in
time to prevent suffering, and
equipment in time to have an effective- part in the fighting. They
done all of this under the cloak of
patriotism and had the unspeakable arrogance to denounce as
pxo-Huns and traitors all who realizing this, sought to keep us out
of all this suffering these heartaches and crushing expenditures.
The Star says: "It is the plain
truth that these delays have put
the outcome of the war in jeopardy." If it does the blame for it
shall not fall upon the shoulders
of such man as Mr. Baker or his
subordinates- It will fall upon
men like Roosevelt who in time
of peace failed to prepare for war
and upon the Northcliff press who
has been literally pushing us into
the war for these many months.
The purpose, however, of this
entire agitation in the Northcliff
press, like the K. C. Star, is no
other than to force Roosevelt ino Mr Wilson's cabinet as Secretary of warThe same tactics
ere employed in England by
ord Northcliff and here too he
expects to dominate the govern-

But America is as yet not Eng- i
land, and the Lord will hardly
find here such smooth sailing as
over there, even with his notorious press support.
The administration, we repeat,
has done remarkably well under
the circumstances in getting out
our armed forces, and the people
are beginning to see through the
selfish and unpatriotic motives oi
Mr. Roosevelt and Lord Northcliff's press. They realize, in spite
of Mr. Baker's many shortcomings the fact, that Mr. Baker at
least is an American, feeling as
an American and acting as an
American, which Mr. Roosevelt
most emphatically is not. No true
American would have wanted to
shed one drop of American blood
before we had any grievance with
Germany, as Mr. Roosevelt did,
and knowing the country as unprepared as it was.
%
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hioan For Underwood For*
President In Next Race
Alex F. Taylor, En Route to Cleveland Home From Visit
to"3on"m'Montgomery at Camp Sheridan, Addresses
Realtors at Special Luncheon at Southern Club
Alexander F.
Taylor,
millionoiro
v; Cleveland
real estate dealer and for-

!

mer president of the convention of
National Real Estate Boards, spoke to
Birmingham Realtors yesterday and a
most favorable impression was made
by the Ohioan, who is returning from
Montgomery where he has been spending Clmstmas with his son, Lieutenant Taylor, of the Ohio troops encamped at Camp Sheridan.
"I really am tickled to death to
get into the south," stated Mr. Taylor, "for my wife was born in Savannah, Ga., and her mother was born
at Natchez, Miss. I like the south,
the people, and especially the cooking
down here* The people at. Montgomery
have certainly lived up to their, traditions, when it comes to hospitality,
and I am sure that the cmap there is
an ideal one. It has some drawbacks,
principally the lack of transportation
1 to the city. This, in my opinion, is s
I mistake that has been made in everj
I camp location where the camp was
\ placed near a small city. The boys

have got to get out and go to town
every now and then to break the monotony of camp life, and they s
have a way to get in and out.
"But that is one of my fellow towns'
1S-1
men, Secretary of War Baker's mis
takes and I will admit he has made!
many, and we are very good friends,!
too, but I have always been upon thai
other side to him politically. I foi
one am for Oscar Underwood for Pres-,,
ident when that time rolls around
again, and I will make the fight of
my life for him, regardless of the fact
that Secretary Baker is running for
the presidency. I think Mr. Underwood/
is well qualified for the place andl
am sure that he would fill it admirably, were he elected. I am for
him strong."
Mr. Taylor thanked local Realtors
for the courtesy shown him in calling
the local membership together to hear
him talk and was very appreciative
of the luncheon in his honor. He spoke
to the Realtors principally about the
99-year lease, a form of building up
cities that is largely in vogue in the
north, and in a technical manner followed the plan through for their information. He left last night fol
Cleveland.
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War Department Declared in Grip
of Grafters Controlling Supplies
Officials Apparently Unabh^fBTe^^Profiteers' Hold
and Rush ProdMcjkSn of War Material
y
j*r
Inadequacy of Steps/laMi by Secretary Baker to Approve Situa
hon Already Rtaliz&d.—Inclusion of Maj. Gen. frozier and
Quartermaster general Sharpe, Both of Whom Are
Undir Investigation, in War Council, Criticised
Fron

the "H'JISMlisten Bureau 1
'be ProTiojfence Journal, j723 Fifteenth Street.
J

'But, then." he asked, reflectively, "are
there any officers of that kind in the
army above the grade of Second Lieutenant?"
BAKER'S COURSE CRITICISE] >..
The inadequacy of the steps so tar
taken by Secretary Baker designed to
change the organization and improve the
situation is already apparent and the sub! Ject of much adverse comment In and
out of the department. He creates a
war council which,, presumably, will for- !
mulate the policy for winning the war :
| and appoints as members of it Major :
j General Crazier, whose administration'of '
the bureau of ordnance is now being in- j
vestigated by a committee of Congress- '
Major General Sharpe, as to whose fail- j
ure to measure up to the ideal standard ;
of a Quartermaster General there are
no two opinions, and Major Generi I
Weaver, whose conduct of the office of I
Chief of Coast Artillery has at no time
been subject to adverse comment or criti- '•
cism. Gen. Weaver will retire in Mai'
Gen. Sharpe has three years yet to serve
and Gen. Crozler 14.
Gen. Crozler is only 50. President Roosevelt jumped him, then a Captain, over'
the heads of 53 seniors to make him
chief of ordnance. That was 16 years
ago and the strength of the General's
social and political pull is indicated hv
trie fact that he was reappointed by President Taft and now by President Wilson, who, paradoxically enough, relieves
him from charge of the bureau on the
very day his name was sent to the
Senate for confirmation to his fifth consecutive term. Presumably Gen. Weaver
was relieved because he is soon to reh,T.fLand, il was dee™ed desirable to
break m his successor as chief of Coasl
Artillery while the war duties are on. !
It is not thought that either Crozier or
Sharpe will go back to the head of their
bureaus, then why make them members
ot the war council?

elude any of the J('ar Department officials or others directly acting for or
WashingtonJbec. 30.-2\fembers of Con- representing the Government in the pro
gress and otier classes! of public and duction of materials and munitions. They
private citizeijs at the ca&tal have been are though^ to be honest if not always
astonished tollearn withinNhe past few competenyhien. Thev are, nevertheless,
r
SBfijjPP»W,,Oo^bB»jutely helpless in the
days that in\ the opinion
TJ1W> of those whf control the sources
those who areV investigating the ineffl'
supply and the« manufacture. These
ciency of the \\rDepartment and
rapacious combinations must be delir
failure to Prn"lih TtNg^n _jMHl ffiTri'i,
ment and actually to get into the war stroyed and scattered or the efforts that
promptly and efficiently the real stum- the Government is making to speed up
bling block is vulgar, plain, every-day will amount £o nothing.
There is another situation which acgraft.
As a veteran Senator expressed it .to counts in;<a large measure for the failure
the Providence Journal correspondent, of the "^ar Department—navy conditions
are admitted to be fairly good—to get
"This war is to be won or lost by what
resuM It grows out of the fact that
Is being done here at Washington right for jriiore than 10 years, in fact, since
now, and every effort to get action is soon after the revelations of unpreparedhampered by the greed and cupidity of nes's following the Spanish-American
war, the War Department has been a hotmen calling themselves American citi- bed of petty politics. There has been a
zens who are clogging the wheels of the continuous game of cut-throat going on
Government while they line their pockets between the various bureaus and diviwith dirty money.
But, mark me, be- sions, involving, of course, the personal
SITUATION ANOMALOUS.
fore we get through with these investi- fortunes of those temporarily in charge
It is said at the department that this
gations, the limelight of publicity will of them, that has made it virtually imis really to formulate
have been turned on and this venal possible to accomplish anything meritori- new eorganization
Xe te hG POHCy f0r the
crowd driven into the open, where they ous or effective in the way of prepara- O? ih B w
t
°™
can be convicted and punished."
tion for war. The game is now more of the war hereafter. But this would '
le Si<J trapkins
f the
This Senator knows generally what he than ever active.
StT
^
H
t
'
°
Gener,'
!=tarf, at the head of which, it Is an II
is talking about; indeed, he is noted for
A ranking army officer now on dutv nounced Gen. Bliss will continue, albeing very strong on facts. But he may in an important post said to the Provibe a little too sanguine in expressing dence Journal correspondent to-day: "It though he has gone on the retired list i
the opinion that the grafters will be is a crying shame that the situation in Ranking officers themselves on duty at j
smoked out and punished. They may be the War Department to-day is chaotic. the War Department cannot explain" the
smoked out. but judging from the results The jealousies and bickerings and con- anomalous situation of affairs. Thev have j
of past congressional investigations that flicting plans and purposes of the differar^Bak' Prrldent WiIson *ndys££
is about as far as this one will get. ent bureaus and those in charge of them tary Baker have conndence in Gen
It will be regarded as sufficient for the were bad enough before we went into hfm as' ,bUt thf' they are transferring
The.
day, however, for the present .purposes this war against Germany. Now it is | him as a sop to public opinion.
of these who are trying to grease the infinitely worse. It was thought that dif- have also heard that Col. Roosevelt Is i
wheels, if they can break the hold of ferences of opinion would give -way to the coming to Washington soon, and that
the profiteers who are clogging the ma- patriotic purpose of winning the war—! he is to be appealed to for a certificate '
chinery while they rake off their profits but, apparently, human nature in war' | of character for Gen. Crozier. This he '
and commissions.
Their punishment times and peace times is the same, for 2S'le 7ith a ;-;leai' conscience, probl '
while desirable is not essential.
The the tangle of conflicting interests is in- : character Sf ** the Ge"e''al's Personal
main thing, it is agreed, is to get action, explicable. The only remedy .that I can j t «. tnf nl co,nceraed- Jt is reported
and to accomplish that it may be neces- see is for the Secretary of War to clean 'i that the Colonel will go further and at
sary to leave the money grabbers to out the entire ranking personnel of the1' temp to make it clear to the pubUc
make peace with their own consciences, department and bring officers here from that it" sZ!f ,S T the raan responsible!
that it is the system. That is the method
if they have any.
the fie' ' who are not concerned in the o doing things at the department, by
PROFITEERS' GRIP FIRM.
Petty p iities that have been played for the simple process of doing nothing a
Neither the Senator quoted nor any years, who have no knowledge of red tape policy that heretofore has had the tup!
other intelligent man in "Washington con- methods and no'- personal ends to serve. port of the present Secretary of War and
tends, of course, that the grafters inContinued on Pagre 5, Column 4.
States6 P''eSOnt PresWent °f the United

!.

It will be interesting if the investigation now being made by Congress and
the more drastic investigation being
made by the insistence of The public in
demanding all the facts and the placing
of the responsibility where it belong
whether on the shoulders of Gen Crozfe.'
0,
e
i8 ei
stra?e
" "P' Shou,d
*K
at Col
strate th
that
Col. «
Roosevelt
was after
all
mistaken in the calibre of his man
TI
vnll be the first 'time, so far as army
officers are concerned. It was President
Roosevelt who brought Leonard wl]
to the front by the jumping proems
wh,ch he repeated in more radica, form
n the cases of Gen. Pershing and t™
S£ **«ston. Wood, Funston and
J. ershing ail measured up to the mark
Congress and the public appear toWl
heve. that Crozier does not
DAVID S. BARRY.
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BUCKjBLACES KEFK
FOR INEFFICIENCY
War and pfavy Official Aristocracy Alloyed to
"Saj/4 Its Face" at Expense of Cou
Soldiers and Sailors
By HENRY M. HYDE.
J*
Washington, Dec. 28.—One of the most sickening JJfings in Washington is the
tender, rfmost tearful, consideration paid to the Wsonal and professional feelings of Jold laced bureaucrats who have demonsjafated their utter inefficiency or
unfitnesi for big wartime jobs.
J?
Wal is relentless enough in dealing witj^he feelings of people whose sons
are drafted for service in the trenches. Uris only when dealing with old bureau
chiefs afcd other officials, on whose wo^depends the welfare of the drafted men,
that wa|r-as typified by the Wilso*T administration—loses its grim front and
becomes ^jsuave and smiling coujjj&fer.
Even afteVthe heads of important de-<$>—
partments ar>*4ejcjjg£4ff«wf6nipetent Dv
the highest possTBTe authorities, the Only they must expedite the delivery of
rule in Washington seems to be to delay the ships. As for labor troubles, they
for months, to wait until the pressure were no concern of the emergency fleet
becomes irresistible, and then to write a corporation or of the government.
General manager of the EMERGENCY
letter accepting, with infinite regret,
the resignation of the incompetent on (put it in caps) fleet corporation!
Good
Lord!
the ground of ill health or because his
Meanwhile—and this is difficult to exvastly valuable services can be of greater use elsewhere. The other method is plain—over at the navy department they
to kick the incompetents upstairs, pro- were letting contracts for the construcmoting them out of the jobs they were tion of navy ships on the cost plus a
incompetent to fill to some other and fixed percentage of profit plan.
apparently more important work.
Three Months to Pry Him Loose.
Helped to "Save Their Face.
It doesn't take a Washington wise man
The observer 'in Washington might to decide which ships would get the
imagine he was in China to witness the most attention under such conditions.
steps that are taken to "save the face"
It took three months of constant whisof fussy old men, who by 1'eason of long- pering and maneuvering and conferring
service or adroit political manipulation tc pry Admiral Capps out of his job.
have succeeded in getting one or two In the first place, he had been appointed
silver stars sewed over their collar- by President Wilson. In Washington
bones.
an aroma almost sacred attaches to a
Washington and the country have yet presidential appointment. The touch of
to learn the absolute necessity of put- the White House sword confers someting somebody in power with nerve thing like inviolability.
enough to deal as relentlessly and as
Then the face of Admiral Capps had
impartially with Jacks in office as with to be saved. He is a nice, dignified old
the rest of the population.
gentleman and he belongs to the class
One .of the chief reasons why there here in Washington which has been used
would be more merchant ships afloat to- to the attentions of deferential chief
day if the shipping board had never clerks and obsequious colored messenbeen created, is Rear Admiral Washing- gers. It would never do to treat him as
ton L. Capps. Everybody admits that a great business firm would treat a genAdmiral Capps is a nice, dignified old eral manager who did not make good.
man. Give him time enough and he
60 Days Lost.
probably would build a dozen ships as
At any rate, it took three months to
well as anybody in the world. President
Wilson appointed him general manager get rid of him. It approaches sacrilege
for a newspaper reporter to tell the
of the emergency fleet corporation.
truth, as he sees it, in plain English,
Ties Red Tape Properly.
about such a fine and polished old genAdmiral Capps is a precisian. Long tleman. But if Admiral Capps had been
years in the navy department have dismissed 60 days sooner the actual
taught him just how to dot all his iV building of ships for the merchant mahow to tie the red tape properly. When rine would be 60 days further along.
war demands sent labor, materials, evOn the building of ships depends,
erything skyhigh, frantic shipyard own- largely, the welfare of our army in
ers wrote to Admiral Capps asking for France, the actual winning of this war.
assistance: They wanted financial ad- It becomes, therefore, not sacrilige, but
vances, adjustments of contracts on simple decency to tell the people the
which they stood to lose large sums. truth.
Admiral Capps told them a contract is
Since Admiral Capps disappeared Rear
a contract. They must live up to it. Admiral XJ. R. Harris has also come and

gone as general manager of the emergency fleet corporation. In his case,
though, an early act of the admiral was
to surround himself with a staff of high
priced press agents, both the shipping
board and the White House seem to
have plucked up some courage.
Slapped on Wrist.
Harris only lasted weeks—instead of
months—and when, immediately on his
removal attacks in congress on the shipping board were begun, President Wilson slapped the admiral on the wrist by
appointing another man to his old post
as chief of the bureau of wharves and
docks, Admiral Harris saved only part
of his face.
But the public, judging from the official interchange of letters in both cases,
must have judged. that everybody involved was simply distressed almost to
the ears by the fact that the voluntary
resignations of Admiral Capps and Ad- ■
rairal Harris were made necessary by j
the head of their endangered country ;
for their invaluable services in other and |
more important lines of work.
Consider two eminent bureaucrats in
the war department, Quartermaster
General H. G. Sharpe and Major General
William Crozier, chief of ordnance.
Two Kicked Upstairs.
There is excellent authority for stating that both of them, in the opinion
of those best fitted to judge, have demonstrated their inefficiency and incompetency.
What has happened to them? They
have been kicked upstairs—relieved of
their present duties by Secretary of
War N. D. Baker and apaprently promoted to serve as members of a sort
of superior war council inside the war
department. I am told that the further
plan is to enlarge this interior council,
to add to it such a number of younger,
more active and competent officers as
will leave the noble two in a position
of hopeless and useless minority. But
—observe!—their faces will be saved.
Form Real Aristocracy.
The public should understand that
the chiefs of bureaus in the various executive departments here in Washington
constitute the real aristocracy of official
life in
Washington. Administrations
and civilian cabinet officers come and
go. The bureau chiefs are permanent—
or as permanent as they can make them- j
selves. They cultivate senators and I
members of congress. Investigations by
congressional comimttees are commonplaces to them. They are past experts
n passing the buck, which is the great- '
j't
of indoor sports in Washington.
Quartermaster General Sharpe, testifying before a committee of investigation, '
conveys the impression that he and his
oficers have" been only rubber stamps
for the advisory commission of the national council of defense in buying
clothing and other supplies of the army.
Therefore, by inference, if there have
been shortages of overcoats and shoes
ill certain camps, the businessmen who
compose the advisory commission must !
naturally be to blame.
Major General Crojder passes the machine gun buck to Secretary of War
Baker. Both of them hint that perhaps congress should have made up- j
propriations earlier and larger.
Let no one imagine that a seasoned

DEPARTMENT
ISCS>MPETE5CY.
jider instructions from Ae Ordnanle Bureau of the War Department
the~\djutant General's J
had volunski lleavmechanics
ordnance depot j
tarily e
at Raritan, N* Jersey. When the j
men arrived t ;re was no ordnance
depot in existe :e and no provision
ta'blis'nnaent of one.
made for the
There was no « rk for those m»n to
do, no arrange nts had been made
for their care, a* there vris no place
for them to go. They might have been
homeless wanderers and might have
starved or frozen if the municipal authorities of Raritan and the Red Cross
had not immediately provided for
them.
Xo one at Raritan or in the neighborhood had ever seen or heard anything of an ordnance depot. But, in
spite of this, the Ordnance Bureau
coolly insists that an ordnance depot
is located at that point. The Bureau
h*a infarxnc* the A<0j«taBt General's
office that there is an ordnance depot there, consequently, it must be
true, though there is no visible evidence of it, and not even a Sherlock
Holmes could find any trace of it or
clue to it.
With this 'demonstration of its efficiency, there is a possibility that, unteas the War Department in general
and the Ordnance Bureau in particular be speedily re-organized, the
sneers of the Germans that American
military power is a phantom may be
found to be more, nearly true than
of susany A»**«-4rtns-fe**-drt5n»««
pecting. It is possible that the German spy department knew more about
what was to be expected of the American War Department than anyone
connected with that department or
any American knew, and that the
sneers of the German military leaders
and statesmen were based ou specific
information received.
How long are the American people
going to submit to this incompetence
and inefficiency in a department on |
the conduct of which depends the
safety and welfare of the hundreds q?
thousands and millions of men whor
they are sending forth to fight? Wh££
Jack Cade~and his leitow-couwualQi's ,
w*re plotting rebellion against the I
English Crown one of them suggested*
"The first thing we do, let's kill all th|
lawyers." We have- no desire for the
blood of any American, but the/first
thing we do, let's clean out the War
Department, and we may shorten the
war and save hundreds of thousands
of good Americans.
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A Great Desire to Hear
Secretary Baker Speeds
up Reservations for Poor
Richard's "Martial
Dinner" on January 17
ITilooks as if the attendance at Poor Richard's
Martial Dinner" on Thursday, January 17,
will break all records. Steve Murphy, who is again
looking after the seating arrangements, believes that
nearly a thousand men and women will turn out for
this great patriotic demonstration. The desire to
hear Secretary of War Baker has keyed up an unusual interest. The Secretary is a vigorous fighter
and a speaker of exceptional ability. Already it appears that he will get a welcome akin to the great
reception to President Wilson at the Advertising
Convention in Philadelphia two years ago.
If your reservation for seats isn't in, you had better
forward it at once to A. Stephen Murphy, 701
Colonial Trust Building, Thirteenth and Market
Streets. Take this tip in time. You know Steve!
As at previous Franklin Day Dinners, the program
is kept secret. Chairman Gable says, however,-thai
the martial spirit will prevail. The doors will 'open
positively at 7.13 o'clock, and every minute thereafter
will be full to the last second with a patriotic thrill.

Not a Banquet
And don't forget that the committee has kept
mindful of its duty to help Hoover conserve food.
There will be a new idea in serving introduced at
this dinner that will be unique. It is not to be a
banquet. Banquets have been interned, and properly so. Poor Richard's Martial Dinner will be a
new baptism of patriotism, and many of us need it
even in the shadow of Independence Hall.
If team work is essential for success at the front,
it is even more necessary that a team work of understanding as well as a team work of cooperation is
maintained among the stay-at-homes. Secretary Baker
and other eminent speakers will set forth in detail
just what those of us not in uniform can do, and
must do in the months to come.—Thursday evening
January 17..
HON. NEWTON D. BAKER

See that YOUR Reservation is Sent
in at once

■^^■MMMHM

:H__JEgE SCOTTISH AMERICAN,
NEW YORK, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 2, 1918.

The Perfect Bureaucrat

A PACIFIST AT HEART-NEWTON D. BAKER Is proving to be one
of the ablest Secretaries of War that the United States has ever had.
With
the exception of the Presidency his job may rightly be considered the biggest
in the country.

General Sibert, Pershing Aid, Relieved of Duty
And Assigned to Command Department at Home
Special to The New York Times.
WASHINGTON. Jan. 2.-Secretary Baker announced today that
Major Gen. William L. Sibert of the regular army had been relieved as.
commanding officer of the First Division of American troop..sent:to
France to serve under General Pershing and assigned to the command
r,f the Deoartment of the Southeast.
The Secretary also announced that Major Gens. William ; A^Mann
and R. M. Blatchford had been relieved from active duty in France.
General Mann will be assigned to command the Department of the Bait.
General Blatchford will serve in the training camps in this country.
General William A. Mann, who Is to command the Eastern Department with headauarters at Governors Island. Will relieve Maiden
Eli D Hoyle, a retired officer, who has been at the head of that de
Srtment since Major Gen. J. Franklin Bell was assigned for other world
P
tomaS theAnnouncement Secretary Baker cautioned the newspaper c" respondents not to speculate a to the reaon underlying the e-

to the War Department that his associate be relieved.

that account.

These sugg

That heroic young bureaucrat of the
Ordnance Department who has lived to
make Raritan famous deserves more than i
a passing gust of laughter. The perfect
pattern of his breed, a super-bureaucrat,
lie ought to be immortalized in bronze on
the banks of the Raritan. He ought to I
be handed down to posterity along with \
our other warrior heroes. If we ever \
forget him, ill tide the day for America! |
The explanation by General Crozier of j
the blunder is almost as good as the!
original discovery of the imaginary ord-1
nance depot. "One of the younger of;
the 700 officers who have been added to '
my staff, looking over the contracts and I
, taking it for granted that the contractors
| would do as they had promised, saw that
the barracks there should be completed,
and ordered some men there," says General Crozier.
"Should be completed,"
therefore they were completed.
Could
| there be a prettier picture of the perfect
j bureaucrat swivelling amid his charts and
dockets and files and lighting his war on
j paper to the last document, utterly untrammelled by the coarse facts of the outside world!
This is sublime stuff, and Mr. Baker's
own explanation, tinged with bureaucratic omnipotence as it is, suffers by
comparison. The Secretary refers to the
depot as "at Raritan" three times running, thus upholding the department in
its location of the site, at any rate.
Then in the final paragraph he drifts to
"near Raritan." Now, the depot is really
some fifteen miles from Raritan. It is
"near Metuchen." It is at or near Raritan only in that imaginary world wherein
all bureaucracy lives and moves and has
its being.
The pity is that such souls must in the <
end be checked up by the facts. If only |
war in the flesh, the crude physical com| bat, could be entirely separated froml
| bureaucracy! The battle of the bureau: crats could then be fought out as an interesting side- issue by armies of bureaucrats furiously docketing and reporting
and directing.
But its progress would
not affect the main combat. How much
better for bureaucrats—and soldiers!
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Former Manager of. National
City Bank

Heads

Procure-

ment Branch—Gen. Crozier
Will Continue at His Post.
TO NAME MORE CIVILIANS
WITHIN NEXT FEW DAYS.
Plan Was Outlined by Chief
(When Testifying at Senate
Inquiry Into Delays in Sending Arms to Pershing's Men.
(Special to The World.)
WASHINGTON, Jan. 2.—The letting of contracts and the production
jot all ordnance supplies will be
I placed under the immediate supervision of trained business executives
under a plan of reorganization of the^
Ordnance Department announced late*'
to-night by the department, with the
approval of Secretary of "War Baker.
The reorganization, It is stated, is '
in accordance with an announcement
made by Major Gen. William Crozier
to the Senate Committee ou Military
Affairs on Monday. At present the
Ordnance Department is divided into
five separate organizations. These
are consolidated under the new plan,
which provides for four divisions,
closely co-ordinated.
MeRoberts Heads Division.
Tlie Procurement division under the
new organisation will negotiate all
orders and oontracts for ordnance
supplies.
Col. Samuel MeRoberts,
formerly executive manager of the
National City Bank of New York, has
been chosen as head of this division
and will take hold immediately.
The formal announcement states
that "the name o fa prominent civilian will be announced within ■ a few
days to head the production division." This division will have general charge of all production matters.

Department's Announcement.
The Ordnance Department authorizes the following statement:
"The Secretary of War has approved a plan for the reorganization
of the Ordnance Department, as announced In Gen. Crozler's testimony
before the Senate Committee, and the
Plan is now being put into effect.
"Heretofore the business of the
Ordnance Department has been conducted by five separate and more or
less independent organizations, under
the direction of the Chief of Ordnance. These divisions will now be
consolidated. The Chief of Ordnance
will be assisted by an extensive administrative and advisory staff. The
principal business functions of the department, as distinct from the technical designing and other scientific
work with which it is charged, will b
carried on by four operating divisions:
"(A." Procurement Division.
"(B.) Production Division.
*(C.) Inspection Division.
"(D.) Supply Division.
Functions of Branches.
"(A.) The Procurement Division will
negotiate all orders and contracts for
artillery, small arms, ammunition and
other articles heretofore purchased by
the various divisions of the Ordnance
Department.
" (b) The production division will
have general charge of production.
It will follow up, supervise and
stimulate the production of all articles
contracted for by the Procurement
Division.
" (c) The Inspection Division will
inspect and accept or reject all munitions of war contracted for by the
Procurement Division.
" (d) The Supply Division will receive and distribute all ordnance and
ordnance stores, operate all storehouses, and have charge of matters
pertaining to transportation."
Gen. Crozier, whose renomlnation is
pending in the Senate, continues as
Chief, and no change is made in the
assignment of Bridg. Gen. Wheeler as
Acting Chief While Gen. Crozier
aerves ou the War Council.
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Quartermaster
Corps Will Be
Reorganized
Baker Denies Investigation
or House Mission Prompted Changes

Bureau Head's
Duties Divided
Finance, Purchasing and
Transport Departments
To Be Created
[ Staff Correspondence]
WASHINGTON, Jan. 3.—Following
iho. sweeping reorganization of the
ordnance corps, announced last night
by Secretary of War Baker, it developed to-day that the quartermaster
corps of the army is to be similarly reorganized into divisions to meet more
efficiently and expeditiously the . demands of the war.
Secretary Baker denied the changes
contemplated were either the result of
revelations made before the Senate Military Affairs Committee or of suggestions resulting from the data collected
by Colonel House and the American
mission in • conferences with supply
chiefs of the British and French forces.
His deHlarthat the Senate investigation
had anything to do with the reorganization was taken with a liberal grain
-of salt here.
It was admitted by the War Secre'ary, however, that "the organization
of the War Department was constantly
changing, and we hope constantly to
improve our facilities."
Three New Divisions
The proposed changes in the quartermaster department call for the distribution or separation of duties now devolving upon the quartermaster general.
Three divisions probably will be created. One will be a department devoted to matters of finance, having to
do with the payment of troops and the
disbursing of allotments to dependents
under the war risk insurance act provisions, as well as the disbursing of
funds for equipment.
Another division will be charged
with the work of purchasing clothing,
subsistence and food. A third will deal
exclusively with the matter of. transportation in all its phases on land and
water.
The last named department would
deal not only with the transportation
of supplies to tho overseas forces, but
with the furnishing,of ail m.ohiTe,equipment needed for the armed forces of
the nation.
Some Reorganization. Already
Already there has been created in
the quartermaster's corps a warehouse
division, in charge of Lieutenant Colonel Alexander Willi
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ment Branch—Gen. Crozier
Will Continue at His Post.
TO NAME MORE CIVILIANS
WITHIN NEXT FEW DAYS.
Plan Was Outlined by Chief
When Testifying at Senate
Inquiry Into Delays in Sending Arms to Pershing's Men.
(Special to Ths WorJd.)
WASHINGTON, Jan. 2.—The letting of contracts and the production
lot all ordnance supplies will be
placed under the immediate supervision of trained business executive*
under a plan of reorganization of th|
Ordnance Department announced late*
to-night by the department, with the
approval of Secretary of War Baker.
The reorganization, it is stated, is
in accordance with an announcement
made by Major Gen. William Crozier
to ttae Senate Committee on Military
Affairs on Monday. At present the
Ordnance Department is divided into
' five separate organizations. These
are consolidated under the new plan,
which provides for four divisions,
closely co-ordinated.
MeRoberts Heads Division.
The Procurement division under the
new organization will negotiate all
orders and contracts for ordnance
supplies.
Col. Samuel McKoberts,
formerly executive manager of the
National City Bank of New York, has
been Chosen as head of this division
and will take hold Immediately.
The formal announcement states
that "the name o fa prominent civilian will be announced within ■ a few
days to head the production division." This division will have general charge of all production matters.

Department's Announcement.
The Ordnance Department authorizes the following statement:
"The Secretary of War has approved a plan for the reorganization
of the Ordnance Department, as announced in Gen. Crozler's testimony
before the Senate Committee, and the
Plan is now being put into effect.
"Heretofore the business of the
Ordnance Department has been conducted by five separate and more or
less Independent organizations, under
the direction of the Chief of Ordnance. These divisions will now be
consolidated. The Chief of Ordnance
will be assisted by an extensive administrative and advisory staff. The
principal business functions of the department, as distinct from the technical designing and other scientific
work with which it is charged, will b
carried on by four operating divisions:
"(A.* Procurement Division.
"(B.) Production Division.
*(C.) Inspection Division.
"(D.) Supply Division.
Functions of Branches.
"(A.) The Procurement Division will
negotiate all orders and contracts for
artillery, small arms, ammunition and
other articles heretofore purchased by
the various divisions of the Ordnance
Department.
" (b) The production division wi?l
have general charge of production.
It will follow up, supervise and
stimulate the production of all articles
contracted for by the Procurement
Division.
" (c) The Inspection Division will
inspect and accept or reject all munitions of war contracted for by the
Procurement Division.
" (d) The Supply Division will receive and distribute all ordnance and
ordnance stores, operate all storehouses, and have charge of matters
pertaining to transportation."
Gen. Crozier, whose renomlnation is
pending in the Senate, continues as
Chief, and no change is made in the
assignment of Bridg. Gen. Wheeler as
Acting Chief 'while Gen. Crozier
(serves on the War Council.
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Bureau Head's
Duties Divided
Finance, Purchasing and
Transport Departments
To Be Created
[Staff Correspondence]
WASHINGTON, Jan. 3.—Following
the sweeping reorganization of the
ordnance corps, announced last night
by Secretary of War Baker, it developed to-day that the quartermaster
corps of the army is to be similarly reorganized into divisions to meet more
efficiently and expeditiously the . demands of the war.
Secretary Baker denied the changes
contemplated were either the result of
revelations made before the Senate Military Affairs Committee or of suggestions resulting from the data collected
by Colonel House and the American
mission in ■ conferences with supply
chiefs of the British and French forces.
His denlaltha't the Senate investigation
had anything to do with the reorganU
zation was taken with a liberal grain
-of salt here.
It was admitted by the War Secre'ary, however, that "the organization
of the War Department was constantly
changing, and wc hope constantly to
improve our facilities."
Three New Divisions
The proposed changes -in the quartermaster department call for the distribution or separation of duties now devolving upon the quartermaster general.
Three divisions probably will be created. One will be a department devoted to matters of finance, having to
do with the payment of troops and the j
disbursing of allotments to dependents;
under the war risk insurance act pro- j
visions, as well as the disbursing of;
funds for equipment.
Another division will be charged
with the work of purchasing clothing,
subsistence and food. A third will deal
exclusively with the matter of. transportation in all its phases on land and
water.
The last named department would
deal not only with the transportation
of supplies to the overseas forces, but
with the furnishing.of all mobile equipment needed for the armed forces of
the nation.
Some Reorganization Already
Already there has been created in
the quartermaster's corps a warehouse
division, in charge of Lieutenant Colonel Alexander Williamson, which has
had the personal approval of Major
General Goethals, acting chief quartermaster. This division has arranged a
system of charts showing the location
of all depot storehouses, warehouses
and branch quartermaster stores, the
amount of supplies on hand in each
and accurate* information of the shipments made from each and to what
point the supplies are destined.
Likewise, charts are being arranged
. to show at a glancp the amount of raw
I materials allotted to all government
manufacturers :/nd what each shipment will furnish in finished product.
This division also contains information
I of the cargoes of all supply ships, enabling the speedy replacing of any that
might be su'/.k en route to the expeditionary forces.
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truce.
BUSINESS
METHODS
IN THE
ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT.
Before the War Munitions act be*
came a law in England it was necessary to form the coalition Government.
i The vote of confidence is not a part
of our system; and our Ministry,
which is the Cabinet, stays on at the
pleasure of the President. However;
an investigation by a committee of
Congress can accomplish a great deal.
Thus the Ordnance Department had
been under fire a comparatively short
time when, at the direction of the Secretary of "War, who doubtless got a
hint from the President, the Ordnance
Department announced a reorganization to speed the production of munitions, and on the British model, too.
Truly a short cut to reform.
In England, War Office control
failed, and civilians had to be called in
to transact its business. It has been
said that the War Office " neither
" grasped the magnitude of the effort
" required, nor guided such efforts as
"were made in the right direction."
The same charge could be brought
against our War Department. Splitting straws about the matter Would
avail nothing. It is no time to save
anybody's face. The truth is that,
while our Ordnance Department is
well equipped with technical knowledge, it is inefficient for the business
of a great war. So, as in England,
the civilians have to be called in.
They will take charge of four specially
created divisions—procurement, production, inspection, and supply. The
first is to make contracts for artillery,
siuallr arms, Mflmanltion, and miscellanies; the iwb*a< is to organize and
stimulate tMuaftdture; the third is to
inspect all 9*«Badta, and the fourth to
store, dijsUftmw, and transport them.
This resemMes the British plan of
committees. LCLOYD GEOBGK had to
abandon his search for one big man,
a munitions boss. The undertaking
was of a size to dwarf individuals.
An energetic civilian with brains has
been already found to take over the
Procurement Division, Colonel SAMUEL
MCROBEBTS, formerly executive manager of the National City Bank of New
York. The other divisions will soon
have their heads. If any does not
suit, decapitation will be in order.
Back of these division chiefs will be
the department technicians, to catalogue needs and furnish specifications.
Transferred to the War Council, General CEOZIEB turns his authority over
to General CBABLES B. WHEELKB, who
will act as Chief of Ordnance.
It is a good beginning on paper,
but no more than a beginning;
just as the organization of a Ministry of Munitions in England was
no more than a start in the
right direction. The Ordnance Department has never lacked for distribution of effort and responsibUity,
but it was not organized right for the
great war. Finding business managers among soldiers is by no means
easy. In civil life there is a wealth of
such men, and the War Department
needs the best. However, it would be

an illusion to suppose that they win
come, see, and conquer with facility.
As a matter of fact, these civilians
will find the production of munitions,
which includes guns of all calibres as
well as riflea, shells, and cartridges, in
a backward and confused state.
It is not the case, as some Americans fondly believe, that the United
States has supplied most of the munitions which the Entente Allies have
used in' Prance and elsewhere in the.
war area. Great Britain and France
have made munitions on a very much
larger scale than we have. In Great
Britain alone the munition workers,
including women, tally nearer two
millions than one. They have all the
tools and machinery required, which
cannot be said of our increasing force
of operatives. In England Government control is extensive, national
plants are numerous. The labor problem has been solved by legislation and
[by tactful. negotiation with the
unions. Our labor problem is still
unsettled, and a well-subsidized German propaganda is busy to bedevil it.
Great Britain was never greatly embarrassed by German Intrigue. So the
new executives of the Ordnance Department will havo their troubles. It
may become necessary for Congress to
extend a helping hand.

Baker Says Allies Will Withstand
Expected Supreme Effort of Foe
Anglo-French Have Gained in Sixteen Recent Great
Battles—Italy Encouraged by Successes on Piave,
Secretary's Review Asserts
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WASHINGTON, Jan. 8.—The expected period. The entire fro'nt from the
North Sea to the Swiss border was very
German offensive in the West, Secreactive.
tary Baker's war review for the week
"After fighting on the defensive tor
ending January- 3, to-day says, "will ten weeks the Italians, firmly supported
the Franco-British forces, have
possibly be their greatest assault," but beenbyable
to reorganize their disposi"the British and French armies can be tions in the field. Thereupon the
relied upon to withstand the hock."
French, seizing a favorable opporSummarizing the situation on the eve tunity, passed to the .offensive in the
neighborhood of the Monte Tomba.
of a possible great offensive, Secre- The oucomc of their undertaking was
tary Baker confidently points out that singularly fortunate.
,
' 1
"The success qf the French turned
through .sixteen fierce battles of great
the
scale.
The
Italians,
encouraged
by
magnitude, the British and French have
this victory, at once set about driymg
steadily pushed ahead with methodical the enemy across the Piave. No hosand cumulative gains'. The expected of- tile units now remain on the west
fensive, he points out, probably is be- bank of the Piave.
"Heavy snow has at last fallen in the .
ing delayed for massing great supplies Alpine regions, which greatly hampers
of munitions, g'uns and troops and the the Austro-Germans. It will be a treGermans may be expected to "strain mendous task for them to keep their
every
fibre
of
their
remaining lines of communication open in the
mountain area.
strength."
"The inter-Allied War Council, not
relying on undertaking a counter offen'Six, Weeks "of Preparation
sive in the West in order to relieve
The review, which this week makes Austro-German pressure in Italy,
no mention of American troops, reads, smoothly and quietly transported an
important number of veteran French
in part, as follows:
and British divisions to the Venetian
"Six weeks have elapsed since the battlefield.
Some time had of necessity
first rumors reached us of the great to elapse before the closest coordinathrust in the West which the enemy tion and harmony could be secured bethen announced as imminent. In or- tween the mixed contingents fighting
der to concentrate large troop masses, in a new terrain. This period of ad- ;
adequate artillery and ample reserves justment has now passed, and we may
of munitions much time is required.
anticipate that the French, British and
"Though the German higher com- Italians fighting side by side will be
mand has so long delayed before be- able to master the situation.
ginning operations, advices received
Turkish Assault Fails
reaeived seemingly confirm the in"In Palestine, hostile reaction fol- j
formation that important actions are
contemplated along the western front. lowing upon the fall of Jerusalem, as
They may be counted upon to strain was to be anticipated, took place. The
every fibre of their remaining strength Turkish forces . delivered a series of
in an endeavor to make their plans very well concerted and powerful
thrusts in the neighborhood of Birsucceed.
"I nconsidering the general military Nebala. These assaults were evidently
situation on the eve of a possible Ger- launched for the purpose of retaking
the Holy City. But owing to the suman offensive it must be recalled that periority
of the British, not only did the
through sixteen successive battles of Turkish counter
offensive fail utterly,
great magnitude in Flanders, the Britbut
the
British
were able to push forish have every time come out victori- ward for a distance
of-seven miles.
ous and pushed steadily ahead. Theit
"The British are continuing their
gains have been methodical and cumu- successful
operations, and have been
lative.
able to extend their lines nine miles
"The Germans have during this long north of Jerusalem. Inclement weather
series of major operations invariably has impeded operations.
been forced to give way. The French
"From various sources information
stood like a rock at Verdun and soon reaches us that under German superafter drove forward vigorously in the vision a large number of fresh battalbattle of the Somme and in turn played ions, withdrawn from Mesopotamia and
a great part in the. repeated drives in the Caucasus, are being rushed to PalFlanders.
estine. Damascus is the centre of much
"The impending German offensive military activity.
will possibly be their great assault.
"It is believed that in order to atThe French and British armies can be tempt to regain their prestige the Gerrelied upon to withstand the shock.
mans will afford the Turks whatever ;
Entire Front Active
assistance is possible in an effort to ■
In the west no important operations check the British and retake Jeru-1
took place during the past seven-day salem."
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WHY DAMN BURLESON
AND BLESS OTHERS?

~Befon Taking Up jhe_Next_

Postmaster General Burlesoxjs viojpnt^ opposition to the reasonable request oftoe postal
employees for a living wage has made^m one
of the most unpopular members of Piesident
Wilson's cabinet and shown him to, bs^
most incompetent. The Chicago Federal n oi
Labor has demanded his removal. Every labor
union in Austin, Tex., his home town.has asked
Mr. Wilson to get rid of hnn. Here u t typical
newspaper estimate of the postmaster general.
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Democratic administration. The wore, quoted
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part can excuse his brainless and heartless
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the TOstoffice "pay" by such methods will not
hem aCgtny presidential ambition he may enSffid avoiding a deficit will mean^nothing
with postage rates increased.50 or 100 percent.
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THE NEWS

WHY DAMN BURLESON
AND BLESS OTHERS?
Postmaster General Burleson'.s violent opposition to the reasonable request of the postal
employees for a living wage has made him one
of the most unpopular members of President
Wilson's cabinet and shown him to be one«of the
most incompetent. The Chicago Federation of
Labor has demanded his removal. Every labor
union in Austin, Tex., his home town, has asked
Mr. Wilson to get rid of him., Here is a typical
newspaper estimate of the postmaster general:
Burleson's chief offending may lead to an
obsession which possesses him to the effect that he
must make the postoffice department show a large
money balance at the end of the year.
In avoiding a deficit he grinds labor like a steel
trust magnate, sacrifices efficiency and denounces collective bargaining, or any other up-to-date humanized
P 1C

° \fter President Wilson had taken the trouble
to go to Buffalo to address the American Federation
of Labor convention, Burleson undid much of the
good of the President's efforts by denouncing the postal
employees' efforts to unionize and declaring that their
eppcal for a living wage was unpatriotic.
This from a Texas landed proprietor ol great
wealth did not sit well with organized labor.

This description of Mr. Wilson's postmaster
general is not the editorial opinion of some Republican or independent newspaper, free to
speak its mind as to the performances of a
Democratic administration. The words quoted
are from a Washington dispatch, a "staff special," published" the other day in the Cleveland
Press, a Democratic organ which supported Mr.
Wilson's candidacy for re-election on the "kept
us out of war" plea, which. favored Secretary
Baker with a sweeping exoneration before the
testimony was taken, and which has repeatedly
misrepresented the congressional investigations
into the conduct of the war as "political fishing
expeditions" for the gathering of "political war
medicine."
■
"■'■ -"
There is no question of Mr. Burleson s unfitness for his post. The request of the postoffice department's employees for a salary increase—the second in forty years—to help them
to meet present living costs is just and right.
No right-minded person would think of opposing it. No sort of "obsession" on Burleson's
part can excuse his brainless and heartless
treatment of faithful public servants. Making
the postoffice "pay" by such methods will not
help along any presidential ambition he may entertain and avoiding a deficit will mean nothing
with postage rates increased 50 or 100 percent.
But why the free-hand lambasting of this
cabinet member by a partisan organ which_ affects to consider any criticism of other cabinet
members as closely approaching treason? Is it
4hat Mr. Burleson has not been influential in
getting any young Mr. Scripps exempted from
military
service ? Or is it that offending thin;
skinned political appointees seems to the Press
S very much more to be condemned than letting
] American soldiers go without overcoats or
i bungling humanity's last hope of salvation?
The fact is, of course, that the secretary of
* war or the secretary of the navy, the President
himself, or any public official whatsoever is as
open to criticism when he goes wrong as the
postmaster general is, and with no more presumption that the censure arises from politics,
lack of patriotism or a deep, dark plot. And
. bad as its treatment of the postal employees has
been, the' administration appears to have developed faults even more worthy the condemnation of citizens and newspapers patriotic enough
to speak up regardless of politics.
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Baker Takes Firmer Hold of War Business
THE present flare-up in Washington is an indication of the ernment officials and to obtain various kinds of contracts, and
dissatisfaction that exists throughout the country with the others have been called to give advice and aid and to bid on
government contracts. The hotels and boarding houses are
conduct of the war.
Perhaps to some extent it is also a game of politics. As crowded. It is almost impossible to find lodgings. A Cleveland
has been intimated, the politicians may be accusing one another. manufacturer maintains a room there permanently, although he
Dissatisfaction, together with political jockeying, has only visits Washington occasionally, for he knows if he gives
brought on the investigations that are now under way or being up this room he may never again be able to get one. When he
is not there he permits friends who have business in Washington
planned.
Some months ago the persons in close touch with Wash- to lodge in his room.
The government departments, and especially the war deington war affairs saw that the civilian war boards were doomed
to be retired to the background, or perhaps abolished. They partment, are overwhelmed with callers. A man must go through
noted that these commissions were not given much authority, a double ticket system to get to Secretary Baker, even after he
that what authority had been given them was gradually taken has made an appointment. When the Secretary has agreed to
away and that authority was being centered in the office of the receive him and he calls at the appointed time, his name, address
and other particulars are recorded by a clerk in an outer room.
Secretary of War.
The
clerk retains one part of the ticket and gives the caller the
This writing is not an attack upon Secretary Baker, but is
other part. When he arrives at the inner door he is obliged to
a statement of facts that have been printed for some months,
go through this ticket ceremony again, this time in .the presence
though perhaps not all printed in Cleveland papers. The wise
of secret service men. Government officials must take preones saw the trend and predicted that in time Secretary Baker
cautions of this kind to save time and to keep away unnecessary
himself would head a small war board to control war supplies
and other matters. Within the week Secretary Baker has an- callers.
These things are mentioned to show the great amount of
nounced the creation of such a board, to be comprised of seven
-iu-embers, including himself and his assistant, Mr. Benedict detail that must be handled by the government departments,
yet they indicate this only in a very meager way. With the
Crowell. The other men are army officers.
tremendous war business that the government has on hand,
The creation of this board came immediately after the open- with the spending of some billions of dollars in a year, the
ing of the investigation and the charge by General Crozier that placing of contracts, the supervising of work and the shipping
Congress and Secretary Baker were responsible for delay in war
of goods, it may be imagined how enormous is the detail.
preparations. To a large extent Secretary Baker heads off the
It is absolutely necessary for the government to surround its
congressional investigators before they are fairly well started.
business
with some red tape. Records must be kept. There
If, after long investigation, they advise that he form a better
organization, he can point to his new war council and say that must be checks on the business. The government cannot just
he has already done so, the presumption being on his part that open the treasury and say to the officials, "spend."
Now, in this vast business dealing there will be mistakes, of
this will be a better organization.
To hasten war business, to have it given prompt attention, course. A certain allowance should be made for mistakes.
Within the week a refrigerator ship, which had carried a
to bring quick results, a few managers with great authority are
needed. Whether these managers shall be business men or army load of beef to France for the American army, came back with
generals is a question. The public would undoubtedly think 150 tons of beef in one of the compartments. Somebody had
they ought to be business men. Secretary Baker thinks other- failed to unload it. Even the captain did not know that the beef
wise. Perhaps he believes that the army officers, with the advice was on his ship on the return trip. The compartment had not
and help of the war boards of business men, will succeed, and been kept cold and the meat had spoiled. A great furore was
they may. His preference for this form of organization is shown. made by some persons over this incident.
He is the man responsible for the prompt and successful
If this is the first mistake of that kind, or if the mistakes
transaction of war business, and he ought to be permitted to have been relatively few, the errors may be overlooked. There
form an organization satisfactory to himself, and of such a will be mistakes, always. However, if the mistakes are too
nature that it will work smoothly and actually get things done numerous, if there is general carelessness and inefficiency, then
in the right way and on time. Then the country should hold him the laxness cannot be overlooked.
responsible for results.
The various congressional investigations that are now under
The dissatisfaction with the results obtained by civilian war way into pretty nearly all government war activities may reveal
boards with little authority, and by loose organization of the several interesting points.
military branch of the government, is shown in the present inFirst, they may show that there is too much red tape; that
vestigation. If Secretary Baker's new form of organization the system of records can be simplified.
does not get the results necessary there will be further dissatisSecond, they may show that there has been more carelessfaction. However, if this small group of men with autocratic
ness
than necessary because of laxness in organization.
power can succeed, then it will be shown that this is the right
If facts such as these are brought out, then the government
form of organization.
Cleveland Topics has been urging all along that a few men should simplify its system of keeping records, and also sysbe given autocratic power to manage war affairs. This is ex- tematize its business in such a way that carelessness will be
ceedingly necessary in a great business enterprise, such as sup- ■ reduced to a minimum.
If the executive department of the government, that is, the
plying all the armies with provisions and munitions.
Washington is a very whirligig for excitement at the present President and his cabinet officials, cannot cut out the unnecestime. Thousands of outsiders are crowding there, some having sary red tape and carelessness and obtain good results, then the
gone on their own initiative to present various schemes to gov- country will clamor for new high officials.
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President Wilson's Address to Congress
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hM1oe,<i of Conaress in joint session, yester-

PRESIDENT WILSON, in an jf^^Sft{n3S£Sn»*«I by his Administration

r

day

gave his recomymnd^isa^ "^^Soi the country. The address of the

f

President follows in full:

A

that the largo financial operations
and eauipment of every kind. Only every year necessary in connection
Gentlemen of the Congress:
under that authority can new termihave asked fche privilege of address- nals be constructed and. developed with the maintenance, operation and
ing you in order to report that without regard to the requirements development of the roads should,
on' the 2&t'h of December last, (luring or limitations of particular roads. during the period of the war, be
the recess of Congress, acting But under Government administra- wisely related to the financial operathrough the Secretary of War and tion all these things will be possible tions of the Government.
/
under the' authority conferred upon —not instantly, but as fast as pracOur first duty is, of course, to con- „
me bv the act of Congress approved tical difficulties, which cannot be serve the common interest and the
August 29, 1916, I took possession merely conjured away, give way be- common safety and to make certain
and assumed control of the railway fore the new management.
that nothing stands in the way of
lines of the country and the systems
the successful prosecution of. the
All interests Safeguarded.
of water transportation under their
~reat war for liberty and justice, but
control.
The common administration will it is an obligation of public conThis step seemed to be impera- be carried out with as little disturb- science and of public honor that the
tively necessary in the interest of ance of the present operating or- private interests we disturb should
the puMic welfare in the presence ganizations and personnel of the be kept safe from unjust injury, and
of the great tasks of war with which railwavs as possible. Nothing will it is of the utmost consequence to
we are now dealing. As our ex- be altered or disturbed which it is the Government itself that all great
perience develops difficulties and not necessary to disturb. We are financial operations .should be stamakes it clear what they are I have serving the public interest and safe- bilized and coordinated with the
deemed it my duty to remove those guarding the public safety, but we financial operations of the Governdifficulties wherever I have the legal are. also regardful of the interest of ment. No borrowing should run
power to do so. To assume control those by whom these great proper- athwart the borrowings of the Fedof the vast railway systems of the ties are owned an* glad to avail our- eral Treasury, and no fundamental
countrv is, I realize, a very great selves of the experience and trained industrial values should anywhere
responsibility, but to fail to do so in ability of those who have been matt- be unnecessarily impaired.
the existing circumstances woiud
aging them,
Railroad Securities Vital.
have been a much greater. 1 as'it is necessary that the transportasumed the less responsibility rather tion of troops and of war material,
In the hands of many thousands
than the weightier.
of food and of fuel, and of everything of small investors in the country, as
I am sure that I am speaking the that is necessary for,the full mobili- well as in national banks, in insurmind of all. thoughtful Americans sation of the energies and resources ance companies, in savings banks, in
when I par that itiis our duty as the of the country, should be first con- trust companies, in financial agencies
representatives of the nation to do sidered, but it is clearly in the puonc of every kind, railway securities, the
ything that it is necessary to GO interest also that the ordinary ac- sum total of which runs up to some
to secure the complete mobilization tivities and the normal industrial ten or eleven thousand millions, conof the whole resouiees of America and commercial life of the country stitute, a vital part of the structure
by as rapid and effective a means as should be interfered with and dislo- of .credit, and the unquestioned socan be found. Transportation sup- cated as little as possible, and the lidity, of that structure must be
plies all the arteries of mobilization. public may rest assured that the in- maintained.
Unless it be under a single ancl uni- terest and convenience of the priThe Secretary of War and I easily
fied direction the whole process of vate shipper will be. as carefully agreed that, in view of the many
ation's action, is embarrassed.
served and safeguarded as it is possi- complex interests %vhich must be
ble to serve and .safeguard It in the
Railway Executives Commended, present ex-truordinary circumstances. safeguarded and harmonized, as well
as because of his exceptional experiIt was in the true spirit of AmerWhile the present authority of the ence and ability in this new.field of
ica, and it was right, that we should Fxeeutive suffices for all purposes governmental action, the Hon. Willfirst try to effect the necessary uni- of administration, and while, of iam G. McAdoo was the right man to
fication under the voluntary action course, all private- interests must for assume direct administrative control
of those who were in charge of the the present give way to the public, of this new executive task. At our
great railway properties: and we did
necessity, It is. I am sure you will request he consented to assume the
try it. The directors of the railways agree with me, riglu and necessary authority and duties of organizer
responded to the need promptly and that the owners and creditors of the and Director General of the newgenerously.
railways, the holders of their stocks railway administration. He has asThe group of railway executive?
and bonds, should receive from the sumed those duties and his work is
who were charged with the task of Government an unqualified guaranin active progress.'
actual coordination ana general di- tee that their properties wiil.be
It is probably too much to expect
rection performed their difficult maintained throughout the period ofthat even under the unified railway
with patriotic -zeal and marked
Federal control in as good repair administration which will now be
ability, as was to have been ex- and as complete, equipment a.s at
d, and did, 1 believe, everything present, and that the.-several roads possible sufficient economies can be.
that it was possible for their, to do will receive under Federal manage- effected in the operation of the railways' to make it possible to add to
in the circumstances.
ment such compensation as is equiIf fhave taken the task out of table and just alike to their owners their equipment and extend their
operative facilities as much as the
their hands it has not been because
to the general public.
present extraordinary demands upon
of any dereliction or failure on their and
T would suggest the average net
nar1 but only because there were railway operating income of the three their use will render desirable without resorting to the national Treastome things which the Government
I ear- ury' for the funds. If it is not posy»ars ending June 30, 1917.
can do and private management can- nestly
recommend that these guarannot
We .shall continue, to value tees be given by appropriate legisla- sible it will of course be necessary
rrtost Highly the advice and assist- tion, and given as promptly as cir- to resort to the Congress for grants
of money for that purpose. The
ance of these gentlemen, and I am
Secretary of the Treasury will ad-,
sure we shall not find them wvth- cumstances permit.
vise with your committees with reNeeessary to Protect Values.
&pa,l- n snecL jtf_
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Indeed, what is tnera that does not
appear marvelous when it comes to our
Cwled*e for the first time? B*w
many thtwgs, too,, are looked upon an
quite impossible until they have b^n
actually effected?—PUny.
THE WAR. ON BAKER.
This fact should not escape attention
The war on Secretary Baker is not
directed against him primarily because
his department has "failed" in the great
emergency of war.
For as a matter of fact it has not
failed.
It has performed prodigies.
It has achieved In nine months more
than Britain was able to do in more
than a year.
It has wrought more largely in that
time than France was able to do in an
equal space.
There have been hitches here and
there.
,
. .
Bed tape has undoubtedly retarded
action in certain instances.
There may have been some graft ana
some mistakes in the purchase of guns,
clothing and munitions.
But it is not on this account that the
head of Secretary Baker is being demanded.
The outfit which Is pursuing him
merely uses the red tape and the possible graft and the undue delays and
the occasional hitches and all the rest
aa a disguise for their real motive
THEY ARE "AFTER" SECRETARY
BAKER BECAUSE HE IS STANDING
STEADFASTLY IN THE WAY OF
GRANTING PUT SSIANISM ON TO TUB
FREE INSTITUTIONS OP THIS COUNTRY.
This is the whole secret.
Of course there is some honest and
perhaps deserved criticism of Secretary Baker.
We hold no brief for him.
But we do not attempt to disguise
our satisfaction that he has spoken decidedly and explicitly against Prussianizing the United States.
'
And in doing this he has undoubtedly
raised up against him all the forces
which follow the Roosevelt leadership.
The former president is going up ana
down the land with bitter assaults
upon the administration and particularly upon its alleged policy of "unpreparedness."
Yet under the first Wilson administration more money was spent for military and naval purposes by hundreds
of millions of dollars than under the
administration of Theodore Roosevelt.
The country was prepared as well as
any country meaning to keep the peace
should be. To say that it was unprepared is to falsify the fact.
And Secretary Baker has handled his
part of the great task with admirable
skill and ability. If there have been
weaknesses developed in the army, the
fault has not been his. It has been
that of the military system or its workings under the trained hands of military men.
LET IT BE KEPT STEADILY IN
MIND THAT THE WAR ON SECRETARY BAKER IS INSPIRED BY
THOSE WHO ARE BENT ON FASTENING ON THIS COUNTRY THE VERY
SYSTEM WE ARE DETERMINED TO
OVERTHROW IN GERMANY.

wlLSONANNO UNCES K£
BILL IN HOUSE PROVIDES $500,000,000;
I HE A VYPENALTYFOR IMPEDING WORK
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President Wilson's Address to Congress
PRESIDENT WILSON, in an address to both houses of Congress in joint session, yesterday gave Ms recommendations and outlined the legislation desired by his Administration
for carrying out Government operation of the railroads of the country. The address of the
President folloics in fuU:
Gentlemen of the Congress: I
have asked the privilege of addressing1 you in order to report that
on the 28th of December last, during
the recess of Congress, acting
through the Secretary of War and
under the" authority conferred upon
me by the act of Congress approved
August 29, 1916, I took possession
and assumed control of the railway
lines of the country and the systems
of water transportation under their
control.
This step seemed to be imperatively necessary in the interest of
the. public welfare in the presence
of the. great tasks of war with which
we are now dealing. As our experience develops difficulties and
makes it clear what they are I have
deemed it my duty to remove those
difficulties wherever I have the legal
power to do so. To assume control
of the vast railway systems of the
country is, I realize, a. very great
responsibility, but to fail to do so in
the existing circumstances would
have been a .much greater. I assumed the less responsibility rather
than ilie weightier.
I am sure that I am speaking the
mind of all thoughtful Americans
when T pay that it. is our duty as the
representatives of the nation to do
everything that it is necessary to co
to secure the complete mobilization
of the whole resouiees of America
by as rapid and effective a means as
can be found. Transportation supplies all the arteries of mobilization.
Unless it be under a single and unified direction the whole process of
the nation's action, is embarrassed.
Railway Executives- Commended,
«
It was in the true spirit of America, and it was right, that we. should
first try to effect the necessary unification under the voluntary action
of those who were in charge of the
great railway properties; and we did
try it. The directors of the railways
responded, to the need promptly and
generously.
The group of railway executives,
who were charged with the task of
actual coordination and general direction performed their difficult
duties with patriotic zeal and marked
ability, as was to have been exd, and did, 1 believe, everything
that it was possible for theTn to do
in the circumstances.
If I" have taken the task out of
their hands it has not been because
of any dereliction or failure on their
part, but only because there were
some things which the Government
can do and private management cannot. We shall continue, to value
most highly the advice and assistance of these gentlemen, and I am
sure we shall not And them withholding it.
It had become unmistakably plain
that "nl.v umlei' Government administration can the entire equipment of
the several systems of transportation be fully and unreservedly
thrown into a common service without injurious discrimination against
particular properties. Only under
Government administration can absolutely unrestricted and unembarrassed common use- be made of ill
tracks, terminals, terminal facilities
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and equipment of every kind. Only
under that authority can new terminals be constructed and* developed
without regard to the requirements
or limitations of particular roads.
But under Government administration all these things will bo possible
—not instantly, but as fast as practical difficulties, which cannot be
merely conjured away, give way before the new management.
All Interests Safeguarded.
The common administration will
be carried out with as little disturbance of the- present operating organizations and personnel of , the
railways as possible. Nothing will
be altered or disturbed which it is
not necessary to disturb. We are
serving the public interest and safeguarding the public safety, but we
are also regardful of the interest of
those by whom these great properties are owned and' glad to avail ourselves of the experience and trained
ability of those who have been managing them.
It is necessary that the transportation of troops and of war material,
of food and of fuel, and of everything
that is necessary for, the full mobilization of the energies and resources
of the country, should be first considered, but it is clearly in the public
interest also that the ordinary activities and the normal industrial
and commercial life of the country
should be interfered with and dislocated as little, as possible, and the
public may rest assured that the interest and convenience of the private shipper will be as carefully
served and safeguarded as it is possible to serve and safeguard It in the
present extraordinary circumstances.
While the present authority of the
Executive suffices for all purposes
of administration, and while, of
course, all private interests must for
the present give way to the public,
necessity, it is, I am sure you will
agree with me, right and necessary
that the owners and creditors of the
railways, the holders of their stocks
and bonds, should receive from the
Government ah unqualified guarantee that their properties will ..be
maintained throughout the1 period ofFederal control in as good repair
and as complete equipment a.s at
present, and that the several roads
will receive under Federal management such compensation as is equitable'and just alike to their owners
and to the general public.
I would suggest the average net
railway operating income of the three
years ending June SO, 1917. I earnestly recommend that these, guarantees be given by appropriate legislation, and given as promptly as circumstances permit.
Necessary to Protect Values,
I need not point out the essential
justice of such guarantees and their
great influence and significance as
elements in the present financial
and industrial situation of the country. Indeed, one of the strong arguments for assuming control of the
railroads at this time is the financial
argument. It is necessary that the.
values of railway securities should
be justly and fairly protected and

that the large financial operations
every year necessary in connection
with the maintenance, operation and
development of the roads should,
during the period of the war, be
wisely related to the financial operations of the Government.
Our first duty is, of course, to con-,
serve the common interest and the
common safety and to make certain
that nothing stands in the way of
the successful prosecution of, the
great war for liberty and justice, but
it is an obligation of public con-.
science and of public honor that the
private interests we disturb should
be kept safe from unjust injury, and
it is of the utmost consequence to
the Government itself that all great
financial operations .should be stabilized and coordinated with the
financial operations of ; the Government. No borrowing should run
athwart the borrowings of the Federal Treasury, and no fundamental
industrial values should anywhere
be unnecessarily impaired.
Railroad Securities Vital.
: In the hands of many thousands
of small investors in the country, as
well as in national banks, in insurance companies, in savings banks, in
trust companies, in financial agencies
of every kind, railway securities, the
sum total of which runs up to some
ten or eleven thousand millions, constitute., a vital part of the structure
of .credit^ and the unquestioned solidity of that structure must be
maintained.
The Secretary o? War and I easily
agreed that, in view 'of the many
complex interests which must be
safeguarded and harmonized, as well
as because of his exceptional experience and ability in this new .field of
governmental action, the Hon. William G. McAdoo was the right man to
assume direct administrative control
of this new executive task. At our
request ho consented to assume the
authority and duties of organizer
and Director General of the new
railway administration. He has as-sumed those duties and his work Is
in active progress.'
It is i probably too much to expect
that even under the unified railway
administration which will now be
possible sufficient economies can be
effected in the operation of the railways to make it possible to add to
their equipment and extend their
operative facilities as much as the
present extraordinary demands upon
their use will render desirable without resorting to the national Treasury for the funds. If it is not possible, it will of course be necessary
to resort to the Congress for grants
of money for that purpose. The
■Secretary of the Treasury will advise with your committees with regard to this very practical aspect of
the matter.
For the present I suggest only the
guarantees I have indicated and
such appropriations as are necessary
at the outset of this task. I take {
the liberty of expressing the hope""^
that the Congress may grant these .
promptly and .ungrudgingly. We are
dealing with great matters and will,
I am sure, deal with them greatly.

THE JOHNSTOWN
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Indeed, what Is there that does, not
appear marvelous when it cornea to our
knowledge for the first time? H£w
mtwy things, too, are looked upon am'
dttite impossible until they have b^en
actually effected?—Pltny.
THE WAR ON BAKER.
This fact should not escape attention.
The war on Secretary Baker is not
directed against him primarily 'because
his department has "failed" In the great
emergency" of war.
For as a matter of fact it haa not
failed.
It has performed prodigies.
It has achieved in nine months more
than Britain was able to do in more
than a year.
It has wrought more largely in that
time than France was able to do In an
equal space.
There have been hitches here and
there.
Bed tape has undoubtedly retarded
action in certain instances.
There may have been some graft an*
some mistakes in the purchase of guns,
clothing and munitions.
But it is not on this account that the
head of Secretary Baker is being demanded.
The outfit which Is pursuing him
merely uses the red tape and the possible graft and the undue delays and
the occasional hitches and all the rest
as a di3guise for their real motive.
THEY ARE "AFTER" SECRETARY
BAKER BECAUSE HE IS STANDING
STEADFASTLY IN THE WAY OF
GRAFTING PRIJSSIANISM ON TO THE)
FREE INSTITUTIONS OF THIS COUNTRY.
This is the whole secret.
Of course there is some honest and
perhaps deserved criticism of Secretary Baker,
We hold no brief for him.
But we do not attempt to disguis*
our satisfaction that he has spoken decidedly and explicitly against Prussianizing the United States.
And in doing this he has undoubtedly
raised up against him all the forces
which follow the Roosevelt leadership.
The former president is going up ana
down the land with bitter assaults
upon the administration and particularly upon its alleged policy of "unpreparedness."
r
Yet under the first Wilson administration more money was spent for military and naval purposes by hundreds
of millions of dollars than under the
administration of Theodore Roosevelt.
The country was prepared as well as
any country meaning to keep the peace
should be. To say that it was unprepared is to falsify the fact.
And Secretary Baker has handled his
part of the great task with admirable
skill and ability. If there have been
weaknesses developed in the army, the
fault has not been his. It has been
that of the military system or its workings under the trained hands of military men.
LET IT BE KEPT STEADILY IN
MIND THAT THE WAR ON SECRETARY BAKER IS INSPIRED BY
THOSE -WHO ARE BENT ON FASTENING ON THIS COUNTRY THE VERY
SYSTEM WE ARE DETERMINED TO
OVERTHROW IN GERMANY.
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7"/ze Fourteen Conditions
1—Open covenants of peace, openly arrived at,
after which there shall be no private international
understandings.
2—Absolute freedom of the seas, alike in peace
and in war, except as they may be closed by international action.
3—The removal of all economic barriers and the
establishment of an equality of trade conditions
among all the nations consenting to the peace.
4—Adequate guarantees that national armaments will be reduced to the lowest point consistent
with domestic safety.
5—A free, open-minded and absolutely impartial
adjustment of all colonial claims, based upon the
principle that the interests of the populations must
have equal weight with the equal claims of the government concerned.
6—The evacuation of all Russian territory and
such a settlement of all Russian questions as will
secure for, her unhampered opportunity for independent political development and national policy.
7—The evacuation and restoration of Belgium,
without any attempt to limit her sovereignty.
8—The liberation of all French territory and the
restoration of the invaded portions, and the righting
of the wrong done to France by Prussia in 1871 in
the matter of Alsace-Lorraine.

9—The readjustment of the frontiers of Italy
along clearly recognizable lines of nationality.
10—The freest opportunity of the peoples of
Austria-Hungary for antonomous development.
11—The evacuation of Rumania, Serbia and
Montenegro, with free access to the sea for Serbia;
the restoration of occupied territories; the fixing of
the relations of the several Balkan states along
historically established lines of allegiance and nationality, and international guarantees of their political
and economic independence and territorial integrity.
12—Secure sovereignty for the Turkish portions
of the present Ottoman Empire, but with assurance
that the other nationalities now under Turkish rule
shall have unmolested opportunity of autonomous
development; the Dardanelles to be permanently
opened to all nations under international guarantees.
13—Erection of an independent Polish state, including the territories inhabited by indisputably
Polish populations, with free access to the sea and
with political and economic independence and territorial integrity internationally guaranteed.
14—The formation of a general association of
nations under specific covenants for the purpose of
affording mutual guarantees of political independence and territorial integrity to great and small states
alike.

WILSON GIVES WAR AIMS AND PEACE TE>
TELLS CONGRESS HIS CREED OF DEMO RACY:
FO UR TEEN PRINCIPLES TELL PURPO,
President Wilson's War and Peace Aims Address to Congress
JN an address to both houses of Congress, assemble d in joint session, President Wilson yesterday enunciated the war and peace programme of the United States in fourteen definite proposals. The President,
spoke as follows:
GENTLEMEN OF THE CONGRESS:

Once more, as repeatedly before,
the spokesmen of the Central Empires have indicated their desires to
discuss the objects of the war and
the possible basis of a general peace.
Parleys have been In progress at
Brest-Litovsk between Russian representatives and representatives of
the Central Powers to which the
attention of all the belligerents has
been invited for the purpose of ascertaining whether' it may be possible to extend these parleys into a
general conference with regard to
terms of peace and settlement.
The Russian representatives presented not only a perfectly definite
statement of the principles upon
which they would be willing to conclude peace, but also an equally
definite programme of the concrete
application of those principles. The
representatives of the Central Powers, on their part, presented an outline of settlement which, if much
less definite, seemed ^scePt'Me of.
liberal interpretation until their specific programme of practical terms
was added. That programme proposed no concessions at all, either to
the sovereignty of Russia or to the
preferences of the population with
whose fortunes it dealt, but meant,
in a word, that, tiae Central Empires
were to keep every foot of territory
their armed forces . had occupied—
every province, every city, every
point of vantage—as a permanent
addition to their territories and their
power. It is a reasonable conjecture
that the general principles of settlement which they at first suggested
originated with the more liberal
statesmen of Germany and Austria,
the men who have begun to feel
the force of their own people's
thought and purpose, while the concrete terms of actual settlement
came from the military leaders who
have no thought but to keep what
they have got. The negotiations
have been broken, off. The Russian,
representatives were sincere and in
earnest. They cannot entertain such
proposals of conquest.tand domination.
Significance Jn Parleys.
The whole incident is. full of sig" nificance. It is also full of perplexity.
With whom are the Russian representatives deajing? • For whom are
the representatives of the Central
Empires speaking? Are they speaking for the majorities of their respective parliaments, or for the mi-,
nority parties, that military and imperialistic minority which has so far
dominated their whole policy and
controlled the affairs of Turkey and
the Balkan States, which have felt
obliged to become their associates
in this war? The Russian representatives have insisted, very justly,
very wisely and in the true spirit
of modern democracy, that the conferences they have been holding
with the Teutonic and Turkish
statesmen should be held within
open, not closed, doors and all the
world has been audience, as was
desired.
To whom have we been listening,
then? To those who speak the
spirit and intention of the resolutions of the German Reichstag of
the 9th of July last, the spirit and
intention of the Liberal leaders and
parties of Germany, or to those who
resist and defy that spirit and intention and insist upon conquest
and subjugation? Or are we listening, in fact, to both, unreconciled
and in open and hopeless contradiction? These^,are very serious and
pregnant questions. Upon the answer to them depends the peace of
the world.
„ But whatever the results of the
parleys at Brest-Litovsk, whatever
the confusions of counsel and of
purpose in the utterances of the
spokesmen of the Central Empires,
they have again attempted to
acquaint the world with their objects
in the war and' have again challenged their adversaries to say what
their objects are and what sort of
settlement they would deem just and
satisfactory. There is no good
reason why that challenge should
not be responded to and responded
to with the utmost candor. "We did
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not wait for it. Not once but again
and again we have laid our whole
thought and purpose before the
world, not in general terms only, but
each time with sufficient definition
to make it clear what sort of
definitive terms of settlement must
necessarily spring out of them.
Lloyd George's Aims Approved.
Within the last week Mr. Lloyd
George has spoken with admirable
candor and in admirable spirit for
the people and Government of Great
Britain. There is no confusion of
counsel among the adversaries of
the Central Powers, no uncertainty
of principle, no vagueness of detail.
The only secrecy of counsel, the only
lack of fearless frankness, the only
failure to make definite statement
•of the objects of the war lies with
Germany and her allies. The issues
of life and death hang upon these
definitions. No statesman who has
the least conception of his responsibility ought for a moment to permit himself to continue this tragical
and appalling outpouring of blood
and treasure unless he is sure be;
yond a peradventure that the objects
of the vital sacrifice are part and
parcel of the very life of society
and that the people for whom, he
speaks think them right and imperative as he does.
There is, moreover, a voice calling
for tnese definitions of principle and
of purpose which is, it seems to me,
more thrilling and more compelling
than any of the many moving voices
with which the troubled air of the
world is filled. It is the voice of the
Russian people. They are prostrate
and all but helpless, it would seem,
before the grim power-of Germany,
which has hitherto knofyn no relenting and no pity. Their power apparently is shattered. And yet their
soul is not subservient. They will
not yield either in principle or in
action. Their conception of what is
right, of what it is humane and
hone* able for them to accept, has
been stated with a. frankness, a
largeness of view, a generosity of
spirii and «- universal human sympathy which must challenge the admiration of every friend of mankind; and they, have refused: to compound their. ideals or desert others
that they themselves may be safe.
Would Like to Aid Russia.
They call to us to say what it is
that we desire, in what, if in anything, our purpose and our spirit
differ from theirs; and I believe that
the. people of the United States
would wish me to respond with utter
simplicity and frankness. Whether
their present leaders believe it or
not, it is out heartfelt desire and
hope that some way may be opened
whereby we may be privileged to
assist the people of Russia to attain
their utmost hope of liberty and
ordered peace.
It will be our wish and purpose
that the processes of peace, when
they are begun, shall be absolutely
open, and that they shall involve
and permit henceforth no secret
understandings of any kind. The
day of conquest and aggrandizement
is gone by; so is also the day of
secret covenants entered into in the
interest of particular Governments
and likely at some unlooked for moment to upset the peace of the world.
It is this happy fact, now clear to
the view of every public man whose
thoughts do not still linger in an
age that is dead and gone, which
makes it possible for every nation
whose purposes are consistent with
justice and the peace of the world
to avow. now or at any other time
the objects it has in view.
We entered this war because
violations of right had occurred
which touched us to the quick and
made the life of our own people impossible unless they were corrected
and the world secured once for all
against their recurrence. What we
demand in this war, therefore, is
nothing peculiar to ourselves. It is
that the world be made fit and safe
to live in; and particularly that it
be made safe for every peace loving
nation which, like our own, wishes
to live its own life, determine its
own institutions, be assured of jus-

tice and fair dealing by. the other
peoples of the world as against force
and selfish aggression.
All the
peoples of the world are in effect
partners in this interest, and for our
own part we see very clearly that
unless justice be done to others It
will not be done to us.
The programme of the world's
peace, therefore, is our programme,
and that programme, the only possible programme, as we see it, is
this:
I. Open covenants of peace, openly
arrived at, after which there shall
be no private international understandings of any kind, but diplomacy
shall proceed always frankly and in
the public view.
II. Absolute freedom of navigation upon the seas, outside territorial
waters, alike in peace and in war,
except as the seas may be closed in
whole or in part by international
action for the enforcement of international covenants.
III. The removal, so far as possible, of all economic barriers and
the establishment of an equality of
trade conditions among all the
nations consenting to the peace and
associating themselves for its maintenance.
IV. Adequate guarantees given
and taken that national armaments
will be reduced to the lowest point
consistent with domestic safety.
V. A free, open minded and absolutely impartial adjustment, of all
colonial claims, based upon a strict
observance of the principle that in
determining all such questions of
sovereignty the interests of the
populations concerned must have,
equal weight with the equitable
claims of the Government whose
title is to be determined.
VI. The evacuation of all Russian
territory -and such a settlement of
all questions, affecting Russia as
will secure the best and freest cooperation of the other nations of the
world in obtaining for her an unhampered- and unembarrassed opportunity for the independent determination of her own political
development and national policy and
assure her of a sincere welcome into
the society of free nations under
institutions of .her own choosing;
and, more' than a welcome, assistance also of every kind that she may
need and may herself desire. The
treatment accorded Russia by her
sister nations in the months to come
will be the acid test of their good
will, of their comprehension of her
needs as distinguished from their
own interests and of their intelligent
and unselfish sympathy.

torically established lines of allegiance and nationality; and international guarantees of the political
and economic independence and territorial integrity of the several Balkan States should be entered into.
XII. The Turkish portions of the
present Ottoman Empire should be
assured a secure sovereignty, but
the other nationalities which are
now under Turkish rule should be
assured an undoubted security of
life and an absolutely unmolested •
opportunity of autonomous development, and the Dardanelles should be
permanently opened as a free passage to the ships and commerce of
all nations under international guarantees.

Independence for Poland.
XIII. An independent Polish State
should be erected which should include the territories inhabited by
indisputably
Polish
populations,
which should be assured a free and
secure access to the sea and whose
political and economic Independence
and territorial integrity should be
guaranteed by international covenant.
XIV. A general association of nations must be formed under specific
covenants for the purpose of affording mutual guaranteess of political
independence and territorial integrity to great and small states alike.
In regard to these essential rectifications of wrong and assertions of
right, we feel ourselves to be intimate . partners of all the Governments
and
peoples
associated
together against the imperialists.
We cannot be separated in interest
or divided in purpose. We stand
together until the end.
For such arrangements and covenants we are willing to fight and
to continue/ to fight until they are
achieved; but only because we wish
the right to prevail and desire a
just and stable peace, such as can
be secured only by removing the.
chief provocations to war, which
this programme does, remove. We
have no jealousy of German greatness, and there is nothing in this
programme that impairs It. We
grudge her no achievement or distinction1 Of learning or of pacific enterprise such as have made her record
very bright and very enviable. We
do not wish to injure her or to block
in any way her legitimate influence
or power. We do not wish to fight
her either with arms or with hostile
arrangements of trade, if she is
willing to associate herself with us
and the other peace loving nations
of the world in covenants of justice
and law and fair dealing. We,wish
Belgium Must Be Restored.
. her only to accept a place of equality
VII. Belgium, the whole world will among the peoples of the world—
agree, must be evacuated and re- the new world in which we now live
stored, without any attempt to limit —instead of a place of mastery.
the sovereignty which she enjoys in
common with all other free nations. Germnny'g Spokesmen an Issue.
No other single act will serve
Neither do we presume to suggest
as this will serve to restore to her any alteration or modification
confidence among the nations in of her institutions. But it is necesthe laws which they. have them- sary, we must frankly say, and
selves set and determined for the necessary as a preliminary to any
government of their relations with intelligent dealings with her on our
one another. Without this healing part, that we should know whom
act the whole structure and validity her spokesmen speak for when they
of international law is forever im- speak to us, whether for the Reichspaired.
tag majority or for the military
VIII. All French territory should party and the men whose creed is
be freed and the invaded portions imperial domination.
restored, and the wrong done to
We have spoken now purely in
France by Prussia in 1871 in the terms too. concrete to admit^of any
matter of Alsace-Lorraine, which further doubt or question. An evihas unsettled the peace of the world dent principle runs through the
for nearly fifty years, should be whole programme I have outlined.
righted, in order that peace may It is the principle of justice, to all
once more be made secure in the peoples and nationalities and their
interest of all.
right to live on equal terms of
IX. A readjustment of the fron- liberty and safety with one another,
tiers of Italy should be effected whether they be strong or weak.
along clearly recognizable lines of Unless, this principle be made its
nationality.
foundation no part Of the structure
X. The peoples of Austria-Hun- of international justice can stand.
gary, whose place among the nations The people of the United States
we. wish to see safeguarded and as- could act upon no other principle,
sured, should be accorded the freest and to the vindication of this prinopportunity of autonomous develop- ciple they are ready to devote their
ment.
. >
lives, the honor and everything that
XI. Rumania, Serbia and Monte- they possess. The moral climax of
negro should be evacuated; occupied this, the culminating and final war
territories restored; Serbia accorded for human liberty, has come and
free and secure, access to the sea; they are ready to put their own
and the relations of the several Bal- strength, their own higbest purkan States to one another deter- pose, their own integrity and devomined by friendly counsel along his- tion to the test.
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for a general peace discussion should be
answered by the nations at war with the
Central Empires. That each nation
should .speak througli fts recognized
spokesman was the plan evidently agreed
upon each choosing his own way to
bring the object of the struggle forcibly
before the world.
The President kept his own part in
this plan a carefully guarded secret.
Three days ago immediately following
the speech of Lloyd George he began the
preparation of the message he delivered
to-day. Hie own Cabinet was not taken
into"the secret.'
It was just before noon when word
was first flashed from the White House
that the President would address Con:ernationaI relations."

dential embargo. The firm of Ruei
of which the two Rueffs are memand J. Ramos & Co., Inc., a shoe
ting concern in which they are also
isted, and which is located at the
address, were also named in the
indllftments as defendants.
B
en A. Matthews, Assistant United
Stattg Attorney, asked that bench warrants be issued for the immediate arrest
of as of the parties concerned.
It/is charged that the asbestos lining
was removed from safes and large quantities of potash concealed in secret receptacles in the- walls, after which the
suites were sent to a customer at Vera
!ruz. The four men charged with havaided the scheme- are Frank ~M: Ja•ibe, purchasing agent for.. the Rueffs ;
'edro Chambon, Enrique Rio and Enique Gonzales, Mexicans. The specific
-hipment of 11,000 pounds of chlorate of
potash in this clandestine manner via
:he Ward liner Esperanza on September
last is alleged in the indictment.

ceptance.
WON'T YIELD TEERITORY
Alsace for France, German
Colonies and War Indemnity
Called-'Too Much."

qualies In Uuatemala, was estlmated at six thousand.
The traveller said that more
than one hundred persons were
shot while robbing the dead. He
added that many of the inhabitants of Guatemala were fleeing
for safety to Mexico and Salvador.
V
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News of Message.
KAILS STAND TEST WELL
Wall Street Debates Whether
Wilson's Action Will Prolone; or Shorten War.

that the terms of Germany's enemies
were exorbitant.
"Not an inch of German territory will
"We must
Will the speech of President Wilson
LONDON, Jan.
8.—Although reports be given up," he declared.
try to safegu ard our frontiers."
from various sources indicate that GerAsserting that the Bavarians, like the before Congress yesterday, in which the
many is passing through a severe politi- other Germans, were victorious every- specific peace terms are outlined, make
That was
cal crisis, caused by the revelation of where, the King added: "May we suc- for a longer or a shorter war?
her uncompromising annexationist policy ceed also in defeating out latest enemies, the question which stock traders asked
the Americans."
themselves yesterday, while the speech
in the peace negotiations at BrestThe Austrian press comments are
Litovsk, perhaps the most serious crisis similar to the German. The Neue Freie was clicking out over the wires and in
the hour that followed of market tradin her history, wiith the political and Presse of Vienna says:
"Lloyd George's peace terms are noth- ing. Sentiment was very much confused
diplomatic leaders on one side and the
ing else than the ruthless idea, clau in
militarist chiefs on the other, the Ger- many words, that force shall decide; and the old slogan of "when In doubt,
man newspapers which have been re- that the war shall continue until it has sell," was again brought into play. With
ceived here and in the neutral cities been established unquestionably who is the end of the speech the leading stocks
the strongest. Lloyd George announces
near the frontier are unanimous in re- freedom for all peoples with the excep- lost from one to two points, and the
specialties declined from two to four.
jecting as impossible the peace terms tion of those under his own yoke."
The Neues Wiener Tagblatt of Vienna Later, on the covering move just before
suggested by Premier Lloyd George in
the close, part of this loss was regained.
his address to the British labor unions. says:
Announcement that the President
"Lloyd George recognizes the prinfJeutral
observers
assert
that
the
gap
Continued from First Page.
ciple of self-determination and of the would address Congress was entirely unbetween the leaders of opinion in Ger- rights of peoples,only where he 'believes expected. It flashed suddenly into the
|neans this country will never be com- many has become a chasm so wide that this principle could be put futo effect '.n middle of a morning In which stocks
mitted to such a policy in any treaty of it cannot be bridged. It is again re- favor of the Entente. He preaches eco- had been moving buoyantly, in rather
small arcs, but with an upward teneace.
ported, despite an official denial from nomic war, and renounces only with .he dency which edged them toward higher
Bey.n, that Gen. von Ludendorff, leader greatest precautions England's newly levels.
AVon't Stand for Free , Trade.
Thus In the
of the militarists and the ruling mind established militarism.
The Street jumped to the conclusion
Senator Curtis (Kan.): The United in the group that is conducting the same breath lie promises and refuses a that the address was to supplement and
lasting
peace.
tates will not have economic free trade affairs of Germany, lias gone so f.tr as
emphasize
the statement of Mr. Lloyd
"Lloyd George's Insincere, speech can
to threaten to resign in conjunction with
fastened upon it at any peace confer- Field Marsnii von Hindenburg if Dr. rive no one the impression that the George. It bought stocks on this theory,
and the theory proved correct. For by
nce.
If the President means by re- von Kuhln.tnn, Count Czernin and the present British Government seriously the time the speech was started its probimoval of economic barriers the estab- other advocates of a moderate peace are desires peace."
ably news value was discounted.
The Rcichspost says:
Ishment of world free trade, I cannot allowed te go any further along that
"Lloyd George's manifesto deserves
line.
One Strong Spot in Day.
gree with him. As I read the message
It is perhaps significant that no com- attention as the statement of a man
Between the announcement that the
the President advocates .elimination of ment has been received from Vorwaerts, possessed by lust of conquest. It Is use11 trade tariffs, and that I am opposed the leading Socialist organ of Germany. less to humanity, which longs for peace." speech would be made and its start over
the wires was the strongest spot of-the
[to and believe the country will be op- Austrian newspapers express the view
day. During this time United States
sed to it.
that the Premier repudiated a desire to
Steel common touched ST Vs. Bethlehem
Senator Weeks (Mass.) : The address dismember Austria, and thus, as the
Steel B 82%, General Motors 120. Ma[of the President, particularly with ref- Nieue Freie Press puts it, the "Czechs
rine preferred 86%, Reading 76, with
erence to the situation in Russia and and Jugoslavs now understand
that
the other stocks on the general list to
with less particularity with reference to their false friends in England and
proportionate;
heights.
These prices
conditions in France, is most timely. I France have abandoned them."
were due to brisk ibuying at the openbelieve it will have a benefical effect In
ing and were from one to two .points
Russia. The encouragement to France
British Proposals "Impossible."
higher for the list - as a whole, with
and the assurance that America's supwider gains in the specialties. AmeriA
Vienna
despatch
to
the
Pester
port to them in their fight will grow in
can Tobacco was hid up fourteen points
Lloyd
(Budapest)
says
that
in
political
substantiality and will be salutary.
H. Charles Woods Cites Its and most of the other tobacco stocks
Senator Dillingham (Vt.) : The Pres-. circles the peace conditions offered by
the British Prime Minister are consid-I
were influenced by the demand for it.
ident's definition of the aims of ; the
Importance to Foe in the
Just before the President. started to
United States at this juncture possesses ered impossible of acceptance.
The Norddeutsche Allgemcine Zeitung,
speak the market quieted down and in
in Its probable effect upon the Russians the semi-official German organ, says:
Present War.
the fifteen minute or so - interval the
the most important element of timeli"Even If Lloyd George now for obsales were few and decidedly far beness. The address, setting forth as It vious reasons renounces the talk about
tween.
Stock brokers and their cusdoes the position of the Administration, all kinds f crushing aims with which he
H. Charles Woods, lecturer and au- tomers alike deserted the .floors of the
has great value. I cannot believe that formerly was wont to make an Impres- |
exchanges
for places at the ticker side
it will strike throughout the United. sion on the masses of his own people j thor, a Sandhurst graduate and a fellow and hung there in expectancy until a
States complete harmony of public opin- and the Allies, and if those points in i of the Royal Geographical Society, ad- summary of the speech was flashed out
ion with regard to the various"specific which Russia had the greatest interest j vocated in an address last night before from Washington, which occurred about
propositions which the President has set were erased from the general pro- j the American Geographical Society the ten minutes after the President had
forth. It is too much of a departure gramme of the Entente, there neverthe- I operation of the Bagdad railway at the
to speak.
from traditional principles for that, but less has been virtually no change in conclusion of the war on the basis of started
Moderate selling transactions the:
the -concrete character of the fourteen England's own war aims. They are as an international agreement.
"Whatever. concession may be offered caused a decline. Steel was quoted at|
specifications set forth in the address before the result of the will for unre- '
tp the Allies at home," he said, "they 96% when the speech started. It slkf
furnishes a basis for discussion and a stricted world power.
down to 94%, then reacted to .95, agai:
ground work for the readjustment sub"Mr. Lloyd George knows torday, as j must leave no stone unturned to prevent sold below 95, crossed 95, the half mark'
sequent to the war.
when he made his first war speech, that the conclusion of a peace which would and at the moment the speech wa
the territorial integrity of the Austro-! leave the enemy still in control of this . finished was quoted at 95%.
Called "Clear as Crystal."
Hungarian monarchy, as well as that railway."
Mr. Woods pointed out the strategic |
Speaker Clark (Mo.) :
The Presi- of the other allies of Germany,- must
Speech Starts Downward Move.
I dent's message was strong, clear and ex- form the cornerstone -in the building importance of this line, which nearly has
The real selling movement started I
I illicit. It is the most luminous of .the of a new. piece. - Nevertheless he adheres been completed between Constantinople
President's utterances—clear as crystal. to MS imperialistic war aims with their [■ to the Gulf of Persia. Three hundred soon thereafter and all stocks on the!
list
slid off from l'to- 2 points from thel
miles
of
the
road
were'unfinished
at
the
The man who cannot understand pre- unmeasured demands ,and only by a L
1 :i
cisely -what the President .means is un- change (intone trios to give .the Impres- , begim«Jng of the war,,he said, and in the levels when the speech was started/
| usually dense.
sion that he takes Into account the al-' stress of campaigning the Turks, allies" Steel dropped 214 0points from that level!
Representative Gillette, acting Repub- teration. of the military and political of Germany, have been unable to' com- j to the close, at 93 *. with a net-loss for|
the day of 144 points.
, ■.','■ •
.
lican, floor leader in the Ho^use .(Mass.).: -situation, It is characteristic of him', plete construction. . ,
The range taken by the market leader!
While the road operating as far as it j
II am in hearty accord with 'the ' Presl-. and his allies."
;
did was a menace, to the British cam- ivas followed generally by the other!
Ident's address unless he meant unjverThere were a few!
Isal free trade by. his allusion to eeo- "Cologne Zeitnng" Opposes Accep- paigns in Syria and Mesopotamia;it was prominent stocks.
due to the foresight of the British com- exceptions;, in which all of the gains ofT
lnomic freedom, and I do not believe that
tance.
manders that the Turks and Germans the morning were not lost. Americanl
Icould have been his intention. I qtiesTobacco, for instance, closed the day atl
were forestalled.The Cojogne. Zeitung says:
Ition the wisdom of specifying so ex"Turkish reinforcements and material 155%, an advance of 10% points; Texas!
"If these war aims should be fulfilled j
lactly the territorial limitations which
le war should effect, for I doubt if uur Germany would be driven back into her destined for Mesopotamia had to be de- Company gained 1%-on the day andl
Sears-Roebuck 3% points on a few|
eople are prepared to fight' for the position in 1914, btu without Alsace- trained twice," the speaker said, "and
alkan boundary lines, for instance, Lorraine and the eGrman colonies and the enemy was unabel to derive the full transactions.
The rail stocks, while irregular m'ost'l
nt personally I agree with his oro- loaded with an immense war indemnity, benefits provided by the Euphrates route ' of the day, sustained relatively smaller
Igramme even then, particularly the de- faced with a dangerous Polish State on for water transport. This was due to net losses on the day than did the inher frontier, and moreover, delivered to the fact that the Amanits tunnels were
|orease of the power of the Turk.
dustrials, for they had not joined
Representative Rairiey (111.) : A timely the discretion of the Entente allies for not complete and there was a gap of heartily in the morning advance. Re- I
The peace offer of thirty miles in the Taurus.
I message. It fits in with Lloyd George. receiving goods.
"In these circumstances it obviously flection of the various interpretations
I It ought to encourage the' Russians. It Premier Lloyd George cannot be acwas necessary to forestall the Turks and put on the speech were easy to discern
I ought to encourage the non-military cepted.''
in the irregularity which preceded the |
The Rhenische Westfaelische Zeitung to inaugurate a Mesopotamian campaign
I party in Germany to oppose the military
close.
of Essen, an organ of the Krupps, says: before the improvement and completion
| programme of Germany.
Trading in stocks as stocks days go I
"When Lloyd George and British of the railway. Extension of the line was not large. The total turnover was
Representative Cannon (111.) :
The
President is always strong in his ad- labor demand Alsace for France and the was further hindered by the fact that some 700,000 shares.
Students of the
dresses. I wish this one could be read German colonies, Arabia, Syria and the enemy was compelled to utilize market were of the opinion that 'the
to every man, woman and child and Palestine for England, and speak of the finished parts of tlio line for military early buoyancy was caused by the
thoroughly explained in Germany, and war indemnity we will have to pay, the purposes. So in the Syrian campaign coming into trie ring of a good sized
answer in view of the actual war situa- had the British delayed taking the volume of orders which had been held
Austria.
proper precaution on the Egyptian up by interrupted wire service on the I
tion is, 'It is too much.' "
. The newspaper thinks, however, that frontier until the opening of the Taurus previous day, and that when these were]
Address Pleases Socialists.
the calmer tone in which Lloyd George and Amanus tunnels and until the com- ■ exhausted the market became a proRepresentative, London (N. Y.) : The spoke in worth noting, and adds :
peltion of the new railway on the west fessional affair, which was allowed inl
j President is performing the only func"Well, Lloyd George too will one day of the Jordan, the dangers of the situa- the main to take its own course. Atl
tion the United States can perform. It become reasonable.
Until then, the tion would have increased enormously." any rate public support was conspicuous|
was a speech of moderation and firm- U-boats and Hindenburg's sword will
Mr. Woods said it was certain that by its absence.
ness—a very courageous e/fcwt by a help."
the line will be completed in the future,
.great man to meet an extraordinary sitThe Frankfurter zeitung says:
and that the Germans must not be perCalled Step Toward Peace.
uation. I wish it could reach the great
"Only a defeated Germany could think mitted to obtain control of it.
As viewed in the financial district thel
, masses of the people of Europe. Alto- of negotiating on the terms laid down by
speech is the first direct step wheih hasl
gether it is a very promising declara- Lloyd George. It is a new war speeen
tion.
"NEWS" BY WAY OP BERLIN. been taken toward peace. In some quarand a way to terminate the war WlH
ters it was interpreted as an invitation|
Representative Hicks (N. Y.) :. An only be open.when the movement which
excellent message. I am glad.it cooper- has begun in England and other Entente Wolff Bureau Gives Terms for En- to Germany to state her terms. Particutes so closely with the purposes of the countries is strong enough to replace
lar emphasis was laid in financial cir-|
listing: in American Army. t
Hies.
cles on two paragraphs; one of these IsI
Lloyd George, Clemenceau and Baron
Representative Pou l(N. C.) :
The Sonnino by men who recognize the imLONDON, Jan. 8.—The Wolf Bureau, ' the determined fashion in which the|
[ clearest statement of our war aims yet possible nature of such speeches and the semi-official news agency in Berlin, Allies propose to deal with the restoramade. Two fine appeals are in it—rone draw consequences from such recogni- sends out this despatch :
to the Russian people and the other to tion.
"On the eastern front the following
that portion of the German people who
"How far we are from that time it is wireless message has been made public,
■have some sense of justice left.
probably by the Rumanian Government.
hard to say."
Representative Miller (Minn.) : The
" 'To All Officers—Soldiers wishing to
"JVo Alsace-Lorraine Question."
j language used in discussing economic
serve in the American army should apThe
Nachrichten
of
Dusseldorf
says:
| conditions after the war does not reply to the American. Military Mission at
"The main point of the speech is Jassy. The first condition is severe disj fleet the opinion of all Americans. Very
' likely the President does not intend his i that. Lloyd George binds Great Britain cipline and unconditional obedience. It
words about free trade to be construed . to fight to the last breath for Alsace- will be necessary for soldiers to obtain
j literally.
When the war is over the | Lorraine. We do not believe, however, a recommendation from their officers.
i markets of America should not be i that the British people will fight to the Preference will be given those who are
opened up to all the world on a free and I last breath for this war aim.
willing to serve permanently.' "
"There is no Alsace-Lorraine quesequal basis. The message is a direct]
appeal to the Prussian people.
They' tion for us and the speech cannot, there] now have a chance to tu.rn 'back and t fore, aim at promoting peace with us. FINLAND IS CONGRATULATED.
It was intended to throw suspicion on
; travel on the road to decency.
the negotiations at Brest-Litovsk. The Reichstag Leader Expresses Geralone can convince this enemy
VIGILANTES RENEW APPEAL. sword
many's Best Wishes,
and make him ready for peace."
The Boerscn-Courier of Berlin regards
AMSTERDAM. Jan. 8.—At the opening
Ask Senate Recognition of Petition the, speech as an attempt to isolate of the sessibn of the Main Committee of
golletti

[TARIFF MENACE IS
SEEN IN WAR AIM 3

URGES BAGDAD ROAD
BE MADE NEUTRAL

ttflWMj

orse trie -tearless
ramme outlined by President Wilson. I
am particularly pleased with the position he has taken with regard to Belgium and France, as i feel no peace
terms should be considered without provision for the evacuation and restoration
of these countries. The President's provisions for the preservation of peace in
the future show farsighted vision, which
should characterize any international
agreement consummated now."
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American Youth

The stress of international circumstances and the call upon all of us to
defend what we have long held dear adds another to the reasons which have
always existed for making a Father and Son Week an occasion to which
everyone might render co-operation and participation in ungrudging
measure.
s-*-*
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SENATE GRILLS
BAKER ON WAR
PREPARATIONS

"BIROS," SAYS BILLY
And Evangelist Is for Wilson
"Ten Million Ways"—Opens
Eight - Week

Revival

in Washington.
* SOLDIERS AND SAILORS
TO SLEEP IN TABERNACLE,
Sunday

Intends

to

Preach

Hooverism and PatriotismHit With Solons.

00

—(

(?j[)ocial to 'Hi e "World.)

WASHINGTON, Jan. 7.—Billy Sunday's first day of rest—Monday, as
usual—was spent by the evangelist in
visiting the White House, Secretary
of War Baker and Secretary of the
Navy Daniels, and to giving local
workers pointers on the way he will
conduct the eight-week campaign in
Washington.
President Wilson was not, at the
White House when Billy called, but
an appointment will be made for the
two. The President will be invited to
attend the services at the Tabernacle.
"I am for President Woodrow Wilson ten million ways—ihe's one of the
greatest ever—ajiy any one who don t
back him up in his battle against old
Kaiser Bill is a sneaking, contemptible coward or. traitor of the worst
hort," said Billy.'
Baker's Cordial Greeting.
"Hello there, Billy," exclaimed Secretary of War Baker when the Kvangedist unexpectedly invaded 'his office.
"Vita glad to see you and wish you
■worlds of success."
I Secretary Baker and Billy dha.tt.ed
as old friends for several minutes,
and Mr. Baker said >he would be out
it the tabernacle soon to hear "some
Dreaabing and patriotism."
• Sunday went to see Secretary Daniels, who attended the service at the
Ta.bemacle the first day.
"They're a*'couple of real birds—
fjaker and Daniels!" declared Billy.
"Both are God-fearing, real red-blooded Americans who are on the job aid
looking after the morals and spiritual
welfare of the millions under them
in a way that is a real joy to those
who know what they are doing.
No Bootlickers Therel
Billy's declaration Sunday that
"Congress is now rid of the grafters
and bootlickers and is composed of
the finest type of men in America,"
made a hit with Senators and Representatives. There is a. movement
•on foot to invite him to speak before
the two bodies in joint session.
Among the schemes Billy has In
mind for the Washington campaign
is one to urge Hooverism at every
opportunity.
''Why yell 'I'm a patriotic American'
and then go cram and jam yourself
full of food that may be needed by the
fellows over on the firing line?" he
asked to-day.
Still another stroke is to offer the
weib-heated tabernacle to the soldiers
and sailors as a shelter at night. Billy
was informed that many soldiers, sailors and marines visiting Washington
on short notice had been unable to
find lodging.

"On the first day of April, 1917, *he
regular army comprised 5791 officer*
and 121,797 enlisted men; the National
Guard in Federal service approximately
MOENmG, JANUARY 11,
3733 officers and 76,713 enlist' d m ,
and the reserve 4000 enlisted men
He refuted testimony to the effect
There were al«o at that time appro-*'
that production of machine guns had | mately 2573 officers in the reserve, but
been delayed while the ordnance de- as these were, on inactive duty .ti. ;.cannot properly be considered in estiI partment was awaiting the result of mating the strength of the army of th
I tests of various types. He said orders United States at that time. On th,
thirty-first day of December, 1917, the
were placed for Lewis and other guns j regular
army consisted of 10 250 o^ler
before the tests which developed the and 475,00,0 enlisted men; the National
Guard of 16,031 officers nad 400,900 en! i Browning gun was held.
listed men; the National Army of 480,He told the committee that the sup- 000 men, and the reserve of 84,575 o:
fieers
and 72.750 enlisted men. In othe
i plies committee of the Council of Na- i
words, in nine months the increase ha,
;
tional Defense was no longer "oper- f been from 9524 officers to 110 85ii o
»
ating. and that tomorrow he would j eers and from 202,510 to 1,428 G50 men
"During the war with Spain the
make a detailed statement' of a reor- army of the United States at its max:More Than Million and ganization of the War Department.
mum strength aggregated 272,000 rne
and officers. The army now in the field
The Secretary agreed to cable Gen- j and
in training is, therefore, roughly
Half Men Ready for
eral Pershing and ask him to investi- six times as great as the maximium
gate the matter of clothing among the number under arms in the SpanishFiance in 1918
Amertean war.
troops in France and inform him j
"The total number already in the
whether it was suitable for the climate j military service is one and a half time?
as
large as any force ever mobilized by
and compared favorably with clothing
CLOTHING AMD ARMS
this nation.
worn by English troops.
"A
part of our military
Secretary entered the committee forces substantial
was selected by the operation of
TO EQUIP ALL READY room
fortified with a bundle of long, j the draft law, the execution of which
wicked-looking stogies and a box of ] has demonstrated both the economical
matches. He took a seat near Sena- and the efficient way of selecting soldiers. The law itself was drawn, its
Reorganization of Department tor Chamberlain,, chairman of the com- execution
carried to a successful conmittee, and after lighting up begged ]
clusion,
and the theory of the lawpermission to read his statement.
to Be Announced Monnovel
to
our
people, explained and mad*
When he had finished he said he would
because of its' demonstrate*"
be glad to answer any-questions. From popular,
day by Secretary
fairness
both
in plan, and execution.
that moment until after 5 o'clock this
"For the training of officers tw
afternoon he answered all sorts of series of training camps were held, froir
questions. With a stogy elevated to- which about 45,000 officers were comDETAILS MADE PUBLIC ward
the ceiling, his hands clasping missioned from 'civil life. This number
his knees and in undisturbed fashion is nearly eight times as great as th
he at times answered quickly, at other number of officers in the regular armthe first day of April.
Statement
to
Committee times paused for minutes and fre- on "For
training of these soldiers
quently raised a general laugh by a sixteen the
cantonments have been bull:.
sharp sally.
Covers Ordnance and Quarcosting $134,000,000, with an average
profit to the contractors of 2.98 per ce.a*
Clears Many Points
termaster Branches
j
Death Rate Very Low
The net results of the day's proceedings, according to several members of
"The death rate in our forces in the
the committee, was that Mr. Baker United States from mid-September to
Public Ledger Bureau \
cleared up many things that had ap- the end of December averaged 7.5 peWashington, Jan. 10 J
peared suspicious; that he' was a keen thousand, and is slightly less thai
Secretary of War Baker sat before
thinker, with great intellectual force, but would have been the death rate of mer
the same age at home. In 1398, the
that despite his answers and keenness, of
the Senate Committee on Military
death rate per thousand was 20.14, o
they were of the opinion that as far as nearly three times as gi;eat. Our deaf
Affairs today, and under a grilling
| the ordnance bureau was concerned there •
in the army during the year 1916,
crossfire of questions gave his views of, j had not been a sufficiently comprehensive rate
just before the war, was five per thou
the merits of virtually every criticism
grasp of the war situation and ade-1 sand. Leaving out the deaths due to
and its complications, our rate
which has been heard*by the commit- ; quate preparations had not been 'made to j measles
meet
it immediately after war was de- j among all troops in the United States
tee respecting war preparations of the
since
September
1, has been about two
I elated.
per thousand.
oRdnance and Quartermaster GenMr. Baker's prepared statement began
"For the fiscal year 1915 Congress
eral's Departments of the army.
appropriated for the War Department
with reference to the facts:
$158,000,000; for the fiscal year 19I16J
If his testimony can be summed up
That arms of the most modern and $203,000,000;
for the fiscal year 1917.!
effective kind have been provided for ^403,000,000; for the fiscal year 1918,
in its most important phases, it was
every
soldier
in
France
and
are
avail$7,527,338,716.
In 9other words, taking
tersely as follows:
able for every fighting man who can 1915 as a normal year, the appropriaHe said he knew nothing or at least
tions for 1918. are nearly fifty times ar
be sent to France in 1918.
could recall nothing of the two offers
That an army of nearly a million great.
"The regular appropriations made b;
of the Boston "Wool Trade Association
and a half men, enlisted and selected Congress for all governmental purpose;
to sell the Gvernment its stocks of j without serious dislocation of the na- for the fiscal year 1915 were $720,000,tion's industries, is now in the field or 000. or nearly one-tenth the 1918 appro]
wool at prevailing prices. These offers,
in training at home and abroad. The ! priations for the War Department alon
it has been testified, were made in the
"Of the total War Department appro
statement continued:
priations for 1918 $3,200,000,000 wa!
summer of 1916, and it was said ac"I state the foregoing conditions of for the ordnance department, of whicl
ceptance of them would have saved
the War Department's problem and contracts amounting to $1,677,000,00
some of the results attained for two j already have been placed.
the Government many millions of
purposes. In the first place, the Amer- j
"On the first day of April, 1917J th]
dollars. He frankly admitted he did
jean people are entitled to know of the | ordnance department consisted of n-nety,
splendid
effectiveness
with
which
they'
seven officers, while now it consists o]
aot know anything about the weight
have been able to organize, the nun 3004 officers, and, in addition, has 26,
of cloths for uniforms and knew no depower and the material power of the 120 enlisted personnel.
nation in a great cause;, aid second,
tails of the fact that specifications
our army in France ' under General
New Weapons Studied
for uniform material
had been
Pershing and our, allies are entitled to
- "In addition to the selection and
changed.
have the benefit resulting from the depression of the morale of their enemies, training of this new force, the making
• The delay in producing the Ehfield
which must come when the German" of these great contracts, and the folriile. he said, was relatively unim- j realize that the American democracy low-up necessary in the manufacturing
has
neither blundered nor hesitated, but ' processes, a continuous study of new
portant, "because the war was not on i actually
brought the full power of its weapons and instrumentalities has been
us—it was 3000 miles away."
men and re'-curces into completely or- kept up, a constant contact kept with
men abroad studying the operaHe gave the indication that in the j ganized strength against their military trained
tion of ordnance material in battle, and
machine.
accordingly modifying designs and plans
matter of rifles he considers quality I
here by reason of observation and exArmy Without Precedent
above quantity, but added that we ai-e
perience.
"No army of similar size in the hisnow getting botl
"Many of the classes of ordnance matory of the world has ever been raised, terial requiring to be designed, specifiHe asserted secrecy in the letting of
equipped or trained so quickly. No s;i :h cations drawn and contracts^ let, w ere
contracts was necessary in order to
provision has ever been made for the wholly unfamiliar to our normal milicomfort health and general well-being tary practices. The trench warfare maprotect Government work and Governof an army.
terial alone involves commitments of
ment plants from the nefarious de- |
"By the co-operation of all interests $282,000,000.
and all people in the country the nati rq
"Many of the ordnance department's
signs of alien enemies. He refused to
is now. organized and set to its task
■ itracts involve increase of plant faclenlarge upon this subject for obvious ' with unanimity of spirit and confidence
ii'l •"' the construction of new plants,
in its powers. More has been done than
ana consist, inspection by inspectors
reasons.
anybody dared to believe possible. That, I^7?v,,al"e had ^be trained in specially
established schqo
there have been here and there errors
Supplies Sufficient
of. judgment and delays' goes without
__„?°-.r 'u'e quarternteter general's deHe told the committee that producsaying; but I should be wanting in
partment in 1913 $3,otl%>0,000 was
ed Ora su
frankness were I to omit my own esti-'
tion of clothing was now sufficient to
'times01asaiSreat
'e as the »> more, thaniation
four
mate of the real unselfishness and in- for-all
L
1915 approT
clothe all the troops: that sufficient, telligence with which my associates,
e ntal JU
ro" fhlT"P
< t , y f' ''Poses
pril
rifles were on hand for all the armies military and civilian, have applied themselves "to this undertaking, and the re- »«^8&£S. h? tfc ° f
there ";-ere
and that generally supplies of >muni-* sults demonstrate the success of their onth?yp ^ SrTiirs Ti
t
tions were • sufficient.
efforts.
^as a total of 6431 officers.'
' the1?
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$2,000,000,000 Already Spent

Announces Results

J "On the first day of January, 191S,
/.early $2,000,000 of the appropriation
lad b*en obligated by contracts or dislursements.
"This ousiness involved accounting!
■etermination of
standards,
prices,
quantities and the creation of new manufacturing facilities.
"In the woolen goods section alone the*
co-operation of more than 300 mills was
involved, and the following items give
some idw, of the extensive*character of
the op >-ations: There have been purchased more than 19,000,000 bin nice' ,
20.000,000 yards of ovrooaung and mote
than 30,000,000 yards each of shirtingflannel and suiting, involving an ex-»
pendlture of more than $345,000,000. In
cotton goods the department had contracted for'250,000,000 yards of various
cotton cloths.
"The aviation section of the signal
corps on the first day of April, 1917, consisted of sixty-five officers and 1120 men.
On tne first day of January, 1918, it
consisted of 3900 officers and 82.120
mer
"This division of the War Department
was-^eharged by Congress with the expenditure of an appropriation a%presating for 1918 $744,000,000, or five
times the 1915 appropriate for the
entire War Department
"The engineer department, for which
in 1917 $53,00(1.000 was appropriated,
te-as charged by the 191S_ appropriation

"On December 15 I was, therefore, in
a position to announce a general reor'anization, accomplishing the followingresults :
"First. Created a war council, upon
.-hich General Crozier, General Sharpe,
general Weaver, General Crowdor and
he Chief of Staff have been designated
o sit with the Secretary of War and
he Assistant Secretary of War, and to
hich council men of capacity, either
nm the army or from civil life; will be
added from time t" time. The purpose
f the council is that its members, being
i-ce from the burdens of detail administration, can take a large supervisory
lew of all questions- of organization
nd supply and give to the Government
he highest value of their talents and
xperience.
"Second. Under General Wheeler,
pith the advice of his military ass.stlts and of industri U experts, the mahinery of the Ordnance Department is
eing 'thoroughly reorganized in prepaltion for the new phase of its work
tpon which it is now entering. Its sevral operations will be conducted under
he direction either of officers already
n the service who are now in a position
o give their entire energies to their ad-linistration or by men specially chosen
rom civil life because of their experirice and capacity.
"Third. The Quartermaster General's
department is in process of similar rerganization and subdivisioning under
'eneral Goethals, who enjoys the unique
xperience of having worked out at the
~>anama Canal problems of transportaion and supply Of a magnitude never
until now approached in the history of
>ur Government. Here also the efficiency
>f the department is being strengthened
by the calling from civil life of men of

/

with the expenditure of $390,000,000, or
about 700 per cent increase.
"There have been organized, trained
and equipped technical troops of foresters, stevedores and railroad construction and operation men aggregating
about 120,000, many of whom have been
operating in France for some months."

Criticisms Bear Fruit
"I make this statement fully aware
.hat there have been produced before the
-Tiembers of this committee some expresions of doubt, difference of opinion and
disapproval. The War Department has
pent eight months hearing similar expressions, analyz-ng thc-m, correcting the
conditions out of which they grew, perfecting its organization:to prevent their
r< currence, and all the while driving on
: o the accomplishment of the mam task.
"Mv m.litary assistants and I appreciate the work which this committei lias
'one and will value suggestions from
he committee as a whole, from its individual members and from every other
•latriotic cit.zen which will enable us to
carry on this work more effectively and
nore rapidly.
"In the foregoing statement there are
wo
exceedingly
significant figures,
lamely that on the first day of April
he Ordnance Department cons sted. of
-ietv-seven officers and the Quartermaster General's Department of 347 officers.
•-hile they now respectively comprise
■1004 and 6431 officers. Tture was no
r- adv trained body of men in tie: cou.irv -Who could have been selected sud-lenlv to assume the highly technical and
ii eialized work of these two divisions.
VTen of somewhat sim-lar training had t»
he chosen. As the work proceeded sub! ,,iVision and resubdivision became possible.
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FIRE; WILSON
WILL DECIDE
FATE OF AF,
War Secretary's Course to/ >ate
Declared Satisfactory to
the President.
OPPOSITION MAY FORCE
REMOVAL FROM CABINET
Congressmen Bombarded by Demands for Change From AH
Parts of Country.

Defense Council Accomplishments
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"A new view of the work of the Council of National Defense and of the war
industries board is now possible.
"The Council of National Defense is,
of course, an advisory boa|r without executive power. Its members have severally the powers of their respective departments. The purpose of the council,
however, was a reconciliation of conflicts and a survey of the national needs
and resources. This purpose it has
served and is serving. The general munitions board and its-successor, the war
industries board, with their committees,
were organized by the ccuncil for the
following purposes:
"First. Assign priority as among the
several departments of the Government
and the Allied Governments in their demands upon the industries of the country.
"Second. Advise as to supplies of materials and labor.
"Third. Advise on questions of price.
"Fourth. Secure industrial and labor
co-operation.
"Fifth. Avoid enhancement of prices,
confusion of industry, exhaustion of lsbor and generally to prevent all avoidable evils which might result from th"
.-■peed and magnitude of the new opera
tions.
"To these objects it was admirably
adapted, and it has accomplished a
great work.
"We can now see the entire situation.
The initial rush needs are substanially
supplied. The technical corps have been
expanded and reorganized upon indus
trial and efficient lines.
"The coordination of ally needs with
our own purchases has been effected.
An agency exists to prevent conflict.:
and to adjust those which cannot be
prevented."

President Satisfied So Far.
Whether congress will be satisfied
with the defense remains to be seen.
Certainly there is intense dissatisfaction at the capitol with the revelations of bureaucratic ineptitude, sluggishness, red tape and general inefficiency, and the secretary of war has
frankly stated that he is responsible.
Incidentally, it may be stated, he has
the courage of his convictions.
Whether Mr. Baker shall go or stay
is a question that will be decided by
President Wilson, At this writing th,e_
president, I cam state authoritatively,
is entirely satisfied with his secretary
of war and has no thought of parting
with him. This does not mean, however, that Mr. Baker will remain in
the cabinet indefinitely. Circumstances
may develop which wll make his retention impossible, whereupon the
public may expect to read the usual
correspondence, consisting of a letter
from the secretary of war announcing his desire to retire and relieve the
president of embarrassment arid the
reply of the president reluctantly accepting Mr. Baker's resignation.

£AK ER UNDER

the highest capacity to administer certain of its great subdivisions.

Sums Up Department's Work
In summing up the War Department's
work,' the Secretary gave the lollowing
as its chief accomplishments:
"First. A large army is in the field
and in training, so large that iuithei
increments can be adequately equipp'
no trained as rapidly as those a'ready
in training can be transported.
"Second. The army has been enlisted
and selected withou. serious dislocation
of the industries of the country.
"Third. The training of the army Is
proceeding rapidly and its spirit is high.
The subsistence of the army nas l>eer
above criticism ; Its initial clothing sup
ply, temporarily inadequate, is n
^ubstan ially complete and reserves will
rapidly accumulate. Arms of he most
njuern and effective kind, including at
tillery, machine' guns, automatic rifle*
and small asms, have been provided by
manufacture or purchase for every sol
dier in France and are available for
every soldier who can be got to France
in the vear 1918.
"Fourth. A substantial army is already in France, s where both men and
ifficers have been additionally and specially trained and are ready for^act.ive
service.
„
"Fifh. Independent lines ol com
nunication and supply and vast storage
nd other fact ities are now in process
•f construction in Frnnce.
"Sixth. Great programs for the manufacture of additional equipment and
for tne production of new instruments
f war have been formulated
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RESIGNATION POSSIBLE
TO END EMBARRASSMENT
I Executive Expresses Pride in
i
Achievements of Department
Despite Criticism.
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BY ARTHUR SEARS HENNING.
Washington, Jan. 5.—Will Secretary
of War N. D. Baker be retired after
the continuing disclosures of inefficiency in the war department ?
That Secretary Baker has failed is
the contention of an increasing- humber of men, many of whom have maintained from the beginning- that no
pacifist is constitutionally qualified to
direct the warmaking- forces of the
nation now. Mr. Baker came to the
war department as a leader of pacifists
and has not changed his views, which
include apprehensions of the spread
of "militarism" on American soil.
Congressmen Asked to Urge Change.
The demand for the retirement "of
Mr. Baker is beginning to be echoed
in various parts of the country. Newspapers have taken up the cry, and the
mail of senators and representatives
is crammed with letters urging action
to force his dismissal.
Many of these say the country needs
Theodore Roosevelt or. the war minister's job.
j
Mr. Baker has his defenders,
they are numerous. They assert that
the war secretary may have been a
pacifist up to the time his country became involved in war, but that thereupon he became a militarist and devoted his keen analytical mind and his
genius for organization to the task of
building a war machine in a remarkably short time.

Faithful to Executive.
The president has good reason to
be satisfied with Mr. Baker.
There
I is no member of the cabinet who has
I carried out the president's policies,
I complied with the president's instruc'. tions and reflected the president's
', views, even on the most trivial m.aty ters, more faithfully than Mr.. Baker.
iWhen Mr. Baker expresses his opinjon
;'on a military question the public may
j-rest assured that what he says coinjcides absolutely with the president':;
Ifview. No decisions of major importance
^-and many of no importance have been
'made by the secretary of war without
'the knowledge and express consent of
■'the president. The fear of doing someIthing that will no; be approved by
[-President Wilson pervades the war department.
Many decisions have been
JhelJ up for weeks, and occasionally for
'months;, until the president has passed
1
on them.
When war was declared on Germany,
friends of Mr. Baker undertook to warn
:him that sooner or later there would be
tremendous war scandals and that there
[.would be an attempt to make him the
' sacrificial goat. Mr. Baker replied that
"he intended to take exceedingly great
Jcare to avoid becoming anybody's goat.
President Fully Satisfied.
As matters stand now it will take a
storm of public dissatisfaction to blow
|Mr. Baker out of office. Not only does
Mr. Baker stand high in the estimation
:
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{ en*™
able to l™?i
state on
his own
authority, :is
tirely satisfied with the conduct of the
jwar and with the preparations that have
j been made for putting an
army in
France.
The president does not hesi[tate to say that he is proud of the record.
With the revelations of inefficiency
; and with the various criticisms of his
; administration, the president has no
)■ patience.
As he said in his speech to
a the Buffalo convention
of
organized
labor, he would like to "deport
all
critics."
There has been no inefficiency in the
war department, in the opinion of the
president.
True, the administration
hastily created a war council and
shelved General William Crozier. chief
of ordnance and Quartermaster General
H. G. Sharp.
True it is that the war department
reorganized the ordnance department,
placing its most important functions
under civilian control, when
the
exposures led to increasing demands for
the creation of a department or ministry of munitions.
But theae stgps, in
view of the president, were not due to
inefficiency but to the desire to make
efficiency more efficient.
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. Whether the secretary of war shall
i' go or stay Is a question that will be tie.
cided by President Wilson. At this
'writing, the president, I am able to
state authoritatively, is entirely satisfied with his secretary of war and has
no thought of parting with him. This
does not mean, however, that Mr.
Baker will remain in the cabinet indefinitely. Circumstances may develop
which will make the retention of Mr
Baker impossible, whereupon the public may expect to- read the usual correspondence, consisting of a letter from
the secretary of war announcing ms
desire to retire *rid relieve the presi
dent of embarrassment and the.reply
of the president reluctantly accepting
Mr. Baker's resignation.
Wilson Likes Baker. ■ ■
The president has good reason to be
satisued with Mr. Baker. There »s no
member of the cabinet who has carried
out the president's policies, complied
With the president's instructions, and
/ «ven reflected the president's views,
4ven on the most trivial matters, more
BY ARTHUR SEARS HENNING. faithfully than Mr. Baker. When Mr.
!
Washington, D. C, Jan. 5.—[Spe- Baker expresses his opinion on a milicial.j—Will Secretary of War Baker tary matter the public may rest f.sbe retired?
iured'that what he says coincides abThis la now the paramount subject j solutely with the president's view. Mr.
of speculation In Washington as a re- j Baker }s a careful official and metlcasuit of the continuing disclosures of Zous in this respect.
No decisions of major importance
inefficiency In the war department j
elicited by the senate Investigation of and many of no importance have been
made by the secretary of war' without
the conduct of the war.
the knowledge and express consent ot
That Secretary Baker has failed Is the president. The fear of doing somethe contention of an Increasing num- thing that would not be approved by
ber of public men, many of whom have Mr. Wilson pervades the war departmaintained from the beginning that ment .Many decisions have been held
no pacifist is constitutionally qualified lu» tor weeks u-id occasionally for
to direct the war making forces of SBrriiis until tho nresiuent parsed' ou
the nation in the conflict in which the fine questions involved.
United States Is engaged. Mr. Baker
Warns of War Scandal.
came to the war department as a disWhen war was declared on tiertinguished leader of the pacifists and many friends of Mr. Baker undertook
has not changed his views, which In- to warn him that, sooner cr later, there
clude apprehensions of the spread of would be tremendous war scandals
and that there would be an attempt to
"militarism" on American soil.
imalw him the sacriflcia. goat. .Mr.
Demand for His Retirement.
taker replied that he intended .o t.txe
■She ' *ST3and for the «-»»?iv«tnent of
exceedingly great care to avoid becomMr. Baker Is beginning to be echoed
ing the goat
|S ttripus parts of the country. .NewsAs matters stand now, it will take a
papers have taken up the cry and the Storm of public dissatisfaction to blow
mall ot senators and representatives is Mr. Baker out of office. Not only does
crammed with letters from constitu- Mr. Baker stand high in the estimation
ents urging action yto force/ the dis- of'the president but Mr. Wilson, I am
missal of the sec Wary olmr, Many enabled to state on no less' an authorof these correspodfients saVthe coun
ity than his own, is entirely satisfied
try needs Theod/rV RooseAelt on the with the conduct of the war up to date
war .minister's Job.
and with the preparations that have
1
Mr. Baker has h>s defenders and been made for putting an army in
they are numerous. They assert that France. The president does not hesithe war secretary may have been a tate to say that he is proud of the
pacifist up to the time his country berecord.
came Involved In war, but that thereWith the revelations of inefficiency
upon he became a militarist and de
at the capitol and with the various
»oted his keen analytical mind and ids
criticisms of his administration the
genius for organization to the task of
building a war machine in a remark- president has no patience. As. he said
in his.speech to the,Buffalo convention
ably short time.
of organized labor, lie would like to
Dissatisfied Over Methods.
" deport all critics."
Whether congress will be satisfied
Wilson Proud of Record.
with the defense of Mr. Baker remains
There has been no inefficiency in the
to be seen. Certain it is that there is war department, in the opinion of the
intense dissatisfaction at the capltol president. True, the administration
with the revelations of bureaucratic inhastily created a war council and
eptitude, sluggishness, red tape, fta'd* shelved thereon Gen: Crozier, chief of
general inefficiency, and the secretary ordnance, and Quartermaster General
of war has frankly stated that he is Sharpe a few days after the senate inresponsible for the state of affairs. In vestigation committee had exposed
cldentally it may be stated that he has their shortcomings in arming and;
the courage of his convictions.
equipping the troops.

BAKER REMOVAL
ASKED TO SPEED
WAR PROGRESS

>Former Pacifist Is
Declared Failure
in This Crisis.

Eft* Jknntmi Cftmts.
True it is that the war department
reorganized the ordnance department,
placing its most important functions
under civilian control, when the exposures led to increasing demands for
the creation of a department or ministry of munitions. But these steps in
the view of the president were not due
to the discovery, of inefficiency, but to
the desire to make efficiency more efficient.
The president is vexed by those who
regard as a scandal the failure of the
war department to arm and equip the
troops called to service and the long
delays in manufacture of rifles and
machine guns. In the view of Mr. Wilson the object is not to arm all the
troops in the United States in process
of training! but to arm all the troops
who are actually fighting in France'.
That has been the object from the beginning.
Wanted Best Type of Guns.
Mr. Wilson was cognizant of the delays in the manufacture of rifles and
machine guns and approved them. He
wanted the best rifle and machine gun
selected. He wanted them turned out
as rapidly'as'possible, but in any event
.vapidly enough to arm all the Americans ready to go into the trenches. On
account of the shortage of ships and
the length of training required for
nine-tenths of the army only a limited number of me'ii'could be prepared
1'or action. Consequently, in the opinion of the president, enough rifles and
machine guns could be turned out to
farm this limited number of troops even
tifter the long delays incident to the
(selection of the best type of rifle and
snachine gun.
The president is satisfied that there
5s not a single American soldier in
France held back from the trenches
for Want of rifle, machine gun, or other
implement of warfare. lie does not believe it necessary to arm all the men
in the training camps for the purpose
of training and is satisfied that the production of ordnance will be sufficient
to arm every man completely by the
time he is ready for the firing line.
No Ship Board Criticism.
Mr. Wilson'does not concede that
there is anything to criticize in the
way the administration has handled
the shipbuilding program. Her is convinced that 6,000,000 tons of ship's will
be turned out this year—enough to offset the destructlveness of German submarines.
The president has stated repeatedly
to callers recently that lie is proud of
the record of achievement presented
by the preparations oi America to do
her full part in the war. He asks you
to remember that the United States
was unprepared for war on the scale
of the present conflict and that in the
short space of nine months the republic lias been transformed from a nation
thinking only of'peace into a' nation
fully caparisoned for war."
No Apology by President,
Mr. Wilson 'makes no apology for
the. unpreparedness of the United
States for war after four years of his
administration and three and a half
years of the European war. during two
years of which the United States and
Germany had been steadily drifting
toward war. The president does not
believe in preparedness o'n the'scale
■ ■■ '. . ..-..LIJIL.'JI.'J
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A GREAT ARMY A COL03SAL-j
ACHIEVEMENT; VICTORY
AHE kD.
"No' army ofsimi if size in the his- j
tory of the world ha i ever been raised,
equipped or trained so quickly as the
present army."
That is what -'S scretary of War j
Baker Said to a s< late investigation J
•committee yesterdaj . It is the abso- j
lute truth and an ac ■oroplishmeilt that I
justifies thrilling pi ide. And it is a !
dead soul that can 6t thrill at it.
The national am y of the United
States—by that wo nean the regulars
and the civilians wtyo have, since been
transformed into fighting men, is, man
for man, the equal ftf anything in Europe in physical an| moral qualities.
When It goes "aver the- top" our
army will he bett* equipped, better
trained and better fitted in -every way
than the ihexperieticed troops of. any.
nation in the wajj were when they
went in. That wiUfbe due to the fash-,
ioning of our war iepartment and the
training in Europe fthat is supplementary to the trainink at home.
It is inconceivable that any American can scorn our army. If he appreciates what it meant to raise an army
of 1,428,650 men \fhen we had only a
nucleus to begin \fith of 202,000 regulars and militia, hf will, assuredly, feel
the glow of patriotic pride that we say
unqualifiedly is so;justified.
Yes, there havefieen some mistakes.
l*t us admit thefe has been lack of
discernment, that there has been some
delay in equipment. But it Was a minimum in every inspect counting the
size of the army| raised in less than
nine months of w£r and the inexperience of the natfcn. the nation that
never expected of dreamt of having
to go in.
•
The administraion of Woodrow Wilson has done, in ;he nine months that
we have been in! ;he war, what every
English leader a| ..its frankly it took
the great Kitcher r and his colleagues
over two years to do. The English
power was not rellly making itself felt
until about the lime we entered the
conflict. It was fist spring and summer that it smasiied its way to great
victories. It wilfbe next spring that
this nation will \ begin to show the
weight of manpower that it is building.
Together {with the English,
French and Italians it will drive the
foe back to its lair or make it cry
enough, so that fe. just peace, not a
German peace, wll be the finish. Experience, logic and the American spirit
justify the forecast.
Our country's weight is already making itself felt. It is a. gigantic base
of supply of moiley, credit and food
and fuel besides irfen. It began to supply these essentials -<rhile it was calling to its colors its noble sons. Nobody realizes it-better than our enemy.
Investigations are all right.
The
people run this country arid have a
right to ask questions and criticise.
.But. there is nothing that there is to
be. ashamed of. Honest mistakes and
honest differences of opinion among
leaders is the rule in, every nation. In
spite of these mistakes that are frankly admitted there were few of them
and the. greatness of, the accomplishment of our government is not diminished an iota.
The country, overnight, was called
upon to undergo the acid. test. It has ]
met that "test, and it is well on the
way to speed the realization of the
vision of humanity and civilization
saved from sacrifice to the envy, lust
and brutishness of titled despots and
men who dream of world conquests
for the peculiar glory and ambition
that consumes them.
Great! Our army is that. It represents the most superlative achievement in our history since the Revolution, the cause in which it was raised
and the obstacles that stood in the
way considered. Victory will be witn
our army. Doubt it not.
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1918.—TWENTY-FOUR

Howard E. Cofin Says Personal
Training and Equipment Is
Up to Schedule.

II

BUILDING CRAFT FOR ALLIES

WAR DEPARTMENT
METTASKINFULL,
BAKER ASSERTS

Quantity Production Already Begun
Here—Big Purchases Abroad
J
for Pershlng.
/

Says No Army of Such Size Was
Ever Raised and Outfitted
So Quickly Before.
GOODLY

FORCE
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Tells Senators We Have a Substantial Army in France and
Ready for Service.
ADMITS ORDNANCE DELAYS
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Special io The New York Times.
WASHINGTON, uJan. 10.—An aggressive defense of the War Department
against criticism of delay in equipping
the army after the entry of the United
States into the war was made by Newton D. Baker, Secretary of War, today
before the Senate Military Affairs Committee.
While frankly conceding that there had
been delay in the early days of the war.
Secretary Baker insisted that the War
Department had put through a huge undertaking in a manner that ought to
make the American people proud.
" A substantial army is already in
France," he said, " where both men and
officers have been additionally and specially trained and are ready for active
service."
The Secretary told the committee that
every American soldier who needed a
rifle had one now. The manufacture of
ordnance of every character, he said,
was being turned out as fas as factories throughout the country do the
work.
Secretary Baker contradicted testi
mony that the army experiences a shortage in clothing, insisting that whatever
delinquency there was early in the Winter had been made up. He upheld the
work of the Ordnance and Quartermaster General's Departments, which have
been severely attacked by witnesses before the Senate committee.
The War Department, lie said, was
confronted with a " stupendous task "
when America entered the struggle, and
it was difficult to get the whole war
program going at once.
"No army of similar size in the history of the world has ever been raised,
equipped, or trained so quickly," said
the Secretary. " No such provision has
ever been made for the comfort, health,
and general well being of an army."
Throughout
his
testimony,
which
lasted six hours, Secretary Baker maintained tha ttlie War Department, in
handling the job ahead of it. had
worked expeditiously and effectively. He
did not deny errors might have crept
in. But whatever faults there had been
he said, were slight and did not materially interrupt the task of equipping
the army.
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I'npreparedneAX Deplored.
The Secretary admitted, in reply to
-Searching questions by the committee,
that the War Department might better
have started the work of manufacturing
rifles, machine guns, and heavy ordnance long before America's entry into
the war, but reminded the Senators that
the department had no official warning
ihat America would be a participant.
Senator New alluded to James W.
Gerard's assertion, in his book, that he
had communicated word in 1016 to the
Government that Germany intended to
Its submarine policy to the end.
Fall pursue
The Indiana Senator wanted to know
if the Secretary of War could not have
cacted upon that warning and started a
preparedness program, so that America
would be ready to take up arms when
the hour struck for her to enter the war.
ME3.
" I am not privileged to discuss a
ange
diplomatic matter," was the Secretary's
5n in i eply.
Pan
Senator
McKellar plied
Secretary
ning
the Baker with questions touching upon the
ilson system by which members of the Supplyan- Committee of the Council of National
re- Defense participated in contracts for
play war supplies in which they were finanture cially interested. Mr. Baker replied that
Uhl- that system had been abandoned.
" But don't you think such a system
1.
ord- was wrong?" insisted Senator McKellar.
"Theoretically, perhaps," said the
the
be- Secretary. •' But the men who served
tial upon that committee were men of integrty rity and of the deepest patriotism. They
ace took no advantage of their position. I
but can assure you of that."
" But would it not be poss-ble for
oal,
si- favoritism to creep into such a systhe tem?" pursued Senator McKoll-ir.
" Not with the men who formed that ho|
[rOV]-c.rsts committee," replied the Secretary.
Senator Weeks asked the Secretary off|
■rearing about the failure of the Quartermaster detj
Itia- General's department to take up the
pien wool supply of the country last Spring, hai|
when manufacturers in Massachusetts lim
Jiili- and elsewhere had offered their entire me]
|Co- output. The Secretary asserted that thai
Ihat there was no shortage of wol and the tiiel
]5el- occasion had not seemed Imminent for Ne{
jous such a step.
by
lusInsists IVooI Is Available.
ope|
Ihl" Experts have told this committee no
|hat
that there was a wool shortage, a seri- ma]
ous one," said Senator Weeks. Our in- real
tte
formation is that the manufacture of Add
he
uniforms and blankets for the army and end
fie
navy will be gravely threatened unless catci
he steps are taken to get all the wool the Yorf
ty market has in sight."
the
Mr. Baker was unmoved in his insist- 1'OpJ
ence that plenty of wool was available
" How is it, then that the Quarter- sald|
master General's Department has ac- the
York]
Contlnned on Paige Three.
that|
We
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Continued from Page One.
cepted specifications, calling for 33 pelcent shoddy in overcoats and 50 per
cent, shoddy in uniforms? " demanded
Senator McKellar..
The Secretary of War replied that the
overcoats and uniforms issued' to the
army were in every way acceptable and
that, until word to the contrary came
from General Pershlng in France, the
War Department would hold to the
shoddy mixture.
The rag-sorting base in New York
came up, Senator McKellar- demanding
to know why a contract had been made
that gave a profit of 4 cents a pound,
when H cent a pound was found to
be adequate.
Mr. Baker knew little
about the rag-sorting contract, he said,
as that was left to the Quartermaster
General.
" The Government has taken it over
now and there has not been one dollar
of loss," the Secretary said.
" If there was a mistake in making
such a contract—and I won't say" it was
not a mistake— no harm has been done."
The Secretary of War opened his testimony . by reading a statement dealing
with the organization of supply work
when the country went Into the war and
the aehievementsc of the department
since that time.
After reading the
statement, he submitted to quizzing by
tlie committee. Throughout his evidence
Mr. Baker puffed a cigar. He spoke
quleklv and bore himself with the confident air of one who felt he had mastered
a big job, and was not afraid to say so.
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War Department Set New World's Record
In Raising and Equipping Army, Says Baker
Special io The New York Times.
operation of the draft law, in creatim contracted for 250,000,000 yards of variWASHINGTON, Jan. 10.-,— Secretary the major part of the army, as havin- ous cotton cloths."
To give, as he said, a further idea of
proved itself " the economical and effiBaker, in his statement before the cient way of selecting soldiers."
the size of purchases in the QuarterSenate Military Affairs Committee,
" The law itself was drawn, its exe- master's Department, the Secretary
THE AUTOMATIC FIREMEN
summarized the achivements of the cution carried to a successful conclusior quoted these items of purchase up to
"
i I, ■ in iL i
.in
and the theory of the law, novel to our Dec ^9*
War Department as follows:
Winter
drawers,
35,000.000
pairs;
Winpeople, explained and made popular beundershirts,
21.000,000;
woolen
"1. A large army is in the field and cause of its demonstrated fairness both ter
gloves, 11,000,000 pairs; wool lightin training; so large that further in- in plan and execution." he went on.
" For the training of officers two se- weight stockings, 31,000,000 pairs; wool
You never know when some malicrements to it can be adequately ries of training camps were held, from heavy-weight stockings, 21.000,000 pairs;
cious or deranged person will try to
equipped and trained as rapidly as those which about 45,000 officers were com- shoes purchased for delivery to Jan.,
burn your property. Safeguard promissioned from civil life.
This was 1, 10,009,000 pairs; shoes purchased for
already in training, can be transported.
" 2. The army has been enlisted and nearly eight times as great as the num- delivery Jan. 1 to June 1, 10,000,000
perty; human life and a "going"
selected without serious dislocation of ber of officers in the regular army in pairs; overcoats, 2,100,000.
business by installing a Globe SprinkApril.
the industries of the country.
S6.00O
in
Aviation
Corps.
ler System, It effectively extinguishes
"3. The training of the army is pro,
Army's
Health
Sever
Better.
ceeding rapidly and Its spirit is high.
The Aviation Division of the Signal
every sort of blaze, and it pays for
The subsistence of the army has betn
" For the training of these soldiers
itself.
above criticism; its initial clothing sup- sixteen cantonments have been built," Corps on April 1, 1917, Mr. Baker said,
consisted of sixty-five officers and 1,120
ply, temporarily inadequate, is now substantially complete, and reserves will the Secretary said, " costing $134,000,- men, while on Jan. 1, last, it comprised
GLOBE AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER CO,
rapidlv- accumulate. Arms of the most 000, with an average profit to the conSineer Building
•
Cortlandt 6790
3,000 officers and 82.120 men. For this
modern and effective kind—including artractors
of
2.98
per
cent.
These
canton-,
tillery, machine guns, automatic rifles,
division a.n appropriation was provided i
and small arms—have been provided by ments contain water and sewage fa- aggregating $744,000,000 for this year. '
manufacture or purchase for every sol- cilities, refuse disposal plants, launfive times the 1915 appropriation for
dier in France, and are available for dries, storehouse, barracks, exchanges, or
entire department.
every soldier who can be gotten to Post Offices, and practically all neces- the
The Engineer Department, for which,
France in the year 1018.
and safe
sary conveniences, comforts, and
in
1017,
$53,000,000 was appropriated,
" 4. A substantial army
already
in eua'rda for soldiers. The health
ith of the was allowed in 1918 an appropriation of
'Z is=r,a
rifHeera
France, where both me:.
„^ J£r»i v'men in training in them is beyond com- $300,000,000 or about 700 per cent
have been additionally and ■ ***£*"? j par'taon better "than" that of any similar crease.
trained and are ready for actit e service.
fa r o{ soIdlers jn our. hlatory.
" There have been organized, trained,
"o. Independent lines of comta^rtf*:
.. Tne dealh rate in our forces in the and equipped technical troops of forestlion and supply and vast storage ana Umtef. states,'from mid-September tc ers, stevedores, and railroad construcother facilities are in process of con- | the end o£ Decemberj averaged 7.6 per tion and operation men, aggregating
plants should not be made
struction in France.
| thousand, and is slightly less than would
120,000, many of whom have been locationas ofa military
"6. Great programs for the manufau- j have been the afeath rate of ,llen of the about
policy."
operating in France for some months," public
" Did it endanger factories working
ure of additional equipment and forjne|same age at Ilomo in 1898 the death said the Secretary.
for
the
Navy
Department
which did
production of new instruments ot war rate per thousand was 20.14, ..r nearly
" The figures I have given you. the
have been formulated.
three'times as great. Our death rate tn Secretarv went on. " show the magni- make contracts public? " he was asked.
" 7. No army of similar size in the his- the armv during the year 19W, just be- tude of operations of the War Depart" I can't say as to that."
tory of the world has ever been raised, fore the'war, was 5 per thousand. Leav- ment. These results have been achieved.
Senator Frellnghuysen declared that
equipped, or trained so quickly. No such ing out tite deaths due to mealies and
the criticism leveled against the system
provision has ever been made for the its complications, our rate among all
Puriiose of Wnr Council.
was that the policy of secrecy permitted
comfort, health, and general weU-beJ.-ig troops in the United States, since Sept.
some men to get contracts, but preventMr. Baker went into the reorganiza- ed
of an army. The health reports for De- 1, has been about 2 per thousand. That
others from getting the business.
tion of the War Department on Dec.
cember, for a variety of reasons, became will be the average for the year.'
Mr. Baker said that so far as he knaw
suddenly less favorable than for the preSecretary Baker pointed to the low- 15, when the War Council was created, he personally never was advised of the
ceding months ; but the unfavorable con- death rate as indicative of what he comprising General Crozier, who had change in specifications by which shoddy
was used in uniforms. He bad been additions have been met and improvement called the '.' splendid sanitary system
been Chief or Ordnance; General vised that the uniforms were adequate
is already apparent."
of the cantonments.
when shoddy was used.
Going
Into
the
money
put
at
the
disSharps,
Quartermaster
General;
GenMr. Baker explained that he had particularized as to the achievements of t'-.e posal of the War Department,, th^ Secre- eral Weaver, General Crowder, and the
The Secretary said he had not been adWar Department because " the Ameri- tary- said that in 1915 Congress ap- Chief of Staff, who were appointed to vised of any shortage of wool, and that
can people are entitled to know of the propriated for the War Department sit with the Secretary of War and As- he knew nothing of Boston wool men ofsplendid effectiveness with which they si58.000,000: for 1916. ¥203,000,000; for sistant Secretary of War.
To this fering the Government large quantities
have been able to organize the man- 1917. $403,000,000: for 1918, $7,527,- council, he said, " men of capacity, of wool at low prices soon after the outpower and the material power of the 338,716.
, ,
, «
either from the army or from civil life, break of war. He did receive an offer
nation in a great cause, and, also, be" In other words, taking 191o as a will be added from time to time.
from the Western Wool Growers' Assocause our army in France under General normal year, the appropriations £pr 191S
" The purpose of the council is that ciation to sell its entire cut at a price to
Pershlng and our allies are. entitled to are nearly fifty times as great, ne com- its members, being free from the bur- be fixed by the Government, and the
have- the benefit resulting from the de- mented.
.
„,„„
;
dens of detail administration, can take offer was referred to the Raw Materials
Of the appropriation for 191-S. the a large supervisory view of all ques- Committee of the Council of National
pression of the morale of their enemies
which must come when the Germans Secretary said. S3.200.000,000 was for tions of organization and supply and Defense. He did not know what was
realize that the American democracy the Ordnance Department. By way of give to the Government the highest done about it.
has neither blundered nor hesitated, but comparison, he spoke of the value of value of their talents and experience,
The question of buying up the counhas actually brought the full power ; f the products of all iron and stool in- he explained.
,
try's wool supply involved a matter of
its men and resources into completely dustries in the United States in 1914 as
After going into the. functions of the Government policy, said Mr. Baker.
organized strength against their military S900.0tKI,000, or less than one-third of Council of National Defense, which he Asked specifically why the War Dethe amount to be expended hy the Ord- described as " a conciliation of conflicts partment waited from. April 3 to June
machine."
" 1 make this statement fully awar* nance Denartment. Of the $3,200,000,000 and a survey of the national needs
to take up the question of wool. Sec.that there have been produced before appropriation the Ordnance Depart- and resources," the Secretary said that 16
retary Baker said many other questhe members of this committee some ment has already placed contracts the council's work had been effective.
tions
"were up for consideration.
expressions of doubt, difference of amounting to 51,677,000,000, Mr. Baker
'.' It has served and is still serving its
Senator Wadsworth wanted to know
opinion, and disapproval," said the Sec- said.
purpose," he said. " The general mu- why
some of the President's one-hunretary.
" The War Department has
nitions board and its successor, the
GroiVth of Ordnance Force.
spent eight months hearing similar exWar Industries Board, were organized dred-million-dollar fund was not- spent
if
the
Department had insufficient
pressions, analyzing them, correcting
On April 1, 1917, the Ordnance De- bv the Council of National Defense to. funds, War
and Mr. Baker said some of it
the conditions out of which they grew partment comprised ninety-seven com'" 1 Assign priorities as among the
perfecting its organization to prevent
several departments of the Government was spent for ordnance.
their recurrence; and all the while driv- missioned officers, he said, while it now and the allied Governments in their deSecretary Baker said that no coming on to the accomplishment of th-'r has 3,004 officers, and, besides, 20,120 mands upon the industries of the coun- plaint ever had come from General
main task."
Pershing as to the light weight of unitl
el-listed personnel.
"'2. Advise as to supplies of ma- forms. Uniform cloth was ordered in
Mix Times Sl'/c of Ariny of '9S.
" In addition to the selection and terials and labor.
England by General Pershing, he said,
,
" 3 Advise on questions of price.
not because he could get a better qual
In opening his statement the Secre- training of this new force, the making
" 4.' Secure industrial and labor co- ity, but because American deliveries
of great contracts, and the follow-up
tary said:
were slow.
operation.
„
.
"In April. 1917 the regular army necessary in the manufacturing proc
" 5 Avoid enhancement of prices, conn-r -„ : esses, a. continuous study of new weap- fusion
of
industry,
exhaustion
or
labor,
comprised 5,571 officers and 121,7 '
,
ons and instrumentalities has been kept
listed men; tho National Guard in Fed
up, a constant contact kept with trained and generally to prevent all avoidable,
which might result from the speed
oral service, approximately 3,733 offi- men abroad studying the operation of evils
and magnitude of the new operations.
,
cers and 76,713 enlisted men, and the ordnance material in battle and accordThe
Munitions Board and War Indusmodifying designs and plans here ■
reserve, 4.000 enlisted men.
At that ingly
tries Board, Mr. Baker said, had- acby
reason
of
observation
and
experitime approximately 2.573 officers wore in
complished a great work.
„,.„,..
the reserve on inactive duty, so they ence." the Secretary said. " The trench
" The initial rush needs of our armj I
involves con- are
could not properly be considered in esti- . warfare material alone
substantially
supplied."
he
went
on >
Some of the con

Kpeoittl to Tho New Yorlc Times.
WASHINGTON, Jan. 10.—Howard B.
"Coffin, Chairman of the Aircraft Profluction Board, issued, a statement tonight on the progress made in the nation's aircraft program, answering assertions that there had been serious delays.
Mr. Coffin stated the national aviation program as follows:
1.—The United States to establish
land maintain a great system of training stations, adequate both in ground
schools and flying schools, to provide preliminary trajinng for the personnel schedule.
2.—To accomplish an international
standardization in aircraft materials,
in detail of design and types, and to
Achieve such co-ordination of effort
as would concentrate the manufacturing facilities of the. various aliied
countries upon the minimum number
of types of those machines for which
the producing equipment was best
Questioned About Rifles.
fitted.
Senator Chamberlain opened the ques" International specifications for aircraft materials have been prepared tioning of the Secretary by mentioning
under the direction of the board by
a committee representing the Allied before the committee in criticism of the
countries. A complete CG-ordmatioii of failure adequately to equip the army
manufacturing facilities and policies with rifles, machine guns, and heavy
lias been agreed upon between the Allied artillery when the United States went
powers."
into the war.
3—To construct primary training
" The supplv of rifles is. of course,
machines of quality and quantity how entirely adequate, and the accumuapproved by the Joint Army and Navy
lation of a reserve is going on very
Technical Committee.
rapidlv," replied Mr. Baker. " When we
" The production of standardized train- went into the war we had the best rifle
ing machines approved by the Joint which had vet been devised in the world.
Army, and Navy Committee will be in Everybody' agreed that the Springfield
excess of the needs of the program of was 'the best military rifle."
" I want to suggest that the statement
Jan. 20."
that everybody agrees that the Spring4. To provide, equtp, and train perfield rifle, excellent as it is, is tne best
sonnel for flyers and mechanics in acrile in the world, is very far from the
cordance with schedule recommended fact." interposed Senator Weeks. " Also,
by the Joint Army and Navy Technical
there have been grave doubts about
Committee.
changing the form of ammunition expressed
by those competent to pass upon
"• This program is progressing exactly
on schedule.
The training of both
"
1
do
not pretend to have talked to
flyers and mechanics is provided for in
tills and in allied countries. Thousands everybody in the world, but I can say
of mechanics are being put into actual that those with whom I have talked,
tervice with the allied forces. American without dissent or exception, have
flyers are in training in the United agreed that the Springfield is the best
the world1 has ever haa, replied
States and abroad and it is probable rifle
.
I would have supposed
ihat the original program for pilots will ; Mr p.ak
that difference of opinion might exist
he increased.
as to the wisdom of making a change
~>--To provide raw and semi-finished
materials and' finished parts, including in the type of ammunition used at this
,
.
motors, to insure the. consummation Btage."
The cartridge had b^en changed to a
of the augmented allied aircraft buildrimless one, the Secretary said, so as
ing programs.
to avoid jamming in the gun. and th-3
" This has been and is being done."
change had been justified. \V hen the
6. To provide for the equipment of United States went Into the war he
the American forces in France for the said the National Guard had f.bout 500,period of January to June, 1918, in 000 Springfield rifles.
Besides, there
large partb y-purchase of fighting ma- were Krag-Jorgensen rifles in storage,
chines manufactured in allied coun" One of the criticisms indulged in
tries, and to supply the machine tools against the Ordnance Department has
and raw and semi-finished materials been that, notwithsanding that we were
necessary to insure their production.
calling into the service 1.500.000-young
" One of the first a.cts of the Air- men we abandoned the Springfield rifle,
craft Board after the passage of the which was being manufactured by our
appropriation bill in July was to au- own arsenals, and adopted the E/nfield,
thorize the placing by General Pershing' which was being used by the hmgtish
of orders for several thousand fighting forces, and which was beins manufacmachines in allied countries. Many tured in larae numbers here, said Senmillions of dollars' worth of materials ator Chamberlain. " It took some time
and machine tools have been shipped to change and to adopt a gun of our own
from this country to aid this produc- along* the lines of the Lee-Enfield rifle,
tion.
and they were manufactured by a
. .. 7,_T0 provide completed service slower process."
machines,
including
combat
and
Adequately Supplied Jfoyr.
bombing types, for American need
after July 1, 191S, and for such
" That is perfectly true," admitted the
shipment of the finished product
Secretary,
overseas as tonnage might permit.
"Criticism has grown out of it because
" In accordance with the plans originally agreed upon with allied Govern- the young men in the cantonments were
ments, it was deemed "advisable to' pro- without guiis and are without thorn
vide for advanced training overseas ad- now " commented Senator Chamberlain.
jacent to the actual theatre of military
"Not now. They are adequately supoperations. The training facilities thus plied," replied Mr. Baker.
provided have been overcrowded, with
" It has been done then within less
resultant request that early arrange- than thirty days': " suggested senator
ments fo radvanced training be made in
.«,£*«
America.. To meet this chpnge in pro- Chamberlain.
" Undoubtedly, within the last thirtj
pram, delivery of advanced training days," conceded the Secretary.
planes will begin this month, and within
Senator McKellar alluded to evidence
ninety days will have, met requirement?. of' General Crozier that all the men
Tha engines of general design for this who needed guns would not have them
advanced training schedule arc already until Feb. 15.
■ , , .
. ,,
in quantity production in this country."
" I think he must have had m mind
that the completion of the &™t draft
Producing Allied Knglnes Here.
would bring in substantially W^O™
more men, but I understood the facts
Mr. Coffin's statement continues:
be, and it is more or less immaterial,
" In discussing the accomplishments Io
that every man now in camp in this
of the Air Service in the consumma- country who ought to have a nfle has
tion of the army program, it will lie a rifle," was the Secretary s reply.
•■ T ihink if vou had reports from the
well to point out the impossibility of j cantonment
commanders
that
they
certain proposals, enthusiastically and j would near bear you out," said Senator
persistently put forward by word of j chamberlain
mouth and in the press. We have seen j "1 have no desire o sti 5SS the point,'
the Secretary
?-nd heard much of the proposal of answered
" I think it is relatively unimportant
' 100.00 airplanes ' to be provided by the But if is contended that the men should
have had the rifles, and the delay tn
United States within the next year.
furnishing them was caused by this
" in a. country where one great in- change
made by the Ordnance Departdustry produces a million and a half ment," insisted Senator Chamberlain.
" 1 think the delay was caused by the
motor cars per year, the fabrication of
the Ordnance Department made,
a. hundred thousand planes might seem change
was the replv. " I approved the change.
easy, but actual figures, based on three I think we acted rightly in so doing.
" In the last -analysis, the guns were
years of practical experience in the
war show that there are now between not furnished these young men? " asked
Senator Chamberlain.
forty and fifty men of the auxiliary
" That is true." assented the SecretarySenator Chamberlain spoke of " serious
service required for each active machine at the front. If this same ratio criticism "• of the Ordnance Department
over the delay due to altering the nfle
should be adhered to in our service, it so as to make it interchangeable. The
would mean that some 4,000.000 would Senator said " inefficiency " had been
be required in our aeronautical depart- alleged against tho Ordnance Denartment on foreign soil between our ports ment. Secretary Baker admitted there
of debarkation and the fighting front.
was delay in making the rifles inter" Every decision of the Aircraft Board
but added:
has been based upon the military poli- changeable,
" In view of the fact that the supply
cies of the front.
Daily cable com- of rifles is now much more largely inmunications with allied countries is terchangeable and is wholly adequate,
.maintained.
The freest possible ex- reallv anticipating the country's needs.
change of information, machine de- I think any loss of time which brought
signs, and aircraft experts with foreign us larger interchangeability of parts
countries is in effeci.
justified."
" Airplanes and engines of the very was
" The criticism goes only to the- inlatest European development are going efficiency or alleged inefficiency of the
into production in the United States as Ordnance Department," insisted Senator
otiickly as, and perhaps more quickly Chamberlain.
and in greater quantities than, in al" It is not inefficiency to change ones
lied countries. The feat of getting the mind and to get something better than
twelve cylinder U. S. A., or so-called you had previously determined upon."
Liberty Engine, from the first scratch
Baker.
" If the Ordnance
on paper in June to the beginning of replied Mr. found
it could get better reproduction of quantity-manufacturing Department
sults by getting a greater interchangetools in November, is one never ability I should call it efficiency rather
equalled, even among the spectacular than inefficiency."
performances of the American motor
car business.
Chamberlain Pursues the Point.
" Since the passage of the Aircraft bill
'- With the war on us and with these
in July hundreds of concerns have asked
for contracts to manufacture 'planes. In- young men called into the service, there
asmuch as an organization of Govern- was such an emergency that it, did not
ment accountants, Inspectors, and production men must be maintained in each call for the highest type of gun?" purplant engaged upon the aircraft pro- sued Senator Chamberlain.
" I dessent from that view." replied
gram, the complication, expense, and
general impossibility of splitting up the Mr. Baker. " The war was not on us.
work among a multitude of small con- The war was in Europe. We had more
tractors, each capable of producing only guns of the highest type that needed
a few machines, should be clear. Should no redesign than could possibly lie used
the Allied Governments contemplate, as on the highest percentage of allowance
the war progreaes a further extension of .for wastage by all the troops that we
American producing resources, there will could get to France in a year."
be no difficulty in building up new
" If you use the same basis that was
sources of ^ supply in exery line of the used by the continental armies of Euwork.
rope, we did not have enough to supply
" Established plants of the motor car them," argued Senator Chamberlain.
industry are being largely, utilized in the
" Exactly so," assented Mr. Baker.
program of aircraft motor production, " When we started in. the war the perhut automobile concerns are not being centage of wastage was estimated very
employed in airplane construction. In high, but the use of other implements
general, the statement may be made of war and the different character of
that not a single automobile factory is this war, considering the evolution of
in any way involved in the plane-build- large forces, have made the percentage
ing industry. The reasons for utilizing of rifles per thousand men so much
ihe motor-'building talent of the third lower that every European country has
.largest of the world's industries permit an enormous accumulation of reserve
no argument.
rifles in excess of what It expected to
provide for Its forces."
Co-ordJnnttng: Commltte *!>road.
" It is a fact, however, is it not, that
" There has been established in Paris the war was on us to a sufficient extent
as
to impel the Government to send
under the direction of the Aircraft Board
troops to France as fast as they could
a, Joint Army and Navy Aircraft Com- get them, and in their haste, due to the
mittee to co-ordinate the activities of lack of rifles, men went on board transarmy and navy in foreign territory and. ports without having fired a rifle? "
rt of contact be- aske.*. «o^d^worth. ^ ^ ^ ^
(ween the Interallied Aviation Commit- sense that the enemy was not at outtee and the Aircraft Board in Washing- doors," was the Secretary's reply. " He
was 3,000 miles away. We had to send
ton.
" The board has arranged with for- troops to where he was. The fact that
eign Governments for a. free interchange some troops went aboard the transof manufacturing rights and patents ports, as you say, who were not progoverning aircraft, for the duration of vided with rifles is true, and there will
I he war. Endless business negotiations be some fresh men who still have to be
with foreign private interests have thus trained, but the body of men who went
been avoided and delays have been elim- away were men who had nred rifles."
" The fact that war was not on us
inated and the expenditure of.many milldirectly did not absolve us from any
ions of dollars prevented."

Forestall Incendiarism

S^t^rSSTr&fi?
arm?' co^ WSg^aSg SSS&SSl^on
Stria!,
sisted of 10,250 officers and 475.000 our industries had to be adapted to then . panel«'' ^ ^ '» "
^ ,.dination of
a

n

enlisted men, the
10.031 officers and 400,900 enlisted men. j
the National Arm; of 4X9.000 men, and i
the reserve of 84.5' 5 officers'and 72 750'
I
enlisted men
" In other 'words, in nine months the I
from 9,324 officers to I
increase has been
v
110.835 officers: from 2u2,510 to 1,428,650
I
m'
" During the war with Spain, the army
of the United States at its maximum I
strength aggregated 272,000 men and of- j
ficers ' The armv now in the field and I
in training 1« therefore r&ugbiv ,•.•!:< '
times as great'as the maximum nurftbor!
under arms in the .Spanish-American
war
The number, already in the mill
tarv service is one and a half times ;is !
large as any force ever mobilized
j
this nation "
!
The Secretarv of War spoke of '
|
obligations to use the greatest haste
possible in getting the armed men to the
front,"
interruptdd Senator Weeks.
" The criticism has been made against
the Ordnance Department, and it seems
to me to have, some reason behind it.
There has been too great a desire for
technicality and too little ' pep ' in advancing the necessities of the army
from that bureau."
" You realize this is a question or
judgment."
retorted
the
Secretary.
'*The battle front was 3.000 miles
away—"
" To my mind, it does not make any
difference whether it was o.OOO miles
away or 1 mile away." broke in Senator'Weeks. "Our obligation was the
same."
.
" It does make a difference whether
it is 1 mile or 5.000 miles," insisted Mr.
Baker. " You can get your men 1 mile
very quickly, but you can move them
10.000 miles'very slowly."
Senator Chamberlain wanted to know
what steps the War Department took to
develop the character of arms America
would use in the event of going into
the war, from the time war broke out
in 1914. The Secretary did not know,
he said, but he bad no doubt the Ordnance Department had in mind the
Springfield rifle. .
Recalls Gerard'* Warning.
Senator Chamberlain failed to understand, he said, why the War Department had not started early in the war
developing the Springfield, or some other
rifle, so as to have the army adequately
equipped.
Senator New alluded to the statement
of James W. Gerard, in his book, that
in May, 191(5, he had, in his official
capacity as Ambassador to Germany,
" notified this country that Germany
would renew and continue her policy
of submarine, warfare." The Senator
asked if the Secretary knew of that
warning at the time. Mr. Baker could
not sav whether he knew of It.
It
did not" make any impression on you, ir
you did not know It?" asked Senator
" Any information 1 had on that subject was of a confidential character,
was the Secretary's answer.
"Don't vou think that a years time
would have given you an advantage in
adjusting rifle differences?
asked
Senator New.
•' Why, ten Vear3 ago would hai e been
a good time." assented Mr. Baker.
" But here was an official notice given
by the Ambassador to Germany to this
Administration," pursued Mr. New.
It
would seem to me that that would at
least form the basis of some definite
steps on the part of the War Department."
,
,,
Mr. Baker insisted that he could not
" discuss diplomatic matters."
Senator Wadsworth brought out that
in 1916, after Ambassador Gerard's word
to the Government, the Government's
arsenals that produced Springfield rifles
were idle.
In reply to questions as to rifle equipment to the army, the Secretary said
that, with requirements of 1,165,000 on
Jan. 1, the number actually delivered
was 1,001,000, leaving a shortage of 164.000. 'Since then deliveries have been
made, he said, that would bring the
aggregate up to nearly 1,165,000.
" It is safe to say," added the Secretary, " that every man now has a rifle
who wants to have one."
Shortage of Mjichine Guns.
The evidence turned to machine-gun
equipment.
Senator Chamberlain remarked that evidonce before tb.e committee indicated that there were " practically none " in the cantonments. " At
least the number is wholly insufficient,
is it not? " asked the. Senator.
" It is a relatively small number," replied Mr. Baker.
The Secretary characterized the controversy over the Eewis gun as " acrimonious." He went into " all the controversy from top to bottom," he said,
at all its stages. It was not. accepted
until last Summer, he said, because, it
did not come up to the tests.
" I read everv criticism and comment,
and all the literature of that contro-
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SS- Quartermaster. General's |
" For
Department is 1.91S $3,018,000,000 was
appropriated, . the Secretary said,
more than four times aa great as the
lft15 appropriations; for all Governmental
purposes. On Apn. 1 there were 347-officera in the Quartermaster Corps, while
on Jan. 1 last there were 6.431 officers.
" On the first day of January, 1918,
nearly S2^000,000.000 ot the appioprlation had been obligated by contracts cu
disbursement*." said Mr. Baker.
In
tl,t woo'en comix section alone, the cooperation of over 300 mills was involved,
This section alone has purchased over
19.000,000 blankets. 20.000,000 yards of
overcoating, and over 30.000,000 yards
each of shirting flannel anu suiting, invoivlng an expenditure of over $34:>,000,000. In cotton goods the department has

^^^ ^^/^^ ^]
vent ..onflicts and to adjust those which
cannot be prevented.
.
I
"By the co-operation of all interests
and all people in the country, the nation
is now organized and set to its task with
unanimity of spirit and confidence in its
powers. More has been done than ansbodv dared to believe possible.
" That there have been here and there
errors of judgment and delays goes without saying; but I should be wanting m
frankness were T to omit n.y own estimate of the real unselfishness and intelligence with which my associates,
military and civilian, have applied themselves to this undertaking, and tne results demonstrate the success of their
efforts."

versy, and the net result of it was this:
That the Lewis gun had never been
presented to the department as a perfect weapon chambered for American
ammunition up to that time," he said.
Senator McKellar suggested that, as
there was urgency for any character of
machine gun at the start of the war,
the War Department should have accepted the Lewis gun, which had been
In use by the British forces for three
years. He reminded the Secretary that
Congress bad appropriated $12,000,000 in
August, 1916, for machine guns, but the
War Department did nothing up to
May 1 but " try to make up its mind "
what gun to use. when the Browning j
was adopted as the official army gun.
The Secretary maintained that the
Lewis gun was accepted when it proved
its effectiveness.
" Are you entirely satisfied, so far as
all ordnance is concerned, with the
progress the department has made? "
asked Senator Weeks.
" I don't say that the department
might not have expedited some phases
of its work," Secretary Baker replied.
" In what have we failed? "
The Secretarv hesitated and answered:
" I can't answer it that way; I can't
pick out anv particular place."
Senator Weeks asked if all available
ammunition production facilities were
being used.
" No, not all," said Secretary Baker,
" but all will be when we need them."
The arrangement to get British and
French ammunition for artillery, he
said, was "safe as far as it goes," but
he said the principal reliance was placed
on American sources.
When Senator Weeks again asked it
he could suggest anything that would
be helpful in speeding up ordnance production. Secretary Baker replied:
" I can't think of anything that your
work will help. Whenever I've thought
of anything I've done it. I'm up to
date now."
Wants a Powder Plant.
Secretary Baker said he thought a
Federal powder plant advisable
Senator Chamberlain referred to the
du Pont offer to build and operate a
plant at cost, hut Secretary Baker explained the offer was to build a plant
for a commission of 15 per cent, and
operate it for eighteen months. On the
basis of a $90,000,000 investment, he
explained, the du Ponts would have
made a gross profit of $20,000,000 to
$40,000,000.
" They never at any time/6'ffered to
erect a plant without compensation,"
he said. " The present powder supply
is adequate for our present needs."'
Senator New asked if there' was any
mistake of judgment when the Lusltania was sunk, in not beginning
preparations for war.
" It would have been very wise, Mr.
Baker replied, " if a dozen years ago the
Ordnance Department had begun preparations.
To- be perfectly frank, with
you, I think General .-ozier is not entirely to blame. In season and out, he
has recommended ordnance expansion."
Secretary Baker denied that the first
American contingents sent abroad were
not completely, equipped. All sent then
and since, he declared, have had adequate, standard equipment, except that
recent contingents depend for automatic
rifles and artillery on French, sources.
Senator Wadsworth asked if the
American artillery program was large
enough.
,, ,
" You never can have too much, Mr.
Baker replied, " but the* program fully
engaged the resources of tho country as
they ought to be. Every country's artillery program has grown every month
during the war."
Seoretary Baker assented to Senator
Wadsworth's statement that the war was
a competition of industries and that
whichever produced the most materials
and men would wear out the opposition.
" That is the present aspect of it." he
said.
Shortage of Clothing,
Operations of the supply system of the
Quartermaster General were then taken
up. Secretary Baker pointed out that

" overnight we changed from a free
and competitive market to one in which
the Government was the monopolizing
buyer."
" Some substitutions of materials
were authorized," Secretary Baker continued.
" Manufacturers
overestimated their own capacity. The early
dispatch abroad of special forces, such
as ^stevedores and railroad employes,
cut into the early supplies gathered.
There was a shortage of many articles,
including overcoats, blouses, trousers,
and perhaps some others. They were
far greater than we anticipated. '".Initial equipment now is substantially
complete, and reserve supplies are being secured."
The Secretary said it had to be decided whether to call out more men
than could be readily equipped or call
out only those for whom equipment
was ready.
" The course actually taken was to
reconcile these views, calling out the
forces as rapidly as we could anticipate
their equipment, and I have no reason
to change my opinion since," he continued. " The net result was a temporary shortage of a few weeks, in
some equipment such as overcoats, but
there was not in my judgment any serious or continued shortage."
Senator McKellar asked what authority of law there was for taking awayGeneral Sharpe's purchasing powers.
" In the first place I was the head of
the army," Mr. Baker answered. " In
the secnod place the law provided that
the Secretary could fix prices as he
deemed best, and I surrounded General
Sharpe with expert advisers."
The Tennessee Senator said witnesses
had testified that contracts aggregating
$128,000,000 had been let to firms with
which supplies committee members are
connected.
" 1 don't think that has been done.
said Mr. Baker. " I have looked into it
many times. No such thing has been
done."
Regarding the system of civilian committee purchasing, Mr. Baker said :
" I don't think that is the very best
way to deal with these questions, but it
was the onlv way at the outset. Substantially, it's stopped now.
There
never was any intention of continuing it
indefinitely."
Cancelled Has Contract.
The Secretary said he cancelled the
mueh-discussed rag sorting contract
on the recommendation of the Quartermaster General and because the
Government proposed to do the rag
sorting work itself. The Base Sorting
Company, he said, was to get a profit
of only one-half cent a pound.
" Are you willing to assume responsibility for organization of the sorting
plant?" asked Senator McKellar.
" I couldn't escape it if I wanted to,"
Mr. Baker answered. " I delegated my
authority to Mr. Eisenman. I know
nothing improper about it."
Senator McKellar referred to the relationship between Samuel Kaplan of
the Supplies Committee and a brother
interested in the sorting plant, and
Secretary Baker said he did not know
of the relationship until recently.
" Do you think a policy of that kind is
wise? "
" It has turned out to be unwise,"
said Secretary Baker. " But you can't
get anybody to buy things wisely unless you get men who are experienced
in their business."
" How much did the blunder, or whatever you may call it, cost the Government? " asked Senator Chamberlain.
" Nothing." Mr. Baker replied.
Questioned about secrecy attending
the awarding of army contracts. Secretary Baker declared he issued an order
that nothing be made public, and that
he considered it a wise policy.
" Don't you know the American people abhor secrecy? " asked Senator McKellar.
" 7 think," said Mr. Baker, " that the
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sian Government is carrying on against
desperate odds. Great Britain's power
to. aid may be limited, says the paper,
but her sympathy need not be.
Commenting on the President's remarks concerning freedom of the seas,
The Guardian says they will surprise
many-.persons,---who- would not expect
Mrv. AVilson to favor abolition of the
right of capture at sea, in view of th>
••"vigorous fashion " in which the United
States supported the British' blockade
of Germany.
The demand for free
navigation, it continues, has been the
official policy of the United States since
Franklin's days. Every one knew the
United States would raise this question when she could,. The Gusurfiah remarks", and when she raises it at the
peace epnferertce it is' to be hoped that
it will be discussed iri' the light, of. the
experiences in this war.
,'The Guardian says, that Mr., Wilson
intends to. bold .this, "question- in suspense, to be rivived in regard to punish-.
ment for breaches of international compacts. It regards this as a great advance from the former American position, and says that the English people
would be wise.to-consider how-far the
relaxation of. the traditional American
doctrine' goes toward meeting their objections.
,
.

FRANCE'S WAR AIMS
TO BE STATED TODAY
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Deputies Cheer Wilson When j
Deschanel Refers to the President's Address,
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THne Cmstom Shirt Department
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S SHIRTS AND PAJAMAS
The assortments, of fabrics for Spring
- and Summer, 1918, are now ready for
selection and include many attractive
novelties in madras, cheviot, flannel,
wool taffeta (with or without silk
stripes), silk and silk-and-cotton.
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Republicans in Fifteenth A.D. Failed
to Spend $4,156.34.
. The Republican Organization of the
Fifteenth Assembly District, which supported Mayor Mitchel and the other
Fusion candidates at the November election, does not know what disposal to
make of more than $4,000 of unexpended
campaign funds. Alfred D. Bell of On
Gold Street, its treasurer, told William
Harmon Black, ah Assistant District
Attorney, at the inquiry yesterday into
the affairs of the Fusion Committee of
1917, that $9,529 had been contributed
and $5,372.06 of It expended in political
work.
" It appears you have a balance of
$4,156.34, said Mr. Black. " What did
you do with that? "
." The money is In the New York Trust
Company," replied Mr. Bell.
" What are you going to do with it? "
" Nothing."
When Mr. Black sugr
gested the money should be returned,
Mr. Bell asked: "Whom am I to return It to? " Mr. Bell said the Fusion
Committee had contributed $2,140 to
the campaign in the district. Mr. Black
suggested that as the Fusion Committee
had a deficit of $80,000, it might be well
to turn the money over to that^ committee.
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Only One "BROMO QUININE."
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STILL GREATER VALUES
in

Suits—$45—$65—$95
Formerly $95 to $195.

$
$
Dresses- - 55— 75

Formerly $165 to $245.

Coats—$55—$95—$145

Sfrt» forfc

Formerly $110 to $225.

Clearance of Millinery
$
5— $10—$15

EXHIBITIONS AND SALES AT

THE ANDERSON GALLERIES
PARK AVENUE ANO FIFTY-NINTH STREET, NEW YORK.

Formerly to $35.

On Exhibition Daily from 10 A. M. to 5.30 P. M.
Sunday, January 13th, from 11 A. M. to 5 P. M.

The Barton Collection ox

Entire Stock of Luxurious Furs

CHINESE BRONZES
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One-Third to One-Half
their regular prices.

Including Coats—Wraps—Sets—Scarfs and Muffs of
Russian and Hudson Bay Sable, Ermine, Chinchilla, Dark
Eastern Mink, Mole, Seal, Caracul and other fashionable
pelts.

FINE FURNITURE
AND ART OBJECTS
From the Apartment of McKie Bennett Hopkins
to be Sold by Order of the Hotel St. Regis
and Furniture and Art objects from other Consignors, including
fine painted Satinwood and decorative Louis Seize French Furniture made by the Tiffany Studios and Herter Brothers, Upright and Tel-Electric Baby Grand Pianos, exceptionally desirable Oriental rugs, complete Dining Service of Rock Crystal
Glass, Porcelains, Silverware, Sheffield Plate, Bronzes, Objects
of Art, etc.
To be sold at public auction, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday afternoons, Jan. 17th, 18th & 19th, at 2.30 o'clock.

Wires

Exceptionally good
heaters for the money.
Should not be con*
fused with small,
cheaply made heaters
that do not compare
with them. 25 inches
high; hold 3 quarts;
take 8 inch round .
wick.

This Is How
Gimbel Ingenuity
Keeps You Healthy

of velveteen

Women's Evening" Dressei
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Window Ventilators. Admit fresh air. Prevent drafts. Keep out dust. And dirt. And
rain. And snow. Their perfect circulation
earns the endorsement of noted health authorities.

of chiffon velvet

The
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A heater to warm
you. Ventilators to
keep the air you
breathe fresh and
pure.
Get one or
both and ENJOY the
cold weather!
Prices: 9 inches high, |
38c, 48c, 55c (according
to width).
15 inches
high, 50c and 58c. All
sizes adjustable.
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GIMBELS New Kind of Homefurnishing StoreFifth Floor
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Held on
Lines.

1.291
. 1.0S
250
1,134
250
t,

TotaU
.8.ST3
3,126
A canvass as of Jan. 8 showed that
there was held in cars at New York,
Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Newport
News Government freight^ to the amount
of 1,965 carloads in cars and 310 carloads
on piers or in warehouses. More than
800 carloads of this was held at Newport
News.
The shortage of facilities for the shipment of Government freight has resulted
in holding up a number of lighters. On
Jan. 4 there were at New York 43
lighters loaded with Government freight
which has been delayed on an average
of 7 2-5 days. Some of these lighters
had been put out of active use for as
long as 12 days by Government handling.
Shipments of Grain.
A report on the grain situation as of
yesterday showed that five Eastern roads
were holding 4,402,214 bushels of grain,
as follows: New York Central, 1,809,831
bushels; Lehlgh. 079,000 bushels; Pennsylvania, 35,973 bushels; Erie, 287,410
bushels,
and Lackawanna,
1,500.000
bushels. In addition those roads held
239 cars on hand and had 043 cars of
grain in transit.

Plenty of BIG Oil
heaters. They really
heat. Keep a large
room or an office
comfortable. Make
you independent of
coal shortage and
thermometer.

Catalogues sent free to intending purchasers

Women's Afternoon Dresses
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n Warehouses,
at Port.
New York Central...
3,025
Erie
685
2,495
Pennsylvania
Baltimore & Ohio...
282
Lehigh Valley
980
Central, Now Jersey
8811
~:\
Ontario & Western. .
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probably the largest collection of the kind ever offered for sale
outside of China—consisting laigely of gifts from prominent
Mandarin Officials—includes Rare Bronzes of the Shang, Han,
Sung and Ming Dynasties, temple statues, carved figures, soapstone seals, Cinnabar lacquers, embroidered hangings, etc, and
Unusual Chinese Porcelains, including beautiful Blue and
White of the Ming Dynasty and the K'ang Hsi Period, valuable Single Color Specimens and Sculptures of the Han Dynasty,
gathered by the late well-known Collector, Mr. John S. Barnes
of New York, who was a keen competitor of Mr. Morgan, Mr.
Dana and others at important art sales.
To be sold at public auction, Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday afternoons, Jan. 14th, 15th & 16th, at 2.30 o'clock.
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Formerly»l45 to»195.

(The workrooms are located in the
establishment)

S. Aliman & Qln.
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three weeks; there are more which have
been waiting ten days.
On Monday
thirty whips received bunker coal; on
Tuesday twenty-four were coaled; on
Wednesday only six ships received coal
for their bunkers. This particular
situation became more serious yesterday when South Araboy, the port for
most of the bunker coal for tills harbor,
was blocked by Ice three feet thick,
formed by broken ice floating down
upon it.
Elisha Dee, Acting Vice
President of the Pennsylvania Railroad, went there, yesterday and took
personal charge in an effort to clear,
the port and release some thirty barges
of bunker coal which had been dumped
there. There is not enough bunker coal
at tidewater or en route from the mines
to coal the 136 ships which were waiting at this port yesterday afternoon
for coal. These ships take anywhere
from. 1,000 ■ to 6,000 tons to fill their
bunkers. The railroads reported yesterday that there were more than
enough cars at the mines to haul all
the coal offered.
Smith Confer* with HcAdoo.
A. H. Smith, Assistant Director General of the Railroads, was in Washington yesterday in a conference with
Director General McAdoo. It Is understood that they discussed the coal sit-.
uatlon In general and the bunker coal,
situation in particular. The result of
the conference may be that drastic
steps will be taken sto supply sufficient
labor at the coal mines.
More than
seventy per cent, of the men working I ?usn,es|
in the soft coal mines are Austrians, '
and it is hinted that there may be an
Inquiry as to whether these men are
turning out all the coal they can.
A canvass of the situation at the six
North Atlantic ports, from which most
of the supplies ate shipped to Europe,
showed as of Jan. 5 that the following
amounts of freight, by cars, were at
those ports:
United states, 3,S«9; British, 4,683;. French,
13,015; Russian, 4,823; Italian, 4,093;- total
Government shipment*), 30,582; commercial,
10,519; grand total. 41,102.
.
A canvass of the conditions at the one
port of New York showed this situation by
carloads:
On the
Shipments.
In Cars. On Piers. Ground
United States.
7T9
128
738
British
.. C60
241
372
French
..1,340
615
6,734
Russian
..
34
3.133
209
Italian
,.
13
100
Commercial ,..
. .4,360
3,125
2,130
Totals
..7,086
4.4TS
13,107
T h« srand total shows that on cars,
piers and on the ground 24,1)71 carloads
are awaiting shipment here.
These figures show a slight improvem*mt at the ports over the conditions
shown in a canvass made on Dec. 12.
This was the result of the system put
Into effect In the middle of December
of forcing shippers of supplies to furnish proof that they would be able to
have their supplios moved from port
terminals before they were allowed to
make shipments.
These reports also show that in any
movement to clean up congestion at
the Atlantic ports it is the Government,
which has charge of shipments to the
other Allied nations, which must move
its freight, rather than the business
men of America.
Of the more than
40,000 carloads of freight waiting export, only 10.000 carloads are " commercial," that is, shipped by American
business men' to foreign customers.
The fact lhat there Is a smaller percentage of this commercial freight than
of Government freight dumped on the
Kround also shows where there has
been most delay.
What can be accomplished by American private shippers in the cleanup
week which begins on Monday is shown
by th<» fact that about 11,500 cars of
domestic freight are held up in NewYork territory.
This freight Is distributed by carloads as follows, as of
Jan. 0:
In Cars,
on Piers,

offering

Shirts made to measure,
$4.50 upward
llamas made to measure, 7.00 upward
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FREIGHT JAMS PORTS; M'ADOOI
SHIPS CAN'T SAIL
BIG

PARIS, Jan. 10.—Paul Deschanel, presiding- at the reopening today of the
Chamber o£ TJeputies, made an'eloquent
speech, during which cheering greeted
his references to each 6f France's allies.
There was an ovation when M. Des| chanel declared that "the United States,
which from Washington to Lincoln and '
from Lincoln to Wilson has added brill-j
fance to.universal ethics as it has added
new stars to its flag."
Cries of "Long live Wilson!" and
"Long live the league of nations! " ASK BRITISH AID ON DRINK.
greeted his words, and the enthusiasm
was renewed when M. Deschanel, in Dr. Newton State* Our Petition on
conclusion, declared that France would
Selling to Men In Service.
never yield to the .-enemy.
LONDON, Jan. 10.—Preaching in the
j The Chamber passed a resolution providing for the placarding of M. Descha- City Temple today, the pastor, the Rev.
Dr. Joseph Fort Newton, formerly of
; tiel's speech throughout FrahVe.
! The Government accepted discussion of Iowa, referred to his recent sermon in
its diplomatic conduct of the war for which he discussed the question of
i tomorrow, according to announcement i drink among American soldiers and
made to the Chamber. '
; sailors. He satd he wanted..the British
M.. Mayeras, Socialist, expressed , the to understand the American point of
I
hope that the Gove.rnriient would make ■ view. Americans, he added, held that
a definite declaration. He regretted that if the Government had a- -right to conFrench statesmen had allowed them- ! script a man on behalf of the great
solves" to be anticipated by Premier ' cause, it had the right to conscript his
Llovd George-and President Wilson. The i
President of the United States, he said, ' conduct and keep him fit to do that
had once, more spoken to the world as work.
he would have liked France to speak.
" In America," he continued, " it is a
Victorious since the Marne. said M.
Mayeras, it was France's place to speak. criminal offense to sell liquor to men
in uniform. On this side, of course,
i FRANCE WELCOMES SUPPORT. 'you cannot enforce this regulation. I
made the request that you shall help us
Alsace Demand Is First Peace Con- do so. Most of the men are able to
resist temptation, but we must not set
dition, Says the Matin.
traps to catch the loose feet of those
iS, Jan. 10.—The passage In Pres- who are fighting with a weak will.
" When the fact was published that
son's address to Congress reincreases in the amount of grain were
^ace-Lorraine is emphasized being allowed brewers it filled Amervspapers.
icans with amaasement.
Of course,
•the restoration of there has been an improvement in the
matter of drinking.
While rejoicing
Lthe foremost conover this, it is a pity to take a step
of France but- backward by allowing an increased outMr. Wilson's put by breweries."
at conkit.

TIMES,

Freight Dumped on the Meadows.
It was asserted yesterday by a railroad official that for three miles out of
Hoboken on the New Jersey meadows
were thousands of tons of Government
freight, which had been dumped on the
ground because th^ic was no warehouse
room for it and because the cars in
which it was standing were needed. On
one day one railroad entering- New York
territory, dumped on the urounj 535 carloads of Government freight. Whereas
there are now 30,000 carloads of Allied
Government freight awaiting export,
there were last June 6,844 carloads of
the same freight at Atlantic ports.
Railroad men assert that the greatest
factor in causing the congestion at Atlantic ports ana creating the situation
in which the Government deemed it necessary to take over the roads was the
handling of Government freight. This
Sir.uatjton became gvive in November.
It was the custom, railroad men said
for supplies for inland camps to be taken
from Jersey terminals to Governors Island and transshipped from there. In
many cases being ferried back to New
Jersey terminals. In addition, the facilities, at Governors Island were called inadequate to handle even a part of the
freight consigned to the Depot Quartermaster's warehouses there.
Often it
was reported by railroad men, It took
twelve days to transport freight from
Hoboken to Governors Island. In one
report made on the situation it was said
that delay at Governors Island was
chronic. It was in response {^ this situation that in the last six weeks of
1917 an- embargo was put on all freight
consigned to the Depot Quartermaster
at New York.
This situation, with the taking over
of the Bush Terminals in Brooklyn and
the Manhattan waterfront on the' North
River from Forty-eighth Street to PMfty-second Street by the War Department, and the construction of more than
a score of warehouses on Governors Island offer a relief to this condition. Delays In the deliveries of Government
freight, however, railroad men say,
went a long way toward causing the
present congestion at this port. As far
back as Dee. 20 there were standing at
New York Harbor terminals 1,0«£ cars
consigned to the Depot Quartermaster
here and HI cars consigned to the transport service. The .situation with regard
to the Depot Quartermaster's department was relieved in December bv the
operation of the railroads' embargo
against Government freight. There has
also been a revision of the system,
whereby less freight Is forced to pass
through the Quartermaster's depot here.
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Modification of Germany's Attitude-—Pope May
Tiy for Exchange of Views.

Training Machine Reqniremeats'to-Be Enllv Supplied r^01'0*-11 Nations Concede Its Report of Separate Peace by
■7
Superiority and Are Now
Lennists With Bulgaria
Within Two Weeks,
Ordering Thousands.
Not Credited.
WORKING

WITH

ALLIES

Same Standards Adopted
Liberty Motors and Mr/Serial

Being- Shipped Abroad.
'' to TJ pj SIN.
Jan. 10. -«. Within two
weeks the production c& standardized
training airplanes by tlyfe United States
Aircraft Production l£>ard will be in
excess of the requirements of the thousands of recruits at flie American training camps. Within, the same period "delivery of advanced training planes, which
are duplicates of the battle and scout
planes to be used QU the battle front, will
begin, and wlthlaj ninety days the output
will meet the requirements of the men in
training. The,**,, facts were brought out
to-day in the, first report of the Aircraft
Production £oard of the United States,
of which Forward Coffin is chairman.
Accordiflig to the report of the Aircraft
Board, n^ June it required from one to
three wr/9ks to deliver a properly authorized contract to a manufacturer after
details, of negotiation had been settled.
To-dfcy, only a few hours ore needed. In
'- ■'.-; connection the report sayi
slo«vness of yie Government departments
in. paying for goods delivered has been
•"X contractor's complaint of lond standing. For sixty days past, in the dis, bursement of millions of Signal Corps
account properly presented h
unpaid lunger than one day after the delivery of the material."
In part the report says: "We have
seen and heard much of the proposal
of '100.DUO airplanes to be provided by
the United States within th
In a country where on great industry
produces a million and a half motor
cars per year the fabrication, of a hundred thousand planes might seem easy,
but actual figures based upon three
years o {practical experience in the war
show that there are now between forty
and fifty men of the uaxiliary
•squired for each active machine at the
front.
WASHINGTON,

Requirements StasBerintr.
people are
"if this same ratio should be adhered
said Miss to in our service it would mean that
are given some four million men would be refood situ- quired in our aeronautical department
18 ■ theirs.
In pv. foreign soil between our ports of detil I came out barkation and the lighting front.
i though this number of men
could be reduced by 50 per cent, by inIf Diet.
creased efficiency and standardization
prs of hunger the number required is still staggering.
|re. I tried to Consider also the overseas transportacouldn't.
f tion problem as related to material only
Saxony must and without reference to personnel and
L>iat bordered its maintenance. The transportation of
pose months finished planes, properly crated, with
lutrition and the necessary spares, accessories and
I affected that equipment, is in itself a serious problem
sing a note. in view of the situation in ship tonnage."
[re away beThe report sets forth that soon after
bordering on
Dresden last the board toog up its work a military
|perfectly ter- technical and Industrial mission was
sent to Europe, and as a result a
April potafold policy of aircraft production for this
|nd they-were country was mapped out.
"This policy provides for the estabbad thiat we lishment of twenty-four training stafiy the cards. tions, half of which are in operation
want to tell Coordination with the Allies, standardis a delica/- ization in types, designs and materials
he proprietors was accomplished.
A
standardized
|Leichsenring. training machine was designed and apirtners is an proved by the War and Navy Departugh her that ment!
i nlistment, equipment and
ling decent. training of fliers and mechanics has been
|n cans cost carried forward In strict accordance with
eel brought the schedule of needs recommended by
[-6 Christmas the joint navy and army technical comthe fowls mittee.
hvhile plump
Fighting Machines Purchased.
1 If you could
|$4 a pound;
"Raw and semi-finished materials, inmost of the cluding the new Liberty motor, are being sent to the Allies. Sufficient fighting machines to equip the American exDay.
peditionary forces in France ha\
ly was three purchased from the Allies. The Allies
y were put- will provide the American force with
y this kohl- several thousand machines.
"Tin: last measure of the policy calls
ticle of food
for the completion and delivery at shipreek.
ints on July 1 next of as many
a day too.
what I had machines, including combat and borribelf and Mil- ng types, as can be slipped abroad."
In telling of the board's cooperation
incipal meal
hv other day with the Allies the report says:
1 other days
"Every policy in the development of
[ch literally the American air services has been deA com- cided upon recommendation of our tech|en and we nical advisers in daily consultation in
mess ser- allied co
and under advice of an
Ih two cans interallied staff of half a hundred exI'as for the perts assigned to our air service in the
1
that sum- United States."
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Maj. Vincent Tells Automo- Germany Wants Sweden to
tive,Experts How 50 Men
Act as Go-Between With
Evolved Design.
Entente Nations.

HAIG IN SUCCESSFUL ~
RAIDS NEAR YPRES

Germans Say Allies Lost 128
Aircraft in Month.
LONDON , Jan. 10.—A successful raid
at three different points against the
German trenches southeast of Ypres
early this morning Is repqrted by Field
Marshal Halg to-night.
He says the
'jritish inflicted many casualties and
captured a few prisoners and two machine guns.
Berlin mentions a strotng British reconnolterlng attack during the night
west of Zandvoorde. which, it adds,
broke down. The official German statement continues:
In December the enemy losses In
aircraft
on
the
German
front
amounted to nine captive balloons and
110 airplane's, of which forty-seven
dropped behind our lines. The rest
were observed to fall behind the
enemy's positions.
We have lost In
battle elgtity-two airplanes and two
:aptive balloons.
The French report refers only to a
small German raid on the western edge
of the upper Coucy Forest and artillery
activity near Vauxaillon.

Uncle Sam's new Liberty motor for
airplanes is all to the good. The Automotive Engineers said so yesterday, and
they know better than any one else—
they are the assembled automobile,
motor boat and airplane makers of the
United States.
Facing this audience of experts, Major Jesse Q. Vincent, who until ho was
commissioned was vice-president of the
Packard Motor Company of Detroit, described how the Liberty Motor 'was
evolved by him and fifty associates,
each contributing the best point of his
own motor.
The result, Major Vincent asserted
and was applauded for so saying, is the
equal in power, speed and dependability
of any motor made abroad.
More, it
is superior to any foreign machine because it can be turned out in quantities
impossible for any other Power to contemplate.
This isn't Yankee brag, he said, and
proved it by the assertion that foreign
Governments have placed orders here
for large numbers of Liberty mo
thus proving they recognize its ?uperiority.
Coming to facts and figures, Major
Vincent said the Liberty develops better
than 400 horse-power and weighs 800
pounds. Its nearest rival in Europe develops not quite as much power and
weighs 050 pounds. It is a twelve cylinder motor, to be used only in machines
flying at the front. A satisfactory motor
for training purposes already was In
use and will not be discontinued.

Special Cable Despatch to THE SUN,
Copyright, 1838; all rights reserved.

overtures, which arc indispensable as a
prelude to any pourparlers.
There is reason to believe thai
anccs have reached the Vatican that
Germany's apparently antagonistic attitude toward pence has been considerably
nidified under the pressure of Austria,
whose sincere desire for peace is likely
to overcome the main difficulties.
Hence the Pope, although determined
not to intervene unless he is requested to
do so, favors a confidential exchange of
views between any two of the belligerents in behalf of all the others, and
unless unexpected developments occur
which materially change the situation
the Pope is likely to offer to bring about
such an exchange of views between England and Austria.

ROME, Jan. 10.—The prevailing impression at the Vatican, where President
Wilson's address to Congress has not yet
been received, is that the outlook for
peace has brightened considerably since
the war alms of the belligerents have
ben sufficiently specified and since a
theoretically possible basis for negotiali uis has been laid.
It is believed, however, that optimism
is not yet justified owing to the practical
difficulties that are still to be overcome in connection with formal peace

LONTION, Jan. 10.—Despite the repeated declarations of the Bolshevik envoys that they would insist upon the
transfer of the peace discussions with
Germany to a neutral city, preferably
Stockholm, a despatch from Amsterdam
to-night says the Russian delegation has
announced its readiness to continue the
discussion at Brest-Litovsk.
Unofficial reports received here concerning the first session of the peace conference at Brest-Litovsk, which was resumed Tuesday with Leon Trotzky, the
Bolshevik Foreign Minister, at the head
of the Russian delegates, say that
Trotzky, in a speech, Insisted on a removal of the conference to Stockholm,
the Associated Press reports.
Trotzky declared the Russians came
t-Litovsk not as the representatives of a conquered country and did not
intend to ask for pity, but would continue to act as true revolutionists. He
is reported to have told the German and
Austrian delegates that if they did not
accede to his request they would feel
the weight of the voice of the .democrai les of the Central Powers and the
of arms of the Russian de| mocracy.

r

FREE TRADE NOT
AIM OF WILSON

T ONDON, Jan. 10.—The House
of Lords to-day rejected
Lord Loreburn's amendment to
the Representation of the People
bill, by which it was sought to
exclude women from the suffrage.
The vote against the amendment
was 134 to 69.

•Kquality" of Nations'in Commerce, Does Not Mean the
Abolishing of Tariff.

BERLIN SEES NO
PEACE IN AIMS

NO WAR AFTER THE WAB

Would Not Specify Where.
j

.Many Thousands to He Built.
Many thousands of the Liberty engines
for aircraft will be made this year, and
the output—not going further into detail—will be about twice as great as any
single manufacturer could attempt.
11. M. Crane, chief engineer of tlio
Wright-Martin Aircraft Corporation of
New Brunswick, X. J., who has
making a high class motor for a foi
Government for eighteen months, added
his endorsement of the Liberty mo
He praised i npartieular its elrqpli
impactness.
Vincent's de
evolution of the Liberty motor rehearsed
much of what the. public already had
been told by Washington. He brought
out some new details, however. For instance, lie said conference.-, with representatives of foreign Powers devei
th: t none of them yet was satisfied, that;
all hoped yet to develop the super-motor, j
The American engineers decided they
might as well begin at the pont the
Europeans bad attained after long and
costly work.

Evening Post asserts that the
Germans replied that they did not decline to carry on the peace negotiations,
but that thej failed to specify whi e.
The Russian delegation at BrestLitovsk includes, in addition to Trotzky,
who is serving as Its president, one
. Mine. Blthenko, a former exile,
and M. Joffe, M Kamcnefl', M. Pokrovsky
and three counsellors.
Nikolai Lenine, the Bolshevik Premier,
lias gone to a Finland sanitarium for
sral days' , e
The Petrograd Even inn Post reports
that the German delegations there have
ted to the Swedish Legation in
rad their desire that Sweden
act as a go-between with Croat Britain,
and Italy. The statement is not
clear and is not credited generally here
the German delegations at
rad were sent there to adjust comitions and arrange for the rei prisoners. They
,
thing to do with political affairs
jinl the men who compose tin
hardly of the calibre that Germany
employ In real peace negotiations
she inclined to make such overtures through Sweden she would be more
likely to use the Swedish Minister at
Berlin or the German Minister at Stockholm.
llulK'ariau Pact Doubted.

In Berne. Switzerland, It is reported
that a separate pen,,, has been signed by
Russia and Bulgaria. This report also
is not credited generally heie, although
<</ of Berne asserts that .Premier
Radoslavoff read the following despatch
from Brest-Litovsk In Parliament :
"War between Russia and Bulgaria
ceases. Diplomatic and economic relations between Russia and Bulgaria are
resumed. Russia recognizes Bulgaria's
right to nominate a delegate to an international Danube commission.
The
first peace is thus concluded, with the
consent of Bulgaria's allies."
The Bund says Bulgaria has appointed a Minister to Petrograd and a
-General to he stationed
at
Odessa and has ordered the resumption
of navigation to Odessa.
i
Separate peace proposals made by
Turkey, it is reported, have been refused by the Bolshevik Government.
Turkey was requested to participate in
| the general conference between Russia
and the Central Bowers.
Among the terms proposed by Turkey
WOMEN MUST WEAR OVERALLS. were free passage of the Dardanelles
for Russian ships, Russian evacuation of
Stale Industrial Commission Int- i Turkish territory and demobilization of
the Russian Black Sea fleet.
Turkey
dorses Plan to Protect Workers.
was to retain itcr active army hi consequence
of
continuation
of
war
against
Special Despatch to THE SUN.
the Entente.
SYRACUSE,
N. Y.. Jan, 10.—Every
Would C'aacel Russian Deut.
woman factory worker who conies in
contact with machinery of any kind
The Bolshevik Government intends to
must wear overalls and a cap or net to ' publish a decree within a few days canprotect her hair, according to an amend- celling the Russian national debt, telement to the State industrial code re- : graphs tiie correspondent at Petrograd
ceived and Indorsed by the State Indus- ot the Manchester Ouardlan. The cortrial Commission at a hearing to-day.
respondent understands the decree will
The recommendation was sugge:
contain these provisions:
liss Emma Beard of Syracuse, repFirst—All loans and treasury bonds
resenting ^the Consumers League.
It! held by foreign subjects abroad or in
met with the approval of Commissioner! Russia are repudiated.
Lewis Ward and Deputy Commissioner
Second - Loans and treasury bonds
Richard J. Cullen and probably will be held by Russian subjects possessing
adopted.
more than 10,000 rubles in capital are
repudiated.
Third—Loans and treasury bonds held
Banks Club's Concert
by Russian subjects possessing capital in
Great Patriotic Event loan scrip or deposits not exceeding I.D00
rubles are to receive 5 per cent, interest
on the nominal value of the loan, and
HE programme of the New those
possessing 10,000 rubles are to reYork Banks Glee Club's con- ceivo 3 per cent.
cert in the gTand ball room of
Fourth—Workmen and peasants holdthe Hotel Astor, Monday evening ing 100 rubles worth of loans or bonds
for the benefit of THE SUN To- may sell their holding to the State at
bacco Fund, will contain several 75 per cent, of its nominal value. Those
000 rubles worth may sell it at
patriotic numbers, among them holding
70 per cent, of its nominal value.
a new song, "Our Boys," which
The Government, a Router's despatch
has been composed by H. R. from Petrograd says, has issued a decree
Humphries, the conductor. The suspending all payments of dividends by
club's service flag has thirty private companies. The Government also
stars, and the singers have their has forbidden transactions in stocks
the issuance of ordinances reown fellows., now at the front, in pending
lating to the further nationalization of
mind, in their determination to production and determining the amount
make this affair a great success. of interest payable by private companies.
Henry M. Hyndman, leader of the
Another patriotic organization British Socialists, and Dr. William
is the Valcour Club, nineteen of Gavronsky, who was special commisof the Kerensky Government to
who'e forty members tire jn sioner
Brtain, to-day sent a. cablegram
Uncle
Sam's service.
The Great
to President Wilson protesting against
Valcours will give to the fund a what they termed the President's identishare of the proceeds of their an- fication of the Bolshevikl with the
nual entertainment, to be given democracy of Russia. The cablegram
in McKinley Square Casino a said Mr. Wilson was "strengthening the
week from to-nisrht. Read of ha mis of autocratic despotism and supper; ing lawless rule which is destroying
their plans on page 5.
the foundations of Russian freedom and
Russian power of resistance to the GerWARNING! THE SUN TO- m ni enemy."
.
BACCO FUND has no connect-'on
Af. Gavronsky issued the following
with any other fund, organiza- statement at the Russian Embassy:
"The Allies made a big blunder in
tion or publication. It employs
liasert on a Compromise.
No experiments with new points were
made, there being no time for such exploration. Each man was asked, in the
privacy of the council chamber, to state
frankly the weak points of bis own
product, and atao to talk of it's host
points. The result was a compromise,
the best things taken from each and
every gas engine made ill America.
The Liberty truck also came in foil-raise. <'. T. Myers of Detroit described
the chassis at length, other papers not
read were submitted for publication. For
speed, durability and gasolene economy
the engineers agreed that the Liberty
truck is the beet yet designed. It is better than any European truck, and, like
the airplane moter. is a combination of
the good points of all makes. It has a 1canved the manufacture of motor trucks
in this country by a decade, engineers
asserted, and is being turned out in
great quantities.

T

no agents or solicitors.
Continued on Fourth Page.

President Opposes Boycott of
I Only Kind of Germany That
Can Make Peace.

|

j
J
(

One Editor Calls Wilson's Address Joyful Fanfare and Rejects Intervention.

Special Despatch, to Tin: Si N.
WASHINGTON,
Jan.
10. — President
Wilson intended in his war aims message to Congress to make it clea r that
h edid not favor economic war against
ilermany after peace is declared. The
ident is now on record as opposing
the previously conceived trade boycott
plans of German goods and in this respect again assumes the role of leader
for the nations fighting democracy's
batla.
That
"equality of trade conditions among all
the nations." was not to be intcipto mean free trade as opposed to tnriff
on imports, was learned on the highest
authority.
The apprehension of sonic Republicans
aroused by this one of the fourteen
war aims named by the President:
The ' removal so far as possible of
all economic barriers and the establishment of an equality of trade conditions among all the nations consenting to the peace and associating
themselves ''or its maintenance.
Equal

Opportunity

"WIREPULLER," SAYS ONE
More Brutal Than Lloyd
George's Terms, Asserts Another German Paper.

to All.

As explained to-day this means the :
' "open door" in trade and equal oppor- j
(unity to all, but it does not call for ;
removal of tariffs. I« fact, as one;
high official explained to-day, tariffs
i would be vitally necessary for the na; of the world after the war to reI plenlsh the financial coffers which will
be badly in need of tun
It is noted that Germany must accept the terms and become associated
with other nations for the maintenance
Of world peace before she can benefit
along hade lines. This weapon which
the United States and the Allies are In
a position to use against the Teutonic 1
war lords Is far more important, it is
said, than appears on the, surface.
Reports from Germany indicate a pronounced fear for the future of their
nation's trade. German merchants foresee the ruin of their trade for years
to come and the financial foundations
of German business life have been
shaken by the threat to conduct a "war
after the war" against German trade.
I'nrls

( onference

.Not

Binding.

The conference held more than a year
ago in Paris, which took under consideration this economic war, did not
draw up binding stipulations, for the
•ens,ni that the idea never found universal favor In Great Britain and
Prance.
One argument used against it was
that British and French merchants
would suffer through a complete trade
boycott of Germany.
Hut the President puts the whole matter on broader
grounds when lie opposes a trade war j
with a regenerated Germany—the only
kind of a Germany that may expect
peace with her enemies.

GOT OYSTERS THROUGH ICE.
^'ovel Dred^ingr Scheme n Success
»t Oyster Bay.
For the first time in these parts oysters
were secured yesterday at Oyster Bayby dredging thiough the ice with ahorse
and tackle. More than 100 barrels were
obtained in this manner.
Never has the bay been frozen so
' thick as it has been for the last two
i weeks.
The supply of oysters diminished and Emmett Still, superintendent
of one of the firms here, received urgent
calls from New York hotels and restaui rants. The ice over the beds was tested
and found to be a foot thick. With A
score of men and several horses Still
cut parallel channels in the ice about
: seventy-five yards apart. A long ,rope
was extended between these two channels by cutting the ice at certain intervals.
Dredges were then attached to
the rope and pulled back and forth by
horses and up through the holes, where
the oysters were dumped.
"First time it was eve,r done," commented Still, "but the diners in 'New
York wanted them and we had to get
them.
Believe me, though, it is some
tough job."
Florida Trains Seaboard Air Line
I.v. Wash. D. C, eft. Jan. 13 at 9.30 A. M.,
8.00 P. M., and 11.15 P. M. Kor Atlanta, BlruiliiRham 9.30 A. M. and 6.00 P. M. Reservations list Bdway, N. Y. C.—Aiv.

\
Woman Suffrage Wins
in House of Lords

AM.TMUPAM, Jan. 10.—Commenting on
President Wilson's address, the Xnvildeutsche Allgcmcinc Zeltung (Berlin)
says :
"The fourteen points do not form a
programme for world peace, but a real
symphony of will to no peace. Beginning with his joyful fanfare of freedom
of the seas and other things, on which
the whole world is agreed, even if diversity of opinion exists regarding the
method of realization, Mr. Wilson's intervention is not wanted. Having the
opp irtunity of serving peace, he has not
only failed, but lias clearly expressed a
ary intention.
"Appealing to the self-determination
of nations, he presumes to interfere in
the internal affairs of Austria-Hungary
and proclaims the policy of doing violence to nations with disregard for all
historical and racial f lets.
"With equal nonchalance he finds reason for the partition of Turkey, such as
could only be voiced by a man whose
policy alms at playing off. one against
another, of peoples and parts of peoples
who belong together and are conscious
of their homogeneity."
Tlie Cologne Voikszeitung Bays:
'"President Wilson's programme substantially squares with Lloyd George's.
It is as unacceptable for us as is, the
British and is more brutal still than
that of Lloyd George. He demands the
severance from the German Empire of
Alsace-Lorraine, which is nine-tenths
inhabi ed by Germans, and be undisguisedly demands the severance from
the Empire of parts of Prussia inhabited by the Poles."
The Berliner Lokalanzeiger, in an
article under the heading "Entente's
Wire Puller," speaks of "the unbranded
impudence with which the. leading
neii of the multiple alliance deceive the whole world."

U. S. MAY RESTRICT
USE OF WHEAT HERE
Danger of Shortage in Spring,
as Allies Must Be Fed.
WASHINGTON,
Jan. 10.—Losses by
sinking of ships and crop failures
abroad have brought about such a seri, ous food situation in the allied countries
that the United States is p'anning to
release for export an additional 90,000,000 bushels of wheat, -although the
country's surplus had been shipped bymid Deeernber.
The American people will be ask< d
by the Food Administration to cut their
consumption to make up the amount to
lie exported. Unless they do the nation
is threatened with a flour shortage in
May. before the new wheat crop Is harvested In June.
The Food Administration is considering legislation to make the, saving of
wheal compulsory and has approved a
bid drawn by Representative Lever, author of the food control bill, to enforce
wheatless days. Proposals for mixed
lours and for 'a form of war bread of
mixed grains are also under consideraMon as possible measures to reduce the
nse of wheat flour.
Some Food Administration officials
think a slight flour shortage next spring
not only would not cause suffering here
but. might have a wholesome effect in
causing the people to turn to other
. reals.
The shortage of food abroad piobably will bring an early determination
->f a policy resp ettng the balance to be
mainta ne'd between food and troop
shipments.
A decision will be left
largely to the Allies, since they best "an
determine which will be the more useful to themselves in prosecuting the
war.

TROOPS ARE EQUIPPED
"No Army of Same Size Ever
Raised and Trained So
Quickly," He Asserts.
1,500,000 READY TO EIGHT
Admits 200,000 Machine Guns
Are Needed and Defends
Contractors.
Special Despatch to Tim Sex.
Jan. 10.—Upon Secretary Baker to-day devolved the onerous
duty of defending the deficiencies which
the three weeks of investigation of War
Department conditions by the Senate
Committee on Military Affairs has disclosed.
For more than six hours the
Secretary of War was on the witness
stand subjected to a gruelling examination from all quarters of the committee.
He conducted himself with a calm assurance which won the admiration of his
questioners, but he did not subdue the
inquisitorial spirit or allay in any wise
the curiosity of the committee members.
What Secretary Baker did succeed in
doing was convincing the majority of the
members of the Military Committee that
their judgment had not led them far
afield when last week they determined
to introduce and press for passage the
Chamberlain bill to create a new executive department of munitions and supply, whose function it will be to relieve
Mr. Baker of the multifarious duties
which the ordnance and quartermaster
bureaus of the Department have performed.
WASHINGTON,

Job Too Much for One Man.
Secretary Baker's own answers carried this conviction. The War Department, in the opinion of the committee, is
more than a one man job. This the Secretary avoided admitting on the two or
three occasions when the subject was
touched upon. He had no opportunity to
come to grips with the committee, on this
question, but this occasion will arise tomorrow. The answer of Mr. Baker to
the charge that his Department has
wabbled under the war strain for the
reason that its functions are too extenfor the direction of a single head is
awaited with interest.
As a witness Secretary Baker wag almost seintillaiit. He fenced and parried
with the committee, seldom giving the
direct answer to questions, but avoiding
direction so gracefully that half the time
the Questioner hail passed to a succeeding interrogatory before he realized that
the answer had not satisfied him.
The Secretary defended, the policy of
suppression of the details of army contracts and the renunciation of the policy
of competitive bidding and published
awards. He told of the work of the supply committee of the Council of National
Defence, and warmly praised Julius
RosenwaM and diaries Eisenman, its
executive heads, for their patriotism and
disinterestedness.
First Heads a Statement.
Before being questioned Mr. Baker
read a long .and exhaustive prepared
statement on the military situation to
the committee. The Secretary was not
interrupted during the reading of the
statement, ami at the close announced
that he would be "very happy" to answer Questions.
From time to time the examining
Senators strove to pin Mr. *Baker to an
admission tint the policy of delegating
to interested manufacturers and producers of commodities needed by the army,
the power of defining the extent of orders, framing contracts and granting
awards had developed opportunities for
favoritism. This he declined to admit.
11 ! argued that the exigency of the
situation demanded that the limit 61' cooperation should maintain between the
producers and the Government and that
the vast store of technical knowledge
possessed by the industrial and commercial experts engaged in the business
ot manufacture and distribution could
not find a substitute in the Quiartermaster Corps of the army and that that
organization, which since the outbreak of
the war has been expanded from 360
officers to more than S.OOO, had to be
trained before it could be of high value
or subsist as a perfect mechanism.
Wool

Question

Anstvered.

Senator
Weeks
of
Massachusetts
tried to bring from Mr. Baker an explanation of why the offer of the Boston Wool Manufacturers Association to
fix voluntarily the price of their staple
at the very outbreak of the war had
received executive consideration.
The assertion has been made that byreason of the delays in the Quartermaster Corps on the question of tbo
necessary wool supply for army uniforms, the Government has lost through
unrestricted advances in the wool market a total of approximately $1S0,000.000.
Secretary Baker answered this question by referring to what he considered to be the superior judgment in such
mutters of the Council of National Defence. It was shown that although the
Boston wool men mads their offer on
April ?,. no action was taken to insure
tin- supply of the army with woollen
wearing apparel until June 16. The Secretary did not seem to think that, this
delay was of extraordinary magnitude.
A complete digest of the activities of
the War Department since the outbreak
of the war was presented by the .Secretary at the. opening of his examination.
"No army of similar size has ever
raised, equipped and trained so
quickly." said the Secretary. "No such
provision has ever been made for the
comfort, health and general well being
of any army."
V. S. Army Now 1,50O,00O.
The army of the United States in
France to-day is of "substantial" size,
was the Secretary's claim, end in his
later testimony be said that much of the
claimed shortages of equipment had been
due to getting the overseas force on
European soli. **e rer.:ar:;ed i!'.-. r.mrJS

THE
Du Pont offer to build and operate a
plant at cost, but Secretary Baker explained the offer was to build a plant
for a commission of 15 per cent, and
operate it for eighteen months. On the
basis of a 500,000,000 investment, he
explained, the Du Fonts would h
made a gross profit between 520,000.
and J40,000.i

dislocation of industries occasioned by
the withdrawal of ai
1,500,000
from their normal activities.
"By the cooperation of ail interests
and all people hi the country," said
Secretary Baki
nation is now
to its ta»k with
tnimlty of spirit and confidence in
its powers."
The excuse presented by Mr, Baker
for delays In the matter of ordnance,
particularly heavy artillery, were practically the same as those ad
his subordinates who testified previously,
namely, the manufacture of Bgl
equipment of only the highest
lack of organization plan on the
•part of the War Department, the apparent unwillingness- of the War Department to .
that xrar was
actually upon A.'n-r. ■« before the declaration resolved the situation for it and
furnished the com ml
tunity to examine Mr. B:
to the pre-war delinquencies of his de7>artment-

j

"War Wa* 3,000 Allies Away."

|

"The war wasn't upon us," said the
Secretary repeatedly In answer to questions by the committee.
He insis ed
that the war was 3.000 miles away In
Europe. "We had more guns on hand
than would be necessary to supply all
the troops we could get to Europe within the year. Consequently there were
delays. I admit," he said.
Questions and answers in rapid succession failed to draw from Mr. Baker
proof that anything more than the most
perfunctory efforte had been made in
the War Department in anticipation of
the coming struggle.
Kven after war
was declared, the adml
I the
Secretary
showed,
the
thought
of
America" being 3,000 miles outside the
fighting zone was apparently uppermost
in executive minds and thai such slips
as the 5150,000,000 neglect to consider
the Boston wool men's offer was but one
of dozens of similar stumbles.
The Secretary was asked if America
had not been apprised by Its diplomatic
representative at Berlin as early as
May, 1816, that the German Imperial
Government meant to. break with the
United states.
The Secretary took the
ground that the highly confidential character of Mr. Gerard's despatches to the
State Department, now a matter of history and "for sale at all bookstores,"
did not permit him to discuss that phase
of the situation.
It.'fiix.-s to Discuss Warning.
"Didn't the Gerard warnings have any
effect on you?" demanded Senator New
of Indiana.
"That subject is confidential," Mr.
Baker insisted. Then he went on to say
that the Government had not been sure
of the exactness of the Gerard warning.
"We had the word of the German Government repudiating any intention to renew ruthlessness in their U-boat campaign," said Mr. Baker.
"Was the word of the German Government more to be credited than that
of our own Ambassador?'' asked Senator
New, and the subject was dropped.
The subject of rilles was brought forward in the general discuss'on of ordnance. Secretary Baker said the supply of rifles was now adequate, and
reserves are being accumulated with
greatest rapidity. Senator Weeks took
exception to his statement that the
Springfield 11)03 model was the best rifle
in the world. >oid at this point Ghairman Chamberlain of Oregon, chain
of the committee. Interposed: "On, of
the serious criticisms of the War Department, Mr. Secretary, lay in the fact
that it took several months to decide
to change to the Americanized Ehfleld
from the Springfield after the war wafi
actually on."
"We have plenty of rifles now," replied Mr. Baker.
Senator Chamberlain then reviewed
the changes in the Knfield, making
il cqiable of using American ammunition, saying that we had started to make
seven changes and wound uv by making
fifty and that these changes in design
bad repeatedly held up production.
<,
TIlefncieuOJ'• I» Ilelineii.
' "That
statement
is
substantially
true," said Mr. Baker, "but any delay
i ial will help obtain a better rifle is
justifiable."
"Well, that is what we call inefficiency," said the chairman.
"It is not, inefficiency to change ycir
mind," answered the Secretary.
Several Senators joined in questioning
to show that rifle production was
mined to lag when it was cert-in that
the country was about to go to war,
but Secretary Baker persisted that the
delay in changing models had in the end
produced a much desired result.
He
pointed out that eight months after
England went to war l'.ritish soldiers
were training in top hats and with
walking sticks and insisted that American riile production is now "so far
ahead" that all men who will be called
out will have enough.
Turning to criticism of the machine
gun situation, Senator Chamberlain said
there was delay in ordering l,cwis guns
that had been used successfully by
England.

DenicJi Any Recent Delay.
"There was no delay after last April,"
replied Secretary Baker.
"yes there, was, Mr. Secretary," retorted the Senator.
Secretary Baker continued by reciting
the machine gun controversy that existed
when he became Secretary.
Senator McKellar of Tennessee thought
the delay was unreasonable.
"Well, it's a matter of judgment,' saia
Mr. Baker.
Secretary Maker told of the board to
Investigate machine guns.
"The board's deliberations never delayed for one second the buying of any
gun after last April," said Mr. Baker
positively. "It did delay other guns including the. new Browning gun, before
April."
"The fact remains that nine months
arter the war the cantonments have none
for training." said Senator McKellar.
"T wouldn't say none," .Secretary Baker
replied. "They have relatively few."
Before the war the largest machine
gun programme was 12.One, he added.
■while now 200,000 are required., with
manufacture difficult and slow.
"Those two facts make il a',1 the more
important that machine guns should have
beep got from any source," said See
ator McKellar.
"The greatest energy
should have been exerted to get any
kind."
The o_uestions involved, Mr. Baker reiterated, were of judgment between speed
und excellence
"Are you entirely satisfied, so far as
.all ordnance is concerned, with the progress the department has made?" asked
Senator Weeks.
"1 don't say that the department might
not have expedited some phases of its
Work," Secretary Baiter replied.
"In what have we failed?"
The Secretary li^Mtated and answered:
"I ean'i answer it that way; I can't pick
out any particular place."
.Plant** Awaiting Ortlers.
Senator Weeks asked if all available
ammunition production facilities are being used.
"No. not all," said Secretary Baker,
"but all will be when we need them."
Tiie arrangement to get British and
Erertoh ammunition for artillery, be said,
was "safe as far as it goes, but said
tiie principal reliance was placed on
American sources.
When Senator Weeks again asttcct if
he could suggest anything that would
be helpful in speeding up ordnance
production Secretary Baker replied :
"1 can't think of anything that your
■work will help. Whenever 1 ve thought
vf anything I've done it. I'm up to date
:e>v.
Secretary Baker said he thought a
Federal powder plan; advisable.

Senator Chamberlain referred to the

FRIDAY,

i cover instruments so modern that our
| industries had to be adapted to their
J manufacture.
'Many of the Ordnance Department's
contracts involve increase of plant facililes, or the construction of new plants,
intricate systems of auditing and eost
accounting and constant inspection by
inspectors who have had to be trained
in specially established schools in order
to add knowledge of ordnance requirements to their previous mechanic.
technical training.

TEXT OF BAKER'S
ARMY STATEMENT ?

ever at any time offered to ScfrPtai'V Tolls Senate Com-

erect a plant without compensation,
said.
present powder supply is adequate for our present needs, ' Secretary
Baker added.
Xew asked if there was any
mistake of judgment when the Laisitania
was sunk in not beginning preparations
■-ar.
"It would have been very -wise." Mr.
Baker replied, "if a dozen years ago
the Ordnance Department had begun
perfectly frank
with you. I think Gen. Crozier Is not
entirely to blame. In season and out
he has recommended ordnance expansion."
Secretary Baker denied that the first
American contingents sent abroad were
not completely equipped. All sent then
and since, he declared, have had adequate, standard equipment, except that
recent contingents depend for automatic
rifles and artillery on French sources,
tor Wadswortti of >iew York
asked if the American artillery programme is large enough.
"You never can have too much." 'Mr.
Baker replied, "but the programme
fully engaged the resources of the
country as they ought to be.
Every
na"s
country's
artillery
programme
ery m -nth during the war
retary Baker assented to Senator
Wadsworth'fl statement that the war
was a competition of industries and that
whichever produced (he most nrite-i-ils
ai.d men would wear out the opposition.
"That is the present aspect of it," he
said.
Operations of the supply systefft of
the '.'nartermaster-General were then
taken up. Secretary Baker pointed out
that "over night we charged from
free and competitive market to one in
which the Government was the monopolizing buyer."
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"QUARTERMASTEH-GEXKRAI/S
MEXT—For the Qv

Department in 191S S3.01S,000,000 was
appropriated, or a sum more than four
times as great as the 101 '> appropriations for all governmental purposes.
..0n tne flrst dav of A i, there wvere
,
347 officers in the Quartermaster Corps ;
on the first day of January. I91S, there
"was a total of 6,431 officers.
"On the first day of January, 191S.
nearly $2,000,000,000 of the atpproprlatlon had been obligated by contracts or
disbursements.
"This business Involved •accounting,
determinations of standards,
prices,
quantities, the creation of new manufacturing facilities, the substitution of
materials for insufficient supplies, diversions of labor, the erection of storage
warehouses and difficult and often embarrassing questions of land and water
transportation.
"In the woollen goods section alone
the cooperation of over 300 mills was
involved, and the following items give
some idea of the extensive Character
°f the operations: There have been purchased over 19,000,000 blankets, 20,000,000 yards of overcoating and over 30,000,00 yards of each of shirting flannel
and suiting, involving an expenditure
of over $345,000,000 ; in cotton goods
the Department had contracted for 250,000.000 yards of various cotton cloths.
"P'urther idea of the size of purchases in thi sdepartment will be conveyed by the following figures:
Purchases to December 28, 1917—Winter
drawers. 25,000,000 pair: winter undershirts, 21,000,000 : woollen gloves, 11,000,000 pair; wool lightweight stockings,
31,00,000 pair-; wool heavyweight stockings, 21,000,000 pair; shoes purchased
for delivery to January 1, 10,000,000
pair ; shoes purchased for delivery January 1 to June 1, 10,000,000 pair; cots,
2,100,000.
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1918.

of the' results attained for two purposes.
"lr. the first place, the American peopie are entitled to know of the s;
effectiveness with which they haable to organize the man power and the
material power of the nation in .
cause and. second, our army in France
under Genera! Pershing!, and our Allies, are entitled to have the benefit resuiting from the degression of the morale of their enemies which n
when the Germans realize that the
American !>■
has neither blui
dered nor hesitated but has actually
brought the full power of its men and
*s into completely organized
strength against their military machine.
"I make til
nt. fully aware
that there have, been produced before
the mem be-:-s of this commute,
pression of doubt, difference of opinion
and disapproval. The War Department
■".; eight mouths hearing similar
analyzing them, correcting
the conditions out o: which they crew.
perfecting its organization to prevent
thea- recurrence and all the while driving on to the accomplishment of the
main task.

fusion of industry, exhaustion of labor
eneraBy to prevent all avoidable
which might result b
and magnitude of the new opera:
■jecte it was admirably
adopted, and it has accomplished a great
work,
--eve as the th
which have happened when one recalls
the possibilities involved.
"We can now see the entire situation.
Is are substantially
. been
SUPP
"^h,
>d '''
and
"
reorganized__upon IndusThe coordinawlth our own has been
. to prevent
onfiicts and to adjust those which cannot be prevented.
the cooperation of all interests
tnd all people in the country the nation
Is now organized and set to its task with
ity of spirit and confidence in its
powers. More lias been done than anybody dared to believe possible. That j
ivo been here and there errors of
t and delays goes without sayI should be wanting in frank- :
neSS were I to omit my own estimate of !
■less and intelligence
with which my associates, military and
civilian, 'nave applied themselves to this.
undertaking, and the results demonstrate j
a of their efforts."

|
j
Special Despatch to Tan SUN.
]
WASHIN-GTON-, Jan. 10.—The statement
of Secretary Baker dealing with the
:
Su;g£-c;HtionN Arc Invited.
war preparations of the United States,
"My military aesoctal
as read to the Senate War Investigating '
ciate the work which this committee lias
Committee to-day, is as follows:
I
done and will value suggestion
"I am glad to lay before Vr.e committhe committee as a whole, from its intee and the country certain facts with
dividual members and from eve-:
reference to the War Department work.
patriotic citizen which will enable us to
Nol all of it is new to you. but it is
carry on this work more effectively and
■veil to have some underlying facts
more rapidly.
freshly in our minds at times when the
"In the foregoing statement tie
consideration of details, however im
two
exceedingly
si-tnificant
figures,
therwise
namely, that on the first day of April
Portant in themselves, might
obscure the real progress made in the ;
the ordnance department consisted of Hiiniburii-Ainoriciiii Lino -Men
cen a
i
97 officers and the Quartermast*J ' task,
"The War Department is eager to i
eral's department of 347 officers, while
Who Supplied German Haid- Wax's
profit by all helpful ctiticism. and I
they now respectively comprise 3,004
thank the committee for the inquiries
and 6.431 officers.
ers Face Prison.
Hal
which it has made and for the coopera"There was no ready trained body
tion which it is giving and will give in
of men of the country who could have
making our preparation increasingly
been selected suddenly to assume the
The recent conviction of Carl Bunz,
adequate and speedy.
highly technical andspecialized work of
"On the first day of April. 191.7, the
managing director; George Kotter, sutwo divisions.
SfpectaZl
Regular Army comprised of 5,791 of"Men of somewhat similar training perintending engineer; Adolph HochLONDON"!
ficers and 121.797 enlisted men; the Nahad to be chosen and the nucleus of meister. purchasing agent, and Joseph
i tional Guard in Federal service approxiher 20,000|
officers, already in those corps had not
mately 3,733 officers and 70.713 enlisted
only to carry forward the expanding Popenhouse, second officer of the Ham- it is a
Caiiacity Overesflmoteil.
| men. and the reserve, 1.000 enlisted men.
burg-American
Steamship
Line,
on
operations
of
their
departments
but
be
!
means all
"On the 31st day of December, 1917,
trainers and teachers to their new as- charges of conspiring to defraud the
"Some
substitutions
of
materials
sociates. As the work proceeded sub- United States Government was upheld the busine
were authorized," -Secretary Baker con- the Regular Army consisted of 10,250
gathering i
division and resubdivision became postinued.
"Manufacturers overestimated officers and 475.000 enlisted men ; the
yesterday in a decision handed down by the lines ol
■en capacity. The early despatch National Ouard o. 16.031 officers and
! sible.
l.'nless sij
the United States Circuit Court of Apabroad of special forces, such as Steve- 400.90u e. listed men : the National
Supply and Oremnlieation.
doreTand 7ailTroad"emplo7ee's, "cut" into Army of 480.000 men and the reserve
peals. All had been found guilty of en- be employed]
V.
S.
JJOYT
Has
82,120
Filer*.
maritime
.he earlv supplies gathered. There was of W<5 officers and -2,71.0 enlisted
"On December 15 the questions of gaging in a conspiracy to detraud by safed to ttl
a shortage, of many articles, including men.
In other words, in nine months
"The Quartermaster-General's Departand organization of per- filing at the Custom House false mani- ing the us.
overcoats, blouses trousers and perhaps the increase has been from 9,524 officers ment in the supply section alone made ' initial supply
sonnel hacj Deen substantial^ disposed
fests of vessels carrying supplies to Ger- marines.
some others.
They were far greater to .110.856 officers and from 202,510 to
4,050 contracts, covering 142 different 0f anc] i Was,-therefore, in a position, as
development]
than we anticipated. Initial equipment . I,428,6o0 men.
kinds of articles and aggregating a , j ha(J not beDn previously, to announce man cruisers in the north and south At- has been til
now is substantially complete and remoney
value
of
$800,000,000.
Six Times the Army of I SOS.
a general reorganization, already care- lantic.
has proved|
serve supplies are being secured."
"Aviation Section Signal Corps—The
Bunz, Kotter and Hachmeister were
There
The Secretary said it had to be de'During the war with Spain the army Aviation Section of the Signal Corps on fully studied, which accomplishes the each sentenced to eighteen months in the
great game!
cided who her to call out more men of the United States at its maximum the first day of April. 1917. consisted of; following results:
Atlanta penitentiary. Popen house was hunting the!
«'l.
Created
a
War
Council
upon
than could be readily equipped or call strength aggregated 27.2,000 men and : g
officers and 1,120 men.
On j
•given a year and ^ji day In the same in- from destr|
out only those for whom equipment was officers The army now in the field and I the first day of January, 191S, it con- ', which Gen. Crozier, Gen. Sharpe, Gen.
stitution. Ail appealed and were released "mystery
ready.
in training is, therefore, roughly six ' sisted of 3,900 officers and 82.120 men. j Weaver, Gen. Crowder and the Chief
in (5 000 bail but soon thereafter Hoch- ping them I
"The course actually taken was *o times as great as the maximum number Thi sdivision of the War Department ! of Staff have been designated to sit
meister died.
The Hamburg-American with depth]
reconcile these views, calling out the under arms in the Spanish-American was charged by Congress with the ex- I with the Secretary of War and the
Line also was found guilty of the of- ruses that
Assistant Secretary of War, and to
as rapidly as we could anticipate war.
fense and was compelled to pay a fine
penditure of an apnropriation aggregat- '
Needless J
their equipment, and I have no reason
"The total number already in the mili- ing for 191S $744.00-0.000. or five times | which council men of capacity, either
of $1.
have not
to change my opinion since," he con- tary service is one and a half times ae the 1915 appropriation for the entire: from the army or from civil life, will
Ten
days
will
elapse
before
the
mansubmarine
be added from'time to time. The purtinued. "Tiie net result was a tempo- large as any force ever mobilized by this War Department.
date in this decision is handed down little trickJ
pose of the council is that its memrary shortage of a few weeks in some nation.
and until then no action can be taken. douht Get-jj
"EN-dNEnii
DEPARTMENT
—The
Engibers, being free from the burdens of
etjuipmert, saeh as overcoats, but there
"A substantial part of our military
It is possible the three defendants will more to
detail administration, can take a
was not In my judgment any furious or forces was selected" by the operation of neer department, for w-hich in 1917 $53.appeal on a writ of certiorari, in which which subn|
000.000
was
appropriated,
was
Charged
large
supervisory
view
of
all
quesied shortage."
event the case will go to the United all efforts
a dnaft law, the execution of which has
tions of organization and supply and
lar asked what author- Semonstrated both the economical and by the 1918 appropriation wi'h the ex3tates Supreme Court.
increasing
give to the Government the highest
i; . .. law there was for inking away the effieienl sway of selecting soldiers. penditure of $390,000,000, or about 700
The case was originally prepared and the Germal
per cent, increase.
There have been
value of their talents and experience
Gen. Sharpens purchasing powers.
prosecuted by John C. Knox, Assistant counts in s<|
The law itself was drawn, its execution organized and equipped technical troops
"S. Under Gen. Wheeler, with the
"In tJ
the 1 ad of carried to a successful' conclusion, and
United States Attorney, anil In the de- it is able
the army," ,\lr. Raker answered.
"In the theory of the law. novel to our p:;o- of foresters, stevedores and railroad con- ; advice cf his military associates and
cision handed down by Federal Judge measures :
He- second place the law provided that ple, explained and made popular, because struction and operation men aggregat- I of Industrial experts, the machinery of
Rogers was concurred in by Judges the Allies,
the Ordinance Department is being
the Secretary could fix prices as he of its demonstrated fairness both in plan ing about 120.000, many of whom have
Hough and Learned M. .Hand.
, advancing,
been
operating
in
France
for
some
thoroughly reorganized In preparation
best, and t surrounded Gen. and execution.
The false manifests were used to con- fensively.
months.
for
the
new
phase
of
its
work
upon
Sharpe with expert advisers."
ceal the destinations of the outgoing I
"For h training of officers two series
"All of these departments have been
which it is now entering. Its several
vessels, chartered by tho Hamburgof training camps were held, from which obliged to construct various buildings,
Del
Denies $128,000,000 Story.
operations
will
be
conducted
under
the
American Line, which had an agreeabout 4 5.000 officers were commissioned storehouses, railroads, barracks, repair
There
direction
of
officers
already
in
the
serment
with
the
German
Government
in
!
Tiie Tennessee Senator said witnesses' from civil life. This number is nearly shops, ordnance plants, terminal facilivice who are now in a posltim to give the winter of 1914 to supply German , even among!
:tu great as the number of ties, both abroad and at home, many of
had testified that contra
tag ! eight tim
of de
f
their entire energies to their adminiswarships in the North and South Atular army on the BrStL.^ befns m£,de nePRS,-arv by the faot
$128,000,000 had been let to firms with officers in
' Seemingly
tration, or by men. specially chosen
lantic with coal and provisions.
which supplies committee members are ttaj 01 Api u.
, tha(. the fiel(J of thei ^operation is in two
i dividual t-x[
from the civil life because of their exThe Kaiser's orders were transmitted ' in seme corl
connected.
Cantonments Cost $134,000,000. ! countries, 3,000 miles apart.
perience and capacity.
directly
to
Carl
Bunz,
who
in
turn
con"I don'! think that has been done,"
silde t|
"1-lach division has been obliged to
8. The Quartermaster-General's Deferred with the other defendants as to aide depth
said Mr. Baker. "I have looked into it
"For the training of these soldiers , send 0ffieers to France to receive officers
partment,
is
in
process
of
similar
reorprocuring
vessels
flying
neutral
flags.
many times.
No such thing has been sixteen cantonments have been built, ' from fc-ejg^ countries, to compare data
es it iJ
ganization and sub-divisioning under
In addition to chartering neutral vessels
done.'
costing $134,000,000, with an overage alK] information to review designs and
Bnt asidq
Gen. Goethats, who enjoys the unique
Bunz was charged with despatching are of inin
Regarding the systfli of civilian com- profit to the contractors of 2.98 p-r cent. : , oc;e(=ig-n fresh supplies and a!' this
experience of having worked out at
three Hamburg-American vessels on can see a si
mittee purchasing .ei; :ig mt/n from the
hese cantonments contain water and eoneurrenlly with its task of titaining
the Panama Canal pr blems of transMissions. Among the neutral craft the surface"!.
trade. Mr. Baker, said
sewerage facilities, refuse disposal plant
and expanding its own organization^ The
portation
and
supoly
of
a
magnitude,
chartered it was said the Berwind, startling sil
"I don't think that is'the very hes'.. laundries, storehouses-, barracks, ex- figures given above are selected almost
never
until
now
approached
in
the
hisLorenz
and Gladstone figured promt- ale learntmg
way to deal with these questions, but it i changes, post offices and practically all at random as illustrative of the m'agnitory of our Government. Here also
nently.
In his opinion Judge Rogers amazing aec|
was the only way at the outset. Sub- j necessary conveniences, comforts and ttide of the operations of the War' De■the
efficiency
of
the
department
is
beheld the undertaking to supply German
The stoiryT
stantially it's-stopped now. There never j:sa¥eguarfls for soldiers. The health of , „artment
ing
strengthened
by
the
calling
from
raiders was not wrong; the wrong lay ■ Mental inaril
was anj intention of continuing it in-j the men in training in them is beyond
civil
life
of
men
of
the
highest
capacin
the
false
certificates
filed.
time the sul|
Great Results Achieved.
d Hnit'eay."
I comparison, better than that of any simiity io administrate certain of its great
tive and had
The Secretary said he cancelled the »lar.nnmber of. soldiers in our history.
sub-divisions.
been
following
results
Have
"Th
shipping.
S
much discussed rag sorting contract on
"The death rate in our forces in the
the recommendation of the Quartermas- United States, from mid-September to achieved
PERSHTNG REPORTS 4 DEATHS. there to coo
Work of Two IVnr Bodies.
their work
1—-A large army is in the field and
tei--<fer..'ra! and because the t lov.-rnnient the end of December averaged 7.5 per
A new view of the work of the Coun- Tnto Due to Pneumonia, One to brief tune I
ed to do the tag sorting work it- 1,000, and is slightly less than would in training, so large that further mcre- :
have
been
the
death
rate
of
men
of
the
nients
to
it
can
be
adequately
equpped
,
xational
Defence
and
of
the
War
practically
t
self.
The Ba-se Sorting Company, he
ci
of
Meningitis, one to Asphyxiation.
Then the
said, was to get a profit of only one-half same age at home. In 1S9S the death and trained as repldly as those already [nflustriea Board is now possible,
rate per 1,000 was 20.14, or-nearlv three j in trainingxan lie transported.
;
„The Coulu.-:i 0f National Def/moe is,
WASHINGTON, Jan. 10.—Gen. Pershing for of.
e )ii :\ pound.
"—The army has been enlisted and Q{ coursej an advisory body without ex- to-day reported the following deaths of tne defence]
"Are you willing to assume, responsi- times as great.
"For the focal vear 1915 Congress ap- i selected without serious dislocation of ecuVvli power. Its members have sev- private sold'*rs from natural causes:
In a little
bility for organisation of the sorting
propriated for the War Department - the industries of J;hf^country.^
| erally the powers of their respective deThomas Scott, asphyxiation, Portland, *&t these
plant?" asked Senator McKellar.
3—The
training
of
the
army
is
pro(i
-.
the
U-boats!
partments.
The
purpose
of
the
council,
n
'I couldn't escape it if I wanted to," '$15S.000.000 ; for the fiscal year 1916
Walter
L.
Fitzgerald,
meningitis, ! waters and|
Mr. Baker answered. "I delegated my $203.00(>,noo ; for the fiscal year 1917, ! ceoding rapidly and its spirit is high. however, was a reconciliation of coni losses was
authority to Mr. ]-:i-ennian.
I know | $403 000.000 : for the fiscal year 1918, The subsistence cf the army has been flicts and a survey of the national needs Vork, Pa.
Jesse F. Bonham, pneumonia and !
This moid
$7,527.33S,710.
In other words, taking above criticism ; its initial clothing sup- and resources.
nothing improper about it."
ply,
temporarily
Inadequate,
is
now
submeasles,
Newark
Ohio.
;
of atte::ding|
"This, purpose it has served and is
1915 as a normal year, the appropria.
stantially
complete
and
reserves
w'll
Harlan
F.
Parker,
pneumonia,
Cres"t
such a
tions for 191S are nearly fifty times as
serving. The General Muni-jons Hoard
'Blunder Costs U. S. "Nothing."
! rapidly accumulate. Arms of the most
i London was!
the War Industries ton, Iowa.
great.
ts
{modern
and
effective
kind,
including
ar:
'™
,^
Vhe,
•'
ir McKellar referred to the re: one week la|
' Board, with their committes, were orSome StasKering: Gains.
'tillery, machine guns, automatic r'fl^^^,; eounpU for the following
i raised by t
lationship between Samuel Kaplan of
ftrid
small
arms,
have
been
provided
by
Peirce
Relieved
of
Armory
Post, meetings, al
the supplies committee and a brother
"The regular appropriations made by
■purposes:
interested in the sorting plan, and Sec- Congress for all Governmental pur- manufacture or purchase for every sol"1. Assign prioritiesc as among the
SPKINGEIEI.P.
Mass., Jan.
10.—Col. more eff» cti
retary' Baker said he did not know of poses for the fiscal year 1915 were -$720,- dier in France, and are available for several departments of the Government William S. Peirce, commandant or the
every
soldier
Who
can
be
gotten
tc
the relationship until recently.
000,000, or nearly one-tenth the 1918 apand the allied Governments in their de- United States Armory here for the last
19IIIIUIIIII
"lie you think a policy Of thaL kind is propriations for the War Department France in the year 191S.
mands upon the industries of the coun
live years, received orders to-day re"4—A
substantial
army
is
already
in
wise'.'"
lieving
him
of
his
present
post
and
or! alone.
try.
"It has turned out to be unwise," said
"In 1914 frlie gross value of the prod- France, where both men and officers
"2. Advise as to supplies of materials dering him to report at the. ordnance
■Secretary Baker.
"But you can't get ucts of all the industries of the United have been additionally and specially and labor.
office at Washington. No indication was
trained and are ready for active service.
anybody to buy things wisely unless you States was $24,000,000,000.
The apgiven of his ultimate post. Major G. H.
"3. Advise on questions of price.
",">—Independent
lines
of
communicaget men who are experienced in their propriations for 191S for the War De"4. Secure industrial and labor co- Stewart, junior in command at the
tion
and
supply
and
vast
storage
and
business."
armory, has been named as acting compartment alone are substantially one- other facilities are in process of con- operation.
"II w much did the blunder or what- third of this sum.
"5. Avoid enhancement of prices, con- mandant.
struction in France.
ever you may call it cost the Govern'The total operating revenues of all
'-C—Great programmes for the manument?" asked Senator Chamberlain.
i the railroads of the United States for facture of additional equipment and for
"Nothing," Mr. Baker replied.
the year 1917—freight, passenger, mail, the production of new instruments of
Questioned about secrecy attending express and miscellaneous—was but
the awarding of army contracts. Secre- slightly more than half the War De- - war have been formulated.
"7—No army of similar size in the
tary Baker declared he Issued an order partment's appropriation for the ensuing
history of the world has ever been
that they be not made public and that fiscal year.
raised, equipped or trained so quickly.
he considered a wise policy.
No such provision has ever been made
"Don't you know the American peoIf 1,«77,000,000 for Ordnnnce.
before for the comfort, the health and
ple abhor secrecy?" asked Senator Mc'ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT—Of the total general well being of an army.
The
Kellar.
"I think" said Mr Baker "that the War Department appropriations for IMS, health report for December for a variety
locatlon'of pUnts "should not be'made $3,200,000,000 was for the Ordnance IX- of reasons became suddenly less favorpublic as a'military policy."
partment. The value of the products of able than for the preced'ng months. But
Did it endanger factories working all iron and steel industries in the United the unfavorable conditions have been
tor the Navy Department which did States in 1914 was $900,000,000 or less met and improvement is already apmake contracts public?'' he was asked. than one-third of the amount to be ex- ! parent.
pend d by the Ordnance Department.
"1 can't say as to that."
Two Pnrposes in Mind.
Of this gigantic sum the Ordnance
Senator Frelinghuysen of New Jersey declared that tiie criticism levelled Department has already placed contracts j
"I state the foregoing conditions of
against the system was that the policy amounting to $1,077,000,000.
the War Department's problem and some
j of seorecy permitted some men to get
"On the 1st day of April, 1917, the
! contracts but prevented others from get- ordnance Department consisted of 97
ting the business.
commissioned officers occupying 15.000
Mr. Baker said that so far as he square feet of office room in Washingknew he personally never was advised ton. It. now consists of ),00,4 officers ocof the change in specifications by which cupying more than fourteen acres of
That we are fighting for the German masses, not against them
shoddy was used in uniforms. He had office floor space, and in addition has
been advised the uniforms were ade- 26,120 enlisted personnel.
We are fighting the Prussian Military Autocracy
quate when shoddy was used.
"The. expansion of this force has been
The Secretary said he had not been
"\Vhich, as shown at Zabern, enslaves the German
carried on concurrently with the enoradvised of any shortage of wool and
mous business and industrial operations
Civilian Masses
that he knew nothing of the offer of the
Boston wool men referred to earlier in of the department. The force has been
And
is
forcing
thousands
of
them
to
be
killed daily
selected, trtv.ned, in part dispatched
the hearing.
He did receive an offer
Because of inadequacy of
from the Western Wool Growers Asso- over seas.
So
that
Germany
can
make
vassal
states
ciation to sell its entire cut at a price to office accommodations it has been moved
Of the rest of the European Nations.
be fixed by the Government, and the ^om time to time, one bureau having
offer was referred to the raw materials been obliged to move six times,
That Autocracy that is trying to rule the world by force.
committee of the Council of National
Weapon. Studied.
The Autocracy that is preventing peace.
Defence,
He did not know what was done about It.
"lr tddition to the selection and trainThe United States does not want German land,
Trie question of buying up the coun- ' ing (n htis new force, the making of
try's wool supply involved a matter of these great contracts and the follow up
money or business.
(lovernment policy, said Mr. Baker, necessary in the manufacturing process,
The United States is fighting for the Liberty of the masses
Asked specifically why the War Depart- a continuous study of new weapons and
ment waited from April 3 to June 16 to instrumentalities has been kept up, a
For our Liberty—for the Liberty of the World
take up the question of wool, Secretary constant contact kept with trained men
Baker said many other questions were abroad studying the operation of ordAnd
we
will
fight
until we get
up for consideration,
nance material In battle and accordingly
"Freedom for all forever."
Senator Wadswortli wanted to know modifying designs and plans here by
why some of the President's $100,000,000 reason of observation and experience.
fund was not s;:>ent if the War Depart"Many of the classes of ordnance maSend suggestions before Feb. 15th to: JUDGES OF REWARD
ment had insufficient funds, and Mr. terial requiring to be designed, specificaBaker said some of it was spent for tions' drawn and contracts let were
The first completely equipped
wholly unfamiliar to our normal miliordnance.
Secretary Baker said that no com- tary practices. The trench farfare mamotor car ever produced as a
19 West 44th Street, New York City
plaint ever had come from Gen. Pershing terial alone involves commitments of
stock model.
as to the light weight of uniforms. Uni- S2S2.000.000.
Some of the contracts
Judges of best suggestions will be
form cloth was ordered in England by
——
Hon. James W. Gerard Hon. Job E. Hedges Hon. David Jayne Hill
SECOND FLOOR
Pershing, he said, not because he could To
_ get the pennine. cjill for full name. l.AXA
get better quality but because American Tivr BROMO (iriMNK. Look for signature of
fS»<md Central Palace
deliveries were -slow.
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The last statement is in conflict with
General CROZIER'S testimony about field
WAR DEPARTMENT ACTIVITIES;
and machine guns. Again, does SecPraise of the "yjTar Department was
retary BAKER really mean what he
Secretary RAKKE'S theme when he
says.in this paragraph:
appeared before the Senate Military
A substantial army is already in
Committee resterday. Although his France, where both men and officers
figures of achievement were not new,
have been additionally and specially
they were > as 'impressive as ever trMned and >r» ready for active Service.
when marshaled, by the Secretary.
Does he mean by " active service "
His intention Sgenls to have been to
spike the guns of criticism. The, ad- duty in the. trenches; that General
missions made before the Committee PERSHIXG'S force is well enough trained
by General OftoztEn, General SHAIVPF., to take over a considerable part of the
a.nd others are sufficient justification western front? Some of the troops
for what has been said in many quar- that arrived last SurnrrieV are doubtters about the orations and mistakes less ready i'or the test, but the Secreof the War department. Well-in- tary's statement seems to be too
formed and honest, criticism it should sweeping. The .American people Would
always welcome, especially when the be glad to believe that, the army in
information comes from its own of- France, which is really " substantial."
j was now well enough trained and sea:
ficers.
The record of performance in the. : soned to deal with a German offensive.
What Secretary BAKER has to say
expansion, equipment, training, and
transportation of troops the Amer- about the purpose.of the War Council
ican people are. proud of, but it can- j is eminently satisfactory Free " from
not be denied that the Senate inquiry |i the burdens of detail administration,'
has cleared the air and accelerated it is to take a largA supervising- view
our preparations to take part in the "of all questions of organization arid
fighting in France. If there had been " supply and glv-e to the Government
no inquiry. ' some things would have " the highest value of their [the memcontinued to go wrong and -reorgan- " bers'j talents and experience." Tn
i'/.ations would have been delayed. The other words, they are to advise, not
creation of the War Council, involv- to transact; but the functions of the
ing, changes in tfte Ordnance and War Council ate still rather nebulous.
Quartermaster's Departments, may It is apparent from the Secretary's
not hav,"- been occasioned by testi- description of the reorganization of the
iiich the Senate Conrmjttee^ Ordnance and Quartermaster's Departelicited, but at least the reform was TOeiits that he is hot in sympathy with
hastened: the service benefited at Senator CHAMBERLAIN'S bill to create a
once. In fact the War Department, Department of Munitions. Neverthewhich, to use the vernacular of the less, the subject should be thrash*d
trotting track, had shown a tendency out by Congress tn an endeavor to
to " break," settled down to a smooth obtain the greatest efficiency and the
and swifter gait after the disclosures utmost, production.
made in the committee room, ^fet in
—
Secretary BAKER'S brief the note is
one of almost indiscriminate praise of
the work of the Department. Sometimes he seems to be oblivious of
shortcomings in camp equipment, as
when he says that " no such provl" sion has ever been made for the
" comfort, health, and general well-being of any army." The record
does not bear him out. There is the
adverse testimony of, cantonment
commanders. Comparisons with the
awful blundering that made tjje conduct of the Spanish war a reproach
to this country were not in order.
We do things differently now. Still
Surgeon General GORGAS found conditions not to his liking in the Southern camps of 1017.
Read alone, and not in the light of j
facts extracted.by the:Senate Military:
Affairs Committee* Mr. BAKER'B state- ;
ment would justify an opinion that ■
there had been no flaw in the performance of the War Department. What
could be more gratifying than this assurance:
Arms of the most modern and effective kind, including artillery, machine
guns, automatic rifles, and small
arms, have been provided by manufacture or purchase for every soldier
in France, and are. available for every
soldier who can be gotten to France in
the year 1918.
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IS UP TO SCHEDULE,
Chairman of Aircraft Board Tells
of Marvels U. S. Is Doing in
Close Co-operation With Allied
Flying Service.
(Special to The World.)
"WASHINGTON, Jan. 10—The big
American aviation programme is
moving forward by long strides.
Howard E. Coffin, Chairman of the
Aircraft Board, announced to-night
that the programme is right up to
schedule.
Persons who have been critical because standard American airplanes
are not1 being rushed to France in
great number's are advised by Mr.
Coffin that the aircraft plans agreed
on after full conference with the Allied powers provided for the purchase of airplanes on the other side
to take care of American needs until July 1 of this yearOne of the first things done by the
Government after the President, on
July 24 last, approved the Aircraft
Act with its $640,000,000 appropriation, was to authorize Gen. Pershing
to place orders for several thousand
fighting machines in allied countries.
-—Many millions of dollars' worth of
materials and machine tools have
been shipped from the United States
to aid foreign production.
Aircraft
materials
have
been
standardized with the Allies' in detail and type. A complete co-ordination of manufacturing facilities
and policies has been agreed upon
between the Allied Powers. Discussing the training of personnel, Mr.
Coffin says:
"Thousands of American mechanics
are being put into actual service with
the Allied forces. Trained men will
be released as needed in the United
States service and their places kept
filled wltlr iiiws^1 'Serial. The personnel for sucn increase is already
available.
"In accordance with the plans originally agreed upon with the Allied
Governments, it was deemed advisable to iprovide for advanced training
overseas adjacent to the actual theatre of military operations, but so energetic has been the work of the personnel division of the Signal Corps
that th« training facilities were soon
overorowded, with the resultant request that early arrangements for
advanced training be made in America.
"To meet this change in programme
delivery of advanced training planes
will begin this month and within ninety days will have met requirements.
The engines of foreign design for this
advanced training schedule are already in quantity production ip. this
country.,
/
"We have seen and, heard errlbch of
th* ^proposal of '100,000 airplanes' to
b» provided by the United States
wttihin the next year. In a country
where one great industry produces
1,800,000 motor cars per year the fabrication of 100,000 planes might seem
easy, but actual figures based Upon
three years of practical experience
in the war show that there are now
between forty and fifty men of the
auxiliary service required for each
active machine at the front. If this
same ratio- should be adhered to in
our service it would mean that 4,000,000
men would be required in our aeronautical department on foreign soil
between our ports of debarkation and
the fighting front.
"Even though this number could be
reduced by 50 per cent, by Increased
efficiency and standardization, the
number required is still staggering.
Consider also the overseas transportation problem as related to material
only and without reference to personnel and Its ■maintenance. Again, the
problem of proper housing behind the
battle lines in Europe of such great
numbers of planes as are carelessly
discussed may weld be left to sober
thought.
"Every decision of the Aircraft
Board has been based upon the military policies of the front. Daily cable
communication with Allied countries
is maintained.
)
"New sources of supply, flying
fields, the experimental laboratory
and other activities, under the direction of the board, have been purposely located west aof the Allegheny
Mountains, in accordance with the
stated policy of the military departments to remove sources of war supply '200 miles from the sea coast,"
and to avoid the labor congestion
which exists in all Eastern industrial centres.
"Established plants of the motor
car industry are being largely utilized
in aircraft motor production, but not
in afrplane construction. In general,
the statement may be made that not
a single automobile factory is in any
way involved in the plane building
industry. The reasons for utilizing
the motor building talent of the third
largest of the world's Industries permit no argument.

OUR ARMY RAISED
IN RECORD TIME
(Continued from First Page.)
your work will help. Whenever I've
thought of anything I've'done it. I'm
up to date now."
Wants Federal Powder Plant.
Secretary Baker said he thought a
Federal powder plant advisable.
Senator Chamberlain referred to
the du Pont offer to build and operate a plant at cost, but Secretary
Baker explained the offer was to
build a plant for a commission of 15
per cent, and operate it for eighteen
months. On the basis of a $90,000,000
investment, he explained, the du
Ponts would have made a gross profit
between $20,000,000 and $40,000,000.
"They never at any time offered
to erect a plant without compensation," he said.
"The present powder supply is adequate for our present needs," Secretary Baker added.
Senator New asked if there was any
mistake of judgment when the Lusitanla was sunk in not beginning
preparations for war.
"It would have been very wise,"
Mr. Baker replied, "if a dozen years
ago the Ordnance Department had
begun preparations. To" !be perfectly
frank with you, I think Gen. Crozler
is not entirely to blame. In season
and out, he has recommended ordnance expansion."
The Supply System.
Operations of the supply system of
the Quartermaster
General were
taken up. Secretary Baker pointed
out that "overnight we changed from
a free and competitive market to one
in which the Government was the
monopolizing buyer."
"Some substitutions of materials
were authorized," Secretary Baker
continued. "Manufacturers overestimated their own capacity. There was
a shortage of many articles, including
overcoats, blouses, trousers and perhaps some other*. They were far
greater than we anticipated. Initial
equipment now is substantially complete and reserve supplies are being
secured."
The Secretary said it had to he decided whether to call out more men
than could be readily equipped or call
out only those for whom equipment
was ready.
"The course actually taken was to
reconcile these views, calling out the
forces as rapidly as we could anticipate their equipment, and I have

had no reason to change my opinion
since," he continued. "The net result
was a temporary shortage of a few
weeks in some equipment such as
overcoats, but there was not in my
judgment any serious or continued
shortage."
The H»ar-Sortlns Contrnct.
The Secretary said he cancelled the
much discussed rag-sorting contract
on the recommendation of the Quartermaster General and because the
Government proposed to do the ragsorting work itself. The base sorting
company, he said, was to get a profit
of only one-half cent a pound,
"Are you willing to assume responsibility for organization of the sorting
plant?" asked Senator McKellar.
"I couldn't escape it if I wanted to,"
Mr. Baker answered. "I delegated my
authority to Mr. Eisenman. I know
nothing improper about it."
Senator McKellar referred to the
relationship between Samuel Kaplan
of the Supplies Committee and a
brother interested in the sorting
plant, and Secretary Baker said be
did not know of the relationship until
recently.
"Do you think a policy cf that kind
ia wise?"
"It has turned out to be unwise,"
said Secretary Baker. "But you can't
get anybody to buy things wisely unles you get men who arp experienced
in their business."
"How much did the blunder, or
whatever you may call it, cost the
Government?" asked Senator Chamlb erlain.
'.•Nothing," Mr. Baker replied.
Never Told of Wool Shortage.
Mr. Baker said that so far as he
knew, he personally never advised of
the change in specifications by which
shoddy was used in uniforms. He
had been advised the uniforms were
adequate when shoddy was used.
The Secretary said he had not been
advised of any shortage of wool and
that he knew nothing of Boston wool
men offering the Government large
quantities of wool at low prices soon
after the outbreak of the war. He
did receive an offer from the Western
Wool Growers' Association to sell its
entire cut at. a price to be fixed by
the Government, and the offer was
referred to the Raw Materials Committee of the Council of National Defense. He did not know what was
done about it.
Mr. Baker said that no aomplaint
ever had come from Gen. Pershing as
to the light weight of uniforms.
Uniform cloth was ordered in England by Pershing, he said, not because he could get better quality,
but because American deliveries were
slow.

America Has "Substantial" Army
in France Prepared for Service
While admitting that there had
been delays and errors of judgment,
Mr. Baker in his prepared statement
said that officers and men had been
made ready by thorough training for
modern warfare, and that lines of
communication and supplies independent of those of the Allies are now
in process of construction.
America now has in France an
army of "substantial" size ready for
active service, he declaredArms of the most modern and effective kind, the Secretary said,' have.
been provided for every soldier In
France and are available for every
fighting man who can be sent to
Prance in 1&18.
An army of nearly a million and a
half men, enlisted and selected without serious dislocation of the Nation's industries, Is now in the field
or In training at home and abroad.
"T state the conditions of the War
Department's problems and some of
the results obtained for two purposes," he said. "In the first place,
the American people are entitled to
know of the splendid effectiveness
with which they have been able to
organize the man power and the
material power of the Nation in a
great cause; and second, our army
in France under Gen. Pershing and
our allies are entitled to have the
benefits resulting from the depression of the morale of their enemies
which must oome when the Germans
realize that the American democracy
has neither blundered nor hesitated
but has actually brought full power
of its mtn and resources into complete organized strength against their
military machine."
Growth of the Army.
The Secretary gave the committee
an outline of the work of the department and its various bureaus.
"On the first day of April. Iil7, the
Regular Army," he said, "comprised
5,791 officers and 121,797 enlisted men:
the National Guard in Federal servloe,
approximately, 8,783 officers and 76,713 enlisted men. and the reserve,
4,000 enlisted men. There were also
at that time approximately 2,673 officers in the reserve, but as these were
on inactive duty they cannot proDerly be considered in estimating the
strength of the army of the Unite!
states at that time. On the 31st day
of December, 1917, the Regular Army
consisted of 10,250 officers and 457,000
enlisted men; the National Guard of
16,031 offioers and 400,900 enlisted
men; the National Army of 480,000
men, and the reserve of 84,575 officers
and 72,750 enlisted men. In other
words, in nine months the increase
has been from 9,524 officers to 110,856
offioers and from 202,510 to 1,428,650
men.
"During the war with Spain thp
army of the United States at its

in the field and in training is, therefore, roughly six times as great as
the maximum number under arms in
the Spanish-American War,
"The total numlber already In the
military service is one and a half
times as large as any force ever mobilized by this Nation.
Praises Operation of the Draft.
"A substantial part of our military
forces was selected by the operation
of a draft law the execution of
which haa demonstrated both the
economical and the efficient way of
selecting soldiers. ..'he law itself waa
drawn, its execution carried to a successful conclusion and the theory of
the law, novel to our people, explained and made popular, because of
its demonstrated fairness both in
Dlan and execution.
"For the training of officers two
series of training camps were held,
from which about 46,000 officers were
commissioned from civil life. This
number is nearly eight times as grrat
as the number of officers in the Regular Army on the first day of April.
"For the training of these soldiers
sixteen cantonments have been built,
wjstine $134,000,000, with an average
profit to the contractors of 2.98 per
c*nt
'
"The death rate in our forces
in the United States, from mid-September to the end of December averaiejed 7.5 per 1,000, and is slightly less
than would have been the death rate
of men at the same age at home. In
1898 the death rate per 1,000 was
20.14, or nearly three times as great.
Our death rate in the army during

the year 1916, just before the war,
was five per 1,000. Leaving out the
the deaths due to measles and its
complications, our rate among all the
troops in the United States since
Sept. 1 has been tbout two per 1,000.
Kearly Fifty Times as Great.
"For the fiscal year 1915 Congress
appropriated for the War Department
$158,000,000; for the fiscal year 1916,
$203,000,000; for,the fiscal year 1917,
$403,000,000; for the fiscal year 1918,
$7,527,338,716. In other words, taking
1915 as a normal year, the appropriations for 1S18 are nearly fifty times
as great.
"The regular appropriations made
by Congress for all governmental
purposes for the fiscal year 1915
were $720,000,000, or nearly onetenth the 191S appropriations for the
War Department alone.
"Of the total War Department appropriations for 1918 $3,200,000,000
was for tin* Ordnance Department, of
which contracts amounting to $1,677,000,000 already have been placed.
"On the first day of April, 1917, the
Ordnance Department consisted of
ninety-seven commissioned officers,
while nov." It consists of 3,004 officers,
and, in addition, has 26,120 enlisted
personnel.
■
"In addition to the selection and
training of this new force, the making of these great contracts and the
follow- jp necessary in the manufacturing processes, a continuous study
of new weapons and instrumentalities has been kept up.
New Plants Constructed.
"Many of the Ordnance Department's contracts involve increase of
plant facilities, or the construction
of new plants, and constant inspection by inspectors who have had to
be trained in specially established
schools.
"For the Quartermaster General's
Department in 1918 $3,018,000,000 was
appropriated, or a sum more than
four times as great as the 1915 appropriations for all governmental purposes.
"On April 1 there were 847 officers
in the Quartermaster's Corps. .On
Jan. 1. 1918, there was a total of 6,431
officers.
"On Jan. 1, 1918, nearly $2,000,000,000
of the appropriation had been obligated by contracts or disbursements.
"In the woollen goods section alone
the co-operation of over 300 mills was
involved, and the following items
give some idea of the extensive character of the operations: There have
been purchased over 19,000,000 blankets, 20,960.000 yards of overcoating and
over 30,000,000 yards each of shirting
flannel and suiting, involving an expenditure of over $345,000,000. In cotton goods the department had contracted for 250,000,000 yards of various
cotton cloth.
The Aviation Section.
"The aviation section of the Signal
Corps on the first day of April, 1917,
consisted of 65 officers and 1,120 men.
On the first day of January, 1918, it
consisted of 3,900 officers and 82,120
men.
"This division of the War Department was charged by Congress with
the expenditure of an appropriation
aggregating, for 1918, $744,000,000, or
five times the 1915 appropriation for
the entire War Department.
"The Engineer Department, for
which in 1917 $53,000,000 was appropriated, was charged by the 1918 appriation with expenditure of $390,000,000, or about 700 per cent, increase.
"There have been organized, trained
and equipped technical troops of foresters, stevedores and railroad construction and operation men aggregating about 120,000, many of whom
have been operating in France for
some months."
In summing up the.. War Department's work, the Secretary gave the
following as ita chief accomplishments:
"1. A large army is in the field and
in training; so large that further
increments to it can be adequately
equipped and trained as rapidly as
those already in training can be
transported.
"2. The army has been enlisted and
selected without serious dislocation of
the industries of the country.
"3. The training of the army is proceeding rapidly and its spirit is high.
The subsistence of the army has been
above criticism; its initial clothing
supply, temporarily inadequate, is
now substantially complete, and reserves will rapidly accumulate. Arms
of the most modern and effective
kind, including artillery, machine
guns, automatic riftes and small arms,
have been provided by manufacture
or purchase for every soldier In
France, and are available for every

soldier who can be got to France in
the year 1918.
"4. A substantial army is already
in France, where both men and officers have been additionally and specially trained and are ready for active service.
"5. independent lines of communication and supply and vast storage
and other facilities are in process ot
construction in France,
"6. Great programmes for the manufacture of additional equipment and
for the production of new Instruments
of war have been formulated."
All the Willie Driving: On.
"I make this statement," continued
the Secretary, "fully aware that there
have been produced before the members of this committee some expressions of doubt, difference of opinion
and disapproval. The War Department has spent eight months hearing
similar expressions, analyzing them,
correcting the conditions out of which
they grew, perfecting its organisation
to prevent their recurrence, and all
the while driving on to the accomplishment of the main task.
"My military assistants and ) appreciate the work which this committee has done and will valt»^ suggestions from the committee as a
whole, from its individual members,
and from every other patriotic citizen
which will enable us to carry on this
work more effectively and more rapidly."
Mr. Baker told of the creation of
the War Council, upon which Gen
Crozler, Gen. Sharpe, Gen. Weaver,
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SOME REAL COLD.
STOCKHOLM, Jan. 10.—Unprecedented temperatures for Sweden are
reported at various places in the

Rare Opportunity to
— become an Army Officer
— become an Aeroplane Expert
— make Good Pay
— serve the United States
Back of the Line Overseas
ON Friday, January 11th, Saturday, January 12th,
and Sunday, January 13th, a board of examining officers will sit at the New York headquarters of
the Packard Motor Car Company, Broadway at 61"
Street, to examine applicants for lieutenants* commissions in motor mechanics' regiments for service
abroad. (Morning and afternoon sessions only, THE
EVENING SESSIONS HAVE BEEN ABANDONED.)

* $23 our-
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Gen. Crowder and the Chief of Staff
have been designated to sit with the
Secretary of War and the Assistant
Secretary of War. To this, he said,
men of capacity, either from the
army or from civil life, would be
added. The purpose of the council,
he stated, was to take a large supervisory view of all questions or organization and supply and give the Government the highest value of the
talents and experience.
Under Gen. Wheeler, the Secretary
said, the machinery of the Ordnance
Department is 'being thoroughly organized, while under Gen. Goethals
the Quartermaster's Department is in
process of similar reorganization.
The Council of National Defense,
he explained, is an advisory body
without executive power. Its purpose is a reconciliation of conflicts
and a survey of the national needs
and resources.
"We can now see the entire situation," the Secretary concluded. 'The
Initial rush needs are substantially
supplied. The technical corps have
been expanded and reorganized upon
Industrial and efficient lines.
"The co-ordination of Ally needs
with our own purchases has been effected. An agency exists to prevent
conflicts and to adjust those which
cannot be prevented."

MOTOR SHOP _
FOREMEN 1

Qualifications:

<I As producers we are
not only able to make our
models more ii
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and Health of Soldiers, He
Tells Senate Committee—Our
Force in France Is of Substantial Size and Ready for Service
ADMITS THERE HAVE BEEN
SOME ERRORS AND DELAYS.
Takes

m

Full

Responsibility for |

Shortage in Machine Guns and j
for Creation of Rag-Sorting
Bureau When Put Under Rigid
Cross-Examination—'Did Not

' \ '

(Special to Tho World.)

WASHINGTON, Jan. 10.—Secretary Baker was put on the rack today by members of the Senate Committee on Military Affairs after he
had 'finished reading a carefully prepared statement giving details of
the army's organization, in the
course of which he had said:
"Jfo army of similar size in the history of the world has ever been
raised, equipped or trained so quickly. >To such provision has ever been
made for the comfort, health and
general -well being of an army."
Several 'Senators joined in questioning: to show that rifle production,
was permitted to lag when it was
certain that the country was about toy
go to war, but the.Secretary persisted'
that the delay in changing models
had in the end proauced a much desired result.
A Matter of Judgment.
Senator McKellar thought the delay
in ordering machine guns was unreasonable. "It's a matter of judgment," said Mr. Baker.
The Secretary denied that the first
American contingents sent abroad
were not completely equipped. All
sent then and since, he declared, have
had adequate, standard equipment, except that recent contingents depend
for automatic rifles and artillery on
French sources.
C"n«,trmp.n C-amberlain said the department had been criticised for the
abandonment of the Springfield rifle
and the adoption of the modified Enfield.
"I think the delay." answered Mr.
Baker, "was due to the action of the
Ordnance Bureau in changing the
type. I personally approved that delay. I think the Ordnance- Bureau
was right. It isn't ineffioiency to
change your mind if a greater supply of a better article is secured."
Members of the committee were
frank in their disapproval of the secret purchasing system of the department. They did not shake Mr.
Baker's support of it, however. He
insisted that it was essential to
guard against publicity concerning
plants engaged on war work.
Secretary Baker told of the board
to investigate machine guns.
Never Delayed a Second.
"The board's deliberations never
delayed for one second the buying of
any gun after last April," said Mr.
Baker. "It did delay other guns, ineluding the new Browning gun, before April."
"The fact remains that nine months
after the war the cantonments have
none for training?" said Senator McKellar.
"I wouldn't say none," Secretary
Baker replied. "They have relatively few."
"Are you entirely satisfied, so far
as all ordnance is concerned, with
the progress the department has
made?" asked Senator Weeks.
'"! don't say that the department
might not have expedited some
phase of its work," Secretary Baker
replied.
"In wtiat have we failed?"
The Secretary hesitated and answered: "I can't answer it that way;
I can't .pick out anp .particular place."
When Senator Weeks asked if he
could suggest anything tUiat would
be helpful In speeding up ordnance
production, Secretary Baker replied:
"I can't think of anything that

ATLANTIC COA&T LINB RAILROAD
Trains -will leave WasMnffton promptly at following
tijrae without waiting for connections: Train <S5.
2.30 P. M.: S3. 9l00 P. M., effective Jan. ISthj
Train 87. 7.15 P. lr.. now in riffeet. Information
and Pullman reservations, lias Broadway, New
Xadc—Adtt,

l
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ion Been Made for Comfort
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OUR GBEATEST OP ARMIES,
It was an impressive statement that Secretary
Baker made yesterday a3 a 'Witness before the Senate Committee <,n Military Affairs. He appeared
I not as an apologist but as a historian. He ibelit, tied no errors. He exaggerated no achievements.
| Since the United States entered the war, nine
months ago, -we have heard a great deal of our
shortcomings. Here we have official data from
which the most careless of citizens may draw, if
they will, proofs of national accomplishment
without a parallel in any other country.
How many of us realize that the American Army
to-day numbers 1,42?;,650 men; that we have in the
Aviation Corps 86,000 men; that in the engineering service there are now 120,000 men, many of
| them abroad, and that, notwithstanding the di'ffi-1
,culties of transportation, we have in France "a
substantial army," equipped and ready for action?
j Critics and fault-finders have heen many, lout,
ignoring all mistakes, most of them due to haste'
there can he no denial of Secretary Baker's assertion that "no army of similar size in the history of
the world has ever been raised, equipped or trained
so quickly."
j

1

PI
t.

I|
i|

It is an army one-half larger than that commanded by Gen. Grant. It is an army five or six I
times larger than we had in the field in the Span- j
ish War. it is an army that will be reinforced bv I
millions, if necessary. It Is an army, handicapped
as it may .have been by blunders here and there,
that will conquer.
GERMANY'S DIRE NEED OF FOOD.
Of food conditions in Germany

(Continued OB'Fourth Page.)
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Know of Wool Shortage.

OnU Olle,"BKQMO QLIMNE."
To Set the genuine, call for fall name LAXATIVB BBOMO QUININE. Look for «ignatt»» of
K. W. GEOVK. Cure. a Cold lo Qa» Day. «X
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(Special to The World.)

WASHINGTON, Jan. 10.—The wonderful growth of the American Army
was set forth to-day in the following figures given ov Secretary Baker liefore the Senate Committee on Military Affairs:
April 1,1917.
Dec. 31,1917.REGULAR ARMY.
Officers.
Men.
Officers.
Men.
5,791
121,797
10,250
475,000
NATIONAL GUARD IN U. S. SERVICE.
3,733
76,713
16,031
400,900
NATIONAL ARMY.
480,000
RESERVE.
2,573
4,000
84,575
72,750
TOTAL.
1,428,650
12,097
202,510
110,856
Mr. Baker omitted the 2,573 reserve officers of April 1 from his total,
as they were not on active duty. Many of the 84,675 reserve officers now
in service are with the National Army.
The army now is one and a half times as large as any force ever mobilized in this country, and almost six times the army's maximum strength
in the Spanish-American War of 272,000 men and officers.
Since last April the Ordnance Department has grown from 97 commissioned officers to 8,004 officers and 26,120 enlisted men.
Officers in the Quartermaster's Corps have increased from 347 to 6,481.
There were 65 officers and 1,120 men in the aviation section-of the
Signal Corps; now there are 3,900 officers and 82,120 men.
Appropriations for the Wat Department for the fiscal year 1918 were
$7,527,338,716, as compared with $403,000,000 for 1917.
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is It particularly evidenced by rising
when the orchestra plays 'The Star
Spangled Banner' and then rushing
in to the telegraph office and wiring
fall
members of Congress, 'For God's
sake not to increase the taxes on
those things that affect us.'
We
must search our souls in this country.
"I wish in this spirit of non-partisanship that pervades our country today we could have a coalition Cabinet,
made up of "the 'strongest men of the
Nation. What enthusiasm it would
bring to the people if we had a coalition Cabinet with Elibu Root and
Theodore Roosevelt members thereof;
if in some of the missions abroad the
services could be utilized of such a
great American as William Howard
Taft!
"There is one (thought we should
get into the German skulls, and it
-if* may take a surgical operation to do it
—the thought that after the war the
civilized nations of. the world Will not
trade with Germany.
Million Deaths Too Good for Kaiser
"Every one would want the slaughter to-stop, but how can there be
peace? Can you sit down and work
out a peace problem with a mad dog?
When the Kaiser takes his bloody
ihands off Belgium and France it will
be. time enough to consider peace,
or The Kaiser is a multi-murderer and a
murderer in the first degree. The
punishment for murder In the flrBt
a degree everywhere is death. A million
deaths would not atone for what he
j has done.
"This Nation must be very careful
| as to the great propaganda now being
started by Germany to create a sentiment in every country favorable to
the peace terms promulgated by Ger„f many, which would, in fact, be a German peace. Nothing could assist
IS Germany more than this present peace
y
talk and the talk, likewise, that Gera
..', | many is exhausted.
"Every one wants peace, but what
would it amount to now? A mere
expedient requiring going over the
ground again in a (few years unless
Germany should submit by disarmament. Will Germany submit to disarmament unless Great Britain submits to giving' up Its navy? Does
any one believe that Great Britain
will be willing to give up its navy?
"America knows now why it is in
this war. Our country knows that
democracy cannot be safe in America
if autocracy succeeds in Europe."
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HOUSE OF LORDS
FAVORS SUFFRAGE)
Rejects Lord Loreburn's Amendment, Aimed to Exclude
Women From the Polls.
LONDON, Jan. 10.—The House of
Lords to-day rejected Lord Loreburn's amendment to the Representation of the People's Bill, by which he
sought to exclude women from the
Suffrage. The vote against the
amendment was 134 to 69. The debate
had covered two days.
One important convert to the women's cause was revealed in the person of Vhf> Bishop of London. But
Earl Lorebura, the Marquis of Lansdowne. Baron Finlay and Earl Curzon strongly opposed placing the
names of 6,000,000 women on the voting register. They argued that the
present House of Commons, which
had been extended beyond its natural life owing to the war, had no
mandate to decide so momentous a
question. Moreover, they said, it was
illogical .if the vote was given, to
stipulate the age of thirty years as a
qualification.
Lord Curzon argued that wherever
women received the vote a stimulus
had been given to Socialism.

DIX DEPENDED
WILL GET "PA

ON

Long Overdue Salary Allotments and Allowances to
Be Sent on 15th.
(Special to The World.)
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OUR GREATEST OF ARMIES.
It was an im-preseive statement that SecreteTy
Baker made yesterday as a witness -before the SenHe appeared
ato Committee on Military Affairs.
not as an apologist but as a historian. He ibellt- j
tied no errors. He exaggerated no achievements.
Since the United States entered the war, nine
months ago, -we have heard a great deal of our
shortcomings. Here we have official data 'from,
which the most careless of citizens may draw, if |
they will, proofs of national accomplishment
without a parallel in any other country.
How many of us realize that the American Army
to-day numbers 1,428,650 men; that we have in the j
Aviation Corps 86,000 men; that in the engineer- j
i ing service there are now 120,000 men, many of,
I them abroad, and that, notwithstanding the diffi- j
culties of transportation, we have in France "a j
substantial army," equipped and ready for action?
Critics .and fault-finders have been many, tot,
' ignoring all mistakes, most of them due to haste,
I there can he no denial of Secretary Baker's assertion that "no army of similar size in the history of
the world has ever been raised, equipped or trained
so quickly."
It is an army one-haM larger than that commanded by Gen. Grant. It is an army five or six
times larger than we had in the field in the Spanish War. It is an army that will be reinforced by
millions, if necessary. It is an army, handicapped
as it may have been by blunders here and there,
that will conquer.
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eERMAHT'8 DIRE SEED OF FOOD.
Of food conditions in Germany
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CAMP DIX, WRIGHTSTOWN, N.
J., Jan. 10.—Welcome news for thousands of dependents of Camp Dix
soldiers scattered through New Jersep, New York and Delaware, came
this afternoon an an announcement
from Division Headquarters that salary allotments and allowances, due
since November, would be mailed
direct to designated dependents by
Jan. 16.
There has been widespread comment over the slowness of the Government in paying these allowances,
and military offices have been deluged
with letters from those awaiting remittances. The Adjutant General announced to-day that the checks were
being sent out as fast as they could
be prepared.
Investigation here
shows that a vaBt amount of necessary red tape with an attending mass
of detail work is responsible for the
long delay.
Payments to the men in camp are
made in the first ten days of the
month, but under the system in use
it is likely to be six weeks or longer
before the Quartermaster General's
Department can get the original payrolls checked up and checks forwarded to dependents. Under the old
method, allotment blanks were issued and payments made from the
regimental pjaymaster direct. Because of the size of the new anmief
and the amount of other detail work
forced upon regimental officers, a
continuance of this system was out
of the question.
The Division Paymaster now makes
out his payroll in triplicate; one copy
for his own office, one for the regiment and a third to be forwarded tc
Washington, with any alterations one
corrections necessary. It -is'- generallj
the. middle of the month before the
Division Paymaster gets the returnr
from the regiments and another fortnight elapses before his clerks can
prepare the allotment report.
In the Federal offices where the
payrolls of a million soldiers must
be audited—and most of them with
allotments and allowances—there is
another vast volume of detail work.
This audit of the regimental payroll
provides the vouchers for all remittances to dependents or for war risks
insurance.
For the first time since the organization of the CBJBP troops here will
be revelewed as a -division next Monday afternoon. Ordjers were isued
to-day by Majon- Gen. Scott to all
regimental commanders to prepare
for the ceremony.

THE WORLD: FRIDAY, JANUARY
tremity—to be an outright admission that she had been defeated—
and that admission is not expected
yet.
—Italian boundaries extended.
Here another no is expected, because Germany and Austria nurse a
grudge against Italy for what they
call Italian perfidy. .Further, Germany fears that she cannot place
too heavy a burden upon the already
weakening structure of Austrian nationality.
f A—Autonomy for Austro-Hungar'*•' ian peoples.
This refers primarily to Bohemia
and it fsf not believVd' that Austria
will accept any conditions that tend
to interfere with her internal operations. It is thought likely that the
Central Empires will seek to give
point to this refusal by citing Ireland
as an example which justifies the
method .inder which Bohemia is goveined.
11 _C°?CS:nl?B Rouman!a> Serbla
* > and Montenegro.
,„■„:,
Here Bulgaria's reward will affect
Germany's attitude, but even if the
Bulgarian claims can be saved from
clashing with the terms outlined.
Germany will have something to say
about securing a right of way for her
Berlin-to.Bagdad route, a point that
is extraordinarily delicate, since it
hos potentialities for future disturbance.
—The Turkish question.
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WANTS NO PARLEYS
TILL FOE RETREATS

3

MAY HASTEN PEACE,
HENDERSON THINKS

12

MEANS OPEN DOOR,
NOT FREE TRADE

ht

RUSSO-BUL'GARIAN
PEACE REPORTED
ported that we shall soon see a declaration of Independence by several
provinces in the extreme mortb, inmier, has gone to a Finland sani- cluding Archangel."
(Continued from First Page.)

tarium for several days rest.

COSSACK GENERAL
REPORTED BEATEN
Petrograd Says Kaledine and
Dutoff Are Retreating
Before Red Guard.
PETROGRAD, Jan. 9—Gens. Kaledine and Dutoff, the Cossack leaders,
the official news agency announces,
have been defeated. Gen. Lutoff is in
flight, pmoued by revolutionary soldiers and the Red Guard. Gen. Kaledines is retreating.
The Workmen's and Soldiers' Council at Rostoff has been liberated. The
Cossacks, the announcement add3,
are unanimously against Gen. Kaledine, whose troops sent toward the
Don River are retiringAn official announcement says that
"the revelation of criminal relations
between the Ukrainian Rada and
Gen. Kaladine has opened the eyes of
the people concerning the infamous
trafficking in the blood of Ukrainian
workmen, soldiers and peasants."
The power of the Workmen's and
Soldiers' Council formed at Kharkoff
is reported to be increasing, while the
Ukrainian Council of the Eleventh
Army has been arrested.

FRANCE MAY STATE
HER WAR AIMS TO-DAY
Deputy Hopes lor Declaration
When Government Agrees
to Discuss Policies.

PARIS, Jan. 10.—The Government
has accepted discussion of its diplomatic conduct of the war for to-morrow. This announcement was made
in the Chamber of Deputies to-day.
The Socialist Deputy, M. Mayeras,
expressed the hope that the Government would make a definite declaration. He regretted that the French
statesmen had allowed themselves to
be anticipated by Premier Lloyd
George and President Wilson. Tfce
President of the United States, he
said, had once more spoken to the
world as he would like France to
speak. Victorious since the Marne,
declared M. Mayeras, it was France'JS
place to speak.
Paul Desohanel, presiding' to-day at
the opening of the Chamber, declared that "the United States, which
from Washington to Lincoln and from
Lincoln to Wilson has added brilliance to universay ethics as it has
added new stars to Its flag."
Cries of "Long live Wilson!" and
Tells of Russian Scheme
"Long live the League of Nations!"
for Repudiation of Debts greeted the speaker's words.
The enthusiasm was renewed when
LONDON, Jan. 10.—The Bolshevik
M. Descanel, in conclusion, declared
Government intends to publish a de- that France would never yield to the
cree within a few days cancelling the enemy.
Russian national debt, telegraphs the
correspondent at Petrograd of the
Manchester Guardian. The correspondent understands the decree will con
tain these provisions:
First—All
loans
and
treasury
bonds held by foreign s bjects
abroad or in Russia are repudiated.
Second—Loans and treasury bonds
held by Russian subjects possessing
more than about $5,000 in capital are
repudiated.
Third—Loans and treasury bonds
held by Russian subjects possessing
capital in loan scrip or deposits not
exceeding ?500 are to receive 6 per
cent, interest on the nominal value
of the loan, and those possessing
$5,000 are to receive 3 per cent.
Fourth—Workmen and peasants
holding 100 rubles' worth of loans or
bonds may sell their holdings to the
State at 75 per cent, of its nominal
value.
Those holding 600 rubles'
worth may sell it at 70 per cent, of its
nominal value.
Another Petrograd despatch says
the Bolshevik Government ha!s issued
a decree suspending all payments of
dividends by private companies. The
Government also has forbidden transactions in stocks pending the issuance of ordinances relating to the
further nationalization of production
and determining the amount of interest payable by private companies.
The Times correspondent at Petrogirod paints a desolate picture of
Russia. He likens the breaking up
of the empire to that early period in
the country's history when it. was
divided into various small principalities.
"We have the separation of Siberia,
Finland, the Ukraine, the Caucasus,
i1 Turkestan, the Cossacks, the Tarters
and White Russia, and even of the SPARKLING TABLE WATER
miniature republic of Kronstadit," he
says. "All these have declared for
autonomy and have established their
own Governments or have expressed
their intention of doing so. It is re-
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Germany Not Ready to Discuss
Wilson Terms, Paris Believes

The Annual Sale of
FRANKLIN SIMON

Suits and Overcoats
For Men and Young Men

at substantial reductions from former low prices

gE^UINELT HA^p-TiAILO?{ED

DOUBT RECOGNITION
OF BOLSHEVIK RULE

*

THE big factor to remember is that these
clothes are hand-tailored, that they cost
more to make than machine-made clothes
but are sold at the same prices, and that,
therefore, these substantial reductions represent an all-around, cumulative saving which
you can't get in any other ready-for-service
clothes, in any sale, at any price, at any time.

Regular Original Stock, reduced for the first time
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ment for his proposals is overwhelin- workmen who gave them power."
ing. The message is a step forward
Stephen Paniretoff. Bulgarian Minin the direction of a just peace."
ister, believes President Wilson has
«.
proposed a proper solution of the Balkan problem.
"President Wilson said that the
By Telegraph to the Editor of The World:
Balkan question should be decided on
PASADENA, Cal., Jan. 10.—Very
the principle, historically established,
of nationality," he said to-day. "We
sorry that illness prevents my comBritish
Labor
Leader
Praises
claim nothing but what by right of
menting upon the President's propnationality belongs to us, and our
Wilson's Stand on Russia
ositions for peace. But I can say
claims are based on what the peoples
that I think the surest way, altothemselves want.
*
—Other Views.
gether, is to decline discussion of
"I do not think Bulgaria would opLONDON,
Jan.
10.—Arthur
Henpose a plebiscite in Macedonia, prothe President's points with the
derson, former labor representative vided it should be done in a strictly
Prussian King until his armies shall
ln tne
British War Cabinet, inter- impartial way, to determine the real
have been withdrawn from France,
of the population."
viewed
to-day by The Associated will
Belgium and Alsace and Lorraine.
A diplomat from a neutral EuroPress regarding President AVilson's pean
country said that Germany
GEO. F. EDMUNDS.
spe6ch to Congresi said
probably would reply to the Wilson
Former Senator from Vermont.
"Coming as it does so soon after and Lloyd George statements.
Premier lloyd GZJS f°eech inl
Germany for several months has
the Labor Party's war aims memo- been
seeking to learn the Allies'
randum, p,,,^ wlLon™ mTs^age "peace terms," he said, "and the Ger' terms, which unmasked her lust of
must expedite peace negotiations un- man Government, through 'feelers,'
conquest and her plans' for aggrandizement, would awaken an immediless Germany has hardened her heart sounded out opinion in both France
and has decided to oppose all muv
move- and England. The Information ob(J. ate response among the liberals of
?u ,nterests
• .
=
m„„t. .„ui„u m„i,. t
! the empire. They support this positained in that manner was unsatisof
ocrLcy
°
dem
|a! tion by pointing out that the news
factory, and she sought to induce
»
dom
of
the
seas
makes
a
Free
I despatches of Tuesday showed that
K S a the Allied spokesmen to engage in a
leag.ue of nations necessa ,
s uc n
the Independent Socialists of Gerdebate, leading off, itself, with the
leii,gue mlwt be prepared \0 panlsh assertion that Alsace-Lorraine was
many had divorced themselves wholly
closing the the only barrier to peace. Germany's
any recalcitrant nation by C
1-i.ifrom the militaristic programme and
|ave!
seas to lt until ,t is rea/y to° De
I't had urged the Russian conferees to
was then and probably is now
„
. „. . . . 1 v.
"eu"-VK' > object
refuse to consider the Teuton terms.
to respond to responsible enemy adHand Stretched to Russia.
Now it is feared that these elements,
. "While we found the Premier in his I vances."
opposed to Germany's aggression,
An official despatch from Rome
speech met the expressed wishes of
rnay be swung back into line by the
labor in almost every respect, it is says: "The Italian press comments
misinterpretation that it is certain
extensively
on Lloyd George's speech
fair to say that he was not Quite as
, the junkers will place upon the PresiGermany s attitude in this matter COrdial toward the present Russian reiterating the Entente's war aims,
. dent's message, into which will be will be largely affected by the deci- Government as he might have been, to which the Central Powers will
31
1 read aggression against the father- sion reached in the previous clause. President Wilson's outstretched hand have to reply with equal frankness
Ls i land.
A secured right of way for her enter- ]eaves no room for doubt in Russian1I and precision."
prise may make her more willing to minds. He says: 'Here's our hand.
i* | Germany's Probable Stand.
accept the opening of the Dardanelles We are ready and anxious to help.' "
iIn seeking to visualize the course and the freeing of certain territory
Viscount Bryce, former British Aml.ae Germany will take in reference to from Turkish rule.
bassador at Washington, said in rethe fourteen articles of the progard to President Wilson's speech:
111;! gramme laid down on Tuesday, that Won't Give Up Poland.
"In the enumeration of objects to
part of Washington which has to do
be
secured by peace, the following Tariff Necessary, Official Says
with German relations makes this 1 "3—An independent Poland.
points seem specially important:
analysis:
—Wilson Would Abolish
"His broad, clear assertion of the
It this means any cession of soil right of a nationality to selfJ—No secret diplomacy or covenants.
Preferential Pacts.
Although opposed to such a that was Germanic at the beginning determination, removal of economic
of
the
war
such
as
Posen
and
West
barriers
to
trade,
ademiate
guaran(Special to The World.)
led course by precedent and inclination Prussia, the answer will be an une- tees for reduction of armaments, abWASHINGTON, Jan. 10.—The "open
Germany will say yes.
qu.vocal no. If it means the reassem- solute independence for Belgium and
—Freedom of the seas.
bling of Russian Poland, the answer ruU compensation for her wrongs, door" for trade is what President
As this will be construed as a will be yes since that lias already sympathetic comprehension and con- Wilson meant when in his war aims'
shackling of Britain's supremacy been done but without the access to sideration of the present situation of address he urged the removal of ecoupon the water, Germany will say the sea which the President demands Russia, and deliverance of all sub- nomic barriers.
most emphatiaally yes.
and over which there is certain to be ; jeot nationalities from the brutal and
This explanation was given to-day
j sanguinary rule 0f the Turks.
O—International freedom of trade. a clash,
—International guarantees of
"Those in Great Britain who know by a high official, who added that the
'"' As this removes one of Germany's
sovereignty and territory.
low abominable the rule of the Turks President cculd not have had in mind
bogies (the "war after the war")
Since this is a postulate of German has Deen heartily welcomed this absolute free trade and the abolition
Germany will say yes.
acceptance of preliminary terms, the | declaration."
of national tariffs.
—Reduction of armaments.
answer will be yes.
Freedom of Seas an Inatic.
To this Germany will say ye«. She
"Every belligerent nation will need
.Editorials
praising
President
Wil[the said yes once before, when Napoleon
A recapitulation of the analysis son's address continue to appear. a lot of money for a long time after
Ide- forced on Prussia a reduction of the shows more yeses and noes, but the Sometimes a subdued note of criti- the war," he said. "This is beyond
standing army to 42,000, which she
lur- got around by constantly putting noes bear on such gravely important cism is sounded. Says the Morning dispute. No nation is likely to turn its
questions that they outweigh the
back upon the tariff as a revenue proLce- new drafts into training, but never affirmations. That is why the en- Post:
"Before we can subscribe to 'the ducer for seme time to come."
letting the number at any one time lightened opinion in the capital reThe application of this principle
exceed the imposed maximum.
gards the message as one prolonging freedom of navigation upon the seas would
havo the effect of making
territorial waters, alike in
the war Instead of bringing a peace outside
—The question of colonies.
peace and in war,' we must consider every nation "favored," eliminating
answer.
To this Germany is expected, with
the
disputes
and jealousies which have
■But there is contained in the mes- ! "^ "iftS naT .^tail. As rnat- arisen in the
certain qualifications, to say yes, since sage
past from preferential
s
b
re us fled
,ge
a
note
which
may
have
been
f"!,'^'
^t^
Hl
*
.
^
"
she has already declared that she is
in claiming that, by them, true free- treatment.
introduced
deliberately
by
the
Presiconfident of the loyalty of her African
The democracies of England, France
seas was won and given
that its availability as a dom oftothe
possessions. She will perhaps stipu- dent, so
the world, nor can We un- and Russia are believed to be solidly
for discussion would not be i freely
late that this clause be made to apply basis
in
support of this principle, and while
derstand
what
better
guarantee
is
This note lies in the
to Britain's retention of Egypt and destroyed.
o
rh
V. ! Proposed. In regard to the proposed great resistance is expected to its
nr
frequent
substitution
v
India also.
league of nations we again require close appli -ation by the reactionaries
"should" for "must"., oi ..„>,,?,.
snan.
,•„*
.;,.„
T„ the
*v~ mean
«,„— +i.«~
...« of America as well as of Europe, it
In
time, we
Tt,.t _.,.. „; " v "'. „i ™„„. «■„ information.
—Evacuation of Russian territory.
would go far toward excluding from
To this it is thought that Ger- tlJcasu^a^raw^. V/y^ :the
%7t^T^
cerU^e^io'ns'
future
- *lth certain reseivations. world politics one of the foremost
many may counter with the sug- out that the first seven clauses are ' In any case
it
is
not
a
matter
with
causes
of International friction.
gestion that the occupied provinces imperative in their expression. No
which any country has time to deal
be permitted a plebiscite, but it is alternatives are left' All are either at
the moment and under existing Object to Wilson's Stand
con- not regarded as unlikely that she "must" or "shall." v The eighth and ; condition
The Allies recognize,
will say yes in the hope that she will ninth, tenth, eleventh, twelfth and with immense gratitude, that AmerToward Bolshevik Rule
be able to retain a certain influence thirtenth sections are all "shoulds," ica, presented with the greatest opover the territory which is contiguous while the last again is a "must."
LONDON, Jan. 10.—Henry M.
portunity
to
strike
for
freedom
ever
to her boundaries.
How narrow this view is can be given to any nation, is rising nobly Hyndman, leader of the British Soshown by the fact that those agencies to the height of the occasion."
7—Restoration of Belgium.
cialists, and Dr. William Gavronsky,
employed
by the Government to aid
Yes is the answer expected, alThe Times says:
who was special commissioner of the
inform public opinion are although the Pan-Germanists have long and
Questions
Rnsslan
Policy.
Kerensky Government to Great Britengaged in the task of helping
demanded that Antwerp be retained. ready
seutiMtant favoring the surrender of J '"President Wilson's wishes for a dem- ian, to-day sent a cablegram to President
Wilson protesting against what
Alsace-Lorraine
which
is
among
the
<
ocratic
Russia
and
his
hopes
for
her
[port A Isace -Lorra ine—No!
"shoulds."
This is pronounced a future are, in a very special degree, they termed fcha President's identiI'rus—Surrender • of the occupied por- question of greater weight than the | the wishes and hopes of our own peo- fication of the Bolsheviki with the
not
tion of Northern France and re- mere territory Involved, lt is called | pie. We doubt, however, whether he democracy of Russia. T" 2 cablegram
leufrself cession of Alsace-Lorraine.
one of the roots of a stable European j entirely appreciates the actual posi- said Mr. Wilson was "strengthening
| tion in Russia or the real authority the hands of autocratic despotism
ponYes is expected as to Northern peace.
Germany's answer probably will be ! and intentions of the Maximalists, and supporting lawless rule which is
lal- Franco, although again the annexa|ugh tionists will protest. But as to any made in the form of a speech to the '. who have again resumed negotiations destroying the foundations of Rusnen immediate surrender of Alsace-Lor- Reichstag, either by the Chancellor ] with the Kaiser's militarists. On these j sian freedom and Russian power of
or." raine it is felt certain that the reply or the Foreign Minister, if the Rus- subjects, as on the state of political resistance to the German enemy."
fret will be a decided negative, for the sian parleys are not continued. In parties in Germany itself, our infor- j
surrender of the "lost provinces" is the mean time war business is speed- | mation does not altogether bear out !
lis- held by Germany to be an act of ex- ing up as the peace line curves down. the President's views, but while misro+«
lakes on such points may have un|ri*r
desirable effects upon opinion, both
Ihe
in enemy countries and among the
allied democracies, the general char- |
acter of the President's address is
unmistakable. It is a frank and simIse
ple announcement of the largest demIhe
ocratic faith and the realization of
this faith, as all America sees, :s,
wholly dependent upon the unmis- j
takable victory of the Allies."
The Manchester Guardian says the I
Newspapers Rejoice at Stand on Alsace-Lorraine and Its Recep- demand
for free navigation has been I
the official policy of the United States '
tion in Congress—Message Expected to Meet
since Franklin's days.
It continues:
Every one knew the United States j:
Fate of Lloyd George's.
would raise this question when she
could, and when she raises it at the
(Sp«4aJ Cabfe DwrpaWh to The World.)
indeed, by arms, not' , by speeches, peaae conference It is to be hoped 1
PARIS, Jan. 10.—French public that we will be able to convince Ger- that it will be discussed in the light I
of the experiences in this war.
opinion is deeply appreciative, of many of the justice of our cause."
The Guardian says Mr. Wilson pur- |
The Petit Parisien says: "It is the
course, of the President's firm stand
finest piece of political literature of poses to hold this in suspense, to be
upon Alsace-Lorraine. Nobody here our times. It lays down the basis upon revived as punishment for breaches of ■
considers Germany ready to discuss which the ft'orld, after being rid of < international compacts. It regards
peace along the terms laid down in the perpetual menace of armed con- ; this as a great advance from the
the Wilson speech.
flicts, may be reconstructed. The ! former American position and says
L'Heure save:
speech contains no harsh threats, .but \ the English people would be wise to
"President Wilson has echoed Lloyd the terms laid down are all the more • consider how far this relaxation of
George. He has done so In his pre- irreducible because their moderation the traditional American doctrine
cise and masterful manner. Nobody is evident."
goes toward meeting their objections.
in the whole world can, ■ henceforth,
equivocate about the Entente's war
Bears "Sicord in One Hand,
aims."
L'Intransigeant remarks:
•I**,
Olive Branch in Other"
"It appears that the President, at
• -•.
SANTIAGO, Chili, Jan. 10.—the
the moment when the German people
are so divided, desired to show those Mercurio expresses the opinion that Russian Diplomats Think Facwhom militarist policies havo not. Presldent Wilson s speech may open
tion Has Run Its Course
blinded where the real friends of the door to peace. It adds
"History will regard with admiraliberty are to be found. As for us,
—Balkan Opinion.
we shall learn with fresh satisfaction tion the attitude of President Wilson,
that Mr. Wilson, like the English with a sword ln one hand and an
(Special to The World.)
Premier, has demanded that the in- olive branch ln the other. All practiWASHINGTON, Jan. 10.—Russian
justice done to France by the Prus- cal men ought to be convinced that diplomats here doubt whether the
sians in 1871 bo repaired and that this the United States is fighting for true
United States will recognize the Bolvery candid and categorical allusion ideals."
shevik Government in the immediate
to Alsace-Lorraine evoked acclamafuture. One of them said to-day:
tions by all the members of Congress. Labor Leaders Here Say
There are found in these declarations ,
"The Bolsheviki have nearly comor
.♦.».•-•
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PART TWO.

MR. BAKER DEFEN
ALL DELAYS IN
OF WAR DEPAR
Secretary Upholds His Subordinates Despite Senators'
Criticism.
PERSONNEL OF ARMY'
NOW IS-1,536,506
No Force so Large Ever Raised,
Equipped and Trained so Quickly,
He Declares.

.
;
;
f
I

■

Herald Bureau,
eau,
1
A'o. 1.50S H Street, Sf.
~ W„f
Washington, D. C, Thursday,
rsday. J
Newton D. Baker, Secretary of War,
ow the stand to-day, in the face of a
.hostile cross-fire by members of the
Senate Military Affairs Committee, investigating the army, entered a vigorous
defence of the preparations for war
against Germany.
"No army of a similar size in
the history of the world has ever
been raised, equipped or trained so
quickly," he declared.
For more than five .hours Mr. Baker
ij'ithstood the examination. He puffed
continually at long black cigars while a
group of Senators pounded him with
Questions regarding the conduct of the
War Department The main drive of
the committee's questioning was about
delay in the equipment of the American
forces, both at home and abroad. In
every instance Mr. Baker defended his
subordinates.
''There, has been delay," said Mr.
Raker, "but it has been delay of excellence. When it has come- to a question
of speed or excellence we have decided
always in favor, of excellence, even
though it entailed some delay.
Defends Supplies Committee.
"The war wasn't at our doors, it was
in Europe, three thousand miles away,"
he said in reply to pointed questions regarding whether it was not better to act-ept inferior equipment in order to get
iHe forces in the field.
The Supplies . Committee of the National Council of Defence and Charles
Eisenman, its chairman, were defended
strongly by 'Mr. Baker, despite the fact
that long and harsh attacks have been
made upon the methods of this committee. He_declared that the transfer of
the duty of equipping the American
forces from the quartermaster's general
department to the Supply Committee was
entirely proper and in his judgment good
practice.
''I don't think it was the .best way, but
it was the only way," he said, explaining
that with the country thrust suddenly
into war quick action was necessary and
the quickest action conld be gained by
enlisting the services of men expert in
their respective lines.
Troops Sow Folly Equipped.
Even the base sorting plant, which
hitherto has been the storm centre of the
investigation, received a clean'record
Croni the Secretary. When he was questioned regarding the operations of this
corporation by Senator MacKellar, of
Tennessee, and asked if he did not believe that this concern had been the
object of favoritism and perhaps more
than favoritism, he replied:—
"You can either regard the base sortins plant as an attempt to make a lot
of money out of the government or you
etui regard it as an effort to serve the
iloyorhment. That was- certainly Air.
Eisen.mau's purpose when he originated
i In idea, thai led to this corporation and
the iU'untin'g of a contract to it."
Am< i-lean troops are now fully equipped,
Mr. Baker testified, declaring that the
manufacture of reserve equipment for the
ton
both at home and .abroad will begin
i-y soon.
Explains Delay on Rifles.
Senator Chamberlain, chairman of the
Senate, committee, questioned the Secretory about the delay in the selection of.
rifles for the American armies. He
charged that there had been a change
from Springfield to Enfield rifles which
ha.d caused delay, and that troops in
training had been without rifles for a long
period.
"[n view of the fact that the supply is
now entirely adequate, I believe the delay"
was entirely justified," Mr. Baker said.
"It isn't inefficient to change one's mind
and get something better than you had
first determined. That I should call efficient."
"With the war on us, wasn't it essential
to get guns in the hands of the men?"
asked Senator Chamberlain.
"The war wasn't on us; it was in Europe, and we had rifles enough for all of
the men we'could get to France within
a year," was Mr. Baker's reply.
' To my mind it doesn't make a bit of
difference if the battlefield was three
thousand miles away or one mile," said
Senator Weeks.
"I cannot agree," Mr. Baker said. "I
insist it ,wus not right to arm our troops
inadequately faster than we could use
tbeni."
Dispute Over Gerard Warning.
. Senator New here interjected with a remark that James W. Gerard, while Ambassador to Germany, had warned this
government of impending war in 1916. Mr.
Baker declared that no action had been
taken at that time and entered into a colloquy with Senator New over the relative
weight of Mr. Gerard's warning.
"Every man sent to Europe has been
arJeq'uatelj armed; every man who can.
bi sent is adequately armed, and there is
I\I equate equipment for training," Mr.
er said. "And I will add right here
bat eight months after Great Britain
^ ere into the war Kitchener's army was
still drilling, with top hats and sticks."
Lack of distribution is at, fault if there
are men in cantonments without guns at
■nt time, according to Mr. Baker.
l l-e
is questions regarding the War
i-ni's failure to accept the Lewis
Deo:
■em. he declared that, the Lewis
SBON'PJ N r
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CHARGESTRUST'

PHI
STEEL FOR SHIPS
Senate Witness Blames "Dol- Pincus
Figurl
lar a Year" Man on Defence Council
WASHINGTON, D. C, Monday.—Charges
that "Steel Trust" officials blocked a
scheme by which the government was to
get steel for ship plates at one-third less
than it is paying, were made before the
Senate committee investigating shipbuilding to-day by L. P. Featherstone, president
of the Texas Steel Company, of Beaumont, Texas.
Mr. Peatherstone proposed to sell to the
government ore lands in Texas and coal
properties in Alabama and erect a. steel
plant at Beaumont to make steel ship
plates at about $45 a ton, as against ?6E
other steel companies are charging the
government. His plan, he said, was referred by the Shipping Board to the Council of National Defence and thence to a
sub-committee on which were Charles M.
Schwab and other officials "of large steel
companies.
"They turned me down on the excuse
that the government was not prepared to
go into business for itself," said .Mr.
Featherstone. "I might not have expected anything different from the crowd
of. dollar a year men who were beneficiaries of high prices."
"There has not been an independent
concern in the United States large enough
to permit the government to be free from
the men who control the steel output,"
Mr. Featherstone said, "since President
Roosevelt surrendered to Frick and Gary
and allowed them to take over the Tennessee Coal and Iron Company."
He told the committee he believed' it
expedient for the government to take over
the steel industry for the period of the
war.
"The steel companies have been trying
for seven or eight years to get this property away from us, but have not succeeded," he continued. "We began investing in the property about nine years ago
and there now is a little less than $3,000,000 invested, most of which has been in
for seven or eight years,"
The committee went into secret session
to hear Dr. Hollis Godfrey, of the Council
of National Defence, relative to a speeding
up programme which Dr. Godfrey has
outlined.

Submarine Sinks
World's Largest
Freight Vessel
The Italian steamship Milazzo, the
world's largest freight sljip, was sunk in
the Mediterranean two months ago by
Austrian or German submarines, according to a report received yesterday at the
local office of her owners, the Navigazione Generale Italiana. So far as known
no lives were lost.
The Milazzo was a steel vessel of ll,-f77
gross tons, 512 feet in. length and with a
beam of 65 feet 8 inches, and was less
than two years old. She resembled somewhat the queer looking colliers of the
United States Navy, having twenty elevators and masses of derricks sprouting
from her upper deck. In September, 1916,
she made her maiden voyage to New
York, arriving with a damaged propeller
and with a story of narrow escape from
a German submarine. On her return trip
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BILLY SUNDAY'S PRAY\
VICTORY CHEERi
Evangelist Invokes Aid of Divine PfoviJ
dent and Nation Defeat Most Infaij
the World's Historf
Herald Bureau,
No. 1,502 H Street, K. W.
Washington, D, C Thursday.
Billy Sunday prayed in the House to-day
and was applauded at the close of his appeal. Champ Clark, Speaker of the House,
extended the invitation to Mr. Sunday to
take the place of the regular House chaplain. Mr. Sunday, in his prayer, verbally
assailed the Germans, and invoked the aid
of Divine Providence to help the President,
the Secretary of War and Congress to defeat Prussianism^
'We thank Thee tjiat we are Americans,'
prayed the evangelist, "and live beneath
the protecting folds of the Star* and
Stripes. We th&nk Thee that Thou canst
look over the battlements of glory on our
land and see that there is not one stain
on any star or stripe. We thank Thee for
our happy homes. We thank Thee for our
wives and little ones. We thank Thee for
the fruitful trees and bountiful harvests.
We thank Thee that as a nation we have
never gone to bed hungry, or scraped the
bottom of our flour barrel, and we pray
for Thy continued mercy and blessing
Most Infamous Nation in History.
'We pray that KThou wilt forgive our
transgressions and blot out our iniquities.
Thou knowest, O Lord, that we are in a
life and death struggle with one of the
most vile, infamous, greedy, avaricious,
bloodthirsty, sensual and vicious nations
that ever had disgraced the pages of history.
"Thou knowest that Germany from the
eyes of mankind has wrung enough tears
to make another sea; that she has drawn
blood to redden every wave upon that sea;
that, she ha.s drawn enough shrieks and
groans from the breasts of men, women
aftd children to make another mountain.
"We pray Thee that Thou wilt bare Thy
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Secretary Baker Defends
Delays by Subordinates
in War Department Work
<-

after that
|mator de
not want
iLet's quit
pr to Per-

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1, PART 2.) 110,856 officers and from 202,510 to 1,428,660men.
gun never had been presented to the War
"During, the war with Spain the army
Department as "a perfected weapon."
of the United States at its maximum
Nine Broivning; Guns in Use Now,
Senator MacKellar then asked if it were strength aggregated. 272,000 men and oftrue that many machine gun batteries in ficers. The army now in the field and in
training are without machine guns. Mr. training is, therefore, roughly six times
Baker said it was.
as great as the maximum number under
"All such questions are a matter of judgment between speed and excellence," Mr. arms in-the Spariish-American War. "
"The total "number, already in the miftBaker said. "If it had been a matter of
complete certainty that American troops tary service" is one and. a half times «c
.were to adopt the British theory of ma- large as any force ever mobilized oy this
chine guns, many troops would have been
supplied with machine guns. As a matter nation.
Death Rate IK low.
of act, some marines were sent to France
with Lewis guns and have been disarmed
"For the training of officers two series
by General Pershing and rearmed with of training camps were held, from which
other weapons. It is his theory that a about 45,000 officers were commissioned
lighter type is more suitable, and the from civil life. This number is nearly
Lewis gun should be used principally for eight times as great as the number of
aircraft work."
officers in the regular army on April 1.
"Quantity production of the type of ma"For the training of. these soldiers six-,
chine guns adopted will begin in March," teen cantonments have been built, .costing
Mr. Baker said. In answer to a question $134,000,000, with an average profit to the
regarding how many of -the weapons of contractors of 2.98 per cent.
the adopted type there now are in the
"The death rate in, pur forces in the
army he said, "Nine to-day.''.
United States from mid-September to the
end
of December averaged 7.5 per thouDefends Ordnance Department
Mr. Baker could think of no suggestions sand, and is slightly less than would have
to give the committee for the betterment been the death rate of men of the same
of the Ordnance Department. He main- age at home. In 1898 the death rate per
tained that the department has been kept thousand was 20.14, or nearly three times
up to standard at all times and now is do- as great. Our death rate in the army during excellent work.
He explained the ing the year 1916, just before the war, was
scheme for a government powder plant five per thousand. Leaving out the deaths
and said there had heen "absolutely no due to measles and its complications, our
delay" in the war programme because of rate among all troops in the United States
since September 1 has been about two per
a lack of powder.
With regard to the-making of shoddy thousand.
"For the fiscal year 1915 Congress approuniforms Mr., Baker said he never had
priated for the War Department $158,000,000:
s.pproved the scheme.
"I don't know for the fiscal year 1916, $203,000,000; for thH
enough to approve or disapprove," he said,
fiscal year 1917, $403,000,000; for the fiscal
"but expert opinions agree that the cloth year 1918, $7,527,338,716. In other-words, takis quite adequate/'
ing 1915 as a formal year, the appropriaThe Secretary explained at some length tions for 1918 are nearly fifty times as
the difficulty in getting uniforms, and
:
said one difficulty had: been in the large great.
$1,677(000,000
Contracts Placed.
sizes required by the new recruits. "Either
"The regular appropriations made by
Americans are getting larger or we are
Congress-for all governmental purposes
getting larger Americans," he said.
Secrecy concerning contracts was adopt- for the fiscal.year 1915 were $720,000,000, or
ed primarily,'Mr, Baker said, in order to nearly one-tenth the 1918 appropriations
keep Germans from gaining information of for the War Department alone.
"Of the -total War Department approwhat firms were at work on government
priations, for 1918 $3,200,000,000 was for the
work.
Ordnance Department,' of which contracts
i To Resume Testimony.
amounting to $1,677,000,000 already have,
"The Germans sometimes seem to have
placed.
more information of what we are doing been
"On April 1, 1917,, the ordnance departthan we do ourselves," interjected Senator ment consisted of 97 commissioned officers,
Chamberlain, the chairman.
while now it consists of 3,004 officers, and,
Mr. Baker will take the stand again toin addition, has 26,120 enlisted personnel.
morrow and will explain to the committee
"In addition to the selection arid trainthe reorganization which has been efing of this new force, the making of these
fected in the War Department.
Secretary Baker was not interrupted in great contracts arid the follow-up necesreading his prepared statement, and af- sary in the manufacturing processes a
terward said he would be "very happy" continuous study of new weapons and into answer questions. America now has strumentalities has been kept' up, a conin France an army, of "substantial" size stant contact kept, with trained men
abroad studying the operation of ordnance
ready for active service, he declared. .
Officers and men, he explained in a material in battle; and accordingly modifystatement of the .mobilization accom^ ing designs and plans here by reason of
plishments, have been trained " specially observation and experience. The trench
for modern warfare, independent "lines of warfare material alone involves commitcommunication and supply are in process ments of $282,000,000.
"For the quartermaster general's de- =
of construction and great programmes
have been formulated for the production partment in 1918 $3,018,000,000 was appropriated, or a sum more than four times as
of new instruments of war.
Arms of the most modern and. effective great .13 the 1915 appropriations for all
governmental
purposes.
kind, the Secretary declared, have been
"On April 1 there were 347 officers in the
provided for every soldier in France and
are available for every fighting man who Quartermaster corps. On the first day of
January, 1918, there was a total of 6,431
can be sent to France in 1918.
officers.
"Record Never Equalled."
"On January 1, 1918, nearly two billion
"I state the foregoing-conditions of the dollars of the. appropriation had been
War Department's problem and some of obligated by contracts or disbursements.
the results attained for. two purposes," he
"This business involved accounting, desaid. "In the first place, the Ariierican terminations of standards, prices, quantipeople are entitled to know of the splenties
and the creation- of new manufacturdid effectiveness with which they toave
been ab!e to organize the man power and ing facilities.
•Sr.,000 in AVlation Section.
the material power of the nation in
great, cause, and, second, our army
"The aviation section of the signal corps
France under General Pershing and, our on April 1, 1917, consisted of 65 officers and
allies are entitled to have the benefit re- 1,120 men. On January 1, 191S, it consisted
sulting from the depression of the morale of 3.900 officers and S2.120 men.
of their enemies, which must come when
"This division of the War Department
tJhe Germans realize that, the American was charged by Congress with the expendidemocracy has neither blundered nor ture of an appropriation aggregating, for
hesitated, but actually brought the full 191S, $744,000,000, or five times the 1915 appower of its men and resources into com- propriation for the entire War Departpletely organized strength against their ment.
military machine.
"The engineer department, for which in
"No army of similar size in the history 1917 $53,000,000 was appropriated, was
of the world has ever been raised, charged by the 1918 appropriation with the
equipped and trained so quickly. No such expenditure of $390,000,000, or about seven
provision has ever been made for the hundred per cent increase.
comfort; thealth. and general well being of
"There have been organized, trained and
an army.
equipped technical troops of foresters,
"By the co-operation of all interests and stevedores and railroad construction and
all people in the country the nation is operation men, aggregating about 120,000,
now organized and set to its task with riiany of whom have been operating in
unanimity of spirit, and confidence in its France for some months."
powers. More has been done than anybody dared to believe possible.
That
AUTOMOBILES.
there have been here and-there errors of
judgment and delays goes without saying,
but I should be wanting in frankness
were I to omit my own estimate of the
real unselfishness and intelligence with
which my associates, military and civilian,
have applied themselves to this undertaking, and the results'"demonstrate the
success of their efforts." : ■
l,r>36.50G Now in Army.
The Secretary gave to the committee
an outline of the work of the department
and its various bureaus.
'On April 1, 1917, the regular, army," he
said, "comprised 5,791 officers and 121,797
enlisted men; the National Guard in federal service approximately . 3,733 officers
and 76,713 enlisted men. and the reserve
4,000 enlisted men. There also were at
that time approximately 2,57o officers in
the reserve, but as these were on inactive duty they cannot properly be considered in estimating the strength of the
army of the United States at that time.
"On December 31, 1917, the regular army
consisted of 10,250 officers and 475,000 enlisted men: the National Guard of 16,031
officers and 400,900 enlisted men: the National Army of 4SO.00O men. and the reserve of 84,575 officers and 72,750 enlisted
men. In other words, in nine months the
increase has been from 9,524 officers to
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Made Record,
Says Baker
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son, but Mr. Eisenman goes. The Kapgn base sorting contract, of which, the
retary knew little till it was brought
d^» close, was the right thing at the
time, but the base sorting contract is
cancelled.

.eorgamze
Whole War
Apartment!

Witness for Crozier—
But Crozier Goes

By C. W. Gilbert

The Secretary proved a better—a
much better—witness for General Crozier than General Crozier did himself,
but he has virtually fired the chief of
ordnance.
The committee didn't get
from the Secretary any admission of
shortcomings in the quartermaster general's department, but there is a new
head to the quartermaster's activities.
The situation may be summed up that
the War Department has done a splendid work, but it is going to be, or has
been, completely reorganized. No one
did sum it up that way. No one did
press home upon the Secretary the question why, if tilings were going so well,
so much reorganization was necessary.
He was allowed to leave the impression
that it was all part of a plan carefully matured in the beginning which
it was only possible just now to carry
out.
The witness is a much cleverer man
than any member of the committee.
There are probably not two men in the
Senate who could match wits with his
and who could have prevented him from
having his own way on the witness
stand. Mr. Baker's mind is clear, quic!
and subtle, and there are not many
clear, quick and subtle minds in Washington.

WASHINGTON, Jan. 10.—Secretary
Baker told the Senate Committee on
Military Affairs to-day^lthat he had
plans for the complete reorganization
of the War Department. lie said this
■when asked about the reorganization
of the Ordnance Bureau, expressing a
desire to discuss all his plans at once.
Presumably the committee will ask him

Of the Leader's Type
It may not be the kind of mind that
imparts
electric
waves
downward
through the various strata of the War
Department. It may not be the "heman" kind of mind that is possessed by
driving executives. In fact, there is
plenty
of evidence that it is not. Mr.
.
gg«has ttjMawyer^habit ^pag-

to do this to-morrow.
He has already reorganized" Mr.
Eisenman out of his job of controlling
contracts for cloth. And along with
Mr. Eisenman has gone Mr. Eisenman's
committee on supplies. The Secretary
did not criticise Mr. Eisenman or admit
the justice of any Senator's criticism of
Mr. Eisenman. On the contrary, he gave
Mr. Eisenman the highest possible
praise. "Ask Mr. Eisenman," he told the
committee, when it wanted to know
about wool—as if the committee hadn't
asked Mr. Eisenman with all its might
.
,
, , ,
'
for several whole days.
Mr. Eisenman was a wonderful per-

put up to him rather than the leader's
type of mind that puts things up to
subordinates.
But when his mind has to act it acts
quickly. There is a suspicion that
when Congress put the situation in his
to him hi3 mind
^/^"hemce the reorganization, of which we shall hear to-mor
r0V,
JHaving a real mind Mr. Baker improved the case for himself by going
upon the witness stand. He had an impressive statement ready of what his
department had accomplished since war
began, which, being sent out to the
newspapers in advance, will reach the
country more largely than anything
that he said on the witness tsand. And
beine clever he c.xnlalnC(i how the d(,.
lay over rifles and machine guns was

Secretary May Reveal Today What Changes He
Has Decided Upon

Mind Is Too Keen
For His Inquisitors
Outwits Senators at Every
Turn,

Aiding

Without

Defending Crozier

Baker's Mind Not

or Women
—of our own beautiful
gloves from our Grenoble,
France, factory. War and
lack of sbips have made
imported gloves scarce,
but here, at a genuine
bargain price is a real
selection of—
Stunning novelties and conservative styles of exquisite
cjuality from France — besides
gloves for warmth, and wear,
the smartest and sturdiest mad*
in America,

Y

^^Sded^adjournment to-night
and probably will continue all day to- |

Fighting Force So Quick-

morrow.
Chairman Chamberlain and other
committeemen wanted to know particularly about delays in furmshmg
machine guns and rifles, and much attention was devoted to the army 8
| supply purchasing system.

Admits Errors, But
Defends Department

918

Frankly Admits Delays
admitted there had been
Mr.
Baker
*4 "overnight we changed from a free
no delay, ;in such a way that it takesTa
l
omc mistakes and delays^ but
little expert analysis to make sure that
lCv
competitive market to one in which
''that all fighting men in Fratf*
your eyes do not deceive you, and thutl
the
government was the monopolizing
our men were for months without! Tells Sen*>tor3 Nearly—if,
br 'or. "
adequately
equrppe^^a^n
^
ock
I
rj
substitutions of materials were
HeW
ome
He*ool<
0]
rifles for training, and will be without
500,000 Men Are Now
machine guns in any quantity for many
.that all si
.
delav in ap- ] vorized," Secretary Baker continued,
1
full responsibility tor ae y
months to come, although there was al
pufacturers overestimated their own
proving a machine gun, holding m» | or .^ ThQ e^ dispatch abroad of
Under Arms
large potential production of rifles and'
machine guns in this country when the
the value of the Browning gun now ae-, u^ force(.j such ns stevedores and
war broke out.
-eloped was worth it. He also said | goad employes, cut into the early
the superior weapon obtained by hav- | .lies gathered. There was a shortInadvertantly Admits
WASHINGTON, Jan. 10.—Eery phase
lot' many articles, including overthe British Enfield rifle _rechamU. S. Was Not Ready
of th« 'Var Department's preparations
a, blouses, trousers, and perhaps
bered
for
American
ammunition
coir
h others. They were far greater
Only once did the witness's subtlety for battle against Germany was outtwo anticipated; Initial equipment
betray him, and that was when ho let
pensatcd for the delay there.
slip out the phrase, in response to some lined and defended by Secretary Baker
More than 1,500,000 Americans are vire substantially complete, and rcquestioning indicating criticism of lack
r supplies arc being secured."
now under arms, Secretary Baker said, ai Secretary said it had to be dcof speed in getting rifles, "the war was to-day before the Senate Military Comnot on us. It was in Europe."
and
an
army
of
substantial
size
already
Y Whether to call out more men
mittee. He answered those who have
The facts remain, but they were not
could be readily equipped, or call
is in France ready for active service.
criticised the department during the
used with especial effectiveness. The
Members of the committee were lily those for whom equipment was
Secretary, in spite of a dozen questiond
committee's investigation with the asfrank in their disapproval of the secret
ers all more or less critical, was perie course actually taken was to
purchasing system of the department. affie these views, calling out the
mitted to have his way with them.
sertion that no army such as that now
Take the case of machine guns. GenI as rapidly as wc could anticiunder the American flag ever had been
eral Crozier, it will be remembered, ad!ohretyofi1tI,nowehvael;<: "HC fn'sltd th|t their equipment, and I have no
[t°was essentTalto guard against pub
mitted that he wasn't satisfied with any
raised, equipped or trained so quicki to change by opinion since," he
explanation he could give for the delay
continued. "The net result was a temin providing machine guns.
porary shortage of a few weelt3 in some
The Senators followed up this reveequipment, such as overcoats, but there
lation of Mr. Baker's mental attitude
was not, in my judgment, any serious
toward rushing preparations, and ho inor continued shortage."
sisted that we were not under such
Senator McKellar asked what authorpressure as the British, and could
ity of law there was for taking away
therefore take time to develop weapons
General Sharpens purchasing powers.
superior to those they had been forced
"In the first place, I was the head of
to use, even though, as the Senators
the
army," Mr. Baker answered. "In the
The following table, based on Secretary Baker's' figures, shows
urged, they had served (heir purpose.
second place, the law provided that the
the
growthof
Hie
American
army
since
the
war
begun:
The .Secretary's feeling that "the war
Secretary could fix prices as he deemed
was not on us" will be found to exbest, and I surrounded General Sharpe
April 1, 11!17.
December 31,1917.
plain much. People who know him here
with expert advisers."
Enlisted
Enlisted
say that with all his very real ability
Officers.
Men.
Officers.
Men.
Double Dealing Denied
he has the habit common to men of till
Regular
array
5,791
121,797
10,250
475,000
The Tennessee Senator said witanalytic type of mind of not doing
nesses had testified that contracts aganything until he has to—until a ConNational Guai'd
3,733
70,713
10,031
400,900
gregating $128,000,000 had been let to
gressional investigation or something
National army
480,000
else forces his hand.
firms with which supplies committee
Reserve officers
It. took the declaration of war to
members arc connected.
84,575
force him into action. The Senators
"I dont think that has been done,"
Enlisted reserve
4,000
72,750
inquired into what; happened while war
said Mr. Baker. "I have looked into it
Strength,
of
all
arms,
April
1,
1917
9,524
202,510
was threatening. Senator Chamberlain
many times. No such thing has been
asked:
done."
Strength of all arms, December 31, 1917.
110,856
1,428,650
"What steps were taken bv the OrdRegarding the system of civilian
Aviation
section—April
1,
1917
65
1,120
nance Bureau from the outset of the
committee purchasing getting men
great war to get arms?"
from the trade, Mr. Baker said:
December 31, 1917
3,900
82,120
"I fancy no steps," said the Secre"I don't think that is the very best
tary.
way to deal with these questions, but it
"Here, was a great world conflagration. Do you mean that absolutely no
steps were taken?" asked Senator
Chamberlain.
"I imagine not," replied the Secretary.

How the American Army Has Grown

was the only way at the outset. Substantially, it's stopped now. There
never was any intention of continuing
it indefinitely."
The Secretary said he cancelled the
much discussed rag sorting contract
on the recommendation of the Quartermaster General and because the government proposed to do the rag sort-v
ing work itself. The Base Sorting Company, he said, wvas to get a profit of
only one-half cent a pound.
"Are you willing to assume responsibility for organization of the sorting plant?" asked Senator McKellar.
"I couldn't accept it if I wanted to,"
Mr. Baker answered. "1" delegated' my
authority to Mr. Eisenman. I know
nothing improper about it."
Senator McKellar referred to the relationship between Samuel Kaplan, of
the Supplies Committee, and a brother
interested in the sorting plant, and
Secretary Baker said he did not know
of the relationship until recently.
"Do you think a policy- of that kind
is wise <^>>
"It has turned out to be unwise,"
said Secretary Baker. "But you can't
get anybody to buy things wisely unless you get men who are experienced
in their business."
"How much did the blunder, or whatever you may call it, cost the government?" asked Senator Chamberlain.
"Nothing," Mr. Baker-replied.
Questioned about secrecy attending
the awarding of army contracts, Secretary Baker declared he issued an order
that they *iot be made public, and that
he considered a wise policy.
"Don't you know the American people abhor secrecy?" asked Senator McKellar.
"I think," said Mr. Baker, "that the
location of plants should not be made
public as a military policy."
"Did it endanger factories working
for the Navy Department which did
make contracts public?" he was asked.
"I can't say as to that."
Senator Frelinghuysen declared that
the criticism levelled against the system was that the policy of secrecy permitted some men to get contracts, but
prevented them from getting the business.

Raising of U. S. Army
Army of "Substantial Size"
Now in France, Says Secretary
Wprld Record, Says Baker

Committee Unable
To Pierce "Inscrutability"

"I state the foregoing conditions of On December 31, 1917,, the regular
Senator New pressed him about the
the War Department's problem and army consisted of 10,250 officers arid
warning's that had come from Ambassa( imtinucll.
uc'-l from page 1
du Pont offer to build and operate a some of the results attained for two 4.o,iid0 enlisted men; the National
dor Gerard about Germany's inten"In the first Guard, of 16,031' officers and 400,900
plant at cost, hut Secretary Baker ex- purposes," he said.
tions in May, 1916, but got no more
plained the offer was to build a plant place, the American people are en- enlisted men; the National Army, of
satisfaction than did Mr. Chamberlain. licity conccrninng plants engaged on for a commission, 15 per cent, and op- titled to know of the splendid ef- 480.000 men, and the reserve of 84,575
The witness wasn't combative when war work.
erate it for eighteen months. On the fectiveness with which they have been officers and 72,750 enlisted men. In
he said nothing was done while war
Secretary Takes Stand
basis of a ?90,000,000 investment, he able to organize the man power and o&ner words, in nine months the inwas threatening. He wasn't defensive.
crease has been from 9,524 officers to
Secretary Baker was not interrupted explained, the du Fonts would have the material power of the nation in a 110.R5P officers and from 202,510 to
He had a baffling way of saving the
great cause; and, secondly, our army
indefensible thing as if it were full of in reading his pre >ared statement when made a gross profit between $20,000,000
in France under General Pershing and 1,428,650 men.
he appeared on Ihe stand, and after- and $40,000,000.
inscrutable wisdom.
"During the war with Spain the
our Allies are entitled to have the
One member after another came up ward said he would be "very happy"
l'owdcr Supply Adequate
benefit resulting from the depression army of the United States at its maxiagainst that baffling manner and to answer questions.
"They never at any time offered to of the morale of their enemies which mum strength aggregated 272,000 men
Chairman Chamberlain took up 'the
stopped. He talked to the committee
erect a plant without compensation," must come when the Germans realize and officers. The army now in the
very much as he talks to reporters. £>t subject of rifles.
that the American democracy has field and in training is, therefore,
Abandonment of the Springfield rifle he said.
the more or less daily talks at the
"The present powder supply is ade- neither blundered nor hesitated, but roughly, six times as great as the maxi- „
department. His Senatorial ques- and adoption of the modified Enfield, he
quate for our present needs," Secre- actually brought the full power of its mum number under arms in the Span- j R
tioners were about as potent
said, has been much criticised.
[men and resources into completely ish-Ameriean War.
his rcportorial questioners. The ro"I think the delay was due to the tary Baker added.
"The total number already . in the j
Senator New asked if there was any j organized strength against their militors have the excuse that they ar action of the ordnance bureau in changmilitary service is one and a half i
:e of judgment when the Lusi tary machine.
talking to a god who condescends from I jng the type," said Secretary Baker. "1
times
as large as any foi'ce ever mobil- ]
"No army of similar size in the hisOlympus, and who, when he wishes, personally approved that delay. I think tania was sunk in not beginning preptory of the world has ever been raised, ;-...i h.. tv,;.. Tmtion.
may wrap himself in the clouds of j the ordnance bun au acted right," add arations for war.
"Draft Made Popular"
have noi-np that ttie° d"ela:f operated" to'lurnTshl jf"" wquhl have been very wise." Mr; equipped or trained so quickly. Xo
replied, "if a dozen years ago such provision has ever been made for
such excusq. They dwell on Olympus:l a larger supply .'ater of an improved
A substantial part of our military j
the Ordnance Department had begun • the comfort, health and general welltoo.
arm.
preparations.
To be perfectly frank being of an armv.
| forces was selected by the operation of
"It isn't inefficiency to change your
you. I think General Crozier is
"By the cooperation of all interests ] a draft law, the execution of which has
Baker Commends Record of mind if a greater supply of a better; with
not entirely to blame. In season and and all people in the country the na demonstrated both the economical and
article is secured." said he, adding that; out, he lias recommended ordnance ex- : lion is now organized and set to its the efficient way of selecting soldiers.
Obedience at Camp Dodge all
men sent to Europe had ample rifles
»
task with unanimity of spirit and con- The law itself was drawn, its execution
WASHINGTON, Jan. 10.—Secretary and now all men in training are well j pansion."
Secretary Baker denied that the first : fidence in its powers. More has been carried to a successful conclusion and
Baker has expressed to the commander | supplied.
American contingents sent abroad were ! done than anybody dared to believe the theory of the law, novel to our peoof the ;lo"d Infantry Reyiment, NaSeveral Senator joined in question1 not completely equipped. All sent then possible. That there have been here ple, explained and made popular, beArmy,
Gamp
Dodg .
lowa.ljng to show that rifle production was and since, he declared, have had ade- and there errors of judgment and de- cause of its demonstrated fairness both
thr.ougTi Adjutant General McCain, his [permitted to lag when it was certain qup.te standard equipment, except that ; lays goes without saying, but I should in plan and execution.
appreciation of the remarkable record f that the counto was about to go to recent Contingents depend for automatic be wanting In frankness were I to omit
"For the training of officers two scof the command in having had no court war, but Secretary Baker persisted that rifles! r.nd artillery on French sources, my own estimate of the real unselfish- ries of training camps were held, from
martial case or incident requiring court the delay in changing models had in
Senator Wadsworth asked if the j ljess and intelligence with which my which about 45,000 officers were commartial proceedings from the time of the cud produced a much desired re- ! American artillery programme is large : associates, military and civilian, have missioned from civil life. This numits organization up to November 24. Bult. lie pointed out that eight months i enough.
plied themselves to this undortak- ber is nearly eight times as great as
The division commander has been au- after England went to war British sol"You never can have too much," Mr. ] ing, and the results demonstrate the the number of officers in the regular
thorized to publish the regiment's rcc- diers were training in top hats and I Baker replied, "but the programme fully success of their efforts.1'
army on April 1.
ord in general orders.
with walking sticks, and insisted that
"For the training of these soldiers
tged the resources of the country as
Growth of the Army
Writing to the regimental com- American rifle production is now "so they ought 'to be. Every country's arsixteen cantonments have been built,
mander, General McCain said the rec- far ahead" that all men who will be tillery programme has grown every
The Secretary gave the committee costing $134,000,000, with an average
ord "reflects credit upon the drafted called out will have enough,
an outline of the work of the depart- profit to the contractors of 2.98 per
month during the war."
men as indicating a high spirit of
Turning to criticism of the machine
cent.
Secretary Baker assented to Senator ment and its various bureaus.
obedient service."
gun situation, Senator Chamberlan sad Wadsworth's statement that the war
"The death rate in our forces in the
"On April 3, 1917. the regular army,"
•
there was delay in ordering Lewis guns, ! was a competition of industries, and 'he said, "comprised 5,791 officers and United States from mid-September to
N. Y. State Farm Census
(hat had been used successfully by that whichever produced the most ma- 121,797 enlisted men; the National the end of December averaged 7.5 per ; £J0I
terials -flnd men, would wear out the Guard in Federal service, approxi- thousand, and is slightly - less than
To Be Taken by February England.
mately 3,733 officers and 76,713 en- would have been the death rate of men
Chamberlain Contradicts
opposition.
ALBANY, Jan. 10.--The 1018 agricullisted men, and the reserve, 4,000 en- of the same age at home. In 1898 the
"That
is
the
present
aspect
of
it,"
he
"There
was
no
delay
after
last
tural census of New York State will be
listed men. There were also at that death rate per thousand was 20.14, or
said.
April."
replied
Secretary
Baker.
taken between now and February 1,
time approximately 2,573 officers in nearly three times as great. Our death
Conditions
Changed
Overnight
"Yes,
there
wa...
Mr.
Secretary,"
replans having been put inio effect by
the reserve, but as these were on active rate in the army during.the year 1910,
the New York Stato Food Commission torted the Senator.
Operations of the supply system of duty they cannot properly be consid just before the war, was 5 per thouSecretary* Baker continued by recitii. cooperation with the New Yjvk State
the quartermaster general were then ered in "estimating the strength of the sand. Leaving out the, deaths due to
ing
the
machine
',-un
controversy
that
Department of Education and the New
taken up. Secretary Baker pointed out army of the United States at that time.measles and its complications, our rate
existed when he became Secretary.
York State Farm Bureaus.
Senator McKellar thought the delay
A complete survey of the ajSTicultural resources of the state will be was unreasonah
"Well, it's a nja'-tc.r. °- judgment,"
made, including a special survey of
—
<
labor •requiremcrts, seed shortago or said Mr. Baker, p"*'^* ^'^k_
Secretary Bakju! told or tT?l *><^«d
surplus, fertilizer requirements u^d
to
the livestock situation. The work u named to investi?1 P1 machine
"The board's dol''' 'atin
to be in charge of Frofessor Howard
t,lc
' buying of any
E. Babcock, director of the bureau of lay'ed for one seciflltL
conservation of the New York Stato gun after last ArirflSwi i" Mr. Baker, i
positively. "It cHd delay other guns,
Food Commission.
including the newWrowning gun, before
April."
"The fact remains that nine months i
after the war tie cantonments have
none for training," said Senator McKellar.
\
"I wouldn't sal-, 'none,'" Secretary
West
Baker replied, ""hey have relatively
BRITISH
few."
Before the war the largest machine
LONDON, Jan. 10 (Day).—The hostile ar- gun programme was 12,000, he added,
tillery has shown slight activity in the neigh- while now 200,000 are required, with
borhood of Opnnelieu (southwest of Cam- manufacture difficult and slow.
br.-iii. Otherwise-, there is nothing to report.
"Those two facts make it all the
(Night).- Early this morniiiK we successfullv raided at three different points the more important that machine guns
enemy's trenches southeast of Yrres, inflict- should have been gotten from any
ins; many casualties and capturing a fow source," said Senator McKellar., "The
prisoners and two machine guns.
greatest energy should have been
The hostile artillery was active during the exerted to get any kind."
day south of Bullecourt, west of Lens and
The questions involved, Mr. Bakei
east of Yprea.
,AR-AMOUNT SHIRT SHOPS hold no special sales—every day is
reiterated, were, of judgment between
FRENCH
speed and excellence.
^
PARIS, Jan. 10 (Day).—The French easily
sale day.
"Are you entirely satisfied, so far as
repulsed a German raid against small posts all ordnance is concerned, with the
Par-amount Shirts at ONE DOLLAR represent the utmost in
j on the western edge of the upper Coucy For- progress the department has made?"
| cst. The artillery fighting was active in the asked Senator Weeks.
region of Vauxaillon. Everywhere else the
"Can't Answer That Way"
quality shirt values at that price. The concentrated buying power of
night was calm.
"I don't say that the department
GERMAN
four busy shops and an established policy of a standard selling
might not have expedited some phases
BERLIN, Jan. 10.—Western Theatre
of its work," Secretary Baker replied.
mean
one hundred per cent values, plus.
Southeast of Ypres there was a lively artil"In what have we failed?"
The Secretary hesitated and anlery duct in the afternoon. West of ZandYou well dressed business men who have grown up with that unvoordc a strong British reconnoitring attack swered: "I can't answer it that way. I
launched during the night broke down. can't pick out any particular place."
Senator Weeks asked if all available
necessary two dollar shirt habit—you are paying a dollar more than
There was very little fighting on the remainammunition production facilities are
der of the front.
i
In December the enemy losses in aircraft being used.
",
you should. When you share the surprise and delight of the thousands
on the German front amounted to nine cap"No, not all," said Secretary Baker.
tive balloons and 119 airplanes, of which "But all will be wh«n we need them."
of New Yorkers who have already paid their dollar and come into the
forty-seven dropped behind our lines. The
The arrangement to get British and
rest wereobserved to fall behind the enemy's
French
ammunition
for
artillery,
he
Par-amount
Shirt circle, you'll understand why.
positions. We have lost in battle eighty-two
said, was "safe as far as it goes," but
airplanes and two captive balloons.
said principal reliance was placed on
Put Par-amount Shirts to any test you choose—they'll stand up
American sources.
Italian Front
When Senator Weeks again asked if
under it in great style. Ask to be shown. Do your bit for Mr. PocketITALIAN
he could suggest anything that would
ROMK, Jan. 10.—The artillery struggle be helpful in speeding up ordnance probook.
Get the Par-amount Shirt habit—it's a good one.
generally is not intense, but became more duction, Secretary Baker replied:
"I can't think of anything that your
violent at intervals east of the Brenta. Our
Drop into any of the four shops today. The doors all read welcome.
rcconnoissance parties, captured prisoners work will help. Whenever I've thought
west of Col di Sotto and provoked a long of anything I've done it. I'm up to date
reactionary tire by the enemy. At grave di
Papadopol hostile working and armed parties now."
Secretary Baker , said he thought a
were dispersed.
Hostile trench mortars in the neighborhood Federal powder pliint advisable.
Senator Chamberlain referred to the
of Pt. Dona were sileneed bv our batteries.
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THE PROVIDENT LOAN SOCIETY
OF NEW YORK
Applications for loans of large
amounts will be considered at
the office at Fourth Avenue
end 25th Street.

MANJHATTAN
Fourth Avenue^ cor. 25th Street.
Eldridge St.. cJ).-. Rivington St.
East H^^^^l. cor. Essex St.
SeventH ■■'. 48th & 49th Sts.
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.erensky Envoy Protests
Wilson's Stand on Russia
)nly Note of Opposition Amid General Praise in London
Is Voiced by Socialist Leader and Provisional
Government Representative
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LONDON, Jan. 10.—The Rress and
blic of England continued their favable comments to-day on President
ilson's war aims speech to 'Congress.
Arthur Henderson, former labor
^presentative in the British War
abinet, predicted the message would
^cpedite peace' negotiations and was
arm in his praise of the President's
lampionship of Russia.
Viscount Bryce, former British Amassador at Washington, found the
peech "admirable in- spirit and conents."
The "Manchester Guardian," while
xpressing surprise at Mr. Wilson's
emarks favoring abolition of the right
of capture at sea, welcomes his correction of Lloyd George's attitude of
indifference witii respect to Russia.
Protest Bolshevik! Recognition
The only note of opposition to the
speech is raised by Henry M. Hyndmac, leader of the British Socialists,
and Dr. William Gavronsky, special
commissioner of the Kerensky government to Great Britain, who protested
to the President by cablegram what
they termed his identification of the
Bolsheviki with the democracy of
Russia,, accusing the President of
"strengthening the tands of autocratic
despotism and supporting lawless rule
which is destroying the foundations
of Russian freedom and Russian power
of resistances to the German enemy."
M. Gavronsky issued the following
statement at the Russian Embassy:
"The Allies made a big blunder in
relation to revolutionary Russia. They
did not define their war aims clearly
during the time of M. Kerensky's government, and thus they placed a powerful weapon in the hands of the Bolsheviki in their fight against the Allies
as well as the Kerensky government,
which always supported the war policy
of the Allies.. Were it not for this |
blunder we would not be witnessing the i
unfortunate spectacle of Russia being
drawn into an abyss by Bolshevik rule
and an alleged representative of Russia
carrying on peace negotiations. Another blunder must.be prevented at all
costs. The Allies ought to base their
policy in Russia on their friends, not
on their enemies., the Bolsheviki."
Praised by Henderson
Mr. Henderson., in discussing the
President's speech with an Associated
Press correspondent, said:
"Coming as it does so soon after
Premier Lloyd George's speech and the
Labor party's war aims memorandum,
President Wilson's message must expedite peace negotiations unless Germany has hardened her heart and has
decided to oppose all movements which
make for the interests of democracy.
"Freedom of the seas makes a league
of nations necessary. Such a league
must be prepared to punish any recalcitrant nation by closing the seas to it
till it-is ready to behave.
"While we found the Premier in his
speech met the expressed wishes of
labor in most every respect, it is fair to
say that he was not quite as cordial
toward the present Russian government as he might have been. President
Wilson's outstretched hand leaves no
room for doubt in Russian minds. He
says: 'Here's our hand. We are ready
and anxious to help.' "
Viscount Bryce said:
"The address is admirable in spirit
and | contents. ■ Mr. Wilson rightly
points out that an international combination to arrest the aggressions of
ambitious sovereigns and military
castes and to secure the rights of
peace-loving peoples is essential to the
future wellbeing of mankind.1 In his
enumeration - of objects to be secured
by peace, the following points seem
specially important:
V "His broad, clear assertion of the
r^g'ht of a nationality to self-determinati(Tffr "r-efflPSflI of economic barriers to
trade, adMuavS^ guarantees for reduc
tion of ^rmameb.*
dence for Belgium and full compensation for her wrongs, sympathetic comprehension and consideration of the
present situation of Russia, and deliverance of all subject nationalities
from the brutal and sanguinary rule of
the Turks."
The President's address, says "The
Manchester Guardian," was partly a
strong affirmation and partly a supplement to, even a correction of, Premier
Lloyd George's statement, which contained no word of sympathy for the
fight the Russian government is making on behalf of the liberties of peoples and the right of the provinces
which German and Austrian armies are
overrunning to determine their own political future.
Commenting on the President's remarks concerning freedom of the seas,
"The Guardian" says they will surprise many persons, who would not expect him to favor abolition of the right
of capture at sea, in view of the vigorous fashion in which the United
States supported the British blockade
of Germany..

branch in the other. All practical men
ought to be convinced that the United
States is fighting for true ideals."

Paris Press Emphasizes
Alsace-Lorraine Clause
In Wilson's Speech
PARIS, Jan. 10. — The passage in
President Wilson's address to Congress relating to Alsace-Lorraine is
emphasized by all the Paris newspapers. The "Matin" says that restoration of the lost territories is the foremost condition of oeace not only of
France but of her allies. It refers to
Mr. Wilson's speech as an immense
effort at conciliation by a sincere democrat.
The "Petit Parisien" says: "It is the
finest piece of political literature of
our times. It lays down the basis upon
which the world, after being rid of the
perpetual menace of armed conflicts,
may be reconstructed. The speech contains no harsh threats, but the terms
laid down are all the more irreducible
-because their moderation is evident."
"L'Homme Libre," Premier Clemenceau's newspaper, says Mr. Wilson's
thought is that of the whole American
nation.
The "Humanite," a Socialist newspaper, says President Wilson's speech
is the starting point toward either an
early peace or the certain and final defeat of the Central Empires.
Alfred Capus writes jn the "FigaTo"
that President Wilson, like Premier
Lloyd George, has given an admirable
expression of the conditions essential
to a stable peace, which will make this
war a great movement for civilization
instead of only a monstrous sanguinary
adventure.

Conservative Britain
Disagrees With Wilson
On Freedom of Seas
Frank W. Getty
LONDON, Jan. 10.—As was expected,
President Wilson's address to Congress was welcomed with the most
extravagant and sincere praise by the
Liberal and Labor parties and press
here, awakes some opposition in the
conservative papers to-day.
None can directly disagree, for the
President's words are too generally
recognized as comprising the greatest
utterance of the war, but there are
many slight divergences of opinion.
Here are some of the typical conservative comments:
"The Daily Graphic" savs: "With
the general tenor of the President's
address there will be the heartiest
agreement in this country, but it contains one proposal with which Britain
cannot, under existing world conditions, possibly agree. His proposal for ,
freedom of navigation cuts at the very
roots of Britain's power. As the President's suggestion stands, it leads us
to this absurdity: Germany would be I
free to send armies across the sea to I
invade England, and we could do noth- ]
irig to arrest the enemy transports until j
they reached the three-mile limit of'
our territorial waters.
"If the proposal is intended to apnly
to merchant vessels only, then outanswer is that the navy of an insular
power has as much right to blockade
an enemy port as the army of a continental power has to besiege an enemy
city.
"Doubtless the development of the
submarine must lead to some modification of the rules of sea warfare, but
we insist that any such modification
take into account the interests of island powers as weil as continental
powers."
Shows Conservative Thought
' The fallacy, as well as the utter
selfishness, of a reactionary editorial
such as this is apparent at a glance,

TRIBUNE,

FRIDAY,

but it gives an indication of what the
Conservatives here think.
• "The Timos's" -eriticism of the President's speech follows: "Our chief
criticism of the President's speech is
that in its lofty flight of an ideal it
seems not to take into account certain
hard realities of the situation. We
would all rejoice to see some such
splendid vision as ho beholds clothed
in flesh and blood, and we are all
working toward it according to our
lights, but some of the proposals Mr.
Wilson puts forward assume that the
reign of righteousness on earth is already within our reach."
The paper then goes on to point out
that the President's suggestions about
the freedom of the seas and the prohibition of secret international understandings depend entirely upon the formation of a league of nations, and are
impracticable until that time. This
seems to indicate that the attitude of
"The Times" is this: That it will support such fair views if a league of nations is established, but will not commit itself in favor of such propositions until then. Moreover, it is significant of this journal's attitude that
it says, as above, that every one is
working towards President Wilson's
ideals "according to our lights." In
other words, "The Times" and the body
of conservative opinion it represents
have other methods than the President's for achieving international settlement.
Naturally, the President's message to
Russia, which the British Labor party
regards as without question the most
magnificent manifesto that could possibly have been sent to the Russians
to-day, does not please "The Times."
Its reticence to attack these suggestions, however, bears witness to the
enormaus change in opinion here,
which has now become sympathetic
toward Russia.
"President Wilson's wishes for a
democratic Russia and his hopes for
her future," the paper continues, "are
in a very special degree the wishes and
hopes of our own people. We doubt,
however, whether he entirely appreciates the actual position of Russia or
the real authority and intentions of
the Bolsheviki."
Asks Certain Modifications
"The Morning Post" is not half so
militaristic as might be supposed. "We
a^e compelled to believe that certain
conditiosn of the President's speech
require modification," it says. "Before
we can subscribe to freedom of navigation upon the seas outside of territorial waters, alike in peace and in war,
we must consider the matter more in
detaiL As matters stand, the English
are justified in claiming that by them
true freedom of the seas has won and
given freely to the world, nor can we
understand what better guarantee than
ours is proposed.
"In regard to the proposed league
of nations, we again require information, and meantime accept the idea as
an aim for the future, with certain
reservations."
This, the conservative opinion of
England, is the only remaining opposition to complete concord between Britain and America so far as war aims are
concerned. The Laborites and Liberals
are growing more enthusiastic than
ever to-day, as the full purport of the
President's inspiring message is sinking in.

Germans Said to
Have Asked Sweden
For Mediation
PETROGRAD, Jan. 9.—The German
delegations in Petrograd are reported
by 'The Evening Post" to have got
into touch with the Swedish Legation
here and to have expressed the desire
that Sweden act as a go-between with
Great Britain, France and Italy.
The German delegations in Petrograd were sent to take up with the
Russians questions such as resumption
of commercial relations and release of
certain classes of prisoners. . So far as
is known, they were not charged with
political affairs, and in ordinary circumstances the German government
would not employ such agents in seeking Sweden's services as mediator.
Negotiations would be carried on directly with the Swedish Minister at
Berlin or through the German Minister
at Stockholm.

JANUARY

eral days past, emitting showers of
stones and ashes. The population in
the region is alarmed at the demonstrations-of activity frop--**!i_,.. crater.
It is reported that the town of Banos,
at the foot of the volcano, has been
destroyed.
Banos is famed for its hot mineral
springs, which maintain a temperature
of 130 degrees Fahr. It is situated 105
miles northeast of Guayaquil.
a

IND OVERCOATS
|nerly $20 to $35

To Repudiate

JLour first package will

Russian Debt

French Chamber
Now to Discuss
Diplomacy in War
PARIS, Jan. 10.—The government
has accepted discussion of its diplomatic conduct of the .war^aj' to-mor.xow. This announcement was made in
the Chamber of Deputies to-day.
The Socialist Deputjjl M. Mayeras,
expressed the hope thatsthe government would make a definj.£e declaration.
He regretted that the French statesmen
had allowed themselves to be anticipated by Premier Lloyd George and
President Wilson.
The President of the United States,
he said, had once morei spoken to the
world as he would have liked France
to speak. Victorious since the Marne,
declared M. Mayeras, it was France's
place to spealc
■

Anthracite Production
Running at Maximum
PHILADELPHIA, Jan. 10.—The production of bard coal is now at substantially teh maximum poin: possible, with
the present working force, says a statement issued to-night by the general
committee of anthracite operators.
"The army of anthracite mine workers, as shown by figures compiled today, now numbers 152,000. This compares with 177,000 in 3916. It is believed that virtually 100 per cent results are now obtained from the present labor supply.
There is now a larger (production per
d<y and a larger number of darys
workld per month than ever before.
This is demonstrated by the^ fact 'that
with one-seventh reduction in mineworking forces, the actual output of
anthracite for 1917 was increased by
about one-seventh.
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Revolutionaries

Small Bondholders
Will Be Protected
Workmen

and

FATIMA

Peasants

A Sensible Cigarette

Will Receive Back 75 Per
Cent of Money Lent
LONDON, Jan. 10.—The Bolshevik
government intends to publish a decree within a few days cancelling the
Russian national debt, telegraphs the
correspondent at Petrograd of "The
Manchester Guardian." The correspondent understands the decree will
contain these provisions:
First—All loans and Treasury bonds
held by foreign subjects, abroad or in
Russia, are repudiated.
Second—Loans and Treasury bonds
held by Russian subjects possessing
more than 10,000 rubles ($5,000) in
capital are repudiated.
Third—Loans and Treasury bonds
held by Russian citizens possessing
capital in loan scrip or deposits not
exceeding 1,000 rubles are to receive
5 per cent interest on the nominal
value of the loan, and those possessing
10,000 rubles are to receive 3 per cent.
Fourth—Workmen
and
peasants
holding 100 rubles' worth of loans or
bonds may sell their holdings to the
state at 75 per cent of its nominal
value. Those holding 600 rubles' worth
may sell it at 70 per cent of its nominal value.
Dividends Suspended
The Bolsheviki, a Reuter's dispatch
from Petrograd says, have issued a decree suspending all payments of dividends by private companies. The government also has forbidden transactions in stocks pending the issuance of
ordinances relating to the further nationalization of production and determining the amount of interest payable
by private companies.
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THE trouble with most
popular priced clothes is
that they look alike—that is
why we prefer to make Saks
suits and overcoats at $23 ourselves.
<J As producers we are not
only able to make our models
more individual, but we also
maintain a standard of workmanship that would be impossible in clothing burdened with
a second profit.
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Class 1 Men Barred

1$ Care and Skill is behind
every stitch in our suits and
overcoats at $23. You cannot
do better at this price anywhere.
V v.ij

at
$23

WASHINGTON, Jan. 10.—Draft men
placed in Class 1 of the selective service will not receive commissions in
the non-combatant arms of the service,
under a resolution adopted by the War
Council and approved to-day by Secretary Baker.
It is the announced purpose of the
War Department to draw fighting men
from this class of registrants and the
department is said to be determined
to prevent further inroads upon the
nation's fighting material for staff positions unless there is substantial reason.
Further expansion of the commissioned personnel of the non-combatants
arms will be made by drawing from
men in the deferred classes.

Saks Clothes are Saks made

Broadway at 34th St.

"Princess" Indicted as Forger
Of Will of Late Queen Lil

HONOLULU, Jan. 10.—"Princess"
rheresa Belliveau, Sam Kamakai and
H. Kealoha were indicted here yesterday, it became known to-day, in connection with the recent filing of the
purported will of -the late Queen Lili•
uokalani, which named "Princess"
Ecuador Town Reported
Belliveau as the chief legatee.
The indictments charge the "PrinDestroyed by Volcano cess"
with having forged the late
QUAYAQUIL, EcuadoT, Jan. 10.—The Queen's name to the alleged will.
volcano of Tunguragua, in Central Kamakai and Kealoha are charged
Ecuador, has been in eruption for sev- with having abetted the forgery.
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Largest showing of men's shirts ever made in open view at one time—to the best
of our knowledge.
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Men's *5.00 Skating Shoes
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Specializes in ArmyShoes, and is New York Headquarters for the famous Dou[ hboy
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324 size 17
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Also, TODAY
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at a discount of 25%
Irrnerits offered are equally as
JJpring as for the Winter season
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Ian the present regular prices.

show you the common
sense of choosing
Fatima — a balanced
Turkish blend that never
disturbs or irritates.
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of Clothing

Bolsheviki
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SAN FRANCISCO, Jan. 10.—The use
of a submarine to transport arms and
ammunition from China to India, in
order that British missionaries and
agents in China might not become suspicious, was suggested by Indian revolutionary leaders, according to documentary evidence introduced at the
trial here to-day of several Hindus and
others accused of conspiring in this
country to set up a Hindustani republic. The evidence also purported to
chow that $30,000 was obtained from
the German Foreign Office to aid the
work of the Indian revolutionists.
Other revolutionary plans indicated
by this evidence were:'
Subsidizing of two big Japanese
dailies.
Formation of a secret treaty between
China and Germany whereby the integrity of the former was to be maintained at all cost during the period of
the war and for five years thereafter
in return for an active Chinese participation in the Indian revolution. High
Chinese officials, including the President of the republic, were said in this
evidence to be favorable to such a
treaty.
The sending of two shiploads of1 arms
from Java to the India border under
the direction and assistance of German
agents.

Reduced to ®8.50
NOUNCE

1918

China-India Filibuster
Home and Foreign ObligaBy U-Boat Planned

Wilson's Speech May
Open Door to Peace,
Says Chilean Paper

'SANTIAGO, Chile, Jan. 10. —The
declared 'Mercurio" expresses the opinion that
President
Wilson's speech may open
to the
the door to peace. It adds:
"History will regard with admiration
Solution
of M. tbe attitude of President Wilson, with
I Frantrc. a sword in one hand and an olive

11,

The Annual Sale of men's suits and overcoats—the greatest clothing event of
America—all Wanamaker clothing—at $2,7.50, $22.50 and $17.50, for overcoats of $19 *
to $35 grades, and $24.50, $18.50 and $16.50 for suits of $19 to $32.50 grades.
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BAKER'S WAR REPOR'
HELD TO BE TOO ROSY'1
Senate Investigators Say Secretary Was Oversanguine in |
Statement to Committee; Charge "Rush Needs"
Re^er^nce Misleading; He Defends Language
. ,

__

sibly would be considered m the quai
equipped with artillery and artillery termaster general's department.or at
if waees in such sections as experience
least employed there to aid IUthe pur
ammunition.
any dSrth of men required for certain
Said the Senator
"Do you think," asked Senator Mc- chase of equipment.
fndustries.
This furlough, grantedL to
t Members of the Senate Committee skilled workmen, or men who y, ouia Kellar, Democrat, of Tennessee
that hotly:
n
It would he better to take the people
"T want to protest against his emon Military Affairs today told Secre- fill a want, would prevent^°h|c™tio
of labor and ease a situation that hugnt of the country into your confidence ployment in an/way. and. I base my Protary of War Baker that they considtest
on developments during this invest
and
let
them
know
that
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what
be
s{S™GrUaie_.Tohn McSparrant. .master;
ered the statement which he yesteryou say may be true nevertheless we gation."
G
d
r
r
r D eSli™dero o«i Sun- have not an adequate supply of. arday placed before them as entirely
ASKS ABOUT CONTRACTS
tySfred B™r.ckam. Charles Dlldine. William tillery in this country witn which to
The testimony given the committee by
"too rosy" and not in strict accord- Armstrong and George Jfeyws
H
train our troops and that every effort
State Frieratm of Lator-JWi
j David Kirschbaum, of Philadelphia,pga.
ance with the facts of the nation's
I should be made by all the people to tive to clauses in new contracts which
1
preparations for war.
get the men trained.'"
the War Department is putting out was
"Every effort should be made," said taken up by Senator Wadsworth v,ho
Secretary Baker was informed
,
Secretary
Baker,
"but
I
do
not
thmk
asked Secretary Baker, if the contracts
Senator "Wadsworlh, Republican, of
ft wise to inflict a doubt upon the were too drastic and if lie thought manNew York, that he feared the state- \ seventh vice president.
„„
Tc
nan
Blue Label League—J. B. Keenan 'district I people which you' do not entertain. ufacturers would sign them. He replied
ment would giVe the country the imI MS- statement says that the initial contractors were signing them. He said
State carpenters—Jamea Ryan
pression that there is no shortage of 0,'!ronnZCUy Trades Council-Robert W. Beat. 'rush needs are satisfied. It does not the board of standards, which was^ critiI say that the complete performance of cised, was selected by him to advise
equipment and supplies. In this fear
"Brotherhood of. Railroad Trainmen-George I the largest program has been accomhim.
Senator Wadsworth was joined by Senbrother of Raihvay Conductors--J. Gar- ! plished."
,
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Senator Weeks questioned Secretary;
ator Weeks, of Massachusetts, and
"Well, your statement does not Baker at length as to the powers of the
m
Brotherhood of Railroad Firemen-Vv. H
others, with the. result that for' more
make that impression upon me. W hat board of standards in fixing wages Sec^United Mine Workers-Thomas Brophy f think is a rush need is the training retary Baker said the board could recthan an hour the main purpose of the
president District No. ...
! of men in this country before we send ommend wages, but could not fix figures.
investigation was set aside and the
Expatiates on Aims of Coalition
I them to France."
It seems to me, said Senator Weeks,
War Secretary was examined upon exthat this committee may be competent
In expanding on the aims of this coali"Most of Our Work Ahead"
pressions which he used in his deto do one thing, but -social welfare and
tion, Phillips said:
scription of preparedness activities.
Said Senator Wadsworth
financial propositions do not always g
"This coalition is a part f the natin"Voiii- statement gives the impression! l"™:ther. * Billy Sunday is doing a wonSecretary Baker told Senator Wads11
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A lengthly discussion of the exac
ment regarding "rush necessities
Senahe differed with, him even on that as- |
meaning=of thephrase. "j-ushneeds" fol- 1 tor Weeks read to him testimony given
I sumption. "Of course," said the Sen- j
Secretary, Baker said that from by Major General Greble in reference to
1
ator, "if you confine what are termed, i
now on aritllery troops going abroad shortages of equipment at Camp Bowie
will have moe and more equipment, more Tex
This showed that rifles were 59
1 'rush needs' to the furnishing of guns j
In ref- per'cent short; bayonets, 65 per cent j
vorkinlman run parallel in many .eases. training here and less abroad.
to the troops upon their arrival in j
So why shouldn't we get together?
erence to powder supplies, the Secretary short Pistols, 86 per cent short; cart-!
I France, your statement may be cor- j
■■Do you understand this is along the «aid herather would discuss that subject vkrVbelts 59 per cent short; machine
rect, but I do not see how it can'be ! malls of the Non-Partisan League of the 'in executive session, but he told Senator guns", none on hand; twenty Colts sad
West and its alliance with labor?" he Weeks that if we have 2.000,000 in the to have been shipped; automatic rifles
given that,interpretation."
was asked.
' field a year from now; powder supplies 88/per cent short; three-inCh guns, 88.
"Yes, that is-the plan" he .replied will be adequate. ' He said the du Pont per cent short; six-inch howitzers none
Refers to Rush Needs
"and you might also say this is the first plant was working at a capacity and of hand; trench mortars, none on hand
■ /'No- one will ever suppose that we
howitzers, none on hand , ai
instance the plan has come to the East the product of that plant was allocated nne-nound
1
harness, 92 per cent short; horse
and Pennsylvania is the first State where between this country and the Allies.
have finished buying or manufacturFor the last hour of today's session, a |
ing," said Secretary Baker.
"What I i such an alliance has bfeen formed.
short one, because Secretary Baker had equipment, 81 per cent short; infantry
am referring to are the original rush
to attend a Cabinet meeting,-he was sub- ^uipment which includes haversack,
jected to a cross-fire of more or less first-aid pouches and canteens, 88 per
needs. The rush needs are such protrivial questions, prompted, it appeared, cent short'; small-arms ammunition, <o
visions as artillery and artillery amby constituents of the respective Sen- per cent short; artillery ammunition, 9o
munition as will adequately equip the
ators. He was asked about promotions
troops we are to use for defense and
in the army, about complaints that Pe"How lahyou conform this shortage
drafted men were not permitted to work | wit?your statement that there were no
| offensive operations. That need is sup! at their trades and other circumstances, j.emergency
requirements?"
asked the
Continued from Fage One
plied.- That it would be fortunate if
j Mr. Baker did not become irritated, but |
the supply is evident; that it will ever he displayed surprise several times, ex- Se t0
we had an accumulation of artillery
'
"l said the initial rush needs have
besSed is not so because when pressing ignorance of such details.
He:
and artillery ammunition for training
*e'get what we want we will need did say, however, that his department , been met," said Mr. Baker.
"The major generals who have testi
purposes on this side goes without,
has a labor classification bureau and
saying.
That we' are accumulating j m"is'that true," asked Senator Cham- that mechanical necessities of the army fled before the committee all admit that
they have machine-gun men, but no
berlain, "notwithstanding the debacle ,
Concluded on rase Three, Column Three i in Italy and the falling down of Rus- will be supplied from men in the ranks. guns," said Senator Hitchcock.
Yesterday Secretary Baker said the
"Yes " was the reply.
sia' When you made these estimates ' supply committee of the Council of NaSenator Htchcc,k-And, W «£«£
as to what was necessary to send over, tional Defense, had ceased to operate. He
thata
the time of these men is largely
did you have in contemplation that the was congratulated upon that by Senwasted without machine euns.,
French
Government's
manufacture ator McKellar.
Today the Senator ex- ■
Secretary Baker—I thmk these is a.
for us might have to be turned into pressed great surprise when Mr. Baker
period of "instruction which they could
manufacture for Italy?"
et it be known that Mr, "Bisenman posirofitably use if we had the guns
Secreta y Baker—There has been
Senator Hitchcock—Can you give any
no suggestion that the .Russian °t<
reason why 1200 of these machine guns
Italian situation would delay for a
Ire stoTed7 here and not sent to the
second the provision that they are
reaav to make for us. What I want the
^cretary Baker-I- assume, without
country to understand is that the
knowing, that they are for aircraft uses
trool,s in France will be aaequately
."d are not adapted to camp use. I do
-tfp
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BAKER'S WAR REPOR
HELD TO BE TOO ROSY'
Senate Investigators Say Secretary Was Oversanguine in
Statement to Committee; Charge "Rush Needs"
ee Misleading; He Defends Language
sibly would be considered in the quarof wages in such sections as experience equipped with artillery and artillery termaster general's department or at
ammunition.
least employed there to aid in the purany dearth of men required for certain
"Do you think," asked Senator Mc- chase of equipment. Said the Senator
>' Members of the Senate Committee Sffi^riSS!, m-'mln who" would Kellar Democrat, of Tennessee "that
hotly:
on Military Affairs today told Secre- flu a want, would prevent conscription it would be better to take the people
"I want to protest against his emease a situatlon that m Sht
of the country into your confidence ployment in any way, and I base my protary of War Baker that they eonsid- £ }*£££$
'
and
let
them
know
that
while
what
test
on developments during this mvestered .the statement which he yesterstate Grange—John McSparrant. master;
riffnrrl "Pint-hot William Creas:., ol oaia- you say may be true, nevertheless we gation."
day placed before them as entirely ^iJ°a. Democratic leader, of Columbia rCoun have not an adequate supply of ax' ASKS ABOUT CONTRACTS
tillery in this country with which to <
'tOO rosy" and not in Strict accord-1 ^rfstrons and George Meyers.
The testimony given the committee bytrain
our
troops
and
that
every
effort
|
ance with the facts of the nation's | ^state Federation C°V%^ s^etari
David Kirschbaum, of Philadelphia, relaPalps'; filsTvVce ££uld be made by all the people to , tive to clauses in new contracts which
preparations for wai
second vice presi(. tne men trained?"
^edSideitSUKer;FJ°We4. 'SSSSS'vice
pre
the War Department is putting out was
Secretary Baker was informed by dent' Theodore Eichhorn, third V!ce presi
"Every effort should be made," said . taken up by Senator Wadsworth. who
dent- R F. Kirchner, fourth vice president.
Senator Wadsworth, Republican, of Tp Bower, fifth vice president; J. H. Secretary Baker, "but I do not thmk asked Secretary Baker if the contracts
iiipp sixth vice president; Philip Wagaman, it wise to inflict a doubt upon the
New York, that he feared the state- seventh vice president.
were too drastic and if he thought manTc„„nan
Blue Label League—J. B. Keenari.
. . . A people which you' do not entertain ufacturers would sign them. He replied
ment would give the country the imState carpenters—James Ryan, district My statement says that the initial
contractors were signing them. He said
pression that there is no shortage of
°r!ronnZSity Trades Council-Robert W. Beat- rush needs are satisfied. It does not the board of standards,'which was critisav that the complete performance of cised, was selected by him tc advise
equipment and supplies. In this fear U
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen—George the largest program has been accomSenator Wadsworth was joined by Senhim.
^Brother
of Railway Conductors—J. Gar- plished."
Senator Weeks questioned Secretary,
ator Weeks, of Massachusetts, and
"Well,
your
statement
does
not
others, with the. result that for more ™ Brotherhood of Railroad Firemen—W. H make that impression upon me. TO hat Baker at length as to the powers of the
hoard of standards in fixing wages. Secthan an hour the main purpose of the ^United Mine Workers—Thomas Brophy I think is a rush need is the training
retary Baker said the board could recpresident. District No
of men in this country before we send ommend wages, but could not fix figures.
investigation was set aside and tlio
Expatiates
on
Aims
of
Coalition
i them to France."
War Secretary was examined upon exIt seems to me, said Senator Weeks,
Public Ledger Bureau
eau \
Washington, Jan .11 J

that this committee may be competent
"Most of Our Work Ahead"
to do one thing, but social welfare and
Said Senator Wadsworth; .
financial propositions do not always go
"Your statement gives the impression together. Billy Sunday is doing a wonthat everything is fine. I disagree with derful work, but could he settle a conyou. I do not believe the artillery pro- troversy between you and one of your j
erom is big enough I think we have
m
.
^'Tlfs joint committee will be at. Har- the most of our work ahead of us and employes %
"He possibly would err on the light
needs" of the armies had been ful- :, risbure during the sessions of the Legis- that the expression 'the rush needs' does
lature ^ndthe endeavor will be made for not give an accurate description of the side," said Mr. Baker.
filled. Senator Wadsworth replied that j the"farmer and the laborman to vote toTurning again to the Secretary s stategether whenever it is possible
Don t SltJ$*lenffthly discussion of the exact ment regarding "rush necessities," Senahe differed with, him even on that asunderstand we are getting together for meaning of thephrase. "rushneeds" fol- tor Weeks read to him testimony given
sumption. "Of course," said the Sen- j any purpose whereby the people are not
lowed. Secretary, Baker said that from by Major General Greble in reference to
ator, "if you confine what are termed i "oine to get square treatment. That is now on aritllery troops going abroad
shortages of equipment at Camp Bowie
not the else. But we have found out at
'rush needs' to the furnishing of guns j ast the interests of thefermer andI the will have moe and more equipment, more Tex
This showed that rifles were 59
In ref- per'cent short; bayonets, 65 per cent
to the troops upon their arrival in j workingman run parallel lnmany oases. training here and less abroad.
So why shouldn't we get togethei ?
erence to powder supplies, the Secretary short; pistols, 86 per cent short; cartPrance, your statement may be cor- i
"Do you understand this is along the said herather would discuss that subject ridge belts, 59 per cent short; machine
rect, but I do not see how it can 'be j plans of the Non-Partisan League of the in executive session, but he told Senator guns, none on hand; twenty Colts sad
West and its all.ance with labor? he Weeks that if we have 2.000,000 in the f„ have been shipped; automatic rifles
given that, interpretation."
field a year from, now; powder supplies 88/per cent short; three-inCh guns, 88,
was asked.
Refers to Rush Needs
"Yes, that is-the plan." he replied, will be adequate. ' He said the du Pont pel- cent short; six-inch howitzers none
"and you might also say this is the first plant was working at a capacity and or/hand; trench mortars, none on hand ,
,"No-one will ever suppose that we
instance the plan has come to the Last the product of that plant was allocated ofe-pound howitzers, none on hand; arhave finished buying or manufactur- and Pennsylvania is the first State where between this country and the Allies.
tillery harness, 92 per cent short; noise
such an alliance has bfeen formed.'
For the last hour of today's session, a
ing," said Secretary Baker. "What I
short
one,
because
Secretary
Baker
had
equipment, 81 per cent short; infantry
am referring to are the original rush
to attend a Cabinet meeting,-he was sub- equipment, which includes haversacks,
needs. The rush needs are such projected to a cross-fire of more or less first-aid pouches and canteens !>8 per
trivial questions, prompted, it appeared, cent short"; small-arms ammunition, <5
visions as artillery and artillery amby constituents of the respective Sen- per cent short; artillery ammunition, 9o
munition as will adequately equip the
ators. He was asked about promotions
troops we are to use for defense and
.„„„
in the army, about complaints that per cent short.
i
"How tern you conform this shortage
offensive operations. That need is supdrafted men were not permitted to work with your statement that there were no
at their trades and other circumstances.
Continued from Pago One
plied. That it would be fortunate if
j emergency requirements?" asked the
Mr. Baker did not become irritated, but
the supply is evident; that£ vrt" ever . „,„„»,^_„.^^^-™
^
we had an accumulation of artillery
Se
"'It0said the initial rush needs have j
oe saiisucn
±» .ivbe
satisfied is
not ~->
so .because wne
orance of
of such
such details.
details. He
He |
and artillery ammunition for training
pressing ien
ignorance
we'get what we want we will need did say, however, that his department ! been met," said Mr. Baker.
r i
purposes on this side goes without j
"The major generals who have testihas a labor classification bureau and fied before the committee all admit that
saying.
That we" are accumulating I
"Is that true," asked Senator Cham- that mechanical necessities of the army
berlain, "notwithstanding the debacle will be supplied from men in the ranks. thev have machine-gun men, but no
Soncluiled on rase Tliree, Column Three i
guns," said Senator Hitchcock.
in Italy and the falling down of RusYesterday Secretary Baker said the
sia' When you made these estimates supply committee of the Council of Na"Yes," was the reply.
Senator Htchccck—And, they admit
as to what was necessary to send over, tional Defense had ceased to operate. He
thata
the time of these men is largely
did you have in contemplation that the was congratulated upon that by SenFrench
Government's
manufacture
wasted without machine gunsator JMcKellar. Today the Senator exSecretary Baker-I think there is a
for us might have to be turned into pressed great surprise when Mr. Baker
I period of instruction which they could
manufacture for Italy?"
let it be known that Mr. Bisenman pos- profitably use if we had the guns.
Secreta y Baker—There has been
Senator Hitchcock—Can you give any
ho suggestion that the Russian or
reason why 1200 of these machine guns
Italian situation would delay for a
are stored here and not sent to the
second the provision that they are
readv to make for us. What I want the
^Secretary Baker—I assume, without
country to understand is that the
knowing, that they are for aircraft uses
troops in France will be adequately
and are not adapted to camp use. I do
not know that.
Senator Hitchcock:
"No, they appeal
to be ground guns."
Senator Hitchcock asked Mr. Baker
why the production of factories turning
out Lewis guns at the rate of 1800 a
month could not be used for this country
Mr. Bakdr said he understood
contracts had been made for this pu*

pressions which he used in his description of preparedness activities.
Secretary Baker told Senator Wadsj worth that he meant to convey to the
i country the impression that the "rush

in expanding on the aims of this coalition, Phillips said :
"This coalition is a part f the natiiiwide raveme.it that will take place welding the farmers and the laborers tgefher for their own and the good of the

Baker's War Talk
Called 'Too Rosy'

130SG

1 From this point on Secretary Bak*
i'was closely examined by Senator Vv eerj
as to the needs of Camp Bowie. He re
plied, in respect to each article of equip
ment, that they were in largeproductioi
an denroute to that and other camps p'
wouldbe shipped in the near future.
Senator Frelinghuysen, of New Jer
sey, sai dtonight that he would questio'
Secretary Baker tomorrow on the d<
tails of the construction of the cantor
ments.
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■■ r coura~give some persdhal illustrations of the rather manly and practical
value which a man gets from his colleKe fraternities. In the ourdensome
responsibilities with which I have been
charged I have had hands reached out
fo help from all parts of the United
States, at all hours of the day ana
nieht My mall from France Is rather
"everely censored, even when it comes
to me. But it has things in t which I
lvalue very much more than
doth
things the censor cuts out. 1 tet mesISol inspiration; I get pledges of,
foyalty to the country and I get expressions of a point of view of the
'writers of those letters that fraternity
i loyalty to the principles of the fraternity have by a very slight transmutation become the fundamentals of patrotism and what was growing; in the
green at college, blossoms at this kind
of emergencv into the splendid flower

DECEMBER 29, 1917.

" Think of the state oi the minds of gladness over the whole face of this
the people in which this is possible.
that when the test came between
That their representative regards him- country
the true and the false, this country that
self as the ally of the Almighty. He most of all loves peace and justice has
speaks of God as his own ally. He realised on which side to cast its lot.
talks to his people of a supernatural
is sending over seas its choice young
relationship between himself and that It
men to join bands with the heroes of
God, who has always been regarded by France,
Great Britain, and our other
all civilized people as tne incarnation allies to of
vindicate the right of free peoM
of all moralitv An T while, ho i.
ples,
and
to
come home with the victory
that, speaking that name, his people which will make
all mankind the
are worshiping It, and at the same right to the large for
development of those
time tolerating the attack of subma- generous and noble
emotions
that we
Peace Only When Savagery Is
rines, sinking ships of peaceful commerce, without a trace, and in the love.
"
Without
knowing
it.
our
task
Defeated, He Tells Phi
moonlight on the cold and wintry seas seemed to us merely of perfecting has
the
leaving women and children close to character of young men in order that,
Gamma Deltas.
nameless graves in order that they may thev might be good citizens, but we did
so terrify the world and be so terrible not know the contents of that dream at.
to mankind that no one would dare re- that time. And now we find that, having
sist them no matter how iniquitous made them good citizens, we had made
WAR IS AGAINST MISRULE
they may be.
•them good soldiers. We find that we
have made it possible for them to do
The t,usltauia's Real Tragedy
their part to see that the world shall be
May Be Long, Secretary Adds, , of loyalty and willingness to die for '■ You have airplanes raiding unforti- freed from the menace of a triumphant
^
ideals
which
men
acquire.
fied
places
and
dropping
bombs
from
barbarism.
but It Would Be Irreligious
" About two months ago I was at a the sky on children as they go to the • " I have no doubt as to the outcome
place where there was a regiment formed candy store or as they assemble in of this war; it would be irreligious to
to Doubt Its Outcome.
doubt. It may be long or it may be
in the far Northwest of • foresters, all
enlisting in the regular army. It was school.' Foes and neutral friends alike short; I have no means of knowing. But j
by those who were there that are slaughtered by stealth. In other the end will come when civilization wins
Speaking within forty-eight hours suggested
perhaps the boys woulcP like to shake
you have a state of the national against barbarism. The result of the
after the receipt in this country of the hands with several of us represent !ng words,
conscience of Germany which under the war will not be the taking away from
Kaiser's latest peace terms, Secretary the Government. We formed in a Uiie. will and at the behest of its ruling somebody el*e of something that is his,
a donation of new liberty, a gift of ,
of War Baker declared last night that The third man who shook hands with me power or misruling, reaches a mora. but
me the ' grip.' 1 asked myself at and national deprivation that fastens new opportunities, to all men every- j
the war would not end until all danger gave
once; ' What docs that mean? ' Does it on wholesale assassination as a substi- where.
of a " triumphant barbarism " had been mean that tl?e college boys and the fra- tU e 01 a
" There is one other thought. I want to i
" To mI the tragedy of the sinking impress. This war will not be over when 1
removed, until civilization had defeated ternity.boys are enlisting in the ranks?
it
is over. When the treaty of peace— ]
Does
it
mean
that
these
boys
from
Monof
the
Lusitania
is
not
the
white-robed
savagery. In an address at the annual tana, and Idaho, and the Far West habes and women, Americans though whatever
it li—however it is made, is
dinner of the Phi Gamma Delta fra- States have come into this regiment »nd they were, whose bones are now under signed, there will still be heroic tasks
ternity, of which he is a member, at are going to France, putting their edu- the English Channel. Jhe tragedy is to be done. The waste and destruction
on one side, any superior oppor- not that loss of life, sad as that is and which have gone on in the world and
the Hotel Astor last night, the Secre- cation
tunities they have had on one side, and always will be, but'the tragedy of this the Incalculable loss to mankind leave
tary of War delivered In measured accepting simply the service, of a soldier? great event was the approval of it by the reconstruction ta.sk to be done.
When I was a boy I remember that I
terms and scathing language an indict- I began to ask these 1,500 men as they the conscience of the German people.
"Now that thought gives me an op- used to look at the men who" had been
by how many were college men. and
ment of the German Government and its went
out of that crowd of 1,500 men fully a portunity to say something about fra- in the civil war and think how splendid
rule, " or misrule," of the German peo- third of them were college men, and I ternities'at this period in the life orthe it must have been to be born at a time,
am quite certain that as many as twen- nation. We spend our time as boys in when you were young and could take a
ple.
acquiring a sort of moral outfit part in that kinH of fighting. I rather
He told his fraternity mates that the ty-five or thirty were members of our college
a mental outfit to carry us through commiserated with myself that I had
high ideals they learned ir. their college- fraternity.
life; then when we get out of college, been born In a flat and uninteresting
Work of the Training Caiups.
we go off into our several occupations, period of history. Yet, how different
days were like those which actuate
" Just recently this Government has Tome to become doctors others law- lit is:
America now. and of which G .-rmany
" This war will have for you young
yers others merchants, and we become
i.nows not. lie said' that the response had to call from the ranks of civil life a nhsnrbed in these things of dally life, men who are still in college the heroic
of the college fraternity men of the na- great number of men to be rapidly placing and reaping, depositing arid task—the holding the mental and moral
interest, narrowing the circle balance of this world straight until this
tion to their country's call was an earn- made into officers. The response ca.me drawing
of our friendships. Each of us seems reconstruction can be. done and until
est of the high teachings of their col- in tens of thousands to the invitation. to be in a sense losing our grip upon civilization can learn to walk again, to
legiate brotherhoods. After his ar- Training camps, sol up for the training our ideals and upon those generous start off again for the high goal that is
raignment of the principles of the Ger- ot these officers, overflowed with men emotions which are our principal assets sought.
"So that vou boys who are still in
minds had been trained in the j as vouths. We regard it as In, a sense
man Government, and his vivid word whose
college, whose bodies had been made unmanly to take out our ideals and look college will find the duty not only of
picture of what the success of the supple, lithe, and strong on the college atThem and see whether they are really equipping vour life with friendships
will be sweet and wholesome to
Kaiser's arms would mean to the world, athletic field and whose spirit of fair polished up. We really ask ourselves that
whose love of justice, whose ad- whether we have any ideals. And yet the end, but to equip yourselves for
the Secretary of War brought prolonged play,
herence to principles had been engen- these things we learned in the college the great tasks that await you in the
economic and political reconstruction
cheers when he said :
dered by the fraternization of the col- fraternity. ^ ^ bookg
pSychoiogy
that must come after the war. look" I have no dcubt of the outcome of lege atmosphere.
ing along the table here 1 see my
"
This
miracle
came
to
us.
Scorning
which
I
read
when
I
was
in
college
the
this war; it would be irreligious to to be a nation In times ot peace armed story was told of an old man who was friends,
men whom I learned to love
to the teeth to set upon any weaker about to die who had never been known v jars SJfO, and though I. do not ; e
doubt."
from one year's end" to ariolner,
" The war may be" long or short," he nation we might find, we have, sho'vn bv the People in his village to have been thein
that, a peace-loving democracy, giving
of that village since a child when I love them and I know they love mfi
said; " I cannot tell; I have no means of ts time to the development of the prog- out
he was brought by his mother. As and the knowledge hepls mo. Rememknowing.
But civilization will win ress of civilization, when the emergency those who were near him heard him ber this, the preparation you are going
against barDariem."
came, had but to touch the magnet of talking in an unfamiliar language they through in collegeV the training of your
its spirit. Such a democracy came to sought an explanation, and brought in mind, acquiring of a set of moral hab^
Secretary Baker's Speech.
teach that out of its spiri it would people from the village to see if any its, the training of your point of view,
" There Is a mysterious misunder- bring men ready and able o assimila le of the foreign-speaking persons could in- is giving you power to influence hisextra, training necessary to give terpret them. ' He is speaking He- tory, and you will be in your turn the
standing about .my appearance here to- the
this nation a body of officers second to brew ' a Jewish rabbi said. Afterward men who will uphold the traditions of
night." Secretary Baker said; " It seems none In any army of the world.
If it was discovered that when he was a America."
Vice President Marshall, who was to
to have been the general view that I this war has taught us nothing else but child from two to six years of age
that,
the
lesson
is
one
of
incalculable
he had lived in the house of a Jewish have spoken at the dinner, was not able
came here to give a lecture, and the value.
I cannot, now say how much rabbi, and had heard the rabbi recit- to leave his duties in Washington. T.
fact is that I readily and eagerly ac- military preparation the ITnied States ing in Hebrew, and in a lapse of sixty DImner Beeber presided and Justice Ancepted a chance to escape for a moment should have, nor how long It takes to years out of that sunken conscience drew A. Adams paid a tribute to Secresoldiers or to make officers, but
the familiar recollections of the tary Baker. The Rev. Dr. Charies Prosfrom the responsibility In Washington make
I am recording what has already hap- came
language that he learned when he was per'o Fagnani spoke on "God, the Kaiser,
in order that I might refresh my spirit pened as a vindication of our life. It young.
and Newton D. Baker." He said that
, .
,
bv coming in contact with a group of has given us two great reassurances:
"So it Is with the things we learn to- the war was a struggle " between the
men who for very many years have iFrst, a fine and big justice-loving arid day
German race and the human race." As
to
love
in
college.
They
are
rarely
been my most intimate and tender progressive civilization like ours does forgotten, the nameless acts of love and a. clerygman, he said that if God was
friends, and whose faces appear to me not enfeeble Its people as was ohfce kindness that pass between young men the god of the Kaiser, he would spit in
in the dark when I feel in need of supposed, and. second, that if we did in college. We lose that capacity of put- his face. He said that the Kaiser's
svmpathy and comfort. And I also came not bow to an autocrat nor spend 40 ting
our arms around each other which god was not the god of civilized people,
because I knew that this gathering years grinding our swords when the
in college have. With unselfish and that the Allies would smash the
each year has as a special component emergency came, we were able, to meet boys
Arthur
willingness
to help others advance, with German god into fragments.
the voung men still in college to whom the test.
pride
the achievement of our asso- Williams, Food Administrator for the
" We have almost the last semblance ciates, inthat
fraternity is as yet a deep and unbeState
of
New
York,
also
spoke.
spirit of fair play and love
known expectation, young men who will of divine right, so-called, merging, as it
At the afternoon session of the annual
which makes possible that
J
ask themselves what is the beyond ot were, from the dark ages a.nd going of Justice
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of the service
brothersliip the college boys give with- the new spirit of modern times in which thing touches the spring of great emo- of members. Thebecause
report of the Board
out question.
' . .,
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- the individual happiness of the least citiArchons said of the war service of
" I am going to ask the pardon of zens of a community is the general well- tions, so comes the resurgence of those of
things, and we vibrate with them, and Phi Gamma Delta members:
those in this company if I address my- fare of the body politic.
As more reports have been coming
" We find that the forty years which so, in an hour like this, when civiliza- in " the
self more particularly to the younger
percentage of men entering Govfaces barbarism, when all that
persons in this room. I can remember Germany has spent since 1870, if we tion
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of
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right
to
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to
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ourselves,
to
a man ought to surround his life with spent in the preparation of armies or in
40 or 45 per cent, of our active
in order to make it most useful and the training of men. But the signifi- make progress in the world, and to have that
members
have
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college on account of
correspondingly most happy for him- cance of the process of German mili- free minds and a free conscience. When the war."
self. And as each year has gone by tary education lies in this thought—in
H.
B.
Hall,
Field
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and separated me from that choice those forty years, with what was back
fraternity, said in his report: "It will
place. I have looked back with envy of it, she has acquired in a governing
be
of
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to
follow Phi Gamupon those young men and have ac- class a complete domination over the
ma Delta's course in war. She has alcepted these annual opportunities of minds of her people, so that at the com
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" Think of the state oi me minds of
over the whole face of this
the people in which this is possible. gladnessthat
when the test came between
That their representative regards him- country
the
true
and
the false, this country that
self as the ally of the Almighty. He most of all loves
and justice has
speaks of God as his own ally. He realized on which peace
side to cast its lot.
talks to his people of a supernatural It is sending over seas
its
choice young
relationship between himself and that men to ioin hands with the
of
God, who has always been regarded by- France of Great Britain, and heroes
other
all civilized people as tne incarnation allies to vindicate the right of our
free
peoM
of all moralitv Ar.1 while ho l!
and to come home with the victory
that, speaking that name, his people ples,
which will make for all mankind the
are worshiping It, and at the same right
to the large ■ development of those
time tolerating the attack of subma- generous
and noble emotions that we
Peace Only When Savagery Is
rines, sinking ships of peaceful com- love.
merce, without a trace, and in the
"
Without,
it. our task has
Defeated, He Tells Phi
moonlight on the cold and wintry seas seemed to usknowing
merely of perfecting the |
leaving women and children close to character of young
men
In order that
Gamma Deltas.
nameless graves in order that they may thev might be good citizens,
we did
so terrify the world and be so terrible not know the contents of thatbut
dream at
to mankind that no one would dare re- that time. And now we find that,
sist them no matter how iniquitous made them good citizens, we hadhaving
made
WAR IS AGAINST MISRULE ^^^^^^^J^J^^ they
may be.
them good soldiers. We find that we
—
I of'emergency into the splendid flower
have
made
it
possible
for
them
to
do
The Lusltauia's Real Tragredy.
their part to see that the world shall be
"
You
have
airplanes
raiding
unfortiIt May Be Long, Secretary Adds, of loyalty and willingness to die for
freed from the menace of a triumphant
ideals which men acquire.
fied places and dropping bombs from barbarism.
but It Would Be Irreligious
" About two months ago I was at a the sky on children as they go to the ■ " I have no doubt as to the outcome
place where there was a. regiment formed candy store or as they assemble in of this war; it would be irreligious to
to Doubt Its Outcome.
in the far Northwest of - foresters, all
doubt. It may be long or it may be
enlisting in the regular army. It was school." Foes and neutral friends alike short; I have no means of knowing. But j
suggested by those who were there that are slaughtered by stealth. In other the end will come when civilization wins ,
Speaking within forty-eight hours perhaps
the boys would"' like to shake
ja, you have a "state of the national against barbarism. The result of the
after the receipt in this country of the hands with several of us represent 'ng , wor(
war will not be the taking away from
conacience of Germany which under the
Kaiser's latest peace terms, Secretary the Government. We formed in a liae. j will an(j at the behest of its ruling somebody eU;e of something that is his,
of War Baker declared last night that The third man who shook hands with me „ower or misruling, reaches a mora but a donation of new liberty, a gift of ;
me the ' grip.' J asked myself at | £n<j natlonal deprivation that fastens new opportunities, to all men every-:
the war would not end until all danger gave
once: 'What does that mean? ' Hoe' it on wholesale assassination as a substi- where.
of a " triumphant barbarism " had been mean that the college boys and the f'ra- tU e
" There is one other thought I want to i
" To°'mIathe tragedy of the sinking impress. This war will not be over when
removed, until civilization had defeated . ternity. boys are enlisting in the ranis?
Does
it
mean
that
these
boys
from
MonIt
is over. When the treaty of peace— |
of
the
Lusitania
is
not
the
white-robed
savagery. In an address at the annual tana; and Idaho, and the Far West •babes and women, Americans though whatever
it 1.4—however it is made, Is |
dinner of the Phi Gamma Delta fra- States have come into this regiment and they were, whose bones are now under signed, there will still be heroic tasks
ternity, of which he is a member, at are going to France, putting their edu- the English Channel. The tragedy is to be done. The waste and destruction
on one side, any superior oppor- not that loss of life, sad as that is and which have gone on in the world and
the Hotel Astor last night, the Secre- cation
tunities they have had on one side, and always will be, but the tragedy of this the Incalculable loss to mankind leave
tary of War delivered in measured accepting simply the service, of a soldier? great event was the approval of it by the reconstruction task to be done.
When I was a boy I remember that I
terms and scathing language an indict- I began to ask these 1,500 men as they the conscience of the German people.
by how many were college men, and
Now that thought gives me an op- used to look at the men who had been
ment of the German Government and Its went
out of that crowd of 1,500 men fully a Dortunlty to say something about fra- ln tne clvii war and think how splendid
rule, " or misrule," of the German peo- third of them were college men, and I ternities at this period in the life of the lt mUst have been to be born at a time
am quite certain that as many as twen- nation We spend our time as boys in wnell you -were young and could take a
ple.
acquiring a sort of moral outfit part in that kintl of fighting. I rather
He told his fraternity mates that the ty-five or thirty were members of our college
a mental outfit to carry us through commiserated with myself that 1 ha,d
high ideals they learned in their college fraternity.
life- then when we get out of college been born ln a flat and uninteresting
Work of the Training Camps.
days were like those which actuate
we 'go off into our several occupations, period of history. Yet, how different
" Just recently this Government has some to become doctors, others law- it is:
America now. find of which G .rmany
yers? others merchants, and we become
" This war will have for you young
j.nows not. He said' that the response had to call from the ranks of civil life a absorbed in these things of daily life. men who are still in college the heroic
of the college fraternity men of the na- great number of men to be rapidly Planning and reaping, depos ting afl9 task—the holding the mental and moral
of this world straight until this
tion to their country's call was an earn- made into officers. The response came drawing interest, narrowing the circle balance
Zur friendships. Bach of us seems reconstruction can be done and until
est of the high teachings of their col- in tens of thousands to the invitation. of
to be in a sense losing our grip upon civilization can learn to walk again, to
legiate brotherhoods. After his ar- Training camps, set up for the training our ideals and upon those generous start off again for the high goal that Is
raignment of the principles of the Ger- of these officers, overflowed with men emotions which are our principal assets sought.
"So that vou boys who are still m
minds had been trained in the a™vouths. We regard it as It* a sense
man Government, and his vivid word whose
college, whose bodies had been made unmanly to take out our ideals and look college will find the duty not only of
picture of what the success of the supple, lithe, and strong on the college « them and see whether they are really equipping Vour life with friendships
Kaiser's arms would mean to the world, athletic field and whose spirit of fair polished up. We really ask ourselves that will be sweet and wholesome to
whose love of justice, whose ad- whether we have any ideals. And yet the end, but to equip yourselves for
the Secretary of War brought prolonged play,
herence to principles had been engen- these things we learned in the college the great tasks that await you in the
economic and political reconstruction
cheers when he said:
dered by the fraternization of the col- fr
" I^one of the books on psychology that must come after the war. Hook" I have no doubt of the outcome of lege atmosphere.
"
This
miracle
came
to
us.
Scorning
along the table here I see my
which
I
read
when
I
was
In
college
the
this war; it would be irreligious to to be a nation in times of peace armed storv was told of an old man who was ing
friends, men whom I learned to love
to the teeth to set upon any weaker about to die who had never been known v .a.rs a TO. and though I do not rve
doubt."
from one year's end to another,
" The war may be long or short." he nation we might find, we have she%n bv the people in his village to have been them
that a peace-loving democracy, giving out of that village since a child when I love them and I know they love me
said; " I cannot, tell; I have no means of j Is
time to the development of the prog- he was brought by his mother. As and the knowledge hepls me. Rememknowing.
But civilization will win ress of civilization, when the emergency those who were near him heard him ber this, the preparation you are going
came, had but fco touch the magnet of talking In an unfamiliar language they through in college, the training of your
against barbarism."
its spirit. Such a democracy came to sought an explanation, and brought in mind, acquiring of a set of mo/al habr
Secretary Bnkcr's Speech.
teach that out of its spiri it would people from the village to see if any its, the training of your point of view,
" There is a mysterious misunder- bring men ready and able o assimilate of the foreign-speaking persons could in- is giving you power to influence hisextra, training necessary to give terpret them. ' He is speaking He- tory, and you will be in your turn the
standing about my appearance here to- the
this nation a body of officers second to brew ' a Jewish rabbi said. Afterward men who will uphold the traditions of
night." Secretary Baker said; " It seems none in any army of the world.
If it was discovered that when he was a America."
Vice President Marshall, who was to
to have been the general view that I this war has taught us nothing else but child from two to six years of age
that,
the
lesson
is
one
of
Incalculable
he had lived in the house of a Jewish have spoken at the dinner, was not able
came here to give a lecture, and the value.
I cannot, now say how much rabbi, and had heard the rabbi recit- to leave his duties in Washington. T.
fact is that- I readily and eagerly ac-' military preparation the Unied States ing in Hebrew, and in a lapse of sixty Dlmner.Beeber presided and Justice Ancepted a chance to escape for a moment should have, nor how long it takes to years out of that sunken conscience drew A. Adams paid a tribute to Secresoldiers or to make officers, but
tary Baker. The Rev. Dr. Charies Prosfrom the responsibility in Washington make
I am recording what has already hap- came the familiar recollections of the perb Fagnani spoke on "God, the Kaiser,
in order that I might refresh my spirit pened as a vindication of our life. It language that he learned when he was and Newton D. Baker." He said that
by coming in contact with a group of has given us two great reassurances: young.
"So it is with the things we learn to- the war was a struggle " between the
men who for very many years have iFrst, a fine and big justice-loving arid day
to love in college. They are rarely German race and the human race." As
been my most intimate and tender progressive civilization like ours does forgotten,
the nameless acts of love and a clerygman, he said that if God was
friends, and whose faces appear to me not enfeeble its people as was once kindness that
between young men the god of the Kaiser, he would spit in
in the- dark when I feel in need of supposed, and, second, that if we did in college. We pass
lose that capacity of put- his face. He said that the Kaiser's
svmpathy and comfort. And I also came not bow to an autocrat nor spend 40 ting our arms around
each other which god was not the god of civilized people,
because I knew that this gathering years grinding our swords when the
in college have. With unselfish and that the Allies would smash the
■ each year has as a special component emergency came, we were able to meet boys
Arthur
willingness to help others advance, with German god into fragments.
' the voung men still in college to whom the test.
pride in the achievement of our asso- Williams, Food Administrator for the
" We have almost the last semblance ciates,
i fraternity is as yet a deep and unbethat spirit of fair play and love State of New York, also spoke.
of divine right, so-called, merging, as it of Justice
: known expectation, young men who will
At the afternoon session of the annual
makes
wuit;, uum
from the
uie uaiK
dark ages anu
and going
going i ***- j«^^.^.^ which
., ,
7, .. possible
„ i„„, that
„. ^
ask themselves what is the beyond ot were,
scorning of things that are low and convention, the fraternity decided to
\ fraternitv after the college door has back to a period In the History of man mean,
form
the " Fiji Purple Legion " as a
"that
love
of
the
beautiful,
that
' closed, What effect has it upon the when the people were bo'rn into th
It will be made up of
of the true, which we as young war measure.
j man's life, and what verity is there in world only that they might serve as worship
members
of Phi Gamma Delta over
men
have,
is
forgotten
sometimes
in
the
backs to carry their masters. And so
1I the institution that would make the
or in the counting room, grinding conscription age, whose duties shall be
man to find in later life the loyalty, the we have these remnants and survival of office,
along with the day's business, but when to look after the welfare of college
i enthuaiasm which in a moment of early mediaevallsm facing in a final struggle the
real superior call comes, when some- chanters, depleted because of the service
brothership the college boys give with- the new spirit of modern times in which thing
touches the spring of great emo- of members. The report of the Board
the Individual happiness of the least citiout question.
•
Archons said of the war service of
"I am going to ask the pardon of zens of a community is the general weli- tions, so comes the resurgence of those of
things,
and we vibrate with them, and Phi Gamma Delta members:
those in this company if I address my- fare of the body politic.
As more reports have been comingself more particularly to the younger
" We find that the forty years which so, in an hour like this, when civiliza- in " the
of men entering Govpersons in this room. I can remember Germany has spent since 1870, if we tion faces barbarism, when all that ernmentpercentage
service has increased. Some
when I stood where they stand, looking care to go no further back than that, of seems worth while in our civil and po- of the chapters
which
have enlisted most
ahead and forward, and wanted to so-called preparation for this war was litical institutions, the right to be free
their men have not yet reported auknow what influences those are which not of most importance so far as it was to develop through higher expressions of
thoritatively.
It
would
probable
a man ought to surround his life with spent in the preparation of armies or in and purpose, try to govern ourselves, to that 40 or 45 per cent,appear
our active
in order to make it most useful and the training of men. But the signifi- make progress in the world, and to have members have left college of
on account of
correspondingly most happy for him- cance of the process of German mili- free minds and a free conscience. When the war."
self. And as each year has gone by tary education lies in this thought—in these are hanging in the balance, when
H. B. Hall, Field Secretary of the i
and separated me from that choice those forty years, with what was back force asserts itself, when treaties be- fraternity,
said in his report: "It will
place. I have looked back with envy of it, she has acquired in a governing come scarps of paper, and promises
of great interest to follow Phi Gam- |
upon those young men and have ac- class a complete domination over the among nations are disregarded, when be
ma
Delta's
course in war. She has al- !
barbarism
is
about
to
lay
a
heavy
hand
cepted these annual opportunities of minds of her people, so that at the comtrying to convey to them something of mand of an autocrat principles of mor- upon the things we love, when the high ready given about 1,000 men to the servthings
are
scoffed,
there
comes
back
to
ice."
an Older man's point of view about ality can be blotted out of the imaginawhat is the real significance of the tion and the ordinary dictates of friend- us the beautiful things we learned in
fraternal spirit, more out of college ship, kindness, sympathy, and justice college.
eanjrje made to be forgotten.
and after college than in college.
Country Stood the Test.
" I thank God that nobody in this
country is glad that we are at war for
anything that this country might get out
of it in a material way, .but there Is a

CIVILIZATION MUST
WIN, SAYS BAKER

—•■ r couTcTgive some personal illustrations of the rather manly and practical
value which a man gets from his college fraternities. In the ourdensome
eligibilities with which I have been
charged I have had hands reached out
to help from all parts. of , ^United
all hours of
or the
%? at "all
mail from France is rather
iviri ' My mall
severely censored, even when it comes
to me. But it has things in t which I
value very much more than 1 do the
things the censor cuts out. 1 set messages of inspiration; I get pledges of;
lova ty to the country and I get expressions of a point of view of the
writersof those letters that fraternity
loyalty to the principles of the frater-
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Wt. BAKER'S EXAMINATION.
Secretary BAKEB'E paean on the best
of all possible War Departments has
not convinced the Senate Investigators, who take our preparations to begin fighting in France very seriously
and are not to be put off by half
truths and evasion of unpleasant facts
-' already in the record. Mr. BAKER
seems hardly to be tolerant of the
persistence of Senators in following
up clues to delays in equipping the
army. And yet they are within their
rights, to take a mild view of the relation between the committee and
those summoned to testify.
The Secretary's attitude on Thurs-.
day, and again yesterday, was not exactly one of defiance, but his complacency and femartness of rejoinder
■when asked legitimate questions did
not become an official with his powers and responsibilities. For example,
Senator NEW asks him, with reference
to Ambassador GERARD'S warning in
1916 that Germany " would renew and
** continue her policy of submarine
" warfare," if a year's time would not
nave given him (the Secretary) " an
" advantage in adjusting rifle differ"ences." Mr. BAKER jauntily replies: I
** Why, ten years ago would have been I
a good time." The Senator, return- !
Ing to the matter of the department's
procrastination, ventures to inquire
whether the sinking of the Lusitania
should not have suggested activity in
making some preparations for war.
And Mr. BAKER answers in the same
epirit and with the like irrelevancy:
** It would have been very wise if a
" dozen years ago the Ordnance De•* partment had begun preparations."
A dozen years ago, as Mr. BAKER
knew well enough, no one dreamed
of a war that would convulse Europe
and involve America,, calling for the
arming of unheard-of millions of men
and the spending of billions of money.
Nor did Mr. BAKER make a good
figure when Senator HITCHCOCK confronted him with discrepancies between his assurances and statementsmade by General CHOZIER about machine gun deliveries. The War Department had estimated that by July
.1 deliveries of Browning guns would
bo four times larger than the estimate
of the Chief of Ordnance. The Senator said that he would like an explanation. More factory facilities had
been secured, declared Mr. BAKER.
Whereupon Mr. HITCHCOCK:
No, that is Impossible. All factories
equipped to make machine guns have
received contracts.
In the end. the Secretary, in a blind
alley, acknowledged that his figures
were of " prospective deliveries " obtained over the telephone; and he admitted that he did not know what
General CROZIER had testified. It V,-T!I
be found, on reading question and answer that Mr. BAKER was always
cocksure and airily complacent, and
that he stood the ordeal of examination poorly. His inquisitors were
Democrats as well as Republicans, and
grimly in earnest, while the Secretary, entirely satisfied with the report
he had read, seemed to regard his examlpation as superfluou

It .Is bewildering to think of NEWD. BAKER, who entered the War
Department without experience, saying: to Senator WEEKS: " Whenever
" I have thought of anything I have
" done It. I am up to date now."
Vh« effect upon Senators cannot fail
to.be a determination not to spare the
Secretary as long as he is before
them, with the design, not to badger
him, but to fix responsibility for delays and mistakes and to find out
just where we stand in our preparations to get into the fight in France.
ION

THE QUiNCY HERALD
BAKER BREAKS DOWN
A WORN-OUT SYSTEM
How to cut tha red tape that is
! hampering the wlrk of the war department is the first big problem for
the newly created war council of the
Council of Natiqpal Defense.
The tremendc US increase in the
volume of busine, ss and the necessity
for doing it prq nptly and correctly
makes it impera ive that old, peacetime, round-abo it methods be disstem installed that
carded and a
will permit of irect and immediate
action, on every! question arising. A
chief cause of faelay has been lack
of certainty in .he different bureaus
as to just w t their powers are.
Bureau chiefs ave been inclined to
sidestep resporftibility for actions by
passing them iiong for consideration
of their superfcrs.
The three pfime matters that the
war council vfill take in hand will
be:
Clear definition of the powers of
the respective bureaus.
Methods of ■ organization that will
speed \ip opeiptions.
Under the sew system it is hoped
to inaugurate every bureau will be
expected to clear its decks each day,
as does the secretary.
The new System will mean the
junking of [regulations" that have
grown up fa [• more than fifty years
and which now fill a good-sized
volume. Md nths of time have been
wasted in ■earching through this
volume to find just what could be
done and how when one word, "Yes,"
or "No," sljould have closed the
subject.
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WASHINGTON, Jan. 10—War Secretary Baker took the
stand today before the Senate Committee on Military Affairs,
investigating bis department, to answer his critics and- give an account of what has been done to make America count, in the war.
In a preliminary statement Baker said "no army of similar
size in the. history of the world has ever been raised, equipped or
trained so quickly as the present American army."
He pointed to the fact that in nine months, all branches of
the/army had grown from 9524 officers to 110,856 officers and from.
I 202,510 men to 1,428,650 men, and answered his critics with a
broad outline of work accomplished—a work which he held showed
the "splendid effectiveness "of the American people.
American accomplishments, he said, are such as to depress
German morale "when the Germans realize that the American, democracy has neither blundered nor hesitated, but has actually
brought the full power of its men and resources into completely
organized strength against their military machine."
Health in camps is rapidly improving; the clothing shortage
is practically met: the.death rate is lower thaii in civil life; further increments of the army "can be adequately equipped and
trained as rapidly as those already in training can be transported," he stated.
All this, he added, has been accomplished without serious industrial dislocation; the spirit of the army is high; it is well fed:
a11
all kinds
kinds of
of ?am
guns are available "for every s.ol
soldier
who can be got:clieT?wli
fT/grains of new iiito France HI the year 191*,, and "JTat pi-ograi
Hstruments of war have been formulated.*'
As for the Ordnance Department
As
Ihe pointed to lack of. Experts avail
able, and to the tremendous expan
|sion required at the start
tvar.

{Reorganizations ^
\Are Under Way
The war council, he announced,
Iwil! ad" many army officers and
men from time to time. Reorganij
zation of the ordnance branch is
well under way while the quarterImaster branch is undergoing shifts
n which many army men and civilans will be utilized.
It was anticipated that Baker
would discuss hie plans for centralling purchases and supplies.
As for the Council of National
Defense and War Industries Board,
he felt they had filled important
Iniches.
Baker asked the cooperation arid
'advice of the -lilitary probers, but
without apology for shortcomings,
he said in conclusion.
> •
We can now see the entire situahe said. "The initial rush
'heeds are substantially supplied
The technical corps have been expanded and reorganized upon industrial and efficient lines. The co-ordiation of ally needs witn our own |
urchase* has been'effected.
j
"An agency exists to prevent conicts and to adjust those which can- j
ot be prevented.

|More Done
r
han Expected
"More has been done than -anyIbody glared to believe possible.
"That there have been here and
Ithere errors of judgment and delays
[goes without saying; but I should
Ibe wanting in frankness were I to
I omit my own estimate of the real
I unselfishness and intelligence with,
■ which my associates, military and
I civilian, have applied themselves to
I this undertaking and the results
I demonstrate the success
I efforts."
Massing figures to ' show AmcrI ica's progress, Baker . suggested to
Ithe committee, inferentially, that
] they had dwelt on details, which tho
I important obscured
| the task done.
"The death-rate in our forces in
| the United States," Baker said,
"from mid September to the end of
I December averaged 7.5 a 1000 and
I is slightly less than would have been
[the death rate of men of the same
lage at home."
Aside from deaths due to measles
and its complications (pneumonia
chiefly) the rate' was about two for
each 1000 a year and Baker held
out the hope- that with improved
clothing and health condition
7.5 rate would be lessened.
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France, where both men and officers
have been additionally and special!;.trained and are ready for", active
service.
"No such provision has ever been
made for .the comfort, health and
general wt-11 being of an army.

Conditions Criticized
Have Been Corrected
"The "health report for December,
for a variety of reasons, became suddenly less favorable than for the preceding months, but.the unfavorable
conditions have been met, 'and improvement is already apparent."
Baker's statements were made, he
said, with a full realization that
"some expressions, of doubt, difference of opinion and disapproval" has
been submitted to the probers.
"I am glad to lay before the committee and the country certain facts
with reference to the War Department's work," he said.
"The War Department is eager to
profit by all helpful criticism and I
thank the committee ft>r the inquiries which it has made and for the
co-operation which it is giving and
will give in making our preparation
increasingly adequate and speedy.

Tells of Army
Increase
"On April 1, 1917, the regular army
comprised 5791 officers and 121,797
enlisted men; the National Guard in
federal service approximately 373:!
officers and 76,713 enlisted-men; and
the reserve 4000 enlisted men.
"TIiere were also at that time approximately 2753 officers in the reserve,' but as these were on inactive
duty they canont properly be considered in estimating the strength of
the army of the United States at
that time.
"On Dec. 31; 1917, the regular
army consisted of 10,250 officers and
475.000 enlisted men; the National
Guard of 16,031 ..officers and 400,90-:>
enlisted men; the national army of
480 000 men and the reserve of
84,573. officers and 72,750 enlisted
men.
"During the war with Spain "the
army of the United States at its
maximum strength aggregated 272,000 men and officers. The army
now in the field and in training is
therefore roughly six times as great
as the maximum number under arms
.in the Spanish-American war.
Greatest Force

Put Up By U. S.

• ••••#;•• • • • •

"The total number already in the
> • • •-• • » •• • • •
military service is one and a half
times as large as any force ever ^i
mobilized by this nation.
"A substantial part of our military forces was selected. by the
f r eliVery Jan
operation of a draft law, the execuIO'OOOTO* Pair;
° " cots> 2,100,000
' "** t
10,000,000
tion of which has demonstrated both
the economical and the efficient way $800,000,000 Spent by
of selecting soldiers. The law was Quartermaster General
drawn, its execution carried to
v
I
-■-"" Quartermaster
"isuartermaster General's
C
The
Be
~™?^,Si°n a,ld the theory Partment in the supply sectfon ^
■t the law, novel to our people, exCOntraCtS
Spirit of Army
' Bering 14
plained and made popular because of ZTrJfl* ,
Above Criticism
a mon ey va!ue of
its demonstrated fairness both in Sa
-of
tH
,
^oo.ooo^o6
Of the total war department an
[n the course of a resume of ac- plan and execution.
f
918
complishments the secretary said:
"For the Quartermaster General's ~°: °V ' ?3,200,000,00*0
was for the ordnance department
"The training of the army is proDepartment in 1918, $3,018,000,000 The value of the products of all iron
ceeding rapidly and its spirit is high.
The subsistence of the army has been was appropriated, or a sum more and steel industries in the United
above criticism: its initial clothing than four times as great as the 1915 btates m 1914 was $900,000,000 or
supply, temporarily .inadequate, is appropriations for all governmental ess than one-third of the amount
to be expended by the Ordnance Denow substantially complete, and re- Purposes.
partment.
serves will rapidly accumulate.
"On April l there were 347 officers
"Of this gigantic sum, the" -Ord
Arms of the most modern and effectnance Department has'- already placed
ive kind—including artillery, ma- ,m the quartermaster corps
chine guns, automatic rifles and OOOMOottL1' 1918' nearly *2-00°.- contracts amounting to $1,677,000 000
aPP
On April, 1917, the Ordnance'Desmall arms—Jiaye been provided.
obligated bv
™priation had been
y contra
"A substantial army is already in mente."
cts or disburse- partment consisted of 97 commissioned officers, occupying 15 000
square feet of office room in WashWool Items
ington. It now consists of 3,004 ofAre Cited
ficers, occupying more than 14 acres
Mi-ma wooKji^sgeTls^ctlOT^lnr^r of office floor space; and in addition
M-operation of over son nnn BUU
" ' has 26,120 enlisted personnel.
involved and the --"
'
'
"The aviation section of the signal
ffive some idea of the
corps on April 1, 1917 consisted of 65
-ter of the
«e
officers and 1120 men. Jan. 1, 1918
JI^S have been
it consisted of 3900 officers and 82 19.000,000 blankets 2 nnCnhaSed
°^
120 men."
<* overcoating and n °'00° yards
yards each of ^. °Ver 30,000,000 Gets Out
■-'ting, invZntZnnL?&Tel an"
0V« $345,000,000 dn «Pend,ture of Smoke .
When he finished his statement I
»je department ha., V . °n S00^
If,000,000 yards of ,?™tracted for Baker got out a long thin cigar and
cloths.
various cotton ,asked whether several ladies present [
"Further
objected to smoking. Assurey they
rthir^^^eofp^.
°id not, he "lit up."
e ar t ment
„
*u.
i'
P
tment
will
be
conveyed by the f„,,
.
will
Senator Chamberlain began ques■mg figures;
tioning Baker about the methods]
adopted by the Ordnance Depart.. ment.
I mter undershirts 25,000,000 nail
1
gloves, ii ooo onn ^ooo.oo.-Vo ^'
Baker replied by taking up the |
^ight stockC Ton?"001 ««£ suMect of rifles.
1 00 009
wool heavy-wetaTt J '? '
Pair"The rifle adopted for the Ameri*
000
21
Pair; shoef pu °ehr^'
°»« ' gan arrny is without doubt the bert
e<3
JL^ Jan. l.V
for
den^**?5
d'
10£OCM)00 pair
HHH_
shoes I

the Springfield rifle as madified
everybody agrees, is the best in the
world."
Senator Weeks broke in saying
the statement the Springfield is the
best "is very far from the fact "
Well, of course, I can't tall,- * '
everybody In the world," said Baler!
t-,^7 Terybody to whom I hav*
talked has agreed about the rifle.'
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SENATE MAY
DO AWAY WITH
SECRET MEETS

GIRL, HELD IN AUTO THEFT,
SAYS SHE HUNTED CHILD

Staff Special
WASHINGTON, Jan. 10.—There
are two ways of looking at the railroad problem, and probably both
ways will have their champions in
Congress.
The big way is to look at the situation in general; the little way. to
see it only in detail.
The particular detail that will
raise the most argument in Congress
will be the compensation paid to the
owners of the railways.
The real owners are not the "Wall
Street bankers who have been controtting, manipulating and milking
the big railway properties. They
controlled by getting proxies from
the hundreds of thousands of owners
all over the country.
These bankers are hit the hardest
by President Wilson's action in taking over the railroads, for it
them out of the game.
It also cuts out the operating officials who were mere tools of these
bankers—and,
incidentally,
gives
real railroad operators a show for
their white alley.

ilson's Speech for Open Diplomacy Starts Ball
Roiling
DEALS" TOBE IN OPEN
any

Scandalous

WILSON'S FLAN
TO GIVE ROADS
5.33 PER GENT

Matters

argument along and get things
tangled up, while the various political experts and presidential candidates in Congress air their views.
Some will demand government
ownership now, which will help
muddy the waters. The real friends
of government ewnership feel that
the president is going about it in an
orderly way, and that the quicker
Congress acts and gives McAdoo a
chance to get results the surer they
will be of government ownership.

GLOB SHOW
W. R. U. EXHIBIT

Western Reserve Day was observed Thursday at the City Club in
connection with the college exhibiSessions
tion now being held there.
The exhibit embraces 26 universi\taff Special
"WASHINGTON, Jan. 10—Senator
ties and colleges in the United
Borah's resolution providing for the
States, and Toronto University.
bonsideration by the Senate of all
Western Reserve is represented by
treaties in open session has started
exhibits from Adelbert College, Wom(the ball rolling for a fight which
en's College, Dental School and
lay result in a demand that all
Medical School.
lexecutive sessions be done away with.
The patriotic exhibit of Western
In the past the executive sessions
Reserve shows the part graduates
Ihave been a cloak under which all
and students are playing in the
[kinds of deals which could not stand
world war.
the light of day have been consumThe University of Toronto exhibits
Imated. Men whose records could not
a facsimile of the famous "scrap of
Biggest Thing Is
Istand much publicity have been conpaper," the treaty of 1839, guaranIfirmed for office while men like
Single System Plan
teeing Belgium's neutrality.
IGeorge Rublee of New Hampshire,
The big thing about it all is that
Case Day will bi. observed Tuesday.
I nominated for the Federal Trade
the government has taken over the
I Commission by President Wilson,
railroads and will organize them into
Ihave been rejected for reasons which
one national railway system.
I their opponents would not have
Whether compensation to stock| dared to state in the open.
holders is .based on the average for
the past three, four or five years, is
Brandies Fight Was
relatively a small matter.
\Behind Closed Doors
President Wilson could use the
past three years as'a basis for comIt was behind closed doors from
putation.
[•which the press was rigidly excluded
If the past three years are taken
Ithat the scandalous attempt to prefigures compiled by experts show the
Ivent Brandies from being seated in
interest return will be 5.23 per cent.
■the Supreme Court was carried on
If the figures for five years are
Ifor many weeks. In all probability
Ethel
used the return will be 5.05 per cent.
Ithe only thing that insured his being
Probably
the biggest fuss will be
■confirmed was the forcing of an
Ethel Sayer, 23, of South Bend, when arrested late Wednesday by made over what the government will
[agreement that the votes for and Ind., stopped crying long enough
Police Chief Peter Christenson of pay the stockholders.
lagainst him should be made public. Thursday to tell the story of the adThat can be used to string the
In the rarest instances in the past venture which resulted in her arrest Lakewood.
■few years there have been no exeeu- at San'dusky, oh a charge of driving
Itive sessions which could possibly be off a motor car belonging to the
[construed as really requiring secrecy. Cleveland Trust Co.
ITO show how ridiculous the whole
She is now waiting trial in jail in
Itheory of executive sessions is, such
Idelicate matters as the repeal of the Lakewood.
Under arrest with her on the same,
JPanama Canal tolls and the appeal charge is Walter C. Ayer, 23, a clerk,
[for clemency for Sir Roger CaseDetroit-av.
Iment were discussed in open session, of.3205
Miss Sayer is a, good looking girl
■while the log rolling which revolves with dark eyes. She said that she
iaround the appointment of the post- formerly went to college in Canada,
Imaster at Podunk is shielded by a and that it was not unyi three weeks
■hedge of secrecy.
ago that she came to Cleveland.
This was to aid in a search for the
enators Unwilling
missing baby of young Ayer.
jfo Have Publicity
He and his wife and baby had lived
In the consideration of treaties for some time, she said,,at the .home
ith foreign countries there are of her mother in South Bend.
often angles that largely affect conHunts for Child
jcession—seeking corporations, which
Ayer wrote, she says, that his wife
the senators friendly to those interests are unwilling to have thj public \ had disappeared with the baby, and
know about. For all, those reasons he asked her to help look for them.
the Borah resolution, which may So she came on to Cleveland.
She aided in the search, she said,
pave the way for more sweeping reforms in procedure, is sure to en- because she was fond of the child,
counter violent opposition in spite and did so only on the young man's
of the fact that it follows President promise to take back the wife if she
Wilson's appeal of Tuesday for aboli- were located.
She learned here that the wife had
tion of secret diplomacy.
Anothe- attack on the time-honored taken the child to Oklahoma.
So she started for Oklahoma, she
rules and precedents of Congress is
fathered by Senator Kenyon, who is said, with Ayer. That was late
emanding a budget system as a Sunday.
She said she had no idea-that there
means of preventing pork raids on
the treasury and waste of the public would be any question about ownermoney. Kenyon, who has just re- ship of the car.
Ayer couldn't operate the car well,
turned from the war front in France,
is so deeply stirred by what he saw so she drove, she said. "When she
that he is intent upon saving every was arrested at Sandusky, Ayer, she
dollar possible that it can be de- said, had returned to Cleveland to
collect his pay. He was still here
voted to war purposes.
As an indication of the opposition
St will meet, it may be recalled that
Taft seven years ago made a strenu"ous fight for a budget system, but
was overwhelmingly defeated.

Transacted in Executive

directs your attention

To the Continuance of
The January Shirt Sale

The shirts presented at this time at January
Sale prices have been taken from our regular
stock and radically reduced for the period of
this sale:

CLEVELANDERS HIT BY
NATURALIZATION RULE
Several hundred foreign-born Clevelanders are hit by the new ruling on
naturalization handed down by the
Supreme Court, according to Emil
artunek, naturalization clerk.
The ruling is that first applications
taken out px-ior to Sept. 27, 1906, are
nvalid. Under the old law first papers taken out prior to this date are
alid.
No first application is valid after
even years, under the new law.
:

INGER

BIT,

SAYS

SUIT

Carl Volk, 2274 E. 71st-st, Thurs:ay sued Robert Ublonsky, 5208 Deroit-av, for $5000. He says Ubloniky bit his finger nearly off, Aug.
3, 1917, in a scuffle.
Ublonsky's friends deny the charge.

ROADS TO SPEED
GAR UNLOAD!

G. W. Darling, secretary of the
Commission on Car Service for the
Cleveland District, Thursday said all
railroads will start an active campaign to bring about quicker unloading and release of cars.
This is in accordance with instructions from Director General McAdoo,
Darling said.
"Statistics show that Jan. 5 there
were in Cleveland 356 cars which
had been detained a total of 5057
days," said Darling. ''This is an average of 14.2 days for each car.
"All of these cars were held for
unloading by consignees. This condition indicates the necessity for decisive action for ending unreasonable
delays."

TIPS NOW ARE PATRIOTIC;
WAITERS ARE GIVEN W.S.S.
— '•••«••
Roland B. Meacham, broker, entertained friends at dinner at the Hotel
Btatler.
The waiter presented the bill.
"Here, Charjes," said Meacham,
vhen he had paid it, "Here is a thrift

««•••••*-

as a sane, convenient and patriotic
way of dispensing fees, tips or other
small bonuses. Crouse is War Saving Stamp director for Cuyahoga-co.

Save Sugar

* ~ •«•••««

by using *

Grape-Nuts
Food with a delicious barley flavor
and its own natural sweetness.
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Young
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xd which I am giving you in place
f the usual cash gratuity. It has
few of the stamps affixed. When
OU have filled it with additional
tamps it immediately becomes a
■overnment bond—a baby bond, as it
s called by the Treasury Departent at Washington."
The incident is recorded by E. D.
abin, chairman of publicity for_the
ar Savings Stamp Commission.
A number of men arc carrying
hrift stamps, to give as tips to
Iraiters and otkers.
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These skirts are the p
especially for this event at
so low as $6.50 each.
The materials are Mac*
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Waistbands 24 to 34 in
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WiASSILLON

YOUTH

HELD RUNAWAY AWAITS PARENT

Arthur Cocklin, 19, Massillon, as
he gave his name, was held by police
Thursday on a charge of suspicion.
Detectives Zeman and Price say
Cocklin, a truck driver, told them
since the government had taken over
the railroads he wanted to atone for
the theft of some brass car journals.

NEW AND
OLD DANCES

The Girls' Detention Home Thursday sheltered a 14-year-old girl from
Youngstown who ran away from
FRIDAY AFTERNOON
home Sunday to seek her fortune as
Matinee 15 Cents
a movie actress in Cleveland.
FRIDAY EVENING
She's waiting for her father, to Prize Masquerade—Orchestra Music
come for her.
MONDAY EVENING
New Beginners' Class
Colds Cause Headache and Grip
LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE Tablets remove the cause. There is only
one "Bromo Q u i n i n e." E. W.
E. 55th-st, south of Eudid-av
GROVE'S signature on box. 30c.

Benedicts

DANCING

Comfortable Glasses
JOHN HUBBARD differs from any other
eye specialist in that he
examines the eyes to determine if glasses are
needed. If glasses prove
necessary, they are designed to conform to the
features and give greatest comfort.

CONKLIN PRIVATE STUDIO
Saturday Evening
,
Wonderful Music
Delightful Crowd
Beginners' New Class Monday Evening

WARSECRETARYIS
GRILLEDJNSENATE
Committee Questions Him on
Statement Yesterday as to
War Preparations.
'SUPPLIES ARE ADEQUATE"
Secretary Baker's examination today
before the Senate military committee
was warmed up by a rapid cross-fire of
questions by Senators of both .parties
who did not agree with the generally favorable view of war preparations presented by Mr. Baker yesterday.
The senator declared his declaration
that war supplies were adequate would
mislead the country.
Senator Weeks
declared the country would be "lulled
to sleep by a statement of facts that
don't exist."
Mr. Baker explained that he meant
to convey only the impression that all
the men ready for the fighting- line
were adequately equipped.
Senators Wadsworth and Weeks, republicans, and Senators Chamberlain
and Hitchcock, democrats, took the lead
in cross-examining the Secretary.
Thinks Supplies Adequate.
When Secretary Baker's examination
was resumed today, Chairman Chamberlain said there were fears for powder production.
• "The situation is satisfactory and I
think supplies are, and will continue,
adequate," replied Secretary Baker.
Senator Wadsworth asked about the
board of labor standards which testimony has said has pacifists and socialists among its members and is requiring new specifications in Army cloth
contracts which will reduce production.
"I know their character and expert
qualifications well," said Ml'. Baker, in
defense of the board.
Senator Wadsworth said the board's
requirements were so rigid that produc- '
tion of Army garments are being de-.
layed.
Any delay is slight, Secretary Baker
said, and health of factory workers is
an important consideration.
"I must disagree with you that the
delay is slight," said Senator Wadsworth.
'
Senator Wadsworth said a witness
had testified the board's contract
standards threaten to cause strikes,
and require employers to receive labor
leaders. He thought labor agitators
would stir up troble.
Mr. Baker denied knowledge that any
considerable number of contractors
were refusing to execute contracts because of the new labor standards.
Thought Board's Powers Large.
Senator Weeks thought the board had
too large and very drastic powers. Mr.
Baker contended the board's functions
are purely advisory. Chairman Kerstein, he said, was a Boston business
man, Cajt. Krensi an Army officer, and
the third member, Florence Kelly, a
social welfare worker.
Senator Weeks challenged the statement that the board was only advisory and complained of the multiplicity of new and special boards and committees.
"Persons with business are passed
along from corridor to corridor and
building to building trying to find the
right federal agency with which to do
business," said the senator.
Turning to artillery. Senator Wadsworth assailed the ordnance bureau for
not continuing manufacture of French
240 milimeter guns instead of proceeding with manufacture of American 9.5
guns, none of which have been delivered and whose ammunition is not interchangeable with the French.
Secretary Baker said he thought, but
was not sure, that the department was
making the French type and promised
to give further information.

Stanas by His Statement.
"There has been no explanation yet
given to the committee," said Senator
Wadsworth, pounding the table with
his- fist. Senator Wadsworth askedwhether in view of the shortage of artillery and machine guns the Secretary's statement that there were sufficient supplies "substantially for rush
needs" was correct,
"Yes, perfectly, as I understand it,"
said Mr. Baker. "Our rush needs are
satisfied."
Senator Chamberlain asked Mr. Baker
how he could say that when cantonments were short rifles, machine guns
and artillery."
"I mean that we have sufficient for
the men actually engaged In fighting."
"You mean, then, that there is enough
for men in France" said Senator McKellar.
"Yes," said the Secretary.
"Your statement that we have substantially enough gives a wrong impression to the country, when we have
only enough for men actually in the
fighting and not for those in training,"
Senator Wadsworth interjected.
"I agree with Senator Wadsworth,"
said Chairman Chamberlain, "that your
statement gives a wrong impression to
the country. It was not your purpose,
but it is its 'effect."
Troops in France Equipped.
"What I meant to say and what I
want the country to understand," Mr.
Baker replied earnestly, "is that all the
troops in France will be adequately
equipped with artillery and arms."
"Probably," observed Senator Chamberlain.
"I have assurances to that effect,"
Mr. Baker insisted.
"The statement leaves the impression
that the situation is a rosy one and
that we have all the artillery we need,"
said Senator Wadsworth. "I disagree.
It is not an accurate description of the
situation."
Mr. Baker insisted that his statement
regarding adequacy of ordnance for
"rush needs" was substantially correct.
He admitted that ordnance was needed
for training men in camp. Time needed
to train men in France, he said, will
give time to increase ordnance supplies.
Senator Weeks cited the general ordnance shortage at Camp Bowie, Tex.,
testified to by Maj. Gen. Greble, commandant.
"You have given the impression that
every carnp has. enough rifles," Senator Weeks observed. "How can you
conform that to the statement that
there was no requirements of artilalery,"
"I didn't make that statement," said
Mr. Baker.
"Tou gave that impression."
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WAR SECRETARY IS

Secretary Baker's Statement.

The statement which Secretary Baker
GRILLED IN SENATE
read to the Senate military committee
yesterday contained much information
of value to the committee in its present
(Continued from First Page.)
work, and of much interest to tho genReverting to delays in machine gun
eral public, concerned as> all are about
deliveries, Senator Hitchcock deplored
tardy contracts for Lewis guns and
war activities. That the statement drew
Mr. Baker rejoined that large producfire was to bo expected; and the fire
tion of Browning guns would begin in
February.
drawn testified alike to the frankness
This aroused Senator Hitchcock.
of the disclosures and to the frankness
"That isn't so," he retorted sharply,
slapping his hands together at the Secof the inquisitors. It is clear that tho
retary. "We won't have a large quancommittee wants all the facts necessary l
tity before 1919 in actual use. We
haven't one now."
to its purposes, and that tho Secretary !
of War has no desire to withhold any.
Production Being- Speeded.
This from Mr. Baker was in the true
"We have nine," Mr. Baker suggested,
spirit:
smiling.
Seriously, he added that production was being speeded up, and that
• "My military associates and I apprehis latest information was that quanciate the work which this committee
tity production of the Browning guns
has done, and will value suggestions
would begin in February.
from tho committee as a whole, from
Senators Hitchcock and Weeks both
its individual members and from every
called the Secretary's attention to tesother patriotic citizen which will entimony of Gen. Crozier and manufacturers given contracts for the Brownable us to carry on this work more efing gun that production in quantity
fectively and more rapidly."
would not begin before April.
It is to be assumed that the commitSuch testimony, Secretary Baker conceded, would be the most reliable.
tee will respond in the same spirit. The
Secretary Baker's formal statement
common purpose is to speed up; to corof yesterday regarding Army preparedness, Senator Weeks declared, would
rect mistakes made and make as few in
"unintentionally mislead the country."
future as possible, and to do all that
"The country," said the senator,
"should not be lulled to-sleep by a genlies in the power of either the legislaeral statement of facts that don't
exist."
tive or the executive departments of the
During the rapid cross-questioning
government, or of both, to win the war.
the Secretary was apparently serene,
puffing a cigar and answering all quesThis is taken from the report of that
tions calmly.
portion of the hearing bearing upon the
Secretary Baker said he was "not surprised" at the machine gun shortage reordnance department:
ported at Camp Bowie, in view of the
"Senator New asked if there was any ,
general machine gun situation. Senator
Weeks said that witnesses declare ma
mistake of judgment when the Lusi- I
chine gun units are "practically throwing
tania was sunk, in not beginning prepa- !
their time away" by not having guns for
rations for war. 'It would have been '
practice.
very wise,' Mr. Baker replied, 'if a dozen \
"I think you should give this your immediate and earnest attention," Senator
years ago the ordnance department had '<
Weeks said.
begun preparations.
To be perfectly
1
frank with you, I think Gen. Crozier is !
Supply Purchasing- System Topic.
not entirely to blame. In season and
While Secretary Baker was on the j
put he has recommended ordnance exstand j'esterday afternoon. Chairman
pansion.' "
Chamberlain and other committeemen
Might not this admission be given a
wanted to know particularly about delays in furnishing machine guns and
much wider application? In the light
rifles, and much attention was devoted
of recent disclosures, who doubts now
to the Army's supply purchasing system,
i
"Initial Bush Needs" Pilled.
the unwisdom displayed for years by!
Mr. Baker admitted there had been
Congress after Congress in neglecting'
"I said 'initial rush needs' are filled," some mistakes and delays, but declared
explained Mr. Baker.
all fighting men in France were
the military establishment? Congress
"But you ought to definie your state- that
equipped and armed, and
ment ; it gives the country the impression edequately
after Congress was advised of the situthat every need in the camps is supplied," that all sent over would be. He took
ation and of its duty. Our war machine
gull responsibility for delay in approvsaid Mr. "Weeks. .
Mr. Baker said rifle shortage since Gen. ing a machine gun, holding that the
was so deficient it scarcely deserved its
Greble reported, had been substantially value of the Browning gun now dename.
Congress seemed desirous of
veloped was worth it.
corrected.
"It would have been very fortunate if
He also said the superior weapon obforgetting it; seemed possessed of am
we could have gotten machine guns soon- tained by having the British Bnfield
idea that it had become an anachronism;
er," he added.
rifle rechambered for American am"Is there any reason, why 1,200 should munition compensated for the delay
that there would never be another war
be held in storage," asked Senator Hitch- there.
cock, referring to testimony by Gen.
of any interest to America. The conMore
than
1,500,000
Americans
now
Crozier to that effect.
tention seemed to be that money spent
I didn't know that," aMMt. Baker. are under arms, Secretary Baker said.
An army of substantial size already
as so advised would be money wasted.
(Continued on SecouJ R9fc7~
is in France ready for active service.
Members of the committee were frank
Hence the appropriations made were misin their disapproval of the secret purerably small, and met only a very small
chasing system of the department.
portion of the actual requirements.
They did not shake Mr. Baker's support of it, however. He insisted that it
War came, and caught the govern- ■
was essential to guard against publicment almost wholly unprepared. Neither I
ity concerning plants engaged on war
work.
the War Department nor the Navy De- .
partment was in shape for the emergency. Both had been starved by the
legislative department. Neither could
'C
hope
to do under the most strenuous ac1
tivity a tithe of what was necessary
to be done if the neglect of years
-With—Sunday Morning Edition.
was to be remedied in as many months.
JASHIlf (JTOIT, D. C.
Let whatever blame exists be properly
^FRIDAY
.January II, 1918
and justly apportioned. But the more
important thing is for Congress, now
that it is aroused, to give the executive
departments all the support necessary.
The past is of value only as a warning.
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Secretary Baker Has Done
Well in Raising Our
Big Army

Thus he speaks of having raised a
|great army; but there is no army toSECRETARY BAKER'S .DEFENCE*^, merely large bodies of uniformed
As our readers are aware, the Eve- ||?f half-uniformed men under training'
ning Post has had a high opinion of by men who are in the bulk themselves
Secretary Baker as an executive of- of the slightest experience. The very
ficer. It has had no sympathy what- troops that we have sent to France
The statement which Secretary of War Baker has just made
ever with the demands for his resigna- have had so large a percentage of recruits
among
them
as
to
make
it
nection which come from newspapers like
to the Congressional Committee concerning the achievements of the!
the Kansas City Star. We have not essary to train them from the very beWar Department gives strong grounds for ENCOURAGEMENT,
felt, of course, that he had wholly suc- ginning. Now, if yesterday was not the
ceeded in demonstrating his ability to time for Mr. Baker to have brought COMFORT and PRIDE to the American people. Secretary Baker
cope, with the almost impossible task out' the difficulties of the situation, to modestly and properly does not take all the credit for the memorset him of reorganizing the antiquated have dwelt upon the magnitude of the
and hopelessly unbusinesslike War De- tasks rather than applying adjectives able achievement of the nation in raising and training the
partment while war is on; time has to what has been achieved, it is at LARGEST army that in all the history of the world has ever been
yet to show if he can last longer than least disappointing that there is no raised and trained in so short a time. No individual could accomhave the numerous War Ministers of hint in the press accounts of his hear-'
Europe. But we felt that he brought ing—which may, of course, do him in- plish so huge a task by hib own genius alone. If the American peovigor and a keen understanding, bound- justice—of any recognition on his part ple were dead-weights on the hands of our leaders, as for example
less industry and enthusiasm, to his of what the War Department condithe Russians necessarily are in their illiteracy, nothing approaching
task, and have hoped that ere long he I tions call for in the way of a radical
would find himself so completely mas- reorganization. In the current Neiv this result could have been obtained.
ter of his job that he would undertake Republic Mr. William Hard has set
But there is one credit which Secretary Baker and the present
the radical and far-reaching reorgan- forth the situation there with great
administration can claim especially. The American people were
clearness.
"Mr.
Baker,"
he
says,
"you
ization the situation calls for if we are
to conduct this war with even moderate are clever. You can think. Well, act. just as intelligent and patriotic in the Spanish War, conducted unStop sorting trifles and shuffling gen- der a Republican administration, as they are today. They were
efficiency.
erals
and tinkering, and rebuild your just as capable of aiding in the accomplishment of great results as
It is with genuine regret, therefore,
that we have read the reports of his Department." He points out that the they are today. The tremendous difference in the results accomappearance before the Senate Commit- vital defects of the system are the want plished spring from the efficiency of the administration as a whole,
tee yesterday, at which, it is true, he of planning, the total lack of adequate
and in some departments, it is painful to say, from a difference in
gave proof of such nimble wit as to organization, and asserts that new
make it plain that the cross-examining quartermaster-generals, new chiefs of patriotism also. There are NO SCANDALS in this war like the
Senators did not bring home anything ordnance and of artillery, will be but embalmed beef scandals. There are no scandals like the'appointdirectly to the Secretary. But what is victims like their predecessors to the ments of political favorites at the head of our armies and fleets.
regrettable is the general attitude of "horrible disorganization" of the War
There has been and there will be no necessity for the bold
Mr. Baker. That self-praise goes but Department.
recourse
of cutting the cables to prevent our fighting admiral from
What
is
our
project,
he
asks;
what
little ways is an old adage; it was exis
our
plan,
how
many
men
and
how
being
interfered
with by politicians in Washington. The task of
tremely bad taste for the Secretary to
assume the attitude that wonders have much equipment and for what dates? the present Secretary of War is ten times as great as the task of
been achieved, and that we should be He asserts that there are no answers waging war with Spain, and it has been borne many, many times
exulting over what the War Depart- to these questions. The difficulty is more successfully.
ment has accomplished. There is noth- that the Administration itself does not
One very interesting comparison was made by Secretary Baker
ing more dangerous in a situation like seem to know, that we hear one day
which
will please and comfort the fathers and mothers who have
that
we
are
to
send
a
million
men
to
this than the old American habit of
France,
and
the
next
day
that
we
are
boys
in
the service. The death rate of sickness among the boys an
boasting; we are too content with ourselves, as a rule, too sure that we are not to, because food is a more pressing the Spanish War was three times as great as it is today in our
going to accomplish miracles where matter. Meanwhile, as every one is forces wherever stationed. It was far greater in our American
others have failed. Bragging by the aware who looks underneath the sur- training cantonments in the Spanish War, though the War DeWar Department, was certainly never face, there is ■ srrave confusion in
uartment was handling only 272,000 men in the war with Spain and
more out of place than to-day, when the Quartermaster's Department; this
the War Department under Mr. Baker is handling 1,428,650 solmorning
we
read
of
vital
supplies
being
the public is perfectly well aware thai;
thejejiaye been a number
number of serious dumped upon the meadows for lack of diers today. Study these contrasting figures:
storage space and because of the exist"The death rate in our forces in the United States, from
been dying by hundreds in our canton- ing railway disorganization. For the
mid-September
to the end of December, averaged 7.5 per thouments of pneumonia invited by lack of latter Mr. Baker is, of course, in no
sand,
and
is
slightly
less than would have been the death rate
wise accountable; for the other conclothing.
»m >t. X ■»*of
men
of
the
same
age
at home. In 1898, the death rate per
ditions
he
has
manfully
assumed
the
Now, it may be that many of these
responsibility.
The
test
that
is
before
thousand
was
20.14,
or
nearly
three times as great. Our death
blunders were unavoidable, and that the
Secretary is justified in feeling that no him is, we repeat, whether he can
' rate in the Army during the year 1916, just before the war, was
ether country would have done so well. make over his Department while carryfive per thousand. Leaving out the deaths due to measles and
It may be that he is correct in saying ing on the enormous business already
its complications, our rate among all troops in the. United
that the army that we have raised in in hand. Made over it must be. The
States, since September 1, has been about twojgejMjhousaTlti,,
nine months' time is a greater achieve- pity of it is that the whole tone of Mr.
Baker's
testimony
is
so
complacent
bement than that accomplished by Lord
iiSSwrt^W*31 v.f|t
•N„ -pn<» ■=
Kitchener, but comparisons are odious ' cause so few blunders have been made as
at best, and many will disagree with to make one question whether he even
S^vSHr&f^^^25E^
realizes
what
is
staring
him
in
thhim. Nevertheless, it seems to us that
his attitude was altogether unfortunate.
This is not the time for a Cabinet officer in the face of the record to '.assume
PI
an attitude either of self-satisfaction
To «si uoa, XVS
or of defiance. There is still too.much !
to be done, still too much to be proved,
for Mr. Baker fittingly to display any
other quality than that of humility
taiooij DUBO-I
in the face of the gigantic military
task that still confronts the nation.
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Thus he speaks of having raised a
great army; but there is no army today, merely large bodies of uniformed
As our readers are aware, the Eve- j!or half-uniformed men under training
ning Post has had a high opinion of by men who are in the bulk themselves
Secretary Baker as an executive of- of the slightest experience. The very
ficer. It has had no sympathy what- troops that we have sent to Franca
ever with the demands for his resigna- have had so large a percentage of retion which come from newspapers like cruits among them as to make it necthe Kansas City Star- We have not essary to train them from the very befelt, pf course, that he had wholly suc- ginning. Now, if yesterday was not the
ceeded in demonstrating his ability to time for Mr. Baker to have brought
cope, with the almost impossible task; : out' the difficulties of the situation, to
set him of reorganizing the antiquated have dwelt upon the magnitude of the
and hopelessly unbusinesslike War De- tasks rather than applying adjectives
partment while war is on; time has to what has been achieved, it is at
yet to show if he can last longer than least disappointing that there is no
have the numerous War Ministers of hint in the press accounts of his hearEurope. But we felt that he brought ing—which may, of course, do him invigor and a keen understanding, bound- justice—of any recognition on his part
less industry and enthusiasm, to his of what the War Department conditask, and have hoped that ere long he tions call for in the way of a radical
would find himself so completely mas- reorganization. In the current Neiv
ter of his job that he would undertake Republic Mr. William Hard has set
the radical and far-reaching reorgan- forth the situation there with great
ization the situation calls for if we are clearness. "Mr. Baker," he says, "you
to conduct this war with even moderate are clever. You can think. Well, act.
Stop sorting trifles and shuffling genefficiency.
It is with genuine regret, therefore, erals and tinkering, and rebuild your
that we have read the reports of his Department." He points out that the
appearance before the Senate Commit- vital defects of the system are the want
tee yesterday, at which, it is true, he of planning, the total lack of adequate
gave proof of such nimble wit as to organization, and asserts that new
make it plain that the cross-examining quartermaster-generals, new chiefs of
Senators did not bring home anything ordnance and of artillery, will be but j
directly to the Secretary. But what is victims like their predecessors to the
regrettable is the general attitude of "horrible disorganization" of the War i
Mr. Baker. That self-praise goes but Department.
What is our project, he asks; whatj
little ways is an old adage; it was extremely bad taste for the Secretary to is our plan, how many men and how
assume the attitude that wonders have much equipment and for what dates? i;
been achieved, and that we should be He asserts that there are no answers
exulting over what the War Depart- to these auestions. The difficulty is
ment has accomplished. There is noth- that the Administration itself does not
ing more dangerous in a situation like seem to know, that we hear one day
this than the old American habit of that we are to send a million men to
boasting; we are too content with our- France, and the next day that we are
selves, as a rule, too sure that we are ! not to, because food is a more pressing
going to accomplish miracles where matter. Meanwhile, as every one is
others have failed. Bragging by the aware who looks underneath the surWar Department was certainly never face, there is ■ grave confusion in
more out of place than to-day, when the Quartermaster's Department; this
the public is perfectly well aware that morning we read of vital supplies beingtheje_Jiaye been a number of serious dumped upon the meadows for lack of
bluntersJjrhen_Americ^^
ava storage space and because of the existbeen dying by hundredsjn our canton- ing railway disorganization. For the
ments of pneumonia invited by lackjxf latter Mr. Baker is, of course, in no
wise accountable; for the other conclothing.
-jR. >*- X -»*Now, it may be that many of these ditions he has manfully assumed the
blunders were unavoidable, and that the responsibility. The test that is before
Secretary is justified in feeling that no him is, we repeat, whether he can
ether country would have done so well. make over his Department while carryIt may be that he is correct in saying ing on the enormous business already
that the army that we have raised in in hand. Made over it must be. The
nine months' time is a greater achieve- pity of it is that the whole tone of Mr.
ment than that accomplished by Lord Baker's testimony is so complacent beKitchener, but comparisons are odious cause so few blunders have been made as
at best, and many will disagree with to make one question whether he even
him. Nevertheless, it seems to us that realizes what is staring him in thhis attitude was altogether unfortunate. face.
This is not the time for a Cabinet officer in the face of the record to lassume
an attitude either of self-satisfaction
or of defiance. There is still too .much
to be done, still too much to be proved,
for Mr. Baker fittingly to display any
other quality than that of humility
in the face of the gigantic military
task that still confronts the nation.

M/.M/.X.

Secretary Baker Has Done
Well in Raising Our
Big Army
The statement which Secretary of War Baker has just madej
to the Congressional Committee concerning the achievements of file'
War Department gives strong grounds for ENCOURAGEMENT,
COMFORT and PRIDE to the American people. Secretary Baker
modestly and properly does not take all the credit for the memorable achievement of the nation in raising and training the
LARGEST army that in all the history of the world has ever been
raised and trained in so short a time. No individual could accomplish so huge a task by hib own genius alone. If the American people were dead-weights on the hands of our leaders, as for example
the Russians necessarily are in their illiteracy, nothing approaching
this result could have been obtained.
But there is one credit which Secretary Baker and the present
administration can claim especially. The American people were
just as intelligent and patriotic in the Spanish War, conducted under a Republican administration, as they are today. They were
just as capable of aiding in the accomplishment of great results as
they are today. The tremendous difference in the results accomplished spring from the efficiency of the administration as a whole,'
and in some departments, it is painful to say, from a difference in
patriotism also. There are NO SCANDALS in this war like the
embalmed beef scandals. There are no scandals like the'appointments of political favorites at the head of our armies and fleets.
There has been and there will be no necessity for the bold
recourse of cutting the cables to prevent our fighting admiral from
being interfered with by politicians in Washington. The task of
the present Secretary of War is ten times as great as the task of
waging war with Spain, and it has been borne many, many times
more successfully.
One very interesting comparison was made by Secretary Baker
which will please and comfort the fathers and mothers who have
boys in the service. The death rate of sickness among the boys in
the Spanish War was three times as great as it is today in our
forces wherever stationed. It was far greater in our American
training cantonments in the Spanish War, though the War Department was handling only 272,000 men in the war with Spam and
the War Department under Mr. Baker is handling 1,428,650 soldiers today. Study these contrasting fig-ures:
"The death rate in our forces in the United States, from
mid-September to the end of December, averaged 7.5 per thousand, and is slightly less than would have been the death rate
of men of the same age at home. In 1898, the death rate per
thousand was 20.14, or nearly three times as great. Our death
! rate in the Army during the year 1916, just before the war, was
:
; five per thousand. Leaving out the deaths due to measles and
;
its complications, our rate among all troops in the United
States, since September 1, has been about two per thousand."
The War Department has made mistakes. Of course, it has.
!To err is human. The man who does not make mistakes is the
man who does nothing. The bigger the task the more mistakes you
make. You cannot judge men by any rule of thumb on the mistakes
they make. It is their batting average that counts. The number of
questions to be solved and the character of the problems must be
known before the man can be condemned for a mistake he makes.
Everything is relative. We cannot judge the efficiency of
men by comparing the results which they accomplish with results
which others have accomplished in similar tasks unless we take intq
I account all the conditions in the case. We know, however, that we
have done very much better than Great Britain did fn the preparation for this war. We know that we have done infinitely better
than a former War Department of our own succeeded in doing in
the Spanish War. We know that we have done infinitely better also
than our War Department did in the War of 1812 with Great
Britain.
Secretary Baker can well feel satisfied with the results
achieved by his efficient War Department, and the country must
feel gratified also, and disposed to say to Mr. Baker: "Well done,
thou good and faithful servant.':
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Politicians'Plot
to Drive Baker
from Office Fails
Q

Staff Special

i

ized, carefully systematized bureaus
within the department. This applies
particularly to criticisms that have
been leveled by Congress at the activity of committees of the Council
of National Defense.

Hecklers Fail
in Attempt
Members of the committee who
tried their hand at heckling Baker
were McKellar, New, Wadsworth,
Frelinghuysen and Weeks. Each in
turn soon found his own information
so one-sided and meager, or his point
of view on the problems involved so
restricted, as to gladly give up the
contest. Baker met each query with
a smile, a quick, emphatic and illuminating answer and then waited,
apparently eagerly, for the next.
His whole attitude was one of inviting and welcoming the most detailed inquiry and his answers
showed that he was sure of his own
position on every point.
Baker admitted the department
had changed its standards and demands in many quarters.
"But," he said, "it isn't inefficiency
to change one's mind to get something better than you had before. The
art of war is constantly progressive.
We have tried to change to meet
that progress^*and I should call that
efficiency rather than inefficiency."

WASHINGTON, Jan. 3l/-^Pkf SecretaryBaker himself has
effectually knocked the props from under the structure' of criticism which his enemies so 'carefully built up in the expectation
that it would force him .from the cabinet 'and turn the conduct of
the wan ovef/to^a Vi-partisan "coalition" cabi.net,
' In 1 his-''testimony .before the Senate Military Affairs Committee Thursday, Baker answered every important charge of delay
or inefficiency laid, against his department, showed just where misinformation, half information and lack of understanding of real
conditions had distorted the judgment' of committee members, and
cleaned the air of a lot of doubt and suspicion that has been lugged
into Washington lately as. to the headway we have made in our
war activities.
Today Baker was on the stand again "under fire" from the
committee.
At no time in the whole course of his examination was Baker Results Justified
on the defensive. He made no attempt to shift responsibility for Minor Delays
Regarding previous testimony by
specific acts on his subordinate bureau chiefs, but willingly accepted everything that had been done as his own burden and Ordnance Chief Crozier about, delay
in obtaining machine guns Baker exfrankly explained why each thing had been done or not don,e.
plained that as the war was not upon
Thruout his examination, Baker's candor and free answers us, we could afford to wait to get the
disarmed the hostile members of the committee, who failed utterly best obtainable, in view of the conimproving war methods, and
to disconcert him or entangle him in arguments. His answers stantly
that the result justified the delay.
were always ready, his explanations full and his understanding of
"England and France could not
all the matters discussed so evidently more thoro than that of his wait and had to take what they
questioneers that they were helpless* to pursue the lines of attack could get," he said.
The fact that America was still in
laid out.
THAT there are today sufficient the preparatory stage, Baker said,

The outstanding facts developed at
the first day's examination of the
■war secretary were:
THAT within nine months, the
army had grown from 9524 to 110,856 officers ' and from 202,510 to
1,428,650 men, most of them raised
by a selective draft, the most scientifrc in the world, but unaccustomed
to the American people. This was
besides- 3004 officers and 26,120 enlisted personnel in the Ordnance Department and 3900 officers and 82r
120 men in the aviation section.
THAT the United States Army has
the best rifle in the world in the
modified Springfield.
THAT the Browning machine gun
officially adopted was admitedly the
best produced.
THAT the new American 9.5 gun
was superior to the French and British middle heavies.
THAT there has,, been no delay in
getting our army to France because
of lack of equipment or of armament.
THAT every contingent that has
gone over has been fully outfitted
and equipped according to our standards, except in so far as certain of
the last of these units were to be
equipped from supplies held for them
in France.
THAT there was absolutely no
delay in the production of machine
guns for our use, but that, instead
the full productive capacity of every
plant producing any sort of machine
gun was being utilized while this
board was deciding on what gun to
concentrate later production.
THAT "instead of waiting for our
own gun shops to produce our own
heavy ordnance we utilized the full
productive capacity of private plants
equipped to turn out English and
French ordnance comparable to our
9.5-inch gun, and also arranged for
the production of large amounts of
ordnance in English and French
shops, already producing on a quantity basis.

rifles for training purposes at all was due to the general policy of uncamps and that the new rifle adopt- preparedness extending over many
ed for our army can be supplied years and the fact that America
faster than we ca'n send men to the relied upon, the word of Germany
that she would not renew subfighting front.
THAT on the "base sorting con- marine warfare.
"There was no delay after April,
tract," whereby a private company
was permitted to gather the scraps 1916," said Baker.
"Eight months after war started
of cloth from shops manufacturing
army uniforms, and reclaim old uni- Kitchener's army was still drilling in
forms cast off at camps in order that top hats and with walking sticks."
"More has been accomplished than
this volume of wool might be reused,
not 1 cent of profit was""paid to the anybody dared to believe possible."
Reorganization of the governing
company organizing this work and
that as soon as it could be taken army departments to fit the vastly
over by an army organization it- expanded military establishment was
well under way, he added, and army
self that was done.
men and civilians will be utilized.
THAT adequate supplies of uniNearly . $2,000,000,000 had been
forms and clothing are now being spent by Jan, 1, 1918, for equipment
received, tho there was unavoidable by the Quartermaster's Department
delay in getting- certain articles in alone, he said, and the Ordnance Desufficient quantity befere cold weath- partment had placed contracts worth
er set in.
$1,677,000,000.
THAT an adequate supply of amReplying to testimony that the
munition for 1918 is "easily in sight." War Department had rejected offers
THAT the War Department has by private individuals. Baker stated
refused to lower standards of labor the Lewis gun was rejected, not out
in order to speed up production thru of jealousy or prejudice, but because
"sweat shop" methods, but has in- the Browning gun was a better gun.
sisted on .maintaining proper work- The offer of the Du Ponts to build at
ing conditions.
government expense a smokeless
THAT many of the methods of powder plant was rejected, he said,
handling army contracts and deter- because it would have yielded the
mining standards complained of by company "between $20,000,000 and
the department's critics were insti- $40,000,000 a year, which he considtuted purely as temporary measures ered excessive..
to meet an emergency, and already
have been superceded by well organ- U. S. Makes

Powder Cheapest

The army and navy are now producing powder at half the price
charged by the company, he said.
Baker also . testified that American
military forces had been sent to
Europe earlier than planned at the
suggestion of Field Marshal Joffre
and the British High Commission.
The troops sent abroad were
equipped with all the rifles and artillery "then deemed necessary," but
the "artillery program of all nations
is growing every day," and new
needs made it advisable to use
French automatic rifles and artillery;
"So far as it goes," Baker said,
."this arrangement is perfectly safe."

■ "Baker got 'em told," said a fouT*if | *J
teenw-old lad of mine at the breakfast table yesterday morning.
We had ust finished- reading the ac- I
comit of tie testimony of the secretary ,
nf war before the congressional com-I
mitTeeinvestigating the mobilization,

an d

! Toller^T\T^o^ for'

maMne'reference to a member om
family in this connection, out """^
t e day I studied Secretary Baker s
testimony and have come to the conclusion that this lad has sized the situaUon up accurately and I know of no
belter way in which to characterize it
than to repeat:
.
"Baker got 'em told
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A FINE SHOWING
In his clear and admirably arranged
statement to the Senate military
affairs committee yesterday Secretary
Baker offered very convincing evidence that the conduct of the war
from the army side has been worthy
the confidence of the American people. He did not attempt the impossible and try to prove that no mistakes
had been made and that no delays
had been encountered. But he said—■
and he backed his assertion with facts
and figures—that "the American democracy has neither blundered nor
hesitated, but has actually brought the
full power of its men and resources
into completely organized strength
against their (the Germans') military
machine."
It is a fact that none of the Secretary's maligners can controvert that
"no army of similar size in the history of the world has ever been
raised, equipped or trained so quickly."
If in that colossal work things have
not gone along in the forms of perfection, the wonder is that more, instead
of fewer, mistake* have not beer.
made. Compared with the handling
of the puny war with Spain, the getting ready for this contest has been
a marvel of efficient accomplishment
The Secretary rightly lays stress
upon the recently reorganized War
Council, ordnance department and
quartermaster-general's
department.
At last we have intelligent co-ordination of the different elements that
are to help so materially in the winning of the war. Men of ability are!
brought together in the work and the
results will soon justify their selection. They are entered upon a tremendous job, but they realize it, which
is half the battle.
Already the sinister trail of party
politics is appearing in the attempt to
discredit and undermine Secretary
Baker. He is feared by the Republican bosses, for reasons best known to
themselves, and they would rejoice
with exceeding great joy to see him
fail. The cry against him in certain
bitterly partisan or interest-controlled
publications is easy to account for.
But, though noisy, it is not convincing,
and it will fail as it ought
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]Army Conditions Are Good, Baker Differs
\Mr. Baker Again Maintains, From Crozier
Despite Senate Criticisms
About Guns
. —*—,—.

Secretary Defends Equipment Actions at Heated Session—
Scheme to Retain Mr. Eisenman in Department's Employ Causes Protests from Committee Members.
No. iJ»STstr^Tw 1
, ^f^^ Wadsworth- w'«> was particui TT J
.
■
,
Baker into the field of artillery preoara| Under a constant fife oC caustic cues- tion. He stated that testimony already
| tionmg from the Senate Military Affairs offered showed that the Ordnance Departj Committee Newton D. Baker Secretary of ment had stopped the manufacture of
gf take/u^
m^S^T
^
j War, to-day steadfastly maintained his de- u<m
LaKen up the manufacture
of ,large
, fence -of the War Department methods in cannon for which-it has no ammunition
j conducting war preparations. Slowly and and for which no.ammunition is now being
5
lne
With deliberation he answered critical "".rheUSr^™'
''
artillery programme
is a question
questions put to him in rapid succession, of productive capacity and defence
tneory
Mr
Always the answer was defensive and
'"
- Baker said. "General Crosometimes almost evasive.. Throughout
the f'6'" W
!U chanSe his artillery programme
lurougnounne
to COniorm to the defence theory of Genlong examination, however. Secretary eral Pershing wherever the productive
Baker maintained his poise and air of con- .capacity makes it possible."
fidence
Admits Artillery Sliortasc
In view of the shortage of artillery and
Senator Wadsworth. of New York,
guns do you think your statecharged Mr. Baker with giving military machine
ment that 'the rush needs' are satisfied
affairs a "rosy hue" when "(he country is is ^correct?" asked Senator Wadsworth.
"~i es, in the sense that every soldier we
about to enter one of the most crlticat
periods in its history." Even this stem have in France or we can send to France
is equipped either by purchase or. manucharge did not upset Mr. Baker, who facture," was the reply.
"I was talking with a high officer from
maintained that his "impression had been
one of assurance, to the people of the Camp Upton this morning," Senator McKellar said, "and he told me his camp had
United States that every soldier now in no artillery or machine guns."
Mr. Baker smiled.
France is properly equipped and every sol"If he means they haven't as many as
dier who can be sent to France is properly
they need," he said, "he is accurate; if he
equipped."
means they haven't any he is inaccurate.
Again Defends Mr. Eisenman.
In that connection I want to say that if
The old "skeleton" of the Supplies Com- we had rushed artillery manufacture from
mittee of the Council of National Defence April 1, we could- not have by now supwas taken from "the closet" again by plied sufficient artillery for all of the men
in camp. By the time we get what we
Senator McKellar, and for the second Lime now think we need, we will need more."
Mr. Baker came to the defence of Charles
Clash Over Browning Guns.
Eisenman, chairman, who has been critiSenator Hitchcock and Mr. Baker becised severely in the testimony for alleged came confused over' the question of ma'
chine guns. Senator Hitchcock, criticisfavoritism in granting contracts.
ing the Ordnance Department for delaySenator McKellar began by asking the ing the manufacture of machine guns unwitness what will happen to the members til the Browning gun was perfected, deof the Supplies Committee after it is dis- clared his remembrance of the testimony
organized, as Mr. Baker testified it will be. was that there would be no considerable
supply of Browning guns until Iftlfl.
'They will disappear," answered the Sec"Oh, quite to the contrary. We will get
retary. "I understand, however, that "Mr. quantity production of Browning guns in
February,"
answered Mr. Baker. Mr..
Eisenman will be taken into the Quartermaster Department by General Goethals." Crewell, Assistant Secretary of War, the-;
"With his ire aroused, Senator McKellar did some telephoning and brought back a
declared;—"As one member of this com- report that Browning guns would be
mittee 1 wish to go on record as protesting manufactured at the. rate of 1,000 a day in
against the employment or commissioning October. Senator Hitchcock declared thi<conflicted to an "astounding" degree with
of Mr. Eisenman by the government."
"Your statement will be weighed," re- the testimony of General Crozier. and Mr.
Baker promised to give an authentic replied Mr. Baker.
"The revelations before this committee port made for the committee.
Senator Chamberlain wanted to know
are such that I do not think he should he
further employed by the government " in- about the promotion of officers. He said
that he understood regular army officers
terjected Senator McKellar.
of recent classes in West Point are reUpholds Clothing Contracts.
ceiving commissions higher than men who
"I have been in, fairly close observation Jiad graduated previously.
of Mr. Eisenman's work," said Mr. Baker
"In time of war seniority is wholly iff ■
"and I may say that his zeal and desire
to serve the government have been very possible," Mr. Baker said, i rc. explained,'
however,
that officers of the regular
patriotic."
The Social Welfare Committee, which army, transferred to National Army or
passes on contracts made for the manu- National Guard units still maintain their
facture of army clothing, also was sub- status regarding seniority in the regular
despite their temporary assignment
jected to fire. Senator Wadsworth said army
he understood that several New York to other divisions.
Senators
insisted that Mr. Baker's statefirms of large capital and equipment had
not been allowed to work on army cloth- ment regarding supplies was misleading
to the country, even though unintentional,
ing by the Social Welfare Committee
"That is probably true if they couldn't and gave the public a wrong impression of
conditions.
Senator Weeks declared it had
meet the requirement of the committee,"
Mr. Baker said, adding that the hy-gienic "lulled the country to sleep." In response
standards set up by this committee must to questions Mr. Baker said General
Pershing is short of motor trucks.
be maintained.
Shortages in this country below estimated needs of February 1 he aummaiia,.,;
fnllm i
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Estimates of Secretary and
Ordnance Chief Show
Wide Variance
Supply Sufficient
"For Men at Front"
Shortage in the Camps Is
Frankly Admitted by
Cabinet Officer
By C. W. Gilbert
WASHINGTON, Jan. H.-Just before
the\ hearing closed to-day Secretary
Baker placed before the Military Affairs Committee of the Senate, estimates on the prospective deliveries
of Browning machine guns, which were
so much larger than the estimates furnished a few days ago by General Crosier that members of the committee exclaimed about'them.
The estimates had just been obtained
by telephone by the Assistant Secretary
of War from General Wheeler, acting
chief of ordnance. They were placed
m the hands of Senator Hitchcock, who
had been asking Mr. Baker questions
based on the belief arising from General Crozier's testimony that the
Browning gun would not be available
in quantity until late next fall.
The new estimates were not made
public, but where General Crozier said
only one-tenth of the guns contracted
for would be available by August 1,
General Wheeler's figures, according to
Mr. Hitchcock, showed four times that
many guns by that date and a production of Brownings reaching 1,000 guns
a day by October.
"I think this is an impossible change
in the situation," exclaimed Senator
Hitchcock. Secretary Baker could give
no explanation as to how the situation had changed since General Crozier
had testified. And he was reminded
that General Wheeler was present
when General Crozier had been before
the committee and had apparently been
relied upon for information by General
Crozier.

Details of Rosy View
Demanded of Baker

"I tninu enwrs so," re£JT#£Tive"TSet?
retary. That w'as the nearest he came
to admitting that there had been any
unnecessary delay in regard to machine
guns. He, however, made out the delay
to be less than other witnesses had told
the committee it v;ould be. He surprised the committee by saying that the
Browning guns would begin to be produced in quantity in March. Senator
Hitchcock said that he ie.lt safe in saying on the basis of previous testimony
that the Browning guns would not be
used in quantity till 1919.

Secretary, Surprised,
Would Alter Date
"Wouldn't you modify your statement
that the guns would come in quantity in
March," Senator Weeks asked Mr.
Baker, "if you know that the manufacturers themselves had testified before this committee that they would not
begin to get guns until April or May?"
Mr. Baker seemed surprised and said j
he would.
The general manager of the Colt
Company had testified that his company
would "begin" to have the Browning
guns in April. Another manufacturer
had put the date as May. These two
concerns are about the only ones, outside of the makers c-f the Lewis guns,
which have had any experience with
manufacturing machine guns in this
country. The mystery of the sudden
•improvement in the machine gun situation will be cleared up when Mr. Baker
takes the stand to-day.
The committee succeeded for a moment to-day in breaking in upon Mr.
Baker's testimony. They seized upon
his statement yesterday that "the initial rush needs of the army had been
supplied." Mr. Chamberlain wanted
to know how Mr. Baker could say that,
in view of the conditions at the cantonments. Mr. Baker said he was
thinking only of the men sent to
France. The Senators insisted that his
statement was likely to deceive the
country and create a false impression
that conditions were better than they
were. Mr. Baker maintained his position that there was no camouflage
about his statement, but that "initial
rush needs" plainly referred to France.

Senator Says Nation
Gets False Impression
Senator Wadsworth said, "I don't
agree with you. The words give the
country the impression that the situation is rosy, that everything is fine.
Frankly, I don't think it is. We are in
for the greatest crisis the nation* has
ever known. The artillery programme
is not nearly big enough. Men go to
France without knowing how to use
rifles or artillery till they get there.
I don't call that meeting rush needs."
That was the nearest the committee
came to confronting Jfr. Baker's general statements with the specific facts.
The committee is tired of the investigation and wants to get through.
There is no especially good cross-examiner on it. It labors under the disadvantage of not knowing as much of
the actual truth as the witness dots,
and the witness is an unusually alert
and quick-minded man. It is not a
situation which makes for much more
than a superficial inquiry.
The Republican members of the committee tried to lead Mr. Baker over
1916, when Ambassador Gerard was
warning the Administration of coining
trouble with Germany and the administration was busy getting itself reelected on the "kept us out of war"
basis. Naturally the War Department
was not making preparations for the
war that has now come.
Mr. Baker
would concede that, in view of what
had taken place, it would have been
better, to have bought guns in 1916, but
he~would not concede that _ any fault
rested upon the Administration for not
foreseeing the war. The favorite answer
of the executive department head is
that.it is all the fault of Congress.
Congress could see, said Mr. Baker,
just as well as he could that there was
a big war in Europe. He hadn't asked
for larger appropriations to prepare for
war because he saw "no chance of getting larger appropriations out of Congress.

Mr. Baker was asked by the committee to inquire into the matter more
fully and give the committee details
upon which the more rosy view of machine gun prospects was based.
Just before this Mr. Baker had been
testifying on the machine gun deficien- j
ci'es and had said some time would have I
been lost in fitting the Lewis, gun fac- ■
tories to make weapons that would I
(Secretary Baker's ■ testimony in
shoot American ammunition.
"But nothing like the delay that has i detail—on Page /,.)
taken place in the case of the Browning I
guns?" asked Senator Hitchcock.
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\Army Conditions Are Good, Baker Differs
)Mr. Baker Again Maintains, From Crozier
Despite Senate Criticisms
About Guns
Secretary Defends Equipment Actions at Heated Session—
Scheme to Retain Mr. Eisenman in Department's Employ Causes Protests from Committee Members.
Herald Bureau.
]
!Vo. 1,501! II Street. \. W., t
Washington, I). ('., Friday, j
,, ,
,
Under a constant fire of eaastic quesjtioning- from the Senate Military Affairs
| Committee'Newton D. Baker, Secretary of'

Senate? Wadsworth, who was particularly active in the inquiry to-day, led Mr
-caiser
nrprara.
Baker into the field of artillery preparaHe stated that tStlmony Xady
ti0n.
offered showed that the Ordnance Department had stopped the manufacture of
runs for which it had ammunition and
War. to-day steady maintained his de- gftSen™^ ffifiW^,
fence of the War Department methods in cannon for which it has no ammunition
conducting- war preparations. Slowly and and for which no.ammunition is now being
1
with deliberation he answered critical ^L'^f™
*
lne
, . , .
artillery programme is a question
questions put to htm in rapid succession, of productive capacity and defence
Always the answer was defensive and»theory1," Mr. Baker said. "General CroV W H changre his
sometimes almost evasive Throughout
the ' ?~
!
artillery programme
s
to
,„„„
conform to the defence theory of Genlong examination, however, Secretary eral Pershing wherever the productive
Baker maintained his poise and air of con- capacity makes it possible."
fidence.
Admits Artillery Shortage.
"In view of the shortage of artillery and
Senator Wadaworth. of New York,
charged Mr. Baker with giving military machine guns do you think your statement that 'the rush needs' are satisfied
affairs a "rosy hue" when "the country is is .correct?" asked Senator Wadsworth.
"Yes, in the sense that every soldier we
about to enter one of the most critical
periods in its history." Even this stern have in France or we can send to France
is equipped either by purchase or manucharge did not upset Mr, Baker, who facture," was the reply.
"I was talking with a high officer from
maintained that his "impression had been
one of assurance, to the people of the Camp Upton this morning," Senator McKellar said, "and he told me his camp had
United States that every soldier now in no artillery or machine guns."
Mr. Baker smiled.
France is properly equipped and every sol"If he means they haven't as many as
dier who can be sent to France is properly
they need," he said, "he is accurate; if he
equipped."
means they haven't any he is inaccurate.
Again Defends Mr. Risennian. '
In that connection I want to say that if
The old "skeleton" of the Supplies Com- we had rushed artillery manufacture from
mittee of the Council of National Defence April 1, we could- not have by now supwas taken from "the closet" again by- plied sufficient artillery for all of the men
in camp. By the time we get what we
Senator McKellar, and for the second time now think we need, we will need more."
Mr. Baker came to the defence of Charles
Clash Over Browning Guns.
Eisenman, chairman, who has been critiSenator Hitchcock and Mr. Baiter becised severely in the testimony for alleged came confused over' the question of machine guns. Senator Hitchcock, criticisfavoritism in granting contracts.
ing the Ordnance Department for delaySenator McKellar began by asking- the ing the manufacture of machine guns unwitness what will happen to the members til the BroW-ning gun was perfected, deof the. Supplies Committee alter it is dis- clared his remembrance of the testimony
organized, as Mr. Baker testified it will be. was that there would be no considerable
supply of Browning guns until ltd!).
"They will disappear," answered the Sec"Oh, quite to the contrary. We will get
retary. "I understand, however, that "Mr. quantity production of Browning guns in
February." answered Mr. Baker.
Mr.
Fisenman will be taken into the Quartermaster Department by General Goethals." Crowell, Assistant Secretary of War, th&;>
With his ire aroused, Senator McKellar did some telephoning and brought back a
declared;—"As one member of this com- report that Browning guns would be
manufactured at the. rate of 1,000 a day in
mittee I wish to go on record as protesting
against the. employment or commissioning October. Senator Hitchcock declared thi"
conflicted to an "astounding" degree With
of Mr. Kisenman by the government."
the testimony of General Crozier, and .Mr.
"Your statement will be weighed," replied Mr. Baker.
Baker promised to give an authentic report made for the committee.
"The revelations before this committee
Senator Chamberlain wanted to know
arc such that I do not think he should be
further employed by the government " in- about the promotion of officers. He said
that he understood regular army officers
, terjected Senator McKellar.
of recent classes in West Point are reUphold* Clothing Coutr.-iets.
ceiving commissions higher than men who
[ "I have been in fairly close observation Jiad .graduated previously.
of Mr. Eisenman's work," said Mr. Baker
"In time of war seniority is wholly rtf*;
| "and I may say that his zeal and desire
to serve the government have been very- possible." Mi. Baker said. lie explained;
however, that officers of the regular
patriotic."
The Social Welfare Committee, which army transferred io National Army or
passes on contracts made for the manu- National Guard units still maintain their
facture of army clothing, also was sub- status regarding seniority in the regular
jected to fire. Senator Wadsworth said army despite their temporary assignment
he understood that several New York to other divisions.
Senators insisted that Mr. Baker's statefirms of large capital and equipment had
not been allowed to work on army cloth- ment regarding supplies was misleading
to
the country, even though unintentional,
ing by the Social Welfare Committee.
"That is probably true if they couldn't and gave the public a wrong impression of
meet the requirement of the committee " conditions. Senator Weeks declared it had
Mr. Baker said, adding that the hy-gienic "lulled the country to sleep." In response
standards set up by this committee must to questions Mr. Baker said General
Pershing is short of motor trucks.
be maintained.
Shortages in this country below estimated needs of February 1. lie summarized
as follows: —Saddles. 50 per cent; saddle
blankets, 40 per cent: canteens, 10 petcent, with large deficiencies of pistols and
cartridge belts, as well as small ,i riM
ammunition.
«gsgs«PM
Mr. Baker will resume his testimony uT
morrow, when the suhjecS of cantonment
construction ivill. be taken up.

Estimates of Secretary and
Ordnance Chief Show
Wide Variance
Supply Sufficient
"For Men at Front"
Shortage in the Camps Is
Frankly Admitted by
Cabinet Officer
By C. W. Gilbert

'I think TmW /s so," re^miv i.ne~"Se^
retary. That \vas the nearest he came
to admitting that there had been any
unnecessary delay in regard to machine
guns. He, however, made out the delay
to be less than other witnesses had told
the committee it vjould be. He surprised the committee by saying that the
Browning guns would begin to be produced in quantity in March. Senator
Hitchcock said that he felt safe in saying on the basis of previous testimony
that the Browning guns would not be
used in quantity till 1919.

Secretary, Surprised,
Would Alter Date
"Wouldn't you modify your statement
that the guns would come in quantity in
March," Senator Weeks asked Mr
Baker, "if you know that the manufacturers themselves had testified before this committee that they would not
begin to get guns until April or May?"
Mr. Baker seemed surprised and said
he would.
The general manager of the Colt
Company had testified that his company
would "begin" to have the Browning
guns in April. Another manufacturer
had put the date as May. These two
concerns are about the only ones, outside of the-makers c-f the Lewis guns
I which have had any experience with
! manufacturing machine guns in this
The mystery of the sudden
; country.
'"improvement in the machine gun situation will be cleared up when Mr. Baker
takes the stand to-day.
The committee succeeded for a moment to-day in breaking in upon Mr.
Baker's testimony. They seized upon
his statement yesterday that "the initial rush needs of the army had been
supplred."
Mr. Chamberlain wanted
to know how Mr. Baker could say that,
in view of the conditions at the cantonments.
Mr. Baker said he was
thinking only of the men sent to
France. The Senators insisted that his
statement was likely to deceive the
country and create a false impression
that conditions were better than they
were. Mr. Baker maintained his position that there was no camouflage
about his statement, but that "initial
rush needs" plainly referred to France.

WASHINGTON, Jan. ll.-Just before
the hearing closed to-day Secretary
Baker placed before the Military Affairs Committee of the Senate, estimates on the prospective deliveries
of Browning machine guns, which were
so much larger than the estimates furnished a few days ago by General Crozier that members of the committee exclaimed about them.
Senator Says Nation
The estimates had just been obtained
by telephone by the Assistant Secretary
Gets False Impression
of War from General Wheeler, acting
Senator Wadsworth said, "I don't
chief of ordnance. They were placed
agree with you. The words give the
m the hands of Senator Hitchcock, who
country the impression that the situahad been asking Mr. Baker questions
tion is rosy, that everything is fine.
based on the belief arising from GenFrankly, I don't think it is. We are in
for the greatest crisis the nation- has
eral Crozier's testimony that the
ever known. The artillery programme
Browning gun would not be available
is not nearly big enough. Men go to
in quantity until late next fall.
France without knowing how to use
The new estimates were not made
rifles or artillery till they get there.
I don't call that meeting rush needs."
public, but where General Crozier saiu
That was the nearest the committee
only one-tenth of the guns contracted
came to confronting ¥". Baker's genfor would be available by August 1,
eral statements with the specific facts.
General Wheeler's figures, according to
The committee is tired of the investigation and wants to get through.
Mr. Hitchcock, showed four times that
There is no especially good cross-exmany guns by that date and a producaminer on it. It labors under the distion of Brownings reaching 1,000 guns
advantage of not knowing as much of
a day by October.
the actual truth as the witness do%s,
and the witness is an unusually alert
"I think this is an impossible change
and quick-minded man.
It is not a
in the situation," exclaimed Senator
situation which makes tor much more
Hitchcock. Secretary Baker could give
than a superficial inquiry.
no explanation as to how the situaThe Republican members of the comtion had changed since General Crozier
mittee tried to lead Mr. Baker over
1916,
when Ambassador Gerard was
had testified. And he was reminded
that General Wheeler was present warning the Administration of coming
trouble with, Germany and the adminiswhen General Crozier had been before
tration was busy getting itself rethe committee and had apparently been
elected on the "kept us out of War"
basis.
Naturally the War Department
relied upon for information by General
was not making preparations for the
Crozier.
war that has now come.
Mr. Baker
would concede that, in view of what
Details of Rosy View
had taken place, it would have been
better, to have bought guns in 1916, but
Demanded of Baker
he -Would, not concede "that any fault
Mr. Baker.,was asked by the commit- rested upon the Administration for not
tee to inquire into the matter more foreseeing the war. The favorite answer
fully and give the committee details of the executive department head is
that it is all the fault of Congress.
upon which the more rosy view of ma- Congress could see, said Mr. Baker,
chine gun prospects was based.
just as well as he could that there was
Just before this Mr. Baiter had been a big war in Europe. He hadn't asked
for larger appropriations to prepare for
testifying on the machine gun deficien- war because he saw mo chance of getcies and had said some time would have ting larger appropriations out of Conbeen lost in fitting the Lewis, gun fac- ■ gress.
tories to make weapons that would !
(Secretary Baker' s • teztiviony tn i
shoot American ammunition.
"But nothing like the delay that has j detoM—on Page !,.)
taken place in the ca3e of the Browning i
guns?" asked Senator Hitchcock.

"I^agree with Senator Wadsworth," short- in Europe and in camps,
said Chairman Chamberlain, "that your dardization
of motor trucks had destatement gives a wrong impression layed supplying
cantonments.
to tne country. It was not your pur"Why, nine months after war, are
pose, but it is its effect."
there no rolling kitchens; isn't that
"What I meant to say and what I unreasonable?
demanded
Senator
want the country to understand," Mr. Weeks.
^ Baker, replied earnestly, "is that, all
"I can't answer that," Mr. Baker rethe troops in France will be adequately plied. "I suppose it is 'because the
equipped with artillery and arms."
training units fire not in the field and
"Probably," observed Senator Cham- do not need rolling kitchens. I have
berlain.
not had one single complaint regard"I have assurances to that effect," Mr. ing food."
■.■>.-•
Baker insisted.
"When are these camps going to
' "The statement* loaves the impres- have all the supplies they need?" Sension that the situation is a rosy one, ator Weeks demanded, pounding his
and that we have all the artillery we fist on .the table.
need," said Senator Wadsworth. "I
"No comprehensive answer can be
disagree.. It is not an accurate descrip- given to that," Mr. Ba'ker replied, adSecretary, Unruffled Under Severe Cross-Extion of the, situation;"
ding that he would give a detailed foreMr. Baker insisted that his statement cast.
amination, Surprised When Told His Figures on
regarding adequacy of ordnance for
Returning to the question of pur"rush needs'? was substantially,correct. chases- by the supplies committee of
Guns Vary From Those Given by Ordnance Chief
He admitted that ordnance was heeded the Council of National Defence, Secfor training men in camp. Time needed retary Baker said:
to train men in France, he said, will
"The process is being stopped, and I
Powder
Situation
Satisfactory
give time to increase ■ ordnance sup- think it is stopped now."
■ WASHINGTON, Jan. 11.—Deficiencies
plies.,
"The
situation
is
satisfactory,
andI
"What becomes of the committee?"
in army equipment were the subject of
Senator,-Weeks cited the- general asked Senator McKellar.
(think supplies are and will continue
' sharp cross-examination of Secretary "adequate," replied Secretary Baker.
ordnance shortagej at Camp Bowie,
"It will disappear," replied Mr.
iBaker before the Senate Military Com- , Senator Wadsworth asked- about the Texas, ^testified to by Major General Baker, adding that Vice-Chairman
Board of Labor Standards, which, testi Greble,. commandant.
Eisenman will be commissioned or
;mittee to-day.
placed on a salary with the reorganr. three hours the War Department
T^n^n-ntmn^'t i s.mony
has. said,
has %.
pacifists ,and
SocialFor
. Jamong
., ' members
. requirShortage ■Corrected ,
*ists
its
and is
ized quartermaster general's office.
head was under rapid fire questioning, ,ing new specifications in army cloth
"You.have given the impression"that
Eisenman Denounced
both from Democrats and Republicans, 'contracts which will reduce production.. every camp has enough rifles," Senator"I want to protest against employWeeks observed. "How' can you con
•who frequently by word and gesture ; "I know their character and. expert form that
nent of Mr. Eisenman because of de•'qualifications well," said S'eeretary
*? the statement that there velopmen f'in th/i^o mmittee regard.expressed disapproval of conditions dis- 'Baker in defence of the board
are no requirements of artillery?"
s ini- M^ £•
and Mr. Kaplan,"
"I didn't make that^statemenT." said^fdte fe~" %
* closed. Sometimes they flatly disagreed
Senator Wadsworth said the •board's
'While Mr. EisenMr; Baker.
"with , the Secretary's assertions, and, 'requirements were so rigid that proman may be equipped, the revelations
"You gave that impression."
■
d
uetion
of
army
garments
is
being
de^pointed to testimony previously heard layed.
"I said 'initial rush needs' are filled," before this committee, in my opinion,
show that Mr. Eisenman should not be
;to contradict him.
• Any delay is slight, .Secretary Baker explained Mr. Baker.
retained in any capacity."
"But.
you
ought
to
define
your
statepaid,
and
the
health
of
factory
workers
Apparently little ruffled by the vigBaker, in reply, praised
ment; it gives the country the impres- Mr.Secretary
Eisenman, his business enterprise
orous quizzing, Mr. Baker, admitting ■is an important consideration.
* "I must disagree with you that the sion that every need in the camps is and judgment.
and further detailing certain shortages, ■delay is' slight," said Senator Wads- supplied," said Mr. Weeks.
- "I indorse everything I know he has
Mr. Baker said rifle shortages since done,
"■reiterated his formal statement of yes- •worth:
said Baker, adding that Eisenreble r e
rted had
Senator Wadsworth said a witness :' S!"!.™!!
°
been sub- man had saved the government many
terday* that supplies are substantially
i P°
sta
aU
had
testified
the
board's,
contract
stands
"t'
y,
corrected..
millions
~ of dollars. He promised to
.adequate for "initial rush need's."
ou 1
e
Sards threaten to cause strikes and re-I =f " ^
, ? ,have b1tten
" very fortunate study the c ommittee's testimony reC U Id ha e
Committeemen insisted that his sta'te- Jquire employers to receive labor lead- ' £,,3®
°
i,
T
,K°
machine
guns
garding
Eise
g
iilisenman's
services.
' ment was misleading to the country, &s. He thought labor agitators would "°.°-ner'- he added<
asked by Senator Wadsworth
Is there any reason why 1,200 sho*uld if, When
tetir
up
trouble.
in view of the war situation, he re•even though unintentional, and gave the
be held in storage?" asked Senator garded,
Mr. Baker denied knowledge that any Hitchcock,
the 1916 army estimates too
; public a wrong impression of condi- .considerable
referring to testimony by small, Secretary
number of "contractors General. Crozier
Baker replied:
to
that
effect.
tions. Seiia'tor Weeks declared it had were refusing to execute contracts be"In view of what has happened since
"I
didn't
know
that,"
said
ME, Baker.
cause of the new labor standards.
'"lulled the country.to sleep,"
Reverting to delays in machine-gun it would have been wiser for them to
- Secretary Baker explained that what ^Senator Weeks thought ^the, board deliveries. Senator Hitchcock deplored have been much larger." He recalled
had too large and very drastic powers, tardy contracts for Lewis guns and Mr. that Congress reduced some items.
he meant when he spoke of adequate but Mr. Baker contended the board's
Shouldn't Congress have been asked
Baker rejoined that a large production ■
supplies was tha't all troops who go functions are purely advisory. Chair- of
Browning guns would begin in Feb- to-give more money?" demanded Sen►abroad to actual fighting are and will man Kerstein, He said, was a Boston ruary.
ator Wadsworth, pounding the table.
Secretary Baker reiterated that events
;be amply equipped. In - response to business man, Captain Krensi an army
This aroused Senator Hitchcock.
...
. . ,,
, „ , .
.officer and the third member, Florence
would have justified larger appropriaquestions, he said General Pershmg was ; jCeUy) a social welfare worker.
"That isn't so," he retored sharply, tions.
short of motor trucks."
; Senator Weeks challenged the state- slapping .his hands, together at "the
"Did the War Department make vigSecretary. "We won't have a large orous recommendations in 1916 for in-'
'[
Summarizes Shortages
quantity
before
1919
in
actual
use.'
We
ment that the board was only advisory,
crease of our whole programme?"
> Shortages in this country, below esti and complained, of the multiplicity of haven't one now."
asked Mr. Wadsworth.
r.ew
and
special
boards
and
committees.
"We
have
nine,"
Mr.
Baker
suggest>mated needs of February 1, he sum
' -Congress Also Blamed
"Persons with business are passed ed, smiling. Seriously, he added that
marized as follows:
Secretary Baker replied:
along from corridor' to corridor and _production was being speeded up and
"As I see it now it would have been
building to building trying to find the that his latest information was that
Saddles, 50 per cent; saddle blankets, ri
.'40 per cent; canteens, 40 per cent- with ! ght Federal agency with which to do quantity production of the Browning better to have asked larger appropriations.- But in 1916 •conditibnVwere asf ^ic+^i* **« -«W I business," said the Senator.
guns would begin in February,
large deficiencies of pistols and cartSenators^Hit-hcock and Weeks both obvious to you as to us."
Turning to artnlery, Senator Wads-''■ridge belts, as well as small, arms am- worth assailed the ordnance bureau called the Secretary's attention to testi
"Scarcely so, you had the military in, munition.
for-not Continuing'the manufacture of ™ony of General Crozier and manu formation," Senator Wadsworth reStatements of the Secretary that French 240-millimetre guns, instead of facturers given contracts for the Brown- plied.
.quantity production of the new Brown- proceeding with the manufacture of ing gun that production in quantity ■ Senator Hitchcock again brought up
*ing machine guns would begin next American 9.5 guns, none of which have would not begin before April.
the machine gun question and-pointed
''month were sharply challenged by Sen- been delivered and whose ammunition
Such testimony. Secretary Baker con- out that the War Department's latest
. ator Hitchcock, who said the Secre- is not interchangeable with the French. ceded, would be most reliable.
estimates showed that July 1 deliveries
tary's figures were four times gi-eater .Secretary.Baker'said he thought, but
Secretary Baker's formal statement of Browning guns will be four timesI than General Crozier's, and that the was
not sure, that the department was Wyesterday regarding,army prepared- larger than General Crozier's estimates
■ discrepancy was "astounding." Secrethe French type, and promised irfcs,-' Senator Weeks declared,' would' given the committee.
tary Baker promised further examina- making
to give further information.
"This is astonishing, impossible and
"uTfchitehtioMalry mislead the country."
■ tion of the differences;
''There
has been no explanation yet
"The country," said the Senator,, entirely out of joint with contract de; Failure, to prepare for war was
livery
specifications," said Senator.
given
the
committee,"
said
Senator
"shquld
not
be
lulled
to
sleep
by
a
brought up by Senator Wadsworth, and
Wadsworth, poundjng the table .with. general statement of facts that do not Hitchcock, "I would like the deprep■ Secretary Baker insisted that needs for his
fist.
ancy explained."
exist." w
^preparedness in 1916 were as obvious
Senator Wadsworth asked whether, in ; During the rapid cross-questioning
Mr. Baker said that more factory
■ to Congress as to the executive branch.
view
of
the
shortage
of
artillery
and
facMities
have been -secured.
■the Secretary was apparently serene,
■Events since, he conceded, would have
machine
guns,
the
Secretary's
state"No,
that is hot possible," Mr. Hitchpuffing
a
cigar
and
answering
allques;made larger military appropriations'
ment that there, were .sufficient sup- tions calmly.
cock rephejS, "All factories eouipped
"advisable.
Secretary Baker said he "not. sur- to make machine guns have ben given
Mr. Baker left the stand early to at- plies "substantially for rush heeds"
was
correst.
contracts."
prised" attthe machine-gun shortage
tend a Cabinet meeting. He will be
Secretary Baker said the new figures
.back to-morrow for further cross-ex-i "Yes, perfectly, as I understand it," reported at Camp.Bowie, in view.of the
said Mr. Baker.. "Our rush heeds are general machine-gun situation. " Sena- he had secured by. telephone were of
* animation
A letter modifying his testimony that! satisfied,
tor Weeks said that witnesses declare "prospective deliveries" and said he
shoddy.had not been used in navy gar-1, Secretary Chamberlain asked Baker machine-gun -units are "practically had no personaLfknowledge of the conJ'ments was received during the day by how he could say that when canton- throwing.ijheir time away" by not hav- flict between, his a,nd General Crozier's
estimate.
. > Chairman Chamberlain from ' Paymas- ments were short rifles and machine ing guns for practice.,ter General. McGowan, of the navy. guns and artillery.
"I think-you
should give.this your
"Gneral Crozier.'. said he couldn't
:
When before the committee the rear
"I mean that we have sufficient for immediate ;and earnest atention," Sen- hope for orre-tenth of deliveries under
'admiral said no.shoddy had been used. the men actually engaged in fighting." ator Weeks ' sai-dr
Contracts before August 19," Senator
Through investigation since he had
"You mean, then, that there is enough
Hitchcock insisted.
Reveals Other Shortages
■ testified, he wrote to-day he had found for men in France," said Senator McMr. Baker's examination was not con^that a comparatively, small order had; Kellar.
cluded
to-day and, because he desired
Secretary Baker' a'dded that" on Jan"been given for overcoats, containing 35' "Yes," said the Secretary.
to
attend a cabinet meeting, the comuary 5 there wasfa deficiency of 50 per
;per cent of shoddy, as specified for
cent in saddles, '40 per cent in saddle mittee adjourned until to-morrow. /
,army garments, by the . supplies comEnough for Actual Fighting
blankets; plenty of horses are on hand,
-mittee of the Council of National Defence
I
Your statement that we have sub- but there is a small shortage of mules;
- When Secretary Baker's examination |stresslon
antially .enough gives a wrong im- canteens are about 40 per cent short
"was 'resumed, to-day Chairman Cham- P
to the country, when we have of February 1 heeds; small arms am^berlain said there were fears for only enough for men actually in the munition is short, with production
fighting,
and not for those in train- increasing, and motor vehicles are
^powder production.'
ing," Senator Wadsworth interjected.

" Men at Front Supplied/'
Baker Tells Senators
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striving to rise to the height of the great years aS°In a
responsibilities thrust on him, and who ap
^eat national crisis every man
parently realized how much more woult charged with leadership can afford to be
have to be accomplished before the Wa; a httle humble- No American statesman
Department would be really up to its task ever sh°wed more humility than Lincoln,
There was no modesty in the claims who feared Pralse more *an he feared
which Mr. Baker put forth on the wit- blame (and certainly got a great deal
ness stand. There was no proper sense more bIame than he ever Sot P^ise). A
manifested by him of shortcomings man of large calibre rarely praises himpast and present. And that was un elf. But Mr. Baker's testimony before
fortunate. The country did not expect <;he Senate Military Affairs Committee
Mr. Baker to be a miracle man. It real- "•v-s an almost continuous burst of self- j
ized dimly the vast handicaps under which i praise. And for much of it there was
he has been obliged to work. It sensed j 0Rly a very dubious justification,
in a vague way the utter insufficiency of jj
Many Senators challenged, for instance,
the old regular army organization. Itj the Secretary's claim that the "initial
knew that the two years granted us for rush needs of the army have been satis
preparation for war—the two years from tied." This statement was subsequently
May, 1.915, when the Lusitania was sunk, modified so as to cover only the initial
to April, 1917, when war was declared— rush needs of the forces in France. But
had been practically wasted, so far as how have those rush needs been covered?
the development of an army was con- ' The forces in France, as The Tribune's
cerned. It was disposed to be charitable; representatives there have shown, are
it would have given a full measure of short of all kinds of equipment and supcharity and of sympathy to a Secretary plies. They are dependent on the French
who was willing on the stand to confess for heavy guns, field guns, automatic
inadequacy in achievement, to admit j rifles, bombs, airplanes and gasolene,
frankly the errors of the past and the j They are borrowing gas masks from the
bungling of the present and to promise to British.
They are relying on French
profit to the full by the lessons of our labor behind the lines. They are short
unhappy experiences.
on auto trucks and even on commissary
That would have been a broad-minded supplies. If. the initial rush needs of the
and ingratiating attitude to take.
It army in France have been met at all, they
would have disarmed criticism and in- have been met by drawing on the respired confidence. But. Mr. Baker seemed j sources of our allies to an extraordinary
to think that even a cautious admission of j degree. That is not a means of satisfying
inefficiency—inefficiency almost inevitable them which reflects much glory on the
under the circumstances—would alarm the War Department. It is itself a measure
country. For the sake of "reassuring" of needs of our army in France which
the public he preferred to champion the still exist and are still great, and our
"miracle man" theory—a theory which j large scale borrowing should put us in a
breaks down wherever it is subjected to ■> frame of mind to make free and frank
the rude test of reality.
\ acknowledgment of our indebtedness to
jthe ordnance and supply departments of
I other governments.
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Too Much for One Man?
OECRETARY. BAKER'S sense of humor
~,must be deficient or he would never
have given it as a reason for opposing the
creation of a Secretary of Munitions that
the job was too big for one man. For
under the existing arrangements, and even
under the plan of reorganization which he
outlined to the Senate investigating committee on Saturday, Mr. Baker was and
will remain the one man in whose' hands
is placed the final responsibility for the
discharge of the greater part, of the functions which would be confided to a Secretary of Munitions. Not only is this the
case, but the Secretary of War is charged
with the raising and training of the armies
that are being sent to Europe, the pro-,
vision and transportation of supplies and
the other manifold duties of the War Department. Why he should imagine that
the labor that would be imposed upon a
Secretary of Munitions would bo greater
than that under which he is now struggling is one of those,' things which members of Congress will want to find out.
Prom present indications, the Senators
now engaged in investigating the methods
adopted in the war preparations are determined to find this .out for themselves and
are not disposed to take Mr. Baker's word
for it that he is capable of accomplishing
efficiently and satisfactorily not only nearly
all that would be expected of a munitions
chief, but a great deal more besides. Of
course, it is only fair to remember that a
Secretary of Munitions would have to look
after the arms and ammunition for the
navy as well as for the army and for .the
aircraft corps that is being created, but the
fact remains that the needs of the army
are by far the greatest, and it Js in meeting these army needs that the major part
of existing delays and deficiencies has
been experienced. The weight of expert
opinion at Washington appears to be decidedly against Mr. Baker's view of how
the present emergency can be best met,
and there are indications that in this instance Congress will break its rule of deferring to the judgment of the President
and his Cabinet as to ways and means and
that it will cut the tangle of red tape and
circumlocution which has retarded the production of munitions by putting the power
and responsibility for this department of
war work upon shoulders unincumbered
with other ddties.

Mr. Baker has
o
» T
*n a ma*ter ^e making war there can
Mr. Bakers Testimony
be no miracles. Before taking office and ". testimony an entir
Washington dispatches have empha- for a long while after taking office the' of view. This eon?
sized the fact that in his appearances be- Secretary of War seemed to adhere to in the answer to u
fore the Senate Committee on Military Mr.' Bryan's belief that 1,000,000 men not he was satisfie
Affairs Secretary Baker made a clever'would spring to arms within twenty-four erals Sharpe and C'J>,-^,
witness.
It may be conceded that he hours after war was declared. 'Down to under the circumstt*-'
showed considerable finesse in meeting'the day when the declaration of war was that possibly coul
and deflecting charges of inefficiency, in made he Was; unwilling to go on record optimism carried t
minimizing delinquencies in organization as favoring the creation of a real army delusion. If the \A
and preparation. The general impression or of passing a Universal service law. erals was the "best
lie gave was that of lawyer-like adroit- Although Ambassador Gerard must have done," then the wo
ness in bolstering up a dubious case.
informed Washington many months be- ment as a whole i
But this is the sort of an Impression iore ot" the Kaiser's threats against the cism. If that be ti
that Mr. Baker could least afford to make. United States—of the German govern- stands alone among
The present is no time for window dress- ment's purpose to settle with us when the For there is no ot
ing, for putting the most cheerful face opportunity should offer—no genuine has been able to gh
possible on disquieting appearances, tor preparations for defence were made, proval to the work
handing out to the public that "reassur- There was much delay in starting such j ment.
The country has 1
ance" which it is wrongly supposed to be preparations even after war came. We \
seeking.
The public wants knowledge,-11'0 PayinS to-day tbe penalties of that; faith in Mr. Baker
not "reassurance." It prefers the truth, negligence, and as one of the men most his comprehension c
even though it may be unpalatable, to an responsible for the present underdevelop- lem. His testimon;
optimistic'version of the truth. By light- ment of our military strength it would committee could not
heartedly representing the work of the kave been much niore becoming on Mr. because of the easy
War Department as a marvel of intelli- Baker's part if he had admitted on the characterized it. I
gent management, as all that could have stand his own share of the blame for the when one is just be
been expected under the circumstances, Present military situation, instead of armor. How long
the Secretary has repelled public sym- waving it off with the sprightly generality persist in a War D
pathy. He has also seriously impaired that the United States would be in better cherishes the dangeri
the reputation which he had built up as shaPe to-day lf i{; had be^n real military record of military acj
a man who was modestly and earnestly preparation as long as ten or a dozen has been practically
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Too Much for One Man?
SECRETARY, BAKER'S sense of humor
,must be deficient or he would -never
have given it as a reason for opposing the
creation of a Secretary of Munitions that
the job was too big for one man. For
tinder the existing arrangements, and even
under the plan of reorganization which he
outlined to tho Senate investigating committee on Saturday, Mr. Baker was and
will remain the one man in whose hands
is placed the final responsibility for the
discharge of the greater part, of the functions which would be confided to a,Secretary of Munitions.- Not only is this the
case, but the Secretary of War is charged
with the raising and training of the armies
that are being sent to Europe, the pro-,
vision and transportation of supplies and
the other manifold duties of the War Department. Why he should imagine that
the labor that would be imposed upon a
.Secretary of Munitions would he- greater
than that under which he is now struggling is one of those,' things which members of Congress will want to find out.
From present indications, the Senators
now engaged in investigating the methods
adopted in the war preparations are determined to find this _out for themselves and
are not disposed to take Mr. Baker's word
for it that he is capable of accomplishing
efficiently and satisfactorily not only nearly
all that would be expected of a munitions
chief, but a great deal more besides. Of
course, it is only fair to remember that a
Secretary of Munitions would have to look
after the arms and ammunition for the
navy as well as for the army and for .the
aircraft corps that is being created, but the
fact remains that the needs of the army
5re by far the greatest, and it js in meeting these army needs that the major part
of existing delays and deficiencies has
been experienced. The weight of expert
opinion at Washington appears to be decidedly against Mr. Baker's view of how
the present emergency can be best met,
and there are indications that in this instance Congress will break its rule of deferring to the judgment of the President
and his Cabinet as to ways and means and
that it will cut the tangle of red tape and
circumlocution which has retarded the production of munitions by putting the power
and responsibility for this department of
war work upon shoulders unincumbered
with other duties.

In a matter like making war there can
Mr. Baker's Testimony
be no miracles. Before taking office and
Washington dispatches have empha- for a long while after taking office the
sized tha fact that in his appearances be- Secretary of War seemed to adhere to
fore the Senate Committee on Military Mr. Bryan's belief that 1,000,000 men
Affairs Secretary Baker made a clever 'would spring to arms within twenty-four
witness.
It may be conceded that he hours after war was declared. Down to
showed considerable finesse in meeting1 the clay when the declaration cf war was
and deflecting charges of inefficiency, in made he Was unwilling to go on record
minimizing delinquencies in organization as favoring the creation of a real army
and preparation. The general impression or of passing a universal service law.
he gave was that of lawyer-like adroit-Although Ambassador Gerard must have
nes's in bolstering up a dubious case.
informed Washington many months beBut this is the sort of an impression -ore of the Kaiser's threats against the
that Mr. Baker could least afford to make. United States—of the German governThe present is no time for window dress- merit's purpose to settle with us when the
ing, for putting the most cheerful face opportunity should offer—no genuine I
possible on disquieting appearances, lor preparations for defence were made,
handing out to the public that "reassur- There was much delay m starting such j
ance" which it is wrongly supposed to be preparations even after war came. We j
seeking. The public wants knowledge, «re PayinS to"day tbe Penalties of that,
not "reassurance." It prefers the truth, negligence, and as one of the men mostj
even though it may be unpalatable, to an responsible for the present underdevelop- ]
optimistic'version of the truth. By light- ment of our military strength it would j
heartedly representing the work of the **™ been much more becoming on Mr.
War Department as a marvel of intelli- Baker's part if he had admitted on the
gent management, as all that could have stand M# own share of the blame for the]
been expected under the circumstances, Present military situation, instead of
the Secretary has repelled public synl. waving it off with the sprightly generality ^
pathy. He has also seriously impaired that the United States would be in better

Mr. Baker has disclosed in most of his
testimony an entirely too complacent point
of view, i This complacency is illustrated
in the answer to the question whether or
not he was satisfied with the work of Generals Sharpe and Crozier: "Yes, perfectly;'
under the circumstances they did the best,
that possibly could be done." Here is
optimism carried to the extreme of selfdelusion. If the work of these two generals was the "best that possibly could be
done," then the work of the War Department as a whole is beyond mortal criticism. If that be true, the United States
stands alone among the nations at war.
For there is no other belligerent which
has been able to give so sweeping an approval to the work of its War Department.
The country has had a large degree of
faith in Mr. Baker's good judgment and
his comprehension of the military problem.
His testimony before the Senate
committee could not but shake that faith,
because of the easy self-sufficiency which
characterized it. It is unwise to boast
when one is just beginning to put on his
armor. How long can public confidence
persist in a War Department head who
cherishes the dangerous illusion that our
record of military accomplishment so far
sha e
P ^^ay if ifc had be^n real military
preparation as long as ten or a dozen -has been practically flawless?
'
years ago
In a great national crisis every man
fci 1
charged with leadership can afford to be
a little humble. No American statesman
CO
Mat
%.
&
ever showed more humility than Lincoln,
1-i
who feared praise more than he feared
«*"*
I
s
-T 1
blame (and certainly got a great deal
H
more blame than he ever got praise). A
main of large calibre rarely praises him..si • p<
self. But Mr. Baker's testimony before
>2£
5
ss
1
;he
fcellat e
' a i
3 3 tS
, Military Affairs Committee
l-J
was an almost continuous burst of self-,
#*%
„ > ■<

the reputation which he had built up as
a man who was modestly and earnestly
striving to rise to the height of the great
responsibilities thrust on him, and who ap
parently realized how much more wouh
have to be accomplished before the Wa:
Department would be really up to its task
There was no modesty in the claims
which Mr. Baker put forth on the witness stand. There was no proper sense
manifested by him of shortcomings,
past and present. And that was un
fortunate. The country did not expect
Mr. Baker to be a miracle man. It realized dimly the vast handicaps under which praise. And for much of it there was
he has been obliged to work. It sensed only a very dubious justification.
Many Senators challenged, for instance,'
in a vague way the utter insufficiency of
the old regular army organization. It the Secretary's claim that the "initial
knew that the two years granted us for rush needs of the army have been satispreparation for war—the two years from fied." This statement was subsequently
May, 1915, when the Lusitania was sunk, modified so as to cover only the initial
to April, 1917, when war was declared— rush needs of the forces in France. But
had been practically wasted, so far as how have those rush needs been covered?
the development of an army was con- The forces in France, as The Tribune's
cerned. It was disposed to be charitable; representatives there have shown, are
it would have given a full measure of short of all kinds of equipment and supcharity and of sympathy to a Secretary plies. They are dependent on the French
who was willing on the stand to confess for heavy guns, field guns, automatic
inadequacy in achievement, to admit j rifles, bombs, airplanes and gasolene.
frankly the errors of the past and the They are borrowing gas masks from the
They are relying on French
bungling of the present and to promise to British.
profit to the full by the lessons of our labor behind the lines. They are short
on auto trucks and even on commissary
unhappy experiences.
That would have been a broad-minded supplies. If. the initial rush needs of the
and ingratiating attitude to take.
It army in France have been met at all, they
would have disarmed criticism and in- have been met by drawing on the respired confidence. But Mr. Baker seemed sources of our allies to an extraordinary
to think that even a cautious admission of j degree. That is not a means of satisfying j
inefficiency—inefficiency almost inevitable them which reflects much glory on the i
under the circumstances—would alarm the War Department, It is itself a measure
country. For the sake of "reassuring" of needs of our army in France which
the public he preferred to champion the still exist and are still great, and our'
"miracle man" theory—a theory which large scale borrowing should put us in a
breaks down wherever it is subjected to | frame of mind to make free and frank
the rude test of reality.
j acknowledgment of our indebtedness to
j the ordnance and supply departments of
I other governments.
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"ONE STRONG MAN TO DRIVE
THINGS."
Secretary BAKER has not convinced
the members of the Senate Committee
on Military Affairs that his complacent satisfaction with the present conditions (and management of War Department business is warranted by the
facts. The committee fears triat the
Secretary's testimony' has given the
country a false impression of the efficiency of department methods and of
the degree of success attained in supplying- the army with clothing and
munitions.
The country has sources of information qu|te apart from the Secretary's
statements before the committee. Men
of affairs who have spent weary weeks
in Washingto l trying to do business
with the Government, official and volunteer workers in war service, persons
having knowledge of conditions at
Washington and Jn the camps, do not
share Mr. BAKER'S contented optimism.
There are reports of a feeling of gloom
and apjjrehension at the capital, of a
feeling that the business of preparing
for war is not under competent management and direction; and there is a
pervading fear that calamities and
national humiliation will be the penalties of administrative incapacity to
make good and effective use of the
vast sl|ms Congress and the people
have provided.
Senator MCKELLAR asked Secretary
BAKER on Saturday whether he would
not favor " one strong man to drive
" things, to conduct the purchases
" and see that equipment was pro" vided." This was the Secretary's
reply: " If you are omniscient and
" have an omnipotent man to run
" things, you have the ideal." This
answer might be objected to as not responsive and not informing, but it was
characteristic. The matter is not to
be passed thus lightly by. It is a
grave one, grave beyond measure, for
It involves the safety and effectiveness of American armies in the field,
it involves the honor and good name
of the country, whose resources of
men anfl money have been pledged by
the President to the support of the
cause we are fighting for. We have
promised our aid to countries already
employing all their resources and
under a strain of giant effort and sacrifice vre have not yet been called to
bear.. We can fail them, we can fall
short, anly at the cost of such shame
and humiliation as the American people are not used to endure. Our resources are very great, of men we
have millions, but what does all that
avail it our money is not spent to
make soldiers of our men? The need
presses, the war will not wait. There
is. a nef and unmistakable anxiety in
the words and the tones of our allies
as they beckon to us for (the promised
help of which the necessity has become
jiewly urgent.
.

The atmosphere of self-satisfaction
with which authority at Washington
surrounds itself does not extend over
the whole country. The people are
anxious, growing more anxious. They
are not to be put off with the easy insolence of observations about omniscience and omnipotence. There will
be an awakening at the eapita! when
they begin to ask, " Why, in all these
" months and with all this money,
* have you not made us ready for
*' war"? They will demand an answer.
What stands in the way of the naming of the " one strong man to drive
things "<? Not the national welfare
and honor, not the need and interest
of the (fause we serve.

There may be a solvent for a muddle, but clearly
a Senatorial investigation is not one of them, so far
as the War Department is concerned.
If a single tangible, illuminating fact has come out
of the grand inquisition we have not beard of it.
Cross purposes
-doped into imc of the line
arts during the iiftfuirV. The investigators were on
the hungry scent of a vandal. They got nowhere.
bad prepared no scientific line pi inquiry. Thej
asked casual questions, bred shots in the air blindly, in
the hope of hitting something. There was neither' an
Unternrffir or a Brand* ImmH Ihrm, and they ! ■■■]
| now almost at the end of the road, worn, puzzled
and baffled.
With his inquisitors in the mood and assuming
the role of public prosecutors, it was surely not the
duty of Secretary of War Baker to undertake a frank,
earnest, candid discussion of the actual conditions in his
department; he would have been foolish-to have done
so. He acted as a witness for the defense, admitting
nothing, advancing nothing,"covering up" in so skillful
a manner that the Senators found it unprofitable to
fence with him. To re-enforce an inscrutable eye he
had a cigar smoke-screen and a temper that was armorplated. He made no attempt to "score;" and he came
through the ordeal unscathed.
Out of the fog that has become thicker, rather
than thinner, as the result of the Congressional airing,
one impression of positive detriment is sweeping over
the country—that red tape is still enthroned in Washington, that our war routineers have learned nothing,
that we are going to be intolerably slow in getting our
forces to the fighting front.
Mr. Baker might have said he had tracked red
tape to its lair and intended to strangle it. But he
didn't. He did not have the courage to make the admission.
He did not make it clear that the reorganization
of the War Department was going to be thoroughgoing. He made it all appear too casual, too much
a matter of detail.
HE GAVE NO INSPIRATION FOR THE
b UTURE. He was mainly concerned in portraying the
immensity of his task, and in defending his subordinates. He let the bad impression remain that he was
still "sorting trifles and shuffling generals and tinkering," of making a feeble compromise with red tape,
instead of fighting to slaughter it.
On top of all this, comes the announcement that
the administration will oppose the creation of a ministry of munitions, which most expert observers, citing
the example of England and France, declare to be the
one great reformation which must come. We do not
-pretend to know whether it is necessary or not. But
if the administration, as the result of public pressure
and agitation in the next few months, finally decides
that a ministry of munitions is required—what will be
the effect on the country? Will it then be possible to
prevent a radical upheaval in Washington?
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America FailsHer
Unprepared A rmy
3,000 Miles A way
Expeditionary Force in France III Shod, III
Equipped, Still Borrowing Stores, Guns
and Ammunition from Allies---Breakdown in Supply Service from Washington
to American Sector Abroad.
(NOTE.—Caspar Whitney, traveler, writer, explorer and one of
the best-known war correspondents in ihe world, was a member of
the Hoover Commission'for Relief in Belgium until the United States
went to war with Germany. In December last he joined the staff of
the New York Tribune and went to France as general correspondent.
He was so affected by conditions there that on his own initiative he
returned to bring to the American people an uncensored message that
would not wait. This is the first of several articles. The purpose of
printing them is threefold. Eight is curative. Truth is compelling.
The mind of a great democracy requires to be moved.—Editor.)

By CASPAR WHITNEY.
Written for the New York Tribune and The Washington Herald.
I have come back from France so impressed by the gravity of the
situation, for us, for our allies, that I do not restrain the patriotic
fervor which swerves me to plain speaking, in the hope that our
people may the more quickly comprehend the conditions on which
the timely recommendations of the House Commission are founded,
and understand the imperative need—
For supporting the President and Congress in the endeavor to eliminate bungling in our war preparations;
For insisting upon the replacement of incompetence and
red tape with efficiency and clear vision in the main arteries
of our war-making machine;
For trying to realize to the full the depth of their own
responsibility for this hour of disquieting revelations.
II is helpful to recall that two years ago Gen. Leonard Wood told
a Congressional investigating committee, quite as frankly as has
Col. House, of the deficiencies in guns, equipment and supplies of all
kiluls_only to fall victim to the politicians who could not bear the
truth, and bring down on his head the wrath of bureau and chiefs
and the raging criticism of pacifists and pro-Germans.
The people then ignored his ample and repeated warning, his
unceasing and Urgent advocacy of preparedness. If now the significant and searching House recommendations—implied as well as explicit—shall fall on ears equally deaf;' if now the criticism of basic
faults of system be viewed merely as "unfriendly"—then will America
fail in her duty toward her allies and the toll of your sons and
brothers and fathers in France, oh! complacent people, will be heavy
and distressing.
w
To take lightly these House recommendations, with all they indicate of past failure, or to judge frank comment as inspired only by
"unfriendliness" will be to augur ill for our troops and their chances.
'Unless the reorganization now making for the business of war
reaches to the very fundamentals, regardless pf "age, condition of
mind or previous servitude" of incumbents and traditions along the
way, the price of our experience in France ere the bloody tale compel
recognition is destined to be beyond present reckoning.
There is for us now but one consideration, pertinent or tolerable—
viz., the care and the effectiveness of our fighting force in France,
that we may fulfill our obligations to our allies and to our soldiers.
Half measure will not suffice; the trouble is too deeply seated.
Switching incompetents from one office into another will not repair
bungling. When the lives of our,men and the success of our cause
are the issue there can be no doubt of the course we should take.
In such spirit it is that I approach this dutiful though distasteful j
piece of writing, trusting its genuineness may lead to an awakened j
activity of our people and thus to the efficiency without wh1Ch we
cannpt wage this righteous war to a successful conclusion.
j

bers, 4,000,000 of the automobiles of
The Lucky Red Cross.
the world, are In the United States
It is a jolt to hear American effi- and are made here, the annual outciency, as represented oy the U. S. put being valued at approximately
A supply and transportation service,
inferred to in France as a "joke;" hut $1,000,000,000.
Three months after the arrival of
it is a severer jolt to discover the
multiple causes which have given it the first division in France there were
currency.
,
. .
„ substantially no trucks for transport
For five months, at the date or service, or automobiles, except a job
which I write (December £5), the lot of second-hand cars, which had
American troops had been in France, been picked up here and there at long
and the showing of its supply and prices. Then came a certain number
transportation service is as follows:
of l"l-2 ton trucks. These wholly inl'"ive days advance rations.
adequate carriers—of a class long
Shortage of shirts and ponchos.
since discarded by all the armies of
No reserves of heavy shoes to re- the world in favor of the mor? pracplace the lighter ones, which were not tical and more economical 3 and 5adapted to service in France and have ton type—are still the main reliance
not worn well; or of clothing which of our army in France.
is not warm enough, and, as to overOf motor trucks of- all kinds the
coat, ill suited to trench work.
army had in the first weeic of last
No rubber boots, and already a few month (December) a carrying cacases of "trench feet," that strange- pacity of 1,600 tons, whereas its minily crippling development of this war, mum requirement is 5,600 tons—a
are appearing. Trench feet—and we as shortage of 4,000 tons after six months
vet only playing at war!
in the army of the nation which
No hats. There were really sixty- builds
more automobiles than all the
five.
No woolen socks, except those fur- rest of the world!
Meanwhile, $18,000,000 worth of aunished to the hospitals by the Red tomobiles
have been ordered from
Cross.
No machine guns or reserves ot Italy.
For
this
exhibit
lack of shipping is
rifles.
made the excuse, yet government emNo artillery save that got from the ployed steamers of 8,000 to 10,000 tons
French, and much of the rifle'and all burden have arrived from America at
of the artillery ammunition drawn French ports with half their carryingfrom the French and the British.
No labor with which to complete capacity unfilled, or in some cases occantonments — French soldier labor cupied by articles not needed at this
as, for example, hospital beds,
having been loaned for Lhose already time,
built—and permanently establish the of which there are accumulated
enough
for real war.
And all the
line of communication between the sea(
while the Red Cross has been filling
and the American sector.
And with the army thus suffering its warehouses from the same source
through supply and transportation as that of the army, over the same
shortage, I found the warehouses of waterway, in the same bottoms!
If there was any prelimiary prepathe Red Cross in France comfortably stocked (although an entire ration for the reception of troops durtrain load of provisions had just ing the interval between our declarabeen sent to Italy) with beans, rice, tion of war and their arrival in
condensed milk, canned beef and France it was neglible. The men were
some sugar, for the service of their dumped into France, and to a large
canteens in the French army (where extent upon French hospitality, with
they are doing fine and needed no intelligent forethought of the needs
work)—and motor truckage enough in housing, provisioning, transportafor their requirements. Sacli buvs tion or reserves of supplies which" a
in-- the same market; each is 3,000 division or more requires.
When the Rainbow Division arrived
miles from its base; each depend"somewhere in France" five months
ent on the same trans-Atlantic ser- after
the First Division, the men
vice. 'The government, through its
quartermaster department, has, of packed their first supplies into their
camp
on
their backs.
course, advantage in the open market or in the oid for cargo space;
The Same As In 1898.
but the Red Cross is managed by
Until the stimulating House recombusiness men on business princi- mendations came to bid us hope, we
ples. That's the answer to the oth- had advanced not a great way in the
erwise incomprehensible situation business of going to war beyond
of the army being without reserves Cuban campaign days, when only a
of needed supplies, while the Red merciful Father held in check the
Cross has full warehouses, though storms that would have driven our
it is furnishing 25,000 meals a day supply ships to sea and left the men
'hrough Its canteens.
^our-^fifths, or, in round numCONTINUED ON PAGK TWO.
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE.
on shore with not another days rations.
Then, as now, the causes were the
same—red tape, lack of business men
and business methods for a business
job; the results were the same—allround inefficiency, delay, confusion,
breakdown in the supply service.

Misplaced Spirit.
Perhaps an incident, amusing to
me at least at the time, and one
not likely to cause court martial
by my relating, will in a small

' '■ r, J*d f»*>e and disorganize
tlon, which are responsible for our
present inability to furnish our soldiers
with machine guns, rifles, ammunition, ordnance and suitable clothing,
ly be able to bring your own supplies."
It is a lamentable breakdown and
the cause Of much disquiet in France,
not only for its disappointment in our

r;r=^,xr\=— =?" ™ asSKK=
:

of this narrow visioned type.
further sacrifices it suggests as likely
Going into the Paris garage of to cost her.
the local United States army quarIt is not too much to say that our
termaster, and, finding it out of
failure to equal our allies' natural excommission and presided over by a
single sergeant, a member of the ipectations of this great, wealthy, industrial nation is answerable for the
Red Cross transportation service
Q. M. D. Responsible.
[very grave situation which makes the
asked the nature of the trouble.
, Our success or failure to do our part
coming
six months as critical as the
"Ah, we fired all them Frenchy
| alongside our allies in this war for. chuffers because we couldn't un- first six months of the war.
:
human rights, the very lives of oiir derstand what they said, and now*
j
With ample warning and time
sons and brothers whom we have sent we're up against it for English[ for
preparation,
with
unlimited
; to battle, rest upon the quartermas- speaking ones who savy the mechmanufacturing
facilities,
untold
:
ter's department, upon the foresight anism of this bunch of bum for-wealth and the models and counsel
j and energy of its bureau heads, and eign cars."
, of Great Britain and France to
I the swift, unceasing operation of its
Incidentally, the English-speak- ! guide us, we should have put our
, transportations and supply service.
ing chauffeur in France cost in
men afield with the very best posj There is no department in any army
wages almost half as much again.
sible equipment, instead of which
! so important.
To learn this war game, exactwe have sent them to trials of
The feeding, the transportation, the
body and spirit, of endurance and
equipping of a great army is a business ing and scientific to a degree never
dreamed of, demands men young 'patient courage such as men never
job for men of wide vision and large
have met before this war—with an
business experience such as no army and eager, and at the mental and
physical
top of- their capabilities.
equipment in some respects the
officer of a non-military nation ever
"We
have
had
to
cut
red
tape
to
least
practical, the least comfortagets or ever could get under normal
ble and serviceable.
conditions. We have the same blun- spare the lives of our poilus," said the
The efficiency and organization
dering, the same loss of time and ef- War Minister of France to me a few
days ago. "England has done so, and
upon which we plumed ourselves
fort as in 1S98, but with this great difand for which the world took us at
America! will find that she must also."
ference, that in 1918 they may cost us
our word, have been conspicuously
opportunity and life. It is then but I Red tape is the unionism of the govabsent so far as the proper equipthe commonest of common sense that ernment service; it is standardizing'inment and maintenance of our little
the business end of an army be placed | fiuence "going down," which throttles
army in France is concerned.
in the hands of business men—as Great | ability and levels all departmental efBritain finally found it necessary to | fort to the lowest instead of the highIs Their Bignessf
do—and that the best of the high- | est standard of efficiency; and for the
We have voted great sums for the
grade business brains with which the ■ red tape which stultifies normal intelligence, commend me to the brand
war and made huge programs, but not
United States is plentifully supplied—
which tradition in the army has imyet as a people have we risen above
and the choice of which the President
may have for the asking—should di- [ posed upon the medical service, where , selfish individualistic ambitions for
rect the work. We have translated i medical reports can reach medical i comfort or power or profit. Democracy, narrowly viewed, makes for inthe Washington circumlocution office j headquarters for action only after
making the long, slow passage through
dividualistic development to individto France; we have made the quarterthe line—that is, from commanding ofualistic rewards. It is for us now in
master's department in France which,
ficer of the regiment to commanding
the face of menace and the call of our
in subordinate places has some capaofficer
of
the
brigade,
then
to
the
diviallies
in our ears to show if we can
ble, energetic and youngish men or
sion, then to headquarters, and thence
merge the individual into united efbusiness experience, an annex to
to medical headquarters.
fort for the state and for tiie cause
Washington with its crossroads groon which hangs the fate of the very
By illustration, I cite one case where
cery store methods and its ancient and
democracy by which we live and
it took two and one-half months—not
honorable personnel.
prosper.
days or weeks, but months—for the
The Typical Instance,
report of a medical officer—a colonel
We must prove big enough to rise
and the ranking medical officer in
to this need, else we shall be too late
The sorry, shameless story of the
France at the time—to arrive at medinext spring in France, and so justimachine gun is the story of the
cal headquarters.
fy Germany's estimate of us.
supply and trnsportation service in
France today. _.
I As this urgent report, with its conSome of us, through the press, are
structive suggestions, dragged its torIn August, 1916, Congress approstill patting ourselves on the back
tuous way toward headquarters the
priated ?12,000,000 especially
and
over what "we have done;'' but it besoldiers it concerned were without
specifically for the purchase of mahooves us to be modest before the
chine guns, and placed the sum at proper housing and clothing, and a
great deeds, under greater handicaps
number
of
suicides
from
home
sickthe disposal of the ordnance departthan ours, of England and France and
Canada and Australia.ment. But it was not until our first i ness and depression resulted.
division was already in France, in ]
England had the same efficiency
We have not organized ourselves as
June, 1917—ten months later—that destroying system at the beginning
well as France did at her beginning;
the first steps were taken by the! of the war, but soon was forced to
we have not shown the thorough workchief of the ordnance department,
change for the good of its men.
manship of the British. Unprepared
Gen. Crozier—according to his own I The Italians in the Libyan
camEngland two and one-half months afstatement—to get the guns which paign suffered under a similar
ter the declaration of war stopped the
three years of terrible carnage had method and promptly saw the wisHuns at the Yser—at great' cost—but
demonstrated as being the most use- dom of abolishing it in order to
stopped them, and saved Calais and
ful of all the arms for the soldier
probably the war. Unprepared Amerconserve an excellent condition of
ica nine months after coming in and
in the. trench. With
the
world mind and body in their soldiers. Tosix months after reaching the front, is
struggling for freedom through the day in the British, French and
still considering the problem of suphellflre of such battles and our en- Italian armies medical reports go
plies and the line of communication.
trance imminent—it is an amazing through medical officers to medical
"Slow" Old England has, beaten
story, paralleled only by that of the headquarters ard no line
officer
Young
America in speed, efficiency
months' wrangling in the Shipping can delay or stop them.
and
organization!
Board over the respective merits of
Secrecy between a people
and
That very shrewd student of huwood and iron at the cost of irrem- their government is a mischievous
man nature, M. Clemenceau, said
ediable time, while
the
world's element in national life. Lloyd
the other day in response to the
boats were being sung daily and George told England in one of his
question whether he considered it
the world's food endangered.
; stirring speeches not very long ago
wise
that people should be taken
We are somewhat in the position as that a nation which is not virile
into the confidence of government:
to general officers that England was enough to hear the truth about it"I believe self-governing people
at her beginning, and We must do self is not a first-class power.
fight better when they have full
(and the House recommendations give
Borrowing from France.
knowledge of the actual situation."
encouragement that we shall begin to
The American people,
in
full
do) what England did, only we must
Nine months ago we entered the war
knowledge of the portent of this
not wait so long to do it, unless we Today we are giving no land aid to
hour, must demand of their Conwant to subject our soldiers to a Gal- our allies in a military sense, while
lipoli. with its heroic ghastly record,
gress and its appointed committees
we are drawing on them for our
speedy fulfilment of the tasks inor a Neuvechapelle, where the British equipment essentials of which they
lost thousands and the chance for a have no surplus to spare us easily.
trusted to them by the people and
their President.
distinct and much needed victory.
Talking with French officers on this
France and England withdraw their
A democratic
government goes
subject. I asked if they could spare
officers too old for the new game.
no faster and no further than the
the guns and ammunition and gasoAt a recent dinner to an American line they were giving us. They anpeople who constitute the governCongressman 'in a British sector there
ment insist. It is the temper of the
swered: "What will you? You must
j was not an officer over 45 years of
civic
population that propels or rehave them; your army has none; we
i age, and four brigadier generals untards a great effort such as we are
must
let
you
have
them
so
long
as
we
der 36.
now called on to make.
possibly can; we do our best; it is reFrance is no place for officers who ducing our reserves; we have no amThe People's Part.
are too old to learn, or too firmly fix- i
ple surplus; we hope you will quickIt is up to the people to recognize
ed in their notions to do so. They I
oe able to bring your own supplies."
their failures and make now their de
should be brought home. As Gen. I
mands:
We have made high promises, there
Sibert said in my presence; "It is ari i
has
been
large
taik
of
our
potentialiThat the seniority which keeps inentirely new game, and its up to us !
efficiency in the army and disloyalty
boats were being sunk daily and i ties, but our actual showing thus far
in the Senate be effaced.
quick," exclaimed another more out-! is incompetence in the outfitting and
purchasing and forwarding departspoken officer in the group.
That Senators and Representatives
ments of our quartermaster; ana
abandon politics for patriotism and
get behind the President.
^hatred tape be cut clear of jib
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medical and all departments concerned in the prosecution of this war. .,
That top heavy and ineffective committees be abolished or remodelled.
The people, are behind their Presi! dent, whose present attitude reveals
[ an understanding of the character
and the size of the task upon -us, and
whose well chosen words breathe the
spirit of a stalwart patriotism and a
grim determination to fight this fight
through to a victorious and a just and
lasting peace.
We must get on a war basis; we,
the people, individually as well as
collectively, must strip for war, else
we shall fail.
And if wo fail, sooner or late Germany will be in our ports.
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M'ADOO BOOM
SPOILS DREAM OF
OHIODEMOCRATS
Say Baker and Cox Are Now
Bejpg Sidetracked as 1920
Presidential Possibilities.
By John T. Bourke.
Those Ohio Democrats who not long
ago were dreaming dreams that War
Secretary Baker or Governor Cox
might be the next candidate of their
party for President are viewing with
apprehension born of despair the
movement which they fear is being directed toward the nomination of Secretary of the Treasury McAdoo by the
powers that be at Washington.
The only element in the Ohio Democracy that seems inclined to continue the fight to capture the Buckeye
delegation to the Democratic national
convention for a favorite son candidate is that which espouses the cause
of Senator Pemerene. The Pomereno
boosters show no signs of taking a
back track because of the McAdoo
movsmoni
Ohio Dems Peeved.
Baker and Cox supporters are complaining that all other Democrats aspiring to the presidency have been
given an insurmountable handicap by
President Wilson putting "everybody's
business in the hands of his son-inlaw, Secretary McAdoo." McAdoo's
swing through
the country making
liberty loan appeals, they say, gave him
the opportunity of getting in touch
with the people. Here are the tasks
McAdoo has been given by the President that puts him on a pinnacle from
which he can look down on the other
presidential aspirants:
The work of directing the treasury
department of the United States, the
work of directing the railroads of the
United States, the chairmanship of the
shipping board that directs sea transportation, and the work of supervising
the federal reserve bank system and the
federal loan farm board, and of being
chairman of the international high commission.
"No man in history ever directly controlled more power," is the complaint
of the despairing leaders of Baker and
Cox organizations.

i»m»i,T»ffnsniTiE»i'im«an
England, now our mentor, spent two
years in preparing. Her trained men
are here to gui
v.s away *-om shoals
and pitfalls. We need not fear a collapse
of our aviation.program, for it 1 "s been
carefully thought out and planned. Shoes
are no longer made by cobblers in the
old-fashioned way, nor are aeroplanes
built singly. If they were, ours would
never enter the war.
Then, again, we are told of delays in
By CHARLES H. LINVIU.E.
gun building, rifles, machine guns, etc.,
Published Every Week-Day
by The A. S. Abell Compa~
rival manufacturers are permitted to
Many German subjects left the FatherEntered at the Postofftce at Balti/ore as secondpublicly air their grievances, politicians
(~\V2L country has been at -war with land, coming here to escape tyranny,
aas mail matter.
are encouraged to become interested and
Germany for a matter of nine autocracv and military slavery. Patriots
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
an attempt is made to hinder the OrdCITY AND SUBURBS BY CARRIER.
months, during about eight months of like Carl Schurz and Franz Siegel
nance Department.
American small
imJtag, Evening and Snnday, 15 cents a week.
arms have for years led the world. Give
which time little or no public discussion fought our battles for freedom; their
SINGLE COPIES AT NEWS STANDS
descendants and followers are with us
our
manufacturers
the
proper
orders
IN BALTIMORE AND SUBURBS.
or press comment relative to military
Morning, lc. Evening, lc. Sunday, 5c.
in numbers; they are our tried and true
and they will have them ready when the
ELSEWHERE.
or naval matters has been indulged in— countrymen, and can assist us in ferretmen are. In clothing and supplies we
Morning, 2c. Evening, lc. Sunday. 5C.
reason assigned: publicity being of in- ing out their misguided brethren, traitare working wonders. Remember, our
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES BY MAIL.
Payable in advance.
Allies have been drawing largely on us
terest and profit to the enemy. This ors to a country to which they owe thenMorning.
Evening. Sunday.
very
all.
The
bridge
blowers,
plant
I
tnonth
30c.
40c.
25c.
for such things for the past three years.
edict, promulgated at Washington, be5 months
$2.75
$2.25
S1.2C
wreckers and spies should be hanged
At the beginning of the war cotton sold
I year
$5.00
$4.50
$2.50
ing generally accepted by loyal .people, without ceremony. But we should not
for 6 cents. It is now around 30 cents,
ODT-OF-TOWN OFFICES
they were satisfied to wait and refrain stop with Hans and Fritz, who are but
Washington
?16 14th street
due to the enormous demand. Wool and
ew York
Times Building
hiratzn
Tribune Building
from giving expression to their thoughts poor, ignorant and deluded tools of the
silk have likewise advanced and textile
fiboit.'".'.''.'.'.'.'.'.'..'....
Ford Building
industries have been working under
luenos Aires, Argentina..■
Lavalle 341
and feelings. Latterly, however, a pre- rich and prosperous propagandist. This
mature spirit of doubt and unrest ap- cowardly vermin has for years intrigued i forced draft. Now comes a hurry call
irculation of THE SUN in November.
(Averaee Net Paid Daily.)
pears to have arisen, engendered by the and connived at our undoing. They, | for cloth to outfit-42,000,000 men. With1917.
1016.
in a few months half the requirement is
many recent Congressional inquiries and along with food profiteers and army
orninp100.433 104.455
4.022 Loss.
venin"
.. 73,780
62,936 10.844 Gain,
supplied, the remainder ready on time.
investigations, until the tendency seems grafters, should be given short shrift.
undav!
108,729
97,561
9,168 Gain.
There must not, there shall not, be
And last, but not least, is food, the great
to be a rush from darkness into light,
division.
We
who
are
Republicans,
essential, without which all would fail.
and everybody wants to know everySALTIMORE, FRIDAY, DECEMBER 23. 1917.
many of us in the past devoted followers
If in God's bounty He sends us fruitful
thing.
seasons we will produce it in abundance
The writer, a simple-minded layman, of Theodore Roosevelt, forget our polisufficient for our own use, with ample
freely admits his inability to satisfac- tics for the time being, and are to a man
Confidence In Uncle Sam.
for our Allies. In addition to the above
torily understand the real and true con- supporting our President and his Adenumerated we are supplying ministradition and cause for this terrible world ministration, forgetting past differences
If anyone had predicted a few years
calamity into which his country has and loyally vying in rendering duty to tion to the destitute and homeless and ago that Government control of railsick and wounded through that great
been suddenly drawn. He realizes the our Government, be it for weal or woe.
and wonderful organization, the Red roads would boost their securities, he
stupendous and herculean task set for Such feeling should inspire us. Once
would doubtless have been looked upon
the European powers; he knows that those in command at Washington realCross.
Apparently the most serious problem as a lunatic. The reason, of course, I
Germany and France have had it 40 ize they have our undivided support
confronting us is transportation, both *s confidence in the Government. TheJ
years in making, where adjoining and and that we are solidly behind them,
by land and sea. Solving the first may
nearby countries must naturally have they can perform their work fearlessly
ond and share holders believe that they
been interested and concerned, necessi- and unfettered, producing results.
soon be looked for, but the latter, pwing
•ill be justly dealt by, that the finantating through diplomacy and intrigue,
We are not interested in why and
to submarine menace, with delay and
ial needs of the roads for buying equipas well as armed forces on land and sea, how each branch of the service is pertime necessary in order to build ships, is
a safegurd for their future welfare.
the most difficult nut to crack. Patience,
formed. All we ask for is results. Secment and for improvements will be
An intervening distance of some 3,000 retary Daniels need not tell us why a
aid and encouragement given this indusapplied, and that the roads will not
miles of water, the Monroe Doctrine and number of freight trains were held up
tr»will solve it.
uffer in value.
other fancied barriers had lulled us into for several days to permit the passage
In conclusion, I beg that you will not
The almost unanimous approval of
a false sense of security, permitting us of a train said to be carrying seven
think that through my ignorance, trust
to go along for almost a century without
anchors, the vessels for which they and hope I indulge in boasting. Such tie President's action and his appointmuch thought of impending danger, cer- were intended not as yet laid down in has never been my failing. Indeed, I am ment of McAdoo as Director-General of
tainly with little or no preparation for the yards. He has probably found seven
usually overcautious, being of medi-1
that which suddenly confronts us. As far ' other vessels on which to place them, and ocrity, and, knowing my limitations, I the roads is little short of astonishing.
back as the present generation can re- thev are now out at sea. We are told usually err on the side of safety. I can- Whether the roads will ever be under
member, at. each session of Congress we I that after six mouths not a single fightnot, however, be blind to the wonderful private control again will depend
had advocates of no army or navy, a lit- ing aeroplane is ready for service.
work my country is doing. Remember, largely, if not wholly, upon Mr. Mctle army and navy, or slightly'larger
we are young among the nations of the
This may be true, and it is also probA.doo's management. If he can make
ones, usually terminating in letting ably true that, owing to standardization,
world. Enlightened Europe was wont to
them alone. During all this time we
sneer and laugh at us, belittling our ef- he roads serve the public efficiently
the many parts of these wonderful and
have grown by leaps and bounds, until
forts. We have gone along pursuing the Hid, as has been prophesied, save hunintricate machines arc being made in a
today commercially, industrially and
dozen different factories throughout the. even tenor of our way until, after three h-eds of millions by eliminating wastefinancially we are a mighty nation, seccountry, timed to be finished and assem- years of such horrible war as never was :ul competition and unnecessary exond to none.
bled at a given place, "hen the army known on earth or dreamed of in hell,
>enses, he will greatly have strengthened
Now the great task of preparing for
wants them they will be there. It is the mighty Great Britain, France, Italy and
war is thrust upon us and we enter in.
business of Howard E. Coffin, the Cur- Belgium look longingly to us for succor -,he argument for Government ownerHow shall we do it? Calmly, systemattisses, Wright brothers and other sue- and salvation fr*>m the fiendishness of ihip, which is already being talked of
ically and thoroughly, as a unit without
-essful technical men to attend to this the hellish Hun <ind the bloodthirsty n Washington.
political, religious or racial division, upmatter. Have they failed? And is it | Turk.
So far as we know, Government conholding the hands of our President and
Prompted by our duty to God and hutime for the college professor and learned
trol
in England has been a success, in
his advisers, doing as they bid, giving
manity, we enter in, believing it to be a
lawyer to knock.?
. .
when they ask, loyally trying to serve
These men who are publicly criticizing battle for the right, as against our en- wartime at least. Let us hope we will
them, praising success, condoning error,
the Administration doubtless know more emy's motto "the battle to the strong" ; b.e able to do as well.
minded always to go forward with but
of such affairs thai- the writer, but they but if so be it. we shall have both. In
one object before us—to do our best to
can have no greater interest in the it lays within the power of every man,
Here's Happy Days, Uncle Woodhelp win the war? Or shall we become
proper conduct of the war, mine being woman and child within these United row! May you live to be President
hysterical, critical, captious a
faultpersonal as well as general, with a son States to so will it. Let our Christmas
finding, interposing obstacles, being
in France, perhaps in the thick of the thanks be to God for our noble and beau- of the Federation of the World!
grudgingly driven forward? In other
fray I want him. along with our other tiful country. Then let us gird up our
words, do we want a war behind us as
men, to be properly fed, armed and led. loins for a New Year pledge-and resowell as before us? This latter is what
I willingly pay for it—if necessary, lution : ''The army and navy." Bet us
Germany desires. Her pro-German prop,
give every effort of our minds and
would fight for it—but I realize the
Government must have time and oppor- ibodies, every bit of earthly possession,
aganda is attempting it. Why not nip it
tunity, and I willingly concede it. If, jto help win the war and to continue this
in the bud before we become Russianafter a reasonable time, it fulls, we can country, cradled by Washington the land
ized ?
then consider other methods and means. 'of liberty and proclaimed by Lincoln th^
land of the free.
Christmas Eve, 1017.

Needed—More Confidence
Less Fault-Finding
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THE \ AR DELAYS.
Few persons are co: petent to give judgment as to
sufficiency or insuffioiei y of the defense yesterday submilted to the Senate i ommittee by Secretary Baker,
We know of no newsp per which is warranted in expressing any unconditioned opinion.
On the one hand, its Is admitted" that the War Department has done a g^eat wprk—that, beginning with
practically nothing in April last, the secretary says, a
new record has been .'|et in raising and equipping a
great army. On the offer hand, it is conceded b.y the'
secretary that many mistakes have been made. Which
should we do—gaze at!|the dome of St. Peter's as a
whole, or, getting out*a jtelescope, should we search for
flaws in the constructioh? It seems better on general
principles to look at tlje mass rather than at details.
Tot it seems an extraordinary thing that the War Department waited for till formal declaration of war before attacking in earnefe a task that was long clearly
foreshadowed. .
For the delay in geifing troops to Europe it seems
established that the fat t is not with the War Depart
ment. At ail times m re men have been read.y to go
up gangplanks than th e were gangplanks to receive,
Sut in ordnance there as grave deficiency. For cannon and machine guns ^fe have been compelled, and are
still compelled, to drai' on the factories of Europe,
whose output is needecf elsewhere.
No adequate explanation has been giV^n for the failure of General
Grozier's bureau to clear the ground for preliminaries before our entry into theswar. Such matters as the determination of type should have been settled in advance.
Nor can it be doubted tfiat the quartermaster's department, in its dealing wifh the uniform problem, which
the country was equipped to take care of, was slothful.
Nevertheless, the good t.o come from muckraking the
war preparations does not appear. The loyalty and the
,zeal of the secretary of ^ar are not questioned. He has
learned many things, itj may be assumed, in the last
nine months. To put ill another green man, unless of
exceptional qualities, woiild mean another period of education. To install anothOT public man of a conventional
type would hardly be ifii the interest of speed.
The weaknesses of Secretary Baker were in lack of
executive experience, l;$ck of special knowledge, and
lack of prestige. Dealing with an uneasy and intrusive
congress and dealing wi|h the swivel-chair bureaucrats
who are nominally his subordinates, he was compelled
to manoeuvre for team Splay instead of being able to
command it. ColoneJ E»sevelt, a rough and rude gentleman who does not refrain from the use of a disciplinary big stick when the big stick is necessary, seemed
needed on the preparation job, but the President did
not share this opinion, and his judgment must be accepted. To force Secretary Baker out merely to get
another Baker in will scarcely energize the War Department.
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America Has Broken All Records in Raising Army, Asserts Secretary Baker
Latest in Aerial Photography

BEST MADE, BAKE
TELLS INQUISIT

PROBERS GET

FULL REVIEW
"No army of similar size in the
history of the world has ever been
raised, equipped, or trained so
quickly," as the present American
army, Secretary Baker today told
Senate military probers, investigating his department.
Pointing to the fact that in nine
months all branches of the armjr had
grown from 9,524 officers to 110,856
officers, and from 202,510 men to
1,428,650 men, he answered his critics with a broad gauge outline of
work accomplished—a work which
he held to show the "splendid effectiveness" of the American people.
American accomplishments, he
said, are such as to depress German
morale "when the Germans realize
that the American democracy has
neither blundered nor hesitated, but
has actually brought the full power
of its men and resources into completely organized strength against
their military machine."

S.R1FLESARE

Photography has never developed as it has since the world war began, and most of the development has been prompted by war's necessity. At the beginning most of the powers believed that the terrain
could not be accurately photographed from aeroplanes, and for some
little time no effort was made to correct this belief.
When it was discovered that this belief was incorrect, the progress

agre^ at home."
Aside from deaths
Camp Health Better.
duV to measles and Its complications
Health ih camps Is rapidly improv- (pneumonia chiefly), the rate was 2
ing; the clothing shortage is practi- per thousand per year, and Baker
cally met; the death rate is lower held out- the hope that with improved
clothing and health conditions the
than in civil life; further increments'
7.5 rate would be lessened.
of the army "can be adequately equip-J Turning to the ordnance branch, he
ped and trained as rapidly as those j pointed to the necessity for developalready in training can be transport-1 ing trained ■officers, enlarging the
•d," he declared.
| working force, building new. struc. .
,
JJ J
v J> K^„„ on I tures, modifying designs and plans
All this, he added, had been ac-|t<> con(orm tQ ]atest war experience.
complished without serious industrial Expansion, too, had made the quardislocation; the spirit of the army is. termaster branch problems difficult.
high;' it is well fed; all kinds of J
Eager to Profit.
suns are available "for every soldier! secretary Baker's statement follows:
who can be gotten to France in the | ..T am gla<j to jay Defore the cornyear 1918;" end "gre.atprogra.tns iorj^,^ and ^ country ^rtain facts
the manufacture of ad^

profit to the contractors of 2.98 per
cent.
"These cantonments contain water
ami sewage facilities, refuse disposal
plants, laundries, storehouses, barracks, exchanges, postoffices, and
practically all
necessary
conveniences, comforts, and safeguards for
i soldiers. The health of the men in
training in them Is beyond comparison better than that of any similar
number of soldiers in our history.
"The death rate in our forces in
the United States, from mid-September to the end of December, averaged
7.5 per thousand, and Is slightly less
than would have been the death rate
of men of the same age at home. In
1898, the death rate per thousand wa's
20.14,
or nearly three times as great.
death

rate

in

tte

army

during

ment a^/°%t^^°trhPin formu ^ork. Not all of it Is new to you, but hhe ^&r ™M *»•* be*°™ &° *»*.
instruments of war have been
formu-,^ ]s w<m to haye some und6rlylng. facts , was 6 per thousand. Leaving out the
lated.1
freshly in our minds at times when the | deaths due to measleB and its cornBaker did not answer criticisms in consideration of details, however im- | Plications, our rate among all troops
detail In his preliminary statement. portant in themselves, might otherwise I in the United States, since September
As for the ordnance department, he obscure the real progress made in the 1> has been about 2 per thousand,
pointed to lack of experts available, central task.
I These figures are properly comparend to the tremendous expansion re"The War Department is eager to' able. The 5 per thousand for 1910
quired at the start of the war.
profit by all helpful criticism, and I means for the whole year.' The 2
thank the committee for the inquiries per thousand for this year means that
Tells of Wat Council.
The war council, he announced, will which it has mado and for the co-op- if the number of deaths since Seperation which it is giving and will give tember 1 from all causes, exclusive
add army officers and men from civil in making our preparaton increasingly of measles and its complications,
life from time to time. Reorganiza- adequate and speedy.
should continue the same for the fol"On the 1st day of April, 1917, the reg- lowing eight months, our rate for
tion of the ordnance branch Is well
ular
army
comprised
6,791
officers
and
the end ol the year would be about
tinder way, while the quartermaster
121.797 enlisted men; the National Guard
'fcranch is undergoing shifts in which In Federal service, approximately 3,733 2 per thousand.
"For the fiscal year 1915 Congress
|«rmy men and civilians will be util- officers and 76,713 enlisted men; and appropriated for the War: Departthe reserves, 4,000 enlisted men. There ment, .U58,000,000; for the fiscal year
.lied.
It was anticipated, too, that Baker were also at that time approximately 1910, $203,000,000.; for the fiscal year
would take occasion to discuss his 2,573 officers in the reserve, but as these 1917, $403,000,000; for the fiscal year
plans for centralizing purchases and were' on inactive duty they Cannot prop- 1918, $7,527,338,716. In other words,
eupplles. As for the Council of Na- erly be considered in estimating the taking 1915 as a normal year, the
tional Defense and War Industries strength of the army of the United appropriations for 1918 are nearly'
Board, he felt they had filled im- States at that time. On the 31st day fifty times as great.
of December, 1917, the regular army conportant niches.
Congress Appropriations.
Baker asked the co-operation and sisted of ■ 10,250 officers and 475,000 en"The regular appropriations made
advice of the military probers, but, listed men; the National Guard of 16,without apology for shortcomings, he 031 officers and 400,900 eniisted men ; the by Congress
for all governmental
National army of 480,000 men; and the
•aid, in conclusion:
reserve of 84,675 officers and 72.750 en- purposes for the fiscal-year 1915 were
"Can See Situation."
listed men. I nother words, in nine $720,000,000, or nearly one-tenth the
"We can now see the entire situa- months the increase has been from 1918 appropriations for the War Detion. The initial rush needs are sub- 9,524 officers to 110,856 officers; from partment alone.
"In 1914 the gross value of the
stantially supplies.
The technical 202,510 to 1,428,650 men.
products of all the industries of the
corps have been expanded, and reSin Times as Great as In 1)8.
United States was $24,000,000,000. The
organized
upon
industrial
and
"During the war with Spain, the
efficient lines. The co-ordination of army of the United States at its max- appropriations for 1918 for the War
Department alone are substantially
ally needs with our own purchases
has been effected. An agency exists imum aggregated 272,000 men and one-third of this sum.
"The total operating revenues of all
to prevent conflicts and to adjust officers. The army now in the field
the railroads of the United States for
those which cannot be prevented.
and in training is, therefore, roughly the year l&li—freight, passenger,
"By the co-operation of all interests six times as great as the maximum
•nd all people in the coimtry, the number under arms in the Spanish- maij, express, and miscellaneous—was
but slightly more than half the War
nation is now organized and set to American war,
Department's appropriation for the
lta task with unanimity of spirit and
"The total number already in the ensuing' fiscal year.
confidence in its powers.
military service is one and a half
"Of the total War Department ap"More has been done than anybody times as large as any force ever mobpropriations for 1918, $3,200,000,000
dared to believe possible.
ilized by this nation.
was
for the ordnance depaitment. The
"That there have been here and
"Substantial part of our military value of the products of >>11 iron and
there errors of judgment and delays forces was selected by the operation
steel Industries in the Untted States
goes without saying, but I should be of a draft law,, the execution of .which in 1914 was $900,000,000, or less than
wanting in frankness were I to omit has demonstrated both the economi- one-third of the amount to be expendmy own estimate of the real unsel- cal and the efficient way of selecting ed by the ordnance department.
fishness and intelligence with which soldiers. The law itself was drawn,
"Of this gigantic sum the ordnance
my associates, military and civilian, its execution carried to a successful department has already placed conhave applied themselves to this un- conclusion, and the theory of the law, tracts amounting to $1,677,000,000.
dertaking, and the results demon- novel to our people, explained and
"On the first day of April, 1917, the
strate the success of their efforts."
department
c.insisted of
made popular, because of its demon- ordnance
strated fairness both in plan and exe- ninety-seven commissioned officers,
Figures Show Progress.
occupying
15,000
square
feet
of office
Massing figures to show the Ameri- cution.
room in Washington. It now consists
"For
the
training
of
officers
two
can progress, Baker suggested to the
series of training camps were held, of 3,004 officers, occupying more than
committee, inferentially, that they from which about 45,000 officers were fourteen acres of office floor space,
had dwelt on details, which, though commissioned from civil life.
This and, in addition, has 26,126 enlisted
Important, obscured the bigness of number is nearly eight times as great personnel.
the task done.
Expansion of Force.
as the number of officers in the reg"The death rate in our forces in ular army on the first day of April.
"The expansion of this force has
the United States," Baker said, "from
been carried on concurrently with the
Sixteen Cantonments.
mid-September to the end of Decem"For the training'of these soldiers, enormous business and industrial opber, averaged 7.5 , per thousand, and
is slightly less than would have been sixteen cantonments have been built, erations of the department The force
the death rate of men of the same costing $134,000,000, with an average has been selected, trained, in part dispatched overseas. Because of inadequacy of office accommodations it has
been moved from time to time, one
bureau having been obliged to move
six times.
r=L«r.^
"In addition to the selection and
training of this new force, the making
of these great contracts, and the follow-up necessary in the manufacturing processes, a continuous study of
new weapons and instrumentalities
has been kept up, a constant contact
kept with trained men abnad studying the operation of ordnance material In battle, and accordingly modifying designs and plans here by reason
of observation and experience.
"Many of the classes o* ordnance
material requiring to be disgned,
specifications drawn, and contracts
let, were wholly unfamiliar to our
normal
military
practices.
The
trench warfare material
alone involves commitments of $282,000,000.
Some' of the contracts cover instruments so modern that our industries
had to be adapted to their manufacture.
"Many of the ordnance department's
contracts involve increase of plant facilities, or the construction of new
plants, intricate systems of auditing

Egyptian

made in aerial photography was rapid. This is emphasized in the
above photograph, which shows a Maorane Sainied biplane with its
two machine guns. The motor is so arranged that it will take absolutely accurate photographs of enemy positions and every detail is
brought out with a distinctness that is astonishing.'
and cost accounting, and constant inspection by inspectors whu have had
to be trained in. specially established
schools in order to add knowledge of
ordnance requirements to their previous mechanical and technical training.
Ouartermnstcr General's Dept.
"For the quartermaster general's
department In 1918 $3,018,000,000 Was
appropriated, ■ or a sum more than
four times as great as the 1915 appropriations for all governmental purposes.
"On the 1st day of April there were
347 officers in the quartermaster
corps. On the 1st day of January,
1918, there was a. total of 6,431 officers.
"On the 1st day of January, 1918,
nearly $2,000,000,000 of the appropriation had been obligated by contracts
or disbursements.
"This business involved accounting,
determination of standards, prices,
quantities, the creation of new manufacturing facilities, the substitution
of materials for insufficient supplies,
diversions of labor, the erection of
storage warehouses, and difficult and
often embarrassing questions of land
.and water transportation.
"In the woolen goods section alone
the co-operation of over 300 mills was
involved, and the following items give
some idea of the extensive character
of the operations: There have been
purchased over 19,000,000 blankets,
20,000,000 yards of overcoating, and
over 30,000,000 yards each of shirting
flannel and suiting, involving an expenditure of over $345,000,000.
In
cotton goods the department had contracted for 250,000,000 yards of various cotton cloths.'
"Further idea of the size of purchases in this department will be
conveyed by the following figures:
Purchases to December 20, 1017.
Winter drawers
.' 25,000,000 pair
Winter undershirts
21,000,000
Woolen gloves
11,000,000 pair
Wool light-weight stockings
31,000,000 pair
Wool heavy-weight stockings 21,000,000 pair
Shoes purchased for delivery
' to January 1
10,000,000 pair
Shoes purchased for delivery
January 1-June 1
10,000,0CO pair
Cots
2,100,000
"The Quartermaster General's Department in the Supply Section alone
made 4,650 contracts, covering 142 different kinds of articles and aggregating a money value of $800,000,000.
Aviation Section, Signal Corps.
"The Aviation'Section of the Signal
dorps on the 1st day of April, 1917,
consisted of 65 officers and 1,120 men.
On the 1st day of January, 1918, it
consisted of 3,900 officers and 82,120
men.
"This division of the War Department was charged by Congress with
the expenditure of an appropriation
aggregating, for 1918, $744,000,000, or
five times the 1915 appropriation for
the entire War Department.
"The Engineer Department, for
which in 1917 $53,000,000 was appropriated, was charged by the 1918 appropriation with the expenditure of
$390,000,000 or about 700 per cent increase.
"There have been organized, trained
and equipped technical troops of foresters, stevedores, and railroad construction and operation men, aggregating about 120,000, many of whom
have been operating in France for
some months.
Much Construction.
"All of these departments have been
obliged to construct various buildings,
storehouses, railroads, barracks, repair shops, ordnance plants, terminal
facilities, both abroad and at home,
many of these being made necessary
by the fact that the field of their operations is in two countries 3,000 miles
apart.
"Each division has been obliged to
send officers to France, to receive
officers from foreign
countries to
compare data and information, to review designs and to design fresh supplies, and all this concurrently with
its task of training and expanding
its own organization.
"The figures given above are selected almost at random as illustra
tive of the magnitude of the operations of the War Department. The
following results have been achieved:
These Are Results.
"1, A large army is in the field
and ih training; so large that further increments to it can be adequately equipped and trained as rapidly
as those already in training can be
transported.
"2. The army has been enlisted and
selected without serious dislocation
of the industries of the country.
"3. The training of the army is

proceeding rapidly, and its spirit is
high. The subsistence of the army
has been above criticism; Its initial
clothing supply, temporarily inadequate, is now substantially complete,
and reserves will rapidly accumulate.
Arms of the most modern and effective kind—Including artillery,-machine guns,
automatic
rifles, and
small arms—have been provided by
manufacture or purchase for every
soldier in France, and are available
for every soldier who can be gotten
to France in the year 1918.
"4. A substantial army is already in
France, where both men and officers
have besn additionally and specially
trained and are ready for active service.
"5. Independent lines of commuaU
cation and supply and vast storage
and other facilities are in process of
construction in France.
"6. Great programs for the manufacture of additional equipment and
for the production of new Instruments
of war have been formulated.
Size and Speed.
"7. No army of similar size in the
history of the world has ever been
raised, equipped, or trained so quickly. No such provision has every been
made for the . comfort,
health, and
general well-being of an army; The
health report for December, for n
variety of reasons, became suddenly
iess.favorable than for' the preceding months; but the unfavorable conditions have been met and improvement is already apparent.
"I state the foregoing conditions of
the War Department's problem, and
some of the results attained, for two
purposes. In the first place, the American people arc entitled tq know of
the splendid effectiveness with which
they have been able to organize the
man power and the material power
of the nation in a great cause; and,
second, our army in France under
General Pershing and our allies are
entitled to have the benefit resulting
from the depression of the morale of
their enemies which must come when
the Germans realize that the American democracy has neither blundered
nor
hesitated,
but has actually
brought the full power of its men and
resources into completely organized
strength against their military machine.
"I make this statement fully aware
that there have been produced before
the members of this committee some
expressions of doubt, difference of
opinion, and disapproval. The War
Department has spent eight months
hearing similar expressions, analyzing them, correcting the conditions
out of which they grew, perfecting its
organization to prevent their recurrence; and all the while driving on to
the accomplishment of the main task.
■Work Appreciated.
"My military associates and I appreciate the work which this committee
has done, and will value suggestions
from the committee as a whole, from
its individual members, and from
every other patriotic
citizen which
will enable us to carry on this work
more effectively and more rapidly.
"In the foregoing statement there
are two exceedingly significant figures, namely: That on the 1st day of
April the ordnance department consisted of 97 officers and the quartermaster general's department of 347
officers, while they now, respectively,
comprise 3,044 and 6,431 officers.
There was no ready trained body of
men in the country who could have
been selected suddenly to assume the
highly technical and specialized work
of these two divisions. Men of somewhat similar training had to be
chosen, and the nucleus of officers
already in those corps had not only
to carry forward the expanding operations of their departments, but be
trainers and teachers to their new
associates. As the work proceeded,
subdivision and resubdivislon became
possible.
"On December 15, the questions of
Initial supply and organization of
personnel had been substantially dis-.
posed of, and I was, therefore, in a
position, as I had not been previously,
to announce a general reorganization,
already carefully studied, which accomplishes the following results:
AVar Council Created.
"1. Created a wc- council, upon
which
General
Crozier,
General
Sharpe, General
Weaver, General
Crowder, and the chief of staff have
been designated to sit with the Secretary of War and the Assistant Secretary of War, and to Which council
men of capacity, either from the army
or from civil iife, will be added from
time to time.
The purpose of the
council is that its members, being-

(Continued from First Page.)
testified that it would be February
15 before all the men had rifles."
"And I have letters to prove the
men haven't'all got rifles today," said
Senator McKellar.
"I don't want to stress the point,"
said. Baker. "I think it's relatively
unimportant.''
Criticism Unjust.
"That's a point on which many men
and civilians don't agree with you,''
said Chamberlain. "The criticism is
made that the ordnance departments
delay in changing from the Springfield to the modified Enfield kept
rifles out of the hands of the men."
Baker declared criticism
of the
ordnance department for inefficiency
was not justified.
"It isn't inefficient to get something
better than you started out to get.
The war was not on us. It was in Europe. We had time to make the necessary changes to get a better rifle.
Meanwhile we had on hand an adequate supply of modern rifles for all
our troops."
"You say the war was not on us,"
broke in Senator Wadsworth. "It was
on us to an extent that made it necessary to send men to France who had
never fired a rifle."
Alwayu Green Men.
Baker declared there are always
green men in new armies. Replying to
Senator Week's criticism that "there
was too milch ■ technicality, too little
pep" In getting rifles. Baker said
changes made in the rifle to get a better
free from the burdens of detail administration, can take a large supervisory view of all questions of organization and supply, and give to the
Government the highest value of
their talents and experience.
"2. Under General Wheeler, with
the advice of his military associates
and of industrial experts, the machinery of the ordnance department Is being thoroughly reorganized in preparation for the new phase of its work
upon which it Is now entering. Its
several operations will be conducted
under the direction either of officers
already in the service who are now
in a position to give their entire energies to their administration, or by
men especially chosen from civil lite
because of.; their experience and capacity,
"3, The quartermaster general's department is in process of similar r«organlzatioh and subdlvisionfng under General-Goetjials, who enjoys the
unique experience of having worked
out at the Panama canal problems of
transportation and supply of a mag.
nitude never until now approached in
the history of our Government. Here
also the efficiency of the department
Is being strengthened by the calling
from civil life of men of the highest
capacity to administrate certain of
Its great subdivisions.
New View Possible.
"A new view of the work of the
Council of National Defense and of
the war industries board is now possible.
"The Council of National Defens*
is, of course, an advisory body without executive power.
Its members
have severally the powers of their respective departments.
The purpose
of the council, however, was a reconciliation of conflicts and a survey
of the national needs and resources.
This purpose it has served, and is
serving.
The
general'
munitions
board and its successor, the war industries board, with their committees,
were organized by the council for the
following purposes:
"1. Assign priorities as among the
several departments of the Government and the allied governments in
their demands upon the industries of
the country,
"2. Advise as to supplies of materials and labor.
"3. Advise on questions of price.
"4. Secure industrial and labor cooperation.,
"5. Avoid enhancement of prices,
confusion of industry, exhaustion of
labor, and generally to prevent all
avoidable evils which might resuP
from the speed and magnitude of the
new operations.
"To these objects it was admirably
adapted, and it has accomplished a
great work. Two things which have
not happened are as impressive as the
things which have happened when one
recalls the possibilities involved.
"We can now see the entire situation. The initial rush needs are substantially supplied. The technical
corps have been expanded and reorganized upon industrial and efficient
lines.
"The co-ordination of ally needs
with our own purchases has beeri' effected. An agency exists to prevent
conflicts and to adjust those which
cannot be prevented.
,

weapon is not a technicality. Weeks
said the War Department hasn't taken
advantage of the full rifle making cacaclty of the" country even now.
"We could make 15,000 rifles a day,"
said Weeks. "We, are getting only 7,000.
"I again call your attention to the
fact that the war was 3,000 miles from
our door," said Baker. •
"It makes no difference whether it
was 30,000 miles or one mile away," said
Weeks.
'''The fact remains that we
didn't take advantage of manufacture j
in this country of a rifle which millions
of English soldiers are using satisfactorily."
Because Can't Get Better.
"Because they can't get any better,"
Interrupted Baker.
"Isn't It true that they didn't try to
get a better gun, bec.jse theirs
were thoroughly satisfactory?" asked
Weeks.
"It was not
thoroughly satisfactory," said Baker. "They've changed
their ammunition. The enemy- is at
their door. «They haven't "me to Improve their rifle. We did "
Senator" New' asked Baker whether
James W. Gerard, then ambassador to
Germany,1 had notified 'this Government in May, 1916, that Germany planned renewal of submarine warfare.
Baker said If he had received such
information he must regard it as confidential and not discuss it.
Stated Pabliclr.
Gerard states, it publicly in his
book," said New. "Wouldn't that have
been a good time to settle about the
kind of rifles were going to have?"
• "Te years before wou.- «have been
a good time," said Baker. "You must
also remember that in May, 1916, we
were relying on definite assurances
from the German government that it
would not renew U-boat warfare.
• "And ;the word of the German government was accepted against that of
oru ambassador?" asked' New,
Baker replied that Congress and the
President evidently relied on Germany's word.
. ,, ,
"And so nothing was done by the
War Department V asked New. ,.■
"Quite the contrary."
"We used every officer and dollar
in studying the European situation,"
replied Baker.
"But no machine gun .was. adopted,"
went on New.
"That' is not accurate," declared Baker. "A machine gun was adopted."
* "Were steps taken to get the country's manufacturers ready for whatever might happen?" asked New.
: "Yes, through the Council of National Defense," answered Baker.
. Baker then reiterated Ills . state
ment that there are .plenty of rifles
for all men sent to France and for all
In training: camps. He admitted that
some of those incantonments are oldstyle Krags.
"Would you call a Krag an adequate training rifle?" asked Senator
W dsworth.
"General Crozier testified the Krags couldn't be flretf be
cause the ammunition was old and
unsafe."
.
"That's the first I've heard of .it,'
said Baker.
"In some camps, rifle
pi-ictlce was delayed because rfle
ranges w«r© not ereoted."

GRANDSON,FATHER
ALL U. S. SOLDIERS
PITTSBURGH, Pa., Jan 10.—The
daughter of a soldier, the wlfe-_of. a
soldier, the mother of a soldier, and
the grandmother of ,& soldier,—that
is the record of Mrs, George W, Hoch,
of Canonsburg, near this city.. Though
family records previous to 1777, when
her grandfather was, born . in Philadelphia, wer(e destroyed, in-a fire several years ago, Mrs. Hoch says she is
positive some.of,her ancestors fought
In the Revolutionary war.
Mrs. Hoch's father, W. W. Leach,
served as a Union soldier in the civil
war, being a member of the Sixth
Pennsylvania cavalry, and took part
In many battles,' including Gettysburg.
Her husband ialso;: participated in the
civil war, though 'his part was not as
prominent as her father's,
Orion Hoch, a' son, is' now In a
motor truck company of t.le army and
expects soon to see service In France,
while her grandson, George Vance
Malone,'is in the naval service, being
in training at the Great I^.kes training station, near Chicago.
And to cap her story, Mrs. Hoch
says she' was born'"Within »- stonethrow" of Hill Church, founded by Dr.
John MacMillan, a church whose pulpit Was once i occupied by President
Wilson's father..

5,000,000 POSTCARDS
IN WAR SAVINGS DRIVE
Five million post cards today are
on their way into every State, asking
immediate information as to the progress of the War Saving stamps cam
palgn. Weekly reports will be received hereafter. .
Indirectly the. Treasury has heard
encouraging reports of big success in
the stamp campaign.
State directors are to collect the datr
through their State organizations.
Postal employes, 300,000 of whom art
working^ for the campaign, will probably report direct to the Postoffict
Department.
EVer Try This?
For the nerves, complexion, blood
and appetite did you ever have them
put a few drops' of iron.In.your "dope"
instead of ammonia or lime} Every bodyneeds iron. It Builds' you up. Many
fountains gladly serve it, Ask lor
■'A-I-M."*—AdVt,■■. ,..,1'>. . .

""AMUSEMENTS'"

TODAYS

RafaCr^A Tonlfeht, !;20-«0c to »2:0».
DeillSbU Maj, gat^ ^ to $lj6o.
The Wondrous Arthur Hamnierstela
MUSIC PLAY

PD ANT1AII »C Theoter.ftth * E Sts.
UV/AnUALL a TODAY-NORMA TALMADGB In "THE SECRET OF THE
STORM COUNTRY." TOMORROW and
SATURDAY—KITTY GORDON In "DIAMONDS AND PEARLS."
rDANnAII'O Savoy. J4tl> A Col. Hi
LtVrini/ALli t> TODAY — KITTY GORDON In "DIAMONDS AND PEARLS."
TOMORROW—HAROLD LOCK WOOD ill
"THE SQUARE , DECEIVER."
PR A WTlAl I >0APOIiI^>. 024 II St. N.E
ViIXrmi/rtLli l) Today—HAROLD LOCKWOOD In "THE SQUARE DECEIVER."
TOMORROW—UNA CAVALIERI In "THE
ETERNAL TEMPTRESS."

E
CRANDALL'S^
^^DS.R.
TODAY—ELSIE- FERGUSON In "THE
RISE OF JENNIE CUSHING." TOMORROW—ALICE JOYCE In "THE FETTERED WOMAN" and FATTY ABBUCKU
In "A COUNTRY HERO."
American. 1st A H. I.
CRANDALL'S
T O D A Y — DOROTHY
KELLY AND MONTAGU LOVE In "THE

AWAKENING."
TOMORROW—HAROLD
I.OCKWOOD In "The . SQUARE DECEIVER."

THENEWSTANTON^^^^
Virginia' Pearson' In "AU for a Husband."
Pa,Av«.at21«t
ALICE THOMAS In
•Tto rNDIStiRBET OOKNIB." Comedy.
BOT«fcSt.N.W.
TODAY AND AUCi WEEK.
VIRGINIA PEARSON
In "STOLEN HONOR."
I C AHCD BM Oth St. N. W.
LCAUUV ALL NEXT WEEKANNETTE KELLERMANN In Wm. Fox's
Million-dollar photoplay, "DAUGHTER
OF THE GODS"—First time ohown at
less than $1.50 prices.
pi A7A 434 9th St. N. W.
ILrUiM TODAy# WILLIAM RUSSELL,
in "NEW YORK LUCK." TOMORROW
WD SATURDAY, EARL WILLIAMS In
"IN THE BALANCE."
rOAMn&l I 'C Knickerbocker,
IrlVrillIJtililt O isth gt. at Col. Rd.
TODAY and TOMORROW—CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG in "SHIRLEY KAYE."
SATURDAY—EMILY STEVENS in "OUTWITTED."

N

_

AMUSEMENTS
FILM THEATER.
ATTRACTIONS

ATIUNALM«*-

Sat.. 2(20.

Klaw & Erlanger's Supreme Production

THE RIVIERA GIRL

Nation Organized.
Orlgrlnal Cast Intact.
"By the co-operation of all interNEXT WEEK—SEATS SELLING
ests and all people in the country the
HENRY W. SAVAGE OFFERS
nation is now organized and set to
The New Musical Comedy
Its task with unanimity of spirit and
confidence in its powers. More has
been done than anybody dared to believe possible. That there, have been
here and there errors of judgment and
delays goes without saying; but I
should be wanting in frankness were
4:30
• The Swedish Contralto
I to omit my own estimate of the
Tickets—$2.00, $1.50. $1.00. 75c.
real unselfishness and intelligence
T. Arthur Smith. 1306 G St.
with which my associates, military
NATIONAL THEATER
and civilian, have applied themselves
Jan. 18,
to this undertaking, and the results Friday,
MJIE. LOUISE!
4:30
demonstrate tho success of their efPrices: 52.50. ?2,
forts."
fl.50, $1. Boxes,
(30. On sale at
Mrs. Greene's Office In Droop's,
UNDERTAKERS
13th and G.

TOOT-tOOTI

Fifth Concert Ten Star Series
FRIDAYIJDLIA OLAOSSEN

No Army or siir -t
.
.
~
•
m the
been raised, equippe? ""*? ,
^tory of the World has ever
n
so
is. beyond
^icUy,
~~7v«*« compariso;
wu^wiou ,,
., ™
i ~.
—j' and
-"« the
me health
neaitn record
rec
e Dest m
Sec. Baker in statement ^]
°ur military
historv"
historv
"
p..n
-rfnaie today
M:,u„.yAffairs
>, SC01Commit
7FuUTexiFf*
today to
to Sr.nnt*
Senate Military,

You're in Love
By Authors The Firefly, High Jinks,
Katinka.
Seats Nc
Next Week

Mr. WILLIAM
GILLETTE
In Clare Kummer's Comedy Triumph

"A SUCCESSFUL CALAMITY"
Traveltalks

NEWMAN
©NATIONAL

Color Views
Motion Pictures

SUN.

MON.

at
8:15
nt
4:00

PARKS

R

Impressions of 1017

TICKETS, 25c to $1.00.

MicAfER

NOW.

Tonluht
nt 8:15
Matinee Snt.
25c to 60c

POLI -c» PLAYERS
50 Sinners, Dnnt-cr.-, Comedians
A Military Musical Comedy

"WHEN LOVE IS YOUNG"
PRICES: tSo. EOc. 75c. 11.00.
The Theater Pay» the U'jir Tax.
NEXT WEEK j

Seats Now Selli»a

"MISS WftStitiMTOgT
OT-TO-DATE
A Revue of Local Bveats
Special Added Attractions

THE GIRL WITH THE MASK
•Look Out For Some Big; Surprises

B. F. KEITH'S

TWICE
EVEBY

Hi

"A PACEMAKER "—Post
THEODORE KOSLOFF
Imperial Russian Ballet

ROBT. T. HAINES & CO.
Fat Rooney and Marion Bent
Seven Other Notable Features
Next Week—Lady Duff-Gordon's (Lucile)
Fashion Revue, &c. Seats Now.

/"» A VI? TV Basque

K*I\ I Hi 1 I De Luxe
Fred Irwln's Big Show

BILL

Next Week—Molllo Willlama' Own Show.

niTO A Mrl
Today, Tomorrow
fc

1^ • ■***"* 'and Saturday
Mats., .15c; Eves., 15c, 25c
NOTE CHANGE
Grace ' Valentine
and James
■Morrison in "Babbling Tongues"
MtDHPN TODAY AND
CAKUcn TOMORROW
10c and 15c

I FLORENCE LE BAOIE and H. E. HERBERT
In "The Man Without a Country"

;

^r^^^^It
ff *"f»y Baker', Statement on P^e 3

"^^

IN FR.*HC*
%7
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Weaver's Explanation of
Shortage Here

PARIS, Jan. 10.—The Echo de
iParis announced today that "a
■collective list of allied war aims
■would probably be issued short<N CH| C
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A wink Is the basis of a $10,000
damag-e suit against the Washington
Railway and Electric Company.
It all started this way: Mrs. Marffaret Peck manages the apartment
house at 800 Fourteenth street southwest, and one of her tenants at one
time was William Gray, a motorman
of the W. R. & H., who was brought
to the house by Mrs. Peck's husband.
The Peeks have & little girl named
Evelyn, four years old, and the Grays
have a little girl named Lillian, four
years old. *The children quarreled,
and then the mothers quarreled, "and
as a result the Grays left the house
and didn't speak to each other.
Then one day Mrs. Peck boarded a
ear driven by Wilson Gray. According to Gray's story, she made a remark which called for another from
him, and he winked at the motorman
with whom he was working.
Mrs. Peck claims he passed a remark derogatory to her character and.
winked at her. She says it's worth
510,000
So a suit for $10,000 damages was
filed against the W. R. & E. in the'
Supreme Court by Mrs. Peck, alleging that all this happened on October
15- on a Bureau of Engraving ear.
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8W YORK, Jan. 10.—Leon TrotRussia's minister of foreigrn afrs,' made a deep impression upon
low Socialists here during- his short
y in this city. He remained only
fe* months—from late in Decem■ 1916, until early in April of last
r—but in that time, while living- in
ury with his wife and two sons
a three-room apartment in the
^ix, he succeeded in interesting
~
lists everywhere' in his propafor a g-eneral peace.

Uil

"Up Against It."

"Newlands Park," with a -suitable
statue fs a memorial to the late Senator Newlands, is the object toward
which the^onnecticut Avenue Citizens' Association today began to
work.
Members of the association, at a
meeting held in the Army and Navy
Preparatory School last night, approved the suggestion that the tract
of land now known as the "Klingle
valley tract," be made into Newlands
Park.
The community store, which will be
opened in a few days, was the topic
of a talk by W. B. Westlake.
The newly elected officers today
took up their duties. They are W. B.
Westlake, president; David L. Sejke,
first vice president; )L, x>. Latimer,
second vice president; Dr. D- G. Davis, secretary; R. Y. Perner,' assistant
secretary, and J. Slater Davidson,
treasurer. Jesse P. Crawford and W.
B. Westlake were designated to continue representing the association at
the Federation of Citizens' Associations.
Mr. Crawford made an appeal that
each member do his utmost for suffrage in the District.

S. COURSE IN NEXT FEW
I0NTHS WILL DECIDE HOW
iERMANY WILL TAKE TERMS
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WITH THE AMERICAN ARMT IN
Pledges and cash subscribe^ by
Washington people for the fourteen FRANCE, Jan. 10.—Reports of immoropportunities to care for families,
amounted to $7,800, $572 over the ality among the American soldiers Jn
amount asked for, according to the France, which have been circulated In
report of J. J. Edson, treasurer of the the United States, were flatly denied
Associated Charities, made to . the in reports by both Roman Catholic
board of managers. The surplus, said and Protestant chaplains, made public
Mr. Edson today, will be used for
special emergencies of these families.. today.
Th§ clergymen stated that, in the
One of the many contributions sent
after the closing of the subscriptions performance of tlieir duty, they ha/ve
was $150 from the Chain and Sprocket been compelled to travel considerably
Club.
Many additional workers were ap- among the men. and that "It pleases
pointed because of the increase in them immensely to state that they
5york of the organization, and a call find moral conditions very satisfacwas sent out for workers who are tory."
able to put in from one to three hours
a day. A vote of thanks was given I The reports add: "The military auto the Board of Commissioners of the | thorities are vigilantly removing
District by the Associated Charities ; temptation, and the men are honestly
managers for their co-operation in trying, with the result that thus far
furnishing the delivery facilities for we have a clean army. We are honthe coal given to poor families.
The following appointments of ad- estly convinced the men on duty in
ditional workers were approved: Mrs. these towns in France are in less
Laura B. Glenn, Mrs. Charles P. danger morally than they would be
Brush, jr., aad Mrs. Hortense Shep- j seeing jervice in their own country,
ard.
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For Three Days Only Well Sell
Your Choice of Any
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J America's war work the next few
lionths will determine Germany's at-
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$512 MORE-HUM
"NEWLANDS PARK" IS
El
URGED BY CITIZENS

tsky was "hard up." Exiled
Europe, he arrived in New York
ess. But his reputation as one
most aggressive advocates of
revolution had preceded him,
iis welcome here was cordial,
workship was the little editorial
bf 'the Novy Mir, a Russian
per. His only source of revee.ns to have been public speakall Trotsky lectured thirty
^receiving never more than $10
re. On that sum he fed--and
his family and furnished their
ent.
as Seltzer, an active Socialist,
,0ng Trotsky's closest friends,
him almost daily.
'I am not at all surprised by Trotrapid rise to power in Russia,
cause I know the force of his charter, the sincerity of his motives and
s unusual gifts as an orator," said
r. Seltzer.
Regarded As Prophet.
"About half of those who -met him
ere," Mr. Selzer continued, "regard
m as a sort of prophet. He arrived,
retelling the speedy overthrow of
le Czar and announcing that his
ay here would be short because the
bming revolution would demand his
|resenee in Russia.
'He was laughed at a little, but
all came true, even before the
ugh subsided. Again, he predicted
e entrance of tha United States
^to the war at a moment when such
contingency seemed most remote."
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Here are the reasons for coal shortage in Washington, as given the
Senate investigating committee by Fuel Administrator Weaver:
to Washington is in the hands of
Coal is not coming to WashingL. A. Snead, commissioner in
ton in sufficient quantity to meet
charge of distribution of the
demands.
United States Fuel AdministraShipments during the present
tion.)
year have been greater than for
Mr. Weaver told the committee
the preceding year, but have not
real estate brokers had urged the
been sufficient to meet increased
public as a patriotic duty to buy
'demands.
their coal early.
Coal coming to Washington has
(Former Insurance Commisbeen promptly distributed.
sioner Nesbit advised WajshingDealers, as a class, have not
tonians to buy during the sumdone anything reprehensible.
mer. The Federal Trade CommisSome dealers are old-fashioned
sion, starting an investigation of
and they maintain jealousies that
the coal situation here, advised
in other husiness have disapcitizens against buying coal at
peared.
prevailing high prices. It later
said that those who had failed to
The normal demand for family
buy would feel the pinch of coal
trade in Washington is 2,400 tons
shortage.)'
a day.
As a solution, Mr. Weaver says
Washington. was short about
he will place the city on a coal
2,500 tons for December.
card rationing system for the next
Mr. Weaver told the committee:
coal year beginning April 1. He.
"I have no authority to bring
said he would cut each housemore coal to Washington I have,
holder's requirements probably 20
however, repeatedly pointed out
per cent. Senator Reed suggested
to the National Fuel Administraenough coal be obtained to meet
tion the' necessity of bringing
needs, Mr. Weaver replied that
more coal here."
much coal was wasted.
(The quantity of coal shipment
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Many Are Price-Marked at $30 and $35
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Here are REAL bargains! We'll match qualities with any .store in Washington, You want
clothes now that will WEAR, an4 we'll show you
hundreds of the hard-finished Worsteds that "never .
wear out."
\
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There are styles here to suit every taste—both
the ultra-fashionable and the plainer, conservative
models. Sizes to fit any figure.
9
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Nearly forty years in this same store prove that
our reputation for RELIABILITY is deserved.
We'll give you the best clothing BARGAINS in
Washington.
\
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Why the coal shortage in Washington? was the question which members
of the Senate subcommittee, investigating the fuel situation, repeatedly
put to District Fuel Administrator
John L. Weaver when he appeared before them.
■ Mr. Weaver's replies, summed up,
amounted to this:
That the population of Washington
in the last year has grown enormously and the consumption here has increased.
That while there has been an increase in the shipments of coal to
the capital, this increase has not J^ept
pace with the enhanced demand.
Near Half-Million Mark.
Washington is now a city with a
population verging toward the halfmillion mark. This was the estimate
put on it by Mr. Weaver, who is an
experienced real estate man.
He de^
clared the population had increased
20 per cent since the last census, that
the police census in his opinion diu
not disclose the true conditions and
that he believed the population today
was 420,000.
With the arrival of more people
and the increased consumption by
apartment houses, hotels, publiQ^Stility plants, and the Government, Alt.
Weaver held there had been extraordinary demands which, in spite of the
faci more coal came in, could not be
m?t.
J
Unable t$ Say.
Sir, Weaver was unable to 3ay,
however, just to what extent the
shipments of coal to Washington had
increased in 1917 over the preceding
year.
In the course of his testimony he
absolved the Washington coal dealers
•of responsibility for "the shortage
and from alleged profiteering.
H? d'd not try to conceal the fact
there is a shortage" arid suffering.
Nor did he hold out hope of relief.
He told the committee that with the
beginning of April Washington would
be placed on a coal-card basis. Direct purchases by consumers from
dealers are not satisfactory, in his
opinion, and have tended to help contribute to the shortage. He estimated
coal, shipments were about 1,000 tons
less daily than needed.
Mr. Weaver, it was disclosed, is
helpless so far as getting coal shipped
to Washington is concernedHis
business is distribution after the coal
arrives.
Explaining his plan for a card system, ivir. Weaver said it would begin
April 1.
■'■•'
"These cards," h© said, "will not be
issued to individuals, but for pieces
pf property. Each piece of property
will be assigneu a card. In determining the amount pf fuel to be thus authorized, it will be necessary to take
into consideration the location pf the |
place, whether city or suburban, the
construction of the house, the number of persons dwelling in it, and
the. amount of coal It has previously
taken to heat It."
.."., ' ..Can Save,29 Per Cent.
f ;lf*'\sti<na'tL'" Ve could save 20 per
ioeiit-'ijSLitosi consuSiiption, and said if
a man had been using fifteen tens
he would suggest that h get along
with twelve.'
Senator Reed thought it would be
better to produce enough coal so the
consumer could get what he needed.
Mr. eWaver insisted large amounts
of coal were wasted through carelessness and incompetence of those who
tend furnaces.
^
Describing
Jiis
functions, Mr.
Weaver said:
"To see to the distribution of coal
after it has been placed on the tracks
in Washington."
He took charge about the middle of
October.
"Where was the coal in Washington
at that time?" asked Senator Reed.
"In the coal bins of the citizen
body, a large part of it, placed there
in the summer months," answered Mr.
Weaver.
He said dealeers then had little coal,
that there are about seventy-five big
dealers here and many little ones,
that the big dealers do wholesale and
retail business.
Mr. Weaver said that early last
spring local coal dealers began to
send out circulars to customers
warning them to lay in coal. He said
the Real Estate Brokers' Association!
urged apartment houses to lay in
their fuel in order that deliveries
might be made to the people in the
winter.
No Data on Stocks.
Mr. Weaver told the committee that
he was unable to get any data on the
stocks of coal laid in in 1917 and
previous years from xthe Coal Merr
chants' Association.
On the other
hand, the J-ailroads cheerfully furnished data as to shipments.
Washington some months ago had
5,500 empty houses and has practically none now, he said.
Asked if the dealers had contributed
to the coal scarcity, Mr. Weaver said:
"They have hot.
They have not
hoarded."
Car shortage and less prpduptiqti at
mines were factors, according to Mr.
leaver.
He denied the dealers had made as
much money this season put of the
aargin of $2.50 per ton which he allowed them as in normal times.
Questioned about higher prices for
poal by the bushel, he said he had
established a price of 40 cents per
bushel, or about $12 per ton, or 45
cents delivered. He did not think a
retailer could afford to handle it for
less and "make a living."
Mr. Weaver made it clear that in
fixing coal prices he had in mind not
entirely the public welfare, but
enabling dealers to "make a living."
Asked if the dealer distributed poal
promptly when they got' it, he replied:
Few Exceptions.
"With few exceptions. Some of the
older dealers tried to take care of
their old customers. The rule I laid
down was that they should care for
people as they applied for coal. I
found dealers refusing to sell to the
new man. I issued an order they
must care for the new man."
Washington was short about 25,000
tons in December, or about 1,000 tons
a day, Mr. Weaver said. The normal
demand for family use is 2,400 tons
daily. He said he asked for 3,000
tons a day to meet unusual conditions.
In the House, Congressman Campbell of ICansas put responsibility for
the fuel shortage right at Che doors
of Fuel Administrator Garfleld and
criticised him sharply.

President Wilson
Advocates Federal
Suffrage Amendment

a

*

Congressmen who are calling on the
President to ask his advice on the Federal
Suffrage Amendment are being told to
vote for it
9

As an Act of Right and Justice

The President's commitment to the
amendment ranks as a war statement with
those made by Premier Lloyd George and
Mr. Asquith and the Premier of Canada.
The British House of Commons has
passed Woman Suffrage as a war measure
by a vote pf 7 to 1.
France has found time between Verdun
and Cambrai to proclaim, through its Chamber of Deputies, that women should have
the vote, "first of all as an act of delayed
justice and, secondly, as a move dictated
by public interest"
Italy's Prime Minister pledges the mu*
nicipal enfranchisement of Italian women.
The State Parliaments of five Canadian
Provinces have adopted Woman Suffrage,
and the newly returned Federal Premier,
finding it ridiculous that women should
vote in some provinces and not in others,
has pledged votes for all Canadian women
by act of the Dominion Parliament.
The war has shown Europe the need
of Suffrage for women. It has shown
America.

Only a Referendum
The Congress of the United States does
not possess the power to settle this question; it can only refer it to the Legislatures
of the several States. To deny the States
the opportunity to act at this crucial time,
when Parliaments all over the world are
acting upon the question, is to assume am
autocratic power utterly inconsistent with
American history and precedent Women
who vote and women who want to vote
urge the Congress to grant a referendum
on the Federal Suffrage Amendment.
National American Woman Suffrage Association
National Headquarters, 1626 Rhode Island Avenue
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JKK. BAKER'S DEMOCRACY
A n Appreciation of the Good Work and Fine Spirit of Our War Secretary
When President Wilson appointed a pacifist and a humanitarian head of the War Department, something like
a gasp went up from the country. "Practical" men like
Roosevelt ridiculed the choice, and even some of Mr.
Baker's old friends felt that it was no place for him. Today every understanding democrat in the land sees clearly
enough that it is our supreme good fortune (next to having Woodrow Wilson in the White House) to have Newton D. Baker at the head of our war-making establishment. It is not only that he has given us an army fired
with the true democratic zeal and free of those abuses
of privilege and swash-buckling that would have been
inseparable with a Roosevelt directing the mobilization
—an army so organized that the humblest private in the
ranks will go into battle fired with something of the
spirit of the Commander-in-Chief. It is also that as
Chairman of the Council of National Defense he has
found the time and the thought and the courage to insist
upon the democratic spirit in our industrial mobilization
as well. He has established a merit system for the selection and promotion of officers. But he has also insisted
upon fair standards of wages, hours and conditions for
employes engaged in war industries, and has fostered by
every legitimate means the principles of industrial democracy. Months ago he telegraphed to the Western
lumber operators an urgent request that they grant the
eight-hour day and other concessions — a course that
would have frustrated the I. W. W., not by lynchings,
deportations and prosecutions, but by correcting the
abuses that called the I. W. W. into being. And after
months of loss and delay, the lumber operators have
adopted this remedy, persuaded at last by President Suzzallo and Dean Parker of the University of Washington.
Is a handful of corporation officials and subservient state
officers irritating labor beyond endurance in an important distributing center of the Northwest? A telegram
from Secretary Baker directs the course of events away
from rioting and machine guns and restores peace, pending the arrival of the President's labor commission.
There are a score of instances like these.
There is murk enough at Washington—the murk of a
Government still too much dominated by property and
privilege—by the blind ignorance and the dogged resistance to change that accompany them. There is the dust
of scandal over war contracts and other things done in
the heat and excitement of our mobilization, things that
•never will be and never can be done in a better way
until certain vicious fundamental principles of ownership
and business enterprise are abandoned. But through
it all shines the light of the spirit of our two foremost
leaders—Woodrow Wilson and Newton Baker. They are
executives and doers of deeds and so, sometimes, compromisers, for the present. But they are also harbingers
arid prophets of a better day. Said Mr. Baker in a speech
before the Southern Society in New York that should be
printed and widely distributed by the Committee on Public Information:
"And so all wars which have been waged for the prestige of kings or the territorial extension of empires fail
in their analogy. There is a quality in this war which
evokes a spiritual response and that will be a new kind
of cement for the making of a stronger and more triumphant people when it is over.
"We are not fighting this battle alone. I am not even
ambitious that the glory of the final conquest should come
to us alone. I would far rather have the triumph of
democracy the reward of associated effort of democratic
peoples everywhere, so that when this war is over neither
we nor they ran have any monopoly of that virtue, but
will be partners in its glory, and so associates in the future
progress which is to be made.
"For we must never forget, when we speak of democracy, that it is not an accomplishment, it is not a thing
that has been done, but it is a progress; it is a system

of growth, and though today we might achieve what our
limited vision proclaims to us as the democratic ideal, its
quality is such that when we stand on what now seems
to us the highest peak of that range, there will be great
heights to tempt and inspire us.
"And so, when this war is over, and the crude medievalism which at last brings the Hohenzollerns and the Hapsburgs to confront their fate in the young giant of the
democratic spirit; when this contest is over and the
David of democracy has dealt with the Goliath of medievalism and autocracy, there will still be work for
David to do worthy of his best efforts, and in the accomplishment of it large benefits to the race still remain to
be achieved, . . .
"It is a wonderful story, the alignment of the nations
which can truly be called civilized, against the ancient
medievalism which survives in the heart of Europe. The
hope of mankind, so often frustrated, apparently is now
to be accomplished. It could not be done in Napoleon's
time, in spite of the French Revolution, and its philosophy and its promise, because of what Danton called 'The
Allied Kings of Europe,' It could not be done in 1849
because of the Metternichs and the Bismarcks. It could
not be done in 1870 because they were still triumphant;
but out of the West, out of this youngest and latest and
most hopeful of the nations of the earth; out of this
young giant, fashioned out of all the peoples, who originate in a new philosophy, little rivulets of it have gone
over to other peoples in other parts of the world.
"And now, in the fullness of time, this giant is full
grown, and she joins hands with other peoples, who,
though older, are yet the children of her spirit, and we
are partners now with great nations who have borne
for three years heroically the brunt of this struggle, and
at the end of it, out of the noise of battle and smoke of
the battlefield, there arises the picture of a new fraternity of mankind—the sons and daughters of civilization
joining hands to protect the sacred principles upon which
the freedom of mankind rests. . . .
"The American people have shot through all their
preparations for this war an influence of idealism and
morality which is a new thing in the world. About our
training camps new conditions have arisen. All sorts of
modern, advanced notions with regard to the amusement
and entertainment and recreation of young men, in order
that they may be virile, strong and high-minded, have
been adopted, not because of any particular wisdom in
any place, but because of the unanimous judgment and
demand of the American people, and so, when our army
goes abroad it will be a knightly army, not an army of
conquest that expects to come home with a chariot and
somebody chained to the wheels and loaded up with material spoils, but an army that is going to live and die
for the fine fruits of a high idealism and a purified national morality."
Not since Lincoln's day has any war leader thus sounded the call in an address so lacking in sounding brass—
in the buncombe that will be tolerated no longer by the
common man—that new sort of common man with his
revolutionary habit of measuring all things with the realities of his daily life. How numerous and predominant
that species of man is today we have too means of knowing. But he has shown himself in formidable numbers
in those industries and those sections where the spirit
of the President has been nullified bv the acts of men
working at cross purposes. And The Public ventures the
guess that orly as that spirit permeates our Government,
onlv to the extent that democracy is applied at home, is
maintained and fostered and extended as a vital, effective, dominant force, will our great enterprise command
t*>e reouisite popular support. That is whv Newton D.
Baker is a ereat Secretary of War in a sense far trsnsrpnrHng considerations of mere military efficiency.—The
Public.
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Record in History of World.

Secretary Bakes Gives Long
and Exhaustive Statement
to Senate Committee.

"No army of similar size in the history of the world has ever been raised,
equipped or (rained so quickly.
No
such provision has ever been made for
the comfort, health and general well
being" of an army.
"By the co-operation of all Interests
and all people in the country, the nation
Is now organized and set to its task
with unanimity of spirit and confidence
in its powers. More has been done than
anybody dared to believe possible.
That there have been here and there errors of judgment and delays goes without sayine. but I should be wanting- in
frankness were I to omit my own estimate of the real unselfishness and intelligence with which my associates,
military and civilian, have applied
themselves to this undertaking, and the
results demonstrate the success of their
efforts."
(Jutline of Work of Department.

The Secretary gave the committee an
outline of the work of the department
and its various bureaus.
"(Mi the 1st day of April. 1917, the
Regular Army," he said, "comprised!
6,791 officers and 321,797 enlisted men;'
the National Guard, in federal service,!
approximately 3.733 officers and 76,713
enlisted
men, and the reserve, 4,000 en:
men. There were also at that
2,573 officers in the
but as these were on inactive !
Errors and Delays at Beginning reserve,
duty they cannot properly be consid- :
ered in estimating the strength of the
Conceded—Astounding Figures and Army
of the United States at that time.
On the 31st day of December, 1917, the'
Comparisons Cover Wide Field.
Regular Army consisted of 10,250 officers and 475,000 enlisted men; the National Guard of 16,031 officers and 400,900 enlisted men; the National Army of
Secretary Baker today replied to criti- 480,000 men, and the reserve of S4,575
In
cisms of his department's conduct of the officers and 72,750 enlisted men.
pther words, in nine months the increase
war, in a long and exhaustive prepared has been from 9.524 officers to 100,856
statement presented to the Senate mili- officers, from 202,510 to 1,428,650 men.
"During the wV.r with Spain, the Army
of the United States at its maximum
tary committee.
strength aggregated 272,000 men and
Conceding delays and errors of judg- officers. The Army now in the field and
ment in so vast an undertaking, Secre- in training is, therefore, roughly six
times as great as the maximum number
tary Baker epitomized his reply in these under arms in the Spanish-American
liai',
words:
"The total number already in the mili"No Army of similar size in the his- tary service is on and a half times as
large
as any force mobilized by this
tory of the world has ever been raised,
nation.
equipped or trained so quickly. No such
Operation of Draft Law Success.
provision has ever been made for the
"A substantial part of our military'
comfort, health and general well being
forces was selected by the operation
of a draft law, the execution of which
of an army."
has demonstrated both the, economical
Substantial Army Mow in France.
and the efficient way of selecting soldiers.
The law itself was drawn, its
America now has in France an army execution carried to a successful con- j
of "substantial" size ready for active elusion, and the theory of the law, novel
service,
Secretary
Baker told the to our people, explained and made popular, because of Its demonstrated fairSenate committee
ness both in plan and execution.
Officers and men, he explained, have
..For tne training of officers two series
been trained specially for modern war- of training camps were held, from
fare independent lines Of communica- Which about 45,000 officers were comxaie, muepouiKUL
missioned from civil life. This number
tion and supplies are in process ot con- Jg nearly eignt times as great as the
struction, and great programs have number of officers in the Regular Army
been formulated for the production of on the first day of April
"For the training of these soldiers
new instruments ot war.
sixteen cantonments have been built
Arms of the most modern and effect- costing $134,000,000, with an average
lve kind the Secretarv declared, have profit to the contractors of 2.9S per
been' provided for every soldier in cent.
France and are available for every
The death rate in our forces in the
fio-htin"-man who can be sent to France United States, from mid-September to
ithe end of
in" 1918°
December, averaged 7.5 per
thousand, and is slightly less than
would
have
been the death rate of men
Small Dislocation to Industries.
of the same age at home. In 1898 the
An army of nearly a million and a
h rate per thousand was 20.14. or
men, enlisted and selected without nearly three times as great. Our death;
nan meii, e.
„„♦■„„.«. in '''ate in the. Army during the year 1916,'
serious dislocation of the nation s n
,,..,;„ 'just before the war. was 5 per "thou-■
dustries, is
" sand. Leaving out the deaths due to
ing at home and abroad, he asserted.! measles and its complications, our death
The subsistence of the Army, he con- rate among all troops in the United
tinned, lias been above criticism, while States since September 1 has been
its initial clothing supply, temporarily] about 2 per thousand.
inadequate, is now substantially com-,
Vast Appropriations for War.
plete.
* "I state the foregoing conditions of!
and
'For the fiscal year 1915 Congress apthe \.
some of: Hie results attained, for two jprQprjated for the War Department
purposes," he said. "In the first place
.
for
the fiscal year 1916,
the American people are entitled to $lo8,000,000, fc
know of the splendid effectiveness $203,000,000; for the fiscal year 1917,
with which they have 1>
to or- 5403,000,000; for the fiscal year 1918, $7,ganize the manpower and the material 527,338,716. In other words, taking 1915
power of the nation in a great cause; as a normal year, the appropriations
and, second, our Army in France, un- for 1918 are nearly fifty times as great.
der Gen. 'Pershing and our allies, are
"The regular appropriations made by
entitled to have the benefits resulting Congress for all government purposes
from the depression of the morale of for the fiscal year 1915 were $720,000,their enemies which must come when 000, or nearly one-tenth the 1918 apthe Germans realize that the AYnerioan propriations for the War Department
democracy has neither blundered nor alone.
hesitated, but has actually brought the
full power of its men and resources
into completely organized strength
against their military 'machine.

SIMILAR ARMY NEVER
THUS RAISED BEFORE

"5. Independent lines of communlcation and supply and vast storage
and other facilities are in process of
construction in France.
"6. Great programs for the manufacture of additional equipment
and for the production of new instruments of war have been formulated.

|
|

"Of the total War Department appropriations for 1918. $3,200,000,000 was
for the ordnance department, of which
contracts amounting to $1,677,000,000
already have been placed.
Expressions of Doubt Recognized.
"On the first day of April, 1917, the
ordnance department consisted of nine"I make this statement," continued the
ty-seven commissioned officers, while 'Secretary, "fully aware that there have
now it consists of 3,004 officers^ and, in
been
produced before the members of
addition, has 26,120 enlisted personnel.
"In addition to the selection and this committee some expressions ot
doubt,
difference of opinion and disaptraining of this new force, the making
of these great contracts, and the fol- proval. The War Department has spent
low-up necessary in the manufactur- eight months hearing similar expresing processes, a continuous study of sions, analyzing them, correcting the.
new weapons and instrumentalities conditions out of which they grew, perhas been kept up, a constant contact fecting its organization to prevent their
kept with trained men abroad study- recurrence, and all the while driving
ing the operation of ordnance material on to the accomplishment -of the main
in battle, and accordingly modifying task.
designes and plans here by reason of j "My military associates and I appreciate the work which this committee
observation and experience.
has done, and will value suggestions
from the committee as a whole, from its
082 Millions for Trench Materials.
individual members, and from every
"Many of the classes of ordnance ma- other patriotic citizen which will enterial requiring to be designed, speci- able us to carry on this work more effications drawn and contracts let were fectively and more rapidly.
"In the foregoing statement there are
wholly unfamiliar to our normal military practices.
The trench warfare two exceedingly significant figures;
namely,
that on the 1st day of April
material alone involves commitments
the ordnance department consisted of
of $282,000,000.
"Many of the ordnance department's ninety-seven officers and the quartercontracts involve increase of plant fa- master general's department of 347
cilities or the construction of new officers, while they now, respectively,
plants, and constant inspection by in- comprise 3,004 and 6,431 officers. There
spectors who have had to be trained in was no ready trained body of men in the
country who could have been selected
specially established schools.
"For the quartermaster general's de- suddenly to assume the highly technical
partment in 1918 $3,018,000,000 was ap- and specialized work of these two dipropriated, or a sum more than four visions. Men of somewhat similar traintimes as great as the 1915 appropria- ing had to be chosen. As the work proceeded, subdivision and resubdivision
tion for all governmental purposes.
"On the 1st clay of April there were became possible:
347
officers
in
the
Quartermaster
Reorganization Announced.
Corps.
On the 1st day of January,
1918, there was a total of 6,431 officers.
"On December 15 I was, therefore, in
"On the 1st day of January. 1918, nearly
$2,000,000,000 of the appropriation had a position to announce a general reor-r
been obligated by contracts or disburse- ganization, accomplishing the followments.
ing results:
"This business involved accounting, de"1. Created a war council, upon which
terminations of standards, prices, quantiGen.
Crozier, Gen. Sharpe, Gen. Weaties . and the creation of new manufacver, Gen. Crowder and the chief of
turing facilities.
staff
have
been designated to sit with
"In the woolen goods section alone the
co-operation of over 300 mills was in- the Secretary of War and the assistant
volved, and the following items give some secretary of war, and to which council
idea of the extensive character of the men of capacity, either from the Army
operations: There have been purchased or from civil life, yill be added from
The purpose of the
over 19,000,000 blankets, 20,000,000 yards time to time.
of overcoating and over 30,000,000 yards council is that its members, being free,
from
the
burdens
of detail administ raeach of shirting flannel and suiting, involving an expenditure of over $345.000,000. In cotton goods the. department
had contracted for 250,000,000 yards of
various cotton cloths.
85,000 Men in Air Service.
"The aviation section of the Signal
Corps on the 1st day of April, 1917, consisted of sixty-five officers and 1/120 men.
On the 1st day of January, 1918, it consisted of 3,900 officers and 82,120 men.
"This division of the War Department
was charged by Congress with the expenditure of an appropriation aggregating for 1918 $744,000,000, or five times the
1915 appropriation for the entire War Department.
"The engineer department, for which in
1917 $53,000,000 was appropriated, was
charged by the 1918 appropriation with the
expenditure of $390,000,000, or about 700
per cent increase.
VThere have been organized, trained
and equipped technical troops of foresters,
stevedores and railroad construction and
operation men, aggregating about 1.20,000,
many of whom have been operating in
France for some months."
Summary of Chief Accomplishments.
In summing up the War Department's
work the Secretary gave the following
as its chief accomplishments:
"1. A largo army is in the field
and in training, so large that further increments to it cannot be
adequately equipped and trained
a,s rapidly as those already in training can be transported.
"2. The army has been enlisted and
.selected without serious dislocation
of the industries of the country.
"3. The training of the Army is proceeding rapidly and its spirit is high.
The subsistence of the Army has been
above criticism; its initial clothing
supply, temporarily inadequate, is
now substantially complete, and
reserves will rapidly accumulate.
Arms of the most modern and effective
kind—including
artillery,
machine guns, automatic rifles and
small arms—have been provided by
manufacture or purchase for every
soldier in France and are available
for every soldier who can be gotten
to France in the year 1918.
"4. A substantial army is already
in France, where both men and officers have been additionally and
specially trained and are ready for
active service.
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Record in History of World.

REPLIES
DETAILING WORK
Secretary Bakes Gives Long
and Exhaustive Statement

"No army of similar size in the history of the world has ever been raised,
equipped or trained so quickly. No
such provision has ever been made for
the comfort, health and general well
being of an army.
"By the co-operation of all interests
and all people in the country, the nation
Is now organized and set to its task
with unanimity of spirit and confidence
In its powers. Jlore has been done than
anybody dared to believe possible.
That there have been here and there errors of judgment and delays goes without saying, but I should be wanting in
frankness were I to omit my own estimate of the real unselfishness and intelligence with which my associates,
military and civilian, have applied
themselves to this undertaking, and the
results demonstrate the success of their
efforts."
(Jutline of "Work of Department.
The Secretary gave the committee an
outline of the work of the department
and its various bureaus.
"On the 1st day of April. 1917, the
Regular Army," lie said, "comprised
6,791 officers and 121.797 enlisted men;
the National Guard, in federal service,
approximately 3,7311 officers and 76,713
enlisted men, and the reserve, 4,000 enlisted men. There were also at that
time approximately 2,573 officers in the
reserve, but as these were on inactive
duty they cannot properly be considered in estimating the strength of the
Army of the United States at that time.
On the 31st day of December, 1917, the
Regular Army consisted of 10,250 officers and 475,000 enlisted men; the National Guard of 16,031 officers and 400,S00 enlisted men; the National Army of
480,000 men, and the reserve of S4.575
officers and 72,750 enlisted men. In
other words, in nine months the increase
has been from 9,524 officers to 100,856
officers, from 202,510 to 1,428,650 men.
"During the whr with Spain, the Army
of the United States at its maximum
strength aggregated 272,000 men and
officers. The Army now in the field and
in training is, therefore, roughly six
times as great as the maximum number
under arms in the Spanish-American
War.
"The total number already in the military service is on and a half times as
large as any force mobilized by this
nation.

"Of the total War Department appropriations for 1918. $3,200,000,000 was
for the ordnance department, of which
contracts amounting to $1,677,000,000
already have been placed.
"On the first day of April, 1917. the
ordnance department consisted of ninety-seven commissioned officers, while
now it consists of 3,004 officers^ and, in
addition, has 26,120 enlisted personnel.
"In addition to the selection and
training of this new force, the making
of these great contracts, and the follow-up necessary in the manufacturing processes, a continuous study of
new weapons and instrumentalities
has been kept up, a constant contact
kept with trained men abroad studying the operation of ordnance material
in battle, and accordingly modifying
designes and plans here by reason of
observation and experience.

282 Millions for Trench Materials.

"Many of the classes of ordnance material requiring to be designed, specifications drawn and contracts let were
wholly unfamiliar to our normal military practices.
The trench warfare
material alone involves commitments
SIMILAR ARMY NEVER
of $282,000,000.
"Many of the ordnance department's
contracts involve increase of plant faTHUS RAISED BEFORE
cilities or the construction of new
plants, and constant inspection by inspectors who have had to be trained in
specially established schools.
:
Errors and Delays at Beginning
"For the quartermaster general's department in 1918 $3,01S,000,000 was apConceded—Astounding Figures and
propriated, or a sum more than four
times as great as the 1915 appropriaComparisons Cover Wide Field.
tipn for all governmental purposes.
"On the 1st day of April there were
347 officers in the Quartermaster
Corps. On the 1st day of January,
\ Secretary Baker today replied to criti1918, there was a total of 6,431 officers.
"On. the 1st clay of January. 1918, nearly
cisms of his department's conduct of the
$2,000,000,000 of the appropriation had
war, in a long and exhaustive prepared j
been obligated by contracts or disbursements.
statement presented to the Senate mili"This business involved accounting, determinations of standards, prices, quantitary committee.
ties . and the creation of new manufacConceding delays and errors of judgturing facilities.
"In the woolen goods section alone the
ment in so vast an undertaking, Secreco-operation of over 300 mills was involved, and the following items give some
tary Baker epitomized his reply in these
1 idea of the extensive character of the
words:
j operations: There have been purchased
lover 19,000,000 blankets, 20,000,000 yards
"No Army of similar size in the hisi of overcoating and over 30,000,000 yards
tory of the world has ever been raised,
| each of shirting flannel and suiting, in! volving an expenditure of over $345.equipped or trained so quickly. No such
i
000,000. In cotton goods the. department
Operation of Draft Law Success.
had contracted for 250,000,000 yards of
provision has ever been made for the
various
cotton cloths.
"A substantial part of our military
comfort, health and general well being
forces was selected by the operation
85,000 Men in Air Service.
of a draft law, the execution of which
of an army."
has demonstrated both the, "economical
"The aviation section of the Signal
Substantial Army Now in France. and. the efficient way of selecting soldiers. The law itself was drawn, its Corps on the ,1st day of April, 1917, conAmerica now has in France an army execution carried to a successful con- sisted of sixty'-flve officers and 1/120 men.
of "substantial" size ready for active clusion, and the theory of the law, novel On the 1st day of January, 191S, it consisted of 3,900 officers and 82,120 men.
service, Secretary Baker told the to our people, explained and made popu"This division of the War Department
lar, because of its demonstrated fair- was
charged by Congress with the exSenate committee.
ness both in plan and execution.
Officers and men, he explained, have
"For the training of officers two series penditure of an appropriation aggregating
for
1918 $744,000,000, or five times the
been trained specially for modern war- of training camps were held, from 1915 appropriation
for the entire War Deabout 45,000 officers were comfare, independent lines of communica- which
missioned from civil life. This number i partment.
"The
engineer
department,
for which in
tion and supplies are in process of con- is nearly eight times as great as the
1917 $53,000,000 was appropriated, was
struction, and great programs have number of officers in the Regular Army charged
by the 1918 appropriation with the
been formulated for the production of on the first day of April.
"For the training of these soldiers expenditure of $390,000,000, or about 700
per cent increase.
new instruments of war.
sixteen cantonments have been built
vTliere have been organized, trained
Arms of the most modern and effect- costing $134,000,000, with an average
and equipped technical troops of foresters,
ive kind, the Secretary declared, have profit to the contractors of 2.9S per
stevedores and railroad construction and
been provided for every soldier in ■ cent.
operation men, aggregating about 120,000,
"The death rate in our forces in the
Prance and are available for every
many of whom have been operating in
United
States,
from
mid-September
to
fighting man who can be sent to France
France for some months."
the end of December, averaged 7.5 per
in 1918.
; thousa.nd, and is slightly less than
j would have been the death rate of men
Summary of Chief Accomplishments.
Small Dislocation to Industries.
of the same age at home. In 1898 the
In summing up the War Department's
An army of nearly a million and a |death rate per thousand was 20.14, or.
three times as great. Our death i work the Secretary gave the following
half men, enlisted and selected without nearly
rate in the Army during the year 1916, | as its chief accomplishments:
serious dislocation of the nation's in"1. A large army is in the field
f just before the war, was 5 per thou- !
dustries, is now in the field or in train- sand. Leaving out the deaths due to
and in training, so large that further
increments to it cannot be
ing at home and abroad, he asserted. measles and its complications, our death
adequately equipped and trained
The subsistence of the Army, he con- rate among all troops in the United
as rapidly as those already in traintinued, has been above criticism, while. States since September 1 has been
ing can be transported.
its initial clothing supply, temporarily about 2 per thousand.
"2. The army has been enlisted and
inadequate, is now substantially comselected without serious dislocation
Vast Appropriations for War.
plete.
of
the industries of the country.
* "I state the foregoing conditions of
"3. The training of the Army is pro"For the fiscal year 1915 Congress apHe' War Departments problem and;
ceeding
rapidly and its spirit is high.
some of the results attained, for two propriated for the War Department
The subsistence of the Army has been
purposes," he said. "In the first place $158,000,000; for the fiscal year 1916,
above criticism; its initial clothing
the American people are entitled to
supply, temporarily inadequate, is
know of the' splendid effectiveness j $203,000,000; for the fiscal year 1917,
now substantially complete, and
with which they have been able to or- $403,000,000; for the fiscal year 1918, $7,reserves
will rapidly accumulate.
ganize the manpower and the material 527,338,716. In other words, taking 1915
Arms of the most modern and efpower of the nation in a great cause; as a normal year, the appropriations
fective
kind—including
artillery,
and, second, our Army in France, un- for 1918 are nearly fifty times as great.
machine guns, automatic rifles and
der Gen. 'Pershing and our allies, are
"The regular appropriations made by
small arms—have been provided by
entitled to have the benefits resulting Congress for all government purposes
manufacture or purchase for every
from the depression of the morale of for the fiscal year 1915 were $720,000,soldier in France and are available
their enemies which must come when 000, or nearly one-tenth the 1918 apfor every soldier'who can be gotten
the Germans realize that the American propriations for the War Department
to France in the year 1918.
democracy has neither blundered nor alone.
"4. A. substantial array is already
hesitated, but has actually brought the
in France, where both men and offull power of its men and resources
ficers have been additionally and
into completely organized strength
specially trained and are ready for
against their'military 'machine.
active service.

to Senate Committee.
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"5. Independent lines of communi- |
cation and supply and vast storage i
and other facilities are in process of
construction in France.
"li. Great programs for the manufacture of additional equipment
and for the production of new instruments of war have been formulated.
Expressions of Doubt Recognized.
"I make this statement," continued the
Secretary, "fully aware that there have
been produced before the members of
this committee some expressions of
doubt, difference of opinion and disapproval. The War Department has spent
eight months hearing similar expressions, analysing them, correcting the*
conditions out of which they grew, perfecting its organization to prevent their
recurrence, and all the while driving
on to the accomplishment *o£ the main
task.
"My military associates and I appreciate the work which this committee
has done, and will value suggestions
from the committee as a whole, from its
individual members, and from ever}
other patriotic citizen which will enable us to carry on this work more effectively and more rapidly.
"In the foregoing statement there are
two exceedingly significant figures;
namely, that on the 1st day of April
the ordnance department consisted of
ninety-seven officers and the quartermaster general's department of 347
officers, while they now, respectively,
comprise 3,004 and 6,431 officers. There
was no ready trained body of men in the
country who could have been selected
suddenly to assume the highly technical
and specialized work of these two divisions. Men of somewhat similar train
ing had to be chosen. As the work pro
ceeded. subdivision and resubdivision
became possible:

Reorganization Announced.
"On December 15 I was, therefore, in
a position to announce a general reor-f
ganization, accomplishing the following results:
"1. Created a war council, upon which j
Gen. Crozier, Gen. Sharpe, Gen. Weaver, Gen. Crowder and the chief of |
staff have been designated to sit with
the Secretary of War and the assistant
secretary of war, and to which council
men of capacity, either from the Army
or from civil life, yill be added from
time to time.
The purpose of the
council is that its members, being free
from the burdens of detail administration, can take a large supervisory view
of all questions of organization and
supply and give to the government the
highest value of their talents and experience.
"2. Under Gen. Wheeler, with the advice of his military associates and of
industrial experts, the machinery of
the ordnance department is being thoroughly reorganized in preparation for
the new phase of its work upon which
it is now entering. Its several operations will be conducted under the direction either of officers already in the
service who are now in a position to
give their entire energies to the administration, or by men specially chosen
from civil life because of their experi! ence and capacity.
! "3. The quartermaster general's department is in process of similar reorganization and subdivisioning under
Gen. Goethals, who enjoys the unique
experience of having worked out at the
Panama canal problems of transportation and supply of a magnitude never
until now approached in the history of
our government. Here also the efficiency of the department is being strengthened by the calling from civil life of
men of the highest capacity to administer certain of its great subdivisions.
New Viev? of Work Now Possible.
"A new view of the work of the
Council of National Defense and of
the war industries board is now pos;sible.
"The Council of National Defense is
of course, an advisory body without
executive power. The members have
severally the powers of their respective departments. The purpose of the
council, however, was a reconciliation
of conflicts and a survey of the national needs and resources. This purpose it has served and is serving. The
general munitions board and its successor, the war industries board, with
their committees, were organized by the
council for the following purposes:
"1.
Assign priorities as among
the several departments of the government and the allied governments
in their demands upon the industries
of the country.
"2. Advise as to supplies of materials and labor.
"3. Advise on questions of price.
"4. Secure industrial and labor
co-op'e ration.
"5. Avoid enhancement of prices
confusion of industry, exhaustion of
labor and generally to prevent all
avoidable evils which might result
from the speed and magnitude of
the new operations.
"To these objects it was admirably
(adapted, and it has accomplished a
I great work.
"We can now see the entire situation. The initial rush needs are substantially supplied.
The technical
| corps have been expanded and reorganized upon industrial and efficient
I lines.
"The co-ordination of ally needs with
| our own purchases has been effected.
An agency exists ' to prevent conflicts
land to adjust those which cannot be
| prevented."
Mr. Baker Approved Delay.
Secretary Baker was not interrupted
in reading his prepared statement, and
afterward said he would be "very
happy" to answer questions.
Chairman Chamberlain tool: up the
subject of rifles. Abandonment of the
Springfield rifle and adoption of the
modified Enfleld, he said, has been much
criticised.
"I think the delay was due to the
action of the ordnance bureau in changing the type," said Secretary Baker.
"I personally approved that delay. I
think the ordnance bureau acted
right," adding that the delay operated
to furnish a larger supply later of an
improved arm.
"It isn't inefficiency to change your
mind if a greater supply of a better
article is secured," said he, adding
that all men sent to Europe had ample
rifles and now all men in training are
well supplied.
Several senators joined in questioning to show that rifle production was
permitted to lag when it was certain
that the country was about to go to
war, but Secretary Baker persisted
that the delay in changing models had
in the end produced a much-desired
result.

>*»-—»•.—» '
SATURDAY, JANUARY 12, 1918.

LET'S LET THE SENATE RUN IT.
It is quite obvious that we are in wrong on the management of
:he war. The fact is indubitably established by the senate hearings.
Being in wrong, unless we intend to be licked, it is equally obvious
$hat we must get in right.
Everybody in a position of responsibility in the running of the
war having been shown to be grossly incompetent, it is up to the
country to put the job into competent hands. Where shall we find
iuch hands?
Inasmuch as the country has been dragnetted for capable
tivilians already and all these civilians have done things which nobody but an idiot would do, and together and in combination have
been unable to make any decent sort of a showing, where shall we
ook for the serene, unexcited, cool, big, comprehensive intellects
squal to the stunt.
It should be quite apparent that there is hut one place where
such a search could possibly be productive of results. In one place
inly does there exist the peculiar combination of intelligence, rectitude and patriotism which must be brought to bear on the problem
Defore us. The senate.
«
Let us fire Mr. Baker, Mr. Daniels, Mr. McAdoo, Mr. Hoove
Dr. Garfield and all the rest of the bunglers, to begin with. Let
lave Senator Wadsworth, for instance, run the army—he knows
initely more about what is going on in that part of the work tlj&in
Mr. Baker does and knows immeasurably better how everything
should be done. Let us give Mr. Hoover's job to Senator Reed.
IJet us place Mr. Weeks in charge of the navy—he is the only real
. naval expert in the country. Let us have Senator Chamberlain in
charge of all munitions production and, say, Senator Stone in command of the shipbuilding program. And so on. The senate is full
of mighty minds—vast intellects so gifted that they have never been
under the painful necessary, suffered by ordinary, inferior creatures,
of having to find, out things because they were created knowing them
all.
Patently that is precisely what we need to do in order to have
-everything go just right—turn the job over to the senate, with es. pecial confidence in that group of sages who have had exceptional
opportunity to fit themselves for the task during many hours spent
in heckling the Avorried, busy—but of course stupid—men who have
so far mistakenly been entrusted with the work. The amount of
information that Senator Chamberlain and Senator Wadsworth, for
instance, have picked out of Secretary Baker is enough to equip any
senator that ever was for the responsibility of running the combined
allied armies.
Because, you see, a grain of senatorial knoAvledge. being a rare
""
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Will Do More Good Than Harm.
The Senate Military Committee, having
furnished the Kaiser with virtually all of
our war secrets, might as well recess until
we can accumulate a new supply.—The
World.
What "war secrets" has the Senate
committee furnished to( the Kaiser that
I he did not already know? The World
should Tje more specific and less critical
of the members of the Senate committee.
Even if some members of that body at
times have seemed more anxious to put
witnesses "in a hole" than to get at the
facts, no suggestion of partisanship can
hold against Senator Chamberlain, Senator Hitchcock or Senator McKellar. It
might be added also that persons who
have followed the proceedings with an
open mind have been unable to discover
any partisanship on the part of republican members of the committee. Certainly
against none, republicans or democrats,
can there lie suspicion of desire to give
aid and comfort to the enemy.
Much that has been disclosed was known
in a general way by many persons. There
was ganger, however, of the people as a
whole being lulled into a condition of satisfaction and security by the profuse promise that so greatly has overshadowed performance in some directions. This does
not mean that much has not been accomplished. In many respects the record is
good. It is due no less to those who have
made good than to the country that it
should be made clear where there has been
failure and where the responsibility for
it lies.
Conditions at Washington make this
particularly desirable at this time. It is
well known that one of the predominant
traits in the President's makeup is loyalty to men of his own selection. This
trait, admirable as it is, inclines him to
take the part of the defence whenever one
of those men is criticised. All that is
needed to translate that inclination into
activity is for the person under fire to intimate that he is being persecuted or is
about to be.
The President cannot have known the
details of army shortcomings. It is well
for him to have the facts so that he may
judge for himself, as the country will
judge for itself.
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OUR 247TH DAY OF WAR
LET'S LET THE SENATE RUN IT.
It is quite obvious that we are in wrong on the management of
:he war. The fact is indubitably established by the senate hearings.
Being in wrong, unless we intend to be licked, it is equally obvious
Skat we must get in right.
Everybody in a position of responsibility in the running of the
war having been shown to be grossly incompetent, it is up to the
country to put the job into competent hands. Where shall we find
mch hands?
Inasmuch as the country has been dragnetted for capable
civilians already and all these civilians have done things which noDody but an idiot would do, and together and in combination have
been unable to make any decent sort of a showing, Avhere shall we
ook for the serene, unexcited, cool, big, comprehensive intellects
squal to the stunt.
It should be quite apparent that there is hut one place Avhere
mch a search could possibly be productive of results. In one place
mly does there exist the peculiar combination of intelligence, rectitude and patriotism which must be brought to bear on the problems
aefore us. The senate.
a.
Let us fire Mr. Baker, Mr. Daniels, Mr. McAdoo, Mr. Hoove
Dr. Garfield and all the rest of the bunglers, to begin with. Let
iave Senator Wadsworth, for instance, run the army—he knows
initely more about Avhat is going on in that part of the work tljln
Mr. Baker does and knows immeasurably better how everything
mould be done. Let us give Mr. Hoover's job to Senator Reed.
Det us place Mr. Weeks in charge of the navy—he is the only real
naval expert in the country. Let us have Senator Chamberlain in
charge of all munitions production and, say, Senator Stone in command of the shipbuilding program. And so on. The senate is full
of mighty minds—vast intellects so gifted that they have never been
under the painful necessary, suffered by ordinary, inferior creatures,
of having to find out things because they were created knoAving them
all.
Patently that is precisely Avhat Ave need to do in order to have
-everything go just right—turn the job over to the senate, Avith es. peeial confidence in that group of sages Avho have had exceptional
opportunity to fit themselves for the task during many hours spent
in heckling the Avorried, busy—but of course stupid—men Avho have
so far mistakenly been entrusted with the Avork. The amount of
information that Senator Chamberlain and Senator Wadsworth, for
instance, have picked out of Secretary Baker is enough to equip any
senator that ever Avas for the responsibility of running the combined
allied armies.
Because, you see, a grain'of senatorial knoAvledge, being a rare
and consequently precious commodity, is Avorth a ton of the plenti: ful, and therefore contemptible, knoAvledge of the man vtmose business it is to knoAV. In other Avords, a heckling senator can make a
j bigger bluff with a feAV crumbs of haphazard, loose end information,
Nhan a secretary of the army oi any otner responsible executive can
Soake with a headfull of facts and ability.
Being a senatorial inquisitor is the shoAviest job in the world.
And about the shoddiest.
i
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Will Do More Good Than Harm.
The Senate Military Committee, having
furnished the Kaiser with virtually all of
our war secrets, might as well recess until
we can accumulate a new supply.—The
World.
What "war secrets" has the Senate
committee furnished to> the Kaiser that
| he did not already know? The World
should he more specific and less critical
of the members of the Senate committee.
Even if some members of that body at
times have seemed more anxious to put
witnesses "in a hole" than to get at the
facts, no suggestion of partisanship can
hold against Senator Chamberlain, Senator Hitchcock or Senator McKellar. It
might be added also that persons who
have followed the proceedings with an
open mind have been unable to discover
any partisanship on the part of republican members of the committee. Certainly
against none, republicans or democrats,
can there lie suspicion of desire to give
aid and comfort to the enemy.
Much that has been disclosed was known
in a general way by many persons. There
was ganger, however, of the people as a
whole being lulled into a condition of satisfaction and security by the profuse promise that so greatly has overshadowed performance in some directions. This does
not mean that much has not been accomplished. In many respects the record is
good. It is due no less to those who have
made good than to the country that it
should be made clear where there has been
failure and where the responsibility for
it lies.
Conditions at Washington make this
particularly desirable at this time. It is
well known that one of the predominant
traits in the President's makeup is loyalty to men of his own selection. This
trait, admirable as it is, inclines him to
take the part of the defence whenever one
of those men is criticised. All that is
needed to translate that inclination into
activity is for the person under fire to intimate that he is being persecuted or is
about to be.
The President cannot have known the
details of army shortcomings. It is well
for him to have the facts so that he may
judge for himself, as the country will
judge for itself.
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51V0O Yesterday
How Secretary of War Baker Meets Investigation — What It
Means to "Fight Like a Gentleman"—Nerve Against OddsSome of His Answers in "Dictionary English"—His Opinion of
"He-Men'—The Sixty-five-Thirty-five Ratio in Chamber of
Commerce Patriotism—Psychology in Food and Fuel.
By W. V.
There are no abler men in the Sen- j
ate and no better politicians in the !
country than the members of the!
Senate Committee on Military Affairs.
Cut off and surrounded, attacked
from front and rear, Secretary of
War Newton D. Baker fought them
all, all day long yesterday. Right or
wrong, he still fought on and "fought
like a gentleman."
If other and [
more plebeian Americans in the
trenches or in politics, fight as well,
with the same steady nerve against
the odds, they'll win.
The way Baker fought and held
his ground with all the odds against
him was really the news of the day
at the Capitol. The news of the issues of "unpreparedness" last year
is last year's news, already threshed
out. But the way Baker fought was
a novelty in news—unprecedented in
its way. It may not have been war,
but it was magnificent.
Asked questions which involved
his political life, and once or twice
deadly insults, he would take from
the center of his mouth the long,
slim cigar he was smoking, and with
his head thrown slightly back, let
the smoke rise in a thin column
from the corner of his mouththinking!
Then, with his eyes
as level
as
his voice, lie answered deliberately, naturally, coolly,
and as politely as if he were answering a lady in a drawing room.
So he answered on a question of
veracity,- When ordinarily, the answer to such a question might have
j'oeen that the statement it involved
■ was "an infernal lie," Baker said,
I after about ten seconds' deliberation:
"You and I, Senator, debated the
question of whether he meant relatively none, or absolutely none. If
he. said, 'absolutely none,' he must
have been in error."
Perhaps the man who said there
was no machine gun or something
else of that kind at a given camp on
a given dav is "relatively" as good
a man as anybody else. As far as
Secretary of War Newton D. Baker
is concerned, with his testimony, he
may be. But that far also, though
by no means necessarilv an infernal,
condemned, or double-dashed liar, he
is necessarily "in erro*."
Now, in the history of American
politics since 1760, when the records
begin to be more or less voluminous,
what would we make of about two
hundred answers of that kind, if we
could find them ?
The President has been telling
Washington lately about the "new
world" he expects to leave behind
him. Will h>*e'populated politically
by Newton D. Bakers? If so, what
will the rest of us do in politics,
when we <?o "gunnm"" for an official scalp—without complete self
control and equal control of the best
"dictionary English?"

i actively co-operating to prevent exi tortion from the soldiers." There is
no more doubt about that than there
I is of the sixty-five per cent pure
! patriotism in those chamber of commerce along with the thirty-five per
cent of "Live Wire" patriotism
represented by experts who would
1
feel humiliated if, in doing business
with their own fathers, they did not
"put over a good thing" on them.
Perhaps these "live wires" are all
"He-Men."
There is no evidence
to the contrary. Penitentiary records ought to decide that finally.
Evidence given yesterday before
the Senate Committee on Manufactures completed the explanation of
what has caused the so-called "shortage" in food and fuel.
There has been
no reality of
shortage in the supply. It has been
entirely "psychological."
A number of academic experts
with the best intentions, experimented psychologically on the country, to find scientifically what the
American people can be induced to
do by modern, scientific methods.

The men who were drafted into
the National GuardI were larger men
on their averages than men who htve
been volunteering in peace for ine
regular army have ever averaged.
This interesting bit ot "anthropology/' was dropped incidentally b>
Secretary of WarJBaker.

1

There are a number of unexpended
war-whoops in Congress which must
be delivered by volley-firing before
there can be "peace with honor,
"peace with victory," or peace, on
any other condition. Some of them
mav be heard in a day or so in opposition to the President's peace
terms.
_

BYARS.
An undelivered war-whoop may be
One of the most brutal questions
more painful than colic until it is
asked involved the alleged supereructed.
iority of "He-Men" to men who use
dictionary English when exasperated
instead of the profanitv to which
others of us may resort in emergency. Mr. Secretary's answer may
lead a few examples of answers, not
less forcible because they were delivered with a "silencer" on the
muzzle—as for example:
"If you want my opinion as to a
One of these methods "Induced"
He-Man, whether he is better than psychological or "imaginative alarm,"
some other kind of a man, presum- about a food and fuel famine, due to
Secretary BAcrR, in a
ably he is.
.'",'■A Protest letter to , a/* Germanviolent but entirely patriotic and
"If you had an omniscient and om- noble sacrifices, to be made for our
Rightly American whr had"-comnipotent man, he would be far better friends in Europe or for the good of
e
1
0 H
Answered.
/^" \f /^\ i ?;i"«
than an expert council.
/
siyferajK from* tpesAdlsour souls. The country was psy"There has to be a person whose chologized successfully as it had
trust of soiree" of Tjl^mvipbbori inSJthe
mind will function and get results. never been before—and as no counj antagonism if voters, in5' spit« of his
"What I have done is to Centralize try ought to ever be again
' thorough \loyjLty -to the TXfdteil States,
five separate functions under a
expressed XebV regret yiati "'4 eorire-i
single executive direction.
Perhaps nothing could have been
snoruMnlk was \nly„ °ve V^ tnany upon i
"I can't answer that. There are more scientific than this. Without
I whom '4he\sathA heavy\ burden of undo- <
too many people in the world I don't regard to the above summary of
served ablocfuy mid aeo^ laid. The Secknow.
causes, results were defined clearly
retary also pointed out, however, both |
"I have never been able to satisfy and conclusively yesterday by Arthur
the cause of the painful' experiences,
myself that the plans of the War De- S Learoyd, expert in anthracite
i against which the writer of the letter
coal
distribution
for
the
Fuel
AdI protested and the one way' by which they
partment were either unwise or unministration itself.
He knew the
;' could be ended.
necessary.
facts. Regardless of their bearing
; Quite correctly, he declared that the
"What I am trying to give you is for or against himself or any one
i only enemy either of the loyal Germanthe latest information from the most else, he gave them in definite, canAmerican or of the German in the United States who lives here as an enemy
accurate sources.
did
answers
to
the
questions
he
had
"What I want to give and what I
alien, not as an alien enemy, is the man
been
sworn
to
answer
truthfully.
think the country ought to have is
of German blood who engages in plots
His answers showed beyond doubt
knowledge of the facts.
against this country and its allies, or
"1 am trying not to deal in uni- that all the time, during the period
who makes offensive proclamation of
versal affirmatives or universal of violent suffering in blizzard
his hostility to it. Had it not been for
negatives either.
those misguided folk, neither the loyal
weather in Washington itself, for ex"I do not question the propriety of
German-American- nor the law-abiding
the question, but I am raising a ample, there was more coal proGerman resident would have been
doubt as to the propriety of the an- duced, moved, and actually in the
troubled in any way. It is the few who
swer.
city than ever before in the history
have brought suspicion on the many,'
"The mere fact that men are in of the coal business. Small consumand they have been able to do it simply
uniform makes no difference in their ers, buying about half enough for
because a false notion of race solidarity
expert knowledge.
has prevented the many from bringing
the
winter
(as
he
thought
they
"We have had vast new problems,
upon the few the penalties they deserved.
! confused by the enthusiasm of every- should have done) were so frightenTo have done so would not have been
ed by the fear of having no coal
I body wanting to help.
betrayal of blood brothers; it would havo
"When the country knows (pres- left for the next blizzard, that they
been the performance of a civic duty,
ent) conditions, it will feel secure.
exactly as is the handing over to justice
crowded around the dealers and of"If I fail, I want to do it now."
of any criminal by any good citizen to
ficials, pushing those who had no
whom knowledge of crime has come. It
coal
at
all,
in
the
hope
of
getting
.There were others of this kind.
would also have been self-protection of
Perhaps many of them were better. a ton or so more at higher prices.
a perfectly legitimate kind.
So of the results of "psychology"
But none were more characteristic
Secretary BAKBR wrote with rather
all
over
the
country
as
far
west
as
of the "gentleman and scholar"
more confidence than a good many of
Nebraska.
Add
monopoly
and
live
under fire and unafraid.
us feel when he prophesied that soon all
Right or wrong, Newton D. Baker ! wire profiteering in spots, to railof the Kaiser's spies and plotters would
was not afraid to answer for himself jroad "glutting" (also in considerbe jailed or interned, but he was not
and for all who have thrust the able part, psychological) and it is
mistaken when he asserted that nobody
responsibility on him of defending the answer. The academic scientists
had better reason for assisting- in this
what they have done in his name, are good and patriotic men. But too
work or in hoping for its speedy comand in the name of American pa- many experiments on the people of
pletion than the German-American who
this country are dangerous.
triotism.
meant what he said when he swore alHe suggested what he may not
legiance to the United States, or the
The salaries and incidentals paid
know yet of the possibility of comGerman who is not using his position
bining "rewrought" politics and to the members of the House through
here to hurt us.
predacity with patriotism in Fifty- the window of the Sergeant-atfive, or Sixty-five-Thirty-five rations. Arms run about $275,000 a .month.
In explaining conditions under which From January 5th to the beginning
some of the camps were forced to of the present session. Sergeant-atr
outfit themselves suddenly during the Arms Gordon reports to Speaker
unexpected December blizzard by Clark expenditures of $4,092,000, less
The totals are
buying overcoats from "near-by $350,000 balance.
towns" he showed his rush orders merely fractional in a twenty billion
supplying the needed, and added in dollar country, in which the House,
defense of the patriotism of the even with its "ornamental chairman"near-by towns:" "Every chamber ships," has become almost too cheap
of commerce in the near-by towns is for respectful consideration.

tlTAtJV t
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Committee Loses
in Secre
tary's Ability.
HOUSE PROBE NEXT.
Eagle Bureau,
901 Colorado Building.
Washington, January 12—The chief,
results of a three-days examination of
Secretary of War Baker by the Sen- I
ate Military Committee are:
1. That the Administration is flatly j
against a department of munitions,
and that Baker's conduct of the War
Department has the President's fullest indorsement.
2. That Baker is far more optimis- ;
tic concerning J;he work of creating j
an army than his Senatorial inquisitors.
3. That Baker has proved himself
too clever a witness to be cornered or
even seriously worried.
4. That the Senate Military Committee has less confidence in Baker's
ability to run the War Department
satisfactorily than it had in the beginning.
Baker Now a War Issue.
By this almost unreserved commendation of every subordinate who
has been under fire, including those
who have been relieved of their regular jobs, and by his general praise
of everything that has been accomplished, Secretary Baker, in the
minds of some members of the committee, has succeeeded in making
himself a war issue. Prior to his
testimony, such officers as General
Crozier and General Sharpe were
issues. But the Secretary has now indorsed their work and accepted all
responsibility, although he haa not
put them back in charge of their
bureaus.
When Senator Weeks asked if Mr.
Baker was satisfied with the work of
Quartermaster General Sharpe and
General Crozier, chief of ordnance,
the Secretary replied:
"Yes, perfectly; under the circumstances, they did the best that possibly could have been done."
The three-day session with Baker
which has just ended proved to the
committee that the Secretary of War
was far too clever for the Senators
when it came to exchanges of questions and answers, and yet the committee was not impressed by Mr.
Baker's array of facts.
Secretary Leads in Clash of Wits.
.So far as a contest of wits was concerned. Mr. Baker had all the best of
it. He smoked his panetela. crossed
hi* legs, tilted back his chair and
smiled genially during most of his examination. He was always alert and
his answers followed swiftly upon
questions. His attitude toward the
committee was frequently one of indulgence. The Senators did not think
so rapidly as the Secretary of War.
_He proved himself to be an ad
■

Continued Prom Page 1.
to whether Senator Chamberlain will
' press his bill along that line.
;

G. O. P. Will Back Chamberlain.
Senator Chamberlain is a large infencer, agile and tireless, with marked j
ability to parry slow thrusts and ( fluence in shaping military legislation i
counters. It was evident, too, that the in the upper House and is a legisla- j
committee members had not prepared tor of persistence and decided views. |
themselves very thoroughly to handle If he decides to make a fight for am- ;
munitions department against the I
such a witness.
It was apparent that time and again views of the Administration he will
Mr. Baker irritated the committee by find much support, particularly on the
his quickness rather than directness. Republican side.
F/jih an Administration standpoint,
His prepared statement in behalf of
the War Department, read on Thurs- Mr. Baker's victory over the commitday, had every appearance of a strong tee in the matter of quick wittedness
and convincing document until he be- is not likely to have favorable results,
gan to qualify and modify many parts as the situation is viewed today. The
of it under cross-examination. Beyond supreme optimism of the Secretary of
that statement the committee closed a War has created more uneasiness
three-day examination, without obtain- that it has confidence. Members of
ing much information from the Sec- the committee on military affairs are
retary of War.
not nearly so well satisfied as the SecChamberlain No Match for Baker. retary that everything is going finely
in the War Department, and they have
Senator Chamberlain, chairman of sensed a determined opposition to out- ;j
the commitlee, and a strong supporter side
suggestions for any improvement
of all Administration war measures,
I
got no more satisfaction out of the Of the service.
From the testimony of several of ;
Secretary of War than did other members. He frequently made it plain that Mr. Baker's officers who gave many j
he had little patience with Mr. Baker's details, they were led to believe that i
attitude on some matters.
Senator several important things were wrong, I
Chamberlain is the author of a bill and they were naturally astonished I;
creating a munitions member of the when Mr. Baker's prepared statement
Cabinet, and during today's examina- practically tossed all such testimony
tion of Mr. Baker there developed in into the waste basket.
the committee an obvious lack of conBaker to Be Quizzed in House.
j
fidence in the plans of the Secretary
The House Committee on Military i
of War for handling production problems.
Affairs will undoubtedly call" Mr. j
The committee has learned this, Baker, when it takes up preparation j
however, that the Admniistration is of the annual appropriation bill and
standing stoutly back of the War Sec- there is much curiosity as to what the I
retary, and that the Secretary himself result .of that examination will be. But ]
declines to admit that there have been no matter what, the House Committee J
any serious derelictions in his depart- may succeed in developing, it is assured, j
ment, despite previous testimony of that Mr. Baker himself, together with i
other witnesses before the committee. his Administration of the War De- I
For a long time it has been known partment, has become an issue that
that Mr. Baker in a peculiar degree will be threshed out before the winter
enjoys the confidence of the President. is over. .
BRAINERD.
While this confidence remains unimpaired there is palpable lessening of
(By the Associated Press.)
confidence on the part of Congress.

Questioned by Senators, Mr. Baker
admitted that under the new Army
Supply Department, the Ordnance.
Quartermaster's,
Medical,
Aviation
and Engineers bureaus would do sep-1
arate purchasing, but said it would
be co-ordinated and directed.
This:
feature was sharply criticised by com- j
mittee members as failing to effect
centralization of munitions affairs.
Secretary Baker's statements regarding sufficiency of supplies were
criticised by Chairman Chamberlain
and Senators Hitchcock. McKellar,
Weeks and others. Mr. Chamberlain
said the country would believe that
everything had been done which
should have been accomplished.
"I
don't think it has," he added.
"I think the country is entitled to
feel secure," Mr. Baker replied, adding that when all the facts are known
a feeling of security will be justified.

Shortages Cited.
Senator Hitchcock cited specific
I shortages of clothing and ordnance.
and said Mr. Baker's statements would
I "leave the impression that everything '
is lovely," when the facts showed that
it is not.
Delay in mail service to the American Expeditionary Forces also- was
complained of during the day, and Mr.
Baker said the War and Postoffice departments are endeavoring to provide
the nest possible service.
In executive session the Secretary
was questioned for nearly two hours
regarding supplies for the American
Army overseas and other confidential
matters.
During' the session Chairman'Chamberlain look occasion to
ask why, in his annual report, Mr.
Baker had disapproved the Senator's
bill for universal military training.
The Secretary replied that his principal objection was that sufficient officers could not be spared from service
to take charge of the training.
He
also expressed the belief that decision
on a definite military policy for the
Nation should be deferred until the
end of the war, when the world will
face very changed conditions.
During the examination Chairman
Chamberlain declared sanitary conditions and overcrowding of men, with
i lack of clothing, at Camp Bowie,
Senate Grilling Ended.
!
were reported to the department in
Incident Not Yet Closed.
Washington,
January
12—Secre- j September and should have been
tary
Baker's
examination
on
ordnance
In the ujdgment of most observers,
| called to the Secretary's attention as
while Mr. Baker continually out- and supplies was concluded late to- ! epidemics, predicted by the camp's
maneuvered the committee during day in executive session and it was ancommander, had followed in Decemthree days, he did not help himself nounced that next week the commit- i ber.
tee
would
call
members
of
the
Coun•thereby. As a result, it seems certain
.
Secretary Baker replied that his
that there will be a lot of talk in cil, of National Defense, the War In- \ advisors said no trouble in canvas
Congress concerning the War Secre- dustries Boards and other government housing of men-was probable.
tary before the session is over. Such agencies for examination as to their I
"It turned out that the camps in
talk is not expected to impress the opinion of the necessity for a mu- i which there was the most sickness
nitions
department.
President, but it may have its effect
were the canvas camps," said Mr.
In opposing Senator Chamberlain's
upon army legislation, because it is
Baker.
perfectly plain that several Senators bill creating a department of muniSenator Weeks said Major General
already have an unfavorable impres- tions, Mr. Baker said the Minister of
Greble, camp Bowie's commander,
sion concerning the executive capaci- Munitions would be an "industrial had reported conditions to four high
ties of the Secretary of War. They dictator," and that "no human being officers in the department.
think that Mr. Baker was often could be found to decide all the questions it would present."
adroit, rather than frank.
Reports "Shunted, Pillar to Post."
The Secretary also pointed out that
Today's examination of the Secre"That is the trouble with the detary was in all essential respects simi- his judgment on military . matters
lar to that of the previous two days— would be subservient to that of the partment," Senator Hitchcock- interrupted.
"Nobody knows where to
the committee trying to wring from munitions director and insisted that
Mr. Baker an admission that here and the recent departmental reorganiza- submit anything, being shunted from
there certain things 'were wrong and tion is virtually similar to the Navy pillar to post." .
Senator Frelinghuysen asked if all
the witness declining to make any Department's system and also the
clothing manufacturing' facilities of
such admission.
British munitions directorship.
the country were used.
"The sweat-shop system was proBaker Simply Stands Pat.
McKellar Wants a "He Man."
hibited ' from the beginning," Mr.
Senator McKellar asked if it would Baker replied, disclaiming knowledge
Senator Chamberlain more than
once complained that the tendency of be better for a "he man" to have sole that large.and well-known. Rochester,
Mr. Baker's testimony was to lull the charge of the war munitions work. N. Y.,.factories were not used.
country into a sense of security, but Secretary Baker assented to superiorTurning to cantonment health conhe could not get the Secretary to de- ity of vigorous men.
ditions
Secretary
Baker
conceded
part for one instance from its optimis"If you had an omnipotent man 'it there were complaints and differences
tic attitude. It is evident to those who would be better than a ' number of of opinion regarding architecture of
have been attending the committee committees and boards," said Mr.
sessions that Mr. Baker went to the Baker. "It's better to leave things hospitals.
Capitol for the express purpose of re- co-ordinated under the Secretary of
Gorgas Approved Hospital Plans.
assuring the country that everything War than to leave it to a Secretary of
is well in the War Department, and Munitions to co-ordinate with the
Senator
Wadsworth,
said'
the
that he would not be diverted from I Secretary of War."
Spartanburg, S. C, camp hosiptal was
that object.
Chairman Chamberlain and Sena- built with open roofs, like the Panama
Following word from the White tors McKellar, Hitchcock, Wadsworth, Zone hospitals, and had to be roofed
House that the President disapproves Weeks and New were £|nong those
of any munitions department, and taking issue with the Secretary re:.'
}B 06*
OSSecretary Baker's statements today to garding the adequacy of the reorgan- iq -e m si 'SUPI<JUN £re}]ires lusqjosqv
n.
>B "OCJ Xirensn 'euojdv Aunn«S
Vthe same effect there is interest as ization of the War Department, but
■"•
rn
"oos
^irensn
-ythey admitted it was an improvemen; 83ii3t 'umipaui 'S}T8H Arenmss 0|}»ista
©•»
Continued en Page 4.
over the old system. Senators Beck- oatd ui spjtJA si 's oi i sozis 'edBj, ffBia
&
ham, and Kirby expressed satisfaction •}-e "as ^ii^nsn 'suoiqsno ujdj 0}T3iuoj,
•jadfcd 'og ^trensrt 'sazis g 'surd }«[tox
with the new plan.
!
3B 'u»'iop -og
}tqAl JO no^iq 'sasua^s^j; SSSJCT dmis
Baker Tells of Reorganization.
uazop *og ^ti^nsn 'sazts g *suid X}ejBS
re 'trsq »
In
detailing the
reorganization,
'SPJ-B/C Of, 'UOIJOO gUJUJECT. P9Z1.I»0»K
Secretary Baker said the War Indusloods -Di) Airensn 'SP-IBJC ooi
tries Board, by authority of "common >dj^o jo uojing 'pBSJitJi qstuu USUL/T
V*
consent," if not technical legal power,
JSuraJTeci
would be the supreme arbiting au- qiunsn *8}iqAi jo ipBiq 'uo};oo
}B 'loods
thority of co-ordinating industrial sn :JHIS aiiiMas itasiq B[oods 93JWT
needs of the war and added that
zop 'oo9 Xii/muri
M '8}niM 'uoi;oo roods uojSailUAl
President Willard of the Board and .
General Goethals, Acting Quartermaster General, approved the plan.
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"fencer, agile and tireless, with marked j
ability to parry slow thrusts and !
counters. It was evident, too, that the
committee members had not prepared
themselves very thoroughly to handle
such a witness.
It was apparent that time and again
j Mr. Baker irritated the committee by
his quickness rather than directness.
His prepared statement in behalf of
the War Department, read on Thursday, had every appearance of a strong
and convincing document until he began to qualify and modify many parts
of it under cross-examination. Beyond
that statement the committee closed a
three-day examination, without obtaining much information from the Secretary of War.
Chamberlain No Match for Baker,
imittee Loses Senator Chamberlain, chairman of
the committee, and a strong supporter
of all Administration war measures,
fence in Secre=
got no more satisfaction out of the
Secretary of War than did other members. He frequently made it plain that
he had little patience with Mr. Baker's
tary's Ability.
attitude on some matters.
Senator
Chamberlain is the author of a bill
creating a munitions member of the
Cabinet, and during today's examination of Mr. Baker there developed in
HOUSE PROBE NEXT. the
committee an obvious lack of confidence in the plans of the Secretary
of War for handling production problems.
The committee has learned this,
however, that the Admniistration is
Eagle Bureau,
standing
stoutly back of the War Sec901 Colorado Building.
and that the Secretary himself
Washington, January 12—The chief retary,
declines to admit that there have been
results of a three-days examination of any serious derelictions in his departSecretary of War Baker by the Sen- ment, despite previous testimony of
other witnesses before the committee.
ate Military Committee are:
1. That the Administration is flatly For a long time it has been known
Mr. Baker in a peculiar degree
against a department of munitions, that
enjoys the confidence of the President.
and that Baker's conduct of the War
While this confidence remains unimDepartment has the President's full- paired there is palpable lessening of
confidence on the part of Congress.
est indorsement.
2. That Baker is far more optimisIncident Not Yet Closed.
tic concerning ihe work of creating
In the ujdgment of most observers,
an army than his Senatorial inquisi- while
Mr. Baker continually oUttors.
maneuvered the committee during
3. That Baker has proved himself three days, he did not help himself
too clever a witness to be cornered or ■thereby. As a result, it seems certain
that there will be a lot of talk in
even seriously worried.
concerning the War Secre4. That the Senate Military Com- Congress
tary before the session is over. Such
mittee has less confidence in Baker's talk is not expected to impress the
ability to run the War Department President, but it may have its effect
satisfactorily than it had in the begin- upon army legislation, because it is
perfectly plain that several Senators
ning.
already have an unfavorable impression
concerning the executive capaciBaker Now a War Issue.
of the Secretary of War. They
By this almost unreserved com- ties
think that Mr. Baker was often
mendation of every subordinate who adroit, rather than frank.
has been under Are, including those
Today's examination of the Secrewho have been relieved of their reg- tary was in all essential respects similar
to that of the previous two days—
ular jobs, and by his general praise
committee trying to wring from
of everything that has been ac- the
Mr. Baker an admission that here and
complished, Secretary Baker, in the there certain things were wrong and
minds of some members of the com- the witness declining to make any
mittee, has succeeeded in making such admission.
himself a war issue. Prior to his
Baker Simply Stands Pat.
testimony, such officers as General
Crozier and General Sharpe were
Senator Chamberlain more than
issues. But the Secretary has now in- once complained that the tendency of
dorsed their work and accepted all Mr. Baker's testimony was to lull the
responsibility, although he has not country into a sense of security, but
put them back in charge of their he could not get the Secretary to debureaus.
part for one instance from its optimisWhen Senator Weeks asked if Mr. tic attitude. It is evident to those who
Baker was satisfied with the work of have been attending the committee
Quartermaster General Sharpe and sessions that Mr. Baker went to the
General Crozier, chief of ordnance, Capitol for the express purpose of rethe Secretary replied:
assuring the country that everything
"Yes, perfectly; under the circum- is well in the War Department, and
stances, they did the best that pos- that he would not be diverted from
sibly could have been done."
that object.
The three-day session with Baker
Following word from the White
which has just ended, proved to the House that the President disapproves
committee that the Secretary of War of any munitions department, and
w»s far too clever for the Senators Secretary Baker's statements today to
when it came to exchanges of ques- the same effect there is interest as
tions and answers, and yet the committee was not impressed by Mr.
Continued en Page i.
Baker's array of facts.
Secretary Leads in Clash of Wits.
.So far as a contest of wits was concerned. Mr. Baicer had all the best of
it. He smoked his panetela, crossed
his legs, tilted back his chair and
smiled genially during most of his examination. He was always alert and
his answers followed swiftly upon
questions. His attitude toward the
committee was frequently one of indulgence. The Senators did not think
so rapidly as the Secretary of War.
He proved himself to be an ad

Miii mi
Continued Prom Page 1.
to whether Senator Chamberlain will
' press his bill along that line.
!
G. O. P. Will Back Chamberlain.
Senator Chamberlain is a large influence in shaping military legislation i
in the upper House and is a legisla- j
tor of persistence and decided views, i
If he decides to make a fight for ammunitions department against the j
views of the Administration he will
find much support, particularly on the
Republican side.
F#om an Administration standpoint,
Mr. Baker's victory over the committee in the matter of quick wittedness
is not likely to have favorable results,
as the situation is viewed today. The
supreme optimism of the Secretary of
War has created more uneasiness
that it has confidence. Members of
the committee on military affairs are
not nearly so well satisfied as the Secretary that everything is going finely
in the War Department, and they have ;
sensed a determined opposition to out- j
side suggestions for any improvement,
of the service.
I
From the testimony of several of.
Mr. Baker's officers who gave many !
details, they were led to believe that i
several important things were wrong, I
and they were naturally astonished ;I
when Mr. Baker's prepared statement
practically tossed all such testimony
into the waste basket.
Baker to Be Quizzed in House.
j
The House Committee on Military i
Affairs will undoubtedly call Mr. j
Baker, when it takes up preparation ]
of the annual appropriation bill and
there is much curiosity as to what the I
result kof that examination will be. But j
no matter what, the House Committee j
may succeed in developing, it is assured, j
that Mr. Baker himself, together with i
his Administration of the War De- j
partment, has become an issue that
will be threshed out before the winter
is over. .
| BRAINERD.
(By the Associated Press.)
Senate Grilling Ended.
Washington, January 12—Secretary Baker's examination on ordnance
and supplies was concluded late today in executive session and it was announced that next week the committee would call members of the Council, of National Defense, the War Industries Boards and other government
agencies for examination as to their
opinion of the necessity for a munitions department.
In opposing Senator Chamberlain's
bill creating a department of munitions, Mr. Baker said the Minister of
Munitions would be an "industrial
dictator," and that "no human being
could be found to decide all the questions it would present."
The Secretary also pointed out that
his judgment on military, matters
would be subservient to that of the
munitions director and insisted that
the recent departmental reorganization is virtually similar to the Navy
Department's system and also the
British munitions directorship.
McKellar Wants a "He Man."
Senator McKellar asked if it would
be better for a "he man" to have sole
charge of the war munitions work.
Secretary Baker assented to superiority of vigorous men.
"If you had an omnipotent man 'it
would be better than a ' number of
committees and boards," said Mr.
Baker. "It's better to leave things
co-ordinated under the Secretary of
War than to leave it to a Secretary of
Munitions to co-ordinate with the
Secretary of War."
Chairman Chamberlain and Senators McKellar, Hitchcock, Wadsworth,
Weeks and New were tlnong those
taking issue with the Secretary regarding the adequacy of the reorgan- '
ization of the War Department, but
they admitted it was an improvement
over the old system. Senators Beckham and Kirby expressed satisfaction
with the new plan.
Baker Tells of Reorganization.
In detailing the reorganization,
Secretary Baker said the War Industries Board, by authority of "common
consent," if not technical legal power,
would be the supreme arbiting authority of co-ordinating industrial
needs of the war and added that
President Willard of the Board and
General Goethals. Acting QuartermasterGeneral^apm-ovedUTepUu^

QuStloned by Senators, Mr. Baker
admitted that under the new Army
Supplv Department, the Ordnance,
Quartermaster's, Medical, Aviation
and Engineers bureaus Would do sep- ]
nrate purchasing, but said it would
be co-ordinated and directed. This!
feature was sharply criticised by committee members as failing to effect
centralization of munitions affairs.
Secretary Baker's statements regarding sufficiency of supplies were
criticised by Chairman Chamberlain
and Senators Hitchcock. McKellar,
Weeks and others. Mr. Chamberlain
said the country would believe that
everything had been done which
should have been accomplished. "I
don't think it has," he added.
"I think the country is entitled to
feel secure," Mr. Baker replied, adding that when all the facts are known
a feeling of security will be justified.
Shortages Cited.
Senator Hitchcock cited specific
shortages of clothing and Ordnance, i
and 3aid Mr. Baker's statements would
"leave the impression that everything '
is lovely," when the facts showed that
it is not.
Delay in mail service to the American Expeditionary Forces also was
complained of during the day, and Mr.
Baker said the War and Postoffice departments are endeavoring to provide
the nest possible service.
In executive session the Secretary
was questioned for nearly two hours
regarding supplies for the American
Army overseas and other confidential
matters. During the session Chairman ' Chamberlain took occasion to
ask why, in his annual report, Mr.
Baker had disapproved the Senator's
bill for universal military training.
The Secretary replied that his principal objection was that sufficient officers could not be spared from service
to take charge of the training. He
also expressed the belief that decision
on a definite military policy for the
Nation should be deferred until the
end of the war, when the world will
face very changed conditions.
During the examination Chairman
Chamberlain declared sanitary conditions and overcrowding of men, .with
lack of clothing, at Camp Bowie,
were reported to the department in
September and should have been
called to the Secretary's attention as
epidemics, predicted by the camp's
commander, had followed in December.
Secretary Baker replied that his
advisors said no trouble in canvas
housing of men was probable..
"It turned out that the camps in
which there was the most sickness
were the canvas camps," said Mr.
Baker.
Senator Weeks said Major General
Greble, camp Bowie's commander,
had reported conditions to four high
officers in the department.
Reports "Shunted, Pillar to Post."
"That is the trouble with the department," Senator Hitchcock, interrupted. "Nobody knows Where to
submit anything, being shunted from
pillar to post."
Senator Frelinghuysen asked if all
clothing manufacturing facilities of
the country were used.
"The sweat-shop system was prohibited ' from the beginning," Mr.
Baker replied, disclaiming knowledge
that large and well-known Rochester,
N. Y., factories were not used.
Turning to cantonment health conditions Secretary Baker conceded
there were complaints and differences
of opinion regarding architecture of
hospitals.
Gorges Approved Hospital Plans.
Senator
Wadsworth
said' the
Spartanburg, S. C, camp hosiptal was
built with open roofs, like the Panama
Zone hospitals, and had to be roofed
over when near zero weather came.
Secretary Baker replied that all hospitals had been built on plans recommended by Surgeon General Gorgas.
Seoretary Baker conceded that the
war industries, board.would not have
power to speed up industrial produc
tion, which Would be the work of the
War and Navy Department's respective bureaus. A "very wide", exten
tion of functions of the board is contemplated, he explained.
Senator Weeks thought Mr. Baker
might have delayed his reorganization
until the committee concluded its
work. Mr. Baker denied that the investigation prompted him to reorganize.
Reorganization Plan Criticised.;;
Senator Wadsworth and others criticised details of the reorganization
plan.
Manufacturing and military
problems are co-ordinated under the
reorganization, Secretary Baker declared, by creating bureaus of production, inspection and supply. The ,
reorganization, Mr. Baker insisted, ac- I
complished, "exactly" what the British'
munitions directorship does.
He
added that Chairman Willard of the
advisory committee of the Council of
National Defense and other members
have approved the reorganization.

BAKER'S past: UMAZES
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Secretary of War's Attitude That mis Department Is Perfect Apparently flas President's Support
uy Angus McSweenl
WASHINGTON, Jan. 13.—JUbrepresen
tation and false pretenses respecting con
ditipns in the war departmentAnd in war
preparation work, were charged against
Secretary of War Baker by Republican
and Democratic senators in the military
affairs committee at various intervals
when he was a witness before the committee.
It was demonstrated in the hearing- that
Secretary Baker actually believes his conduct of the war department has been as
nearly perfect as it could have been, and
that as good speed has been made in
preparations as could have been attained
or is desired. The secretary made It apparent yesterday that he believes his socalled reorganization of the war department
establishes
ample
safeguards
against the possibility of ifurther mistakes and, therefore, it is both futile and
ridiculous to talk of creating a separate
department of the government to control
the production and distribution of war
supplies.
The president is upon record as holding exactly the same views as those of
his secretary of war.
igainst such complacency and determination to admit that nothing better
could be devised than the present system,
the members of the senate military affairs committee found it impossible to
contend successfully in discussing conditions with Mr. Baker. There were times
when his voluble insistence that errors
were unavoidable; that there had been
no unnecessary delays, and that as great
efficiency had been developed as it is humanly possible to produce, left senators
razing at him in helpless amazement.
Pacts Don't Bother Him
"It is impossible for our minds to reach
common ground with respect to these
points," Senator Wadsworth said, after
having tried in vain to get Secretary
Baker to admit that a trained manufacturer might be able to obtain better results in the production of manufactured articles tban would a West
Point graduate highly educated with respect to military problems, but without
any business - experience.
"Then let me explain a little further,
said Secretary Baker, earlier. The exnlainings which followed merely served
to emphasize that Secretary Baker is
determined to see no defect in anything
that the war department had done and
to admit ho possibility that better results could have been obtained
In vain did senators point out that
deaths had been caused in the camps because uniforms had not been furnished
the men.
,.
, ...
It was useless to call attention to the
absence of machine guns and field artillery needed for training purposes in
this country.
Even the admitted truth of the statelent that the government has 1200 machine guns in storage which have not
been issued to the soldiers, despite the
great need for them, reduced in no degree the supreme satisfaction of the
secretary of war with the progress of
the work entrusted to him. His final
declaration of determined opposition to
the creation of an independent bureau or
department of munitions was in complete
harmony with his revealed mental attitude toward the war.
\s the secretary's position is known to
have the full approval of the president,
his attitude becomes that of the administration, and therefore the difficulty
which senators are confronted with in
their efforts to provide legislation that
w'll help the soldiers in the field and
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tlij nation would-aid in producing peace
thin victory.
he apparent determination of the government is to run this war, so far as the
United States is concerned, in its own
way without tolerating interference or
giving consideration to suggestions that
come from sources outside the administration.
Reluctant to force an issue with the
administration, members of the senate
nevertheless consider it their patriotic
duty to force if possible some change in
methods that will make possible greater
accomplishments. It is so clear to them
that a department of munitions is necessary that they wonder how the president
can fail to r<eo the desirability of the
proposal.
At present, as the investigations by
congress' have shown, the efforts of all
departments of the government responsible for war work are directed not alone
to preparations, but to the concealment
of their own shortcomings and failures
and such vigorous defenses of their
blunders as the secretary of war has been
engaged in for the last three days. This
situation would be entirely changed with
the creation of a department of munitions.
With such a department organized and
in full operation the war and navy departments would draw upon it for all
necessary supplies. Their demands would
be urgent, and only as the munitions department met them would its success be
demonstrated.
In the meantime, the war and navy
departments would be the most unsparing
and effective critics of the department of
munitions. They would demand of it
machine guns, ifood and clothing and all
other supplies, and would insist upon an
explanation if the supplies were not
^promptly forthcoming. It would abolish
secrecy, ) establish
responsibility
and
create a system of competition in war
work by branches of the government
which would in itself make the department worth while, even if production is
not increased.
The experience of Great Britain has
shown that, this department would reduce
waste, increase production, co-ordinate
the industrial forces of the nation and
eliminate the red tape and confusion that
has caused such deplorable delays since
the nation entered the war.
But while these advantages are all apparent, and the belief is strong at the
capital that the United States cannot perform its part in the war unless this department is created, the administration
has taken a definite stand against it. The |
onlv explanation which presents itself is ;
that the creation of this department ]
might be regarded as a reflection upon ;
the government and might also consti- |
tute some interference by the congress j
with the conduct of the war, an interference which the president and his ad- |
visers resent every time it is suggested, j
The president's attitude places the mem- |
bers of congress in a most embarrassing
position. Democrats, convinced that there
should be a reorganization of the supplies work of the government upon an entirely new basis, hesitate to enforce their
views contrary to the wishes of the president. Republicans, knowing full well that
any efforts by them will be represented to
the country as an effort to discredit the
president for political purposes, hesitate
about starting a fight which they are
doubtful of winning.
The consequence is that probably nothing will be done for some time, while
Secretary Baker is given an opportunity
to demonstrate the success or fallacy of
his present theories.
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Baker Is Silent on
Charges of Whitney
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Had Not Read Tribune Article and "Wouldn't Comment if He Had"
[Staff Correspondence]
WASHINGTON, Jan. 14.—Secretary
of War Baker to-day declined to comment on the article by Caspar Whitney
in Sunday's Tribune. The Secretary's
attention was called particularly to
Whitney's references to the lack of
supplies with the overseas forces.
"I have no information that such is a
fact," Secretary Baker said. "I have
not read the article and cannot comment on it. I would not comment on it
if I had read it,"
The revelations made by Mr. Whitney in his article attracted much attention both at the War Department
and in Congressional circles.
Especially were Sunday's copies of The
Tribune sought by members of Congress, and portions of the article are
expected to be inserted in "The Congressional Record" by members who
have returned from visits to the French
front in farther support of the information th*y brought back as to the
insufficient equipment of th» American
expeditionary forces.

;WW

CHflEF OFFENSf W^
SECRETARY BAKER
The chief cause of the antagonism to Secretary Baker is contained
in the following declarations contained in a speech delivered in New
York City on July 4:

BAKER ORGANIZES
WAR SUPPLY
BUREAU
1
.
ruts Colonel Palmer E. Pierce in'
Charge of Priority of All
Army Purchases.
Special to rfip Kew York Times.
WASHIXGTON. .Ian. I. Sa a result
of the revelations before the Senate
Committee on' Military Affairs of administrative shortcomings In the conduct of the war, atnd the prospect of a
public demand for a change. Secretary
Baker- is proceeding with the reorganization of the War Department along
corrective lines.
The first announced step in the policy
of complete shake-up was that of a
creation of an army war council. Major
Gens. Crazier, and Sharpe were shifted
from the active administration of the
Ordnance and Quartermaster's Corps to
positions on this council.
General
< i-ozid s place in charge of the active
administration of the Ordnance Bureau
was assigned to Grig. den. Wheeler and
General Sharped active duties as Quartsrmaster General wore turned over to
Major Gen. Goethals.
Lnder Generals Wheeler and Goethals
a compute shakeup is taking place il
the Ordnance and Quartermaster Bureaus. The Ordnance Bureau has had
its work consolidated, and it is now becn"i,aH'°irtlo,nodA V™a8 f01"- divisions,
each to be headed by a civilian. Two
and
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Secretary Baker.
with the approval of the President has
1 now created a new office in the War
; Department. It is to be known as the
Bureau of Supplies and has been placed
m charge of cfolonel Palmer 10 Pierce
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rated
should be pro"We must not allow the hours
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and conditions of people who work
the Bureau of Supplies would represent
in factories and workshops to be upthe interests of the five branches of the ,
set and interfered with.
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?ter"'me,,t named-Engineering,
o "clafJ; Gidnance. Quartermaster, and :
■preserve the sweetness of our rights.
Signal Corps—before the War Industries i
We must agree in deeds of grace
.board in the matter of presenting- their i
here, as our soldiers do deeds of I respective claims for priority in the I
matter of the purchase of all supply of
grace on the other side, for I can
which there is a limited production in
the country.
see the day when this harbor of
yours will be filled with a mass of
ships returning from abroad and
bringing back our soldiers.
They
will come, it mav be, with their
ranks somewhat thinned by sacrifice,
] but with themselves glorified by acQ complishment. And when those heroes step off the boats and come
H
ashore and tell us that they have
won the fight for democracy in Europe, we must be able to tell them
in return that we have kept the
faith of democracy at home and
won battles here for that cause
while they were fighting there."

BAKER'S POStl UMAZES
SENA TORS WKO CRITICISE
Secretary of War's Attitude That Mis Department Is Perfect Apparently has President's Support
oy Angus McSween
WASHINGTON, Jan. 13.— MJferepresen
tation and false pretenses respecting conditions in the war department^ind in war
preparation work, were charged against
Secretary of War Baker by Republican
and Democratic senators in the military
affairs committee at various intervals
when he was a witness before the committee.
It was demonstrated in the hearing that
Secretary Baker actually believes his conduct of the war department has been as
nearly perfect as it could have been, and
that as good speed has been made in
preparations as could have been attained
or is desired. The secretary" made it apparent yesterday that he believes his socalled reorganization of the war department
establishes
ample
safeguards
against the possibility of ifurther mistakes and, therefore, it is both futile and
ridiculous to talk of creating a separate
department of the government to control
the production and distribution of war
supplies.
The president is upon record as holding exactly the same views as those of
his secretary of war.
Against such complacency and determination to admit that nothing better
could be devised than the present system,
the members of the senate military affairs committee found it impossible to
contend successfully in discussing conditions with Mr. Baker. There were times
when his voluble insistence that errors
were unavoidable; that there had been
no unnecessary delays, and that as great
efficiency had been developed as it is humanly possible to produce, left senators
gazing at him in helpless amazement.
Facts Don't Bother Him
"It is impossible for our minds to reach
a common ground with respect to these
points," Senator Wadsworth said, after
having tried in vain to get Secretary
Baker to admit that a trained manufacturer might be able to obtain better results in the production of manufactured articles than would a West
Point graduate highly educated with respect to military problems, but without
any business - experience.
''Then let me explain a little further,
said Secretary Baker, earlier. The explainings which followed merely served
to emphasize that Secretary Baker is
determined to see no defect in anything
that the war department nad done and
to admit ho possibility that better results could have been obtained
In vain did senators point out that
deaths had been caused in the camps because uniforms had not been furnished
the men.
It was useless to call attention to the
absence of machine guns and field artillery needed for training purposes m
this country.
Even the admitted truth of the statement that the government has 1200 machine guns in storage which have not
been issued to the soldiers, despite the
great need for them, reduced in no degree the supreme satisfaction of the
secretary of war with the progress of
the work entrusted to him. His final
declaration of determined opposition to
the creation of an independent bureau or
department of munitions was in complete
harmony with his revealed mental attitude toward the war.
•\s the secretary's position Is known to
have the full approval of the president,
his attitude becomes that of the administration, and therefore the difficulty
which senators are confronted with to
their efforts to provide legislation that
will help the soldiers in the field and
make more possible the utilization of an
adequate portion of the nation's strength
in bringing the war to a successful conclusion is the frank and positive declaration by the administration that nothing
of the kind is needed.
The government does not think any
greater number of men should be under
training at the present time. It does not
think there is any crying need for greatejproduction of machine guns, artillery or
-rifles. It does not believe that any abolition of red tape methods is necessary and
it does not believe that a greater utilization of the brains and energy of American business men or of the resources ot

thl nation would aid in producing peace
th^u victory.
he apparent determination of the government is to run this war, so far as the
United States is concerned, in its own
way without tolerating interference or
giving consideration to suggestions that
come from sources outside the administration.
Reluctant to force an issue with the
administration, members of the senate
nevertheless consider it their patriotic
duty to force if possible some change in
methods that will make possible greater
accomplishments. It is so clear to them
that a department of munitions is necessary that they wonder how the president
can fail to r<e© the desirability ot" tne
proposal.
At present, as the Investigations by
congress ■ have shown, the efforts of all
departments of the government responsible for war work are directed not alone
to preparations, but to the concealment
of their own shortcomings and failures
and such vigorous defenses of theiT
blunders as the secretary of war has been
engaged in for the last three days. This
situation would be entirely changed with
the creation of a department of munitions.
With such a department organized and
in full operation the war and navy departments would draw upon it for all
necessary supplies. Their demands would
be urgent, and only as the munitions department met them would its success be
demonstrated.
In the meantime, the war and navy
departments would be the most unsparing
and effective critics of the department of
munitions. They would demand of it
machine guns, ifood and clothing and all
other supplies, and would insist upon an
explanation if the supplies were not
(promptly forthcoming. It would abolish
secrecy, ., establish responsibility and
create a system of competition in war
work by branches of the government
which would in itself make the department worth while, even if production is
not increased.
The experience of Great Britain has
shown that, this department would reduce
waste, increase production, co-ordinate
the industrial forces of" the nation and
eliminate the red tape and confusion that
has caused such deplorable delays since
the nation entered the war.
But while these advantages are all apparent, and the belief is strong at the
capital that the United States cannot perform its part in the war unless this department is created, the administration
lias taken a definite stand against it. The
only explanation which presents itself is
that the creation of this department
might be regarded as a reflection upon
the government and might also constitute some interference by the congress
with the conduct of the war, an interference which the president and his advisers resent every time It is suggested.
The president's attitude places the members of congress in a most embarrassing
position. Democrats, convinced that there
should be a reorganization of the supplies work of the government upon an entirely new basis, hesitate to enforce their
views contrary to the wishes of the president. Republicans, knowing full well that
any efforts by them will be represented to
the country as an effort to discredit the
president for political purposes, hesitate
about starting a fight which they are
doubtful of winning.
The consequence is that probably nothing will be done for some time, while
Secretary Baker is given an opportunity
to demonstrate the success or fallacy of
his present theories.
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Had Not Read Tribune Article and "Wouldn't Comment if He Had"
[Staff Correspondence]
WASHINGTON, Jan. 14.—Secretary
of War Baker to-day declined to comment on the article by Caspar Whitney
in Sunday's Tribune. The Secretary's
attention was called particularly to
Whitney's references to the lack of
supplies with the overseas forces.
"I have no information that such is a
fact," Secretary Baker said. "I have
not read the article and cannot comment on it. I would not comment on it
if I had read it."
The revelations made by Mr. Whitney in his article attracted much attention both at the War Department
and in Congressional circles. Kspecially were Sunday's copies of The
Tribune sought by members of Congress, and portions of the article are
expected to be inserted in "The Congressional Record" by members who
have returned from visits to the French |
front in farth«r support of the information th«y brought back as to the
insufficient equipment of the American
expeditionary forces-

CHIEF OFFENSE OIL
SECRETARY BAKER
The chief cause of the antagonism to Secretary Baker is contained
in the following declarations contained in a speech delivered in NewYork City on July 4:
"We must look to the end of this
great business.
We at home must
fight for democracy here as well as
our armies for it abroad.
In the
midst of our military enterprises we
must be equally loyal to our own
political theories here. All this vast
reorganization of industry must be
made without the loss of the great
physical and social gains which we
have achieved in the last hundred
years, mostly years of peace and
fruitful effort and toil.
"We must not allow the hours
and conditions of people who work
in factories and workshops to be upset and interfered with. We must
nreserve the sweetness of our rights.
We must agree in deeds of grace
here, as our soldiers do deeds of
grace on the other side, for I can
see the dav when this harbor of
yours will be filled with a mass of
ships returning from abroad and
bringing back our soldiers.
They
will come, it mav be, with their
ranks somewhat thinned by sacrifice,
but with themselves glorified by acQ complishment. And when those heroes step off the boats and come
H
ashore and tell us that they have
won the fight for democracy in Europe, we must be able to tell them
in return that we have kept the
faith of democracy at home and
won battles here for that cause
while they were fighting there."

BAKER ORGANIZES
WAR SUPPLY BUREAU
Pats Colonel Palmer E. Pierce in
Charge of Priority of All
Army Purchases.
Special to The Xf.c York Times.
WASHINGTON. .Tan. 4. As a result
of the revelations before the Senate
Committee on Military Affairs Of administrative shortcomings In the conduct of the war. Bfnd the prospect of a
public demand for a change. Secretary
Baker is proceeding with the reorganization of the War Department along
corrective lines.
The first announced step in the policv
of complete shake-up was that of a
creation of an army war council. Major
yens. Crazier, and Sharpe were shifted
from the active administration of the
Ordnance and Quartermaster's Corps to
positions on this council.
General
1 roziei s place in charge of the active
administration of the Ordnance Bureau
was assigned to Grig. Gen. Wheeler and
general Sharped active duties as Quartermaster General were turned over to
Major Gen. Goethals.
Under Generals Wheeler and Goethals
ah complete
shakeup is taking place i»
1 !. f, 0rd£"nce all(1 Quartermaster Bureaus. The Ordnance Bureau has had
Us
work consolidated, and it is now be'nR;ha!>!'°,nU!ne,:!, among four divisions,
each to be headed by a civilian. Two
of these civilians, Samuel MoRoberts
5
PP have
named"
V
"h'eadTbeen
named. ' -&
The Ti''
Quartermaster
Bureau is
being thoroughly reorganized under the
direction of Major Gen. Goethals
r
n,
trrV
«*«9n Secretary
has not stopped
w t htE??
hthis «*
change.
Raker
with the approval of the President has
now created a new office in the 'War
n
t0
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">a. andT.aT
*>? k».°«n
the
Bureau of L
Supplies
been as
placed
I in charge oft (. olonel Palmer 10. Pierce.
This bureau will consider all matters of
Priority with respect to ocntrlcts for
supplies for the Engineer, \ reraft
; Quartermaster. Ordnance, and Signal
Corps of the army. It win represent [he
interests of these bm.eaus i„ The *nltte?
of claiming priority for contracts for
UmirjHipphes before the War Industries
„i»L!e IVar. Industries Board is intrusted
SJ* the function of determining upon
priority of supply orders as between the
army the navy, the Shipping Board
and the Allies. Thi8 board is expected
to keep In intimate touch with the proU
'1a?
on t^V
' °f th<
T industries,
nation
and to give
priority
to the ofThe
service which, at a particular time, it considers shouM have priority. For example, it the army and navy- should each
,1IIi0
aaVmirfon
M V^-i'^h
only
mil on could
be made shells
at thatana
particular time, the War Industries Board is
I? l^e,;m-"1c Y$),ch ls to have priority
to obtaining- this supply, whether the
a in should wait on the navy or wheth?Lth/' available facilities for meeting
bcth should be
rated
P™e
tary B
r
ti;» ?T'
PS? explained today that
the Bureau of Supplies would represent
the rinterests of the five branches of the ;,
\,v , Pepartment named-Engineering.
Aircraft, Ordnance. Quartermaster, and '
Signal Corps-before the War Industries I
Board in the matter of presenting their
respective claims for priority in the
matter of the purchase of all supply of
which there is a limited production in
the country.
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We are at a loss to understand why
The Army Must Be as Lfiicient as
there should be such a great clifferthe Navy.
!
The House Committee on Naval Af- ence between the two services in this
fairs has concluded an inquiry into respect, yet the fact is inescapable.
the Ordnance Bureau of the Navy Its results are apparent wherever
Department, and Chairman OLIVER army and navy are brought into conhas issued a statement highly com- . trast. They are set forth in scores
plimentary to its personnel and meth- Of official reports, and fall within the
ods. In marked contrast to the Army personal experience of all who have
Ordnance Department, that of the had to do with army and navy rounavy has displayed initiative, re- tine. In the one establishment sloth
sourcefulness and enterprise. It has and procrastination are and have
had foresight where the army au- been notoriously in the ascendency;
thorities have been deficient even in in the other a lively prevision and a i
hindsight, and it wins unstinted ap- quick capacity to recognize and cor- ;
j,
plause from its investigators where rect mistakes are the rule.
As the men who manage the armyr!:
the establishment under Secretary
BAKER has earned only severe criti- ; and navy bureaus are presumably of .<
j practically Identical professional at- i
cism and denunciation.
Yet the Ordnance Bureau of the tainments, and may be assumed to ]
Navy has made mistakes. Last spring match each other in patriotic devo- i
when the arming of merchantmen tion, the explanation is undoubtedly i
began it was disclosed that the am- to be fount in the systems of pro- i
munition issued for use on them cedure that are followed. The navy's •
was highly unsatisfactory. Shells ex- provides for celerity In decision and :
ploded prematurely, sometimes in the in execution; the army's for postguns; sometimes at short distances ponement and delay. Yet the navy <
from their muzzles. The brass cups I executives are not less hampered by i
used to protect the powder charges i statutory enactments than are chose >
were faulty, and in one case—-on the I of the army, and were they disposed t
Mongolia, May 20—fragments of a I to submit to red tape and allow it t
cup returned to the ship and killed to overwhelm them (hey would be in i
two Red Cross nurses. This tragedy- the same distressing situation that c
ji
was the subject of inquiry by the afflicts the War Department.
It
is
apparent
that
the
army
sys-!
g
Senate Committee on Naval Affairs,
and in the course of this the Navy item has been hopelessly inadequate 0
Ordnance Bureau displayed the spirit and deadening in its effects. This if
that has made possible the report now was recently exposed when the coun- p
try got the testimony of a gun maker h
filed by. Chairman OLIVER.
At that time Rear Admiral EARLE 1 who was received at the Navy Departand his associates were under fire, ment with enthusiasm and sympathy
but instead of resenting the national but was repelled at the War Departanxiety inspired by the failure of ord- ment in a most discouraging manner.
nance made and issued under their At present there are three proposals
direction, instead of pleading the un- for the reform of this condition in
precedented burdens laid upon them the War Department, one providing
by the war, instead of asserting that for the creation of a new executive
accidents must be expected, they re- department, another contemplating
vealed an enterprise in correcting im- changes from within, and the third,
proper conditions that did not lag put forward by DANIEL WILLABD yesbehind the exacting demands made terday, looking toward consolidatipn
by the public itself.
of all the army and navy supply buNew tests of the defective ammu- reaus under one executive responsible
nition were carried out under service only ■ to the President The public
conditions, the cause of its failures cares little or nothing how the reform ■
was found and the trouble corrected. is achieved; it wants prompt and defiOn June 13 Admiral EARLE was able nite action by legislation or by executo testify before the Senate committee tive initiative. And It will not be
that none of the unreliable and dan- satisfied until the army is equipped
gerous shells was on board any ship in its supply departments to match
afloat, and that substitutes for the j I the highly superior performances of
brass cups had already been designed, the navy.
manufactured and installed.
These historical facts are of timely
Interest now because they reveal the
spirit that animates the navy, a spirit
that welcomes improvement, willingly
discards old formulas and outworn
practices, and maintains an intellectual receptiveness encouraging to
every suggestion made for its betterment. Red tape and circumlocution
are not absent from the navy, but in j
comparison with the army's plight
the sea fighters may be said to be
practically unhampered by these
deadly foes to efficiency.
j
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SECRETARY BAKER'S REPLY.

That American democracy has neither hesitated nor blundered and that
ro army in history was ever raised,
equipped or trained so quickly is the
reply of Secretary of War Baker to
his critics. It. is a ringing reply, and
the best of it is that it has facts to
back it up at every point. Admitting
that there have been a few inevitable
delays and errors, the secretary of war
in his statement to the senatorial committee yesterday pointed to accomplishments so great as to dwarf ."he
shortcomings into insignificance. It itworth while to have had some revelations of. errors to bring forth such a
statement of great achievement.
Secretary Baker mentions the de
-pression of German morale to follow
Teuton realization of America's ac
ccmplishments as a matter of course,
and that is exactly what, it is. The German government has been deluding
the people, if not itself, into the belief,
that America could not carry out the]
great military program she set. for her-;
self after the declaration of war. What j
has been done leaves no chance for!
the vestige of a doubt and German de-i
pression will inevitably follow. Coin.'
cidentally the morale of the American
people, as well as of the American
army and navy, will rise to battle
pitch.
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"BAKERISM" AND "REGULAR ARMYISM"
SECRETARY OF WAR BAKER is just now subjected to a great deal of criticism, and/the
critics have labeled the shortcomings of the Army
as "Bakerism."
y^\
\//(
Mr. Baker's predecessor, Judge Garrison, wasya'
strong man, as. most of our, Secra&rles of War
have been, and if this war had ov'eijtaken any one
of them he would have been subjeWeoVtothe same
criticism with which the present £<&r£tar^of (War /
is confronted. The trouble is not with the Secretary of War, except insofar as/he has permitted
the old army methods with all of its red tape to
have full sway; and every Secretary of War has
done that.
The civilian steps from the ranks to the head
of the army of the United States knowing practically nothing of detail work, and he finds himself surrounded by "experts." It is perfectly natural that he should depend upon these experts for
advice, and that they should have practically their
own way. They have had that under every Secretary of War with whom I have been acquainted,
and that is just the trouble; it is the slowness and
the red tape, and the incapacity of army officers
—the incapacity to do things promptly and effectively—that has laid the grounds for present
day criticism. We would have no improvement in
the situation if we changed Secretaries of War,
and the new man were not able to completely overturn old time methods.
Secretary Baker is not a small man,—except
physically. He is really a pretty big man, and he
will fill the position even to the satisfaction of
present day critics if he can find the disposition
to take things completely in his own hands, wipe
out the red tape and set his face against petty jealousies that every well informed man knows exists

in army circles. If he had done that before the
war .the Secretary would have been made the butt
of ridicule by ah1 the paragraphers of the country,
just as the Secretary of the .NavyJtas #e|n made
the butt of ridicule for rofusing--to^do/'everything
which "leaders" in the Navy have suggested. Now
that the system which has been fostered by all of
his predecessors has attracted public attention to
some bad. situations the Secretary of War is made
Ore "'goat." Of course, there is ground for complaint and the ground should be removed as rapidly as possible. If the Secretary of War could
have a few up to date business men as advisers
and assistants and empowered to cut out a little
of the regular army red tape, and to beat down
a little of the regular army jealousies a great deal
of the cause for complaint would be removed.
It may be that the Secretary of War will not be
able to withstand the widespread criticism that is
now directed at him and that is, I believe, in a
large degree, so far as the army itself is concerned,
justified. But if he should be driven from the
service the government will have lost a mighty
faithful assistant and a really capable official.
The trouble is not "Bakerism" no more than it
was "Garrisonism" when Judge Garrison was
Secretary of War; no more than it was "Rootism"
when Elihu Root was Secretary of War; no more
than it was "Taftism" or "Stimsonism" when Taft
and Stimson were Secretaries of War. It is regular army jealousy, regular army red tape, regular army incapacity—regular army damfoolishness—that is responsible for the trouble; and we
will never hit the nail on the head until we locate
the fault as it is known to exist by every one who i
has had the opportunity of observing regular/
army methods.

THE SECRETARY OF WAR
'9161 \\ AHVflNVf 'AVdNflS

He Is Correct in Opposing Universal Military
Training
IN his annual report the Secretary of War, referring
to the matter of universal military training, says
that we should not undertake it. In fact, we should not
i fix upon any permanent military policy until after the
i war.
,
,.
If this war is to end in permanently settling upon us
the incubus of militarism it would have been better to
have submitted to Germany in the first place.
The
! Hohenzollerns may be brutal, but they are effective.
And if we must have a master, as militarism presupposes,
we probably could find none more intelligent than the
Prussian article.
.
But if this is, as it pretended, a revolt against Frussianism {he stupidest thing we could do would be to set
up an'imitation of it. It would certainly be quite as
oppressive and far less effective than the brand of militarism which is made in Germany.
.
_
If this war have any justification in the minds of
mankind it is that it is fought in order to immediately,
completely and forever wipe off the face of the earth
the slightest semblance of militarism and take measures
which will forever prevent any possibility of a return of
the horrid system.
.
Secretary Baker does not say, as he well might, that
militarism should be ended and the office which he holds
abolished, but he opposes any permanent adoption of
militarism, now and we are with him as far as he goes.
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Begin At The Top, Mr. President
By the Editor
IN England when the powers that be wish to get rid of a well-meaning but incapable public servant they promote him to the House of
Lords. There he can pursue his harmless avocations without danger
to himself or the public. Only very occasionally does an abnormally
active person like Northcliffe overcome the process of being kicked
upstairs. We are sadly in need of a House of Lords at the present
moment. With what joy could the country now regard the removal of
Mr. Baker to a quieter and more contemplative sphere. He, himself,
has invented a similar body for housing the inefficients which with
unconscious humor he has called the War Council, consisting mostly
of the very men whose procrastinations and errors have made it difficult
for us to go to war. These late chiefs of bureau have been considerately relieved of their departmental work. The same consideration
should be shown for Mr. Baker. If he could throw from off his
shoulders the burden of his great department, and spend his time for
the remaining period of the war in what Mr. Gladstone once called a
position of greater freedom and less responsibility, while real men of
affairs took up the direction of the army and its accessories, then we
could all breathe a sigh of relief and look forward with more hopefulness to the future.
WE are not raising the cry of " Baker must go " because recent
disclosures before a Senate Committee have thrown a lurid light
upon the activities or rather the lack of activity of our War Secretary.
It is easy enough for the newspapers to start a hue and cry after Mr.
Baker, as perhaps they will, before this page is printed. The newspapers generally arrive the day after the fair. What Mr. Baker has
done and has left undone has been well known to everyone who really
has wanted to know and face the truth ever since this country went
to war and before that time. The METROPOLITAN MAGAZINE has the
small and melancholy satisfaction of knowing that it urged Mr.
Baker's retirement before war was declared by Congress, and that
it attacked Mr. Baker's record when it was yet time. Today, we can
all begin shouting that Baker must go; but can we repair the frightful
waste of effort, the delays, the utter lack of preparedness, the totally
wrong conception of the war which characterized so many actions of
the War Department?
LET the public now look the facts squarely in the face. We must
not let ourselves be led astray by technical discussions brought
up to obscure the real issues. In dealing with every kind of equipment, Mr. Baker and his advisers, have suddenly adopted entirely
new models rather than accept existing equipment, tried and tested
by the Allies. This has invai'iably and of necessity led to terrible
delays, for not only had the new models to be made but the machinery
had to be devised for making them. The British Enfield rifle and the
British ammunition, both actually being manufactured here in large
j quantities, were not good enough for the American army. _ An
] improved Enfield had to be invented to take American ammunition.
Neither the Vickers, nor the Lewis, nor the Colt, nor any existing
machine gun manufactured here or tested out in war by the Allies
Avas good enough for our army, which had practically no machine
guns at all. Mr. Baker had to wait for a better machine gun than
in use up to date. No French or British aeroplane engine would

"UOI^ISOJ

to admit, if necessary, that it was better to adapt the Enfield rifle to
our higher velocity cartridge with its greater range than to save time
by taking the slightly inferior British rifle and ammunition. These
questions need not be discussed here (except to point out that the
War Department seemed always to hit upon the plan that caused most
delay), for they have only a small bearing upon the real point which
is the extraordinary incapacity for grasping the meaning of the war
displayed by Mr. Baker. Far more important is the appalling fact
that with war staring him in the face from the moment he took office,
Mr. Baker ordered the manufacture of no new rifles, no machine
guns, of nothing, in fact, that the army really needed, although
he had authority from Congress to do so, and money for the
purpose.
WHEN we went to war, of the two government rifle factories one
was closed and the other was running at twenty-five per cent
capacity.
We were not manufacturing a singh machine gun and did not
turn out any machine guns for a long period afterwards. In the previous summer, we had to take a British type of machine gun and British
ammunition down to the Mexican border to fight Villa. That bandit
was better equipped than we were.
Our troops today in France are only equipped for war by the courtesy
of the French and British Governments. All the artillery comes from
the Allies and all the machine guns. Nor have we a single American
aeroplane fit to be used by our troops at the front.
ONLY a few days ago Mr. Baker declared that no country had done
nearly so well in the first nine months of war as we had. He
must know perfectly well that this is absolutely untrue. He may
remember that for the first year or two of the war we were apt to
be very superior about the woeful shortcomings of Great Britain.
England's unpreparedness became a byword. Yet within three weeks
of the declaration of war, England put three fully equipped divisions
on the firing line and fought a great though unsuccessful battle.
Within nine months Mr. Baker has not put a single American division on the firing line; and when our first army does face the enemy
it will be largely equipped by our Allies. And England and France
had no warning, while we had two and a half years of warning. Can
Mr. Baker really believe that the country will everlastingly swallow
this soft sawder? Perhaps people cannot understand technical discussions of ordnance, but they can understand results. Nor are they
blind now to the stupid errors of organization right before them at
home. Great cantonments have been built in the wrong places. And
men have been hurried out to them before they were prepared to receive
them. Result: sickness and death unknown in the training camps of
England or France. Men of the draft have been taken too soon, out of
industrial employment and subjected to quite unnecessaiy insanitary
conditions. There was no sense in drafting more men at one time
than the camps could take care of. Mr. Baker cannot plead here as
an excuse that he was in haste to get men to the front. He was in
haste about nothing else; and we have him on record under his own
signature that neither he nor his advisers had the slightest intention
last April of sending any troops to France at all in 1917. So all his
- -u,-,,^ „1^„ + „„m„™ -fV|P NTatinnal Armv intr> pgn+nmnpnt« wag far s1inng
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Begin At The Top, Mr. President
By the Editor
IN England when the powers that be wish to get rid of a well-meaning but incapable public servant they promote him to the House of
Lords. There he can pursue his harmless avocations without danger
to himself or the public. Only very occasionally does an abnormally
active person like Northcliffe overcome the process of being kicked
upstairs. We are sadly in need of a House of Lords at the present
moment. With what joy could the country now regard the removal of
Mr. Baker to a quieter and more contemplative sphere. He, himself,
has invented a similar body for housing the inefficients which with
unconscious humor he has called the War Council, consisting mostly
of the very men whose procrastinations and errors have made it difficult
for us to go to war. These late chiefs of bureau have been considerately relieved of their departmental work. The same consideration
should be shown for Mr. Baker. If he could throw from off his
shoulders the burden of his great department, and spend his time for
the remaining period of the war in what Mr. Gladstone once called a
position of greater freedom and less responsibility, while real men of
affairs took up the direction of the army and its accessories, then we
could all breathe a sigh of relief and look forward with more hopefulness to the future.
WE are not raising the cry of " Baker must go " because recent
disclosures before a Senate Committee have thrown a lurid light
upon the activities or rather the lack of activity of our War Secretaiy.
It is easy enough for the newspapers to start a hue and cry after Mr.
Baker, as perhaps they will, before this page is printed. The newspapers generally arrive the day after the fair. What Mr. Baker has
done and has left undone has been well known to everyone who really
has wanted to know and face the truth ever since this country went
to war and before that time. The METROPOLITAN MAGAZINE has the
small and melancholy satisfaction of knowing that it urged Mr.
Baker's retirement before war was declared by Congress, and that
it attacked Mr. Baker's record when it was yet time. Today, we can
all begin shouting that Baker must go; but can we repair the frightful
waste of effort, the delays, the utter lack of preparedness, the totally
wrong conception of the war which characterized so many actions of
the War Department?
LET the public now look the facts squarely in the face. We must
not let ourselves be led astray by technical discussions brought
up to obscure the real issues. In dealing with every kind of equipment, Mr. Baker and his advisers, have suddenly adopted entirely
new models rather than accept existing equipment, tried and tested
by the Allies. This has invariably and of necessity led to terrible
delays, for not only had the new models to be made but the machinery
had to be devised for making them. The British Enfield rifle and the
British ammunition, both actually being manufactured here in large
quantities, were not good enough for the American army. An
1 improved Enfield had to be invented to take American ammunition.
Neither the Vickers, nor the Lewis, nor the Colt, nor any existing
machine gun manufactured here or tested out in war by the Allies
was good enough for our army, which had practically no machine
guns at all. Mr. Baker had to wait for a better machine gun than
any in use up to date. No French or British aeroplane engine would
satisfy him. He wanted a purely American Liberty motor. The history of the war has again and again acclaimed the superiority of the
French seventy-five. The seventy-five did not satisfy our ordnance
bureau. We had to have a newer and better gun carriage (with the
result, of course, that up to date we have no gun carriages). There
does not seem to be a single major item of war equipment used by the
Allies which Mr. Baker was willing to adopt for our armies. lie
always wanted something which would take the longest possible time
to produce. We are not expert enough to decide which was the best
course to adopt in each particular instance. We are perfectly willing

to admit, if necessary, that it was better to adapt the Enfield rifle to
our higher velocity cartridge with its greater range than to save time
by taking the slightly inferior British rifle and ammunition. These
questions need not be discussed here (except to point out that the
War Department seemed always to hit upon the plan that caused most
delay), for they have only a small bearing upon the real point which
is the extraordinary incapacity for grasping the meaning of the war
displayed by Mr. Baker. Far more important is the appalling fact
that with war staring him in the face from the moment he took office,
Mr. Baker ordered the manufacture of no new rifles, no machine
guns, of nothing, in fact, that the army really needed, although
he had authority from Congress to do so, and money for the
purpose.
WHEN we went to war, of the two government rifle factories one
was closed and the other was running at twenty-five per cent
capacity.
We were not manufacturing a single machine gun and did not
turn out any machine guns for a long period afterwards. In the previous summer, we had to take a British type of machine gun and British
ammunition down to the Mexican border to fight Villa. That bandit
was better equipped than we were.
Our troops today in France are only equipped for war by the courtesy
of the French and British Governments. All the artillery comes from
the Allies and all the machine guns. Nor have we a single American
aeroplane fit to be used by our troops at the front.
ONLY a few days ago Mr. Baker declared that no country had done
nearly so well in the first nine months of war as we had. He
must know. perfectly well that this is absolutely untrue. He may
remember that for the first year or two of the war we were apt to
be very superior about the woeful shortcomings of Great Britain.
England's unpreparedness became a byword. Yet within three weeks
of the declaration of war, England put three fully equipped divisions
on the firing line and fought a- great though unsuccessful battle.
Within nine months Mr. Baker has not put a single American division on the firing line; and when our first army does face the enemy
it will be largely equipped by our Allies. And England and France
had no warning, while we had two and a half years of warning. Can
Mr. Baker really believe that the country will everlastingly swallow
this soft sawder? Perhaps people cannot understand technical discussions of ordnance, but they can understand results. Nor are they
blind now to the stupid errors of organization right before them at
home. Great cantonments have been built in the wrong places. And
men have been hurried out to them before they were prepared to receive
them. Result: sickness and death unknown in the training camps of
England or France. Men of the draft have been taken too soon out of
industrial employment and subjected to quite unnecessary insanitaryconditions. There was no sense in drafting more men at one time
than the camps could take care of. Mr. Baker cannot plead here as
an excuse that he was in haste to get men to the front. He was in
haste about nothing else; and we have him on record under his own
signature that neither he nor his advisers had the slightest intention
last April of sending any troops to France at all in 1917. So all his
haste about getting the National Army into cantonments was for shopwindow purposes; it was only remotely connected with the real task
of getting an army equipped and delivered in France. In every department where haste was needed Mr. Baker tolerated interminable delays.
IT may be said that the President is responsible for Mr. Baker.
And to attack Mr. Baker is to attack the President. Well, if
that is so, all we can say is that the time has long gone by for standing
on ceremony. Nothing at this great crisis is more damning to the public
welfare than the idea that we must
(Continued on page
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Begin At The Top, Mr. President
(Continued from page 3)

suffer gross mismanagement of the espousing the cause of wooden ships
war because to object is to oppose against the best expert advice. But
the President. Nor is anything more if he had so made his choice he would
intolerable than the everlasting re- have promptly got the ships built.
frain that we are doing very well con- Mr. Wilson decided, after much desidering what big democracies are. lay, on wooden ships, but he did not
General Crozier sets us aghast when get them built in anything like the
he has the hardihood to tell the Sen- quantity or in the time advertised in
ate Committee that " Nobody ever advance by Mr. Denman. But if we
thought that the number of machine are prejudiced where Mr. Roosevelt is
guns used by the armies would be- concerned, we have no brief for Gencome what it has become in war." eral Wood, whose record as an adGeneral Crozier cannot really believe ministrator stands for itself. General
this to be true, when he knows that Wood's only crime in the eyes of the
two years ago, in January, 1916, fif- Administration is that from August
teen months before we entered the 1, 1914, and even before that, he has
war, General Wood told the House called for the very things which we
Military Affairs Committee that need now, and which, if they had been
there should be at least twenty-four conceded three years ago, would have
machine guns to a regiment, and that brought us into the war fully equipped
" you might put in machine guns as and ready to finish the thing quickly.
thick as you could use them." There Universal training, up-to-date methwas not a need of the army that Gen- ods, new guns, plenty of spare mateeral Wood did not recognize then and rial, aeroplanes of the best type;
which he did not urge upon the Ad- these are the things Wood demanded
ministration and upon Congress. Un- for our safety. The Administration
like the Mandarins of the War De- constantly cold-shouldered his efforts
partment, Wood was thoroughly alive and finally put upon him the affront
to the disasters about to overtake us. of removal to less important posts.
And Wood was not only a critic but The Administration backers in the
a great administrator.
And this press are pretending that all the
splendid executive has been harried errors and futilities now disclosed
from pillar to post and robbed of his took place in the past; the impression
usefulness because Mr. Baker had a is that the present is different. This
spite against him; a spite based is sheer self-delusion. The rifle queslargely on the fact that Wood was tion is solved they say. Yet we are
turning out fewer rifles in the United
right and Baker was wrong.
States today than we were when we
IT is not Mr. Wilson's fault that he went to war. The difference is that
is not a man of the executive type. we were then supplying our Allies and
His language and intentions are un- not ourselves. Since then we have
doubtedly lofty; and his determina- simply been robbing Peter to pay
tion to see the war through is a great Paul. What is happening is exactly
strength to the Allies. But he is woe- what the Germans said would happen.
fully slow in making decisions. Long Our entry into the war has been curago the railroads should have been tailing and disrupting the flow of
under government control. The de- military supplies to the Allies without
lay is due to the President's inability compensating advantages as yet on
to take a decided line quickly. That the other side. And when we survey
is a constitutional defect for which we the callous indifference to the future
cannot blame Mr. Wilson. We elected evinced by Mr. Baker in the past, how
him with full knowledge of that fail- can we trust him now? He is the
ing. But there is no excuse for the same man who a few months ago
failure to place real executives in the gloried in our "happy confusion";
important departments. People out- the same man who so ridiculously
side of America must find it hard to overpraised the untried Liberty mobelieve that Mr. Roosevelt, with his tor. Today he is incorrigibly blind to
very great executive ability, his great the necessity of universal service as
faculty for getting things done, is not the basis of preparedness and securnow in the service of the country. It ity. He dwells in the region of glomay be said that the METROPOLITAN is rious but fallacious sentiments. In
prejudiced in favor of Mr. Roosevelt; other words, he was and continues to
that much is true. But his worst be a pacifist in warrior's clothing.
enemies have never denied him credit Mr. Wilson may continue to prefer
for great driving executive power. Mr. Baker; he may continue to deThe man who can make quick deci- prive the country of the driving power
sions and carry them out, if he is of Mr. Roosevelt and General Wood.
right twice out of three times, is a But if he does so, he takes upon himgreat executive. We can barely con- self a responsibility for future disaster
ceive of Mr. Roosevelt appointing Mr. which he can never evade so long as
Denman to the Shipping Board or history is written and read.
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The War Department.
Reading and carefully digesting Secretary Baker's
report on the achievements of his department, the unprejudiced mind will have occasion to say that the
war department, taking it all in all, has done pretty
well. There are men who say that Secretary Dakor is
not big enough for the Job, or the job is too big for
one man; but there is none who -will say, that there is
anything very serious the matter with the war department; that there has been any delay that is likely
to result disastrously. Delays were to be expected,
when the gigantic task before the war department, the
matter of mobilizing and equipping 1,500,000 men In a
few months, with little to start with, is considered.
No man can complain that there should have
been more men in France than are there. No man can
say that the men in France are not properly equipped.
True, they have some French guns, but what of that?
Those who say that the men should have been in battle long ago know not what they saying. It is not the
policy of the department and it is not the idea of
Gen. Pershing to send men Into battle before they are
equipped in every way to take care of themselves.
When they go in, they will have everything necessary to assure them an equal chance with the enemy.
Our allies expect no more than has been done.
The theory of the war department is that there
would be a greater mistake made in reckless hurry
than in delay that means readiness and proper preparation. The British and French at the beginning of
the war were compelled to throw their men into battle illy equipped and unseasoned. It was necessary to
stop the great German war machine. But that great
German Avar machine is now successfully held. For
three years it has made but one or two big attempts
to go forward and each time It was defeated; not only
in purpose but on the battlefield, in men lost.
It remains for the allies to drive the invader bach
to his own country. This will take men and machinery of war. It will take the best machinery that can
be provided. A superiority in machinery is more important than a superiority in men. Men, inferiorly
equipped, in this stage of the war, are just so much
cannon fodder. It has never been the policy of the
American government to furnish cannon fodder. It is
the aim now to furnish soldiers, fully trained and
equipped for the test. No matter how much complaint
may be made regarding delays, no sane man will attempt to say that the United States could train its soldiers more quickly, or get them to the firing line more
quickly than it has done and is doing. As Secretary
Baker says "no army of similar size in the history of
the world has ever been raised, equipped or trained so
quickly." Mistakes there have been, certainly. But
the thing outstanding above all is the accomplishment. If there was too much red tape in the beginning, it has been cut. The equipment is coming now
just as fast as it is called for—it is the best equipment in every way, in guns, ammunition and everything else, that the world has ever seen. The shock
will be great to the enemy when the United States
starts. It would have been weak had we started too
soon. And what then?
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Summer the Whole, American
Army Will Be Equipped, Ordnance Chief Says.

WASHINGTON, Dec. ' 12.—The snail-like
pace of Congress, War Department red
tape, bickering with contractors and the
labor situation were blamed today by
Major General Crozier, chief of ordnance, for "serious delay" in getting
America on a war footing.
General Crozier was the first witness
at the Senate military affairs committee investigation into the whole military
situation.1,
■Inability to obtain appropriations
from Congress quickly cost much time
in getting started on the artillery program, General Crozier stated.
HAD NO WAP. POLICY AT START.

-mid 8i General Crozier said an obstacle m
•uauj 4
'luerat the early work was that the military
I 'ra! policy defined in,the National Defense
Act of 1916 contemplated a force of 1
ye UJI million men to praised in five years.
jaijrc i
"It is apparent,**, he said, "that the
A19U5[ original program for 1 million men did
SBAV s
not contemplate our participation m the
paAiao
We compressed the 5-year program
pinoA war
nto one year ^h^JJ^ediateiy be■B pres
Avauii came apparen<tha^m 1 million proye 2t gram would not do:"/V
Preparation §f senates and actual
13 mine
appropriation "B^bngress, the general
Siq ui i said\ caused fuither delay.
PUB %
sm JO

TOO IvfcCII RED TA^g-

"0\r first de»'««w«-««^untered mthe necessity for showing all estimates
aq} !IB for fulds tfb the war college, the general
aq doi staff aWthe Secretary of War. Each
OJ J9}Si of th<«niad to receive ftill explanation
ZaA m of the purposes money was required for.
™ mrtl "After that we had to explain to Congress But could not wait for Congress
to act We started to get manufacturing

NO GUNS, SO ARMY WAITS
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UNREADINESS
iEA
TOTAL
AMERICA'S
|
BROUGHT HOME BY PROBE.
Crozier Admits It's "Fortunate" That
England and France Have Material to Spare —Half of
Army Without Arms.
(By The Star's Correspondent.)
WASHINGTON, Dec. 12.—Although

the
probe by the Senate military affairs committee barely got started today, it developed some interesting facts about the
situation in ordnance.
The testimony today just skirted about
the edges of the ordnance situation, most
of it being a statement by General
Crozier of the difficulties he had encountered making for delays in getting
out the big guns. Statements as to the
actual supply of artillery, machine guns j
and rifles for the army today, the out-1
put and when certain quantities of this
I artillery would be available were re! served by General Crozier for an ex: ecutive session of the committee.
"That's information we would like to
know about the kaiser's army and I
;
know he would like to get definite figures on our situation,"/General Crozier
said.
WON'T DISCLOSE SECRETS.

The committee made it very plain
they were not seeking to make public
any confidential information, but only
that of a general character, and would
.hear the remainder in private. General
Crozier said he was very certain he
hadn't made public anything that ought
to be secret thus far, and at that point
the hearing stopped until tomorrow.
The most striking thing in the whole ;
testimony today was the re-emphasizing j
of the utter un '.eparedness in ordnance
in which the war found the United
States. That, of course, was no particular news, but the telling of how the
United States, after it once got in war,
practically had to start at the actual
bottom rock and build up, couldn't help
but show again the glass house of defense the United States had been living
in and how it was.paying the bill now in
delay in getting into the war with full
force.
A "FORTUNATE EVENTUALITY.-'
Although many articles from France,
for example, the recent issue of Collier's quoting a French general as saying
that what the United States should contribute was twenty thousand big cannon,
have emphasized the particular demand
for guns, General Crozier said that in
some gun's both England and France had
reached under the stress of dire necessity a manufacturing capacity in excess
of the number they could actually use or
man. It was this excess manufacturing
capacity the United States was taking
advantage of, he said. While there was
no testimony to the effect, it is known
that the United States is sending both
steel and rough casting abroad, getting
the finished guns" turned out abroad, because of the lacK of gun tools, gauges,
etc.. in plants in this country.

THUB^DAY^DECEMBE
EMBER IS

=—IV-t=» el? f n ' (
CROZIElf AND BAKER.
The testimoiiToTGeiieral Crozier is
that of a man who was overwhelmed by
the size of his job.
Apparently the ordnance department
was as unprepared on a big gun policy
Senator
as it was en a rifle policy.
Wadsworth asked what precautionary
steps had been taken before the declara
tion of war. "There was a good deal o^
thinking and discussion done," replied
the general. Thinking and discussion, j
but no definite program! And that m
the face of the tremendous crisis that
■was looming ahead.
Then when war came there was further delay. All estimates, General Crozier said, had to go to the war college
the general staff and the Secretary of
War "Bach of these had to receive a
full explanation. After that we had to
. explain to Congress."
All according to rule, of course. But
a big executive would have found a way
to get action. Perhaps he would have
had joint conferences of the representatives of the four departments that had
to pass on the estimates. Perhaps he
would have got an order from the President authorizing a change in routine,
even in disregard of the law. But he
would have got action.
When the estimates were over these
hurdles another difficulty presented
itself according to Crozier. Appropriations were not yet available and manufacturers refused to go ahead without
assurances of repayment. Here again a
tig executive would have found a way.
The Nation was in a gigantic war. It
was going to put up the money for
equipment. Certainly assurance could
have been furnished the manufacturers
from the President add representative
congressmen on which they could have
made the needed expenditures. That
sort of assurance was repeatedly given
by the aircraft board and the manufacturers went ahead.
Be it repeated, the testimony of General Crozier is that of a technical man
overwhelmed by an executive job. He
was used to supervising the expenditure
of a few millions of dollars a year. Here
came the expenditure of several billions.
It swamped him.
. The outcome is that ten months after
the breaking of diplomatic relations
with Germany the country has virtually
no artillery except such as it can,purchase from its heavi.lv burdened allies.
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General Crozier Says the Country Entered War Without a Military Policy.
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Crozier Ailmits It's "Fortunate" That
England and France Have Material to Spare —Half of
Army Without Arms.

(By
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Star's

Correspondent.)

Dec. 12.—Although the
probe by the Senate military affairs committee barely got started today, it developed some interesting facts about the
situation in ordnance.
The testimony today just skirted about
the edges of the ordnance situation, most
of it being a statement by General
Crozier of the difficulties he had encountered making for delays in getting
out the big guns. Statements as to the
actual supply of artillery, machine guns
1
and rifles for the army today, the outj put and when certain quantities of this
j artillery would be available were rei served by General Crozier for an ex! ecutive session of the committee.
"That's information we would like to
j: know about the kaiser's army and I
know he would like to get definite figures on our situation,"/ General Crozier
said.
WASHINGTON,

Contractors Refused to Risk Advance
Work on Congressional Ap =
proval.
Shifting Labor Also Has Been an Ad=
verse Factor in Preparations.

ALLIES ARE SUPPLYING GUNS
By

Summer the Whole , American
Army Will Be Equipped, Ordnance Chief Says.

WASHINGTON, Dec. 12.—The snail-like
pace of Congress, War Department red
tape, bickering with contractors and the
labor situation were blamed today by
Major General Crozier, chief of ordnance, for "serious delay" in getting
America on a war footing.
General Crozier was the first witness
at the Senate military affairs committee investigation into the whole military
situation. ,
' Inability to obtain appropriations
from Congress quickly cost much time
in getting started on the artillery program, General Crozier stated.
HAD NO WAR POLICY AT START. '

General Crozier said an obstacle in
the early work was that the military
policy defined in.the National Defense
Act of 1916 contemplated a force of 1
million men to be|raised in five years.
"It is apparent,'*, he said, "that the
original program for 1 million men did
not contemplate our participation in the
war. We compressed the 5-year program
into one year jstoSH^y^ediately became apparen^hiOfe 1 million Pr0"
gram would n* Mj^jBg
,
, ,
Preparation If abates and actual
appropriation f^bugress, the general
said\ caused futther delay.
V

' TOO MK$H RED TAPE.

"oir first defe>s*wW«"effcountered in
the necessity for showing all estimates
for fuftds to the war college, the general
staff aWthe' Secretary of War. Each
of thewliad to receive full explanation
of the purposes money was required for.
"After that we had to explain to Congress But could not wait for Congress
to act. We started to get manufacturing
me" the obstacle of refusal of manufacturers to spend money without assurance of payment.
"Our purchasing system caused more
delay We had' to submit prices we proposed to pay to the munitions board,
headed by.Frank A. Scott.
This board, since replaced by the war
industrial board, several times could not
agree on a) fair price for certain equipment. Secretary of War Baker, on one
occasion/had to step in and end the
bickering.
■ „ , nrm
"We did everything we could, he continued, "to get the manufacturing establishments of the county going on orders
in anticipation of appropriations. One
obstacle was that many manufacturers
did not care to spend money or could
not secure loans in advance of. actual
appropriations. That caused very considerable delay. There also were delays under the abnormal purchasing
system necessary, without time for competitive bidding, in many cases."
REFUSED FIXED PRICE CONTRACT'S.

Referring to the "cost plus 10 per
cent" contracts, General Crozier said ttie
system had "worked out fairly well."
"But it is not as good as when prices
were definitely fixed," he said. "It is I
| better to use that only in case of emer
gency."
•
,,
'
"Some manufacturers would not take
fixed price contracts at all," General
Crozier said. "They would not take the
risk except with a profit on a percentage
basis. They had had their fingers
burned No orders for rifles were made
at a fixed price—manufacturers wouldn't
take the orders."
Upon inquiry by Senator Wadsworth,
General Crozier said that early in the
war the President had allotted 35.million
dollars of his 100 million dollar emer! -ency fund to the War Department, and
that emargency orders for material had
been given.
WOULD .TIGHTEN HOLD ON LABOR.

Senator Wadsworth asked if «ny precautionary steps were taken before the
war declaration.
j
"There was a good deal of thinking and
I discussion done," said the general. "We 1
prepared for sudden expansion and did
all we could. We have been kept back
by shifting of labor, by men changing
employment so often, attracted by higher
wages or living conditions. England
has a law prohibiting men from leaving
munition work without permission. We
would require legislation to accomplish
that. I do not find an actual shortage
of munitions labor needed in this country. We haven't taken them into ^the
military service to create a shortage."
General Crozier said lack of personnel
also hampered the ordnance department.
"Before the war I had eighty-eight
men in my department. Now I have
more than 2,100," he said.
"Where did you get the. others from,
the army or "civil life?" asked Weeks.
"From civil life," said Crozier. "The
army didn't have the kind of men I
needed? They are engineers, chemists,
lawyers and highly trained business
men."
PROFITED BY ALLIES' MISTAKES.

Senator Chamberlain inquired whether this country has profited by mistakes
the Allies made with regard to artillery.
...
-A
"We profited by their mistaken idea
that shrapnel was more important than
high explosives—an idea they have
since revised," said Crozier., "We were
informed on this early enough in the
war so that we made our contracts for
more high explosive shells than shrap
nel."

WON'T DISCLOSE SECRETS.

The committee made it very plain
j they were not seeking to make public
; any confidential information, but only
! that of a general character, and would
\hear the remainder in private. General
Crozier said he was very certain he
hadn't made public anything that ought
i to be secret thus far, and at that point
I the hearing stopped until tomorrow.
The most striking thing in the whole
testimony today was the re-emphasizing
of the utter un-reparedness in ordnance
in which the war found the United
States. That, of course, was no particular news, but the telling of how the
United States, after it once got in war,
practically had to start at the actual
bottom rock and build up, couldn't help
but show again the glass house of defense the United States had been living
in and how it was, paying the bill now in
delay in getting into the war with full
force.
A "FORTUNATE EVENTUALITY."'

Although many articles from France,
for example, the recent issue of Collier's quoting a French general as saying
that what the United States should contribute was twenty thousand big cannon,
have emphasized the particular demand
for guns, General Crozier said that in
some gun's both England and France had
reached under the stress of dire necessity a manufacturing capacity in excess
of the number they could actually use or
man. It was this excess manufacturing
capacity the United States was taking,:
advantage of, he said. While there was ].
no testimony to the effect, it is known ' I
that the United States is sending both , 1
steel and rough casting abroad, getting ;
the finished guns" turned out abroad, hecause of the lack of gun tools, gauges, *
etc., in plants in this country;
"It is a most t'ortun±i/e oyentunUtg for
us," General Crozier said, "for it saves
us from the long years of neglect in this
country."
In other words, if we were not in position to take advantage of this condition
it would be more than a year after we
got into war before the United States
would begin getting artillery in quantities, and even much longer, indeed, before actual big quantity production
could be had.
PROBE

TO

BE

THOROUGH.

Questions asked by the members of the
committee indicated that before they
are through they intend to probe very
carefully just how the whole situation
was handled to see if proper organiza- |
tion ability and push was put into the
program here. Some of the senators
seemed concerned whether the ordnance bureau was prepared with actual
plans for tremendous expansion once
the money was voted by Congress, or
whether they made important decisions
on policy weeks later. They appeared
anxious to know when the wooden cannon and broomsticks used in drilling in
this country could be discarded for the
real weapons. The attitude of some of
the senators who are participating in
the inquiry may be judged from the following interview from Senator Wadsworth of New York which the New York
Times, a strong administration paper,
published today:
"From all over the country where
cantonments are located, criticism has
come regarding the lack of clothing for
the soldiers and lack of arms.
HALF

OF

MEN

WITHOUT

ARMS.

"It is true that not one army cantonment is adequately equipped with ordnance. The average number of soldiers
at each of the camps is approximately
forty thousand men. In no camps are
there light arms for half that number.
"At Camp Meade, Camp Yaphank,
Spartanburg and Camp Funston, which
I visited, I talked with men whose machine gun battalions had never seen a
machine gun."
Senator Wadsworth, who had visited
some of the cantonments, also asserted
there was a shortage of warm clothing ;
and even an insufficiency of blankets j
at some of the camps and that many |
of the men still had light summer underwear. Prompt steps were taken by
the War Department today to ascertain
the actual condition in each camp. A
special inquiry into the blanket condition at Camp Mills was made. Although the Senate probe has not
reached that far, ordnance officers testifying before the House committee have
told of the rifle" situation and stated
that with the present output it is just
a question of days until every man in
camp can have at least one rifle. While
the testimony has been of a confidential
character it can be said that machine
gun production has been slow, but is
coming along faster than the big gun
situation.
INTO AIRPLANE

WORK.

TOO

CROZIER AND BAKER.
The testimony of General Crozier is
that of a man who was overwhelmed by
the size of his job.
Apparently the ordnance department
was as unprepared on a big gun policy
as it was on a rifle policy. Senator
Wadsworth asked what precautionary
steps had been taken before the declaration of war. "There was a good deal of
thinking and discussion done," replied
the general. Thinking and discussion,
but no definite program! And that m
the face of the tremendous crisis that
was looming ahead.
Then when war came there was further delay. All estimates, General Crozier said, had to go to the war college,
the general staff and the Secretary of
War "Each of.these had to receive a,
full explanation. After that we had to j
explain to Congress."
All according to rule, of course. But
a big executive would have found a way
to get action. Perhaps he would have
had joint conferences of the representatives of the four departments that had
to pass on the estimates. Perhaps he
would have got an order from the President authorizing a change in routine,
even in disregard of the law. But he
would have got action.
When the estimates were over these
hurdles another difficulty presented
itself according to Crozier. Appropriations' were not yet available and manufacturers refused to go ahead without
assurances of repayment. Here again a
big executive would have found a way.
The Nation was in a gigantic war. It
was going to put up the money for
equipment. Certainly assurance could
have been furnished -the manufacturers
from the President ami representative
congressmen on which they could have
made the needed expenditures. That
sort of assurance was repeatedly given
by the aircraft board and the manufacturers went ahead.
Be it repeated, the testimony of General Crozier is that of a technical man
overwhelmed by an executive job. He
was used to supervising the expenditure
of a few millions of dollars a year. Here
came the expenditure of several billions.
It swamped him.
. The outcome is that ten months after
the breaking of diplomatic relations
with Germany the country has virtually
no artillery except such as it can purchase from its heavily burdened allies,
and for months soldiers in training
camps had to drill with broomsticks instead of with rifles. In such a great
camp as Funston there are foreign artillery officers as instructors, and not a
piece of artillery for them to give instruction with.
' This is the situation after a war with
Mexico that showed our deficiencies, and
eight months after the formal recognition of the state of war with Germany.
H=

#

*

So far as The Star knows, General
Crozier is a conscientious officer with
a good reputation as a technical man.
He was put up against a big job that
was executive and not technical. Evi-j
dently he has fallen down on it. There i
was a grave injustice to the general to |
put him in charge of a job for which he j
was not fitted and for which he lacked ;
training.
On the face of the situation as now
revealed, a trained business executive |
ought to handle ordnance production,!
perhaps with Crozier as technical ad-j
viser.
|
' Who is responsible for this misfit? j
Just one man, the Secretary of War.
This is merely another piece of evi-1
dence that Secretary Baker himself is
misplaced at the head of the War Department. The secretary was an admirable mayor of Cleveland. But like
General Crozier, he has not shown the
executive qualities that ought to belong to the manager of a great war.
A really great executive must have a
cold blooded ruthlessness that calls for
1 results and that will not take excuses.
Secretary Baker has permitted the
army's inadequate peace organization to j
I expand without weeding out the incom-j
lpetents. He permitted a chief of staff |
Itp serve a few months to his retiring)
lage, apparently solely out of personal!
(consideration for the man. He is per-1
Imitting a successor to serve out his time
for a few months more. The War Department is still full of red tape that an
energetic executive would get rid of.
Big business men who have been serving in Washington have found their
work held up because it had to go
through a protracted routine in the departments.
The traditions of generations of peace
hamper the department. It . needs a
2-fisted driver to get rid of these traditions, to cut the red tape and to speed
things up.
The evidence indicates that Mr. Baker
is not the man to correct these conditions and to get the necessary speed and
drive into the war preparations. He
should give way to a trained and successful organizing executive.
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was regarded'by many as*the/government s answer to the criticism that had
been directed already at the way the
war Department was handling its big
C„. -ffr°m tne outset of war, govern- RED CROSS MEETINGS TO HEAR CAMEight Months Since War Was De- ment officials from the President down
HAIGN SLOGAN EARLY.
sen?f,f, 7n tIlemselves to be keenly reclared and U. S. Has No Masentful of any criticism of the conduct
oi tne war.
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(By The Star's Correspondent.)
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forces now being trained before they will I tire organization ba£To! the War De"
J. C. Nichols, campaign manager,
be able to cope with the foe in France. ! Partment is to be put under scrutinv" told volunteer speakers that he wanted
The Germans have plenty of machine ! and Baker himself held responsible for them early in the field if for no other
guns. They are the main reliance of | Jt}= [e\ not mere bureau heads. For, as reason than to refute stories which are
the Prussians in their defense against ! thA Ion "^ U 1S aPParent members of being circulated, not only in Kansas
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pelle and the ChVmpagne, when thou- the huge results it must achieve. Most ing surgical dressings or hospital garments for the Red Cross have been
sands of Eritish an\ French troops went congressional
>™aviuw mv«
investigations generally called at theirjiome and told 'You need
to slaughter becau* the Germans had ' develop a muck raking character and not come down today,/we will not need
more machine guns and more big guns ! deIve more after, "muck" than construe- you. Stories are in circulation that a
of every caliber
Yet, from the dis-1 tlve results. No $>ne can tell as yet part of this money is to go to Germany.
closures made today, it would seem that where the present ieaxMif will end. But That is not worth refuting, as any perthe ordnance bureau made no prepara- it is pointedly staWng after construc- son with a spark of patriotism will know
tions for equipment\m the vast scale re- tive results. Not the decapitation of that this is a lie. Just yesterday a
quired in modern war.
any one man like Baker or Crozier, but wagon from a big wholesale dry goods
General Crozier declared that, through the to speed up America's war preparations house, carrying supplies to the workfftct France and Britain have a surplus produc- If heads fall, that will be incidental. shop in the Nonquitt Building was
'- ■'---- —I — -II
.-.IA
•__ Also, it mav be pointed out, it will take turned back by a man who exhibited a
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Eight Months

Since War Was
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dared and U. S. Has No Ma=
chine Quns Ready.
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Crozier's Testimony Reveals Incomprehensible Delays in One of
Biggest War Jobs.

Baker

Accepts

Responsibility After

Senate Committee Hears of
Failures to Act.

was regarded* by many as*the govern-' CDrA l/LTDO »nr.r, ~.
■
ment's answer to the criticism that had i ^rtAKtRS AHEAD OF DRIVE
UnlVt
been directed already at the way the
'
'
War Department was handling its big1
job. From the outset of war, govern- RE
CR
NGS T0 HEAR
ment officials from the President down,
PAIGN SLOGAN EARLY.
have shown themselves to be keenly resentful of any criticism of the conduct
of the war.
Report., From District Or&aniza«on9
PRESIDENT BACKING CROZIER.
Indicate a "Can't Wait" Attitude
This decision to ask reconfirmation
While City is Heady
Ge eral Crozier in his job as niunior
General
to Enroll All.
«J ^
Crozier in his job as niunitions head indicates the purpose of the
President and war secretary to stand
pat on the present organization unless
RED CROSS MEETINGS TODAY
pressure from Congress should force a
change. The Senate, it is certain, will
P;„. "»•—Lmwood
Presbyterian
not act upon General Crozier's name un- Chtireh
V
6 n S me6tlnS add
^^d by
til it has gone more deeply into the in- Mrs." Aiber] B^t e s
vestigation it has under way. Members FirstPWanrd_C°ateS H°USe' WOmen of tha
01 the committee, Democrats and Republicans alike> by
JobePSpea^?enn' C' Kump£ Soh°o1- Mrs.
u
5 ?X m-—Whittler School.
at
eneral Crozier toda
rfj?
°
y. indicated very pointedly they were radically

°

CAM.

6d
1 the Way he had
ducted" h
~*
hlS T"
de
nr.hf
P^rtment and the big
8
0
FaXOn Scho01
m n had thru
' Mrs- c- WarnS f
«t on it by war, an! er( sp ea^e? ~
S tr m°re sat^factory reasons for
as v,f ,gT.than have been °«ered
Requests for speakers have been pourMust Learn to Use Guns Only When confirL^0"1? bltterIy °PP°se his reconnrmation to the munitions post.
ing into headquarters of the Red Cross
They Get French Weapons
f„, *l *" Cr°2ier's «-»PP"»f»>ent is be- I Christmas membership campaign com"Over There."
that th' r"ate Vh" timt for action »««■» [ mittee in such numbers, in advance of
that the ent.re problem and how it ha, been han- the big drive to begin Monday, that Al(By The Star's Correspondent.)
c re Wt
uPeSTed int° With the "">* "»*»*• bert I. Beach, chairman of the commitWashington, Dec. 13.—No ma ««. It will prec.pitate a showdown between tee on speakers, called a meeting of the
Confess and the War Department. Either Con- volunteers at 5 o'clock yesterday afterchine guns—and the United uwra
States
,
"
. "~~ "*"""'
V
fess
— will
«■« acqmesce
acquiesce in everything that has been noon at the Mid-day Club.
has been at war eight months. That, done ™* fr* it a dean bill „f health 01
"The demand has bean so great " ex|m Its briefest terminology, is the pressBre f« a general shakeup. Already from plained Mr. Beach, "that we decided to
open the speaking campaign ahead of
scandal developed by the Senate uf/T'T-'1 !n the fc"™« str°n8 «ntiment the drive for members of the Red
1
Cre fiM
military affairs committee's inves- L .i^t.^/T"
'^ ^
"
°' Cross. Remember that this is not a soM
JI. .L
,
auFP"**
ooard to
to W liciting campaign.
SUFp!
We must tell the
,tigation of the situation in the ord- ■"~'■
'es board
d « "■tt. production
problem apart
from the war people that the one opportunity in
i nance bureau of the War DepartEn ,a d
i;;f "
* » w« forced to resort to which every man, woman and child in
! ment. It was all brought out at to- early ,n the war to get results.
America can render service to his counuu
PUTS
FIRE.
try
--*„ BAKER
™»M UNDER
UNDER FIRE
/. and our
"' boys
« in
*" the
U>v ranks, is to be
day 's hearing when Brigadier Gen-

WILL HAMPER OUR ARMIES

t

?Ifr^^T!
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The placing of responsibility directly I ^f-^em DeXt Weelc No member
on .secretary Baker in today's hearing r
accepted at. any of these pubpubj was closely questioned.
for the inexcusTb?;Td
inexcusable delay
layT&tfi?Zi
in Lit**I UR m.eetmgs. These are
™e to
to impress
impress upon
upon
PUtS the war sec
an the great importance of the Red
And forty thousand machine guns i selTdi™^'
^
a I
Cross movement."
r, I are needed by the American fighting ! from Congres? Z th& fire 0f criti«sm
NAILS PRE-CASIPAIGN LIES.
h forces now being trained before they will I tire organization wffS .that the en"
• C. Nichols, campaign manager.
1

v~*

eral Crozier,

head of

the

bureau,
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HTL^aerm^h^
^ ^ "" ^Hl^¥^V°^ ^ -S" ™ 'Sun^t'eaSW he^wS
Ge
I
™ans have plenty of machine ' f"*?*kert hlmself held responsible for them ear'y in the field if for no o?
| guns.
They are the main reliance of j 3„?*\ not+ mere bureau heads. For, as I feason tnan to refute stories which are
the Prussians in their defense against ! tilT!, ' " ls aPParent members of ™ns, circulated, not only in Kansas
the Allies' hammering on the western j hearings kgXX^.?0**110""* the City, but all over the country and which
frontmerelv nZ lt> ?, the„.sltuation as not is believed to be a part of an enemy
ZZe*L ™? PL*** e«i«ency or incom propaganda to hamper the work of the
FORGOT'YrAB's
\l.ESSONS?
S^'ESSONS
petency of certain under officials but Red Cross.
It is hard to bfclieve that some of the fundamentally whether the great war
"Women in this city," said Mr Nichearly lessons of lhe/%ar have been for- machine has been placed on an efficient
gotten—the lessoi\s of»Loos, Neuve Cha- orgaiuzation basis calculated to produce ols, who are giving their time in making surgical dressings or hospital garjpelle and the Chtnpagne, when thouments for the Red Cross have been
sands orEriti^nTCen'cn troops we°nt conghreSo^r1?n;LugationsiegenPrM?,St I cTed at°H ^h "Si?5""2^" »™
,.~ slaughter
»«u6iiwi becau^
ucrause the
me liermans
■to
Germiis had
had' "cvtnuy
*%*» a muck
m^^a"^.^^ ' S^^^^^^S ^g
more machine guns and
after,
nd more big guns
euns ! delve more after...SSmncW"
n,,.^ construe
^„„4._... „«„ > c.*„_..y,».we wlu not neea
iuck" than
you.
Stories are in circulation that a
tive
of every caliber.
Yet, from the dis- ]
results.
No |>ne
can
tell
as
vet
>ne
can
tell
as
yet
part of this money is to go to Germany,
- closures made today, it would seem that I where the present fceacfetg will end But
that is not worth refuting, as any per£ the ordnance bureku made no prepara-! !t ls
is Pointedly
pointedly stafcfig
sta%«frg after cons'trnr..
construcson with a spark of patriotism will know
- tions for equipment\>n the vast scale re- tive results.
Not the decapitation of
that this is a lie.
Just yesterday a
quired in modern war.
any one man like Baker or Crozier but
wagon from a big wholesale dry goods
|
General Crozier declared that, through the to speed up America's war preparations.
house, carrying supplies to the workfact France and Britain hare a surplus produc- If heads fall, that will be incidental. shop in the Nonquitt Building was
Also,
it
may
be
pointed
out,
it
will
take
', tion of guns, large and small, ihe American
terrific pressure from public sentiment turned back by a man who exhibited a
forces will hot lack those essentials when they to move file President in making badge and told the driver that no more
There is no
get to Europe. But in the meantime, at home, changes, for, as in the case of Secre- materials were needed.
the thousands of soldiers are being trained with tary Danieis of the navy, criticism has doubt but there is an underhanded movement on foot to defeat our purpose, but
j "simulated" guns.
And much time will be only tied the President to him closer.
we are not going to permit it to be
DEMOCRATS GRILLED CEOZIBH.
i wasted because the men will have to become fadone."
Any notion that the inquiry into the
miliar with the mechanism of new weapons when
Mr. Nichols said that if the soldiers of
munitions situation thus far- is of a Italy and Russia had had behind them
j they reach the front.
partisan character quickly was dis- at home such a gigantic national organiEXPLANATIONS FOB DELAY.
While zation as the Red Cross the disasters reI
A few of the reasons for the delay in abused in the hearing today.
, ordnance production as brought out to- Senator Wadsworth, a Republican, did ported from these countries would not
most of the questioning yesterday, Sen- have occurred.
! day follow:
1
1. Trouble on Mexican border found ator Chamberlain, chairman of the comAt least 4,000 men and women have
the United States army so short of ma mittee and warm friend of the Presi- been organized into teams for work in
t
cock of
f Nebraska and Mc
dent;
Hitchcock
chine guns we had to purchase 300 Lewis ™0V „i S?
° ^^aska and Mc- the city and will be ready to start at 9
guns
guns from
from England
England and
and send
send them
them with
with Cellar of Tennessee, all Democrats, did o'clock Monday morning to remain in
most
of
the
interrogating
when General service until Christmas Eve, when it is
English ammunition to the border.
2. August, 1916, Congress, because of Crozier got into the revelation of the hoped that a Red Cross flag will be ex: this situation, appropriated 12 million state of affairs on machine guns. They hibited from every home and every place
i dollars with which to get machine guns. sought at once to pin down responsi- of business in Kansas City. At least a
This sum, it was testified today, should' bility for the delays and put most of dozen institutions already have notified
have obtained between 10,000 and 12,000 the most embarrassing questions.
headquarters that it is their intention
Summed up, the machine gun story in
n machine guns.
to entitle themselves to the placards
the
months
just
before
we
entered
the
i
3. War Department ordered some
Every Employee a Member," to hang in
. Vickers, the heavy type of machine gun war was about this: There was too lit- a conspicuous place.
tle
appreciation
of
the
necessity
and
r- used in emplacements. But ordered no
The city is to be canvassed according
_n- light machine guns of which, it is testi- value of machine guns in the makeup to geographical locations so that the
h
When the Europeln war husband"Cannot sa^•%; 3?
°
to ned, the army will need more than forty of the army
, ^
■-.e thousand to arm the first million troops demonstrated its value in 1914 and 1915, joined" and she in L ™„],f
v-; alone.
our ordnance heads began to discuss canvassers "My%usbanS hafin L'"!
f i ned at
|ut !
4. War declared April 6, 1917
At what types we wanted in addition to the the office" RL ,r
XpeCted to JoIn
.e this time there is not a single machine Benet-Mercier, which had been the and next" ATnn^v
W man ls ex
°
"
gun being turned out for American use standard up to that time and o ' wh cl pected to rem-.lnVT*
ul or, as General Crozier described it "no we had a few. Board after board SlffteK^JSS
il. current production," although Vickers upon various types of guns
will be g ven with each subscription
But nothing was done.
,r. were working on their heavy gun
No
Ihe downtown congested districts will
REJECTED TESTED LEWIS GUN.
th start yet, after eight months, since Conbe handled by blocks while in the resioi- gress voted the money, on the light maThe Lewis gun, used exclusively bv dence section there will be two women
cnme
in j
gun, the most important of all
the English as the light machine gun to each fifty families.
women
,e- |
_
ADOPTED ENTIRELY NEW GUN
GAVE CANDLES FOR STREET SINGERS
?nn nnn WhICh ?rltaln haS made ar0«nd
This
m !
a- June, 1917, ten months after Con- 100,000, was rejected here again
Mr. Nichols also gave the 1 e to the
was explained by General Crozier as stones that most of the membership
Td InT f°ted the money t0 set machine
being due to the fact that the Lewis gun money being collected here will be use
ly guns, four months after the break in
I.e. relations with Germany and two months made in America was not as good as m expenses. More than 90 per cent o
p. after the declaration of war, an ord the Lewis gun made in England. How- all the equipment has been given room
n nance board adopted the light Browning ever, the gun made in America was and
rent is free, typewritrs and disks hav^
le as the official model for our armies
It is being used extensively by the Cana- been lent by firms and nearly all won"
is a new gun that has never been used dians. Then came the adoption of the
n
rLby volunteers.
The Standard
in battle, although army experts pro Vickers as the heavy type and the large OilC°o
Oil Company yesterday gave 600 candles
nounce it a good one. Orders were given ! appropriation by Congress to get a start to use in the transparencies carried bv
Some Vickers were
tor_ it on an extensive scale, but fac- on machine guns.
e
ristmas caroi
Then came the long delay
ories have to be built and machinery ordered.
and tools made with which it can hP from August until May, this year even
At tlie o„tset 4o0,000 Red Cros„ hl„
manufactured.
Six large gun works m making tests on light guns, and the
now have extensive contracts to manu aecision to adopt the heavy Browning
facture it but they are still working on (supplanting the Vickers) and the light
The
tools and gun machinery with which Browning as our machine guns
j to make the new gun. April 1 lQis it \ ickers is to be continued in manufacture
is expected that the first deliveries
of as well, and the first deliveries were
euvre
this type will be made.
»es ot made m August. Some are being sent
6. Who is responsible for the fact no abroad now.

on srr

real steps were taken from August 1916
But the Lewis, used altogether by the Engun il June, 1917 (with war impending lish as a light gun, is not to be used by our
and then actually here) to get^he ligh? troops in the field at all, although there was
machine guns Congress had ordered'
a factory all ready to make them. It, output
General Crozier says, Secretary Baker'
will go to the navy and for aviation, and for
e
tary Bak6r aoce ts
bilitv
P
«Sons
biUty. "Of
Of course, as Secretary
of War I training purposes in the army only
"BORROWING" A SAVINS FACTOR
I am responsible," he says. AMs everv
available ounce of machine gun nroduJ
Except for the fact that we are able to obtain machine guns, as we are borrowing ar-
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ARMY PLANS KEPT SECRET
/.
BAKER/IN REPOR f, WITHHELD INFORMATION USEFUL TO ENEMY.
Secretary of War, However, Declared
Himself Opposed to Universal
Military Training as a. Regular National Policy.
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CROZIER TESTIMONY STRENGTHENS
DEMAND AT CAPITAL.
Need for Simplification of Business
Methods Proved by Revelation of
Endless Red Tape
Processes.

WASHINGTON, Dec. 14.—Demand for a
coalition cabinet and a big supply division—stripped of red tape—was in
WASHINGTON,
Dec.
14.—Secretary xis | sight in Congress today.
Sentiment for such shifts in the presBaker's annual report for the War De-wo:)^
ent war mill crystallized as a result of
partment, made public today, constitutes >™V
General Crozier's amazing revelations of
only a brief historical review of the year^M
America's unpreparedness for war, parand so that it may be devoid of informa-^ticularly in ordnance.
tion for the enemy shows no recommen- 3nj
Proponents of the supply division idea
dations, no detailed information of the 10.13
said Crozier's evidence of how webs of
transportation of. the army to France orters
red tape clogged the war wheels proved
any army plans for the future.
3
the need for centralization of supply and
Secretary Baker does say, however, IJJJ
for elimination of the unending routine
that he does not favor universal military .
training as a regular national policy.
|^ of O. K.s, debates and delays.
WILSON WELCOMES THE PROBES.
"The department has not sought and
President Wilson welcomes the probe
does not now seek legislation on the subt of his conduct of the war, it was stated
ject," he says, "chiefly for the reason\
at the White House this afternoon. In
the Senate's military investigation and
that the formation of a permanent mili- e
the inquiry into naval affairs decided
tary policy will inevitably be affected by
upon by the House, the President thinks
the arrangement consequent upon the [$
a true spirit of democracy lies. That
termination of the present war. Civilthe administration is democratic in
ads
ized men must hope that the future has
fact as well as in name and is glad to
in store a relief from the burden of argive the public an insight into war afmament and the destruction and waste
fairs, was stated to be the President's
position.
of war.
The demand for a coalition cabinet
AS HE TOWS TrNIVEBSAT, TBATNOTO.
ibhas
been heard since the start of the
"However vain that hope may appear
war.
in the midst of the most devastating and LW.
POLITICS BOUND TO CROP UP.
destructive war in the history of the
Despite efforts to keep politics in the
race, it persists—perhaps because we are
background, congressmen admitted partisanship is rearing its head. They asencouraged by the analagous substituserted that President Wilson can obtain
tion of courts for force in the settlethe highest efficiency and at the same
ment of private controversies; perhaps
time the greatest co-operation only
because all the perfections of Nature • •
through a coalition cabinet.
teach us that they are the product of^
"Let no one take either of these moveprocesses which have eliminated waste
ments lightly," warned a senator whose
and substituted constructive for destruc- ^
efforts in behalf of unity in the war
tive principles.
gc
have been of the highest order.
"When a permanent military policy,
"There's no need to take a gloomy
therefore, comes to be adopted, it will>
view of the situation; many of us are
doubtless be conceived in a spirit which ^
thankful that we are finding out; early
will be adequate to preserve against any:
how things are going; and we refuse to
possible attack those vital principles of.
be pessimistic until the administration
liberty upon which democratic institurefuses to listen to reason."
tions are bas«d, and yet be so restrained'+
GETS FIGURES ON GUNS AND RIFLES.
as in no event to foster the growth of
At today's executive session of the
mere militarist ambitions or to excite
Senate military probe, continued questhe apprehension of nations with whomp
tioning of General Crozier resolved
it is our first desire to live in harmoniitself into a concerted effort by commitous and just accord."
tee members to fix individual responsiAs to the expeditionary force in^
bility for delay in getting an adequate
France, Secretary Baker says it would
supply of rifles and machine guns.
be unwise to. disclose details, and thereAnother phase of the secret inquiry
fore contents himself with telling of the!
covered the labor situation at governsending of General Pershing, followed?
ment arsenals and in private munition
by a full division of regular troops and»
plants.
a contingent of marines as the first \
I units. He describes also the organiza- j
tion of the rainbow national guard divi-|

-

^rr- ■'•'/■t-r <
1 SEJVTIMEN
NO PLACE FOR
SENTIMENT.

The President's reappointment of Genteral Crozier as chief of ordnance while
the ordnance investigation is in progress
is taken in Washington to mean that the
President resents criticism of the- administration of the War Department and
Js determined to stand by Crozier.
It is to be hoped that this interpretation of the President's action is wrong.
Neither Congress nor the country has
the slightest animus against General
Crozier. If the investigation had proved
that the ordnance bureau had had its
plans worked out and had been ready to
get production without necessary delay,
there would have been general approbation. Instead it has been shown by the
general's own testimony that the bureau
was without plans when war came, that
it had neglected to make even the elementary preparations for »which it received
appropriations in the year before the war,
and that as a result of executive inefficiency it is going to be a year after the
recognition of war before production of
artillery will begin.
As a result the training of our troops
has been retarded and now, more than
eight months after the declaration of
war, we are depending on equipment furnished by our allies.
On the face of the testimony so far
General Crozier is a technical man who
was swamped by an enormous executive
job that needed a trained business executive to handle it.
Recognition of this fact is no reflection on President Wilson. Every nation
at war has had to shift its executive
Officers. There is no American official
•Who corhpares in prestige with Kitchener, and yet Kitchener bungled munitions and had to give up that part of his
work to a new man. The only reflection
on the President could come from a refusal to displace officials after their unfitness had been proved.
Sentiment and personal feeling should
not be permitted to have the slightest
influence in the selection of War Department executives. The only possible
thing to be considered is .to get men who
can win this war!
COAL, HISTORY OF THE SUMMER.

A% this time of coal scarcity and high
prices it is interesting tov recall a bit
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ARMY PLANS KEPT SECRET

CROZIER

BAKER, IN REPORT, WITHHELD INFORMATION USEFUL TO ENEMY.

Need for Simplification of Business
Metliods Proved by Revelation of
landless Red Tape
Processes.

Secretary of War, However, Declared
Himself Opposed to Universal
Military Training as a Regular National Policy.

WASHINGTON, Dec 14.—Demand for a|
coalition cabinet and a big supply division—stripped of red tape—was in
sight in Congress today.
Sentiment for such shifts in the present war mill crystallized as a result of
General Crozier's amazing revelations of
America's unpreparedness for war, particularly in ordnance.
Proponents of the supply' division idea
said Crozier's evidence of how webs of
red tape clogged the war wheels proved
the need for centralization of supply and
for elimination of the unending routine
of O. K.s, debates and delays.

WASHINGTON,
Dec.
14.—Secretary
Baker's annual report for the War Department, made public today, constitutes
only a brief historical review of the year
and so that it may be devoid of information for the enemy shows no recommendations, no detailed information of the
transportation of. the army to France or
any army plans for the future.
Secretary Baker does say, however,
that he does not favor universal military
training as a regular national policy.
"The department has not sought and
does not now seek legislation on the subject," he says, "chiefly for the reason
that the formation of a permanent military policy will inevitably be affected by
the arrangement consequent upon the
termination of the present war. Civilized men must hope that the future has
in store a relief from the burden of armament and the destruction and waste
of war.

WILSON WELCOMES THE PROBES.

President Wilson welcomes the probe
of his conduct of the war, it was stated
at the White House this afternoon. In
the Senate's military investigation and
the inquiry into naval affairs decided
upon by the House, the President thinks
a true spirit of democracy lies. That
the administration is democratic in
fact as well as in name and is glad to
give the public an insight into war affairs, was stated to be the President's
position.
The demand for a coalition cabinet
has been heard since the start of the
war.

AS HE VIEWS tTKTIVEBSAL TRAINING.

"However vain that hope may appear
in the midst of the most devastating and
destructive war in the history of the
race, it persists—perhaps because we are
encouraged by the analagous substitution of courts for force in the settlement of private controversies; perhaps
because all the perfections of Nature
teach us that they are the product of
processes which have eliminated waste
and substituted constructive for destructive principles.
"When a permanent military policy
therefore, comes to be adopted, it will
doubtless be conceived in a spirit which
will be adequate to preserve against any
possible attack those vital principles of
liberty upon which democratic institu\
tions are based, and yet be so restrained
as in no event to foster the growth of
mere militarist ambitions or to excite
the apprehension of nations with whom
it is our first desire to live in harmonious and just accord."
As to the expeditionary force in
France, Secretary Baker says it would
be unwise to. disclose details, and therefore contents himself with telling of the
sending of General Pershing, followed
by a full division of regular troops and
a contingent of marines as the first
units. He describes also the organization of the rainbow national guard division (the forty-second), adding:

POLITICS BOUND TO CROP UP.

Despite efforts to keep polities in the
background, congressmen admitted partisanship is rearing its head. They asserted that President Wilson can obtain
the highest efficiency and at the same
time the greatest co-operation only
through a coalition cabinet.
"Let no one take either of these movements lightly," warned a senator whose
efforts in behalf of unity in the war
have been of the highest order.
"There's no need to take a gloomy
view of the situation; many of us are
thankful that we are finding out early
how things are going; and we refuse to
be pessimistic until the administration
refuses to listen to reason."
- GETS FIGURES ON GUNS AND RIFLES.

THE WHY OF THE RAINBOW.

"The purpose of this organization was
to distribute the honor of early participation in the war over a wide area and
thus to satisfy in some part the eagerness of these <state forces to be permitted
to serve in Europe."
High tribute is paid to the "splendid
co-operation of the navy, by means of
which these expeditionary forces have
been safely transported and have been
enabled to traverse without loss the socalled danger zone infested by the
stealthy and destructive submarine navy
of the enemy."
It became necessary, Mr. Baker says,
to build up an elaborate transport system for the expeditionary force.-- with
great terminal facilities both in this
cot ntry and France, and to gather a l
large surplus of supplies on the other I
side as a safeguard.
|
EXPLAINS SOME SHORTAGES.

"This placed an added burden upon
the supply divisions of the department,"
he says, "and explains in part some of
the shortages, notably those of clothing,
which have temporarily embarrassed mobilization of troops at home, embarrassments now happily passed."
"The arrangements made have resulted," Mr. Baker continues, "in the
transporting of an army to France fully
equipped, with adequate reserves of
equipment and subsistence, and with
those large quantities of transportation
appliances, motor vehicles, railroad construction supplies and animals, all of
which are necessary for the maintenance
of effective.operations of the force."
Secretary Baker opens his report with
a review of the situation in Mexico
which led up to the withdrawal of General Pershing's column, and pays a high
compliment to the self-restraint and consideration of the American officers and
soldiers both on the border and in Mexico.
PEOPLE DISPLAYED FINE SPIRIT.

Taking up the war with Germany,
Secretary Baker describes a fine spirit
of service shown by the American people, "without distinction of age, sex or
occupation."
"Those who believed," he adds, "that
the obvious and daily exhibition of
power which takes place in an autocracy is necessary for national strength,
discovered that a finer and freer and
greater national strength subsists in a
free people, and that the silent processes
of democracy, with their normal accent
on the freedom of individuals, nevertheless afford springs of collective action
and inspiration for self-sacrifice as wide
and effective as they are spontaneous."
AN ARMY OF 2 MILLION MEN.

Mr. Baker then turns to the method
by which the army was placed on a war
footing. He shows that under its full
authorized strength the regular armv includes 18,000 officers and 470,000 men,
and that the war strength contemplated
by the National Defense Act for' the national guard was 13,000 officers and
456,000 men. With the million additional troops of the selected draft army
I added, these figures furnish the army of!'
2 million men upon which all original
I war estimates were based.
The Secretary describes the drafting
I of the National Guard which he says
responded- "with zeal and enthusiasm"
to the call. He describes also the expansion of the regular army and reviews
the reasons which prompted the government to go to selective conscription for
the remainder of its forces.
TOLD

OF

THE

CAMP

ACTIVITIES.

The report then touches briefly upon
j the officers training camps, the construction of cantonments, with the problems
encountered and solved through the cooperation of the civilian agencies creatj ed by the Council of National Defense,
I and goes into some detail with various
) phases of the cantonment question to
|! show the enormous size of the task.
The building of National Guard divij sion camps is similarly cited and Mr.
t-Baker discusses at some length the
work of the training camps activities
commission organized to create wholesome surroundings for the troops.
The aviation program is touched upon briefly and no additional information
is given. The engineer department and
the part it played in rushing technical
aid to the Allies is outlined and Secretary Baker renews his recommendation
for a more adequate engineer school
with a suggestion that Congress plan
for engineer and ordnance education in
a broad and generous spirit in order to
create scientific agencies of value in
peace or war and where graduates of
West Point would specialize. The suggestion is presented for future consideration rather than immediate action and
no detailed plan is unfolded.
HUGE SUPPLIES NECESSARY.

Taking up the quartermaster problems
with the outbreak of the war Mr. Baker
cites a few items of what it was found
necessary to supply. They include: |
20 million pairs of shoes, 17 million
blankets, 33 million yards of flannel
shirting, 50 million yards of tenting.
The work is being done through the cooperation of civilian agencies, the Secretary says and adds:
"The dollar-a-year man has been powerful aid, an<l when this struggle is
over, and the country undertakes to take
stock of the assets which it found ready
"o be used in the mobilization of its
; power, a larger place will justly be
given to these men who, without the distinction of title or rank, and with no
thought of compensation, brought experience, knowledge, and trained ability
to 'Washington in order that they might
serve with patriotic fervor in an inconspicuous and self-sacrificing but indispensably helpful way.
"The problems of supply are not vet
solved; but they are in the course" of
solution. Sound beginnings have been
made, and as the military effort of
the country grows the arrangements perfected and organization created will expand to meet it."

TESTIMONY STRENGTHENS
DEMAND AT CAPITAL.

11

At today's executive session of the
Senate military probe, continued questioning of General Crozier resolved
itself into a concerted effort by committee members to fix individual responsibility for delay in getting an adequate
supply of-rifles-and machine guns.
Another phase of the secret inquiry
covered the labor situation at government arsenals and in private munition
plants.
Crozier gave the committee definite
figures on the exact number of rifles
and machine guns on hand and the
number expected by January 1.
"From what I, can make out from the
testimony," said' a member of the committee, "nobody seems to have been personally responsible for the delays, shortages and inefficiencies that General Crozier has testified to. Things just seem
Lo have happened. I believe before we
are through we'll fix the responsibility,
however."
While the military affairs committee
continued its quizzing of Crozier behind
closed doors, indications were that the
whole question of government expenditures and conduct of the war would be
opened in the Senate by consideration
of a resolution to continue available the
unexpended balance of the President's
100 million dqllar emergency war fund.
CENSORSHIP ALSO UNDER FIRE.

Criticisms of the censorship is almost
certain.
Senator Borah says this censorship
is greatly responsible for conditions revealed by Crozier. When the committee finishes with Crozier, Major General
Sharpe, head of the quartermaster
corps; Benedict Crowell, assistant secretary of war, and probably Secretary
Baker will be called.
Crowell, early in the war an adviser
of the munitions board and member of
a special machine gun boan;, will be [
asked to tell his side of the controversy
which Crozier admitted delayed selection of the principal type of machine
gun until two months after the United
States entered the war.
In the meantime both appointments of
Crowell and Crozier are being held up
in the Senate.
BAKER SAYS DELAY HAS HELPED.

Secretary Baker contends that the de-'
liberate methods used in machine gun
selection have worked to American advantage as the best types are now being
produced.
Baker suggests that guns will be ready
as fast as the men need them. He points
out that in early stages of training it is
not necessary to use full armament.
However, the temper of some of the
probers is 'that such technicalities will
be swept aside. The main fact of delays
and deliberation instead of action and
execution is the thing they emphasize.
Rumor had it today that the revelations already made, plus others to come,
would result in a demand from some
quarters for Baker's removal.

TO PROBITTIENAVY, TOO.

NO PLACE FOR SENTIMENT.

The President's reappointment of Genteral Crozier as chief of ordnance while
the ordnance investigation is in progress
fe taken in Washington to mean that the
President resents criticism of the- administration of the War Department and
is determined to stand by Crozier.
It is to be hoped that this interpretation of the President's action is wrong.
Neither Congress nor the country has
the slightest animus against General
Crozier. If the investigation had proved
that the ordnance bureau had had its
plans worked out and had been ready to
get production without necessary delay,
there would have been general approbation. Instead it has been shown by the
general's own testimony that the bureau
•was without plans when war came, that
It had neglected to make even the elementary preparations for»which it received
appropriations in the year before the war,
and that as a result of executive inefficiency it is going to be a year after the
recognition of war before production of
artillery will begin.
As a result the training of our troops
has been retarded and now, more than
eight months after the declaration of
war, we are depending ,on equipment furDished by our allies.
On the face of the testimony so far
General Crozier is a technical man who
was swamped by an enormous executive
job that needed a trained business executive to handle it.
Recognition of this fact is no reflection on President Wilson. Every nation
at war has had to shift its executive
officers. There is no American official
■who compares in prestige with Kitch■ ener, and yet Kitchener bungled munitions and had to give up that part of his
work to a new man. The only reflection
on the President could come from a refusal to displace officials after their unlitness had been proved.
Sentiment and personal feeling should
not be permitted to have the slightest
influence in the selection of War Department, executives. The only possible
thing to be considered is to <get men who
can win this war!
COAL HISTORY OP THE SUMMER.

At; this time of coal scarcity and high
prices it is interesting to ^recall a bit
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| RAILBOAV PROBLEM TO WAIT. '
j Pres/trWt Won,t Gote7fore Congress
I
/ I ^l"!* After Holidays.
I WAskiNtrojf, DeLftf^f^sident Wilson will nor&ct on the railroad problem
before the Christmas recess of Congress.
It was authoritatively stated today that
b
* PjfcKiMy jiiill/taM hi*~<plaii W the <i
solu£ipn«o Contfre£s> immedJately/afteiH,
f
the holidays.

BEING BRAYED' IN A~¥oRTAR.

MAY BE GENERAL SHAKEUP

BY THEODORE ROOSEVELT.

President Wilson speaks in military
matters through his Secretary of War.
The sole importance of the Secretary of
War's report comes from its being the
official declaration pf the President. I
discuss it as such.
According to the reports in the New
York World, the Secretary of War
states that "he does not favor universal
military training as a permanent policy." Mr. Wilson's' secretary therefore
takes what is in effect the position of
Mr^ Bryan, which was picturesquely
pB*ase*"«rs being that a million men
can at need spring to arms over night.
| The administration's attitude is less
j Picturesquely expressed, but it is prei cisely as futile and as unspeakably mischievous from a standpoint of perma: nent national interest. Moreover, it is
\ taken at the very time when the disastrous effect of the administration's policy of complete unpreparedness is being
shown by the admissions of General
Crozier on the first day of the congressional investigation.
Mr. Baker's report, Mr. Bryan's theory, and the things
already showiTBTthe congressional in; vestigation dovetail into one another.
I They stand in the relation of cause and
effect. The administration now officially and complacently announces
that the policy which at this very mo| ment has proved disastrous is to be
| persevered in for the future, therefore ini
bo
assumes complete responsibility for • (
j every blunder and delay, and for all the th(
! misconduct, and announces that these ths
blunders and delays and all this mis- ser
l
conduct have taught us nothing, and Ke
that we are to amble onward in the div
same futile path until disaster over- WO]
me
takes. Mr. Wilson's administration of- ley
ficially declares that we shall persist in Mis
our own folly until we are brayed in the offi
Ga
mortar of dreadful calamity.
qua
„ If the administration frankly and man- Joh
fully acknowledged its evil errors in the dep
[past and championed a policv which N.
by
I would prevent the repetition of these!and

MILITARY COUNCIL GIVES OPENING
FOR NEW BLOOD FOR WAR WORK.
Secretary Baker's Plan, Which May
Give Temporary Relief, Sot Considered a Lasting Cnre
for the Situation.
(By The Star's Correspondent.) /'

Dec. 17.—A miistard
plaster poultice, promising /possible
temporary relief, instead of t|fe greatly
needed major operation to effect a cure,
is about the way the newly? established
military council in the War Department, which has a purpose of getting
•more "punch" and co-ordination into!
the war work, fits the sick spots of the
war making department situation as
they have been disclosed before the Senate military committee.
Secretary Baker this afternoon discussed for the first time just what functions the new military council would
have. A good part of this time was
devoted to explaining that the creation
of the military council had nothing
whatever to do with the investigations
being made by Congress into war progress.
WASHINGTON-,

GIVE ALL TIME TO WAR PROBLEMS.

As, explained by Secretary Baker today, General Bliss, the chief of staff;
General Crozier, chief of ordnance;
General Sharp, the quartermaster; General Crowder, the provost marshal, and
General Weaver, chief of coast artillery,
are to be temporarily relieved at least
of the office ends of their present jobs.
Acting chiefs will take them up.
The
officers named, together with other officers yet to be designated, are to make
up the council. They are not to interfere with war strategy but pass upon the
"larger problems" connected with the
war, especially supplies. By .being relieved of the administrative duties although retaining oversight of the departments, they will have their time
free to think and plan on the big war
problems. In effect, they will try to
keep the work better co-ordinated between the various bureaus and sit with
Secretary Baker in frequent conferences
to plan things out and discuss various
situations. Incidentally, it was made
known by Secretary Baker that he intends to keep them going and coming
between France and Washington, a good
part of the time—so that one will be
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MAY BE GENERAL SHAKEUP

BY THKODOHE ROOSEVELT.

President Wilson speaks in military
matters through his Secretary of War.
The sole importance of the Secretary of
War's report comes from its being the
j official declaration of the President. I
I discuss it as such.
According to the reports in the New
York World, the Secretary of War
J states that "he does not favor universal
i military training as a permanent policy." Mr. Wilson's' secretary therefore
takes what is in effect the position of
Mr. Bryan, which was picturesquely
pffnawBa-Hk being that a million men
I can at need spring to arms over night.
| The administration's attitude is less
i Picturesquely expressed, but it is pre; cisely as futile and as unspeakably mischievous from a standpoint of perma. nent national interest. Moreover, it is
I taken at the very time when the disastrous effect of the administration's policy of complete unpreparedness is being
shown by the admissions of General
Crozier on the first day of the congressional investigation. Mr. Baker's report, Mr. Bryan's theory, and the things
already iEoWTby the congressional investigation dovetail into one another.
They stand in the relation of cause and
effect. The administration now officially and complacently announces
that the policy which at this very moment has proved disastrous is to be
persevered in for the future, therefore
assumes complete responsibility for
, every blunder and delay, and for all the
misconduct, and announces that these
blunders and delays and all this misconduct have taught us nothing, and
that we are to amble onward in the
same futile path until disaster overtakes. Mr. Wilson's administration officially declares that we shall persist in
our own folly until we are brayed in the
mortar of dreadful calamity.
. If the administration frankly and manfully acknowledged its evil errors in the
past and championed a policy which
would prevent the, repetition of these
errors in the future, I would think only
of the future and not of the past, but
now it is necessary to emphasize the
past in order to avoid1 disaster in the
future.
We are in the eleventh1 month since
j Germany went to war with us. We have
| not yet built an aeroplane fit to match
j the speedy battle planes of our foes. We
have not built a heavy field gun; on the
J contrary, we have had to draw on burdened friends to give us artillery. In
the training camp's of the national army
the artillery regiments still have about
I ten wooden guns for every old field
I piece, and they have none of the modern
j guns they are to use in the war. There
j are rifles only for every third or fourth
man. Until ten months had elapsed
there was no target practice save for a
few specially selected units. The troops
I still have only wooden machine guns
land the trench mortars they themselves
I improvise.
'Until ten months had elapsed they
llacked even the necessary warm clothjing. They have endured entirely needjless suffering and hardship. Our troops
I in France have received thousands of
I coffins, but an insufficient number of
I shoes. At this moment not more than
lone-tenth of our soldiers, taken altogether, are fit to go to battle. NineI tenths of our gallant and fine spirited
I men are still without the training, arms
land equipment that would permit them
jto meet any trained foes. After ten
I months of war and the expenditure of
I huge sums of money we are still absolutely unable to defend ourselves and
I owe our own safety only to the fleets
|and armies of our war worn allies.
This condition is due solely and entirely to the policy of unpreparedness to
I which the administration adhered for
I the two and a half years when even the It I
[blindest ought to tiave read the lesson of
I the great war. The administration now
announces that we are not to alter this
policy and that we are to continue the
do-nothing policy of refusal to prepare.
If the American people follow the lead
I thus given them, they will be guilty of
criminal folly.
(.Copyright, 1917, The Kansas City Star.)

MILITARY COUNCIL GIVES OPENING
FOR NEW BLOOD FOR WAR WORK.
Secretary Baker's Plan, Wliieli May
Give Temporary Relief, Sot Considered a Lasting Care
lor tlie Situation.

(By

The

Star's

Correspondent.)

Dec. 17—A. mustard
plaster poultice, promising Jpossible
temporary relief, instead of trfe greatly
needed major operation to effect a cure,
is about the way the newly1, established
military council in the/War Department, which has a purpose of getting
■more "punch" and co-Ordination int
the war work, fits the sick spots of the|
war making department situation asl
they have been disclosed before the Senate military committee.
Secretary Baker this afternoon discussed for the first time just what functions the new military council would
have. A good part of this time was
devoted to explaining that the creation
of the military council had nothing
whatever to do with the investigations
being made by Congress into war progress.
WASHINGTON,

GIVE ALL TIME TO WAR PROBLEMS.

As explained by Secretary Baker today, General Bliss, the chief of staff;
General Crozier, chief of ordnance;
General Sharp, the quartermaster; General Crowder, the provost marshal, and
General Weaver, chief of coast artillery,
are to be temporarily relieved at least
of the office ends of their present jobs.
Acting chiefs will take them up. The
officers named, together with other officers yet to be designated, are to make
up the council. They are not to interfere with war strategy but pass upon the
"larger problems" connected with the
war, especially supplies. By .being relieved of the administrative duties although retaining oversight of the departments, they will have their time
free to think and plan on the big war
'problems. In effect, they will try to
keep the work better co-ordinated between the various bureaus and sit with
Secretary Baker in frequent conferences
to plan things out and discuss various
situations. Incidentally, it was made
known by Secretary Baker that he intends to keep them going and coming
between France and Washington, a good
part of tl.ve time—:sp that one will be
"just home from the front" all the time
to keep them closer in touch with the
situation abroad.
..EXPECT GENERAL SHAKEUP.

Army circles clearly were puzzled over
the significance of the council. /The fact
that new acting chiefs were to be named
for the bureaus was taken by many to
forecast a general shakeup in the department and promoting the present
heads upward was a polite way of getting new blood into the work. There
was just one puzzling phase to this view
—the fact General Crowder, who, it is
a,s handled the Draft Law
"wTUi great success, was included. This
is explained, however, by the knowledge
that General Crowder, now that the law
has been made completely operative, has
been eager for more active service, even
a field command, for several months.
Secretary Baker would not discuss the
possibility of General. Goethals taking
hold of the quartermaster situation.
But it is known that General Goethals,
who had retired, was summoned here
Saturday for active duty. Whether the
War Department, aroused at last by the
demand for more punch and speed, is
going to get the new blood the situation
obviously demands, Secretary Baker's
selections for "acting, chiefs" the next
few days will tell. There was some gossip tonight that General Babbitt, Crozier's assistant, would be given management of that office. The changes, in
that event, would be but little more than
a routine matter. If, however, a big production man familiar with big manufacing organization and system, now that
the job is largely a manufacturing one,
were named, it might revitalize the situation.
INTO RED TAPE QUESTION.

The testimony before the Senate committee today might be described as a
journey through "red tape" land. General Crozier frankly admitted the existence of reams of red tape in the workings of the War Department and the
governmental machinery. In fact, it was
offered as an excuse for some of the delays that had occurred with a statement things were getting better. It
was pointed out there is just one person
who could get the red tape out of the
War Department when once the Nation
got into war—Secretary Baker. Although General Crozier told of contracts
and production in specific instances being held back by the red tape that Congress had surrounded the money voted
the department, it was emphatically
stated by members of the committee that
the War Department had never asked for
changes in the law.
THERE WERE NO SHORTCUTS.

Specific instances illustrate forcibly
how we started out to handle the war,
at least from the munitions end, only
to be entangled in red tape. In the first
place, estimates of money needed for
the various guns, shells, machine guns,
etc., weren't ready when war was declared. Then they had to be revised.
The war college and the general staff
passed upon them, then the Secretary
approved them and they went to Congress. It all took time. General Crozier
testified a civilian found qualified by
his department and desired as an officer had to wait three weeks for a commission after it had been approved by
his department while it made the regular rounds. Other departments were
swamped as well. But there was no corner cutting. More important, was the
revealing of the part the war industries board was playing in the munitions work. This developed when Senator Wadsworth asked if the present situation didn't call for the United States
to take the same step England was
forced to, separation of the production
of supplies from the actual operation
of the army through the creation of a
ministry of munitions and taking over
the supply work. General Crozier
thought not.
Whether a separate and independent
munitions control would better the situation, as it admittedly did in England,
no one, of course, knows. Members of
the Senate committee frankly admit
they believe it would. But the President is now standing pat behind Secretary Baker and the existing war organization.
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'BAKER LIKES BAKER'S WORK:
MR. BAKER GIVES HIS SIDEi
QUALITY PREFERRED TO SPEED IN
ORDNANCE, SECRETAY SAID. ■

The United States Has Equipped a
Greater Army In Less Time Than
England, War Department
Head Told Committee.
WASHINGTON-,
Jan.
10.—Secretary
Baker today replied to criticisms of his
department's conduct of the war in a
long and exhaustive prepared statement
presented to the Senate military committee.
Conceding delays and errors of judgment in so vast an undertaking, Secre0}S fLl9a\ tal'y Baker epitomized his reply in
r ,«^ '■ tnese words:
"No army of similar size in the hisSHOO }SO tory of the world has ever been raised,
equipped or trained so quickly. No such
itiBtib— provision
has ever been made for the
comfort, health and general well being
of an army."
I Secretary Baker's statement will
found on page 6.]
CHANGE IN RIFLES A GOOD THING.

lie

Secretary Baker was not interrupted
in reading his prepared statement and
afterward said he would be "very happy"
tno jo to answer questions.
Chairman Chamberlain took up the
ft* J° subject of rifles. Abandonment of the
Springfield rifle and adoption of the
3tft J modified Enfield, he said, has been
much criticized.
"I think the delay was due to the action of the ordnance bureau in changing
the type," said Secretary Baker.
"I personally approved that delay. I
think the ordnance bureau acted right,"
adding that the delay operated to furnish a larger supply later of an improved
arm.
"It isn't inefficiency to change your
mind if a greater supply of a better article is obtained," said he, adding that
all men sent to Europe had ample rifles
Ul and now all men in training are well
supplied."

30 aS"E

FAR AHEAD OP THE BRITISH.

!?3

Several senators joined in questioning
to show that rifle production was permitted to lag when it was certain that
the country was about to go to war, but
Secretary Baker persisted that the delay in changing models had in the end
produced a much desired result.
HeJ pointed out that eight months
after England went to war British soldiers were training in top hats and with
walking sticks, and insisted that American rifle production is now "so far
ahead" that all men who will be called
out will have enough.
Turning to criticism of the machine gun situation, Senator Chamberlain said there was delay in ordering
Lewis guns that had been used successfully by England.
"There was no delay after last April,"
replied Secretary Baker.
DISPUTES M\nTrrv*

I-T^. V,^»

. .-

WAR SECRETARY WELL SATISFIED
WITH HIS ACCOMPLISHMENTS.

Admits Changes i Are Being Made in
Department, but, of Course,
Probe Has Nothing to
Do "With Them.
(By The Star's Correspondent.)
WASHINGTON, Jan. 10.—While

testifying before the Senate committee today
in defense of his management of the
War Department, that he was more than
satisfied with everything that had been
done, defending every delay and the entire system, Secretary Baker admitted
that a thorough reorganization was under way throughout the entire department. The details of the reorganization
he will discuss before the committee tomorrow.
The changes in the ordnance department already'announced are to be made
even broader. The quartermaster's department is undergoing similar overhauling. For example, the purchase of
supplies through an outside committee
on supplies that had no legal authority
or responsibility is to be dropped. The
buying in the future is to be done
through men incorporated into the War
Department itself. The buying, which
has been scattered and decentralized
with conflicting authority, is to be centralized. All this Mr. Baker said was
being done because he thought it would
work better than the old system. And,
of course, the investigation by the committee to speed up the preparations had
nothing whatever to do with it.
HE'S WELL SATISFIED.

Secretary Baker's defense of his management of the War Department, since
our entrance into pie great war, was
that of a man mightily satisfied himself with the way the. job had been
handled and who, apparently, couldn't
understand why the committee and the
country generally didn't entertain that
view unanimously. It was very evident,
from his hours of statement and questioning, that he regarded all the criticism of inefficiencies, of lost time and
delays and red tape and failure to get
clothing and rifles and machine guns to
the soldiers in training on. time as
"small stuff" compared to the total
things that had been accomplished and
the aggregate task that confronted the
War Department.
Yet the very defense of the War Secretary was that of a man who didn't
visualize the possibility of the United
States ever being plunged into the great
world war, couldn't conceive of us getting in war, and once finding ourselves
in it, didn't grasp the huge task that
confronted us. Also he had no apologies
to make whatever for our unpreparedness, dismissing that with a glib "hindsight was easier than foresight."
WAR FAR OFF, SO WHY HURRY?

Rather, as Mr. Baker saw the war,
ivii«t< onnn'wp pntered it it. was a war
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!MR. BAKER GIVES HIS SIDE
QUALITY PREFERRED TO SPEED IN
ORDNANCE, SECRETAY SAID. '

The United Slates Has Equipped a
Greater Army lit Less Time Titan
England, War Department
Head Told Committee.

WASHINGTON,
Jan.
10.—Secretary
Baker today replied to criticisms of his
department's conduct of the war in a
long and exhaustive prepared statement
presented to the Senate military committee.
Conceding delays and errors of judgment in so vast an undertaking, Secretary Baker epitomized his reply in
: these words:
"No army of similar size in the history of the world has ever been raised,
equipped or trained so quickly. No such
provision has ever been made for the
comfort, health and general well being
of an army."
[Secretary Baker's statement will be
found on page CJ
CHANGE IN RIFLES A GOOD THING.

Secretary Baker was not interrupted
in reading his prepared statement and
afterward said he would be "very happy"
to answer questions.
Chairman Chamberlain took up the
subject of rifles. Abandonment of the
Springfield rifle and adoption of the
modified Enfield, he said, has been
much criticized.
"I think the delay was due to the action of the ordnance bureau in changing
the type," said Secretary Baker.
"I personally approved that delay. I
think the ordnance bureau acted right,"
adding that the delay operated to furnish a larger supply later of an improved
arm.
"It isn't inefficiency to change your
mind if a greater supply of a better article is obtained," said he, adding that
all men sent to Europe had ample rifles
and now all men in training are well
supplied."
FAB AHEAD OF THE BRITISH.

Several senators joined in questioning
to show that rifle production was permitted to lag when it was certain that
the country was about to go to war, but
Secretary Baker persisted that the delay in changing models had in the end
produced a much desired result.
HeJ pointed out that eight months
after England went to war British soldiers were training in top hats and with
walking sticks, and insisted that American rifle production is now "so far
ahead" that all men who will be called
out will have enough.
Turning to criticism of the machine gun situation, Senator Chamberlain said there was delay in ordering
Lewis guns that had been used successfully by England.
"There was no delay after last April,"
replied Secretary Baker.
.DISPUTES .MACHl \ |.; GUN DELAY.
"Yes, there was, Mr. Secretary " retorted the senator.

Secretary Baker continued by reciting
the machine gun controversy that el
isted when he became secretary Lf
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un
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PREFERRED QUALITY TO SPEED

Before the war the largest machine
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with ' manufacture difficult and slow
"Those two facts make it all the more
important that machine guns shXw
have been gotten from any source " said
Senator McKellar. "The greatest en
ergy should have been exerted to Bec
get

any kind."
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The questions involved, Mr. Baker reiterated, were of judgment between
speed and excellence
uetween
"Are you entirely satisfied, so far as
all ordnance is concerned, with the pro*

SS^ST"*has =»*"/■££

"I don't say that the department might
not have expedited some phases of Us
work," Secretary Baker replied
"In what, have we failed"'
The secretary hesitated and answered• I can t answer that way, I can't pick
out any particular place "
'
Senator Weeks asked if all available
ammunition production facilities are l
being used.
•
|
"No; not all," said Secretary Baker I
but all will be when we need them " ''
The arrangement to get British'and1
French ammunition for artillery he
said, was "safe as far as it goes," but
said principal reliance was placed on
American sources.
...,K,™S
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HELP FROM OUTSIDE.

When Senator Weeks again asked if
le could suggest anything that would be
helpful m speeding up ordnance produc
,tlon, Secretary Baker replied,
'I can't think of anything that vour
work wil help. Whenever I've thought
(of anything I've "done it. I'm up to date
NEED AN ARMY POWDER PLANT

Secretary Baker said he thought a federal powder plant advisable
,
Senator Chamberlain referred to the
jDupont offer to build and operate a
'pant at cost, but Secretary Bake, ex
Plained the offer was to build a plant
for a commission of 15 per cent and on
erate for eighteen months. On the basts I
o a 90 million dollar investment he e^ I
Plained, the Duponts would have made a

!Xrf0fit

betWeen 20

*nd 4° Sfmon

"They never at any time offered to
erect a plant without compensation!" he I
"The present powder supply is afiP
BakeVs'id0111' »*" "^ decretory '
Senator New asked if there was »m
mistake of judgment, when the Lusi
SHOULD HAVE HEEDED CKOZIER

It would have been very wise " MiBaker replied, "if a dozen years a« the I
ordnance department had begun Prepa
rations. To be perfectly frank with you
I think General Crozier is not entirely
to blame. In season and out. he has
recommended ordnance expansion "
Secretary Baker denied that the first
American contingents sent abroad were I
landCs°iZletfly fW****
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senator Wadsworth asked if the American artillery program is large enough
ion never can have too much." Mr
Baker replied, "but the program fully
L"; SM , e resoul'ces of the country as
thej ought to be. Every country's artilr 0 Tanl has
f war.
Srown every month
tlo. fdie
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WAR is INIHSTIUAI. NOW

Secretary Baker assented to'Senator
Wadsworth-s statement that the war'
vhtch'vmpetil!°n of ind«stries aad that
Kn mnn P'Tduced the ^ost materials
land men would wear out the opposition
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BAKER LIKES BAKER'S WORK;
WAR SECRETARY WELL SATISFIED
WITH HIS ACCOMPLISHMENTS.

Admits Changes Are Being Made in
Department,
but,
of
Course,
Probe Has Nothing: to
Do With. Them.

(Jiy The Star's Correspondent.)
WASHINGTON", Jan. 10.—While

testifying before the Senate committee today
in defense of his management of the
War Department, that he was more than
satisfied with everything that had been
done, defending every delay and the entire system, Secretary Baker admitted
that a thorough reorganization was under way throughout the entire department. The details of the reorganization
he will discuss before the committee tomorrow.
The changes in the ordnance department already announced are to be made
even broader. The quartermaster's department is undergoing similar overhauling. For example, the purchase of
supplies through an outside committee
on supplies that had no legal authority
or responsibility is to be dropped. The
buying in the future is to be done
through men incorporated into the War
Department itself. The buying, which
has been scattered and decentralized
with conflicting authority, is to be centralized. All this Mr. Baker said was
being done because he thought it would
work better than the old system. And,
of course, the investigation by the committee to speed up the preparations had
nothing whatever to do with it.
HE'S WELL SATISFIED.

Secretary Baker's defense of his management of the War Department, since
our entrance into the great war, was
that of a man mightily satisfied himself with the way the job had been
handled and who, apparently, couldn't
understand why the committee and the
country generally didn't entertain that
view unanimously. It was very evident,
from his hours of statement and questioning, that he regarded all the criticism of inefficiencies, of lost time and
delays and red tape and failure to get
clothing and rifles and machine guns to
the soldiers in training on time as
"small stuff" compared to the total
things that had been accomplished and
the aggregate task that confronted the
War Department.
Yet the very defense of the War Secretary was that of a man who didn't
visualize the possibility of the United
States ever being plunged into the great
world war, couldn't conceive of us getting in war, and once finding ourselves
in it, didn't grasp the huge task that
confronted us. Also he had no apologies
to make whatever for our unpreparedness, dismissing that with a glib "hindsight was easier than foresight."
WAB FAP. OFF, SO WHY HURRY?

Rather, as Mr. Baker saw the war,
when once we entered it, it was a war
three thousand miles' off and not immediately on us—it was something we had
plenty of time to prepare for, and then
get into. This mental attitude of the
War Secretary to the early months immediately preceding the war declaration
and immediately after our entrance into
the struggle came out, not in his formal
statement of accomplishments, but was
reflected in answers to questions by senators as to why a start wasn't had on
many of the important items necessary
for war making months before they
were.
For example, when Secretary Baker
was questioned about the steps taken by
the ordnance bureau in the months immediately before the war declaration—
when war impended. Why had, some of
the decisions as to type of weapons,
j which took valuable weeks and months
j afterward, been made?
Why hadn't some of the drawings and
I specifications, which took weeks to make,
after we were in war, been made before
the actual declaration—especially when
war impended? The answer was not
direct, but in effect that there was no
particular reason why those things
should have been done then. We weren't
actually in war so no real start to get
ready was had. Then the admission was
offered that the ordnance department
didn't have the officers and personnel to
do it. However, in the two months
pending the actual declaration little or
nothing actually was accomplished in
obtaining that personnel.
Again, after the war declaration, the
question was raised why it wasn't necessary to have hastened the rifle production .even at the expense of some of the
changes made to make parts interchangeable.
HUT THE WAR WAS INT EUROPE.

"The war wasn't on us," the secretary
replied. "The war was in Europe. We
had enough rifles for our immediate
need."
The war was suffciently on us to compel us to send men to France as fast as
we could, one senator suggested.
"When I said the war was not on us,
I meant it was not at our door," the
secretary explained.
"The fact that is was three thousand
miles away didn't relieve us of any responsibility to do our part as quickly
as possible," Senator Weeks observed.
On the question of these delays and
all other criticisms of inefficiencies Secretary Baker assumed full responsibility. His answer, when asked for specific reasons, would be that it was a 1
case of judgment and he had exercised
what he considered was the best judgment in deciding between speed and
quality.
SURE HIS JUDGMENT WAS RIGHT.

Mr. Baker, also it might be added,
was quite sure that the judgment he had
exercised had been right. On the matter of insufficient clothing at the camps,
the delay which resulted in epidemics of
pneumonia according to Surgeon General Gorgas, Mr. Baker said the question was one of deciding whether to send
the men to camp before full equipment
was had or waiting on the equipment in
full. He had decided on a course that
gave a "narrow squeeze." The anticipated clothing output fell down and the
trouble resulted. But Mr. Baker regarded it as not detracting from the
aggregate of what had been done.
Senators asked for definite statements
on clothing. Mr. Baker gave general
statements. He was satisfied everything
was all right at the camps and had been
for weeks. Then senators would point
out that the contrary was the fact. Secretary Baker would express surprise.
On general statements, the War Secretary had an answer at his finger tips, on '
detailed information he got into difficulties.
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Secretary Baker's Statement.
Three kinds of verdicts, conforming to
three .viewpoints, are likely to.be returned
on Secretary Baker's prepared statement
to.the Senate Committee on Military Affairs—one that the War department, headed by Mr. Baker, has measured up to the
dimensions of its job, another that things
might have been much worse, and a third
that things could' and should have; been
much better.
.-Making due allowance for the tremendous nature of the work in hand, for lack
of. pertinent experience, and for humanfallibility, we.believe the third of this, trio
furnishes the proper test by . which the
stewardship of -Mr.- Baker and his associates should be appraised.
Fair-minded Americans never have had
.any* doubt that big things have been done
in nine,-months to prepare the nation to go
to war. They expected big things to« be
"done arid had perfect right to expect it.
Their complaint has been that still bigger
and better things might have been done under exactly the same circumstances if a
wiser use had been made of American milistary genius and civilian business ability.
\x
'These complaints were ' not based on
They
:?"hunches" or born of partisan bias-.
hark back to the testimony . of War department officials before committees of Conegress. This testimony set forth backings
'and fillings, red tape wrestling, delays and
blunders for which there appeared to be no
reasonable excuse.
Secretary Baker says "American democ" racy has neither blundered nor hesitated.''
■He expresses it as /'relatively unimpor-j
. tant" that there is not a. rifle for- every,
'man in the home cantonments today./""xte
I'told the Senate committee that-America had
■as much reason to settle the rifle question
!
ten years ago as in May, 1916. We venture
to say there is emphatic disagreement with
;him on these three points as well as on
others brought out by him.
• Subscribers to Liberty Loans and savings
stamp
certificates, and all those whose
purses will be drawn upon for war funds
fare not so much interested now in the
; promptness and liberality of Congress in
appropriating money as they, are in. the
'use made of their money to get results. All
good citizens &r^ rejpiced' th,at thejmortality
rate among men of the army has been held
•down by good sanitary conditions to a-point
lower than it probably would have been
had these remained at their homes, but they
;
cannot forget or condone the fact that there
*have been many deaths which an adequate
;supply of clothing would have prevented.
They will rejoice, moreover,"if the promises
for a brighter future held out by Mr. Baker are redeemed, but it requires a.generous charity, we believe, to grant that the
Secretary's statement viridieates^iim^as the
right man in the -right -place: ""T_he pacing
still shows beneath the.military husk in his,

■>

case.

-"There will De unintentional' interference with vitally important programs.,
such as that in connection withi shipping; there will be production far be
yond our capacity for ocean transportation ; our allies will be deprived of supplies which we would desire to give
them; effort will be expended m the
creation of unneeded new facilities, collateral problems, such as the housing
of employes will be neglected until they
seriously interfere with other programs ;
the distribution of essential materials
such as coal will not be where most
needed in connection with the war; vast
quantities of labor and material will be
used in unnecessary activities, and in |
general there will be an atmosphere of
confusion which comes from inability to
secure a prompt decision."
Began AVork June 12 Last.
The chamber committee began work
June 12, 1917.
"It soon became evident," the statement says, "that, notwithstanding
the intimate relationship established,
the committee could gain no accurate
information as to the Governments
program or war requirements.
"Toward the end of July the need
of centralized authority and responsibility in connection with the procuring of war supplies and materials was
recognized in the appointment of the
War Industries Board. Unfortunately,
the statutory power and responsibility
to make war purchases remained t
scattered in the various governmental j
departments."
Officials Disagreed.
Inevitable Disaster Will Result
Details of the committee's investigation disclose that Government ofin Failure to Merge Power ficials refused to share the commitbelief that concentrated power
Over Energies and Resources tee's
obtained by statute would aid in
solving the problem, and that the
Say Business Men.
committee was given no co-operation
in pressing such legislation.
The United States Chamber of
The committee held conferences
with the Secretary of War and chairCommerce, by a vote of its 500,000
man of the Council of National Demembership, today demanded creafense in October of last year. The
tion of a central control in the war
same differences of opinion were
found tQj exist regarding centralizagovernment.
tion of control, the statement says.
Interference with vitally imporAs a result of the discussions with
tant programs, production inflation,
Government officials and the evident
failure to convince them of pressing
inability to meet allied demands,
needs throughout the whole Governduplication of work, confusion, in
ment machine, the statement says the
fact "inevitable disaster" will result,
committee "was forced to the conviction that disaster Is inevitable unthe chamber announced today, "unless prompt provision is made to
less prompt provision is made to
centralize the control of the induscentralize the control of the industrial energy and material resources
of the country."
trial energy and material resources
"Since the announcement of the
of the. country."
plan for making the war industries
board a co-ordinating body," the
Directors Approve.
statement adds, "the comitteee feels
The declaration of ' the chamber,
it is essential that a public statement
based on months of Investigation by
should be made of its views of the
a special war committee of prominent
new plan.
business men and manufacturers, was
Differs >Vith Baker.
unanimously approved by the -direc"It heartily approves the steps
tors in session here, today.
taken by the Secretary of War in conIt comes at a time when the Senate
solidating the organization of the
military investigators have temporWar Department, increasing the perarily discontinued their hearing's to
and improving its efficiency
begin a fight for passage uf legisla- I sonnel,
by drawing in business men of extion creating a director of munitions
perience in organization, but it canwho would cut the red tape, delay and
not agree with the statement that
confusion of army preparation.'
such reorganization of the department takes the place, in any degree,
The chamber backs Chairman Danof a department of munitions or a
iel Willard, of the war indutsries
board of control.
board, other members of the board and
"If
.LI. a,
a ucyai
department
uuciu of
v*. munitions,
iiiuiiinuiid, war
vi «i.
Chairman G(fford, of the Council of
.1,..,,-I*.,. .. .i.~. {.,;...— * ~_
«..«
industries
administrator or—..«.
war supNational Defense, who hav.e thrown
ply board, with full control over and
their advice into the side of immeresponsibility for the procurement
diate centralization of authority to
of munitions and supplies, is now
act in war preparation.
established, it still is necessary to
Uphcavaals Expected.
provide a more complete co-ordination
As a result of the growing demands
of the various new administrations
and agencies of the Government
for drastic change in the present
whose separate activities affect the
directing system, upheavals are genconduct of the war program as' a
erally expected. Many of the Adminwhole.
istration's «».>st ardent supporters
"We do not believe it advisable or
have joined in the move to bring
necessary as the situation now exists
more order out of the confusion beto bring the Food Administration,
lieved to exist.
Fuel Administration, Railroad AdThe business men in their report today
ministration, War Trade Board, or
declare that the newest plans announced
the Shipping Board under the control
by the Government are tending to "deof the authority responsible for buycentralize war efforts." The report then
i ing."
warns:
Text of Report.
"The committee believes that the failure to be guided by the fundamental
principle that centralized responsibility
is necessary for the success of any enterprise will result inevitably in ill-balanced effort.

■•In addition to this, the War Industries Board will assist the several
phasing Apartments to convert

ALL WAR SUPPLIES
■mounting
Shows
Kseas and Inland
'Equipment.
BEST tflVILHAN ABILITY
BEING DRAWN UNTO USE,
Ordnance and Quartermaster's
Departments Are Chiefly Affeoted—Work on One Powder
Plant Is Under Way.
(Special to The World.)
WASHINGTON, Jan. 15.—Secretary

factories from one form of indM
to another and will supply information as to possibilities of increas ng
tnerat material and manufacturing

Daniel C. Jackling, mining engineer
and copper man, who some time ago
was designated by Mr. Bake to supervise the construction of powder plants
for the War Department, conferred today with him and afterward said:
The work already has started at
Charleston, W. Va., and soon will be
very active. The plan calls for two
identical plants, one at Charleston
and the other on a site not yet ap| proved. It is probable that the site
I near Nashville, Tenn., will be chosen.
We i have options on land in that vl-

''"^Tter as the reorganization affects
the War Department alone, the plan
affects chiefly the Ordnance Departmnt and the Department of the QuarC
"The original estimate of $90,000,000
termaster General. In the Ordnance
Department, as soon as the number of for the two plants is tentative. Nobody can tell in advance what will be
officers brought in from civil life and the exact cost. It may bo anywhere
trained to deal with ordnance ques- from $80,000,000 to $100,000,000.
"The Thampson-Starrett Company
tions sufficiently well to permit it, a
functional organization was substi- has the contract for the Charleston
plant. Whether the contract for the'
tuted for the old specialized plan; that* second plant will be awarded to the
19 to say, instead of having a bureau same company has not yet been deto deal with small arms, nother deal- termined."
Mr. Jackling said that approxiing with guns, another dealing with
mately 25,000 workmen would be emexplosives, the new plan has a di- ployed at each place when the convision of procurement which makes struction work reaches I* height.
conracts for all kinds of supplies, a
Appointment of Brig. Gen. John D.
division of producion which takes com- Barrett*, Actign Chief of Coast Artillery, to the Board of Ordnance and
pleted contracts, follows them through Fortifications,
was announced to-day
the factory, assures the Government by the War Department. .Gen. Barthat proper progress is being made and retts takes the place of Major Gen.
Brasmus L. Weaver, former Chief of
that deliveries will be on time.
Coast Artillery, now a member of the
"The third sulb-division, which
War Council.
works concurrently with the produc6. 1918.
tion division, i inspects material in j
JANUARY
process of manufacture and for ac- j
ceptance, and finally, when the maj terial has , been manufactured, Inspected and accepted, it is turned
over to the storage division, which,
having a knowledge of dates of anticipated deliveries, has made provision
for storage and thereafter has the
custody and distribution of all ordnance supplies.
MOJJDAY, JAJIl'ASY 14, 1918.
"In the Quartermaster General's

of War Baker to-night issued a statement outlining the reorganization of
the -various bureaus of the War Department. Mr. Baker described the
reorganization while before the Senate Committee on Military Affairs.
To-night he characterized it as "the
complete result of a series of steps
which have been taken from time to
time."
Vhe Secretary also emphasizes the
fact that several men of large affairs
in civil life already have been
drafted into the new organization,
and «ays many others will be
brought in.
Consolidated Pnrch««in«.
The statement follows:
"The five purchasing divisions of
the War Department are co-ordinated and their conflicting needs
reconciled through the Director of
Purchases.
In the Navy Department the various supply divisions
reconcile their conflicting needs
through the Bureau of Supplies.
"The Shipping Board, of course,
speaks through its Chairman, and
the purchases for Allied (Governments made in this country are under control of. the Allied purchasing
commission, . which speaks through
its Chairman.
"There are thus four agencies of the
Government purchasing; war supplies
either for ourselves or our Allies and
dealing in raw materials and commodities of which the supply is either
less than the demand or so nearly
equal to the demand that priority is
necessary to he determined as to the
order in which the several Governmental gowernments should be furnished. The'war industries board
becomes the clearing place for such
conflicts as may arise among these
four Governmental agencies, and by
keping in constant touch with the
manufacturing facilities and raw material supplies of the country Will be
able to prevent conflict and to assign
priorities among the respective agencies
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Department the reorganization is primarily for the purpose of dealing with
great storage and transportation
problems which apply to all of the
War Department's divisions.
The
Acting Quartermaster General, Major
Gen. Goethals, in addition to the
functions of procurement and inspection of supplies, becomes the director
ot storage and traffic, and his bureau
is reorganized so as to bring under
his direction the whole question of
inland transportation, storage and
overseas transportation for all War
Department men and material.
"This unifies the whole question
of overseas transportation, and puts
in a single officer the power and responsibility for the balanced proI gramme of shipping and for the full
maintenance of equipment and supplies for men both overseas and in
the camps at home.

"These reorganized divisions are in
part already manned toy experts
drawn from civil life to administer
the newly segregated functions, and
additional civilian of special competence and experience being brought
in, so that when the division* have
been thoroughly manned the best
ability in the country will have been
drawn from civil life, each man being
in charge of work with which he has
become familiar and with which he
has made success in industry or
commerce, and the organizations of
which they will be parts are all so
usual and normal in great business
enterprises that they will be -accustomed to co-operate with their associates in such an organization.
"It is believed that the organizations above described, both of the
bureaus of the War Department and
the relations of the several departments will provide- a business-like
and efficient plan for the co-operation
of the several Governmental departments and for making easily available
the full manufacturing facilities and
raw material and supplies of the
country for service to the Nation in
the war."

BASTE MKANS WASTE.
Speaking of the American army
Secretary of War Baker says:
No army of similar size in the
STILL AFTER BAKER.
tory of the world has ever b*.
raised,
equipped or trained so quick:
The esteemed Tribune Is still "aftc
:No such provision has ever been mf1
secretary Baker.
|or the comfort, health and well
'-'vIt is careful to conceal HB real rea- Ig of an army.
son for seeking his s alp. pretending
That is probably all true. It would
that it opposes the secretary only be- seem that the editors of the country
cause he hasn't moved rapidly enough who most derided the statement were
in mobilizing- an army of two million the ones who took William Jennings
men.
Bryan literally when the Nebraskan
After going over various counts in spoke about a million armed men
the indictment against the secretary, stepping forth between sunrise and
including his alleged delay in purchas- dark. The only thing that would have
ing- guns, clothing' and munitions, the satisfied
Baker's
most
persistent
esteemed Tribune says:
critics would have been a million men
On the whole, and- having the wel- trained, armed, clothed and drilled befare and effectiveness of our army In tween sunrise and dark.
view—also taking into consideration
To the average editor it is a perthe tender sentiments of our pacifist
friends—it would be better if Secretary fectly simple thing to secure outfits
Baker were elsewhere. It does so har- for a million men. Cive an order, say
row up the souls of certain gentlemen the critics, and t'he thing is done. The
when they read of the secretary proclaiming how greatly he has advanced Democrat never believed anything of
our preparedness. Some of these never the sort. It takes time to build an
expected the secretary would consent army for offensive operations. Had
to order the purchase of rifles and machine guns; and the Lord knows the the United States been threatened with
ordering was put off for a long- time.
invasion, there would have been much
But was it put oft by Secretarj more haste and much more waste.
As a general rule, critics of the war
Baker'.'
Testimony is quite to the contrary.
department have stood out for the imGuns were not ordered right off the possible.
They have insisted that
reel because there was still a question every tlvng be done quickly and that
among army experts regarding the typo every thing be done in a hurry. Patch
of weapon most desirable. It Is stated jobs cost money. The probabilities
by these experts now that the delay In are that, if there had been more haste,
ordering- has been justified by the congress would have' been Investigatevent.
ing the scandalous prices paid for
About this we are not in the least equipment. However, a big job done
competent to speak. Nor do we im- In a hurry costs . money. That must
agine Secretary Baker felt himself to remain true, even in the case of the
be competent to speak where technical United States. Doubtless there has
details w-ere involved. These necessar- been much blundering at Washington.
ily were left to the experts. If there We are not yet so proficient In the war
were any bungling or any unnecessary business that we can wage a war
delays, the responsibility rests with without any blunders.
the army experts and not with the
civilian head of. the department.
All of this by the way. The point to
be kept in view respecting the fight on
Secretary Baker is this: He is marked
for slaughter because he refuses to join
in the P^oosevelt effort to Prussianize
the United States.
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The Herald will be glad to have its attention called to any misleading or untrue statement which may appear in its
news, editoral or advertising columns.

If-the war department under a Root, a
Roosevelt or any .other man approved by
stalwart Republicanism and the toryism and
bourbonism and jingoism that are, though
mainly Republican, of both parties, had
achieved so mighty a record in nine months
as Mr. Baker yesterday laid before the investigating committee of the congress
whose bickerings and delays have been
more responsible for blocking war preparation than anything else, the news and editorial columns of the partisan press would
not have been wide enough nor deep
enough to contain the congratulations of
those who, since congress gave the cue,
have filled the air with their gleeful ulula-1

THE SPLENDID RECORD OF NINE MONTHS.
Secretary Baker's simple statement of the
progress of American war preparations to
date is a crushing answer to the silly clamor
of captious criticism, mostly partisan, that
has been ringing in the ears of America
since congress convened.
The simple truth, thus simply told, is as
effective as the answer of a sixteen-inch
gun to a battery of popguns.
Mistakes have been made, of course.
tions.
Some men charged with specific duties have
proved not big enough for jobs so vastly
bigger than they had ever expected to handle. In the race between the process of
summoning an army and the process of
summoning from private industry the clothing needed to outfit them, the army outstripped industry, and there were gaps in
supplies that have now been closed. Secretary Baker would be the last to deny that
no mistakes were made. But the administration and the war department have discovered these mistakes at least as quickly
as the critics, and measures to correct them
in almost every case were set on foot before the criticism could be uttered.
Ever since congress met the country has
been regaled with dissertations on the fly:
specks in the picture of America going to
war. Now we have the full picture for the
first time, and the flyspecks sink to their
proper perspective.
In April we had an army of 9,524 officers
and 202,510 men. In December we had an
army of 110,856 officers and 1,428,650 men.
In the meantime the work of collecting volunteers, of passing, a conscription law and
putting it into operation, of gathering up
the national guard and naval militia, of
creating the camps, of placing orders for
and making the necessary guns, clothing
and other supplies, of sending abroad the
beginnings of an army, of sending abroad
engineers, railroad men and forestry divisions for immediate service there, of
training thousands of new officers, of training the new armies here andjabroad, of providing sanitation in tne camps so thoroughly that the death rate is- a third that of the
Spanish-American war—all this, and in detail vastly more, has been done by a nation utterly inexperienced, but with as few
mistakes as it was humanly possible to expect.
It is not merely a good record—it is a
GLORIOUS record—an earnest of glories
yet to come that will make the kaiser rue
the day he ever heard the word "war" and
thought it sounded good to him.
In evaluating the criticism of the war department under Secretary Baker these facts
should be remembered: that he has been a
"pacifist"—that is, that he has not looked
upon war as a normal and desirable and inescapable occupation for mankind—and so
has won the enmity of the jingoes; that he
has been a Tom Johnson progressive, guilty
of favoring measures that put the welfare
of all higher than the welfare of the few,
and therefore he has won the enmity of
privilege and of bourbons of every stripe.
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CAUSE AND EFFECT?
Not a single member of Congress has been able
to get a -contract .from: the War Department for a
constituent. Not a single member of Congress
has ibeen able to get a commission from the War
Department for a constituent. Do these two related facts have anything to do with the feelinin Congress that Secretary Baker is taking "too
rosy" a view of the conduct of the war?

N. E. A. Editorials
THE ORGANS' "GOODS ON BAKER

»

The truth is that Mr. Baker had the wrong view of the

The above constitutes about all "the goods" which the

be transported 3000 miles across the ocean, and so he did tne
things that really counted
not
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slackness and incompetency in the war so much kindliness and consideration*
but the stern action of a relentless exi
department.
War Machine Needs Big Man.
ecutive who demands results and rej
They were not surprised that Secre- moves subordinates who fail to gc«
-We've got to put a big man at the tary Baker should be quick, aggresthem. The delays and bungling oil'
head of our war machine, a man of sive, almost challenging in his ansuch bureaucrats might easily endan'
*reat driving force and dominant per- swers to the questions put to him by ger the lives of American soldiers*
sonality. Secretary Baker must re- members of the senate committee on What, are the personal feelings of »
sigh or be removed, if we are to will
military affairs. They knew that al- few old men in comparison'.'
The evidence of Secretary Baker ba«
most since the country went to war
th
fore the senate committee, men promH
I have been in Washington, talking!
Mr. Baker lias been expecting and, nent in war work point out, shows
every day with men who are active! in a. sense, preparing for just such
further evidence of His failure as art
in the war work of the government. I
an investigation. They knew him as
Almost without exception they are able a trained and expert lawyer, defend- executive. About the progress of man!
ufacture of weapons and munitions ini
men, devotedly patriotic, working long ing on the stand, himself, his conduct many lines Mr. Baker showed considttours at small salaries or none, to help of his job and his subordinates.
erable uncertainty and lack of exaetj
the United States win the war. And
knowledge. He apparently does noffl
A Reforming Politician.
almost without exception they see. as
demand the daily, complete and accuj
Secretary
Baker
had
some
previous
rate reports, of progress which anyj
the first big step necessary to hasten
experience in Washington as private trained man, used to handling imporJ
the progress of our war plans, the elimsecretary of Postmaster General Wilination of Secretary Baker as the head son in President Cleveland's cabinet. tan projects, would insist be placed on!
his desk every morning.
of the war department.
He has been in politics all his adult
An amiable, sweet-natured and genj
Not one of them has ever mentioned i ^ He js the best typ6 of high brow.
erous optimist is no man to havd
reforming politician. He knows well charge of the creation of what id
politics. Few of them have any per
eonal axes to grind. But they look on the intricacies of Washington political planned to be the greatest war machine'
the war as a terrible reality. They do life.
in history. At least that is the presJ
Soon after this country went to war ent Washington vordict, as. I read it*
not belleve-as,, Secretary -Baker has
testified—that because the present bat- Secretary Baker was quoted as declaring he fully realized that sooner or
tlefields are. 3,000 miles away it is later congress or some other authorsafe and proper to delay for months ity would attempt to make him " the
BY HENRY M. HYDE.
the manufacture of rifles and cannon.
goat," and that he intended to see the
Washington. Jan. ™-}*^-}~
attempt was not successful. That attiSee Menace in Baker.
-Here's the real truth of it. The first
Some of them are almost frantic be- tude of mind is much like that of the
Wg step necessary to win this war is
j typical Washington bureaucrat who
cause of the slow and bungling prog!| spends almost as much time in keeping
the resignation of Secretary Baker
ress which is being made to meet his record clear as he does in getting
I was talking with one of the most
the emergency. They look on Secre- things done. It is not the temper of
important men in war work here at
tary Baker's continual optimism as an the great executive, who devotes all
the capital. I am certain of his dis
•actual menace. They are frightened his energies to driving ahead for reInterested patriotism. He has no poat his reluctance to admit any serious sults and lets his personal record take
litical ambitions. He has been promifault
or failuro in the work of the war care of itself.
sient since war began in work-not in
Siiarpe's Pitiable Plight.
department.
the newspapers. His sons are not ocMost of them know Secretary Baker
Maj. Gen. Sharpe who, as quartercupying nice, safe and handsomely
nniformed jobs in Washington
In personally, and like him. They know, master general, had charge of furnishing the armies with clothing and tentthe course of many interviews I have too, that when a great, unprepared na- age, was a pitiable figure on the witlearned to have great confidence in tion like the United States enters the ness stand before the senate commithis judgment. He is by training a greatest war in history, the head of tee on military affairs. He " didn't
the war department is certain to be
know," " couldn't recall," or was " unskilled executive.
Half a dozen times In the last six the storm center of criticism. But, set- informed."
ting
aside
personal
feeling
and
malUug
Nobody ever told him how many solmonths I have discussed, confidentially
with him, the progress of war prepara- allowances for the Inevitable, they hWve diers to prepare clothing for. Somealmost ftnanimously come to the con- times, he said, it took three or four
ttona,
clusion that Mr. Baker has demon- days for a telegram to get to his offirst Get Kid of Baker.
strated his constitutional unfitness for fice from the office of the adjutant genWhen I had this talk with him he his tremendous job.
eral in the same building. He had
aeemed reticent and restive. He was
The war secretary, they feel, is a heard that strikes were delaying the
inclined to be evasive. Finally he got failure largely because of what, in nor- manufacture of overcoats and other
,jp from his chair, walked to a win- mal times, would be considered his garments for the army, and he had
Sow and stood a moment staring out good qualities. First of all he is a mentioned the matter once or twice
to somebody in Mr. Baker's office. His
toto the snowy street. Then he sufi- humanitarian and an idealist.
testimony seemed a complete demon1
ilenly turned and.-te ah emphatic voice,
straiten of tragic incompetency and ofOnce Professed Pacifist.
declared the conviction which had
He is an amiable, able, alert and trim ficial ignorance.
formed in his mind.
Crozier's Grave Admissions.
little
man. He came into the war office
"Here's the real truth of it. The
Maj. Gen. Crozier, chief of ordnance,
a professed and prominent pacifist. He
flrst big step to win this war is the
is kindly, just, over generous in his .was a witness of another caliber. He
resignation of Secretary Baker."
was quick to answer inquiries with a
Within an hour I talked to another dealings with subordinates. He is too confusing wealth of technical detail.
man equally prominent in an entirely quick to rush to their defense, too But it was made plain that when the
ready to shoulder responsibility for United States entered the war, after
different line of war work. He, too,
s a man whose patriotic devotion is their failures, too slow in punishing nearly three years of the great conflict,
unquestioned. He harbors no political «CoHtinuetf on. page <»» eolnuin 7.) the chief of ordnance had no plans
ready for rifles or machine guns, and
ambitions. He works long hours and
that months of delay had followed.
avoids the limelight. He should know
With these facts before him, with
the exact status of war preparations m
the urgent request from our army leadseveral directions. He reviewed, coners in Europe that the two bureaufidentially, the chief difficulties in the
crats be removed, Secretary Baker voluntarily assumed responsibility for
way of making swifter progress. Then
most of the delays mentioned, nomihe stopped, hesitated a moment, and
nated Gen. Crozier for reappointment
broke out:
to his old post, and promoted both
men to serve on the executive council
in the war department.
Critics of the secretary declare that
what is needed in such cases is not

JET BAKER GO'
DEMAND GROWS
fH WASHINOTON

Men Active in War
Work Agree Firm
Hand Is Need.
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PATRIOTIC LIMITS
OF CRITICISM
Facts That Should Be Made Known
liven if They May Be
Uncomfortable
By WILLIAM H. TAFT

in the mind of the public as (o the p
paredness of the army. The Secretary explained that this statement, though not so
qualified, was intended to apply only to
that comparatively small part of the army
in France. It is not unjust to the Secretary to say that, as given, his evidence
did not contribute greatly to the edification either of the committee or of the
public. The questions of the members of
the Military Committee were evidently
prompted by a sincerely patriotic desire
to provoke useful discussion as to some
method of avoiding further delays in preparation of our equipment when time is precious. The examination by Democrats and
Republicans was nonpartisan. Mr. Baker's
attitude suggests the question, "What are
the patriotic limits of public investigation
into the preparation of the Executive for
war?
Investigation should, of course, be
prompted solely by the motive to help the
prosecution of the war. Hostile partisan
investigations for political purposes even
in time of peace are rarely useful. They
tend to paralyze the initiative of bureau
chiefs and frighten them from,their proper
responsibility. They consume time and
effort ofithe bureaus in making defense
which shvSild be devoted to executive work.
In time of war they are despicable. On
the other hand, impartial investigation and
publicity penetrate that smug executive
satisfaction which regards substantial, defects as 'either immaterial or inevitable.
Those responsible are thus put on their
mettle. Their fear of just criticism moves
them to strenuous effort.
Defects of which the enemy might take
advantage should not be made public. A
censorship as to some facts is necessary in
time of war. But few who exercise it can
confine it to unwise disclosure. The tendency to extend it to suppressing facts
likely to arouse uncomfortable criticism is
hard to resist.

TMPORTAXT achievements in preparation for this war stand to the credit of
the Administration and the "War Department. The passage of the conscription act
■was one. It is understood that both Secretary Baker and the President were
originally opposed to conscription, but
that Mr. Baker, in a commendable
desire to learn, consulted the General Staff,
became convinced himself and then convinced the President of the necessity for
a selective draft. Without the assistance
of the President the opposition to the draft
in Congress could not have been overcome.
The measure makes practicable an army of
millions of Americans to win the war. It
has been well enforced. Sixteen cantonments, wooden cities, were required to
quarter the drafted men. The speedy construction involved great labor. The work
has been well and quickly done. The food
furnished to the officers and men has been
of the best quality, sufficient in quantity,
Defects should not be overemphasized so
nourishing and wholesome.
as to exasperate or discourage the people
Less satisfactory results have been ob^vrrrose war this is. But circumstances fully
tained, however, in furnishing the needed
known to our enemy should not be conclothing, rifles, machine guns and artillery.
cealed from the people. The facts should
The difficulties to be overcome have been
be fairly told, uncomfortable as they may
greater. The evidence of Generals Crozier
be. The people will stand the truth as to
and Sharpe, however, shows unnecessarydelays, some inexplicable and others due
to a lack of co-ordination.
delays now more calmly than later. It is
The Investigating Military Committee of
wiser for the Administration to admit misthe Senate, in its hope to formulate a plan
takes presently than to offer them as an
for more effective manufacture , of muni1
explanation
for defeat.
tions and war equipment, called Secretary
No'Administration was ever given such
Baker. His commendable desire to learn,
absolute power and so much money to
shown in his early days in the department,
expend in its exercise as this. This war
seemed to have gone. ■ His evidence and
is a field of action, new for us not only
his attitude were those of one out of symbecause of our previous small military
pathy with the investigation, confident of
establishment, but also because of the
an impeccable administration of the War
rapid changes in the mode of making
Department, opposed to any plan for a
warfare from month to month and from
Munitions Department to relieve him. As
year to year. An executive in such a
a witness for a defense the Secretary was
situation and with so much power should
successful in parrying questions and in
Invite the fullest conferences with congresoffering a simple negation to respectable
sional leaders responsible for granting apevidence of faulty delays. Before he toOK
propriations and framing new war legislathe stand he had given to the press a rosy
tion. They cannot but help. A policy
account of what had been done by his
Vhich excludes them and their earnest,
department. It contained one statement
sympathetic suggestions is sure to lead to
that certainly was calculated, however inembarrassment, faulty
f=»„ltv co-operation
r.o-oneration and
nocently made, to leave a false Impression
dela
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TELL OF CABINET SPLIT
Reports Say Baker's Opposition
to Lane Plan Brought Chaos.
PEABODY HAD COAL NEEDED
No Member Willing to Assume Responsibility for Garfield's Order.
McAdoo Not Consulted, Friends Declare—Daniels and Baker Defuse
to Discuss It in Any Way.
In the stress of excitement incident
to Dr. Garfield's fuel order there were
persistent reports of a split in the
President's cabinet as to where responsibility should be placed for the industrial collapse which has resulted in the
fuel administrator's action. There is
said to be a pronounced tendency on
the part of Secretary of the Interior
Lane to regard Secretary of War
Baker's interference with the coal
situation last June as at least partly
responsible for the national calamity
of today.
Mr. Lane will, of course, not comment
and is inclined to be charitable toward
his fellow cabinet member, but facts in
the case make it clear that the present
coal shortage is traceable to the acute
disagreement between Mr. Lane and
Mr. Baker over the coal problem last
summer.
Dane Framed Agreement.
Secretary Lane, forseeing the necessity of meeting winter conditions, succeeded, after much labor, in reaching
an agreement with the coal operators,
headed by Mr. Peabody, of the coal committee of the Council of National Defense, whereby a fair price would be
tentatively advanced by the government
pending definite determination of the
price and the coal problem would be
handled with the full and sympathetic
cooperation of the operators. Among the
features of this plan was a prospective
campaign to urge householders throughout the nation to "buy coal early" and
put it away for winter use before the
dangers of transportation tie-up came
with the cold weather.
Seoretary Baker, on June 30 last, attacked this plan in a written communication, made public, and riddled its basic features with arguments and theoi ries. He characterized the tentative
price as exorbitant and impeached the
plan of cooperation, indicating that the
government felt the necessity of holding the coal operators to terms.
Brought Garfleld to Front.
As a result of Mr. Baker's action, the
plan worked out by Secretary Lane
collapsed, and in its stead came the
present fuel administration with Dr.
Garfleld as Its chief. The Peabody idea
of a nation-wide campaign for early
coal buying was attacked as hoarding.
A feature of the Baker plan was an optimistic view of the future and a confidence that the situation would take
care of Itself.
Friends of Secretary Lane say frankly now that the present serious situation would have been avoided had Secretary Baker not interfered. Friends
of Secretary Baker take the position
that no one could have forecast the
turn affairs have taken and they add
that transportation rather than shortage of coal is the root of the trouble.
Broke Up Cooperation.
But this view is opposed by those
who insist that transportation difficulties of today are at least indirectly
linked with the coal shortage which
resulted last: summer over thq lack of
sympathetic cooperaiion of the operators which followed Mr. Baker's policy.
A feature of yesterday's developments
with respect to the Garfleld order was
that no member of the cabinet was
willing to assume responsibility for
any part of it. Secretary McAdoo's
friends say he was not consulted until
after the order was prepared. Secretary Daniels declines to admit any responsibility and Secretary Baker refuses to discuss it in any way.
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MONDAY, JANUARY 14, 1918.
FR. BAKER BEFORE THE COMMITTEE,
Secretary Baker stated to the Senate
investigating committee that "no army
of similar size in the history of the
world has ever been raised, equipped
or trained so quickly," and he added
that "no such provision has ever been
made for the comfort, health and general well-being of an army." The crossexamination to which Mr. Baker was
afterward subjected brought out nothing which refuted either of those assertions. What he said, therefore, must
be literally true.
It is by this sovereign fact that fair
minds will judge the performance of
the War Department under the direction of Mr. Baker. And by that test the
judgment must be, not only that it is
innocent of the blundering and inefficiency charged to it, but that it has
earned the Nation's applause for having shown an energy and intelligence
of action unsurpassed by any record or
example of achievement that is available as a criterion of excellence. Taking a microscope, one can find many
flaws in the performance.
But not
even when the eye of partisanship
examines it through a microscope can
one find in it flaws that are either
large or deep. It is by the magnitude
and the difficulty of the task that the
performance is justly to be judged, and
by that test it is splendid.
The fact is that, compared with the
task wheh confronted Mr. Baker when
Congress declared war, the seven labors
of Hercules were but an afternoon's
chore. He was called on to create,
discipline and train an army of a million and a half men with both the
human and the material constituents of
an army to be found. He has done
that within eight months. It could
have been done within less time if we
had been in anything like a state of
preparedness. It was the fault of the
country at large mostly, since the
country persistently withheld its assent
from the proposals which far-seeing
men had made. And in any apportionment of the fault, the share of Congress itself is incomparably greater
than could be allotted to Mr. Baker.
All the possible faults of Mr. Baker
shrink into trivialness compared with
that of Congress in enacting the Hay
Bill in preference to that advocated by
Mr. Baker's predecessor, Mr. Garrison.
The President himself is not altogether
unscathed by this criticism.
Considered merely as a moneyspending task, under the restraint of
having to safeguard the Government
from possible extortion, the job has
been a monumental one. A reading of
the items of appropriation will impress
this fact on the mind. The appropriation bill, which was Mr. Baker's chart
of directions, carries single items, not
merely of millions, tens of millions and
hundreds of millions, but of billions.
The appropriation for the Quartermaster General's Department, for example,
was $3,018,000,000, while that for the
Ordnance Department was $3,200,000,000. The job towered to the sky,

and its foundations reached ten stones
down into the ground. Before uniforms
could be provided, cloth had to be
found, and the search for cloth led to a
search for wool. This particular task
began on the ranges and pastures, as
that of providing shelter for the drafted soldiers began1 with the uncut trees
of the forests. Viewed in this way,
what we behold looks more like the
work of magicians than of blunderers,
and the biggest of all the failures contracts to the magnitude of a speck.
Most has been made out of the shortage of rifles and machine guns and the
lack of artillery. One general observation is to be made of these particular
criticisms.
It is that none of these
lacks and shortages has retarded the
sending of soldiers to France. Our
force there would not be greater than
it is, even if these things had been
ready in superabundance. The limitation on the sending of troops to France
has been the inadequacy of steamships.
Complete equipment has been ready as
fast as there has been transportation,
so- that, by the test of their consequences, these delays are worthy of the
consideration only or ttiose who have
set out on a fault-finding expedition,
The fact seems to be that Mr. Baker
and his coadjutors acted with most
shrewdness in respect to particularly
these very matters. They were assured that France was prepared, without damage to itself, to provide our
forces with all the artillery they would
need this year, and Mr. Baker very
wisely decided to allow our own production of artillery to proceed leisurely
as a means of providing energies for
more urgent tasks. Foreseeing, too,
that some delay in the production of
rifles and machine guns could be tolerated without being the cause of delaying the sending of troops, he permitted
that delay, urged by the advice of experts that it would result in the production of rifles and machine guns
much superior to any that could be
hoped for if instant production was
demanded. That this immense advantage has been gained at the cost of a
delay that was innocuous has been
declared by all the experts. They have
asserted that the modification of the
Enfield rifle, which was the occasion
of the delay in the outturn of them,
has made it the most effective weapon
of this kind now in use, greater in
carrying power than any of the rifles
used by our allies, and, what is more
important, greater than that of the
rifles for which our troops will be the
targets. Certainly such an achievement
is not, censurable, and especially so
since it has cost us nothing in time.
The delay in the production of machine

guns was caused" by the preference
given to the new Browning gun over
the Lewis gun. But, if the experts
of the Ordnance Bureau know what
they are talking about, to say nothing
of the experts in the factories, the
Browning gun is greatly superior to
the Lewis gun; and since, again, the
choice of it has not delayed or retarded
the sending of troops to France by a
single day, the decision made must be
thought by fair minds to deserve praise
rather than condemnation.
Mr. Baker's statement is left undcstroyed and unshaken. "No army of
similar size in the history of the world
has ever been raised, equipped or
trained so quickly. No such provision
has ever been made for the comfort,
health and general well-being of an
army." That assertion was not disproved. The only thing which the senatorial critics succeeded in showing
was that the War Department had not
achieved perfection, and only those who
are blind to the magnitude and difficulty of the job will think that the
imperfection is great enough to justify
the furore which the politicians have
j made.'
;
i
|

Better Soon Than "Too I^nte."
If some of the criticism hurled at the
Fuel Administration is not altogether
justified the responsibility for misunder-.
standing lies with the Fuel Administrator
himself.
Dr. Garfield's later explanations look
very much like, a case of "passing the
buck" to Hie Director of Railways, it now
being said that the trouble is not with
coal production but with transportation.
Even that, however, is no excuse for Dr.
Garfield's giving the country no warning,
and without the warning that would mean
preparation, upsetting the whole course
of industrial life.
It must be felt at the Capitol that the
present scheme of governmental organization is wrong or inadequate to the problems of war. else no SUCh demand for a
change would be made in the face of the
President's known opposition to any
change. The plain truth is that this
breakdown in the fuel situation, coming
on the heels of the unfavorable, impression
Secretary Baker made upon the Senate
Military Affaire Committee, has forced
Congress to the conviction that something
is radically wrong; it may be in the form
of organization, it may be in men. And
with all its sincerity in upholding the
President, the country has come to the
belief that it is high time he should see
what is going on around him—or, rather,
is not going on.
Sooner or later there is' bound to be a
house cleaning. Is it not far better it
should come soon rather than "too late?"
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WILSON GIVES PROGRAM
Urges Laws Giving Added Powers
to War and Navy Secretaries.

j lamaitona to govern the conduct of such
^enemies.
Inclusion in the conservation pro
gram of the daylight saving bill In order to save coal.
A general fisheries bill to regulate
,.i« right* of Americans and Canadians!
in fisheries In North American waters.

OPPOSED TO MUNITIONS CHIEE
Tells Party Iieaders Legislation Is
Needed to Extend Food and Fuel
Control Laws—Railroad, Conservation and Daylight Saving Measures
Included—Division in Congress.
President "Wilson has stated anew to !
Democratic congressional leaders the
legislative program which he desires
enacted at the present session of Congress to insure the success of American
arms in the war.
Unyielding in his opposition to the
much-advocated secretaryship of munitions, the President now calls upon
Congress to enact a program which,
omitting the new post for which many
members of his own party have clamored, includes an extension of the authority already vested in the Secretaries of War and Navy.
Besides the railroad bill and the general conservation measures now pending in the Senate and House with executive approval. Mr. Wilson has called
for the enactment of this program:
War and Navy Reorganisation.
Removal of all statutory obstacles to
a. more effective business organization
of the work of the executive departments, especially the War and Navy departments.
Extension of the food and fuel control bills to include control of all necessaries, their production and price.
Extension of present laws.to control
operations of alien enemies, particularly to curtail the activities of alien
women, and to provide more adequate
punishment for violation of all proc-

Members Growing Restive.
The President's demand for new legislation came simultaneously with the
promulgation of the revolutionary and
already historic order from Dr. ^arfleld shutting down industries. It has
come also at a time when not only Republicans, but members of the President's own party, are becoming more
asserttive of their legislative initiative.
The new program finds Congress already dividing on the bill for the control of the railroads under government
operation.

Wilson Ready to Agree to
Formation
of War Cabinet
. *»
Senators Frame Bill Providing for a Council of
Three Men—Plan Also a Director of Supplies
—President Will Accept Both if Country
Shows It Wants Both Established
By C. W. Gilbert

WASHINGTON, Jan. 18.—The Senate them
in cnarge of the war. Its best
Military Affairs Committee decided tobrains, or, better still, its best execuday to introduce a bill creating a war
tive brains, are not here. There are
cabinet.
good minds here. Mr. McAdoo is an
The Administration is now disposed able man, with too much to do.
Mr.
to yield not only in regard to this new
Baker is a brilliant man, miscast in
and central executive for all war activhis present job. Mr. Baruch has the
ities, but also in regard to an execucapacity to get things done, which he
tive for supplies, provided for in the
exercises in an advisory capacity. Mr.
munitions director bill which the MiliHoover shows the same ability here he
tary Affairs Committee reported to-day.
showed in feeding Belgium.
The President is said to be much
But each of these men has only a
disturbed over the situation and to
part of the enormous job of war makrealize the extent to which the Senate
ing to do, and sometimes the wrong
has the support of the country. The
part, and there is no one except Presorder of Fuel Administrator Garfield
ident Wilson, spasmodically and as he'
has borne fruit. The way is clear now
finds time to do it or as the pressure
for a reorganization of the war-making
of circumstances compels him to do it,
agencies of the government.
who gives his attention to our war acThe war cabinet bill agreed on by
C5
tivities as a whole.
the Military Affairs Committee is not
H
The President should have under him
to be made public until the text of it
a small body of the ablest men in the
has been submitted to the President,
country who would give their whole
OS
which is a sign that at least cooperaenergies to keeping the national war
tion at the White House is not regardmachine running smoothly. These men
ed as impossible.
should represent him in his relations
Wilson Hasn't Time
[with all the departments and agencies
of the government charged with war
To Handle All Problems
activities. The Secretary of War and
The creation of a war cabinet is the
the Secretary of the Navy should be
most important single step that can be
subordinate to the war cabinet, just as
taken to bring order out of the chaos
much as Mr. Garfield, Mr. Hoover and
here.
Our war organization centres
Mr. Hurley. The heads of the War Ofnowhere short of the President, and it
fice and of the Admiralty in England
is not possible for him to give the act under the direction of the War
time that is required to planning for Cabinet.
The situation is up to the public. If j
the war and seeing that the plans are
carried out without conflict among de- the country insists upon having its big
men put in charge here directly under I
partments and other administrative the President and above the present!
agencies.
iy».
Cabinet, all it has to do is to make its
There is no one here whose business wishes heard. The PjceeWerrt-ts-yielding. And the Senate only needs popu-;
it was to foresee and guard against the lar support to stand firm.
mistakes that have led to the present
! Suspension of industry. England and
Senate Bills Would
France have found it necessary to have
small executive bodies giving their enMake Radical Change
tire time to the conduct of the war.
In Conduct of War
Where we have a Cabinet that sits for
WASHINGTON,' Jan.
18.—Radical
a little while twice a week, they have
in the one case a special cabinet, in the changes in the government's war makother case a committee which gives its ing machinery are proposed in bills to
ffl
whole time, every day in the week, all establish a war council of three memi—i
day long, to the management of the bers, all-powerful under the President,
and to create a director of war muniwar.
tions, approved to-day by the Senate
War Cabinet Would
Military Committee.
The bill for a director of munitions
Have Compelled Speed
was placed before the Senate to-day and
Had there been a war cabinet here that for the war council will be introduced by Chairman Chamberlain Monthe necessity of taking over the rail- day, when the Senate reconvenes.
roads would have been seen early and
Proposals to have the Secretaries of
promptly acted upon. Had there been War and Navy as ex offlcio members
such a cabinet there would have been of the war council were rejected tosome one to get on the trail of Mr. day by the committee before the measDenman and Mr. Hurley and see that ure was put in formal form.
we' got ships, instead of promises.
As ordered reported, the bill proThere would have been a comprehen- poses that the three members of the
sive war plan, and that plan would not war council shall be appointed by the
have been subject to change by the Sec- President, with confirmation by the
retary of War acting alone without any Senate, and be directly under the
reference to the Shipping Board or the President and above the Cabinet in
Food Administration.
authority, with power to "supervise,
The creation of a war cabinet gives control and direct all departments, buthe country an opportunity to bring its reaus and agencies of the government
best brains to Washington and put in the prosecution of the war."
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ext of the Order Issued by Garfield
Which Halts the Nation's Business

,T5ir,o- order
last
The following
order was
was issued
is
night by the fuel administration:
"U. S. Fuel Administration,
"Washington, D. C, Jan. 17, 191S.
"Regulation Making Provision for a
More Adequate Supply of Fuel
for Railroads, Domestic Consumers, Public Utilities and
I
Other Uses Necessary to the
I
National Security.
"file United States fuel administrator, acting under the authority of an executive order of the
President of the United States
dated 23 August, 1917, appointing
said administrator, in furtherance
of the purposes of said order and
of the purposes of the act of Congress therein referred to, approved
10 August, 1917, and finding it essential effectively to carry out the
provisions of this act, to make provision for a more adequate supply
of fuel for railroads, domestic, consumers, public utilities, and for
other uses necessary to the national security in certain parts of
the United States, hereby makes
and prescribes the following regulation:
SECTION O:NE.
"Until further order of the United
States fuel administrator, all persons selling fuel in whatever capacity shall, in filling, their contracts or orders now on hand, give
preference to necessary current requirements of railroads, domestic
consumers, hospitals, charitable institutions, army and navy cantonments, public utilities, by-product
coke plants supplying gas for household use. telephone and telegraph
plants, shipping for bunker purposes, the United States for strictly governmental purposes (not including factories or plants working
on contracts for the United States),
manufacturers of perishable food
or of food for necessary immediate
consumption, and municipal, county,
or State governments for necessary
public uses. Any tonnage remaining after the foregoing preferred
shipments have been made, may be
applied in filing any other contracts
or orders,
'"SECTION TWO.
"On the following days, namely,
January 18, 19, 20, ,21 and 22, 1918,
the State fuel administrators and
their accredited representatives in
the various communities in the territory in which this regulation applies are hereby empowered and
directed to divert such fuel as arrives in such communities in carload lots to meet the current requirements and to provide an adequate and normal supply for such
consumers of fuel as are specified
in Section 1 hereof.
"SECTION THREE.
"On the following days, namely,
January 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22, 1918,
and also on each and every Monday,
beginning January 28, 1918, and
continuing up to and including
March 25, 1918, no manufacturer or
manufacturing plant shall burn
fuel or use power derived from fuel
for any purpose, with the following exceptions:
"(a) Plants which necessarily
must be continuously operated seven
days each week to avoid serious injury to the plant itself or its contents may use only such quantity
of fuel as is necessary to prevent
such injury to the plant or its contents.
"(b) Manufacturers or plants
manufacturing perishable foods . or
foods for necessary immediate consumption.
"(c) Manufacturers' of food not
nerishable and not- n^waarv fn«

1

lish ort^legal holidays bther than
the Sabbath; or, if such plants do
not customarily print or publish
any editions on such legal holidays, they may burn *uel or use
such power to such extent as is
necessary to issue one edition on
the said Mondays;
"(e)
Printing
establishments
may burn fuel on January 18, 19,
20, 21 and 22, 191S, to such extent
as is necessary to issue current
number of magazines and other
publications periodically issued;
"SECTION FOUR.
"On each Monday, beginning
January 21, 1918, and continuing
up to and including Monday, March
25, 1918, no fuel shall be burned
(except to such extent as is essential to prevent injury to property
from freezing) for the purpose of
supplying heat for:
(a) Any business or professional
offices, except offices used by the
United States, State, county or
municipal governments, transportation companies, public utility
companies, telephone or telegraph
companies, banks, trust companies,
physicians or dentists;
"(b) Wholesale or retail stores, or
any other stores, business houses
or business buildings whatever,
except that for the purpose of selling food only, stores may maintain necessary heat on any of the
specified days until 12 .p'clock
noon; and except that for the purpose of selling drugs and medical
supplies only, stores may maintain
necessary heat throughout the day
and evening;
"(c) Theaters, moving ..picture
houses, bowling alleys, billiard
rooms, private or public dance
halls or any other place of public
amusement.
SECTION FIVE.
"On each Monday beginning January 21, 191S, and continuing up to
and including March 25, 1918, no
fuel shall be burned for the purpose
of heating rooms in which intoxicating liquor is sold or served on
those days.
"Nothing in this regulation shall
be construed to forbid the heating
of restaurants, hotels, or other
places in which meals are served,
but in which no intoxicating liquor
is sold or served on the said Mondays.
SECTION SIN.
"No fuel shall be burned on any
of the Mondays specified in the
foregoing section for the purpose
of supplying ,power for the movement of surface, elevated, subway,
or suburban cars or trains in excess
of the amount used on the Sunday
previous thereto.
SECTION SEVEN.
"Nothing in this regulation shall
be construed to apply to or affect
the operation of any mine or plant
producing fuel, nor shall this
regulation be construed to forbid
the heating of such rooms or offices, or such portions of buildings,
as are used In connection with the
(Production, transportation or distribution of fuel.
SECTION EIGHT.
"State fuel administrators amd
their representatives specifically
authorized so to do are hereby
empowered to grant such relief as
may be essential to prevent Injury
to health or to prevent destruction
of or injury to property by fire or
freezing.
SECTION NINE.
"This regulation is effective
throughout the United States . east
of the Mississippi River, including
the whole of the States of Louisiana and Minnesota.
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ext of the Order Issued by Garfield
Which Halts the Nation's Business
owing- order was issued last
The followi
light by the fuel administration:
"U. S. Fuel Administration,
"Washington, D. C, Jan. 17, 191S.
"Regulation Making Provision for a
More Adequate Supply of Fuel
for Railroads, Domestic Consumers, Public Utilities and
Other Uses Necessary to the
National Security.
"The United States fuel administrator, acting under the authority of an executive order of the
President of the United States
dated 23 August, 1917, appointing
said administrator, in furtherance
of the purposes of said order and
of the purposes of the act of Congress therein referred to, approved
10 August, 1917, and finding it essential effectively to carry out the
provisions of this act, to make provision for a more adequate supply
of fuel for railroads, domestic consumers, public utilities, and for
other uses necessary to the national security in certain parts of
the United States, hereby makes
and prescribes the following regulation:
SECTION OME.
"Until further order of the United
States fuel administrator, all persons selling fuel in whatever ca^
pacity shall, in filling, their contracts or orders now on hand, give
preference to necessary current requirements of railroads, domestic
consumers, hospitals, charitable institutions, army and navy cantonments, public utilities, by-product
coke plants supplying gas for household use, telephone and telegraph
plants, shipping for bunker purposes, the United States for strictly governmental purposes (not including factories or plants'working
on contracts for the United States),
manufacturers of perishable food
or of food for necessary immediate
consumption, and municipal, county,
or State governments for necessary
public uses. Any tonnage remaining after the foregoing preferred
shipments have been made, may be
applied in filing any other contracts
or orders.
'"SECTION TWO.
"On the following days, namely,
January 18, 19, 20,,21 and 22, 1918,
the State fuel administrators and
their accredited representatives in
the various communities in the territory in which this regulation applies are hereby empowered and
directed to divert such fuel as arrives in such communities in carload lots to meet the current requirements and to provide an adequate and normal supply for such
consumers of fuel as are specified
in Section 1 hereof.
"SECTION THREE.
"On the following days, namely,
January 18, 19. 20, 21 and 22, 1918,
and also on each and every Monday,
beginning January 28, 1918, and
continuing up to and including
March 25, 1918, no manufacturer or
manufacturing plant shall burn
fuel or use power derived from fuel
for any purpose, with the following exceptions:
"(a) Plants which ' necessarily
must be continuously operated seven
days each week to avoid serious injury to the plant itself or its contents may use only such quantity
of fuel as is necessary to prevent
such injury to the plant or its contents.
"(b) Manufacturers or plants
manufacturing perishable foods , or
foods for necessary immediate consumption.
"(c) Manufacturers' of food not
perishable and not necessary fo«
immediate consumption may burn
fuel to the extent authorized by the
fuel administrator of the State in
which such plant is located or by
his duly authorized representative
upon application by the United
I States food administrator.
"(d) Plants necessary to the
printing and publication of daily
' papers may burn fuel or use power
derived therefrom as usual, except
that on every Monday from January 21 to March 25, 1918, inclusive,
they may burn fuel or use power
derived therefrom only to such extent as is necessary to print and
publish such ' editions as such
plants customarily print and pub-

^legal holidays ether than
lish 0A^1(
the Sabbath; or, if such plants do
not customarily print or publish
any editions on such legal holidays, they may burn ftiel or use
such power to such extent as is
necessary to issue one edition on
the said Mondays;
"(e)
Printing
establishments
may burn fuel on January IS, 19,
20, 21 and 22, 191S, to such extent
as is necessary to issue current
number of magazines and other
publications periodically issued;
"SECTION POUR.
"On eacli Monday, beginning
January 21, 1918, and continuing
up to and including Monday, March
25, 1918, no fuel shall be burned
(except to such .extent as is essential to prevent Injury to property
from freezing) for the purpose of
supplying heat for:
(a) Any business or professional
offices, except offices used by the
United States, State, county or
municipal governments, transportation companies, public utility
companies, telephone or telegraph
companies, banks, trust companies,
physicians or dentists;
"(b) Wholesale or retail stores, or
any other stores, business houses
or business buildings whatever,
except that for the purpose of selling food only, stores may maintain necessary heat on any of the
specified days until 12 .o'clock
noon; and except that for the purpose of selling drugs and medical
supplies only, stores may maintain
necessary heat throughout the day
and evening;
"(c) Theaters, moving .picture
houses, bowling alleys, billiard
rooms, private or public dance
halls or any other place of public
amusement.
SECTION FIVE.
"On each Monday beginning January 21, 191S, and continuing up to
and including March 25, 1918, no
fuel shall be burned for the purpose
of heating rooms in which intoxicating liquor is sold or served on
those days.
"Nothing in this regulation shall
be construed to forbid the heating
of restaurants, hotels, or other
places in which meals are served,
but in which no intoxicating liquor
is sold or served on the said Mondays.
SECTION SIN.
"No fuel shall be burned on any
of the Mondays specified in the
foregoing section for the purpose
of supplying .power for the movement of surface, elevated, subway,
or suburban cars or trains in excess
of the amount used on the Sunday
previous thereto.
SECTION SEVEN.
"Nothing in this regulation shall
be construed to apply to or affect
the operation of any mine or plant
producing fuel, nor shall this
regulation be construed to forbid
the heating of such rooms or offices, or such portions of buildings,
as are used in connection with the
.production, transportation or distribution of fuel.
SECTION EIGHT.
"State fuel administrators a»d
their representatives specifically
authorized so to do are hereby
empowered to grant such relief as
may be essential to prevent injury
to health or to prevent destruction
of or injury to property by fire or
freezing.
SECTION NINE.
"This regulation is effective
throughout the United States east
of the Mississippi River, including
the whole of the States of Louisiana and Minnesota.
SECTION TEN.
"Any .person, firm, association or
corporation which violates or , refuses to conform to the above
regulation may be liable to the
penalty prescribed in the aforesaid
act of Congress.
"H. A. GARFIELD,
"United States Fuel Administrator.'
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land speculating profiteer produces nothing. Discrimination in favor of the non-producing
profiteer must tend to discourage investments in
productive industries. Hog Island is by no means
the only place where bad results of this unwise
policy are noticeable. Why adhere to it?
* * *
Mayor Hylan is trying to collect in New York
the personal property taxes which John D. Rockefeller is said to have evaded in Ohio. Perhaps
Mayor Hylan has discovered a way that has
not already been proved a failure to compel
wealthy men to obey the personal property tax
law. But if he has made such a discovery, it is
doubtful if he knows how to prevent any wealthy
man from changing his legal residence and thus
escape payment after all. The way to reach Mr.
Rockefeller's wealth is not through taxation of
personal property. He is said to have $400,000,000 in intangible securities, although his personal assessment is but $5,000,000. These securities are but scraps of paper. They are evidences
of ownership in property somewhere, such as pipe
line franchises, mines, ore beds, oil wells, refineries and other forms of wealth and natural resources. There is no need to engage in the thankless task of finding the paper evidences of ownership when the property itself is out in the open
and can be taxed. Proper taxation of this property would be equivalent to taxation of the securities representing it. But the effort to enforce the
unenforcible personal property tax allows the
tangible property to escape its fair share of taxation, while the owner finds it easy to conceal from
the assessor his intangibles.
* * *
Mayor Hylan states a partial truth in his letter
urging the Tax Commissioners to take action
against John D. Rockefeller. He says that New
York real estate is taxed too heavily. Real estate
consists of land and improvements, and so far as
improvements are concerned Mr. Hylan is right.
There is no reason why the New York landowner
who puts up a modern building should be taxed
more than the owner of a similar piece of land
who has thereon an old rookery or holds it out of
use entirely. Because such a tax system is maintained, Broadway and other leading streets of the
nation's metropolis are largely covered with buildings that would be considered disgraceful in a
small village. Properly improved real estate in

Public
New York city is unquestionably taxed too much.
But land values are taxed too little. What New
York needs is abolition of taxes on real estate, as
well as on personal property, and substitution of
a tax on land values only.

Mr. Baker Emerges
The thorough overhauling received by the War
Department from the Senate Committee on Military Affairs has been a good thing from every
point of view. A high official of the Department
said the other day in private conversation that
he could not see any problem of our mobilization except in terms of coffins and the blackrobed women of Paris. Tolerance of incompetency, the playing of politics, consideration for
anything except getting results, appeared to him
in the light of treason. That is the feeling of
the people of this country. For nine months
they have been extraordinarily trustful, with a
trust involving not merely acquiescence, but the
giving without stint of their most precious.
Friends of Secretary Baker who resent the recent
flood of criticism are short-sighted. Here we
must give credit to that quality of stubborn
loyalty in President Wilson that arouses our impatience in the case of a Burleson and a Gregory.
Secretary Baker has emerged magnificently from
the wreck of the bureaucracy that was the War
Department when he entered it. And there is
no danger that he will be interfered with in the
interval before the fact of his emergence can
make itself known to the country.
The War Department's record can be flyspecked with legitimate criticism involving details. For the moment, the country's perspective
can be destroyed. Eventually, the public will
consider every criticism and every attack in the
light of facts like these:
The War Department has undergone a transformation and expansion compared with which
the greatest achievement of American business
appears trifling. Today it employs close to
2,000,000 men, including civilians, and is operating on a budget of $9,000,000,000.
The major policies of our war mobilization involved the formulation of comprehensive programs on a huge scale. These in turn involved
radical innovations, to be carried through only
by leaders exercising initiative, courage, determination and political wisdom of the highest
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order. Most important of these was the drafting of the conscription act, the procuring of its
enactment by Congress and its acceptance by the
country, and finally its administration by methods
that would vindicate its fairness and its wisdom.
Today we take for granted the accomplishment
of these tasks. They involved statesmanship
and administrative efficiency of the highest order.
A veteran labor leader with a wide and intimate
acquaintance in the labor field said the other day
in Washington that the impartial administration
of the conscription act had done more than anything else to win for the Government the confidence and support of the wage earners. When
they saw millionaires' sons drafted side by side
with their own they knew that Uncle Sam was
" on the square." They didn't expect this—they
had no reason to—and when they saw it their
quick, warm appreciation went out to the Government—at once a tribute and a sorry reflection.
But Mr. Baker's most noteworthy contribution, the most fundamentally efficient and necessary task accomplished in this country in connection with the war, lies outside the field of
military mobilization. It is a task for which he
will get no credit and endless abuse from metropolitan newspapers and partisan critics. For to
understand it involves an understanding of social
and economic conditions in this country that no
metropolitan newspaper editor, with trifling exceptions, would be permitted to exhibit. It is
literally true that the greatest obstacle to any
half-way effectual mobilization of this country's
war-making resources was the disaffection of
vast numbers of wage earners and producers in
factory, mine and farm. They might love their
country, but they distrusted its courts and its
officials. And with their employers they were in
open or sullen and suppressed enmity. This
is only another way of saying that our greatest
obstacle was the possession by a small class of
our population of privileges involving private
monopoly control over the nation's natural resources and its major industrial and commercial
processes, and through this control of an altogether disproportionate, anti-social and unjust
influence with agencies of government. Bred of
the situation were the unreasoning opposition of
many important employers and financiers to the
introduction of the most elementary forms of
democracy in plant organization, and their insistence upon their right to control great essential
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industries in the spirit of a Prussian war-lord.
These were our real " enemies within," and it is
in mastering them or mitigating their power for
vitally crippling us that Secretary Baker has
shown his greatest efficiency. It has been, above
all, a matter of his spirit, reaching out and influencing scores and hundreds and millions of
other men—a spirit of fundamental democracy, a
spirit of sympathy and understanding for every
democratic force and every democratic aspiration
in the land. It has been also a matter of firmness and courage, as when he insisted upon the
eight-hour day and arbitration of disputes in
proffering contracts to the most arrogant of all
our Prussians—the men who domineer our steel
industry. Easy enough to say this was not a task
for a War Secretary. War's necessities was always the ultimate appeal. And there was none
other to do it. Mr. Gompers could not, for
reasons that would fill a book. President Wilson,
occupied with other problems, could and did do
all within the power of an official once removed.
Of ultimate importance, he commissioned Mr.
Baker to do it, and so vicariously but in a very
real sense he did it all. But it is Mr. Baker who
in execution has saved the situation, by convincing the workers and producers of America
that this is a war for democracy—that they are
not asked to give their toil or their lives for the
atrocious present, but for the opportunity to carry
on the struggle here at home for a free future,
uninterrupted by the menace of foreign aggression and the domestic militarism and toryism
that such a menace would foster and maintain.
Mr. Baker's unforgivable sin in the minds of
his foremost critics is just his determination that
we shall take our war aims seriously, that we
shall not, while destroying a present menace to
world peace, sow the seeds of a future menace
by planting militarism in our own soil. Senator
Chamberlain's animus against the Secretary of
War came out at the secret session which concluded the testimony of Mr. Baker. It was not
machine guns or over-coats. It was Mr. Baker's
recommendation against permanent universal
compulsory military service in his annual report.
Mr. Chamberlain wanted to know, after the reporters had been dismissed, why Mr. Baker had
seen fit to oppose his bill. And Mr. Baker
repeated that this was no time to adopt as a
fixed policy a program involving the very things
we are fighting to destroy in Europe.
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To understand America—the America of the
toilers, the America of the common man and his
hope—is to damn a public official in the eyes of
men who are many and exceedingly powerful.
That is Mr. Baker's great sin. Our supermen
of business are too stupid, too wrapped in confident power, to understand that such as he
stand between them and the Bolsheviki.
On the military side, it is enough to know, as
THE PUBLIC does know, that Mr. Baker is
neither complacent nor satisfied. He has done
an unprecedented job with unprecedented speed
and efficiency. But he is ceaselessly changing,
reorganizing, heeding criticism, driving harder
and faster. That he refused to become apologetic
before the attack of men prejudiced by his opposition to permanent universal service may have
been impolitic; it certainly was human and just
as certainly justified by the facts. Those who
criticize him for lack of tact and humility under
the fire of the Committee will find their ideal,
not among courageous democrats, but in the
perfect technique of humility, tact and suavity
exhibited by the breed of lawyers who serve as
jackals for privilege in its negotiations with
legislative and regulatory bodies.

A Drive at Excess Profits
When the War Industries Board last summer rejected the device of pooling as a means
of getting maximum production in our essential war industries without exorbitant prices,
THE PUBLIC ventured the assertion that this was
the most serious defeat yet suffered by the progressive wing in the Government at Washington.
At the same time it reported that the advocates
of pooling were not discouraged, that the pricefixing policy was still in its tentative stage, and
that different arrangements might ensue in the
future. There is now hope that the time is near
for the adoption of a fairer and more adequate
adjustment. The possibilities of government
supervision through pooling never have been
fully presented to and understood by the American public. The issue between this and the unscientific and unfair measures resorted to in the
stress of the first six months by the War Industries Board is an issue of the first importance.
Invaluable gains in the direction of economic
justice and industrial efficiency are at stake.
Under the pooling arrangement urged by the
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Federal Trade Commission and authorized by a
section in the Pomerene-Lever act, the entire
production of coal would be purchased by the
Federal Government and handled on Government
account from the time it left the mine until it
passed into the hands of the wholesale distributor. Its selling price would be an average-cost
price, plus a trifling charge for Government administration and a fair profit for the wholesaler
and retailer. Each operator would receive a
price based on the cost of production at his mine
plus a fair profit. Operations would be supervised by the augmented engineering staff of the
Bureau of Mines, which would have authority to
bring every mine up to the most efficient operating standards and, where advisable in the interests of maximum production, to guarantee a
price that would permit the financing of necessary improvements in equipment and method.
It is in the method provided for arriving at costs
that the pooling section of the Pomerene-Lever
act is of chief interest to readers of THE PUBLIC.
It provides that the Federal Trade Commission
" shall allow cost of production, including the
expense of operation, maintenance, depreciation
and depletion," and shall add thereto a just and
reasonable profit. The various items would be
determined by the Commission. The first three
are obvious. The fourth, that of depletion, would
include the sums ordinarily listed as " return on
capital invested." Certain false values could be
and probably would be disregarded by the Commission in determining the depletion account.
Short of Government ownership and operation,
this is the only equitable and efficient method yet
devised for maintaining maximum production
without fixing a price based on costs at the weakest and least efficient mine, and so a price grossly
exorbitant for the majority of producers. It involves a large measure of public control. It
eliminates competition, and it probably would
lead ultimately to public ownership. Now, THE
PUBLIC has no objection to Government ownership in any field where competition, even when
shorn of privileged control of natural resources,
may be proven inefficient and uneconomical. Indeed, it shares the feeling of Mr. Louis F. Post
and many others of his school that the field of
Government ownership must be extended to take
in certain industries where the advantages of integrated operations on a huge scale have been
clearly demonstrated, where the element of in-
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ertia forbids competition as effectually as in the
cases of the railroads, the street railways, the
telephone and the telegraph. Mr. George Foster
Peabody believes the time has come to extend it
to the coal industry, and he has the support of
Sir Albert Stanley, who, as President of the
Board of Trade, administers both the railroads
and the coal mines of Great Britain. Yet Sir
Albert's plan, as outlined in an interview with
the correspondent of the New York Times, is
very similar to that urged for this country by the
Federal Trade Commission and particularly by
Commissioner W. B. Colver. Government operation of industries could much better begin with
copper and steel, produced for the most part in
tightly organized districts of no great geographical area, and more easily amenable to a unified,
centralized control. Our coal mines are tucked
away among a thousand hills, from Washington
to Georgia and from Pennsylvania to New Mex'co. To undertake any greater degree of Government supervision than is provided by the pooling section of the Pomerene-Lever act would put
Government operation to an extremely difficult
test. Proponents of Government ownership
should be the last to advocate measures that
would overload the shoulders of our federal executives.
At a recent Congressional hearing, Fuel Administrator Garfield was asked about the possibility of resorting to the pooling section of the
act under which he is working. He replied that
it would be not only possible, but perhaps desirable, and he intimated that a radical change in
the methou of '-ontrolling prices and production
would be made after April i, or as soon as the
passing of the cold-weather crisis permits a readjustment. Equally encouraging is the report
from Washington, printed in the usually reliable
Iron Age, that steel producers are worried by a
proposal to apply the pooling system to steel.
" There is an evident purpose to reduce prices
obtained by integrated companies," says this
trade journal. " By the Pomerene bill or in some
other way a Government control is aimed at that
will take over all output, but at different prices
to different producers. The market price would
then be an average and not at a level fixed by the
costs of high-cost plants. In the face of such a
proposal the steel trade has modified its first feeling of satisfaction with the recent official action
on present prices."
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The country knows that the present official
prices for steel and copper are outrageously high.
Figures on production-costs obtained by the Federal Trade Commission at great expense were
kept from the public and disregarded, and the
War Industries Board fixed prices on a basis of
accommodation, with the Government doing a
major share of the accommodating. True, no
legal authority existed for fixing steel prices, but
publication of the Trade Commission's report
would have forced the companies to accept a fair
price. The existing prices have no relation to
what should be the basic controlling factor—that
is, the cost of getting out the raw materials. Instead, prices were fixed for plates, for the finished product, and the price for iron ore tailed
along according to the War Industries Board's
sense of proportion.
With the Government standing back of every
essential war industry with all its financial resources, there is not the slightest excuse for a
system of price control that gives to private corporations a penny more than the " just and reasonable profit" provided by the terms of the
Pomerene-Lever act. The pooling plan would
not only eliminate war profiteering—it would
also so effectually isolate and expose the various
grafts and privileges in our basic industries that
they could never again be restored.

Secretary Wilson's Opportunity
Without newspaper notice or public knowledge a very interesting and important problem
has pressed its way to a satisfactory solution in
Washington. The announcement late last week
that President Wilson has vested all the duties
of war-time labor administration in Secretary
Wilson and the Department of Labor means not
only what it affirms; it means also that these
duties are not to be vested in a temporary board
or council, ruled by % strbng man of the deskpounding-I'll-stand-no-norfsense type. From the
moment of its creation and the appointment of
a former union officiar-efs its head, the Department of Labor has been harassed and crippled
by the constant opposition of powerful interests
with efficient agents in Congress. Its Bureau of
Labor Statistics, its mediation service, its employment agencies, have been starved of money.
Its officials have accomplished much with nothing. They have never accomplished enough.
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The Conduct of the War.
A PLAN is now under consideration which, if adopted by Congress, will
place authority and responsibility for the conduct of the war upon
a council, independent of and superior to the cabinet. It is proposed that the council shall consist of the President, the Secretary of War,
the Secretary of the Navy and three members from civil life not otherwise connected with the government. To this council are to be confided
the war powers that are now scattered through departments, boards, commissions and individuals.
In view of the incompetence that has become so glaringly manifest in
the last few days, it is evident that far-reaching changes will have to be
made before the United States will be effective in war. The question is
how to make changes that will be for the better and not for the worse.
We think everybody will now agree that the mere dumping of undefined and unlimited "powers" upon the executive will not result in a system
that will win the war. Congress, in other words, cannot merely shuffle off
its responsibilities and powers upon the President and expect to see subordinate officials work out intricate problems -without committing such
blunders as that which will hereafter and forever be associated with the
name of Garfield. The President, with characteristic loyalty to a friend,
assumes responsibility for the Garfield order, but the country is thoroughly
aware of the fact that Mr. Wilson cannot hope to go into details in every
branch of the executive department of the government. Incompetent
officials will remain incompetent, in spite of the President's loyalty to them,
and sooner or later their incompetence will work mischief.
Nothing that could come before Congress is more important than the
formulation of the law governing the nation's war-making organization.
It is obvious that the domestic welfare of the people, their incomes, their
firesides and their cupboards are involved in this legislation. In defining
the scope of the proposed council's powers, it is to be hoped that Congress
will exercise greater foresight than was used in framing the food and fuel
law. It should prevent, so far as possible, the irresponsible exercise of
enormous powers by subordinate officials.
The general direction of the proposed legislation is right, because it is
toward concentration of authority and responsibility. The division of authority and scattering of responsibility have led to costly mistakes in the
shipping board, the fuel administration, and, above all, in the War Department. Give inferior men undefined authority and a chance to escape
responsibility and chaos is sure to result. The government's vast war
powers must be exercised coherently, with regard to the execution of complicated and interdependent plans. No department or bureau has a right
to take advantage of another, nor should any subordinate be permitted to
■exercise far-reaching powers unless supreme authority has previously correlated these powers with other activities.
President Wilson is entitled to the earnest and patient cooperation of
Congress in shaping the best method of wielding the war power. In the
reorganization that has been found to be necessary his views should be
sought, to the end that the body finally created shall be in fact a War council, holding in compact compass the powers that have been conferred upon
the executive, and exercising these powers harmoniously in the development and employment of American war strength on land and sea.

UNIVERSAL, MILITARY TRAINING
"The subject of universal military training
continues to be discussed in the country. The
department has not sought and does not now
seek legislation on the subject, chiefly for the
reason that the formulation of a permanent
military policy will inevitably be affected by the
arrangements consequent upon the termination
of the present war. Civilized men must hope
that the future has in store a relief from the
burden of armament and the destruction and
waste of -.var. However vain that hope may
appear in the midst of the most devastating and
destructive war in the history of the race, it persists—perhaps because we are encouraged by
the analagous substitution of courts for force
in the settlement of private controversies; perhaps because all the perfections of nature teach
us that they are the product of processes which
have eliminated waste and substituted constructive for destructive principles. When a permanent military policy, therefore, comes to be
adopted, it will doubtless be conceived in a spirit
which will be adequate to preserve against any
possible attack those vital principles of liberty
upon which democratic institutions are based,
and yet be so restrained as in no event to foster
the growth of mere militarist ambitions or to
excite the apprehension of nations with whom it
is our first desire to live in harmonious and just
accord."
The above quotation is from Secretary Baker's
last report.
The secretary is exactly right. It is impossible
to plan with intelligence for the days after the
war. Everything depends on the prospect of
permanent peace.
If the victory of the allies is as complete as
we hope for and expect it ought not to be necessary to burden our people with universal military service; the urging of such a system now
suggests a lack of faith in the overthrow of the
militarism that menaces the world.
W. J. BRYAN.
f
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BUREAUCRAT OR^PLTTTOCRAT?
The Right and the Wrong Way to Win
the War
By ISAAC F. MARCOSSON
WE HAVE'been at war since last April;
our troops have been in France for
six months. We are told by Washington
that "everything is all right"-that it is
best for the country to take a rosy view of
the situation. This injunction to be cheerful is stimulating, but it is not constructive. We have reached a milepost in the
journey of the war that requires serious
thought and, what is more important, decisive action. No one wants to be lectured,
but here are the facts:
Secretary Baker's testimony before the
congressional committee revealed a lack
of equipment and ordnance; the investigation of the Council of National Defense
shows that all is not serene with contracts; first-hand observers in France (and
1 can personally testify as to the accuracy
of their reports) agree that our troops over
there have small, and in some cases no,
reserves of food, equipment and supplies.
Why does this state of affairs exist?
First and foremost we were unprepared
for war, a lack of readiness condoned, in
Secretary Baker's opinion, by our isolation.
The second reason is that, as in all other
wars, we iiaye been afflicted with bureaucracy. The most conspicuous example
"has been the Ordnance Department. A
third reason lies in the incessant publicity given to our war program. We have
pour on the theory of preparedness by
headlines. With all due respect for the
able and serious-minded men in charge of
our aviation expansion, it must be said that
there have been too much optimism and
too much plain hot air. Newspapers and
magazines have been flooded with articles on "What We Arc Going to Do." It
has only made the Germans work all the
harder! Their answer to our promises
is the biggest air fleet they have .ever
had; one which will be in action long
before ours.
The other day .Major Bishop. V. C. orjle
of tii? most brilliant and daring, aviators
attached to the' British armies in France
and who has brought down forty-three
enemy planes, made a speech in Canada
in which he stated that despite the flood
of exploitation given. our air plans we
could not possibly make ■ good by next
summer and that the brunt of the air
lighting would again fall on our English
allies. Major Bishop did not make this
utterance in captious criticism. He knows
and every man who has seen much of
this war knows—that press-agenting a war
activity is the worst possible policy. He
will probably come in for bitter criticism for his frankness, but in the last
analysis he simply told the truth.

Our whole preparedness situation seems
to get clown to a simple question of bareaucrat or plutocrat. If we are to make
good on our prophecies and keep out constantly growing arm:." equipped we must
commercialize the War Department This
means that the business brains of the country must he commandeered for the war. We
have merely scraped the surface of the
great, field of efficiency that lies ready to
be harvested. England has recruited her
captains of capital and industry for the
great Business of War. She has made
the Ministry of Munitions an efficient annex,
af her army and navy. How was it done?
Simply by taking toll of her' productive
genius and marshaling it into a Congress
of Output. This is a war of output, and
ammunition heads the list.
Secretary Baker s,ays that yve do not
need a Ministry of Munitions in the United
States. No mistake could be costlier than
the failure to put the provision of the
very lifebloctf of war into anything but
a separate business organization, conducted by business men from top to bottom. It was only when England divorced
shell -supply from the bureaucratic, hidebound and tradition-steeped Ordnance Department that she made any progress in
serving her guns. Study the British munitions organization and you find that every
ope. of its many departments is not only
headed by a practical man but every one
of his lieutenants was raised in the same
school of experience. To put regular soldiers under a civilian means that his efforts
are complicated and handicapped.
We
have made a good start in our Ordnance
Department by the acquisition of Samuel
McBoberts, Guy E. Tripp and a few others,
but we need a great many more of similar
type and training.
England faced the same unreadiness that
confronted us when we went to war. She
was slow in adapting herself to the policy
of an out-and-out business war administration. Asquith, who has the soul of a
bureaucrat, said that too many business
men would spoil the Government. It was
unprofessional; to use the old British
phrase, it was not done. As a result, the
nation reaped the whirlwind of reverse
abroad and bitter criticism at home. It
was only when she assigned dynamic lead*
ers of the caliber of Geddes, Stanley,
Rhondda and all the rest of the extraordinary men who are business-managing the
empire today to war work that the Business of War boomed just as if the conduct
of the great conflict had been a colossal
piece of merchandising (as it is) and trained
salesmen had been put on the job.
The United States must realize in her
war ordeal that the.business man ls ner
chief asset and should be capitalized to
the very last degree. For years the capitalist had been looked upon at Washington
as a leper.. He was regarded as a first-aid

to campaign funds and there his usefulness -ended. Success in commerce was a
handicap to national administration. We
did not seem to understand that the same
genius for organization that could build up
a militant industry could likewise rehabilitate an invalid branch of the Government.
The politician could, not see that the vision
that created an empire of finance should
also behold a whole new world commercial
supremacy for the nation. If J. P. MOrgan
the elder had gone into statesmanship he
might have been another Disraeli or Bismarck; in arms a second Von Moltke. Sir
Eric Geddes has proved in England that
'running the war is just like running a
business. The fundamental rules of success have a universal application.
Before the war when our business men
did have half a chance to prove their efficiency in the Government they were almost
invariably blocked at every turn by red
tape and by politics. Quite naturally they
became discouraged and quit.
Happily war needs, which are no respecters of persons or politics, have done
more to give the American business man
recognition than years of argument. Necessity has smashed precedent. One by
one the bureaucrats are being shoved from
their pigeonholes and their places taken
by live, alert, broad-visioned and experienced men of commercial affairs. The salvation of our cause rests with these battalions of practical workers, who must inevitably control every war activity save
only that of actual battle strategy. "
Bureaucracy's days arc numbered.

PRESIDENT WILSON, OPPOSING WAR CABINET,
PRAISES BAKER AND REBUKES CHAMBERLAINBITTER PARTISAN DEBATE IN THE SENATE
Executive Gives Out Statement Saying
He Has Not Been Consulted on the
Proposed New War Legislation
SENATOR ALSO ISSUES EXPLANATION
OF WORDS IN NEW YORK SPEECH
Roosevelt the Target of Bitter Denunciation By Stone, Who Calls Him
"Agent of the Kaiser"—Lodge and
Penrose Make Biting Replies—Penrose Ridicules CoL House—Roosevelt
Due Here Today—Senate Adjourns
Until Thursday—Bill Introduced.
President Wilson threw down the gage of battle last night to
his critics in Congress, and went directly to the people with a
statement defending Secretary Baker and the conduct of the war.
At the close of a day of bitter debate in the Senate on the question
if politics in the war, a statement from the White House challenged the accuracy of the charge of Senator Chamberlain, who said
in New York, on Saturday, that the military establishment of
America had fallen down.
Making it clear to the country that he is unalterably opposed
to the creation of the "war cabinet" proposed by the Senate military affairs committee, the President declared that he had not been
consulted about it.
The President's emphatic rejection of the proposal last night,
coupled as it was with implied reflection upon the entire military
affairs committee, came as a shock to senators, and although a
majority for the bill could be mustered in the Senate, it is not
believed that it could be passed over the President's veto. It is
not likely therefore that any attempt will be made to force upon
the President a measure personally obnoxious to him.
Despite the opposition of President Wilson and his atttacks on
Senator Chamberlain's New York speech, the Senator yesterday
introduced his bill creating the so-called war cabinet.
An atmosphere of revolt pervaded the Senate at the conclusion
of a long day of debate, in which Senator Stone accused Republicans of playing politics in time of war. Before the President's
statement had been issued the Senate had adjourned, not to meet
again until Thursday, by which time the confused and varying
opinions as to the probable result of yesterday's momentous developments with respect to the prosecution of the war will have
had time to crystallize into something definite.
The arrival of Theodore Roosevelt in Washington this mornin
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MOVES BY. PRESIDENT
TO CHECK THE SENATE
BY ALBERT W. FOX.
President Wilson's defense of Secretary Baker and the present War Department organization means that the
President is determined, if possible, to
prevent Congress from interfering with
his management of the nation's war
program.
As commander-in-chief of the armed
forces of the country, the President
feels that he must have a free hand
.ind, furthermore, that the country expects him to exercise it.
The increasing criticism of Mr. Baker
and the legislative action in favor of
the war-cabinet measure and the Chamberlain munitions director bill apparently convinced the President early
yesterday that the time had come for
him to strike back at the plans aimed
at forcing a change which might weaken his grip on the situation.
Confers With Senator Martin.
Practically the entire day at the
White House was devoted to active opposition against the prospective legislative changes in war management
At half past eleven the President sent
for Majority Leader Martin of the Senate and told him that the proposals for
a war cabinet and a director of munitions must be downed.
Information had reached the White
House that the director of munitions
bill would almost certainly pass even
in the face of passive opposition by the
President. But if actively opposed, its
fate would at least be in doubt. The
President forthwith translated passive
into active opposition.
The war cabinet measure in the
meantime impressed the President and >
his advisers as entirely impractical.
Gives Views to Kent and Kalin.
Shortly after 2 o'clock it was known
in White House circles that Chairman
Dent, of the House military affairs
committee, had announced his opposi- !
tion to the bill.
At half-past three Mr. Dent and Representative Julius Kahn, of California,
ranking Republican on the committee,
came to the White House in response
to the President's Invitation and were
told In plain language of the President's opposition to the whole line or
attack against his present war organization.
As spokesman for the administration,
one cabinet member explained in some
detail how the war cabinet plan would
in his belief prove unworkable.

Must Consult the Allies.

Would Simply Duplicate Work.
But it was insisted that this was obviously impossible. Any civilian would
have to depend upon the experts of the
army or navy for advice, and therefore
would simply prove extra war and navy
heads who would duplicate work which
the President feels is being done to his
entire satisfaction.
All this is the administration view
and is admittedly based on the President's conviction that no radical change
is necessary.
The President's defense of Secretary
Baker and the War Department came in
a statement made public at 6 o'clock
in reply to a speech made at the Security League luncheon in New York on
Saturday by Senator Chamberlain.
The statement was punctuated with
sharp language plainly reflecting the
President's indignation.
The President's defense of Secretary
Baker is so unqualified that it must be
taken to mean exactly what it says,
namely, that the President regards Mr!
Baker as one of the ablest public officials he has ever known.
Expect Vindication of Baker.
Friends of Mr. Baker will be pleased
at this vindication, for they have repeatedly expressed a hope that something would be done to check the trend
of public criticism.
The President adds that the country
soon will learn whether he (SecretaryBaker) or his critics understand the
business at hand.
This is taken to mean that Mr. Baker
is going to take his coat off, so to
speak, and devote his efforts to correcting past mistakes which have
caused the country to misjudge him
and to proving himself more than ever
worthy of the great trust which the
President reposes in him.
There is an unmistakable indication
_n the President's statement that he regards the investigations by Congress
as sheer waste of time.
Delay Caused by Inquiries.
This phase of the administration's
attitude may, of course, be resented,
and it was intimated last night that
the President did not quite msan it to
be taken in this way.
But the President is understood to
feel that the prolonged investigations
have taken important officials from
their work, and thereby tended to ere*
ate the very delays which it is sought
to minimize.
As soon as Senator Chamberlain heard
of the President's statement he made
one in reply saying he had spoken extemporaneously at New York, and that
his criticisms were directed only at the
military establishment and not at other
departments.
The President's severe arraignment
■of Senator Chamberlain marks the first
open break in the relations between the
two men. Heretofore the Oregon senator has been regarded as a supporter
of the administration.
Senator Chamberlain's Words.
He handled the administration's military legislation in the last Congress,
including the selective draft act.
The quoted extract from Senator
Chamberlain's speech which caused the
administration's particular resentment
was the following:
"It (the military policy of the United
States) has almost stopped functioning,
my friends. Why? Because of inefficiency in every bureau and every department of the government of the
United States."

Nothing of importance in the war can
now be done without the approval of
the allies, he said, and arrangements
had already been perfected whereby the
closest sort of cooperation was maintained between the governments of the
United States, Great Britain, France,
&c.
Lines for the continuance of this cooperative work had been carefully laid
out as a result of the recent inter-allied
conference, and any change now might
Is Not Supporting Stone.
disrupt these plans and, lose valuable
time.
In the midst of the activities over
It was admitted that if three men proposed legislative war measures, news
could be found for the proposed war reached the White House of Senator
cabinet who would be "supermen" and Stone's political effusion. It was not
could at once grasp the situation better than Mr. Baker and Mr. Daniels and
the President himself, the plan would
be advantageous.

PRESIDENT WILSON, OPPOSING WAR CABINET,
PRAISES BAKER AND REBUKES CHAMBERLAIN;
BITTER PARTISAN DEBATE IN THE SENATE
Executive Gives Out Statement Saying
He Has Not Been Consulted on the
Proposed New War Legislation
SENATOR ALSO ISSUES EXPLANATION
OF WORDS IN NEW YORK SPEECH
Roosevelt the Target of Bitter Denunciation By Stone, Who Calls Him
"Agent of the Kaiser"—Lodge and
Penrose Make Biting Replies—Penrose Ridicules Col. House—Roosevelt
Due Here Today—Senate Adjourns
Until Thursday—Bill Introduced.
President Wilson threw down the gage of battle last night to
his critics in Congress, and went directly to the people with a
statement defending Secretary Baker and the conduct of the war.
At the close of a day of bitter debate in the Senate on the question
if politics in the war, a statement from the White Rouse challenged the accuracy of the charge of Senator Chamberlain, who said
in New York, on Saturday, that the military establishment of
America had fallen down.
Making it clear to the country that he is unalterably opposed
to the creation of the "war cabinet" proposed by the Senate military affairs committee, the President declared that he had not been
consulted about it.
The President's emphatic rejection of the proposal last night,
coupled as it was with implied reflection upon the entire military
affairs committee, came as a shock to senators, and although a
majority for the bill could be mustered in the Senate, it is not
believed that it could be passed over the President's veto. It is
not likely therefore that any attempt will be. made to force upon
the President a measure personally obnoxious to him.
Despite the opposition of President Wilson and his atttacks on
Senator Chamberlain's New York speech, the Senator yesterday
introduced his bill creating the so-called war cabinet.
An atmosphere of revolt pervaded the Senate at the conclusion
of a long day of debate, in which Senator Stone accused Republicans of playing politics in time of war. Before the President's
statement had been issued the Senate had adjourned, not to meet
again until Thursday, by which time the confused and varying
opinions as to the probable result of yesterday's momentous developments with respect to the prosecution of the War will have
had time to crystallize into something definite.
The arrival of Theodore Roosevelt in Washington this morning
will find him, as usual, in the spotlight. Virtually accused of disloyal and treasonable conduct, and of being "the most potent agent
the kaiser has in America," Col. Roosevelt bore the brunt of Senator Stone's vitriolic remarks. Col. Roosevelt will appear, while
here, before the military affairs committee.

MOVES BY. PRESIDENT
TO CHECK THE SENATE
BY ALBERT W. FOX.
President Wilson's defense of Secretary Baker and the present War Department organization means that the
President is determined, if possible, to
prevent Congress from interfering with
his management of the nation's war
program.
As commander-in-chief of the armed
forces of the country, the President
feels that he must have a free hand
and, furthermore, that the country expects him to exercise it.
Tiie increasing criticism of Mr. Baker
and the legislative action in favor of
the war-cabinet measure and the Chamberlain munitions director bill apparently convinced the President early
yesterday that the time had come for
him to strike back at the plans aimed
at forcing a change which might weaken his grip on the situation.

Would Simply Duplicate AVork.
But it was insisted that this was obviously impossible. Any civilian would
have to depend upon the experts of the
army or navy for advice, and therefore
would simply prove extra war and navy
heads who would duplicate work which
the President feels is being done to his
entire satisfaction.
All this is the administration view
and is admittedly based on the President's conviction that no radical change
is necessary.
The President's defense of Secretary
Baker and the War Department came in
a statement made public at 6 o'clock
in reply to a speech made at the Security League luncheon in New York on
Saturday by Senator Chamberlain.
The statement was punctuated with
sharp language plainly reflecting the
President's indignation.
The President's defense of Secretary
Baker is so unqualified that it must be
taken to mean exactly what It says,
namely, that the President regards Mr]
Baker as one of the ablest public officials he has ever known.

Expect Vindication of Baker.
Friends of Mr. Baker will be pleased
at this vindication, for they have re
peatedly expressed a hope that something would be done to check the trend
of public criticism.
The President adds that the country
soon will learn whether he (Secretary
Baker) or his critics understand the
business at hand.
This is taken to mean that Mr. Baker
is going to take his coat off, so to
speak, and devote his efforts to correcting past mistakes which have
caused the country to misjudge him
and to proving himself more than ever
worthy of the great trust which the
President reposes in him.
There is an unmistakable indication
in the President's statement that he regards the investigations by Congress
as sheer waste of time.

Confers With Senator Martin.
Practically the entire day at the
White House was devoted to active opposition against the prospective legislative changes in war management
At half past eleven the President sent
for Majority Leader Martin of the Senate and told him that the proposals for
a war cabinet and a director of munitions must be downed.
Information had reached the White
House that the director of munitions
bill would almost certainly pass even
in the face of passive opposition by the
Delay Caused by Inquiries.
President. But If actively opposed, its
This phase of the administration's
fate would at least be in doubt. The
attitude may, of course, be resented,
President forthwith translated passive
and it was intimated last night thai
into active opposition.
The war cabinet measure in the the President did not quite msan it to
meantime impressed the President and be taken in this way.
But the President is understood to
his advisers as entirely impractical.
feel that the prolonged investigations
Gives Views to Kent and Kalui.
have taken important officials from
their work, and thereby tended to ere*
Shortly after 2 o'clock it was known
ate the very delays which it is sought
in White House circles that Chairman
Dent, of the House military affairs to minimize.
As soon as Senator Chamberlain heard
committee, had announced his opposiof the President's statement he made
tion to the bill.
one in reply saying he had spoken exAt half-past three Mr. Dent and Reptemporaneously at New York, and that
resentative Julius Kahn, of California,
ranking Republican on the committee, his criticisms were directed only at the
came to the White House in response military establishment and not at other
departments.
to the President's Invitation and were
The President's severe arraignment
tola in plain language of the Presi- ■of Senator Chamberlain marks the first
dent's opposition to the whole line or open break in the relations between the
attack against his present war organ- two men.- Heretofore the Oregon senization.
ator has been regarded as a supporter
As spokesman for the administration, of the administration.
one cabinet member explained in some
detail how the war cabinet plan would
Senator Chamberlain's Words.
in his belief prove unworkable.
He handled the administration's milMust Consult the Allies.
itary legislation in the last Congress,
including the selective draft act.
Nothing of importance in the war can
The quoted extract from Senator
now be done without the approval of Chamberlain's
speech which caused the
the allies, he said, and arrangements administration's particular resentment
had already been perfected whereby the was the following:
closest sort of cooperation was main"It (the military policy of the United
tained between the governments of the
United States, Great Britain, France, States) has almost stopped functioning,
my friends. Why? Because of ineffi&c.
,
Lines for the continuance of this co- ciency in every bureau and every deoperative work had been carefully laid partment of the government of the
out as a result of the recent inter-allied United States."
conference, and any change now might
Is Not Supporting Stone.
disrupt these plans and lose valuable
In the midst of the activities over
time.
It was admitted that if three men proposed legislative war measures, news
could be found for the proposed war reached the White House of Senator
cabinet who would be "supermen" and Stone's political effusion. It was not
could at once grasp the situation bet- taken seriously and in no way has the
ter than Mr. Baker and Mr. Daniels and support of the administration.
\»
the President himself, the plan would
The Missouri senator has been "oJK
be advantageous.
the reservation" at the White House
for some time, and his-ap-pajeut effort
to get back, on ^ground that he is a
good Democrat, ^^ if he is a pacifist,
met with only si]

President Wilson Says Senator
Chamberlain Distorted Truth
The White House last night issued the following statement in reply
to charges made by Senator Chamberlain in an address in New York
on Saturday:
When the President's attention was called to the speech made by
Senator Chamberlain at a luncheon $n New York on Saturday, he immediately inquired of Senator Chamberlain whether he had been correctly
reported, and upon ascertaining from the senator that he had been, the
President felt it his duty to make the following statement:
"Senator Cnamberlain' s statement as to the present inaction and ineffectiveness of the government is an astonishing and absolutely unjustifiable distortion of the truth.
"As a matter' of fact, the War Department Jias performed a task of
unparalleled magnitude and difficulty with extraordinary promptness and
efficiency.
"There have been delays and disappointments and partial miscarriages
of plan, all of which have been drawn into the foreground and exaggerated
by the investigations which have been in progress since the Congress assembled—investigations which drew indispensable officials of the department constantly away from their work and officers from their commands
and contributed a great deal to such delay and confusion as had inevitably
arisen.
"But by comparison with xbhat has been accomplished these tilings, much
as they were to be regretted, were insignificant, and no mistake has been
made which has been repeated.
"Nothing helpful or likely to speed or facilitate the war tasks of the
government has come out of such criticism and investigation.
"I understand that reorganizations by legislation are to be proposed.
I have not been consulted about them and have learned of them only
at second hand—but their proposal came after effective measures of
reorganization had been thoughtfully and maturely perfected, and inasmuch as these measures have been the result of experience, they are
much more likely than any other to be effective, if the Congress will but
remove the few statutory obstacles of rigid departmental organization
which stands in their way.
"The legislative proposals I have heard of would involve long additional delays and turn our experience into mere lost motion. My association and constant conference with the Secretary of War have taught
me to regard him as one of the ablest public officials I have ever known.
The country will soon learn whether he or his critics understand the
business in hand.
"To add, as Senator Chamberlain did, that there is inefficiency, in every
department and bureau of the government is to show such ignorance of
actual conditions as to make it impossible to attach any importance to
his statement. I am bound to infer that that statement sprang out of
opposition to the administration's whole policy rather than out of any
serious intention to, reform its practice."

Chamberlain, Answering Rebuke, Says He Meant
Military Establishment Only.
Senator Chamberlain made the following reply to the statement of President Wilson:
"In my Neio York speech I had not prepared the address and spoke
20 minutes extemporaneously, without notes. I pointed out that from
Bunker Bill to the present time we had had no military organization
or policy. The press report of my address was correct.
"But my argument was directed to the military establishment and not
to other departments of the government, although it was broad enough
to be subject to that interpretation. But those hearing it knew I referred
merely to the military establishment- and that the Senate military committee had undertaken through the bills for a tear cabinet and a director
of munitions to .work out changes in the establishment.
"I explained that these bills were not administration measures. I did
not misrepresent them.
"Secretary. Baker's efforts to better his organisation have my utmost
approval. He has made much improvement. But the inherent weakness
of his reorganization is that nobody between the army and the President
has legal authority.
"There is the Council of National Defense, the war industries board,
and the clearance committee—all purely voluntary organizations—between
the President and the army. The war cabinet and director of 7nunitions
would be created by law icith definite legal powers and duties, respectively, to map out and direct war policies and to have charge of war supplies. By this plan we would substitute- a strong for the only weak link
in the chain of organization.
"I regret very much that the administration is not with me. But I
am acting under my oath and will have the approval of my own conscience
even if not of the administration.
"The people are entitled to be let into the_ committee's confidence. If
the people don't want it, that will be all right. It's their war."
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TELL THE TRUTH.
BY THEODORE ROOSEVELT.

Nearly a year has passed since on
February 3. by formally breaking relations with Germany we reluctantly admitted that she had gone to war with
us. During that year it has been incessantly insisted that it was unpatriotic
under any consideration to tell an unpleasant truth or to point out a governmental shortcoming. The result has not
been happy.
The famous war correspondent, Mr.
Caspar Whitney, has returned from the
front so that he might avoid our fatuous
and sinister censorship, and tell our people the truth about our army in France.
| He shows that this army, which, Secretary Baker had just assured our people,
[was admirably equipped, in reality had
| no cannon or machine guns except those
! it had borrowed from the hard-pressed
; French, that there was a lamentable
I shortage of shoes, that the motor cars
I were poor, that we had no airplanes.
| From another source it appeared that
many thousand coffins had been sent
: over. Our troops had no shoes, but they
■ had plenty of coffins. Their ammunij tion was defective, and they had neither
I cannon nor auto-rifles, but "they had
plenty of coffins.
At the same time the death of gallant
I Major Gardner from pneumonia called
sharp attention to the evil health conditions in most of our home training
camps, and the Senate investigating
committee showed a really appalling
slackness and inefficiency in the management of the War Department under !
Mr. Baker. There is no particular rea-!
son to blame Mr. Baker; he did not ap- j
point himself; he did not seek the of-1
fice. Logwood cannon and wooden auto •
rifles are mostly incidental features of
the inevitable outcome.
All this was done in the face of repeated and explicit warnings from the
best authority. Maj. Gen. Leonard Wood
told the military committee of the Senate and of House in detail about our
shortcomings two years ago and again
one year ago. The administration not
only refused to remedy these shortcomings, but has spitefully punished General Wood ever since.
Criticism should be both truthful and i
constructive. I have told not the whole
trufh, but the minimum truth absoW!
iy necessary in order that we may, before it is too late, speed up the war, and
.in order' that we may insist on the
passage of the Chamberlain Bill, so that
never again may we be caught utterly
and shamefully unprepared. Let us insist that the (ruth be told. The truth
only harms weaklings. The American
people wish the truth, and can stand
|the truth. '
(..Copyright, 1918. The Kan-las City filar.)
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and its foundations reached fen stories
MONDAY ED—MR. BAKER BEF
MR. BAKER BEFORE THE COM- down into the ground. Before uniforms
could be provided, cloth had to be
MITTEE.
the Lewis weapon. But, if the experts
Secretary Baker stated to the Senate found, and the search for cloth led to a of the Ordnance "Bureau know what
investigating committee that "no army search for wool. This particular task they are talking about, to say nothing
of similar size in the history of'the began on the ranges and pastures, as of the experts in the factories, the
world has ever been raised, equipped that 'of providing shelter for the draft- Browning gun is greatly superior to
or trained so quickly," and he added ed soldiers began with the uncut trees the Lewis gun; and since, again, the
that "no such provision has ever been, of the forests. Viewed in this way, choice of it has not delayed or retarded
made for the comfort, health and gen- what we behold looks more like the the sending of troops to France by a
eral well-being of an army." The cross- work of magicians than of blunderers, single day, the decision made must be
examination to which Mr. Baker was and the biggest of all the failures con- thought by fair minds to deserve praise
afterward subjected brought out noth- tracts to the magnitude of a speck.
rather than condemnation.
Most has been made out of the shorting which refuted either of those asMr. Baker's statement is left undesertions. What he said, therefore, must age of rifles and machine guns and the Stroyed and unshaken. "No army of
lack of artillery. One general obserbe literally true.
similar size in the history of the world
It is by this sovereign fact that fair vation is to be made of these particular has ever been raised, equipped or
minds will judge the performance of criticisms. It is that none of these trained so quickly. No such provision
the War Department under the direc- lacks and shortages has retarded the has ever been made for the comfort,
tion of Mr. Baker. And by that test the sending of soldiers to France. Our health and general well-being of an
judgment must be, not only that it is force there would not be greater than army." That assertion was not disinnocent of the blundering and ineffi- it is, even if these things had been proved. The only thing which the senready in superabundance. The iimitaciency charged to it, but that it ha
atorial critics succeeded in showing
earned the Nation's applause for hav- I'0",0" thc, sencHng of trooPs to France was that the War Department had not
ing shown an energy and intelligence has been the inadequacy of steamships. achieved perfection, and only, those who
of action unsurpassed by any record or Complete equipment has been ready as are blind to the magnitude and diffiexample of achievement that is avail- fast as there has been transportation, culty of the- job will think that the
able as a criterion of excellence. Tak- so that, by the test'of their conse- imperfection is great enough to justify
ing a microscope, one can find many quences, these delays are worthy of the the furore which the politicians have
flaws in the performance. But not consideration only of' tTiose who have made.
even when the eye of partisanship set out on a fault-finding expedition.
examines it through a microscope aae The fact seems to be that Mr. Baker
wan m>t tind in it flaws that arc either and his coadjutors acted with most
large or deep. It is by the magnitude shrewdness in respect to particularly
and the difficulty of iK-. f--i=lr that the these very matters. They were asperformance is justly to be judged, and sured that France was prepared, without damage to itself, to provide our
by that test it is splendid.
The fact is that, compared with the forces with all the artillery they would
task wheh confronted Mr. Baker when need this year, and Mr. Baker very
Congress declared war, the seven labors wisely decided to allow our own pro(luctlon of
artillery to proceed leisurely
of Hercules were but an afternoon's
chore. He was called on to create, as a means of providing energies for
discipline and train an army of a mil- more urgent tasks. Foreseeing, too,
lion and a half men with both the that some delay in the production of
human and the material constituents of rifles and machine guns could be toleran army to be 'found. He has done ated without being the cause of delaythat within eight months. It could ing the sending of troops, he permitted
have been done within less time if we that delay, urged by the advice of exhad been in anything like a state of $"* that,h wot,ld resnlt in the proguns
preparedness. It was the fault of the '
country at large mostly, since the much superior to any that could be "*
country persistently withheld ils assent hoped for if instant production was
from the proposals which far-seeing demanded. That this immense advanmen had made. And in any apportion- tage has been gained at the cost of a
ment of the fault, the share of Con- delay that was innocuous has been
gress itself is incomparably greater declared by all the experts. They have
than could be allotted to Mr. Baker. asserted that the modification of the
All the possible faults of Mr. Baker Enfiekl rifle, which was the occasion
shrink into trivialness compared with ■ of .the delay in the outturn of them,
that of Congress in enacting the Hay has made it the most effective weapon
Bill in preference to that advocated by of this kind now hi use. greater in
Mr. Baker's predecessor, Mr. Garrison. carrying power than any of the rifles
The President himself is not altogether used by our allies, and, what is more
important, greater than that of the
Unscathed by this criticism.
rifles
for which our troops will be the
Considered merely as a money- '
spending task, under the restraint of targets. Certainly such an achievement
having to safeguard the Government is not censurable, and especially so ■
from possible extortion, the job has since it has cost us nothing in time.
been a monumental one. A reading of The delay in the production of machine
the items of appropriation will impress | guns was caused by the preference
this fact on the mind. The appropria- ! aiv.sa-is .the *:ew Brav/aing gua 0vej
tion bill, which was Mr. Baker's chart
of directions, carries single items, not
merely of millions, tens of millions and
hundreds of millions, but of billions.
The appropriation for the Quartermas-.ter General's Department, for example, I
was $3,018,000,000, while that for the .
•Ordnance Department was $3,200,000,000. The job towered toward the sky,
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Demand of Secretary of War for Maintenance of Fair

SATURDAY. JANUARY 12, 1318.

Se«retnry linker's Disgraceful Exhibition

Secretary Baker's statement on
Thursday, to the Senate Committee on
Military Affairs, while attempting to
explain the delay in properly equipping
the army, that "war wasn't on us, because it was not at our doors; it was
3000 miles away," throws a star-shell
illumination on the thinking processes
of Mr. Baiter. It tells the whole story
of inefficiency, delay and negligence
that have characterized his acts and
:
those of many of the officials in the
I War Department since the day war
i was declared.
The Secretary could
not have damned himself more completely had he acknowledged his utter
unfltness for the portfolio he holds, or
assumed entire responsibility for every
bit of incompetency, wasted time and
opportunity lost by his department.
His statement shows an attitude
against a vigorous- prosecution of th»
war, and proves conclusively why,
after nine months, the soldiers in the
United States army are without a
proper supply of rifles, machine guns,
light and heavy artillery and even
clothing.
Secretary Baker's attempt to whitewash the War Department and himself was a failure and his smiling attitude and unruffled exterior, while answering some of the more serious questions of the committee, prove his utter
inability to appreciate the fact that
the United States is at war. lie condemned himself and proved his unfltness for any official position, connected
with tho prosecution of the war, when
he intimated that the United States
had plenty of time to experiment with
arms and ordnance because the war i
was "3000 miles away."
Secretary Baker explained all the
delay, all the bickering, all the nine
months of wasted time by the War
Department for that reason. But it is
not an excuse that will be -accepted
by the people of the country who know
that a vigorous prosecution of the
war is the only way to win. It is not
an excuse for the fact that our army
in France, to-day, is armed with field
guns loaned by the French, and by
heavy ordna,nce loaned by the British.
it is not an excuse for the fact that
, the majority of the men in our train;ing-camps are without machine guns
: and have no prospects of receiving
j any for eight months or more. Mr.

Baker's statement does not excuse nor
explain why the first 155 mm guns for
the United States army and the first
9.2 shells were not ordered until November, 1017, nor does it explain why
for months 5000 machine guns were
stored in the arsenal at Springfield and
other places while the machine gun
companies in the different cantonments
were in great need of them.
Secretary Baker, when he makes the
excuse that "war was not at outdoors," uses the plea of every pacifist
in the country.
It is one of their
stock phrases. It is their staple argument against the seizing of every
means at the command of the Government for a vigorous prosecution of the
war. It is the argument and the condemnation of a man who instead of
being at the head of the War Department should be at once removed from
any possibility of bringing us closer to
disaster and defeat.
The American people, at war with
Germany, will not tolerate deliberate
misrepresentation of our military situation from their Secretary of War.

Wage Scales, Reasonable Hours and Good Working Conditions/with Overthrow of West
Point Aristocracy, Makes Enemies
Now the beneficiaries of, special
privilege are out after the scalp of
the Secretary of War.
And no wonder.
Hasn't he declared that every enlisted man shall have equal opportunity for promotion in the army, to
the highest rank for which he may
prove fitted, with the specially se
lected individuals who have had the
benefits of West Point?
Hasn't he insisted upon the observance of the eight-hour day on
all work for the army—according to
law—and, worse yet, hasn't he demanded that, in the fixing of wages
on this work, the established rate of
the community—the union scale—
shall be the basis?
And now comes the Bureau of
Ordnance and Quartermaster Department of the Army, in general orders
issued by those departments, under
direction of the Secretary of War,
suggesting to arsenal commanders
and contractors executing orders for
these departments, that ''fair wage
scales, reasonable hours and good
working conditions" shall be required.
Attention is called to the fact that
in the haste to deliver needed war
materials care must be exercised
"lest the safeguards with which the
people of this country have sougnt
to protect labor should be unwise
ly and unnecessarily broken down.'
"Industrial history proves that
reasonable hours, fair working conditions and a proper wage scale are
essential to high production," said
the statement. "During the war every attempt should be made to conserve in every way possible all of
our achievements in the way of social betterment.
e_ilej2artment wishes to be as-
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may arise in a time like the present."
Efforts should be made to restrict
the work of women to eight hours,
the statement continues, and employment of women on night work
should be prohibited "as a necessary
protection, morally and physically."
When women are employed to do
the work heretofore performed by
men it is suggested that the standard of wages not be lowered, and
that the hours be not longer than
were those of the men replaced.
In the case of children, the order
says, the federal child labor law
must be strictly observed, and that
both boys and girls under eighteen
years of age should have the same
restrictions on their hours as outlined for women employees.
i
Existing legal standards to prevent danger from fire, accident or]
other hazards and to provide good'
light, ventilation, sufficient heat an*
proper sanitation, the statement con
tinues, should be observed as mini
mum requirements.
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Secretary Baker's Disgraceful Exhibition
Secretary Baker's statement
on
Thursday, to the Senate Committee on
Military Affairs, while attempting to
explain the delay in properly equipping
the army, that "war wasn't on us, because it was not at our doors; it was
3000 miles away," throws a star-shell
illumination on the thinking, processes
of Mr. Baker. It tells the whole story
of inefficiency, delay and negligence
that have characterized his acts and
I those of many of the officials in the
| War Department since the day war
! was declared.
The Secretary could
not have damned himself more completely had he acknowledged his utter
unfltness for the portfolio he holds, or
assumed entire responsibility for every
I bit of incompetency, wasted time and
:
opportunity lost by his department.
i His statement shows an attitude
: against a vigorous' prosecution of th»
! war, and proves conclusively why,
after nine months, the soldiers in the
United States army are without a
proper supply of rifles, machine guns,
light and heavy artillery and even
clothing.
Secretary Baker's attempt to whitewash the War Department and himself was a failure and his smiling attitude and unruffled exterior, while answering some of the more serious questions of the committee, prove his utter
inability to appreciate the fact that
the United States is at war. He condemned himself and proved his unfltness for any official position, connected
with th-3 prosecution of the war, when
he intimated that the United States
had plenty o'f time to experiment with
arms and ordnance because the war
was "3000 miles away."
Secretary Baker explained all the
delay, all the bickering, all the nine
months of wasted time by the War
Department for that reason. But it ia
net an excuse that will be accepted
by the people of the country who know
that a vigorous prosecution of the
war is the only way to win. It is not
an excuse for the fact that our army
in France, to-day, is armed with field
guns loaned by the French, and by
heavy ordnance loaned by the British.
It is not an excuse for the fact that
the majority of the men in our training .camps are without machine guns
and have no prospects of receiving
any for eight months or more. Mr.

Baker's statement does not excuse nor
explain why the first 155 mm guns for
the United States army and the first
9.2 shells were not ordered until November, 1917, nor does it explain why
for months 5000 machine guns were
stored in the arsenal at Springfield and
other places while the machine gun
companies in the different cantonments
were in great need of them.
Secretary Baker, when he makes the
excuse that "war was not at our
doors," uses the plea of every pacifist
in the country.
It is one of their
stock phrases. It is their staple argument against the seizing of every
means at the command of the Government for a vigorous prosecution of the
war. It is the argument and the condemnation of a man who instead of
being at the head of the War Department should be at once removed from
any possibility of bringing us closer to
disaster and defeat.
The American people, at war with
Germany, will not tolerate deliberate
misrepresentation of our military situa| tion from their Secretary of War.

Demand of Secretary of War for Maintenance of Fair ]
Wage Scales, Reasonable Hours and Good Working Conditions/ with Overthrow of West
Point Aristocracy, Makes Enemies
Now the beneficiaries of, special
privilege are out after the scalp of
the Secretary of War.
And no wonder.
Hasn't he declared that every enlisted man shall have equal opportunity for promotion in the army, to
the highest rank for which he may
prove fitted, with the specially selected individuals who have had the
benefits of West Point?
Hasn't he insisted upon the observance of the eight-hour day oh
all work for the army—according to
law-—and, worse yet, hasn't he demanded that, in the fixing of wages
on this work, the established rate of
the community-—the union scale—
shall be the basis?
And now comes the Bureau of
Ordnance and Quartermaster Department of the Army, in general orders
issued by those departments, under
direction of the Secretary of War,
suggesting to arsenal commanders
and contractors executing orders for
these departments, that ''fair wage
scales, reasonable hours and good
working conditions" shall be required.
Attention is called to the fact that
in the haste to deliver needed war
materials care must be exercised:
"lest the safeguards with which the
people of this country have sougnt
to protect labor should be unwisely and unnecessarily broken down."
"Industrial history proves that
reasonable hours, fair working conditions and a proper wage scale are
essential to high production," said
the statement. "During the war every attempt should be made to conserve in every way possible all of
our achievements in the way of social betterment.
"The department wishes to be assured that schedules of hours obviously excessive, or wage scales distinctly unfair, or working conditions
such as should not be tolerated will
certainly be brought to its attention."
The statement says circumstances
are not such as to render appropriate the issuance of definite orders on this subject at this time and
that "no effort is made to establish,
or even to suggest, definite rules of
conduct."
It is recommended that standards
of wages already established in the
industry and the locality should not
be lowered and that the minimum
wage rates should be made in proper
relation to the cost of living.
The length of the day's work, it is
pointed out, should not exceed the,
customary hours in the particular
establishment or the standard already attained in the industry, and
in the community. Ten hours is suggested as the maximum for an adult
workman and eight hours per shift
Jn
continuous
twenty-four
hour
work.
Manufacturers are asked to guard
against unnecessary overtime; to
give half holidays on Saturday; to
allow all employees at least one day
of rest in every seven, and to give
them all national holidays.
As to negotiations between employer and employees, the departments suggest that existing channels
should be preserved and new ones
opened if required, as their need is
especially great, "in the light of critical points of controversy which

may arise in a time like the present."
Efforts should be made to restrict I
the work of women to eight hours, |
the statement continues, and employment of women on night work I
should be prohibited "as a necessary |
protection, morally and physically."
When women are employed to do I
the work heretofore performed by |
men it is suggested that the standard of wages not be lowered, and I
that the hours be not longer than |
were those of the men replaced.
In the case of children, the order I
says, the federal child labor law
must be strictly observed, and that
both boys and girls under eighteen
years of age should have the same |
restrictions on their hours as outlined for women employees.
|
Existing legal standards to prevent danger from fire, accident orii
other hazards and to provide good
light, ventilation, sufficient heat an«
proper sanitation, the statement continues, should be observed as minimum requirements.
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Secretary of War and the new war council: Left to right: Maj. GenWeaver, Col. Pierce, Assistant Secretary of War Crowell, Maj. Gen. Crozier,
Charles Day (representing the shipping board), Secretary Baker, Maj. Gen.
Crowder, Col. U. D. Grant, jr. (secretary of council). Gen.Bliss.
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The result was very encouraging.
The Antis seemed to be "getting away
with it".
The Anti newspapers did
their noisy pa-.-t, and they were joined
Established In 1892.
by many well-meaning but impulsive
THE ADRIAN DAILY TIME3
patriots who jumped to the concluEstablished in 1865.
.
sion that everything was rotten. Many
Consolidated April 1*. 1914
newspapers and individuals who really
Publishe
took no stock in the crusade were
afraid_ to say so out loud.
It is a
ticklish thing to support a man who
appears to be on the losing side, and
it takes a good deal of courage to
defend an official who is accused of
THE PRESIDESfT SPEAKS.
incompetence, no matter how weak
President Wilson does not talk long the charge may be.
So many conseror oftenHis friends say he is re- vative ones kept still.
ticent; his critics say he is aloof and
As to the White House, there was
unapproachable.
But there is one silence there also. Secretary Baker
thing that friends and critics "alike himself said just as little as he could.
must admit:
When he does open his In fact Baker was exasperating.
If
mouth he says something.
he had only come out with a red-hot
He opened his mouth last night, and defense of himself it would have
he said something.
Senator Cham- suited the Antis much better. But there
berlain can tell you that.
So can the he sat with that exasperating smile,
other senators, for they all got every just like a man who holds the high
word of it.
The House also took card.
due notice.
The entire membership
But on the whole the offensive was
of the anti-Wilson club, the anti-Ba- working out nicely.
Fort Baker had
ker league, the anti-Daniels clique, been given a lively bombardment, and
the anti-Hoover verein, and all the the Anti army prepared its final bayother guerilla bands, listened atten- onet charge in the form of a supertively and didn't miss a syllable. And cabinet scheme which would have upfinally the plain ordinary American set Fort Baker, and Fort Daniels too
people (quite numerous, by the way) mayhe, and would have left the White
heard and heeded.
House all but masked by the forces of
Oh what a clamor had been raised congressional politics.
Yesterday it
by those se?jatorial investigators! looked as though the drive WouUu'
When it had been echoed back by the succeed; today it looks quite otheranvil chorus of hostile newspapers it wise. The grand winter offensive has
became a mighty roar.
You'd have ended and the Anti forces will dig
thought that Baker must surely be themselves in and wait for the next
ousted, that Garfleld must walk the chance.
plank, and that the President must
We now see what was puzzling to
yield to congress and accept a "war many—why the President stood solcabinet" to run things for him. The idly behind Secretary Baker, yet said
whole show was well staged and care- nothing- in his behalf.
We also see
fully .rehearsed, and the curtain was why the President took the audajust going up on the final act, the ciously radical step of openly opposing
forcing of a super-cabinet upon the the super-cabinet scheme, and invitPresident.
All this time the Presi- ing congress to a knock-down fight on
dent had kept still; it looked as that issue. We may be perfectly sure
though he had nothing to say, or that he would not have played such a
didn't dare say it. Then suddenly he game if he had not held the winning
spoke; and it broke up the show. The cards.
And he did hold the cards.
super-cabinet scheme may sputter for They were two in number.
One of
a short time, but it will go out.
them was the fact that the work of
It is interesting to take note of the the War rlcpartmcnt has actually been
various stages of this anti-administra- good except for certain shortcomings.
tion campaign, because it reveals so that have all been overcome.
The
clearly the general situation at Wash- other was tbc fact, that the results of
ington.
The Anti forces were en- -tho Senate's inquiry were being u.sc<;
gaged in a general offensive against for personal and partisan ends.
He
the administration—a grand winter held these two cards, he knew what
drive. Being led by shrewd strate- they were worth, he played them when
gists, they did not attack everywhere he got a good ready—and he won.
at once, but sought the weakest spot
The Telegram has commended the
in the line.
The White House itself Senate's inquiry.
We still commend
was too strong to be assaulted.
Sec- the idea of an inquiry whose initial
retary Daniels' position was "felt I motive is honest and whose results
out" but found to be impregnable. Al- i are not misused. This inquiry seemed
together Fort Baker seemed the most to start out in good faith, but before
promising, because it had not been j it went far the motives of some of
occupied so long, it had many new its most active participants fell under
troops, and moreover there really and suspicion, and its final fruit—the sutruly were one or two small cracks in per-cabinet bill—is a feat of wirethe wall which could be seen. So Fort pulling rather than a stroke of stateBaker was selected as the Verdun of craft.
Looking backward, and viewthe administration. line.
ing the inquiry in the light of its final
The first step, of course, was a bonv result, we perceive how thoroughly
bardment in the form of a senatorial Woodrow Wilson saw through the
investigation of the War department. scheme that, was being hatched, and
In a very short time they had uncov- how confidently he bided his time. f
ered a large array of fly-specks of * The plan of a super-cabinet would
various sorts and sizes.
These were have been meat and drink to all who
duly magnified by the strong lenses feel hateful or jealous toward the adof hostile newspapers and politicians ministration,,
It would "clip the
and held up to the public to gaze at. wings" of the President, to use SenaWhen thus magnified each fly-speck tor Smith's figure of speech, by getlooked like a vast abyss of incom- ting him finally and clearly under
petence boundless and bottomless. pressure of the congressional thumb.
Much testimony was taken, and every It would get Baker's goat—an animal
scrap of damaging evidence was care- greatly sought by numerous politifully saved. Piecing these scraps art- cians and profiteers.
It might even
fully together, and carefully cutting upset Secretary Daniels, who is too
out and throwing away the explana- strong to be upset in any other way.
tions, the Anti forces managed to rig
up quite a formidable case against
Secretary Baker.
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' Altogether it was a most enticing
plan. To the congressional politician it was almost as satisfying as the
old scheme of a congressional committee to keep tab on everything the
President did, that bit of peanut politics that the^Presldent squashed at the
last session.
At the same time the i
new super-cabinet plan was a whole
lot safer and easier, because its real
nature was so skillfully camouflaged.
The public saw through the joint committee stunt in a jiffy.
They saw the
real motive behind it—the itching of
politicians* fingers to run the war.
But this super-cabinet scheme was a
vastly better piece of stage-carpentry.
It was propped up by a colorable
showing of shortcomings In the War
department.
It was reinforced by a
pretended desire to imitate England's
political wisdom.
Finally it was
garnished with exuberant patriotism,
voluble eagerness to "help the President", and sighs of compassion for
the poor man, so good and so wise
and working so hard, but surrounded
by such utterly worthless men.
But the President's cutting words
stripped off the disguise, and left the
scheme in Its nakedness. It is only
the same old idea of congress usurping
executive powers. It reflects not so
much the hostility of Republicans for
a Democrat as it does the avidity of
politicians in both parties to get hold
of the business of running the war.
They cannot reconcile themselves to
the role that legislators ought to play
in such a matter. They want to run
the war as an old-fashioned common
council runs a city. The pulling and
hauling, the endless debates, the investigations, the grandstand plays, the
opportunities for exploiting personal
ideas—all these are dear to the politician and fatal to the conduct of a
war.
In the Senate's inquiry there was an
important element of good faith and
disinterested patriotism, and the super-cabinet scheme itself had support
from many individuals of the highest
motives. But the dominating motive
of its most active sponsors was unwholesome, and their plan was bound
to fail.
/
„
The American people are behind the
President, and congress will be wise
to take note of that great fact. They
believe that he ought to have a free
hand, they have confidence in his administration, they rely upon his word.
They take his word now when he says
that the conduct of the war is essentially sound, and they believe that the
best results will he realized by leaving his hands free from political interference. Next fall's election will verify this appraisal of the situation.
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"MIRACLE," SAYS CROZiER,
"GAVE U. S. ITS ARMS"
Black-Eyed Ordnance Chief Terms Nation
Lrucky That Allies Have Enough Ordnance
to Equip Americans.
BY BEN F ALLEN.
Plain Dealer Bureau,
38 Post Building,
5.
WASHINGTON, Jan. u.
"By sheer luck and the grace of
, „
God.
ln this terse manner Maj. Gen.
William Crozier, chief of ordnance,
United States
;es army, explains how the
army, nine months after the formal
declaration of war, is equipped as well
the m ,st
as it is for participation in tne
critical task that has ever confronted
the military establishment of. any
nation.
Gen. Crozier does not contend the
army
is a
adequately
arm* m
u<=n«~—*J equipped. He
luiows, probablyr better than any man
, '
, __. ,,,_. ~—««..a/l it
it
m the country how illy prepared
■ars almost alone, like
.dia<ui;i»>» ...,,,„„
•war. now twenty years ago

he,has

6a
AAd now with the country engaged
or all
an wars
to'the hilt in the greatest of
Cen
Per, Crozier says it is due solely f
Gen.
crozier.says,
mok and
the favorit of God that the
rfrftedState! army-is to play a really
m, ortant part in the conflict within
a vear from the'time or the deciaration of war
Uses
Kitchen Cha'r.
Chair
»es Kitchen
statemejt
Gen. Crozier made this statemenx
while seated at his desk in the ord
" ,bureau
r ~~ "f
nance
of tho
the war
war denarti-ient,
department

nS?r^|^ -end;
tTrrsov^r

Gen. Crozier tilted his straight ;
backed chair and, for a moment, reflected before making verbal reply.
In this reply he made the only allusion to the long controversy over the
Lewis machine gun, an allusion that ;
to Gen. Crozier seems a complete an- ,
swer to ail the criticism that has been
leveled at the ordnance bureau for
the failure to adopt the Lewis gun at
the outbreak of the war.
"I have long had the fixed impression that the people of the country
get 95 per cent.' of all their information from the newspapers," said Gen.
Crozier. "They either get it from
the newspapers or they do not get it
at all. I may be wrong but 1 also
am firmly of the opinion that newspapers carry and display charges
and attack far more effectively than
they do explanations and refutation.
"Therein lies much of the explanation, in my own mind, for what I
believe to be the misapprehension of
the people relating to the record of
the ordnance bureau. The bureau
has been charged with derelictions

TmerT3-ST™57T50r~Tnen comes a day ol
continuous work at his desk until G i
o'clock. Lunch is taken at the desk, j
consisting almost invariably of a pint
of milk and raw egg. It is brought
from his home in a thermos bottle.
Horse His Companion.
A few minutes before G each evening Gen. Crozier mounts his saddle horse, a horse he has had for !
years, and for an hour he rides ;
around Potomac park. Some part of !
the time is spent in hurdling, for the |
horse is a good jumper. The general '
returns to his house at 7 and at 7;30
he has dinner. Dinner out of the
way he returns to the office, which ,
he never leaves before midnight- He i
seldom stays beyond 1 o'clock, for
Mrs. Crozier makes it her business to
see that her husband knocks off from
his work at that hour.
Sundays, since the outbreak of tho
war. Gen. Crozier spends froni four
to six hours at the office. The rest ot
the daylight hours are given over to
a tramp in the woods with Mrs. CroI zier.
• The two intimates of Gen. Crozier
are cronies of his bachelor days
They are Gen. Enoch Crowder,. provost marshal of the army, and Representative Gillette of Massachusetts,
in the absence of Representative
Mann of Chicago, the acting Republican leader of the house of representatives. Both are bachelors.

o;i the basis of statements that are
wholly erroneous.
"For example, take the Lewis gun
Once in, however, the visitor is about
much has been said
confronted with a man who while lately. which
war department itself
blunt
and terse
in his
manner of
talk made a The
omnium;
»sw»
X„^TT*nrl
<w»nl-il
comprehensive investigation
is
at the sam e time fra£ and* f ^ of
Secretary
ui the
i-ac entire
t;i"Lllc controversy
UUUU'UVciay.
OCU1C
ln
build ana appeala.'"-=.
Baker gave it his
attention.
the straightness of his carriage, Gen. AH phases of thepersonal
charges i Good Because True.
Crozier is not of the populary imag- were inquired into. various
The report set!
ined military type. He has rather an forth exactly the course
Senator Thomas Martin-of Virginia
followed by j
indifferent chin and neither
and his brother, John, look so much
^^ nor the nose give any clew to the ordnance bureau and sustained' alike that even the senator cannot
the reasons actuating the decisions j
tell himself from his brother- This
the cnaracter of the man.
of the bureau.
It is from the eyes up that Gen.
w'as demonstrated conclusively this
has been plenty of attack,
Crozier draws attention, save, pos- all"There
week.
very widely published, yet no^/^-"^"^ iron gray mustache that
John has been visiting the senator
I I O
where
have
I ?seen
publicationv,- ofv, the
^■,™
*i
k
"" ''forra
aa^second
look
because
of
its
"""?
'
\>
£
v"
,i^
♦
e c 0 nd 0O
f
in Washington during the holiday
r
season. The senator was in the- sena^^tendlncy
droop downward
natural teimeni-jr to
t" *».-~
. ~ tv,„ \™%%
; iuy wi, ^ 'fhTnkfe'Ts ^complete
;— Pacifist,
»nni«Qi differentiation
riiffr.rpntia.tion ironi
LI1U refutation
_*, a
„,,
...
,.
. .
in
rom the
„ 3^-.
It^rtSS
tors' private barber shop on the
T.«*,. + « + ;— of
fiercely military upward twirl or tne ,y is refutation s0 far ag the or(J.
ground floor of the capitol, getting
shaved, when the barber suddenly
Hohenzollern model.
i nance bureau is concerned."
lifted up the back of the chair, and
It is the Crozier eyes that are reHaving been vindicated bv his suble.
tney
com-p
.
;
.
his reflection flashed in the mirror..
Flashing
black
they
coinj
marka
pei ior offlcerSi
Gen
Crozi( r is in
markable
perlor
offlcerSt
1
—
I
„++~.,
+
i^n
ciirain
and
aram.
Iheyi:'"Why, hullo, John, what are you
pel attention again and again. J-ney |, dulging in no fretting. If he feels in
doing in here?" exclaimed the senaare the most striking characteristic,. any
entful he is keeping it
y res
esentful
„f tino man and are topped by aumiehtv
u. =_
tor, and then he realized that he was
mighty well
well ™„«,.„.}
covered.
He
is __;
not
talking to himself.
worrying
.-Off about what the "public
.
o——
thinks.
With all this, Gen. Crozier is far
f.tthS '^ h°aVgiven forty-one con■om being unmindful of both the
need of well informed public opinion
and its power.
^'That
_ j.Mu.1. j.I nu.
have
oeen out ot
of the
the]
Ve not been
ordnance
ce bureau months ago is simsim-;
»™ «""~t- —
n Ply a miracle," says1 the general.
""""i I
implishments.
I] That
England
guished accomplishments,
^^u.1. .^i
anu France
i- ranee are able
ame
Sia.iiu and
relate _^°
heavv ordnance for
xnese cummciuu.uv^
-- I,, to equip us with heavy
These
co mmendations .-..--service in the .,—,
field, -in the
Indian
up,
he
first
—
„,
.
-. t
year and a half of the war
risincs
of the
the late
late seventies,
seventies, m
m the
the is
is a
a thing
th
risings of
that would not happen
Philippine campaign and during the once in a thousand timesit is a
For the others the «m<*v;io,
miracle, that
Bicge of Peking.
mat is all
an, a miracle that
commendations deal with his work as has saved the United States. Had
an inventor.
it not been so, unquestionably public
Of the forty-one years, consider- opinion would have forced changes
ly lliwiv.
more than
ab
AUlJf
....~.. halt have- been de
and
my head would have fallen. It
y to the nrdnance
durim
voted
ordnance bureau
bureau during
would have fallen notwithstanding
the
period
when
the
heads
of
the
war
tne periou wuen me ncauo ",_ ^.^ ..— my
laVing rpreached early
record o£
of ihaving
-P^me^an^the^t^^ers my recora
^
ness."
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to the declaration of war. The ge - , puations as were secuieu
j- tlre
department personnel. That
p
£■»..»,»rv
Gen.ftrn,i«r
Grozier II6 lecarries
carrieshishisage
agelightly
lightlyand
andis isable
eral was occupying a seveieiy
severely plain,
^,^r^"TVr
f^ an'♦•*'"—''"'
°-°"
tHls
period
armless, hard-bottomed w^en^chalr j
Durm aU
th s perioa Ge
to employ a mind that respond
It is a chair that one would expect has been at tne loieiroi
,
quickly and as clearly as it did tl
thirty;
£ 'LtTl^XrnZl Xlf oTfne- I SSSTSlSu* -d".^n begging years ago is due almost entirely to!
%A* I?W nowever, typical of ^ legislative branch ofjhe^overn- the tremendous will power of the.
the man.
^^ -^ exceedingly | adequate preparation against the pos- man. For Gen. Crozier has battled
successfully against physical handiimcomfortabie chair simply because, sibility of war.
caps that would have floored any but
as h?expfained, he does not like to Refuses Responsibility.
the most doggedly determined sort j
loll about or relax even for a moment
ome,
Gen.
CroNow tnat war has C
of a fighter.
while at the office. This no man yA
^
^ has
iu not going about with ,in "I
uas been
Deen com
Gen. Crozier
compelled, to I
could do in such a chair. It con told you so attitude. He has re- undergo mor6 than . operations of
stitutes a perpetual admonition to be fused t0 assume responsibility for the a major character. With his hie
at
present unpreparedness of the coun
up and doing
he has continued at his tasks.
try on ordnance mattors, and gives stake
Behind the Trenches.
He
has
directed
the
work
of
his
'
; "
why. With this explana-;
explana
office from
The visit with the chief of the ord- the reasons why
believed he
he never
never would
would leave
leave
nance bureau was arranged to enable tion, however he Prefers to forget friends
friendg believed
about
the
matter
of
responsibility,
a more or less intimate P^trayal. qi
alive.
the man who for the past ten days saving that is water already over the
Battling against ailments of a most
mill,
and
the
thing
for
all
hands
to
T.
>,™c.
ri
thrAiio-ti
a
grueling
«-*.
nun,
aiiu
tnu
LIUI,
,^,.
c^,
..t*..^^,
v^.
Q
has passed
through a gruelmg ex
serious character Gen. Crozier has
aminattoi as to h s stew^ardship in do now is to pitch into the successful kept going at top notch speed by reaf,^ most vitlly important bureau of prosecution of the war.
of a rigorous form of living rouGen. Crozier was asked how it felt son
•ar "department, a bureau
tine and today he is working as long,
charged
directly with supplying to have a storm of criticism whirling hours as any man in the department. I
American troops with guns, big and about his head and to be the target
The general sleeps in the open the ,
for the serious charge that his is the year
around in a garden adjoining j
little, shot and shell.
To reach Gen. Crozier, such are the responsibility for the ordnance un- his residence. He arises promptly at j
demands of his present job, one must preparedness of the army in a criti- 7:30 and leisurely shaves himself with
pass successively inquisitorial per- cal emergency. He does not appear
mind it. Indeed, his friends say
sons on four doors, doors now re- to
ferred to as first, second, third and his indifference to criticism is one of
his faults.
&
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LUNN IN DEFENSE
OF BEER'S WORE
Representative Tells Cooper
Union Meeting Critical Public Should Be Lenient.
URGES

FAITH

IN

WILSON

Former Socialist Says There Muit
Be Unity of Purpose and Energy
in Supporting Government.
Representative George R. Lunn, formerly the Socialist Mayor of Schenectady who was elected to Congress on the
Democratic ticket, and a member of the
House Committee on Military Affairs,
speaking at Cooper Union last night
made a general defense of the work of
Secretary of War Baker, and declared
that the critical part of the public Inclined to find fault with the prosecution
of the war would have a more lenient
viewpoint If conditions were understood
and appreciated, In accordance with obstacles to be overcome In speeding up
war affairs.
" We must realize that a. democracy
is not fitted naturally to wage war."
1
said he. " All of its ideals are against
I militarism. It must adopt autocratic
methods to proceed successfully. That
is why President Wilson is clothed with
powers of the most ■ autocratic form,
which cannot be dangerous to the welfare of the country in his hands, and
could not be used for any other purpose than that for which they are given,
and which will cease to be needed when
the great task is done which the American people have required him to perform."
Mr. Lunn said that criticism of the
administration of the Secretary of War
was In the main unjust. He asserted
that those who might be personally responsible for conditions complained of
were to go, both those holding military
as well as civil po3ts.
" I have read the criticism of one
whom I believe is thoroughly in earnest
and wants lo aec the country proceed to
a successful finish, and yet I do not
agree with the former President, Theodore Roosevelt," continued Representative Lunn. ". He is not running the
war. I believe in the Secretary of Watfirst, last, and all the time. 1 believe,
oo. that the mass of' the people will
make this war a success, and not any
one superman. It would have been a
crime to have permitted Colonel Roosevelt to head a division to France, to be
made up of your sons and my son. But
I do .wish that some place may Ce found
for va
hisluegreat
services, which" would be
°'
, .In some executive position."
Referring to the difference in the
Question of conscripting 3n army and
labor. Mr. Lunn said ;
former w
I
be thee nation
volunteering for service
tt<H T,ot )in
«n!u '.?; '
> g less than sla'verv.
The Government has been cua, "d
Lbjr.soma ,i .. oddlfns to lah r '■'«.
I said. , That is not true. The Government has simply recognised mat clv-

! capital" "

d

°n

Mr. Lunn said that National Fue'.
Administrator Garfield may or may not
be the man for the place, but he was
sure that his order was necessary for
the welfare of the country at this time.
He asserted that the sacrifices the
working people would be called upon to
endure during its enforcement would
not be permitted by the Government to
be continued if there were employers
who would not be willing to pay some
compensation to th;; workers.
" What we want at. this time is Unity
of purpose and energy in the support of
the Government," asserted Representative Lunn. " I hope most of the employers will pay the wages of their employes. There will be some who will
pay.. The fuel order is of tfleir.ondous
significance. The President is responsible for it. And yet, many people and
some papers, who do not want to attack
the President, are holding Garfield solely
i responsible for it, who could be removed
in five seconds, if it was desired
" The point I wish to make is, that I
have faith in the President. He is trying to carry on the war successfully, and
to meet conditions as they arise. 1 believe we do need to be waked up. If we
do not succeed over there, things cannot be long well with us over here.
Don't let us have war in our own camps.
We cannot get unity and the principle of
loyalty is that way."
Referring to the Russian situation, Mr.
Lunn said he would like, tc say how he
felt about that nation, and when asked
by some one In the audience why he
could not say it he replied:
" Because we haven't the facts with
which to form a proper view of the situation. But T know that* the Russian
spirit will never be conquered by Germany. And their spirit of freedom and
Justice' has reached the 2,<XX>.000 German and Austrian prisoners in Russia
to such an extent, that Germany does
not want her prisoners to come home
at this time,'-'
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The Cabinet In War Times.
SECRETARY OF WAR.
...a uii.n, rlewtdn D. Baker—according lo V. cvidt
son, "one of the ablest men in public life L have e\
known." Under fire right now, of course, and somewhat uncomfortable as a result; but that hasn't lessened the 99 per
cent pure quality of his self-assurance.
Wonder what Tom Johnson would say if
he could see his former secretary and protege
—and successor as mayor of Cleveland—
"sitting in" as one of the real powers in
this gigantic war? Or would he say, "Go
to it, Newton; there's nothing you can't do,
except hold Ohio for the administration in
t,le comm
'li^Bn31HiiSii\
% Congressional election?".
^fflHIfflHifflR
The Secretary of War has one of those
cold-steel minds which flashes like a rapier
in the sunlight. His grasp of detail is remarkable, his capacity for work limitless,
his power of clear, penetrating thinking .obvious. But being a lawyer, he lacks the
executive push, the executive way of doing
things—he is too apt to think things are
done merely by thinking them out and by signing slips of
paper authorizing people to do them. That is a weakness
naturally inevitable in a man who is a thinker rather than a
doer; and it is no reflection on Mr. Baker to say that he is
a man of brains rather than a man of force.
He learns quickly, though, and he may yet confound his
critics.

Iab r and not on

°
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THE SECRETARY "OF WAR.
Nobody has at alfc called in/question
Secretary BAKER'.^ Intelligence, his patriotism or his earnest desire to prepare and equtpNjur soldiopS for service, speedily attd completely. That his
intentions ai$ of the $/st is beyond
doubt, thfe only question is as to his
capacity tKbear the s^eat load he has
assumed.' No man could bear ifalone.
A iinJor thW\M<jat responsibilities
Mr. YBJKEB has-lfailed to meet the
country's need, if'.he has fallen somewhat short of public expectation, the
reason may be sought, without personal reproach to him, in his lack of
special qualifications and training for
these great and exacting duties. Intelligence, engaging qualities, talents
in many ways admirable, do not constitute fitness for the post of "War Minister in time, of actual war. However
fit the incumbent may be, though he
be the fittest in the country, he should
have aids also of distinguished ability.
The tempest that now rages around
the head of Mr. BAKER has been made
more violent by the unfortunate manner in which he has met questions
and criticisms. His bearing before
the. Senate Investigating Committee
was of a nature to intensify rather
than to allay public dissatisfaction.
When shortcomings In the war service were pointed out his manner was
much too complacent, his stereotyped
reply, " Quite the contrary,", too frequently reiterated.
The committee
endeavored to Ascertain the truth,
Which is what the country demands.
Mr. BAKER was not a helpful witness.
If the people reached the conclusion
that the Secretary was obstructing the
efforts of the- committee to mend matters in his department, to secure
greater expedition in. our preparations
for war, Mr. BAKER is himself to
blame for it.
Would it not be well for the Secretary of War to reconsider his position,
to welcome help instead of repelling it?
If he believes that his administration
of the department has been without
flaw, he is not the man for the place.
If he is willing to admit that there
have been errors, that there has been
much confusion and failure to provide
needed supplies for the soldiers in
camp or in France, then, naturally,
logically, and behaving like a sensible
man, he should join hands with Congress, with the country, with the army
chiefs in a resolute effort to make
amends for past shortcomings and advance our war work with the utmost
speed.
While the country would prefer to
see a much stronger man put in Mr.
r-:
^-—o^^or_ji±ia_Eresld^n^^eclinea

■oo 11i? .!JSS'? '***■ ^uoVou"-!
80ui.p 3ur.1I0Ae.i iDisnmejiM!,™
XttAip-BOJS ,0 ,S8^ ,'„££ "iilvz*

JwAWH^nw
"i7«,i«^;,i„,.-
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BAKER'S REORGANIZATION
OF THE GENERAL STAFF
CHIEF TO PLAN AND DEVELOP
ARMY PROGRAMME.
Five Separate Divisions to Be Formed
—Made Necessary by Growth of
Military Establishment.
WASHINGTON, February 11.—The General Staff of the army has been reorganized by Secretary of. War Baker, the
announcement being made through a
general order by the Adjutant-General.
Hereafter the Chief of the General Staff,
with the assistance of the War Council
created last December, will be the immediate adviser of the Secretary of War
upon all matters relating to the military
establishment, and will be charged with
the planning and development of the
army programme in its entirety.
The announcement says that the military establishment has so increased that
it was necessary immediately to organize
the General Staff into responsible divisions. Accordingly the Chief of Staff
has been directed to organize the General Staff into five main divisions under
his direct control, and to attach to the
General Staff such personnel, officers and
civilians, that the work of the General
Staff may proceed. Each division is to
be under an officer who is to have full
power to act for the Secretary of War,
and the Chief of Staff upon all matters
charged to his division.
These divisions are to be known as
the executive, war plans, purchase and
supply, storage and traffic, and army operations. The executive division is to
take charge of the office of the Chief of
Staff under an officer to be known as
the executive assistant to the Chief of
Staff. The announcement concludes in
part as follows:
"The officer in charge of each of the
five divisions of the General Staff herein
created, will be furnished such personnel,
commissioned and civilian, and such
clerical assistance, as may be necessary
to enable him to fully execute his duties,
■ and each division, with the exception of
the war plans division, will have office
space in the War Department Building.
"The officer in charge of each division
Of the General Staff is authorized to issue
instructions of the Secretary of War and
the Chief of Staff as to matters within
his control which involve the carrying out
of policies approved by the Secretary of
War and the Chief of Staff, and may confer this authority to the chiefs of sections
within his division.
"The chiefs of the several bureaus,
corps, and other agencies of the military
establishment will cooperate to the fullest
extent in the execution of this order. . . .
"The chiefs of the several bureaus,
corps, and other agencies of the military
establishment will communicate directly
With the chiefs of the several divisions of
the General Staff upon all matters as to
which the latter have control."

The

1918.

steady

reorganization of the

War Department under Secretary Baker's guidance is illustrated afresh this
morning by the dividing of the General
Staff into five bureaus each under its
own director. Thus there will be 'a division for purchase and supply, one for
■war plans, another for executive work,
a fourth for storage and traffic, and a
fifth for army operations. Each director will report directly to the Chief of
Staff and rank as his assistant and,
together with the existing War Council, will serve in Mr. Baker's Cabinet.
Plainly, this is a move in the right direction, and one that should have been
made at least by 1915. The only danger is that, with the multiplicity of bureaus, divisions, and civilian councils,
we shall so heap up agencies that they
will get in each other's path. But that
has been the way England has gradually built up the wonderful war machinery she now has in France—at the
cost of an enormous increase in governmental offices at home. The American
people, too, will not grumble at this if
the proper results are achieved.
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Secretary BAKER'aJnte)ligance\ his patriotism or his earnest desire to prepare and equip' our soldtapsi. for service, speedup q\a completely. That his
intentions atff of the ■*/st is beyond
doubt, thfe only question is as to his
capac% ti» bear the^^eat load he has
jed.' Np_man;j;puld bear ifalone.
flder thWeNgXgat responsibilities
has '.failed to meet the
y's need, if he has fallen somewhat short of public expectation, the
reason may be sought, without personal reproach to him, in his lack of
special qualifications and training for
these great and exacting duties. Intelligence, engaging qualities, talents
in many ways admirable, do not constitute fitness for the post of "War Minister in time of actual war. However
fit the incumbent may be, though he
be the fittest in the country, he should
have aids also of distinguished ability.
. The tempest that how rages around
the head of Mr. BAKER has been made
more violent by the unfortunate manner in which he has met questions
and criticisms. His bearing before
the Senate Investigating Committee
was of a nature to intensify rather
than to allay public dissatisfaction.
When shortcomings in the war service were pointed out his manner was
much too complacent, his stereotyped
reply, "Quite the contrary,", too frequently reiterated.
The committee
endeavored to Ascertain the truth,
which is what the country demands.
Mr. BAKER was not a helpful witness.
If the people reached the conclusion
that the Secretary was obstructing the
efforts of the- committee to mend matters in his department, to secure
greater expedition in. our preparations
for war, Mr. BAKER is himself to
blame for it.
Would it not be well for the Secretary of War to reconsider his position,
to welcome help instead of repelling it?
If he believes that his administration
of the department has been without
flaw, he is not the man for the place.
If he is willing to admit that there
have been errors, that there has been
much confusion and failure to provide
needed supplies for the soldiers in
camp or in France, then, naturally,
logically, and behaving like a sensible
man, he should join hands with Congress, with the country, with the army
chiefs in a resolute effort to make
amends for past shortcomings and advance our war work with the utmost
speed.
While the country would prefer to
see a much stronger man put in Mr.
BAKER'S place, the President declines
to yield in the slightest degree to that
sentiment. Mr. BAKER would be well
advised, we think, if he should yield
to it to the extent of calling to his aid
men qualified by experience in great
affairs, by strength of will, by sheer
backbone, to assume some considerable part of the great burden which is
evidently too heavy for him. He needs
no " advisory council," no mere clerks,
no men called upon merely to submit
views and execute his- orders, but men
to whom he can say, *' Equip these
" camps, get guns made, ammunition,
" airplanes, clothing, provide trans" port, put our army in the field,"
with entire confidence that they will
do his bidding. Let him get the men
and trust them to get results.
If Mr. BAKER could be persuaded to
adopt this course, there would be an
end of squabbling and we should much
sooner be ready for fighting.

THE EVENING POST: NEW YORK,
MONDAY,

FEBRUARY 11,

BAKER'S REORGANIZATION
OF THE GENERAL STAFF
CHIEF TO PLAN AND DEVELOP
ARMY PROGRAMME.
Five Separate Divisions to Be Formed
—Made Necessary by Growth of
Military Establishment.
WASHINGTON, February 11.—The General Staff of the army has been reorganized by Secretary of, War Baker, the
announcement being made through a
general order by the Adjutant-General.
Hereafter the Chief of the General Staff,
with the assistance of the War Council
created last December, will be the immediate adviser of the Secretary of War
upon all matters relating to the military
establishment, and will be charged with
the planning and development of the
army programme in its entirety.
The announcement says that the military establishment has so increased that
It was necessary immediately to organize
the General Staff into responsible divisions. Accordingly the Chief of Staff
has been directed to organize the General Staff into five main divisions under
his direct control, and to attach to the
General Staff such personnel, officers and
civilians, that the work of the General
Staff may proceed. Each division is to
be under an officer who is to have full
power to act for the Secretary of War,
and the Chief of Staff upon all matters
charged to his division.
These divisions are to be known as
the executive, war plans, purchase and
supply, storage and traffic, and army operations. The executive division is to
take charge of the office of the Chief of
Staff under an officer to be known as
the executive assistant tp the Chief of
Staff. The announcement concludes in
part as follows:
"The officer in charge of each of the
five divisions of the General Staff herein
created will be furnished such personnel,
commissioned and civilian, and such
clerical assistance, as may be necessary
to enable him to fully execute his duties,
■ and each division, with the exception of
the war plans division, will have office
space in the War Department Building.
"The officer in charge of each division
Of the General Staff is authorized to issue
instructions of the Secretary of War and
the Chief of Staff as to matters within
his control which involve the carrying out
of policies approved by the Secretary of
War and the Chief of Staff, and may confer this authority to the chiefs of sections
within his division.
"The chiefs of the several bureaus,
corps, and other agencies of the military
establishment will cooperate to the fullest
extent in the execution of this order. . . .
"The chiefs of the several bureaus,
corps, and other agencies of the military
establishment will communicate directly
with the chiefs of the several divisions of
the General Staff upon all matters as to
which the latter have control."

1918.

The steady reorganization of the
War Department under Secretary Baker's guidance is illustrated afresh this
morning by the dividing of the General
Staff into five bureaus each under its
own director. Thus there will be a division for purchase and supply, one for
war plans, another for executive work,
a fourth for storage and traffic, and a
fifth for army operations. Each director will report directly to the Chief of
Staff and rank as his assistant and,
together with the existing War Council, will serve in Mr. Baker's Cabinet.
Plainly, this is a move in the right direction, and one that should have been
made at least by 1915. The only danger is that, with the multiplicity of bureaus, divisions, and civilian councils,
we shall so heap up agencies that they
will get in each other's path. But that
has been the way England has gradually built up the wonderful war machinery she now has in France—at the
cost of an enormous increase in governmental offices at home. The American
people, too, will not grumble at this if
the proper results are achieved.

/HE KANSAS CITY STAR, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 19, 1917.
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Several months' delay in supplying
rifles resulted from the War Department's decision to modify the Enfield General Crozier, chief of the bureau, and went
type. Factory machinery changes, the ahead with the work.
All the witnesses agreed that the new
committee was told, reduced the output
Browning machine gun, now being manof
Endfields
for"
England
and
production
War
Factories Ready Even Before
will not return to maximum until next ufactured for the army, is superior to
Was Declared, a Manufacany other weapon of its kind in existMay.
ence.
turer Said.
CONGRESS ALSO A FAULT.
Before receiving orders, Mr. Otterson
A contract with the War Department
to produce modified Enfields was not said his company began in April to make
completed until last July, President ten thousand new Enfields, on a chance
Henry S. Kimball of the Remington Com- they would be satisfactory. The first
pany testified. It was October, he said, large order by written instructions from
before machinery changes could be com- General Crozier, he said, was on May 24.
In February, However, the Navy pleted to begin output.
WOULD HAVE HELD RIFLES FOR MONTHS.
Then, the witness said, Colonel ThompDelay in congressional appropriations,
Placed an Order for 5,000
Kimbail also stated, further delayed the son of the ordnance bureau insisted upon
Machine Guns.
output. Kis firm hesitated to take a new and higher standardization, which
contract in the absence of definite ap- would have delayed production between
two and six months.
propriations.
'We Are Not Interested," Colonel
The new modified rifla, and also the
General Crozier then was called into
Rice Told Louis E. Stoddard of
American ammunition, Vice -President conference with the manufacturers and
Tyler of the same concern testified, are decided that production should proceed.
\, Marlin Company.
regarded superior to British types. His firm, Otterson said, began deliveries
After war was declared in April, he in August, a month after signing of conthe War Department immediate- tracts, when new orders were received
APPROVES OF RIFLE DELAY stated,
ly began negotiations with them to de- from Major Woodbury to push producvote their factories, engaged on a Brit- tion regardless of the new standardizaish contract for 400,000 Enfields, to tion requirements and is two months
United States Army Has a Better Gun make the modified American type.
ahead of deliveries.
.
and Better Ammunition as Result,
"The committee cannot understand
why, with war imminent in March, no BETTER CAMP CONDITIONS NOW
Two Witnesses Said.
contract was made until July," said
War Department Says That Goriras's
Senator Hitchcock.
Recommendations Are Now in Effect.
RIFLE DELAY A WISE MOVE.
Washington, Dec. 19.—How pri
If the War Department had not deWASHINGTON, Dec. 19.—Orders have
vate manufacturers anticipated gov
cided to modify the feritish Enfield been issued putting into effect urgent
ernment needs and spent millions in \ type, Mr. Kimball said, his firm recommendations made by Surgeon Gencould have turned out the Britpreparations without orders or with ish type virtually without delay, but eral Gorgas for removing and alleviating conditions which have led to disease
only informal verbal arrangements 1 both he and Mr. Tyler said the new and suffering in American army camps,
at most, was told by Vice-President! American rifle is superior, largely due the War Department stated today.
to its ability to use much better AmerGorgas's recommendations and stateLouis E. Stoddard of the Marlin. ican cartridges.
ment of conditions as he found them in
Both manufacturers said it was a the camps were given nearly a month
Corporation.
"very wise move" to adopt the new type, ago. They were publicly revealed only
NAVY MEN WERE WIDE AWAKE.
In February, Stoddard said, on verbal notwithstanding the delay in produc- yesterday, but were promptly followed
' by the chief of staff, it was stated.
orders from Rear Admiral Earle, work tion.
"It would have been too bad and a
In accordance with Gorgas's recomon 5,000 machine guns for the navy was great mistake to have retained the old
mendations orders were issued giving a
begun.
rifle, compelling continued use of much tent for every five men instead of nine,
But the efforts of the manufacturers, inferior ammunition," said Mr. Kimball. along with establishment of observation
their witnesses said, to get the ordnance
Senators Hitchcock and Wadsworth camps, installation of plumbing in hosasked if it would not have been better pitals and expediting issue of heavy
bureau to give its orders for guns on
the certainty that war was coming, to insure that American, British and clothing.
French ammunition should be inter"The conditions revealed are astoundwere futile, and after the war was startchangeable.
ing," said Senator Chamberlain, chaired delaying changes in specifications
PREPAREDNESS STARTED TOO LATE.
man of the military affairs committee,
were made.
"If your policy of preparedness had today. "The committee has planned all
Mr. Stoddard said that when he offered to { been started early enough it would have along to go into them fully when the
been possible," Mr. Kimball answered, proper officials take the stand."
begin work on gnns on the certainty that war
adding that rifle machinery in the RemCommittee members also desire to
was coming, Colonel Rice of the ordnance buington plants was brought from Eng- know why Secretary Baker several times
reau told him: "We're not interested."
land by the War Department.
stated that proper clothing was being
"It was utterly impossible to make the ord"The change in the rifle was absolute- provided for men as fast as they were
nance department realize the possibility of war,"
ly justified by the facility to use the being sent to camp.
Mr. Stoddard said, "and we simply folded our
much superior American ammunition," . In the House Jeanette Rankin's resotents and went home."
•
he said.
lution for an investigation of the health
PAY TWICE THE PRICE NOW.
Turning to machine guns, the manu- and hospital records at Camp Mills,
facturers
said
they
were
making
the
Before the war began, Stoddard said,
Hempstead, L. I., will next-month bring
new Browning gun, "the finest ever up the entire cantonment situation.
he offered to sell machine guns to the
seen."
department for $500 each, but it was
*T»Trmr>c?
CROZIER PREVENTED MORE DELAY.
turned down. Since, under orders placed,
After the manufacture of rifles began, it was
the contract prjce was twice that sum.
testified, Colonel Thompson wanted to delay
Delivery of the new lightweight
production several months by insisting on new
Browning guns for airplanes, under an
ifandards, but the manufacturers appealed to
order given by the War Department
three weeks ago is expected to begin
this month, Stoddard said.

OFFICERS WOULDN'T LISTEN

BROWNING GUN THE BEST THERE IS.

The new Browning gun, Stoddard declared, "absolutely the best ever invented." The Lewis gun is different
from the Browning, he said, and each
has its particular, functions.
if the War Department, when asked for or- ■
ders last February, had given them, Stoddard I
added, by today forty thousand Colt machine
guns could have been delivered.
"The ordnance bureau simply wouldn't listen,
wouldn't give any orders," he said.
Delay in producing the modified Enfield rifle because of the War Depart-1
ment's negotiations was explained by
ffce President Otterson of the Winchester Company. Negotiations began last
tril, he said, and contracts were not
until July 12. Deliveries began in
'August.
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In Maryland
BAKER SHOULD GO!
Are the fatal words, "Too late," to be
written over our war program, as Lloyd
George ince said they had been written
over the war program of our Allies?
It was on September 21 that The Star
first called attention to the lack of clothing and blankets, as well as of rifles, at
Camp Punston. That same week Colonel
Roosevelt took up the matter in an address made in Kansas City and publicly
asked The Star to get details on equipment. September 25 a dispatch from
Camp Punston was printed, giving these
details; showing, for instance, that only
a few thousand woolen breeches were on
hand, that there was a serious shortage
on overcoats and that the men were drilling with wooden guns.
This dispatch was telegraphed to
Washington for submission to the Secretary of War. The next day his comment on it was received from The Star's
Washington correspondent. He said:
"I am informed py the quartermaster general's department that all
the essential equipment for the men
in their first few weeks in camp
has been supplied and it is only a
question of the ability of the railroads to get it to the camps."
In this statement Secretary Baker put
all the blame for the shortage on the
railroads.
But evidently the trouble
lay further back than the railroads. For
now, December 19, comes the report of
the surgeon general that "lack of warm
garments in the cold weather of the
late fall is believed to have contributed
largely to the spread of pneumonia."
At the same time it is announced
from Washington that the quartermaster
general has been removed from office
and' "promoted" to membership in the
war council.
But he is removed after the damage
due to his inefficiency is already done.
Early in Qctober Colonel Roosevelt
began his assault on "broomstick preparedness." It was then amply pointed
out that the ordnance bureau had allowed the Nation to' get into war without a rifle program, without a machine
gun program, without a heavy artillery
program. It was further disclosed that
it was months after the war started before detailed plans had been put in the
hands of the manufacturers.
General Crozier's defense is still fresh
in mind. Virtually it is an admission ot
facts, with the blame placed on red tape.
In extenuation he urges that we are
getting artillery for our force in France
from our Allies who have much more
than they need and are abundantly able
to spare it.

But Congressman McCormick, fresh
from talking with General Petain and
other important commanders, says they
assured him that the Allies were themselves deficient in guns.
General Crozier's name is once more
sent to the Senate for confirmation for
another term as chief of ordnance, but
the general himself is relieved from his
duties in the ordnance office.
But once more, a good share of the
damage has been done. We evidently
have lost months in getting ordnance atj
a time when every day was precious. It
is plain truth that these delays have put
th.e outcome of the war in jeopardy.
The Star does not see how it is possible for the head of the War Department
to escape responsibility for this demonstrated inefficiency on the part of his
subordinates.
An experienced executive would have
kept tab on things. He would have
found out early what departments were
falling short, where the 'delays were occurring, and where new men were required. It has been one of the criticisms of Secretary Baker by those who
have worked with him that he has not
this faculty to keep things moving. He
has accepted general statements in the
place of calling for concrete results.
His methods have been lax where precision was called1 for; soft, where driv- i
ing force was needed.
,
The head of the War Department at
1
a time like this ought to be one of the
[ country's biggest executives, chosen for
| his ability to handle a big job, not for
! his views on the tariff. He ought to be
a mah of the type, say, of Davison, who
is now handling the Red Cross, or of
Schwab or Gary—a man who will put
into this vital work for the government
the vast energy and initiative that have
built up such institutions as J. P. Morgan & Co., Bethlehem, United States
Steel.
Perhaps President Wilson could find
a place for Mr. Baker in some other
sphere of the government's activities, if
he values his counsel. But a real executive is needed to manage the War Department if we are to win the war in I
the shortest possible time and with the
least possible loss of men.

Secretary of War Newton D. Bak<
has numerous friends in Hancoc
says the Star. He used, to visit the:
in the summer time and was genera
ly in every Oriole boat party that lefi
the wharf for Fort Frederick or Dai/
No. 6.
Mr. Baker was the little fello'
n*
wearing glasses and genteel from tl!
feet up. Full of energy—sure, i
could steer the Oriole like a veten ^
and could drive the mule with clue
that sounded so natural a real mi e
driver meeting him would think hi.
a denizen of the C. & O. towpat
And eat—well, when the good thin J
were spread on the Oriole drop tabT
or in the shade of a big sj*"amoJr
Mr. Baker had his feet under tm
table or doubled under himself ready!
When Secretary of War Newton D.
for the first helping.
Baker was a boy in Martinsburg he was
He had a fondness for fried chickone of a party that annually enjoyed a.
cruise on the Chesapeake and Ohio canal.
en that made it necessary to pack
It is claimed that he was some -commothe eats in clothes, baskets. Wh£n
dore, but it is not suggested that he would
Mr. Baker was in town the chickens
have made a greater success as a secretary of the navy than he is making as
roosted higher than usual. He stood
secretary of war. The Hancock St#r in
right in with the clergy on the destiny
recalling the annual trips of the good ship
of fried or broiled chicken. He note?
Oriole on the canal, says:
all the good points of the C. & O*
"Mr. Baker was the little fellow wearing glasses and genteel from the feet up.
canal—was a great admirer of Forl
Full of energy-sure. He could steer the
Frederick, possibly as a base for atS
Oriole like a veteran and drive the mules
tacking submarines in the Big Pool ok
with 'clucks that sounded so natural a
in the Potomac river—and hammerf
real mule driver meeting him would think
him a denizen of the tow path. And eating first line trenches on the Virginia
well, when the good things were spread
on the Oriole drop table, or in the shade hills opposite. Both the pools camL
in for usefulness from his point of
of a big sycamore, Mr. Baker had hie
feet under the table, or doubled under view. Round Top was a strategic poin
himself, for the first helping. He had a
for the protection of Hancock and
fondness for fried chicken which made it
necessary to pack the eats in clothes- Berkeley Springs and a fine top fron-J
baskets. When Baker was in town the which to shoot down flying machines.
chickens roosted higher than usual. Me Dam No. 6 was praised for its beauty
stood right in with the clergy on the and utility, and now that he has bedestinies of fried or broiled chicken. V-He come Secretary of War he favors tha|
noted all the good points of the canal,
operation of the old canal by the Gov.
was a great lover of Fort Frederick, possibly as a base for attacking submarines ernment to haul coal to Washington]
in Big Pool or in the Potomac, and hammering first-line trenches on the Virginia He favors it because he remember!
hills opposite. It is interesting to note the Oriole, the old mule and the waj
that Fort Frederick was last used as a terway in general.
stockade prison for Hessian prisoners,
The old Oriole sank some years agi
during the revolutionary war.
"The old Oriole sank some years ago in the basin at the mill, and whei
in a basin which has since been filled;*y. the Western Maryland filled in i
railroad work. It may. be dug up some right of-' way the remains of the ol
day and exhibited as the first yacht of ,tho boat were covered over. She may
secretary of war."
dug up and exhibited some day
the first yacht of the present Seer
tary of War. Mr. Baker lived in Ma
tinsburg in the days the Oriole sail
from the Hancock wharves.
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"The base hospital is unfinished,
without water, plumbing or sewerage
conditions. I recommend that telegraphic instructions be sent to the division commander at once to put in
DONIPHAN HOSPITAL UNFINISHED.
plumbing, water and sewer connections
Until recently, the general reports, the
and electric cookers in all the wards. command
had nothing but summer cloth"I think the recommendations I have
Sanitary Conditions Resulting in Dis- made will tend to correct the existing! ing, which undoubtedly had increased
tendency to pneumonia. Winter
eases Revealed Frankly in
sanitary errors, but I cannot urge too the
clothing is now being received and isstrongly
that
they
be
put
into
effect
it
Qorgas's Report.
sued to the men.
once. The camp sites and surroundings
Many wards in the base hospital now
! are all that can be desired. The troops required
for patients are unfinished an'l
and general conditions are good with the report
says this has caused great
MOST DEATHS AT FUNSTON the exception of such conditions as re- embarrassment
to the hospital authorlate to the epidemic diseases at present ities. Installation
of the sewerage sysprevailing."
tem and necessary plumbing in all build1
Meningitis and Pneumonia Claimed
FUNSTON HAD MOST DEATHS.
was authorized several weeks ago,
At Camp Funston, in the Eighty-ninth ings the
65 Victims—No Attempt to
work is at a standstill now,
Division, there have been forty-three ;J but
greatly increasing the difficulties in i
Isolate the Carriers.
deaths from pneumonia with 189 cases, caring
for the patients.
and twenty-two from meningitis, with
seventy cases.
A BLOW AT StPPI^UEPAUTMEIVT. j
Nearly as Bad at Doniphan, Where i "This indicates the most serious conOvercrowding and Lack of
dition., as far as infection from menin- Failure to Provide Clothing Involves
Quartermaster General.
; gitis and pneumonia is concerned," GenClothing Are Blamed.
(By The Star's Correspon'lcjit.)
i1 eral Gorgas said. "As emphasizing the
situation, I call attention to the fact | WASHINGTON, Dec. 18.—Shortly before
that they had eighty-four deaths from the Gorgas report was made public by
HOSPITALS NOT YET READY all causes when the normal death rate Secretary Baker, he announced that
1
of such a command should be about General Goetbals, who built the Panama
| canal and started out to handle the
I twelve.""
Surgeon General Says Disease Can't ! The general reports that among the ; shipping problem, until relieved by Presthirty-six thousand drafted men injected ident Wilson after the long quarrel with
Be Dealt With Until Facilities
I into the cantonment in October, were Mr. Denman, had been made acting
Are Adequate.
many meningitis carriers, this part of quartermaster and would take direct
the country being known, he says, to all charge of the quartermaster's depart! health officers as having been for several ment. That department has the task of
(By the Associated Press.)
;
years the principal epidemic center in getting clothing supplies to the army.
Washington, Dec. 18.—Insuffi- i the
The Gorgas report will add fuel to,
civil population for meningitis.
cient clothing, overcrowding and
General Gorgas recommends observa- the flames of criticism that already have '
been burning about the War Department'
bad sanitary conditions are held j tion camps, the relieving of overcrowded on the slowness in getting supplies to
• conditions, the oiling of nearby roads to
largely responsible for disease epi- ; keep down the dust and the erection the army. The Senate committee, which
1
demics at Camp Bowie, Tex.; Camp and heating of ambulance sheds to obvi- has been making an investigation of the
the present difficulties found in get- entire department, will turn its inquiry
Funston, Kas.; Camp Doniphan,' |jate
ting the motor ambulances started in to the steps that were taken to get ample
Ok., and Camp Sevier, S. C, by; the cold weather, because of the freez- clothing to the camps and find out, if
possible, why in a country as large as
Surgeon General Gorgas in reports- ing of the water in the radiators.
the United States sufficient heavy clothBAD AT CAMP SEVIEB.
to Secretary Baker made public toSanitary conditions at Camp Sevier, ing could not be had for the soldiers
day as the result' of his personal in- • in the Thirtieth Division, are described before winter struck the camps. In fact,,
Sixty when the investigation started members
i by General Gorgas as serious.
spection of the camps.
men have died of pneumonia in the last of the committee stated that more com-'
With the exception of Funston, none month and the camp has been exposed plaints had come to them about the
of the camp base hospitals has been com- i to a general epidemic of measles, there clothing condition than anything else.
pleted, General Gorgas says, and this is1 having been about two thousand cases The defense of the quartermaster's dehandicapping the medical officers in3 in the month. There have been 175 partment will be that it ordered ample
treating patients. He recommends the cases of pneumonia and fifteen cases of material on time but it was not turned
out and that ft is now either in the
rushing of this work, particularly the. meningitis.
The basic cause of insanitary condi- camps or on the way. But as-the Gorgas
installation of necessary plumbing.
tions, the report continues, is overcrowd- report states, it did not get there on
BEHEAD BY INCOMING MEN.
time and the exposures followed that
ing as the result of shortage of tentage
General Gorgas points out that nearly
Eleven or twelve men had to be put resulted in increased sickness.
The Gorgas report is remarkable foi
all the disease is brought to the camps' in each tent with about twenty square
its frankness. He started out several
by incoming men and recommends the; feet to each man. General Gorgas rec weeks
a
S° to visit every camp. About
establishment of observation camps forj ommends that no additional men be sent
ten
days
ago his first report from a
to
this
camp
until
the
division
comall newcomers. To aid sanitary conj camp in Georgia complained of insuffimander
says
he
is
able
to
care
for
them
ditions he recommends that fifty square in the proper manner.
ciency of winter clothing and things
feet of floor space be furnished for each
When General Gorgas visited the began to hum here in Washington to
man at all camps. In some cases now
camp, November 29, the whole command get the needed clothing articles to the
only twenty feet is provided.
camps.
Steps to remedy existing unfavorable was in khaki, and as a result there had
»
—.
conditions have been taken by division been a good deal of discomfort and ex- COMPLETES WORK AT FUNSTON.
posure.
Woolen
underclothing
and
commanders as far as possible, the reovercoats, however, had been distrib- Pnller Company Tnrm Over S Million
ports say, while winter clothing is be- uted.
Construction Contract.
ing supplied as rapidly as received.
LACK HEAT AND PLUMBING
CAMP FUNSTON, KAS., Dec. 18.—The
Lack of warm garments in the cold
Heat and plumbing are badly needed construction work of Camp Funston is
weather of the late fall is believed by
General Gorgas to have contributed in the hospitals, as are additional am- completed so far as the Fuller Construc);;r?.ely to the spread of pneumonia.
bulances. The general recommends tha, tion Company is concerned and the 8
million dollar contract was turned over
At Camp Bowie where the Thirly- both beSsupplied as quickly as possible.
six':h Division is training, General GorIn the*Jast month at Camp Doniphan to the government today as finished.
gas reported forty-one deaths in the last where theVrhirty-fifth Division is train Edgar S. Belden, vice-president of the
month from pneumonia out of 409 cases ing, there have been seventy-four cases company, made settlement today with
admitted to the hospital. About 2,900 of pneumonia, with eleven deaths; 316 Maj. Fred J. Herman, constructing quarcases of measles ^developed in the same cases of measles and one death; 104 of termaster of the camp, who will comlength of time.
diphtheria, with one death-, and six of plete what minor details are lacking
CAMP BOWIE THE WORST.
meningitis, with four deaths. Over- and have charge of any new construc"There is a great deal of uneasiness crowding is described by the report as tion work, the largest of which will be
and criticism among the people with the basic cause. To properly control the the installation of a return system on
j regard to conditions here which are spread of these diseases "the general the heating plant to conserve water.
This item alone will run close to a
I worse from the sanitary point of view
half million dollars, being a system of
| than in any of the camps I have
pipes bearing the condensed water back
[visited," General Gorgas says.
from each radiator to the boilers.

CAMPS A SCANDAL

eld !
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recommends that suspects be removed
immediately from the general camp with
the appearance of the first case of communicable diseases and placed in a separate detention camp for observation.
This is in addition to the observation
camp recommended for Incoming men.
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WASHINGTON, D. C, Jan. 18.—
The unqualified
indorsement o f
the S m i 1 e a g e
campaign has
been given by
Secretary of War
Baker. When the
commission on
training camp
activities had
progressed to
the point of
building Liberty
theaters
equipped to accommodate 3,000 men—admission to which
is to be coupons taken from the
Smileage Book—the plans in detail
were laid before the War Secretary.
He perused them carefully and then
penned the following letter of approval :
"A proper amount of clean, wholesome entertainment contributes
largely to the happiness of our soldiers in camp and is fundamental in
supplementing their physical and
military training.
FUN IS ESSENTIAL.

"To make such entertainment
readily available for all soldiers is
one of the most important duties of
the War Commission for Training
Camp Activities, and the work must
be continued and extended.
"I am glad to know that all entertainment projects will be consolidated and managed directly by your
Commission.
"Your plan of selling Smileage
Books seems to be an admirable
way of financing this worthy enterprise, because it gives to the individual citizen an easy opportunity
of furnishing the means for numerous good times to his soldier
friends.
"Very truly yours,
(Signed) "NEWTON D. BAKER,
"Secretary of War."

"A proper amount of clean, wholesome entertainment contributes largely to the
happiness of our soldiers in camp and is fundamental in supplementing their physical
and military training. * * * * The plan of selling Smileage Books seems to be
an admirable way of financing this worthy enterprise, because it gives to the individual citizen an easy opportunity of furnishing means for numerous good times to his
soldier friends/
NEWTON D. BAKER,

Secretary of War

JTBEJUILAS EXPRESS, DALIAS,

TEE_ NEW _YGRK TIMES,
FEBRUARY 12, 1918.
TRANSFORMING- THE GENERAL
STAFF.
The reorganization of the General
Staff now announced is Secretary
BAKER'S elaborated answer to the
Chamberlain plan to create a War
Cabinet. At the same time it is true
I that reconstruction as well as en; largement of the General Staff was
urged upon Secretary BAKER at the
beginning of the war, in fact when
war first seemed to be imminent. In
General SCOTT'S last report as Chief
of Staff he said what was In the
mind of every thoughtful officer who
understood the deficiencies of the
existing organization and realized
how inferior it was to the excellent
German model:
There should be one and only one
organ through which the Secretary of
War commands the army—the Chief
of Staff. In all that concerns discipline, recruiting, instruction, intelligence, equipment, mobilization, transportation, education, movement of
troops, the appointment, promotion,
detail, and selection of officers, the
Chief of.Staff should be the medium
or recommendation to the Secretary
'and of ixeculion of his orders. He
should hive ample authority for seciirin'jr- the- .co-ordination- of all the
activities, of. the military establishment.
Secretary BAKKH lias chosen not to
follow this advice literally, perhaps
because he was somewhat embarrassed
by previous organizations and by his
general order of Dec. 15, 1917, takingGeneral CKOZIBB from the Ordnance
Department and General SIIARPF. from
the Quartermaster's Department and
putting them on a Military War Council with the Secretary himself, the Assistant Secretary of War, the Chief of
Staff, the Chief of Artillery, and the
Judge Advocate General. The War
Council was to " act through the Chief
of Staff," and its purpose was " to
" oversee and co-ordinate all matters
" of supply of our field armies and
" the military relations between the
" armies In the field and the War De" partment." The decision to create
the Military War Council followed a
conference with the President, and the
general order was dictated when Mr.
BAKEE returned to his desk.
In the
new order the Secretary puts, the
Chief of the General Staff In first
place as " immediate adviser," but
" with the assistance of the War Council." In working out problems and
managing the conduct of the -war at
first hand the Chief of Staff will be
subordinate to the President, If not to
the Secretary.
But the assistance
which the Chief of Staff is to get from
the War Council, who can calculate? |
A question hard to answer is how I
the recent 'reorganizations of the I
Ordnance and Quartermaster's Departments are to be adjusted to the
reconstruction of the General Staff
There may be light when the heads of
the five new divisions are announced
They are: Executive, under an assistant to the Chief of Staff; War
Plans, under a Director; Purchase

and Supply, under a Director; Storage
and Traffic, under a Director, and
Army Operations, -under a Director.
All five chiefs.are to be assistants to
the Chief of Staff. Apparently the
new plan is to be a reorganization of
previous reorganizations with final
and complete co-ordination in view.
Under many sub-headings the jurisdiction and duties of each division are
defined. With the aid of General
CROWDER, who is a member, of the
Military War .Council, and who may
have had a hand in the explanatory
chart of Feb. 5, now hanging in the
Chief of Staff's office, confusions may
be cleared up and doubts resolved.
The text of the General Order certainly makes a formidable document.
A considerable increase of subordinates becomes -necessary, for the
supplementary note states that " the
" officer in charge of each of the five
" divisions" shall have the " per" sonnet, commissioned anc civilian,
"and such clerical assistance as may
" be necessary to enable him fully to
" execute his duties." A creditable
desire to reduce red tape to a. minimum appears in the bestowal upon
each division chief of power to act for
the Secretary of War and for the
Chief of Staff " upon ,Jall matters
charged to his division." The . new
General Staff will look dangerously
like "an overorganized body, topheavy
and interlocking, although the design
Is to make it function simply,
smoothly, and swiftly. Will it not
trench upon the business of the Ordnance, Quartermaster's, and Commissary Departments and cause confusion?
The reorganization planned
seems to embrace most of the War
Department. It in certainly not confined to the General Staff. The War
Cabinet proposed by Senator CHAMBERLAIN was far from being so «ompFehensive.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1918.
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A MESSAGE OF ENCOURAGEMENT AMD CONFIDENCE
"ONE'S OWN FREEDOM IS
SAFEST WHEN THAT OF
OTHERS IS EQUALLY
SAFE,"
SAYS SECRETARY OF WAR BAKER,
IN LETTER TO CHICAGO
BRANCH OF NATIONAL
SECURITY LEAGUE.
WAR DEPARTMENT.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 12, 1918.
NATIONAL SECURITY LEAGUE,
BRANCH,
Mr. H. H. Merrick, president.
Mr. Edgar A. Bancroft, Chr., Executive Committee.
ON BEHALF OF THE COLORED
PEOPLE:
Rev. Dr. A. J. Carey.
Dr. George C Hall.
Rev. W. D. Cook.
Rev. N. J. McCracken.
Major R. R. Jackson.
Mr, Morris Lewis.
Gentlemen:
I an in receipt of your telegram
inviting me to be present and to dej liver the principal address at a Mass
(Meeting to be held at the Coliseum
| in Chicago on the afternoon of Feb.
12th, 1918, under the auspices of the
Chicago Branch of the National Security League in connection with the
representatives and leaders of the:
patriotic Colored citizens of your
I community.
As stated to you in a telegraphic
reply which Mr. Emmet J. Scott,
my Special Assistant, forwarded to
you at' my instance and request, I
sincerely wish it were possible for
me to be present on the occasion referred to, for I would then have a
splendid opportunity to tell of the
fine spirit with which the great test
of the quality of America is being
met by the Colored people of our:
country. But the pressure of my i
official duties here compels me to i
forego this pleasure.
I wish, however, in view of my
enforced absence to send, especially
to the Colored Americans of your
community and elsewhere, just a
few words of encouragement and
confidence.
In our Reserve Officers' TrainingCamp, recently held at Fort Des
Moines, Iowa, representative youngColored men presented themselves
for training. They devoted themselves with zeal to the task and they
are now imparting to the men under
their charge the military lessons
which they themselves learned. But
more than this, they are teaching
to their fellow men the principles for
which America is in the war—those
vital principles which are the foundation of the hopes of free people, and
the keystone of National Security.

After all, what is this thing we:
call "Democracy" and about which;
we hear so much nowadays? Surely;
it is no catch-phrase or abstraction. ■
It is demonstrating too much vitality for that. It is no social distinction or privilege of the few, for were
it that, it could not win the hearts,
of peoples and make them willing to'
die for its establishment. But it is,'
it seems to me, a hope as wide as
the human race, involving men every- I
where, a hope' which permits each
of us to look forward to a time when?
not only we, but others will hav.
our respective rights, founded in
generosity of Nature, and protected
by a system of justice which will
adjust its appearent conflicts. Un-i
der such a hope nations will do,
justice to nations, and men to men.
Nor can I believe that this democracy
will be attained as a finished and
complete thing, but rather with in-'
creased education and knowledge, its.
application will enlarge and new1
meanings be discovered in it. It is1
not the philosophy of disorder, but?
of progressive order, not the doc-s
trine of restraint by force, but rather
of self estraint imposed by man who
realize that one's own freedom is^
safest when that of others is equally8s
safe.
In a most encouraging degree, Itr
is being regarded by Colored civil-"
ians throughout the country, as a:
privilege and as duty to give liber-'
ally of their substance, of their time,'
of their talents, of their energy, of1
their influence, and in every way!
possible, to contribute toward the1"
comfort and success of our fighting
units and those of our allies across*
the seas.
The Colored men, who were sub-f
ject to draft, are to be commended i
upon their promptness and eagerness [
in registering their names for service [
in the National Army, and likewise
mention is made of the relatively low
per centage of exemption claims filed •
by them. Those in the service of.'
their country, I am sure, will prove,,
faithful and efficient, and will up-"
hold the traditions of their race.
It is, indeed, most fitting that you
should hold your patriotic meeting on
the day set apart in honor of the
birth of Abraham Lincoln, whose
name is synonymous with Freedom
and true Democracy.
Hoping that your meeting and all
of your worthy efforts may be crown
ed with success, I am,
Cordially yours,
NEWTON D. BAKER,
Secretary of War.
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BAKER, THE SECRETARY AID THE IAI
A Thorough-Going American and Democrat—Motive of Attacks Upon
Him by Hide-Bound Republican Protectionists — A
Humanitarian with a Wide View

everything from the point of view of the
task assigned to him, and that is to raise
a vast army in the quickest possible time.
He does not hesitate to make compromises, and to assent to things or to yield
to prejudices which he personally detests
in order to advance this purpose for which
he has been retained by President Wilson.
It is not long before you feel the winning charm of the man. Senator Chamberlain, in the middle of his attack upon
him, stopped to say how much be liked
and respected Mr. Baker, and the respect
and liking of the War Department officials Mr. Baker has had from the beginning. He is so mentally alert and so
quick to catch the essential point of an
argument that it is always a pleasure to
do business with him, particularly because of the evident breadth of his mind
and the fact that he is viewing questiona
from a humanitarian, a national, and at
times, even an international point of view?
and there are singularly few officeholders in Washington of whom this can be
said. When all the things that Mr. Baker
has done can be spoken of, as, for instance, his handling of the conscientious
objectors, his rigid punishment of all offending officers, his really generous spirit
in dealing with the individual human
problems that come before him, there will
be a wide change of feeling in regard to
llimj <jespite the undeniable mistakes that
he jjas ma(jei f0T Americans like men
whose hearts are in the right place and
are responsive to individual need and suf
fering. Bad as conditions are in the.
camps, they would indubitably have been
WOrse had there not been this fine hu
manitarian in charge of the War De
partment.
Few people realize how admirable and
forceful a puMic speaker Mr_ Baker la
u hag long been knQwn tha). the verdlct

What manner of man is this Newton D. Baker about whom the political battle
ig now raging in Washington? It is alleged that he is a woful incompetent, a pacifist
in disguise, an economic theorist, dangerously devoted to the single tax and other
"isms," and that he is conspicuously unfit for his position. On the other hand, the
belief is widely held that Newton D. Baker is singularly the right man in the right
place; that he is a true democrat placed at a crucial point in the battle for democracy .which the United States is now waging, and that the attacks upon him are
really not directed against him, but against President Wilson, and the President's
plans for a democratic peace. This, with its slant toward Free Trade, has deeply
stirred the hide-bound Republican Protectionists, who, to the country at large, are
standing behind the President, but in reality are standing behind him.with extremely
sharp knives in their hands. Where does the truth lie?
To my mind, chiefly with the defenders ciples and his readiness to live up to
of the Secretary of War, although, as them, but by his ability to do the job
will be shown in these articles, he has assigned to him as effectively as it is
blundered gravely. But he is a good possible for anyone else to accomplish it.
Democrat; he has not been unfaithful to In this connection it will, of course, have
the Democratic teachings of his precep- to be asked whether given our antitor, Tom L. Johnson. He is, like Brand quated army system and our hopelessly
Whitlock and Frederic C. Howe and oth- Involved War Department, any human
ers of this school, firm in his belief that being could possibly make a success of
public office is a public trust for the plain the problem before him and reorganize
people. He is in many respects, because the whole business in war time. That
of his democratic views, essentially the wm be considered later. First, let us
right man in the right place. One has inquire something about the personal
only to conceive what mischief could be ity of Mr. Baker and what he stands for
done in the Secretaryship of War by a before proceeding to a discussion of Uii
mind as limited as Mr. Burleson's or one errors as Secretary of War and the mag- i of unbiassed men in Cleveland runs to
as reactionary as that of Mr. Ballinger nitude of the task before him.
the effect that he is a remarkable camTo one accustomed to the frock-coat- paigner, as well as a most able adminto realize that a domineering, stop-ated
and
high-hatted
statesmanship
of
nothing office autocrat in his position
istrator. Only the other day he made
would have taken us far along the road England and Europe, and the awe-in- a speech before the Southern Society in
towards militarism of the Prussian type spring circumstances under which Cabin- this city which completely carried away
by this time. The Public is correct when et officers work in Europe, it must ba a group of some fifteen prominent newsit deems him a tribune of the people and something of a snock to enter Secre- paper men, chiefly from out of town, who
a right bower of the President. He is tary Baker's office and engage in con- are so hardened to public speaking as
fortuitously placed to fight Mr. Wilson's versation with the physically little man to be usually quite beyond any thrills.
battles and the country's for a peace that who sits at the big desk. He is thorough- But Secretary Baker moved those men
shall really be a people's peace, and not ly American in his informality, and when profoundly; they came away from that
a peace of secret diplomacy and open im- it comes to smoking, he will be' the last dinner saying it was the greatest speech
perialism. He is far from being a woful man to come out in favor of smokeless they had ever heard, and by far the abincompetent. As to his pacifism, if he days as a war savings measure. He is lest in its bearing on the war and its
ever really believed in it, he has long- forever at his pipe, and if he is inter- presentation of the democratic ideal for
since forgotten about it, and the theory ested in what is being- said to him, it is which President Wilson is avowedly fightthat he has been deliberately surround- not long before he is tipping back in ing.
ing himself by pacifists—in order, of his chair and elevating- his feet higher
Most of these fifteen auditors are probcourse, to weaken the efficiency of the than they ever go in European offices.
:1
War Department, and thus bring disgrace Or he will sit on the table beliind his | ably entirely opposed to the Secretary's
upon himself as an administrator—is too desk and swing- his feet like a jscho)l-3 economic reform views. But he swept
I everything before him that night, and
absurd to be worthy of notice. Similarly boy in recess.
irrelevant are all references to his ecoBui you quickly forge! these rtianner-1 no man could have done it who was not j
!j profoundly loyal to the cause in which
nomic views. It is true, however, that isms in tlic evident, keenness of the ma-nj1
he has carried into his office his social himself! his ready thrust and parry in I the nation is engaged and stirred to his
reform beliefs, and that he is not willing any argun>ent, tin- careful attention hb Ii depths by the magnitude and the gravity
to subordinate to the exigency of the gives to everything that is said, his com- J1 of the responsibility which is his. It is
hour standards of labor and of living plete concent ration on the subject in i a great pity indeed that our:Cabinet ofwljich have been dearly won by years of hand. You realize very quickly that it I fleers have not seats on the floor of Con| hard and thankless reform drudgery. All is a big man you have before you, and 1 gress. If there is any one reform which
this war ought to bring about, it is that.
a square man—a man who wants to do
: honor to him for that.
But, it will be asked, does this make exactly the. just and right thing. He Surely, if Newton D. Baker had to exhim a good executive and the right betrays his legal mind in the first two r plain and defend his course day by day
in the House, he would long since have
■man in the right place? Emphatically, minutes because h wants clear defii impressed the country by his great abilit does not. Any man whose instincts niiions, 1
hojriiis to marshal the
ity, and he would have gained much by
are right, who is fired with a determina- evidence and he sks the kind of quesj the questions and criticisms that would
tion to preserve democracy at home
tions that a good judge would. He weighs
1 daily have been hurled at him. He would
while waging war on autocracy abroad,
long since have been wearing- the nickj would be out of place as Secretary of
; name once bestowed upon Lincoln's old
[War if he could not make good as an
I rival. Stephen A. Douglas, "The Little
Executive. Mr. Baker will, therefore, be
■ Giant," and he would be wearing it far
judged finally not by his democratic prinmore honorably because of his devotion
to principle.

It is not only because of his abilif
and his personality that those who ar<
hoping to drive Mr. Baker out of th
Cabinet are surely indulging- m vai|
hopes, so far as President Wilson is con
cerned. There are at least three lamevery lame—ducks in his Cabinet who.
the President could have dropped at th
beginning of his second term with grea
benefit to his Administration, and to th
country as a whole. But he is like ads
mant when it comes to criticism of h
subordinates; the sharper the criticisL
the more certain it is that the Presiden
will stick by his lieutenant. McKinle
yielded when Secretary Alger became
victim to the War Department systei
and the politics he practiced, which wei
then rife, in the army. There is a di
ferent backbone in the White House ti
jay, and he showed it in his passional
defence of his Secretary of War the ofhi
day.
One thing- men are saying. It is taj
the Chamberlain attack has put an ei
to the chances of Secretary Baker's
curing the Democratic nomination lj
the Presidency. Personally, I do not
lieve that Mr. Baker has concerned nil
self for a moment with this possibi]
since he has been in office. The Pre
dential bee is busy around another Cal
net bonnet. As a matter of fact, Sei
tary Baker is not particularly in li
with public office. He voluntarily
tired from the Mayoralty in Cleveland
order to make a little money for his fi
ily by his law practice, without dreaj
ing that another irresistible call for pi
lice service would present itself in so shi
a time. Some one who known him ii
mately tells me that the real ambitii
of Newton Baker is something entin
different. He would, it seems, if ho
his choice, rather follow in the footjij
of his teacher, Tom L. Johnson, and bi
up a school of young disciples of i
principles for which he stands. Wj
knows, some day Newton Baker may
the brilliant and inspiring head of so;
great university. If he is, it may s;
be laid down that to his doors will throi
in great numbers young men enthu:
and inspired by the ' democratic idi
drawn thither by the renown o£ a gi
teacher, whom they will honor for
; service in the great war, even while!
mitting the blunders he has made.
O. G. V.
(A. second article on Mr. Baker's ft
I in office, and his difficulties, mil OJIJI
lo-morrow.)

and found a way of getting to France in
double-quick time. He foresaw exactly
what has happened, including the popular outcry and the Congressional inquiry, reorganizing and reforming the War be
and is no doubt thanking his stars that partment itself. Any Secretary would
His^cts in Office Examined—Failure to Reorganize the War Depart- he is near the firing line in France and have been the victim of them, as they
not on the firing line in Washington to- all have been, had not a major surgical
ment in Essential Respects—Management of the
day. "Mr. Baker," ho said, "has decided operation of a most far-reaching characfor the older officers; the War Depart- ter been undertaken upon the War DeSelective Draft Criticised
partment itself.
ment is no place for me."
The third blunder of which the SecNow, Mr. Baker is right in saying that
q
great things have been accomplished, but retary of War has been guilty was the
VCCAA>.
II.
a good deal more would have been cor- manner of his appearance before the Senrectly done had it not been for the blun- ate Committee on Military Affairs. He
No one who has not made a study of the War Department, past and present, can
realize the immensity of the job presented to Mr. Baker. Secretary Root we continue ders in connection with the draft. To my seemed to be, or the newspapers so por
mind, Mr. Baker's acceptance of con'scrip trayed him, a brilliant witness, sparring
to think of as one of the greatest Secretaries of War because he made some changes
in C0Urt With the
Prosecuting attorney. It
and introduced some reforms, including the organization of ttie General Staff, and lion was real treachery to ^democratic
idealism. But conscription was intro- does not seem a mistake to believe that
yet, when he got through with the War Department, the same old system was there.
had come quietly and modestly beThere was the same old red tape, the same old inner ring of influential generals duced at a cost to date of nearly five and if he
e the Comrnlttee
one-quarter millions of dollars and of '
' and made a statedominating the Department, the same determination to do business in the old way,
lent lik
° the foHowinS. he would have
and above all, the same type of hide-bound military mind. Somehow, everybody many, many millions of dollars in unpaid j"
headed off the mere
Partisan part of the
succumbs to it; the young military reformer, if he by any chance gets to high posi- patriotic service, with the result that '
ia<Lalry
oimost
as
many
men
have
to
date
oeen
' and made a Profound imprestion, when he is comparatively young, seems quickly to yield to the same deadening
S n UP U th
'°
°
° coanUy- Let us suppose
influence,' which has not persisted to the same extent by any means in the navy. It voluntarUy enlisted as have been con
th&t h had talked thUS:
°
Is not only that the administrative bureaus are cumbersome and not coordinated, and scripted, and this without a regular PresGentlemen of the Committee, I am here
that each is jealous of the other, but that the military spirit as it is found elsewhere, idential call for volunteers. It was urged
on behalf of conscription that it w»s to answer every question which you desire
notably in France,- is sadly lacking.
infinitely fairer *„* „
I
to ask that I can answer without giving im
mnmieiy fairer and wiser than the portant information to the enemy. I know,
lt is open to question whether anyone Secretaries of the last two decades with volunteer system, and that its selec- that y°u moan to help me, and I wan?
could make a complete success of Mr. whom I have talked when they were in tive character made it far more ef to ,be helPed- We have made blunde;
Baker's task, whether anyone could take office, while conscious of the shortcom- fective, speaking from the mUitary point fig,?*? £&*% ffljl £&£"&
our antiquated army system and our ings of the army, were for some reason of view' But the Government has gone don't want to make any more, but I
hopelessly involved War Department and or other unable to grapple with the evils riSnt °n taking men by the non-selective wfnt you to real'ze that I am'dealing
make if over in war time. There are as a whole. They undertook.- their re- syst^ <* volunteering, accepting to date | Tovt^TunnttlTto^TlZ^lZ ^eh *3
bound to be errors, there will continue forms piecemeal, and tried to stiffen some three hundred and sixty-five thou- i dreamed-of problem of not'only raisi'ng
to be much confusion, there will proba- the morale of the whole army by doing sand for the regular army alone, to sajf(j,anc5j'my ]arger than we have ever raised
bly continue to be needless waste of life, away with an abuse here and an abuse nothing of the fully two hundred thou- before, by new methods, but of coordithere will be endless red tape, and the there, and holding the officers up to a sand who have volunteered for the navy, nating and subordinating ail the industries,of the country which relate to the
same old inability, to take rapid forward stricter, moral responsibility—a slow the Marine Corps, and the National conduct of modern warfare to the task
steps, which have been characteristic of method which never took them very far Guard. The draft system was not even of defeating Germany. This has been
Only a
the War Department in every war in before their terms expired or they re-j truly selective at first, as its creator and overwhelming beyond words.
which the country has engaged;—unlesn signed. Where they failed, and where, to organizer, Gen. Crowder, has now freely superman could have accomplished it in
a short time. I have nothing to conceal
we stay in the war for years and lsarn an outsider, Secretary Baker has failed, j admitted. But that is another story. The and if by your questions you can hring
by bitter experience. It took the Wat was in not sending, for experts in govern- I point I wish to make is that Gen. Crow- out any place where I have been remiss
Department in the Civil War nearly ment, like Dr. Frederick A. Cleveland j der or somebody else determined that or shortsighted, I shall welcome it Now
pleaso proceed.
three years to learn from the Confeder- and Henry Bruere, efficiency experts like : 180,000 men should be sent to camp on
Had he spoken thus, we should have,
ates what wonderful use could be mad* Morris Llewellyn Cooke, lately Director of j September 1, and a number of men at
of cavalry organized as a separate force Publio Works in Philadelphia under several later dates, until the whole origi- lost a brilliant exhibition of ingenious
and operating with great speed over wide Mayor Blankenburg, and business experts nal draft was called out.
mental fencing, but the writer believes
ranges of country. The Confederates had like Charles M. Schwab, with records of
that the result would have been beneMr. David Lawrence, the Evening Post's ficial to all concerned, and that the dewell demonstrated this early in 1862; it great executive success, and giving them
Washington correspondent, in his recent sired efficiency is the conduct of the war
was 1864 before Washington really put three months tQ WQrk Qut a com
the lesson into practice. History is l,ke- p]an of r60r&anizationj preciseiy as they admirable statement of the case of ,the would have been much nearer. This beAdministration and Mr. Baker against lief is surely borne out by the changed
ly to repeat itself now as it did in 1898 wouW „ they had ^ dgal ^
bank_
Mr. Roosevelt and Senator Chamberlain,
There are many reasons for this; let
rupt iron works, that had to be re- states that the draft machinery having manner and conduct of the Secretary in
it suffice to give one, which is the chief
appearing/ at Washington yesterday.
organized and made to pay dividends in once been set in motion "could not be
'.curse of the army: No officer is ever tn
■ , „. . _
... .. .
_
There are numerous things to which ox-.
+.
'>
. , .
*
.,
, i
e shortest possible.. time. Even then, changed," and so the conscripts were call\punished or set aside or dropped because
ception can be taken in his latest stateit would be doubtful if they could get ed out about on the days set without the
\of inefficiency or ineffectiveness.
One
ment, which does not explain away the
Congress to enact the changes into law slightest reference to the fact that the
need only imagine what would happen
blunders set forth above, but the.favorable'
under some years; it took decades to Quartermaster Corps was not prepared
to the Bethlehem Steel works if every
effect upon Senator Chamberlain and
bring about the- simple amalgamation of promptly to clothe the men or the Mediofficial knew that, having been appointthe other members of the committee by
the Quartermaster, Subsistence, and.Pay cal Corps ready to nurse them. As a
ed, he would rise steadily (subject to some
the friendly and reasonable attitude taken
Corps of the armies, which was finally result, hundreds of men have died as
notoriously ineffective examinations for
by the Secretary shows, perhaps, that
achieved
in
1912,
yet
there
never
was
needlessly as men died in the Spanishpromotion) unless he created a public
he himself now realizes the mistake, which
a sound reason why there, should be such American War of typhoid fever. It does
he made.
theTompany'rmon^y;" The'wo°rks"wo'uid ! Reparation of these three functions, save not seem to have occurred to. Secretary
There is also reason to believe that if
ha th re were these three
Baker
or
Gen.
Crowder
that
the
conbe honeycombed with dry-rot and ineffl- * i ? t
departments
Mr. Baker were to put more driving
i
,
it
,,
*
in
the
British
army
of
1776.
scripted men should be, called out only
ciency in no time at all. A few years
'
•
force into the management of the DeBut if
ago, a law was passed by which bureau
such a complete reorganization when there were enough overcoats and partment, there would be greater speed.
had been
uniforms
on
hand
to
equip
them.
The
chiefs in the War Department were apPlanned, it would seem as if it
I am told that he frequently approves a
pointed for four years only so that at would surely have been possible to enact loss of time would have been very slight, proposal which is laid before him in a
n int0 law irt i916 or 191
the end of that time they could be drop?. in view of because in many of the camps even a quiet manner, when what is needed is
normal winter would have gravely interped, if inefficient and ' go back to their Mr. Wilson's complete' control of Con
a vigorous stimulation of the men who j
former positions or go on the retired list gress and the ever-present possibility that fered with the training of the troops. Any are entrusted with the job, and a warn- J
actual
gain
in
getting
these
men
out
of
if the President preferred, yet no suck we might be drawn into the world war.
ing as to what will happen if it is not]
officer has ever been dropped; they have j No one attempted it, and when Mr. Baker their homes and subjecting them to the accomplished. But when all is said and
c
discipline
of
army
life
has
been
far
offset
all been reappointed, no matter what j ame into office, and war appeared on the
done, despite the blunders enumerated,
their efficiency, when their terms expir- ' horlzon, the question came up whether by the scandals, and, what is worse, wide- a forcing out of Mr. Baker from the
he
spread
depression
among
the
men
at
the
ed, and the law has failed of , its pur- |
would make a clean sweep of the
Cabinet by the current attacks upon him
pose to bring new blood into high posi-! Present 'bureau heads and get in a lot of camps, due to the conditions under which would be a grievous mistake that would
they
have
been
forced
to
live.
To
the
tions and made possible dropping for dul new and young officers, or try to work
do far more harm than good. Anybody
with the older men and piece out the outsider, it looks as if it were another who took his place.would have to spend
Bess or inefficiency.
glorious
victory
for
the
rigid
official
mind,
When a new Secretary of War gets old organization by the aid of such bodies
and it is hard to see how Newton Baker months in learning the fundamentals of
into this position, it takes him. as long as the National Council of Defence, the
can avoid the responsibility of this fate- the position and in getting a knowledge
to learn the job as it does a Police Com- War Industries Board, the General Mu- ful and fatal blunder, which could have of the "system." And then you could
missioner of New York to understand nitions Board, the War Council, and now been prevented by a single order—the riot possibly find anywhere a more honall the workings of the police "system." the Surveyor-General of Purchases, etc. calling out of only 50,000 or 75,000 men on est, .a more hard-working, a more deNot one has succeeded in entirely mas- He chose the. latter policy, and one of September first. The delays in purchas- voted, and more patriotic Secretary than
tering the War Department. Secretary tIie bl'ainiest young officers in the army, ing supplies and ordering cannon, rifles, Newton D. Baker, and mighty few men.
Garrison did admiraBly in many ways, j who had been on duty in.the War De- etc., were due to defects jn the War De- anywhere 'could be discovered with as
notably in keeping politics absolutely out i Par-tment-for. some time in an important partment orga-nization, which it would keen a mind and as courageous a spirit.
of. the army, something that had never | Position, promptly threw over his job seem could only have been overcome by
O. G. V.
happened before. But every one of these
~
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and silently as a bird, but
and power was reduced correspondconsuming nearly four time
they were expected to work. In this scrampie
RAILROAD PATRIOTISM.
required by the noisy flivver
ingly.
''
ble, it is reported the Pennsylvania Comthen
The
Chicago
Herald
has
for
some
time
you scurry for a place of saf<
pany went into the yards of the North
fain
(By William J. Hedger.)
Western Company and offered one dollar past been short of white paper. In last
And so it is with the snu the
In taking over the railroads the governWednesday
morning's
edition
the
Herald
an hour to men who were receiving eightyoperator. His brain is aflame highest
ment guaranteed them a fixed income, unfive cents an hour and in this manner took said:
directing a vast number of the pj
dertook to safeguard all bonded obliga'' As an example of railroad cona large number of men away from the
nerves leading out to the ring c with
tions, and to improve and maintain all
gestion the Herald submits the follatter company. Like instances were reing them with unerring accuij Lvhitr
equipment at a high standard of efficiency.
lowing:
ported in other yards. Switchmen and
sand times quicker than thou^reas
To an ordinary citizen this seems suffiA carload of paper shipped from
than one hundred thousand kj innocd
others were idling their time away at
cient, especially in view of the fact that
Livermore Palls, Me., on Dec. 18, 1917,
hours or less; eyes are telegra' in frl
home without pay the while.
the railroads are chargeable with a very
is expected to reach the Herald's
The
use
and
shameless
abuse
of
the
remind,
through words, some fa may
4 large percentage of the frightful condipressroom today.
Anyway, it was
strange and unknown, the tl ters
4 tions now confronting us. But we are consignment privilege is another means of
near South Chicago yesterday—and
4
actions of men and women
"putting the government in the hole."
courai
burdened with the same officials, the same
we live in hope.
of life; they are standing gm defeai
Out in the Galewood yards the other day
boards of directors, etc., that have parIt
has
taken
this
car
sixty-two
days
frailties of a delicate, and railroj
a switchman stepped from a switch enalyzed our activities in the past.
to travel 1,300 miles, a trifle over
exasperating, mechanism, insta with;
gine as it came to a stop, saying as he
""Control and possession," by the govtwenty-two miles a day. Nellie Bly
bending, even the least perce
did so:
"This is the sixth time this
Out!
ernment is gradually simmering down to a
made her celebrated trip around the
ing of its motion; the mind, rrn/.t'i |
bunch of cars have been back here, and
point where the government becomes a
world over a quarter of a century
| of rapid action, is correcting ers ai
is
still they have not been unloaded." Unmere,guarantor of profits, bonded indebtedand spelling, supplying woi bury
der the law a consignee is allowed a ■ ago in ten days more than the time
ness and equipment, and a convenient sub.
.i-.:~:
„../] „.
..:
consumed by this shipment in reachcertain amount of time to unload a car,
proper
divisions,
and carrying
(0ratiB
terfuge whereby laws, not otherwise voiding Chicago. The world has been gircies of absurd and ridiculous noj. „
called "free time," after the expiration
able, may be abrogated and set aside, at
dled in thirty-five days, almost four
of which time a charge is made for every
shall not attempt, nor are wa termiil
the same time assuming all responsibility
weeks less than the running time of
enumerating the unending nurJ jugticl
twenty-four hours' time the car is defor errors, mismanagement, crookedness,
the carload of print paper."
and delays which almost consJ tolera]
tained, the rate increasing as the time exincompetence, criminal conspiracies and
tends. So, 'Mr. Brown reconsigns his ears
In a railroad station on the Chicago & rupt the thought and action pUbliel
.leliberate negligence of railroads, their
^[r_
at the end of his "free time" to Mr. North Western the other day a crowd of erator,—interruptions that
That is to say, the
' 5s allies and officials.
.lones, who reconsigns to Mr. Brown in the people stood waiting for a scheduled pas- worry the most even-tempei Qoai I
railroads are right where they were before,
•
same manner, and so on, Mr. Jones never senger train, long overdue. Inquiry was All these things and many 1 m
■Y3
except they are certain of receiving the
having had any intention of accepting the made of the station agent as to the cause daily burden of the linotype tl.0'y t
greatest profits in their history, certain
shipment, acting merely as a means of of delay, whereupon he answered: "You
And so we say, as we have row \1
their debts will be paid, certain their
helping Brown beat the demurrage law and had better write a letter to McAdoo; he before, be careful of your sp destru
equipment will be in better shape tan
thereby hampering the government by is running the railroads now, you know: spell disaster to you tomorn cominJ
ever before; and on top of all this, the
withholding rolling stock. The railroads and as long as he runs them you may ex- according to your pay. Gii crush I
burden of their inefficiency, incompetence,
have in the past made many strenuous ob- pect such things as this." And the train dollar; but don't give sometrJ inalitv)
or
crookedness
is
graciously
shifted
to
the
1
jections to this abuse of the reconsignment never came. But the station agent was
all tin
ing.
government, represented by the persons of
■*J
privilege, but they now seem content to merely repeating what the men owning the
There is something wrong ruptioi
[ Al the president and Secretary McAdoo. In
allow its indiscriminate abuse, hauling railroad had said to him—poisoning the who deliberately drives hims able,
other words, all they have to do is to draw
and rehauling an endless stream of cars public mind against the government.
hours a day for $5, or even \ eentuT
dividends and let the government do all
around their yards, to no purpose but the
Treason and anarchy is running rampant
the work.
infinite detriment of the government an" in every railroad office and yard in the
One wouldn't think it very irksome to
land, and not a word of protest comes
be a patriot under such an arrangement the public.
Every avenue of neglect and indifferen
from officials of the government, from the
as this. Yet, there were some highly suspicious actions here in Chicago during the is being scoured to yield its tribute in tile Department of Justice, from the House or
late storm. For instance, there was a effort to throttle and emasculate the ef£or|s from the Senate. Perhaps the latter is too
busy trying to put one of the most splendid
great cry for men to clear away the snow of the government. The other day
(after it had been on the ground for fully Washington, Commissioner McChord of t|e men this country has produced, Newton
a week). It was reported that men in Interstate Commerce Commission in a f D. Baker, in bad. Mr. Baker, it seems, is
rigidly honest, which is an intolerable insufficient numbers could not be secured, in port to Mr. McAdoo, set forth conditio
which
were
epitomized
by
the
Associat
terference with the customary conduct and
spite of the fact that the pay was considordinary usage prevailing amongst the
ered high. But while all this was supposed Press as follows in the Chicago Journal:
" Gross negligence of railroads unAmerican banditry (sometimes erroneousto be going on, while the country was
der private management in giving . ly called business men), who desire to be
facing perhaps the most disgraceful railproper care to locomotives is a prin
■let alone in their monopoly of taking whatroad breakdown in its history, the railroad
cipal cause of the present freight conever they wish without question and withofficials, it is claimed, were sending home
gestion, according to a report preout leave.
every day hundreds of switchmen, freight
sented today to Director General Mchandlers "and other employes whose ordiRailroad officials and their allied interAdoo by Interstate Commerce Commisnary duties had been stopped by weather
ests may scandalize the private life of
sioner McChord.
conditions, notwithstanding the fact that
Mr. McAdoo; they may vitiate and bring
After analyzing reports of inspecinto disrepute his usefulness as a public
these same men were willing and able to
tors who have investigated conditions
go out and shovel snow from the tracks
official; they may destroy his public life,
at the principal points of congestion in
in the railroad yards or go to any other
and they probably will; they may impose
the east for several weeks, Commisupon and deceive the magnanimous libplace where their services might do the
sioner McChord announced that hunerality of an overburdened president; they
greatest good in helping to relieve an indreds of locomotives which are sorely
tolerable situation', which threatened the
may permit a few inches of snow to parneeded in the present emergency, are
alyze their systems for days and even
welfare of the nation. No men could posidle in. shops and roundhouses, frozen
weeks; they may go on inventing and persibly have been so valuable in performing
through neglect, or lacking repairs
petrating their contemptible petty larceny
such a work, familiar, as they are, with
which might have been made if proper
schemes and tricks designed to harass and
every track and switch in their respective
forethought had been given by local
intimidate a patient, easy-going public;
yards; nor would it have been necessary to
railway officials.
they may corrupt public officials and prihave paid them fabulous wages; they
Naming specific yards and terminals
would have been content with, and were
vate citizens-; they may jeopardize an enwhere scores of trains are stalled for
tire army and doubtless will; but this
even anxious to accept, their regular pay
days awaiting motive power, Commisand considered it a privilege to be so usemuch is certain: they can not go on desioner McChord showed that engines
ful at such a distressing time. But they
ceiving and defrauding the people forlay in roundhouses without doors to
were not used in accomplishing the very
ever. Their insidious corruption has alprotect them against cold, and that
thing, which, above all others, they were
most run its course in America.
machinery was damaged by the ice
If ever a people have been patient and
the most able to accomplish. Instead, after
which encrusted it. For lack of relong suffering with criminals, it is the peoan unpardonable delay, a wild scramble
pairs, other locomotives were operated
ensued to secure outside help—help totally
(Oontinued on page 4.)
with steam seeping from loose fittings,
ignorant of the railroad yards, in which
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and silently as a bird, but its engine is
consuming nearly four times the power
they were expected to work. In this scramRAILROAD PATRIOTISM.
required by the noisy flivver that makes
ingly."
ble," it is reported the Pennsylvania ComThe Chicago Herald has for some time von scurry for a place of safety.
pany went into the yards of the North
(By William J. Hedger.)
past been short of white paper. In last
And so it is with the smooth running
Western Company and offered one dollar
In taking over the railroads the govern-.
Wednesday morning's edition the Herald operator. His brain is aflame with energy)
an hour to men who were receiving eightyment guaranteed them a fixed income, undirecting a vast number of muscles and
five cents an hour and in this manner took said:
dertook to safeguard all bonded obliga"As an example of railroad connerves leading out to the finger tips, guida large number of men away from the
tions, and to improve and maintain all
gestion the Herald submits the foling them with unerring accuracy, a thoulatter company. Like instances were reequipment at a high standard of efficiency.
sand times quicker than thought, to more
lowing:
Switchmen and
A carload of paper shipped from
than one hundred thousand keys in eight
Livermore Palls, Me., on Dec. IS, 1917,
hours or less; eyes are telegraphing to the
eicnt, especially in v
home without pay the while.
the railroads are chargeable with a very
is expected to reach the Herald's
mind, through words, some familiar, some
The use and shameless abuse of the re
large percentage of the frightful condipressroom today.
Anyway, it was
strange and unknown, the thoughts and
consignment privilege is another means of
near South Chicago yesterday—and
tions now confronting us. But we are
actions of men and women in all the walks
"putting the government in the hole."
burdened with the same officials, the same
of life; they are standing guard over the
we
live
in
hope.
Out in the Galewood yards the other day
boards of directors, etc., that have parIt has taken this car sixty-two days
frailties of a delicate, and frequently
a switchman stepped from a switch ento travel 1,300 miles, a trifle over
alvzed our activities in the past.
exasperating, mechanism, instantly compregine as it came to a stop, saying as he
""Control and possession," by the govtwenty-two miles a day. Nellie Bly
hending, even the least perceptible, haltdid so:
"This is the sixth time this
ernment is gradually simmering down to a
made her celebrated trip around the
ing of its motion; the mind, in a maze
bunch of cars have been back here, and
point where the government becomes a
world over a quarter of a century
of rapid action, is correcting composition
still they have not been unloaded." Unmere,guarantor of profits, bonded indebtedago in ten days more than the time
and spelling, supplying words, making
der the law a consignee is allowed a
ness and equipment, and a convenient subconsumed by this shipment in reachproper divisions, and carrying the intriea
certain amount of time to unload a car,
terfuge whereby.laws, not otherwise voiding Chicago. The world has been gircies of absurd and ridiculous styles. We
called "free time," after the expiration
able, may be abrogated and set aside, at
dled in thirty-five days, almost four
shall not attempt, nor are we capable, of
of which time a charge is made for every
the same time assuming all responsibility
weeks less than the running time of
enumerating the unending number of stops
twenty-four hours' time the car is defor errors, mismanagement, crookedness,
the
carload
of
print
paper."
and delays which almost constantly intertained, the rate increasing as the time exincompetence, criminal conspiracies and
In a railroad station on the Chicago & rupt the thought and action of the op
tends. So, 'Mr. Brown reconsigns his cars
deliberate negligence of railroads, their
at the end of his "free time" to Mr. North Western the other day a crowd of erator,—interruptions that trouble and
allies and officials. That is to say, the
Jones, who reconsigns to Mr. Brown in the people stood waiting for a scheduled pas- worry the most even-tempered of men
railroads are right where they were before,
same manner, and so on, Mr. Jones never senger train, long overdue. Inquiry was All these things and many more are the
except they are certain of receiving the
having had any intention of accepting the made of the station agent as to the cause daily burden of the linotype operator.
greatest profits in their history, certain
And so we say, as we have so often said
shipment, acting merely as a means of of delay, whereupon he answered: "You
their debts will be paid, certain their
helping Brown beat the demurrage law and had better write a letter to McAdoo; he before, be careful of your speed. It may
equipment will be in better shape than
thereby hampering the government by is running the railroads now, you know: spell disaster to you tomorrow. Produce
ever before; and on top of all this, the
withholding rolling stock. The railroads and as long as he runs them you may ex- according to your pay. Give dollar for
burden of their inefficiency, incompetence,
have in the past made many strenuous ob- pect such things as this." And the train dollar; but don't give something for noth
or crookedness is graciously shifted to the
jections to this abuse of the reconsignment never came. But the station agent was ing.
tH government, represented by the persons of
There is something wrong with a man
privilege, but they now seem content to merely repeating what the men owning the
the president and Secretary McAdoo. In
allow its indiscriminate abuse, hauling railroad had said to him—poisoning the who deliberately drives himself out eight
other words, all they have to do is to draw
hours a day for $5, or even $6. Hi head
and rehauling an endless stream of cars public mind against the government.
dividends and let the government do all
around their yards, to no purpose but the
Treason and anarchy is running rampant
the work.
infinite detriment of the government ancj in every railroad office and yard in the
One wouldn't think it very irksome to
land, and not a word of protest comes
be a patriot under such an arrangement the public.
Every avenue of neglect and indifferencj from officials of the government, from the
as this. Yet, there were some highly susis being scoured to yield its tribute in trie Department of Justice, from the House or
picious actions here in Chicago during the
effort to throttle and emasculate the effoijs from the Senate. Perhaps the latter is too
late storm. For instance, there was a
of the government. The other day |n busy trying to put one of the most splendid
great cry for men to clear away the snow
Washington, Commissioner McChord of tie men this country has produced, Newton
(after it had been on the ground for fully
Interstate Commerce Commission in a re- D. Bilker, in bad. Mr. Baker, it seems, is
a week). It was reported that men in
port to Mr. McAdoo, set forth conditions rigidly honest, which is an intolerable insufficient numbers could not be secured, in
which were epitomized by the Associated terference with the customary conduct and
spite of the fact that the pay was considPress as follows in the Chicago Journal: I ordinary usage prevailing amongst the
ered high. But while all this was supposed
American banditry (sometimes erroneous'''Gross negligence of railroads unto be going on, while the country was
der private management in giving
ly called business men), who desire to be
facing perhaps the most disgraceful railproper care to locomotives is a prin.let alone in their monopoly of taking whatroad breakdown in its history, the railroad
cipal cause of the present freight conever they wish without question and withofficials, it is claimed, were sending home
gestion, according to a report preout leave.
every day hundreds of switchmen, freight
sented today to Director General McRailroad officials and their allied interhandlers'and other employes whose ordiAdoo by Interstate Commerce Commisests
may scandalize the private life of
nary duties had been stopped by weather
sioner McChord.
Mr. McAdoo; they may vitiate and bring
conditions, notwithstanding the fact that
After analyzing reports of inspecinto disrepute his usefulness as a public
these same men were willing and able to
tors who have investigated conditions
official; they may destroy his public life,
go out and shovel snow from the tracks
at the principal points of congestion in
and they probably will; they may impose
in the railroad yards or go to any other
the east for several weeks. Commisupon and deceive the magnanimous libplace where their services might do the
sioner McChord announced that hunerality of an overburdened president; they
greatest good in helping to relieve an indreds of locomotives which are sorely
may permit a few inches of snow to partolerable situation, which threatened the
needed in the present emergency, are
alyze their systems for days and even
welfare of the nation. No men could posidle in. shops and roundhouses, frozen
weeks; they may go on inventing and persibly have been so valuable in performing
through neglect, or lacking repairs
petrating their contemptible petty larceny
such a work, familiar, as they are, with
which might have been made if proper
schemes and tricks designed to harass and
every track and switch in their respective
forethought had been given by local
intimidate a patient, easy-going public;
yards; nor would it have been necessary to
railway officials.
they may corrupt public officials and prinave paid them fabulous wages; they
Naming specific yards and terminals
vate citizens.; they may jeopardize an enwould have been content with, and were
where scores of trains are stalled for
tire army and doubtless will; but this
even anxious to accept, their regular pay
days awaiting motive power, Commismuch is certain: they can not go on deand considered it a privilege to be so usesioner McChord showed that engines
ceiving and defrauding the people forful at such a distressing time. But they
lay in roundhouses without doors to
ever. Their insidious corruption has alwere not used in accomplishing the very
protect them against cold, and that
most run its course in America.
thing, which, above all others, they were
machinery was damaged by the ice
If ever a people have been patient and
the most able to accomplish. Instead, after
which encrusted it. For lack of relong suffering with criminals, it is the peoan unpardonable delay, a wild scramble
pairs, other locomotives were operated
(Continued on page 4.)
ensued to secure outside help—help totally
with steam seeping from loose fittings,
ignorant of the railroad yards, in which
and power was reduced correspond-
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March 7, 1918

AMERICAN MACHINIST

A Special Message from the SECRETARY OF WAR.

PLEASE convey to machine-tool builders my
appreciation of the co-operation which they
have extended to this department in the
present emergency.
Many officers of this department have spoken
highly of the quality and importance of the services that have been rendered by the tool designers
and draftsmen who have been released to the Government by the machine-tool builders in particular and the machine industry in general.
The spirit which prompted the managers of
this great fundamental industry to respond to the
war department's call for these men is typical of
the response of American business and American
labor to every appeal of the Government. Men
and institutions during this war will be judged by
what they have given and the services they have
rendered.
We proceed with our plans for the conduct of
the war with greater confidence, feeling assured as
we do of the complete devotion of those engaged
in industry, either as managers or workers, to the
great cause for which we are fighting, a world
safe for democracy.
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■ We have no defence for Mr. William
Hard's article. We are rather indifferent about it. We might even grant that
First to Last—the Truth: News—Editorials the tone and temper of the satire were
—Advertisements
in somewhat questionable taste.
Member of the Audit Bureau of Circulations
But what we have to ask is: Was this
simply a pretext to suppress much more
SATURDAY, MARCH 9, 1918
serious criticism?
Owned and published dally by Tbe Tribune Association,
The sequence of facts is interesting.
a New York Corporation. Osden Rcid, President; (».
Mr. William Hard has for some time
Vemor Rogers. Vico-President; Richard H. Lee, Secretary;
F. A. Suter, Treasurer. Address, Tribune Building, 154
been contributing to "The New RepubNassau Street, New York. Telephone, Beekmau 3000.
lic" a series of articles laying bare the
, SUBSCRIPTION RATES—By MalL Postage Paid, outheadlessness and planlessness which have
side of Greater New York:
IN THE UNITED STATES: OUTSIDE OF GREATER
prevailed in Washington on the side of
NEW YORK
the business conduct of the war.
_'.
I yr. 6 mo. 3 mo.
1 mo.
Daily and Sunday
$9.50
$1.75
$2.50
$0.85
The "New Republic" articles did much
Daily only
7.00
3.50
1.75
.60
Sunday only
3.00
.1.50
.75
.25
to
open the eyes of the American people
CANADIAN RATED
to the weakness of Mr. Baker and the
Daily and Sunday
$10.00
$5.00
$2.50
$1.00
Daily only
7.00
3.50
1.75
GO
Sunday only
5.00
2.50
1.25
50
lack of coordination in the various buFOREIGN RATES
reaus.
Dally and Sunday
$24.00 $12.00
$6.00
$2.00
Daily only
18.00
9.00
4.50
1.50
For months they pleaded for a larger
Sunday only
7.00
3.50
1.75
60
shipping plan, for speed, for a business
Entered .at the Postofflce at New York as Second Class
organization to lay out a well considered
Mall Matter.
map that all departments might follow.
GUARANTEE
To no avail. The Hard broadsides in
You can purchase merchandise advertised In THE
TRIBUNE with absolute safety—for if dissatisfaction re"The New Republic" fell upon unheeding
sults in any case THE TRIBUNE guarantees to pay your
money back upon request. No red tape. No quibbling.
ears. We know the result:
We make good promptly if the advertiser docs not.
The railway tie-up.
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The idle ships.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to the use for
republication of all news dispatches credited to it or not
The coal famine.
otherwise credited in this paper and also tho local news of
spontaneous origin published herein.
And Garfield.
All rights of republication of all other matter herein are
also reserved.
We feel that these articles ought not
to have gone unnoticed.
Ludicrous Power
If they were untrue they were insidSo long- as the .government's power ious and seditious.
over criticism of its acts, policies and
For printing them, if they were unpersonnel consists in propaganda and is true, "The New Republic" ought to have
exercised by adroit and insidious means, been suppressed; its editors tried for
there is reason to be uneasy. But when sedition.
it is bold and begins to be exercised in a
But "The New Republic" for many
ruthless German manner there is noth- reasons is immune from the attentions of
ing more to fear. It will presently de- the Postofflce Department. If this imstroy itself. There will be too many
munity withdrawn from Mr. Hard when
candidates for the role of Maximilian
he writes in a Republican magazine? Or
Harden.
was it Hard alone?
That would be perhaps enough to say
His article in "The Metropoli-tan" was
about the Administration's misadventure
not the only criticism of the President
with "The Metropolitan," except that
which appeared in that issue. We remuch permissible curiosity in that parprint in an adjacent column portions of
ticular case remains to be satisfied.
the editor's own article on the President's
"The Metropolitan" is an important
responsibility.
magazine. Theodore Roosevelt is one of
In the weekly "Independent" Mr.
its regular contributors. Its attitude on
Creel makes for the government a savthe war has been robustly American. It
age attack on the editor of "The Metrois what Mr. Hearst would call a "war
politan" for having attacked Garfleld's
maniac." The only sins we had thought
handling of the fuel situation.
it might be indicted for at Washington
Was the real purpose to weaken and
were:
discredit all criticism of the bungling
(1) That it advocates less static inGarfield?
tellectualism and more fighting velocity
And to weaken and discredit the other
in the conduct of the war, and,
criticisms of Mr. Hard in "The New
(2) That it is anti-Administration.
Republic"?
If the cause of its March number runWill Mr. Burleson please say where
ning afoul of the government was the
he stands in the matter of political critiarticle by William Hard, as is supposed,
cism, which according to his order was
then there would appear to be, in tne
never to be touched?
eyes of the Administration, a third sin,
Will the government say positively
namely, satire, or lack of reverence.
what "The Metropolitan's" real or nomThis we cannot believe. Surely the
inal offence was, in order that we may
power of the government over criticism
all be on guard?
does not extend to questions of taste.
But that leaves the question still open.
Why did the government lay its hands
on "The Metropolitan"?
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